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The Thrill
MO' thrill. can equal that of sweeping

over the crest of a long hill at the
wheel of a superb car.

The hum of the wheels on the crisp road;
the tang of the rushing winter air ; and the
valley below becoming dim. in the mist..
The giant engine at your, feet is droning a
happy, song, but you are, content to forget
his existence. You forget ---and. quite right4
so-the minute care which the urakets
bestowed, not only upon the desipt as a,.
whoa?, but upon eac.b., individual eompone
part. And yet it is the: care with which, the
component parts- are selkdea and tested;
that decides the success of the whole: car.

The same is true of a wireless, set..

We have specialised for over la -years on tke,
production of better and stilt better Quanikm-
sers, because we realise Ito*?inapartaart Bit is
for a wireless set to have only condmiers
of the highest possible efficiency.

That is why we advise you; in your own
interests to

Specify Dabiller.,

DUBILIER
CONDENSER CO LTD

A.At. of the D sbilier, Condenser co Ltd., Ducon
Works, Victoria Road, North Acton, London,

Telephone: Chiswick 2.241-2-3.

P.S. 90.
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LQEC9PHONE
(Registered Trade Mark)

Britain's Best Broadcasting Sets.

REDUCED PRICES
Consequent upon the reduction in
the prices of MIT 9,11111VVALVES the following

reductions in the prices of GECOPHONE Valve
Sets will operate as and from February 2nd, 1925

CAT. No. DESCRIPTION. OLD
PRICE.

REDUCED
PRICE

s. d.s. d.
BC. 3000 Single Valve Set (DER Valve) ... 6 18 0 6 15 0
BC. 3001 Ditto - but with Headphones, LT and HT Batteries, &c. ... 10 0 0 9 17 0
BC. 3050 Single Valve Set (DE3 Valve) ... 7 12 0 7 8 0
BC. 3051 Ditto but with Headphones, LT and HT Batteries, &c. . 10 5 0 10 0 0
BC. 3250 2 -Valve Set (Flat model), Det and LF (DER Valves) ..: 9 12 0 9 6 0
BC. 3251 Ditto with Headphones, LT and HT Batteries . 13 0 0 12 14 0
BC. 3255 2 -Valve Set (Flat Model), Det and LF (DE3 Valves) ... 11 1 0 10 13 0
BC. 3256 Ditto but with Headphones, LT and HT Batteries ... ... 13 10 0 13 2 0
BC. 3200 2 -Valve Cabinet Set, Det and LF, DER Valves, complete with Head-

phones, LT and HT Batteries 18 10 0 18 4 0
BC. 3205 Ditto but with DE3 Valves ... 19 0 0 18 12 0
BC. 2001 2 -Valve Cabinet Set, HF and Det (R5 Valves), complete with Headphones

and LT and HT Batteries ... 20 0 0 19 17 0
BC. 2002 Ditto but with DER Valves . . 19 5 0 19 0 0
BC. 3350 3 -Valve Set, Det and 2LF (R5 and DE5 Valves) . 18 3 0 17 15 0
BC. 3351 Ditto but with Headphones, LT and HT Batteries . 23 15 0 23 7 0
BC. 1355 3 -Valve Set, Det and 2 LF (DER and DE6 Valves) ..- . 18 10 0 18 1 0
BC. 3356 Ditto but with Headphones, LT and HT Batteries ... ... 23 5 0 22 16 0
BC. 3300 3 -Valve Cabinet Set, Det and 2LF (R5 and DE5 Valves), complete with

Headphones, LT and HT Batteries ... ... 28 0 0 27 12 0
BC. 3305 Ditto but with DER and DE6 Valves ... ... 27 10 0 27 1 0
BC. 2010 4 -Valve Cabinet Set de Luxe ... 120 0 0 119 0 0
BC. 3400 4 -Valve Combination Set (BC. 2001 and BC. 2580) 33 12 0 33 2 0
BC. 2050 5 -Valve Cabinet Set 37 10 0 36 12 0
BC. 2585 Single Stage Amplifier ... 5 7 6 5 6 0
BC. 2580 2 -Stage Amplifier ... 11 10 0 11 4 0

NOTE.-THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE ALL ROYALTIES.

The s. rue superlative quality that has characterised the manufacture of GECOPHONE Sets Ice their
incep! im will in every way be ma'ntaine,d.

Sold by

GECOPHONE Service Depots, Electrical Dealers, Stores, Etc.
Advt. of The General Electric Co., Ltd. (Manufacturers and Wholesale only), Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2
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0 Valve Low -Frequency Amplifiers,

"BEST WAY"

Guides for Wireless Constructors
TWO NUMBERS OF A NEW AND IMPORTANT SERIES OF BOOKS OF INTEREST TO EVERY WIRELESS
ENTHUSIAST ARE NOW ON SALE. THEY REPRESENT THE ACME OF GOOD WIRELESS JOURNALISM.
WRITTEN BY EXPERTS IN CONSTRUCTIONAL WORK WHO ARE KNOWN TO A WIDE PUBLIC AS
MEN WHO NEVER LET THE AMATEUR DOWN," THE BEST WAY " GUIDES FOR CONSTRUCTORS
ARE EASILY THE LEADING BOOKS ON THE SUBJECT OF THE BUILDING OF WIRELESS RECEIVERS.

"BEST WAY" No. 161 "BEST WAY" No. 162

"How To Make Crystal Sets" NOW ON "How To Make Valve Sets"
This book contains lucid and explicit instructions The contents of this book include details of bow

for the building of a number of efficient receivers,
including a simple set costing under 10., a Two -

0 SALE 'to make various receivers employing one or two
valves, including a One -Valve Set on the famous

Circuit Crystal Receiver such as was recommended
by Capt. P. P. Eckersley in a recent broadcast talk.

 Unidyne " principle, which eliminates the need of
H.T. Batteries. A reliable Two - Valve Loud-

Details are given for making One and Two -
which can be

ii
connected to any crystal set. There is also a very

" All Aboutpractical and informative article,
Crystals," which will prove invaluable to every -

possessing or about to make a crystal receiver.

PRICE

6D.
EACH

speaker set, a One -Valve Reflex Receiver, and a
Two -Valve Reflex Set. Stage by stage instructions
and diagrams together with a

PICTORIAL BLUE PRINT
are given showing very clearly the wiring and the
placing of components.

Building the One -Valve Reflex Set, which is fully described and illustrated with photos and
diagrams in " How to Make Valve Sets," " Best Way," No. 162.
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THE great resources behind the names MARCONI and

OSRAM have given an acknowledged leadership
in achievement and enterprise.

To introduce a general reduction of prices for wireless
valves is an important step forward in the progress of
broadcasting- carrying with it, as it does, an assurance
of highest quality and outstanding performance for

ARCONI VALVE
C MADE AT THE A 14 LAMP WOR KS.)OS R

REDUCED PRICES
For 2 -Volt Batteries. REDUCED

TYPE DESCRIPTION OLD PRICE PRICE.
D.E.R. General purpose 21/- 18/-
D.E.6 L.F. Amplifier 25/- 22/6

For 4 -Volt Batteries
R. General purpose . 12 6 11 /-
D.E.3 General purpose . 25 21/.
D.E.4 L.F. Amplifier . 30 - 26A.

For 6 -Volt Batteries
R.5V. General purpose . . . 12/6 1 1 /-
D.E.5 L.F. Amplifier . . . 35/- 30-
D.E.5b L.F. Amplifier ("Tptre) 35/- 30/_
L.S. 5 L.F. Amplifier . . . 55/- 50/.

Sold by
Wireless and Electrical
Dealers, Stores, Etc.

amiaboilTH C.ONDOPI
4Ti Kr.

. _ =. ,
ii--,----

adjkltkpe4,4::. Az fitho_taxt I
=

. .
a--.

A3vertise.n2nt of

= The GENERAL ELECTRIC Co., Ltd. The MARCONIPHONE Co., Ltd. --
= Magnet House, Kingsway, London, W.C.2 Marconi House, Strand, London, W.C.2 ==
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A ONE-THIRD
PRICE REDUCTION
THE only Inductance Coils of their kind --
A REACTONE-are now reduced in price

from 4/6 (the set of 5) to 3/-, and from 2/6
(the Chelmsford Coil) to 119, this great
reduction having been made possible by the
introduction of improved machinery and by
greatly increased sales.

Set of 5
Nos. 25, 35, 50,

75 & 100

New
Price

`Chelmsford'
Coil (No. 150)

New
Price 19

Not all Coils having the same general appearance
are Reactone Coils. Reactone are the only tension -
wound and standardised Coils, and you should
insist on seeing the name on the box.

Tension -winding gives the best air -spaced for-
mation-and provides a rigid, unvarying inductance
that needs no former or wrappings ; the latter intro-
duce unwanted capacity effects, flatten tuning, and
cause loss of efficiency.
For low self -capacity, sharp
tuning, better reaction, and
uniformity, use Reactone
Coils. The Self -Capacity of
Reactone Coils is extremely
low, and the wire used is
heavy gauge; the result is
very sharp tuning, low H.F.
resistance, and maximum
signal -strength. On all Crystal
and Valve sets, for maximum
strength of signals and great-
est distance-use

Reactone Coil are now suppled in
Cartons hermetIctlly sealed with

Cellophane wrappers.

Inductance Coih
TENSION -WOUND

A sk your Wireless Dealer. In ea,e of difficulty, send P.O. for 3 3 (or 2,r- for
lite Chelmsford), with your Dealer's name and address, to the Manufacturers

LEWIS HARFORTH & CO.,
8 S-9 0. Chancery Lane, LONDON, W.C. 2

Phone: HOLBORN 2213
Wholesale from

V. ZEITLIN & SONS, 144, Theobeid's Road, LONDON, W.C.I.0v.*

CRYSTAL SET'S
700

MILES RANCE
MADRID TUNED IN

DISTANT STATIONS
HEARD REGULARLY

The account recorded below is reproduced
by kind permission of the Editor of the
most popular daily newspaper.

That he has heard broadcasting from Madrid --
nearly 700 miles away -on a simple crystal set is
the remarkable claim of Mr. George L. Cross, of
Cromwell Road, Prittlewell, Southend-on-Sea.

Of nearly 100 claims received by yesterday for
ranges exceeding 100 miles with crystal receivers
nearly 80 per cent. of the owners state that they
can regularly tune in the stations they name.

Scores invite a test of their instruments, and
several enclose certificates from broadcasting
stations verifying their claims. Two owners send
documents to show that re -radiation cannot have
helped them.

Mr. Ci oss ays that his set has no amplifiers
and he is not near a multi -valve set. Be states
that he has received the following stations direct:

Miles Dist. Mites Dist.
5 XX Chemsford 15 2 YZ M'chester 165
2 LO London .. 35 Radio Paris .. 180
6 BM B'nem'th .. 120 5 NO Newcastle.. 260
5 WA Cardiff .. 160 Madrid .. 700

Mr. Cross informs us that these remark-
able results were obtained by using

TUNCSTALITE
Regd. No. 447,149

BLUE LABEL Crystal
which is THE crystal YOU should use.

BUY A TUBE NOW
1 /6 OF ALL DEALERS 1 /6
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Technical Editor
G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E

RADIO NOTES AND NEWS OF THE WEEK.
In the Future.

SOME day we shall tune -in to Calcutta as
easily as we now twist the knobs for
Cardiff, and, according to the local

Press, this is the kind of thing we shall hear :
" 7 p.m., Clarionet, Babu Harish Chandra " ;
followed by "Babu Satish Chandra Gupta
and Babu Rhagendra Nath Roy, in a
spirited Sitar Duet." Then Renoo Mukher-
jee will play the piano, and Babu Sourendra
Mohan Mukherjee will recite. I understand
that several announcers have already been
invalided out of the Calcutta service.

The Valve Puzzle.
DID you solve the

" P.W." Cross-
word Puzzle ?

It was a very stiff
one, but the Editor
was confident that
it was not too diffi-
cult4and sure enough,
thp first correct solu-
tion arrived at
" P.W.-'s " offices on
January 23rd, the
day after publication. .

The sender was Mr.
F. W. Hill, 23, Horn-

_

sey Lane Gardens,
Highgate, London,
N..6 to whom the
prize of Two Guineas
has been forwarded.

* * *

The Solution.
THE solution was

as follows :
Across :

(1) Crystal.
(3) L.F.
(4) Grid.
(7) S.I.C. (Specific Inductive Capacity.

Note : Polyphemus had only one eye).
(8) E L E (the " whole is Electron).

(10) E R G (the " whole " is Energy).
(12) G.M.T.
Down:
(I) Cells (slang word " Sells ").
(2) Lodge (see Isaiah i., 8).
(5) R E E (call letters of Murmansk).
(6) A.C.
(9) Energy.

(11) G. M. (initials of Mr. Guglielmo
Marconi). * * *

Towards Perfection.
THE care which Mr. Arthur Burrows

bestows upon the B.B.C. programmes

*

does not cease when he leaves 2, Savoy
Hill, in the evening. 'His house is connected
by a private wire to the control room, and
from five o'clock every night one or other of
the stations is switched through to his loud-
speaker. He hopes that programmes and
procedure will be perfect some day-then
perhaps he will get a rest.

Still Coming In.
SINCE the opening of the Nottingham

relay station last September, nearly
twenty-five thousand licences have

been issued to listeners in that neighbour

General Harbord, President of the Radio Corporation of America, inspecting the latest apparatus for
transmitting photographs by wireless, recently exhibited in New York.

hood. This represents about £12,500, and
the ten -shillings are .still coming in at the
rate of several hundred per week. Well
done, Nottingham !

Another Record.
WHILST the moon was eclipsing the sun

on January 24th, Mr. J. A. Partridge,
the well-known Wimbledon amateur,

was eclipsing previous radio records at his
station, 2 K F. He listened in all the after-
noon, and at 4 p.m., when the shadow across
the sun was at" a maximum, he tuned to
Mosul, Mesopotamia. This was good, but
soon after hp heard 3 B G, an Australian
amateur, who was in touch with America
at the same time. Previously Mr. Partridge
had never heard Australia until 7 p.m., and

it was the first . time that 3 B G (whose
station is at Melbourne) had succeeded in
communicating with both continents at.
once. * * *
Effects Noted.

FROM the point of view of listeners in
the London area, the much -talked -
of eclipse was a complete failure.

With a clouded sky there was no clear-cut
shadow effect, and although reception seemed
better during the period of greatest obscurity
there was no exceptional improvement on
short -distance signals. When it was all over,
the end of the eclipse tailed off into
ordinary evening signal strength ; but in two
years' time there is a total eclipse, and the
effect of this upon wireless should be well
worth watching.

* * *
The Leeds Exhibition.

THE
Leeds Wireless Exhibition was a

great success, and local interest was
strongly aroused by
the visit of Captain
Eckersley, and by his
characteristic sallies
againstthe ubiquitous
oscillator.

I hear that New-
port (Mon.) is now
planning a Radio Ex-
hibition, and the date
has been courageously
fixed for May (2nd to
9th inclusive).
Evidently wireless
in Wales is not tc.
be confined to tha
winter months
only.

A Novel " Stunt."
NEXT week Nottingham station is en-

livening a discussion upon economics
by broadcasting the views of listeners,

as well as those of the lecturer. Instead of
the students being present in the studio,
they will call upon the B.B.C. by telephone,
and the calls will be put through the
amplifier circuit just as though they were
coming in through a microphone.

The Old Problem.
ONCE again there is an outcry against the

old-fashioned apparatus used by many
ships, which drowns the reception of

broadcasting for people who live near the
coast. It is being stated that the installa-

(Contimte.d on next page.)
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from page 1345.)

tion of more modern gear would solve the
problem, but unfortunately this is not the
entire truth. Selective apparatus could
easily be fitted, but under present-day
conditions it is often undesirable at sea.
Many a distress call would have been tuned
out completely if the transmitter had not
been broadly tuned, so as to interfere over
a wide band of wave -lengths.

* * *

Say it to Music.
JAMMING is not always a nuisance. I

wonder how many readers noticed
the.pleasant overlapping of 5 X X and

Radio -Paris, when the former was an-
nouncing the news recently ? A piano was
being played at the French station, and the
effect was to form a pleasing back-
ground, which transformed the copyright of

Reuter's, Press Association, Exchange
Telegraph, and Central News " into a kind
of musical monologue.

Marseilles Calling !
THE proposal to

erect a broad-
casting station

at Marseilles has now
taken definite shape.
I hear that the Cie.
Francaise de Radio-
phone is seeking to
obtain permission for
the project, and if this

installation will be
erected in the near
future.

Australian Broadcasting
FOLLOWING my

remark that
neither Sydney

nor Melbourne broad-
casting had been
picked up in this
country, comes the
news that a Woodford
listener-Mr. Leon J.
Duyck, of 108, High
Road-believes that
he has picked up both
Sydney and Melbourne stations on the
same morning, at 8.30 a.m.

At the time of writing his claim has not
been confirmed by the stations in question,
but it has brought to light the interesting
fact that Mr. Duyck has previously picked
up Cape Town, Johannesburg, Buenos Aires,
and Athens, on a 3 -valve set.

2 L 0 to Move.
TRANSFERRING 2 L 0 to the West

End is not a very difficult task for
the B.B.C., and by the middle of

February the new station should be in
operation on doubled power. London
listeners are delighted at the prospect, ex-
cept the distance -seekers, who already find
difficulty in tuning -in other stations. It is
not certain that double -power (3 kw) will he
authorised permanently, but the B. B.C.'s aim
is to make crystal reception easy over a wider
area and to ensure that no section of 2 L 0's
audience is worse off as a result of the move.

::-9111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111!-:

- SHORT WAVES.. ",-
He : The wife I shall choose will charm me =

= with music when I feel like it, and have the E
E sense to shut up when 1 don't.

She : You don't want a wife, you want a E
= - valve set !-" News of the World." =
E * * *

=
= " Depend upon it, the Universe is intelligible E
--,- -ultimately intelligible-however complicated E-
E and hopeless it may appear."-Sir Oliver =

Lige.
* * * =- ". . . 1 say without any hesitation that the E

U broadcasting of plays can be in no way a E.
= substitute for the seeing of themin the theatre, E
= and cannot possibly damage the theatrical =
= business. What it will damage is the broad- E-
= casting business, if they go on with it on the E
--7- present scale. . . ."-Filson Young, in the E
= " Sunday Chronicle." -

*
. f

= Nobody ever built a good set who didn't U
= secretly imagine that he invented a good part E
TE of the circuit himself.-" Radio World." =
= * === MODERN 3IISUNDERSTANDINGS. =
= He : How many reception rooms have you U
E got `?" 5
2 She : Oh, only one. You see, we've only got U
= one crystal set.-" Sunday Pictorial." === . « « E= THE WEEK'S QUERY. =
= And what's the good of these Educational =
E..-- Talks anyhow ? How many people wants to U
= be learnt English ? " _

;11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

The B.B.C.'s studio at the Nottingham relay station.

The Cut in Valves.
THE cut in valve prices is the best news

that listeners have heard this year.
Prices are down from 10 to 15 per

cent. on all the well-known makes. Even
on the cheaper types the saving is con-
siderable-for instance, the 12/6 valves
now cost 11/- only.

Successful French Amateur.
THE French amateur, 8 T M, has been

specialising on low -power work, and has
scored some splendid successes. He has

managed to communicate with amateurs
in Britain, France, Spain, Switzerland, and
Italy, using an input of only one and a half
watts. * *

A Radio Congregation.
THAT sermons by radio have proved of

the greatest value to religion is the
opinion of some of America's foremost

preacher& The Rev. S. Parkes Cadman,

who speaks every Sunday from Brooklyn,
stated : " My father preached continuously
for sixty years, and throughout his life-
time he addressed fewer people than I
reach by radio in a single afternoon."
The radio congregation of the Rev. Cadman
is estimated to number anything from
half a million to two million souls.

No Cause for Complaint.

"
THERE are many experimenters like

myself who have no complaints
whatever to make against the

splendid programmes or transmissions of
any of the stations belonging to the
B.B.C.," says Mr. Wm. Carter, of Kettering
(2 A P T). People are too apt to complain
without cause, aren't they, 2 A P T

New Station for " D X " Amateurs.
THE new American station which has

opened at Atlantic City is going to
prove one of the most interesting

ever heard in this country. Its wave-
length is 296 metres, and its call sign-at
the time of writing-is a complete mystery.
Every correspondent who heard the
opening transmission heard the call -sign

as well, but unfor-
tunately they were
all different ! Mr.
Davies, of Highgate,
thought it was
" W B G," whilst a
Gloucester reader
heard it as " W D E."
Another " D X" mer-
chant asks, " Who is
this WEB that is.
now coming over on
about 300 metres ? "
whilst a Brighton cor-
respondent says, " I
picked up W G B,
New England. The
call:sign was clear
and distinct. It was
repeated several
times, and I am sure
it was W G B."
Finally, an Acton
reader says, " I was
listening from 2.30
to 3.25 a.m. (as no
doubt you were), and
it was either W B E,
W B D, or W E D " !
As a matter of fact, I

was in my BED at that hour !
*

What is Wrong at 5 W A.
WHAT is the matter with Cardiff lately?

Several aggrieved correspondents
have grumbled to me about the

programmes, and expressed a wish for more
Welsh items, now that about 50 per cent.
of Swansea's entertainments come from
5 W A. There seems to be a hurry to
close down, which on New Year's Eve lost
listeners the chimes enjoyed by the other
stations. Is the first enthusiasm wearing
off?

Cause and Effect.
SINCE a Cape Town enthusiast picked

up New Year wireless greetings from
Bournemouth, listeners in South

Africa have done nothing but recite records
of radio reception to one another. This
is how radio Boers " are made.

ARIEL.
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HOW TO BUILD
A `HOUSEHOLD" LOUD -SPEAKER SET.

ONE CONTROL FOR TUNING.
Built and Described by J. C. JEVONS.

1
1

This neat and inexpensive receiver is pre-eminently suitable as a standard fool -proof, easily handled " family " receiver.
Its construction is comparatively simple, and its advantages many, as the reader will see from the following article.

THIS set has been specially designed to
give full -toned, high-class loud-
speaker reception free from dis-

tortion, combined with simplicity of work-
ing, so that it can be handled with excellent
results by inexperienced members of the

The following materials and components are E.
E. required : E -

Ebonite panel 15,r in. by 9 in. by 1 in.
Variable condenser 0005 mid. with vernier. E
8 Rheostats suitable for the valves used.
1 dozen valve sockets, flush type.
2 L.F. transformers.
1 Grid condenser and leak.
4 D.P.D.T. switches.
8 W.O. 'ermizabi.
1 double coil holder.

E 4 Wander Plugs for H.T. leads (3 red, 1
 black).

1 Tumbler switch (electric light type).
= 2 Fixed condensers .001 mfd.

in. thick planed mahogany or walnut for
the cabinet.

= 3 -ply wood for back of same.
= 1 No.4 B.A. ebonite knob for front door.

A few yards of 18 or 18 gauge square section
tinned copper wire for internal connection.

A few feet of twin electric light flexible wire.
Sundry screws, varnish and wood stain.

711111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111F:

household without any assistance from the
family " expert."

Although primarily intended for loud-
speaker work, a very convenient and simple
switching arrangement is, provided for
cutting out one or both of the amplifying

stages at will, thus enabling the set to be
readily converted into a single -valve re-
ceiver for headphone reception, if desired.

In order to ensure a
high quality of repro-
duction, provision is
made for the use of a
different plate potential
on the separate valves,
whilst each grid is given
an appropriate bias. In
addition, a suitable
power valve is used for
the second stage of L.F.
amplification.

The Cabinet.
As regards simplicity

of control, only one
tuning condenser is used,
and, when once thin has
been set for any desired
station, the receiver can
be put into, or out of
action, as desired, merely
by operating a tumbler
switch mounted on the
side of the cabinet.
Finally, the cabinet is
conveniently designed so
as to house the H.T.
battery, and also the filament battery when
dull -emitter valves are usect

It is advisable to make this first so that
ample time may be allowed for the varnish
to dry before assembly. Cut pieces of

View of the vt with part of the front case removed, showing
stowing batteries, coils, etc.

mahogany
3 in. for

room tot

151 in. by 71 in. and 141 in. by
the base and top respectively.

For the sides, two
pieces are required,
111 in. high at backi
71 in. along bottom,
4 in. high at front,
and 31 in. along
to

Before actually
cutting these out it
is well to see that
the ebonite panel
is of the correct
size. If not, it is
a simple matter to
make a slight
alteration in the
size of the cabinet
in order to accom-
modate any small
error in the panel
dimensions.

The cutting of
the front door or
flap is best left until
after the shell of the
cabinet has been
put together so as
to get a good fit. Its
size should be 14 in.
by 4 in.

Smooth the wood
thoroughly with
(Continued on page

1348.)
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HOW TO BUILD
A HOUSEHOLD LOUD -

t SPEAKER SF,T.
(Continued from page 1347.)

glass paper, starting with a coarse grade
and finishing off with a fine grade of paper.
Fix the sides, top and bottom together with
I -in. countersunk brass wood screws. Bevel
the top front edge with a plane so that the
panel lies snugly against it.

Now cut the front flap as directed above,
and also the 3 -Ply back. Give all the wood-
work a coating of mahogany or walnut
spirit varnish stain. It
is better to thin the
average stain with a
little methylated spirit
in order to get a smooth
and even application
without patches or
streaks.

Mounting the Switches.
When thoroughly dry,

smooth with fine glass
paper and apply a coat
of copal carriage varnish,
using a soft brush. This
will result in a fine, hard
glossy surface if left to
dry for two days in a
warm, dust -free room. r

The front flap is
attached by a couple of
brass hinges to the base, and is provided
in the centre, near the top, with a small
No. 4 B.A. black ebonite knob. A small
screw is then inserted into the interior of
the case, at each side, to form a stop or
abutment for the flap, whilst a bolt or
catch is added to prevent the flap from

opening accidentally. The three-ply back
can he conveniently fixed in place by making
four keyhole slots at the sides and inserting
four projecting screws in the rear edges of
the cabinet sides to correspond. The back
is first placed in position over the screws and
then firmly secured by pushing it downwards
so as to force the projecting screwheads into
the narrow part of the keyhole. slots:

It is hardly necessary to say that this
should be of high -quality ebonite. See
that it has been cut with square corners
and straight sides. Round the edges
with a file and smooth them carefully
with glass paper.

If the surface is glossy the gloss should
be removed with emery cloth or glass

The finished set connected up and ready for use.

paper, and re -polished with rotten stone and
oil if a polished surface is wanted. First mark
out the position of the holes in accordance
with the (killing diagram, Fig. 1, and then
drill them out carefully at right angles to
the surface. The terminal holes should
be in. and should he tapped No. 4. B.A.

The condenser will need either a ii in.
or in. plain hole, according to the particular
make purchased, and so will each of the
rheostats. The valve sockets are usually
No. 1 B.A. The holes for the latter are best
drilled out with the aid of one of the tem-
plates now on the market. They may
either be tapped into the ebonite, or else
fixed by a nut at the back.

The boles for the double -pole, double.
throw switches must be drilled accurately
to suit the particular switch purchased.

The free working of these
depends very largely on
the accuracy with which
this is done, so that it is
worth while taking extra
pains. Having settled
the relative positions of
the six holes, it is ad-
visable first to make a
paper template and then
use this to prick through
the correct places for
each of the four switches
in turn.

The Grid Condenser.
The exact location of

the two L.F. trans-
formers necessarily
depends upon the par-
ticular make chosen, and
precise measurements
are therefore not given.
It is quite easy, however,
to place them in con-
venient positions on the

back of the panel, when the latter is laid
horizontally on the table, and then to mark
out the places for the fixing screws. The
holes should he drilled not quite through the
panel, and then tapped No. 4. or 5 B.A. with

plug " or " Lot oming " tap.
(Continued on page 1349.)
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HOW TO BUILD
A HOUSEHOLD LOUD-

SPEAKER SET.
(Continued from page 1348.)

All the components may now be fixed
firmly in position by their respective
clamping nuts, etc. A simple and con-
venient way of fixing the grid condenser in
place is to pass one of the holes in the end
lugs over the " earth " terminal shank, and
then clamp it by a No. 4. B.A. nut. This
will be found to hold the condenser firmly
in position. It does not make electrical
contact with the terminal, nor does it
prevent the subsequent connection of a
wire to the " earth ' terminal.

-These should be made with square
section No. 18 or No. 16 gauge tinned
copper wire, usually known as bus -bar."
There is no fear of this wire sagging down
and causing short circuits, whilst owing to
the tin coating it is easily soldered.

Whilst the use of right-angled bends is
certainly neat and attractive in the finished
set, this convention need not be slavishly
adhered to, as is the habit with many con-
structors, for in some cases a slanting con-
nection is more rigid and therefore the
better practice.

Point Worth Noting.
The actual connections of the wires to

the various terminals should preferably be
soldered, but nuts may be used without
any appreciable loss of efficiency since they
make a large surface contact with square
wire-unlike round wire, with which only
a line contact is made. After soldering a
terminal or screw it should, if possible, be
tightened, since heat tends to loosen metal
fittings attached to ebonite.

Turn the panel face downwards on the
table and commence by connecting the
three rheostats to the corresponding right-
hand filament valve socket. Next run a
wire from the right-hand bottom screw,
No. 1 switch (near the variable condenser) to
the L.T. - terminal by way of the left-hand
filament socheti of the valves. This wire

s

should be kept about 1 in. above the surface
of the panel, short vertical connections being
dropped to each of these three -valve sockets.

The right-hand rheostat should now be
connected to the right-hand middle screw
of No. 3 switch, a drop connection being
made to the middle right screw of No. 2
switch. This wire should be a trifle lower
than the above.

Wiring Details.
Next connect top left screw of No. 3

switch with the third valve plate socket by
a wire about 11 in. high and carry on in a
slanting direction to middle left screw of
No. 4 switch. Connect second trans-
former O.P. by a slanting wire to right top
screw of switch 4 ; then first trans -

Close up view of the lay -out of the front of the panel.

former I.P. by slanting wire to left bottom
screw of switch No. 2 ; second valve grid
to first transformer O.S. ; aerial terminal to
right top screw of switch 1 by wire 11 in.
high, and on by a wire near panel surface to
left bottom screw of same switch ; fixed
plates of tuning condenser to left middle
screw of switclk No. 1 ; movable condenser
plates to left middle screw of switch No. 1,
and on to one terminal of grid condenser;
then the other grid condenser terminal to
grid socket of first valve.

The connections for the aerial coil and
tumbler switch should come next. Thinner

wires should be used for these, say 24
gauge, each about 6 in. long. The reason is
that they are to be passed through holes
in the cabinet later on, and will be covered
with insulating sleeving. Solder one on to
each of the following : (1) The L.T. positive
terminal shank. (2) The wire connected to
the right centre screw of switch No. 3.
(3) The wire attached to the right bottom
screw of switch No. 1. (4) The wire
attached to the movable condenser plates
(centre terminal of condenser). The con-
nections to the telephone and loud -speaker
terminals are as shown.

The following wires should be of stranded
rubber -covered electric -light flex. (1) 10 in.
long, attached to O.P. of first transformer,
and provided at its free end with a red

wander plug marked
" 50 " on top with ink.
(2) 12 in. long, attached
to O.P. of second trail ;
former with red plug
marked "80." (3) 12 in.
long, attached to bot-
tom right screw of
switch No. 4 with red
plug marked " 129."
(4) 14 in. long, soldered
to L.T. negative ter-
minal, with black plug
for negative H.T. .(5)
9 in. long, attached
to I.S. of first trans-
former. (6) 7 in. long,
attached to I.S. of
second transformer.
(7) 7 in. long, attached
to L.T. negative.

(8) 13 in. long, attached to left middle screw
of switch No. 2. (9) 9 in. long, attached to
plate (or anode) socket of first valve.
Nos. 5, 6, and 7, above, are for grid battery
connections, whilst the last two are for the
reaction coil.

Fix the double coil holder on the left of
the cabinet about 6 in. from the base and
3 in. from the back, with the movable
reaction coil holder nearer the front. Next
fix the tumbler switch on the right side
in a similar position. Drill four holes in.
in diameter for the coil connections to pass

(Continued on page 1394.)
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I THE ART OF TUNING.
By C. E. FIELD, B.Sc.

PART I.

1r ['HERE are many wireless experimentersI who, although they may be able to
construct quite an efficient receiving

set, and can talk learnedly about such mys-
teries as " resistance coupling," " grid bias,"
and so on, operate their sets in the most
haphazard manner. They endeavour to
tune -in distant stations by turning con-
denser knobs in all directions, changing
inductance coils at random, and indiscrim-
inately trying the effect of a series parallel
switch, a reversal of reaction coil connec-
tions, or even a change in the size of a
variable condenser.

Much time and patience can be saved if
the relations existing between the coils and
condensers, and the signals to be received,
are properly understood.

i How it Is Accomplished.
If the lead-in wire from an aerial were

joined directly to the earth plate, at any
1. moment every transmitting station in the

world which happened to be then working
would cause a tiny electric current to flow
in alternate directions between the aerial
and the earth. The number of times per
second at which these pulses of current
succeed one another is dependent upon the
wave -length on which the transmitting
station is working, and it is the purpose -of
the tuning apparatils in a receiving set to
select and make use of the current pro-
duced by the signals which it is desired to
receive, and to allow all the other currents
to flow straight to the earth.

Every electric circuit possesses two pro-
perties, known as capacity and inductance,
and the tuner of a receiving set is simply a
circuit of which the capacity, the induct-
ance, or both are variable. It is not pro-
posed here to discuss the theory of tuning,
but it may be said that the greater the
capacity or the inductance in a tuning cir-
cuit, the greater is the wave -length of the
signals which it will select and pass on to
the remainder of the receiving apparatus.

Inductance is introduced into a circuit
by means of a coil of wire, the amount of
inductance being dependent upon the
number of turns of wire in the coil. Hence,
a circuit containing a coil wound with a
great many turns of wire will select signals
of a higher wave -length than it would if the
coil were wounti with only a few turns.

The Action of Variable Condensers.
Capacity is produced by means of a con-

denser, which consists of a number of metal
plates, interleaved and separated by air
spaces, alternate plates being joined to-
gether to form two groups. The capacity of
a condenser can be increased by bringing
the plates closer together, by increasing the
number of plates, or by increasing the area
by which the two groups of plates overlap
one another.

In a variable condenser, such as is used for
tuning purposes, the capacity is usually
adjusted by this last method, one set of

plates being stationary, and the other set

mounted on a spindle to which is' attached
a moving dial, or a pointer.

A tuning circuit will thus select signals
of the highest wave -length when the moving
plates of the variable condenser are " all'
in," i.e. when they are entirely overlapped
by the fixed plates.

In order that the operator shall be able to.
tell the relative position of the fixed and
moving plates, the moving dial, or fixed
scale of the condenser is graduated in
degrees from 0 to 180. When a condenser
is assembled, it should always be adjusted
so that. when the moving plates are all

A handsome set, with all controls on the front panel, made by
7, Empress Drive, Vickerston, Barrow-in-Furness.

in," the pointer indicates 180, a reading of
0 then indicating that the plates are all
Out."

It is only by this means that tuning can
be made at all systematic, because when
this is carried out, the readings on the con-
denser scale give an indication of the
wave -length of the signals being received-
the higher the wave -length, the higher the
scale -reading, and vice versa.

Affecting a Compromise.
Since the wave -length of a circuit can be

made greater by increasing either the size of
the tuning coil, or the capacity of the con-
-denser, obviously a given wave -length can
be obtained by means.of a large coil and a
relatively small condenser capacity, or by
means of a small coil and a large condenser.

How, then, can we decide which arrange-
ment to employ ? taig***Vitti.

As with many other wireless problems,
it is usually necessary to effect a compro-
mise, for although in most cases the best
results are obtained by the use of the. maxi-
mum inductance and the minimum capacity,
it is sometimes advisable, especially in high -
frequency intervalve circuits, deliberately
to introduce capacity in order to render
the set more easy to handle and less
liable to self -oscillation.

This is not so important in the case of
the aerial tuning circuit, but here a fairly

large condenser is desirable when plug-in
coils are employed, in order that the large
wave -length band may be covered by the
condenser in conjunction with one coil. A
suitable capacity is. -0005 mfd.

If the tuning coil is variable by means
of tappings or a slider, the condenser need
only have a very small capacity, say -0002
mfd., and when an infinitely variable in-
ductance, known as a variometer, is em-
ployed, no tuning condenser is necessary,
and the best results are obtained. A
variometer, however, does not cover a very
wide band of wave -lengths without the
addition of loading coils, and presents diffi-
culties to the introduction of reaction into
the aerial circuit. Consequently, most
experimenters prefer to use plug-in coils
in conjunction with a variable condenser.

Choosing the Right Coil.
It will be seen from the foregoing that,

given a variable condenser of any particular
capacity, a broadcasting station can be
received with many different plug-in coils.

Let us suppose
that we can receive
2 L 0, working on
365 metres, by the
use of a 35 -turn
coil, with. the con-
denser scale reading
170. If, now, a
50 -turn coil were
plugged in, and the
condenser turned
back, we might find
that 2 L 0 came in
at about 10 degrees,
and the results
would probably be
better. Alternately,
we might find that
the signal were
getting louder, but
had not reached
full strength by the
time that the con-

denser was at 0 degrees. This would
shovi that the 50 -turn coil was too large,
and that unless we possessed an in-
termediate coil, we would have to be
satisfied with the results obtained with
that wound with 35 turns.

Suppose now that we wanted to tune -in
Birmingham, working on 475 metres. It
would be foolish to turn the condenser knob
at random, because if we turned it to a
smaller reading we should only receive
stations whose wave -length is less than
365 metres. We are already reading 170
degrees on the condenser scale, so that
there is not much likelihood that the odd
ten degrees will make a wave -length
difference of more than 100 metres. The
remedy is another coil, obviously a larger
one since we wish to tune to a higher wave-
length, and we might find that with the
50 -turn coil, Birmingham was received with
the condenser about half -way in.

(To be concluded next week.)

Mr. Wardle,

Readers are invited to submit
photographs of wireless interest
for publication in " Popular Wire-
less and Wireless Review." Every
photograph accepted and pub-
lished will be paid for at the
rate of 1016 per photo.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR " D X" AMATEURS.
The Relative Values of L.F. and H.F.

By LIEUT.-COMMANDER H. W. SHOVE, D.S.O., R.N.
" D X " amateurs are so numerous these days that any practical information on the question of long-distance reception isof interest and value. In the following article every reader interested in " ether searching " will find some very helpful

suggestions.

4.-0 0000000 --

a

THERE has lately been a good deal
of controversy amongst those who
specialise in long-distance reception

regarding the relative merits of H.F. and
L.F. amplification. For a long time the
statement that " H.F. amplification in-
creases range, but not volume ; L.F., volume
but not range," was repeated as a sort of

Fig. 1. Loose -coupled regenerative circuit.

catch -phrase, into the truth of which no-
body seemed to take the trouble to examine.
Now, the school of the " Detector and
1 L.F." has scored a great triumph in the
establishment of direct amateur communi-
cation with New Zealand.

"Super-Hets " Ruled Out.
Its only rival, in the field of long-distance,

short-wave, and low -power communication,
seems to be the " Supersonic Heterodyne."
Having no practical experience of this last,
which seems to be rather in the nature of a
" Rolls Royce," or multi=millionaire's re-
ceiver, the writer will not discuss it here.
Only, it may be remarked that it does not
seem likely that it will ever become a
general, everyday," poor man's " receiver, for
the multiplicity of valves required is bound
to keep it permanently in the expensive
class. The receivers with which this

Fig. 2. H.F. and crystal tuned anode circuit.

article deals are of the one- or two -valve
type, such as are within the reach of the less
opulent, and more numerous, section of
radio amateurs.

It is apt to be lost sight of by some who
read of the wonderful " D X " work of, for
instance, Mr. C. W. Goyder and his con-
freres, that all this work is C.W. telegraphy

and not the telephony
with which the ordinary
amateur is most concerned.
The principle of the recep-
tion of C.W. is that the de-
tector valve (or a specially
arranged " oscillator ")
must be in that state of
actual oscillation which is
generally to be avoided in
telephony. The C.W. sig-
nals as heard, are, in fact,
that very heterodyne note
or " howl," the elimination
of which engages the at-
tention of every decent
broadcast listener. For
the production of this there is probably
nothing to compare with the ordinary
" Straight regenerator " of Fig. 1, especially
if, as shown, loose -coupled tuning is em-
ployed.

Fig. 3. Loose -coupled tuned anode (limit.

from the question of the enjoyability of
music, the intelligibility of speech depends
far more on its clarity than on its volume.
It is, therefore, of the highest importance to
use a means of rectification which will give

a sound in the telephones
not only detectable but, as
nearly as possible, a replica
of the sound transmitted,
and unmixed with ex-
traneous noises. It may
be taken for granted that,
in the present stage of
radio science, the crystal
is the best means of doing
this.

For long-range telephony
work with one valve it
would, therefore, seem
correct to use the valve
purely as an amplifier and
rely on a crystal for rec-
tification. This brings us
to the great question of

H.F. v. L.F. amplification pure and simple.
In a former article (" L.F. Amplification
and Increase of Range," " P.W." No. 126, of
Oct. 25th, 1924), the writer has considered
the use of L.F. amplification for increasing
the range of crystal sets.

 (Continued on page 1352.)

-0005

Fig. 4. Loose -coupled H.F: transformer circuit.

Clarity Before Volume.
In C.W. work purity of reproduction is

not a factor. So that, having produced
our " howl," any means of rectifying it
which causes a detectable note in the
'phones may be employed. The simplest
method, and one which is quite efficient,
is to make the oscil-
lating valve do this
work by the provis-
ion of a leaky grid
condenser. Hence
the ordinary
"straight detector"
Circuit seems to
hold the field.

But when we turn
to telephony the
case is very differ-
ent. Here pure re-
production, if not
everything, is still a
very big item in
"DX," as in shorter
range, work. Apart Fig. 5. Adding direct coupled L F. (to increase range).
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The addition of one L.F. valve as there
deScribed should enable reception, at good
headphone strength, to be obtained up to
40 or 50 miles from a 14 kw. broadcasting
station. But the increase is limited by the
fact that reaction cannot be used in this
method. And it is reaction that has been
the greatest factor in extending the range

our reason for preferring the crystal to, the
valve rectifier.

If we adopt a circuit such as that of Fig. 3,
wherein both, a loose -coupler and a tuned
anode are incorporated, we have to face
rather formidable complications. For we
now have three circuits to tune and the
closely interacting undamped grid circuit
and tuned anode will be very apt to cause
instability. The circuit, in fact, does not
seem worth while.

Obtaining Selectivity.

But the advantage of selectivity, among
others, can be gained by making use of the

arrangement shown
in Fig. 4. This is

Fig. 6. Use of L. F. transformer (to increase volume).

of the single -valve receiver. To allow of its
use with crystal rectification we must con-
nect our valve as an H.F. amplifier. There
are several ways of doing this, but the most
,...enerally popular, and one which is quite
ftficient on the broadcast band of
wave -lengths, is the ordinary tuned
anode ". (Fig. 2).

A Crystal's- "Damping " Effect.
Below about 200 metres it is difficult,

though not impossible, to employ H.F.
amplification. But the only ' serious "
telephony at present " on the ether " in
this region is the famous short wave KD K A.
Frankly, for this (on 65 metres) the writer
would advise the abandonment of the
attempt to maintain " crystal purity "
and the employment of the single -valve
regenerator of Fig. 1.

But let us here consider the broadcast
band, from 200 to 1,000 metres. The cir-
cuit of Fig. 2 is an excellent one in many
respects. It is true that it involves two
tuning controls and so departs from the

sweet simplicity " of L.F. amplificatiOn
r the direct -coupled single-valver. But
he writer is not aware of any really effi-
lent receiver for long range telephony on

these wavelengths, which does not. ,.(Judg-
ing from past experience he will probably
hear of at least a dozen from different
correspondents as a result of having written
this !). -

Tice objection to -the " straight -tuned
anode " scents to the writer to be that the
direct -coupled aerial, associated with the
" damping " effect of the crystal, is apt
to spoil that ultra -selectivity which is the
great advantage of the loose -coupled single
valvedetector, whose control is, of comae,
practically the same, This tends to re-
introduce the extraneous noises whose
elimination is almost equally important
With the fidelity of reproduction which was

what is called a
-loose-coupled
transformer " cri-
cuit, and is one with
which the writer has
had great success.
It is not, of course,
by any means novel,
though it is less
used than its merits
seem to warrant.
The idea of this
circuit is that the
valve acts exactly
as in the single -
valve regenerator,
except that the
signals are not
rectified. Instead,

there is a- second tuned circuit, precisely
similar to the secondary of a loose -coupled
crystal set, but coupled to the untuned
anode circuit of the valve. The three coils
are mounted in a" 3 -coil holder," the anode
coil being in the middle, so that the ampli-
fied H.F. impulses are transferred by mag-
netic coupling into both the tuned circuits-
into the aerial as ordinary reaction and into
the detector circuit as in a loose coupler.

There -is also, of course, a certain amount
of coupling, depending on the setting of the
coils, between the aerial and detector
circuits. By bringing these two coils fairly
close, and switching out the valve, we get a
plain loose -coupled crystal set, which will
give excellent results within ordinary crystal
range. The writer has not found that the
presence of the middle coil, under these
conditions, makes much difference. But it
can be removed if desired.

When using H.F., the value of the anode

coil is rather critical. If too large a coil is
inserted the set will be unstable. If too
sniall, it may be difficult to approach the
oscillating point. As with an ordinary re-
action coil, a good -deal depends on the other
constants of the circuit. Fig. 4 shows the
values used- in the writer's set for 300-500
metres. This is on a very large indoor
aerial with which a series condenSer is always
necessary. But -the reader who desires to
try out the circuit is advised to find the best
values for his own set and aerial by trial.

Selectivity is, of course, increased,, with-
out seri6us loss of signal strength, by loosen-
ing the coupling of the anode and detector
coils. Reaction is applied by- bringing the
aerial coil up to the anode. The change of
setting of the coils will necessitate re-
adjustment of the condensers, as in other
reaction or loose -coupled sets. Both con-
densers should be fitted with verniers, or
fine tuning attachments, as the tuning is
extremely sharp. Practice is necessary to
get the best results, but the trouble entailed
-will be amply repaid. The circuit is not
recommended to the absolute novice.

The addition of a " direct -coupled "
L.F. Valve may be tried to bring very weak
signals up to proper 'phone strength (see
Fig. 5). This makes one of the most
sensitive two -valve sets. known to the
writer. The method of Fig. 5 should not,
however, be used.to increase the volume of
signals already easily readable. It is only
efficient .on weak signals. In other cases a
transformer should be introduced, as Fig. 6.

"Reflex" Limitations.
Very slight modifications will adapt a set

wired on this system for use as a straight
one -waiver. The necessary terminals, etc.,
are indicated in Fig. 7, which should be
self-explanatory. The constructor will then
have three possible combinations :-

1. Plain loose -coupled 'crystal ; 2. H.F.
and crystal ; 3. " Straight " single -valve.

A word as to " dual " amplification.
This system is now popular and is certainly
useful up to a limited range. But 1 think
most experienced operators will concur with
me in saying that the L.F. side generally
predominates and that its chief usefulness is
in enabling considerable volume to be ob-
tained from a station within, say, 50 miles.
A valve can handle both H.P.. and L.F.
currents simultaneously, but it will not do
the two jobs as efficiently as when only called
upon to do one of them.

Terminals fOr phones
when using Cry..9 tot
(no condenser necessary)

0

Te. cm/ad/5 tgr,obones
when using Ira/re.
Shorted when using

Crysea/.

n.*hone Cory

(necessa for valee )
ndenseri

This coil not needed f'or valve detection

Fig. 7. Modifications enabling valve detection to be used.
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The headbands are made
of piano wire covered in
soft, corded webbing. At
.both ends the wire is
firmly clamped together
so that the original shape
may be easily bent to fit
the natural line of the head
without fear of injuring
the headband. They mean
comfort without hard
and irritable constriction.

British Manufacture
(B.C.C. Stamped.)

1.53

All Beauties products carry
our official money -back guar-
antee enabling you to sedum
them within 10 cdays if die.
satisfied. This really means
a free trial.

The unusual constructive theory of Brandes Matched
Tone Headphones secures a tremendous improvement in
accurateness, sensitivity and volume. A simple explanation
is this : strike the same note at the same instant on any
two musical instruments of the same kind. It's a hundred
chances to one against both notes beineof the same strength
and pitch. Consequently it jars, and you would much
rather hear one alone. If both notes were exactly similar
it would be pleasing, and you would have greater volume
and clarity. Brandes, with both receivers matched to
exactly the same degree, achieve this desired end.

Ask your Dealer for Brandes.

The Table -Talker is another Brandes quality
product at moderate price. Its full round
tones are wonderfully clear and pleasing. The
horn is matched to the unit so that the air re-
sistance produced will, exactly balance the
mechanical power of the diaphragm. This
means beautiful sound -balance. Gracefully
simple of line, it is finished a shade
of neutral brown and is twenty- 42/"
one inches high.

ran
712eNdltle to know inrRadio

0--

k.Cuperior&liatcbscilinenHeadphones
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It consists of 84
strands of fine hard
drawn phosphor -
bronze wire -a special
alloy of great strength
and DURABILITY.
These strands are
SPIRALLYwound so
that each is AIR -IN-
SULATED. ExhaUs-
tive tests prove that
it has the LOWEST
OHMIC RESIST-
ANCE yet attained.
Provides 80",, greater
SURFACE AREA
over 722's Gives
50":, greater effici-
ency over 722's
when used for re-
ceiving; 90°,0 greater
efficiency over 7,22's
when used for

transmitting.

Hitch`, our
crystal pt to-
a Ma

THE Stili)Eit)WRIA1:-
/ \

EVERY. Wireless man knows that
. increased surface area in the aerial

means stronger and longer range.
-Mars- Aerial gives 80:, greater sur-
face area over 7,22's, and results in
50% increase in efficiency for recep-
tion and 90'V, for transmission.
It has the lowest ohmic resistance yet
attained and is equal to an H.F. Unit
and brings in many elusive distant
stations clearly and sweetly.
The -Mars- Aerial at 9 6 costs more
than 7 22's-but it is worth every
penny of it, for the increased pleasure
it brings to the wireless enthusiast.
Fix one this week -end and search
around for new stations.
Obtainable from most wireless dealers.
If you have any digicalty in obtaining,
send P.O. for 9 6 to
E. & W. G. MAKINSON, LTD.,
Wellington Works, Wellfield Road,
Preston. (Established over 40 years.)

Telephone: Preston 122.

AT LAST!-The
Perfect Grid Leak
THE "BRETWOOD"
Grid Leak has a range of resistance from
zero to 10 megohms or higher. Very minute
variations are possible, there is nothing to
get out of order, and it is easily and quickly
mounted in any circuit. Specially suitable
for the Unidyne Circuit.
We hold a first-class National Of all Radio Dealers or direct
Physical Laboratory Certifi- from the manufacturers.
cote testifying to its relia-
bility. Write for a Copy. Price 3,'- Post 3d.

PATENT
NO.

20292 23

RADIO IMPROVEMENTS, LTD., 12-t8,reel-to, nLioonndMo ne,'WM1a.

LANITC-
('the Ultra Sensitive

CRYSTAL
L MOTE, the laboratory crysm!, differs ;n its
crystalline structure from all others. It has no
dud spots. Its sensitiveness and vclurne are
phenomenal. ORDER NOW. Diagrams
and special whisker FREE with every
crystal.
Lanite Laboratories, 6 Booth St. East,

C. -on -M., Manchester.

11 tl

PURER
TONES

BELLING -LEE

Indicating Terminals
Patent \ S07 2(

Heads
cannot

screw off.

Grips a
spade tag

or flex.

Standard
4 B.A. Stem.

Brass. 3'.d. e7ch.
Aickd, 4 each.

Tops engraved in
White on Black
16 Indication,

Hole to Grip a
phone tag

or solid wire.

Serrated bottom
prevents

working loose.

Complete with rent
and washer.

-BELLING-LEE"
Plug and Socket Terminals

Recessed toe otvaentake end of
flex

Internal all -metal
4 -jaw chuck to wisp any
wire from 14 S.W.G.

to 40 S.W.G.

Dome -shaped indicating
discs in red and black. -".

16 engravings.

Soldering lug. Frice 7d. per le!.
M.K. Pat. No. 205010 & 28743/24.

) ,iideater can mryply you. In case of di !lien!! 5, write direct to-

ELLING & LEE, LTD., Queensway Works, Ponders Fnd.

Shock -proof
insulation handle in red

and black.

Transverse spring tongues
Pressing outwards,

ensuring definite contact
at many points.

Complete with
fixing nut.

A. MUNDAY, Ltd.,
Electrical and Wireless Engineers,

59, WATLING STREET, E
TEL., CITY 2972

One door from Queen Victoria St. and Queen St.)
AND AT

45, EASTCHEAP, E.C.3.
ROYAL 4632

b1111111141111111111111

We are Stockists of

STERLING SQUARE -

LAW CONDENSERS

BOWYER-LOWE

SQUARE -LAW

CONDENSERS

POLAR CONDENSERS
ORMOND, and
FORMO CONDENSERS

Accumulators in Stock charged
6 volt 60 amp., 26/6

ALL MAKES OF EVERYTHING
FOR WIRELESS
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Reduction in Prices
of all types of

B.T.H. RADIO VALVES
Effeetive February 2nd., 1925

THERE are no better valves in all
the world than B.T.H. Valves-and

few (if any) as good. The substantial
reduction in prices noted below will
make the advantage of using B.T.H.
Valves even more evident than
it was before. They are made in the
Mazda Lamp Works, Rugby.

TYPE I CHARACTERISTICS I OLD PRICE I NEW PRICE

GENERAL PURPOSE TYPES

R
{Filament

B 3

B 5
{Filament

Voltage . 4 Volts
Filament 'torrent 0.7 Amp
Max. Plate Voltage 100 Volts
Filament Voltage 1.8 Volts
Filament Current 0.35 Amp
Max. Plate Voltage 80 Volts

Voltage 3 Volts
Filament Current " 0.06 Amp
Max. Plate Voltage 80 Volts

a. d.

12 6

1 21 0
)

' 25 0

s. d.

1 1 0

1 8 0
21 0

POWER AMPLIFYING TYPES

B 4
1Filament

B 6 {Filament

B 7
{Filament

Voltage 6 Volts
Filament Current 0.25 Amp
Max. Plate Voltage 120 Volts
Filament Voltage 3 Volts

Current 0.12 Amp
Max. Plate Voltage 120 Volts

Voltage 6 Volts
Filament Current ' 0.06 Amp
Max. Plate Voltage 120 Volts

)

i 35 0
) '

} 35 0

)

L 37 6
1

30 0
30 0
32 0

Fit B.T.H. Radio Valves and make sure of good results

Ofelleertisement of The Bri,'ish Thonson7Houstbn Co. Ltd.
2296

1355
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BOSTON

SPRINGFIELD

NEW
YORK

it

41F.
slEe tag

Springfield, Mass.

On a NeutronCrgstal
with 2 stages of Low Frequency

Cii ippenham, Wilts.,
December 14111, 1924.

Messrs. Neutron, Ltd.,
DEAlt Sias,

NEUTRON CRYSTALS.
As an enthusiastic owner of a 5 -Valve set, I write

to tell you of my surprising results with a small
Crystal set. Owning the above -mentioned set and
having. been connected with Wireless Theory for the
last 10 years and actual practice with a set for the
past 5 years, I was, as I always have been, very
sceptical about results when I bought one of your
crystals a week ago. The results, however, have
simply astounded Inc.

The first night, not having the ebonite ready, I
just twisted some bare wire round the end of the
detector and across the end of a plug-in (Standard
size) Coil block, the other end I connected with a
pair of 'phone tags and. condenser, a 0003
variable condenser for tuning completed my very
crude "outfit."

Coupling up Aerial and Earth I was astounded by
easily tuning 5 WA (40 miles), 6 BM (62 or 4
miles). I listened to the latter till close -down, and
then picked up Madrid quite easily.

Of course, my mind was immediately filled with
theories -of re -radiation and such things as that. 1
will, however, admit that I made frantic haste to
have everything properly mounted and soldered .rho
next evening, when I again repeated the same
performance. Subsequent tests have proved that 5 XX
(100 miles, approx.) is absolutely comfortable
strength, and 2 ZY (Manchester) is also audible.

Coupling a 2 -valve LOW FREQUENCY
amplifier to the above -mentioned set at 1.50 a.m. this
morning, I picked up Music and Solos (Soprano and
Baritone) from WBZ (Springfield, Mass.), and was
in gopd touch for about 10-12 minutes, when the
signal's faded away.

A continued watch was kept for hours, during
which time I was in touch for about 60 per cent, of
the time. Not so had for the mach -despised Crystal.
Needless to say, I am now very much converted.

It Is my hope now to he able to receive America
direct with Crystal only, and with the strength that
different stations have been coming in at this address
I am feeling quite confident that it can be done.
Needless to say, the Crystal will be Neutron.

My aerial is 100 ft. long, 34 ft. high leading -in end,
28 ft. high far end. Please particularly note that all
current was switched off from the valve set during
these tests, and every precaution taken to give the
Crystal a fair chance."

Very sincerely yours,
(Signed) R. A. H.

P.S.-During reception of Springfield, Mass., I dis-
tinctly heard the announcer give the call letters of
the station twice, so that there is no doubt as to the
accuracy of the reception.-R. A. H.

Stocked by the best Radio Desiers. Packed in
tin with silver cat's -whisker. Insist on Neutrol,
n the Black and Yellow Tin-or send 176
and Dealer's name, and this wonderful 1/6

-Crystal will be mailed by return.

THIS is, we believe, the record for long-
distance broadcasting reception on land.
Note that the only amplifier' used was a

low -frequency one ; interpreted to the non-
technical, this means that the signals were actually

received and rectified by the NEUTRON CRYSTAL,
the two valves serving merely as note -magnifiers, and

not as "range -increasers. -

The original letter, a copy of which is given here,
may be inspected at the NEUTRON Offices.
Here is sufficient proof of the super -sensitiveness of

NEUTRON CRYSTAL to justify you in selecting

this as your Crystal. Sooner or later you will come to
it, in any case, and in deciding NOW for NEUTRON,
you will easily save the price of another pair of
phones, by saving the expense of
further tests.

E
ZWIE=MM=3n.TRADE

Concert Tested and Guaranteed.
Sole Distributors:-V. Zeitlin and Sons, 144. Theobalcl's Rd., Londo-t.
W.C.I. Phones: Museum 3795 and 6841. Produced by:-Neutron Ltd.,
Sicilian House, Southampton Row. London, W.C.1 'Phone: Museum 2677.

0////1/MINEE W.fl1101101
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A
COMBINED PARALLEL SERIES AND

D.P.T. SWITCH.
A Novel Switching Device for Experimenters.

By R. S. RUDLAND.
1

AT some time or other the occasion has
arisen, generally when one is most
busy, when a friend brings along his

new pair of 'phones or loud speaker and
asks if you would mind "trying them out

1 dozen 6 B.A. countersunk brass screws:
2 wander plugs.
1 piece of brass 21 in. square by 414- in.

thick.
4 terminals.

big. 1.-the completed switch showing one of the wander plugs in position,

against yours. Yours, of course, being the
last word in efficiency, which is as it
'should be.

He usually wants to hear one against
the other, and then the two together " just
to see if there is much difference." Now
the one against the other is. a tolerably
simple matter with a D.P.D.T. switch, but
'to make a quic. change from D.P.D.T. to
P. and S. without losing the strength of the
Signal as carried by the brain wants a bit
of doing.

The Materials Required.
So on one of the very -rare-occasions when

I was not busy I took pencil and paper
and started to design a switch that would
'give me the aforementioned change's, with-
out disconnecting any leads and with a
maximum of speed.- The outcome was an
arrangement as shown in the photo (Fig. L)

To make this 'sWitch the-diagam (Fig. 3)
will show that the parts are fairly simple
and easy to make. The dimensions need not
be strictly adhered to, but can be made to
suit any existing " junk" that . usually
accumulates in any enthusiastic experi-
menter's den. For instance, the circular
plate of brass may be square, the thickness
be anything up to, say, aqUarter of an inch.

The component parts required are :-
-1 piece of ebonite 3 in. square bye in.
- thick.

If the following operations are carried
out in the order mentioned a great deal of
time will be saved.

First square up the ebonite and finish
with a matt surface and a slight chamfer
round the edges. After deciding on the
shape of the brass plate, nicely polish ape
radius the edges. Now mark off, with a
scratch, a line through the centre point of
the face and another at right angles to it,
also through the, centre ; this gives the
lines taken by the saw -cut (see Fig. 3) and
divides the whole piece into four equal
parts.

The Switch In Operation.
Take a pair of dividers and mark off the

position of the holes, which will be noticed
are symmetrically placed in each segment.
Place the brass plate in the centre of the
ebonite square and firmly secure it in
position ; then drill one of the holding -down
screw holes with a 6 B.A. tapping drill.
Drill right through the ebonite.

Now remove the brass plate and open out
the hole to 6 B.A. clearance, and counter-
sink ; then tap the hole in the ebonite 6 B.A.
Place the plate back again in position and
screw firmly home. Having got one screw
tightly in, proceed to drill the other screw
holes. After drilling the rest of the screw

(Confirmed on page 1358.)

PHONES N" I

INPUT

FigE

PHONES N°2
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Conducted by Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

Noisy Battery Chargers.
IT is a great convenience to have a battery

charger for recharging accumulators, as
it is much more economical to use such

a charger on the D.C. mains than it is to
employ a step-down resistance, whilst on
the A,C. supply it is practically impossible to
charge batteries otherwise than by the use
of one or other of the standard types of
charger. These chargers, however, sometimes
emit a loud and disagreeable humming
sound, which may be due to the vibrating
reed or other form of rectifier.

It is impossible, of course, to eliminate
the sound altogether, but a good deal can
be done by placing the charger upon felt
or other absorbent pads. The sound is
largely radiated from the containing -box,
and the vibrations of the flat sides of the
box may be considerably reduced by the
following method : Take four corks, about
1 to 2 in. in diameter and at least 1 in. in
length, and placing one at the centre of each
of the four sides of the container, on the
outer surface. Secure in position by tying
tightly round with two or three layers of
insulating tape, or preferably by means of
a stout rubber band. You will find that the
two precautions mentioned above will have
the effect of minimising the disagreeable
noise of the charger,' and they are quite
simple to carry out.

Removing Enamel Insulation.
It is not particularly easy to remove

enamel insulation from wires, particularly if
the wire is at all fine, and a good deal of
patience is generally necessary. Scraping by
means of a knife or file is not very satis-
factory, as the wire has to be gradually
turned round; and is very liable to be
broken.

Probably the best method for mechanical
removal of the enamel is to grip the wire
by means of a folded piece of very fine
emery -cloth or_ glass-paper, and then to
draw the wire through the paper several
times. Another method, however, and an
easier one, is to heat the wire at the part
where it is to be cleaned to a dull -red heat,
and then plunge it into methylated spirit ;
this piocedure will generally be found to
remove the enamel covering quickly and
completely:

Insulating Tubing.
Systoflex or other insulating tubing

should be used sparingly, if at all, in radio -
frequency circuits. In audio -frequency
circuits, however, it may with advantage
be used to prevent high -voltage plate leads
from touching at all points where they
cross. It may also, of course, be used on
filament 'leads to prevent short circuits.

Loud -Speaker Hints
There are so many loud speakers on the

market that many people have great
difficulty in deciding which particular type
t hey should buy. Of course, no doubt some
are better than others, but it is probably a

fair statement to say that most of those
which have survived the test of competition
are quite satisfactory, and it then becomes,
to some extent, a question of price and size,
as well as of the elaboration of the exterior
of the instrument. The difficulty of saying
which is the best of a number of loud

speakers is emphasised- by the fact that
different people will give different verdicts,
showing that the choice is, to some extent,
probably to a large extent, a matter of
personal taste.

Most of the instruments will reproduce a
pure note with fair accuracy, but if this be
accompanied by a rattle or scratching sound,
or if the tone be muffled, it is pretty certain
that the instrument will not faithfully
reproduce a complicated wave, such as that
representing an orchestra, or more especially
a combination of voices. Probably no test
is more searching than the reproduction of
a single -speaking voice, particularly where
the nature of the information is unknown,

(Continued on page 1399.)

High speed automatic reception of mono code radio signals. This apparatus has been fitted up in the offices
of a well-known New York newspaper.

A COMBINED PARALLEL
-SERIES & D.P.T. SWITCH

(Continued from page 1357.) I
+-- ÷-0-4.1-441-...---
holes, and before removing the plate, drill
the four holes to suit the wander plugs.

Now remove the plate, open out the
screw holes to 6 B.A. clearance, and
countersink. The last operation before
assembling is to saw the plate into four
equal parts. Take off the burrs on the
rough edges and leave no sharp corners.

Tap the holes in the ebonite_ 6 B.A. for

0

51i

cs/e.. Matra
6B.A.CSIC

.SCREWS

4 TAP. NOES DRILLED
OR 6 BA WSW, PIRGS

TERAIIMP
0/A.

l- 1

44
ipjpfge.,

it

BRASS

Fig. 3

the holding -down screws. This done,
assemble the four segments on the ebonite
and a gap of * in. will be found between
each segment (see Fig. 3).

The job is now complete except for
drilling and tapping the holes for the four
terminals, which may be' of 4 B.A. or 6 B.A.
size. All screws should be short enough so as
not to penetrate through the ebonite.

The complete switch should. now look
like the photograph (Fig. 1).

To bring the switch into operation,
connect up as shown in diagram Fig. 2.

Having connected up, and it is desired
to test 'phones No. 1, place one of the
plugs in position A. This will gives 'phones

No. 1 separately. The
plug placed in position
B will give 'phones No.
2 separately. By the
quick and simple
method of removing a
plug from one hole to
another two, pairs of
'phones have been test-
ed against each other.
Should it be wished to
try them in series, sim-
iply place the plug in C.
47 utilising the second
plug and placing one
plug in B and one in A
the two pairs of
'phones are thrown in
parallel.
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FURTHER NOTES ON SHORT-WAVE WORK.
A Three -Valve Set of Merit.

IN this article I propose to describe briefly
a short-wave receiver that has given
really good results, and one which is

fairly easy to handle. Easy, that is, as it
is possible to make short-wave tuning, for
this must always be a delicate business
owing to the tremendous variation of fre-
quency for the slightest increase or decrease
of inductance or capacity.

The circuit was given last week, but is
repeated again for the benefit of those who

By K. D. ROGERS.
Assistant Technical Editor.

4-4.-

and lf in. wide, made of a in. ebonite, and
holds 6 terminals. These terminals provide
two H.T. positives, 2 L.T. positives, and,
of course, the negative connection for each
battery.

" Freak " Results.
This arrangement leaves the front of the

panel tolerably free from wires and other
things likely to prove a nuisance when
careful adjustments are being made ; and

A

24
C>

5-10
turns I'0

C>C. ).-
",F0.\\,...000, ..0003

6003
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-iceBasket Cods &larded
-* and fared Ys - apart .E2 connected #' des/red

tabdity) Separate Li ror Valve (awe, Valve)

Theoretical D/a5fr.arn

did not see it in the first instance. In order
to make the set accessible as well as effi-
cient, the American system of mounting the
components was employed, and an excep-
tionally long panel was used in order to
enable the components to be well spaced
out.

This explains the reason for the 2.0 -in.
paneland with a panel of this length it
was found- unnecessary to exceed 4 in.
depth. As lay -out and exact disposition
of the connecting wires are of the utmost
importance in a receiver of this nature, it
was decided to keep the grid leads as short
as possible, and the plate leads not only
short but well separated from any other
leads.

This gave rise to the panel on the left of
the receiver, stretching from front to back
of the set. On this are mounted the aerial
terminal, earth terminals, coil holder-of
the single - hole mounting type-and the
variable grid leak.

Eliminating Hand Capacity.
The main or front panel only.supports the

two variable condensers-well separated to
keep down the minimum capacity, the three
filament rheostats, out of the way on the
right, so that they can be varied with-
out giving rise to hand capacity effects, and
the telephone and grid bias terminals, and
of course the S.P.D.T. switch for cutting
out the last valve.
' All battery connections-i.e. for H.T. and

L.T., are made to a narrow terminal strip
on the right of the set, and running from
front to back, This strip is about 71 in. long

when dealing with wave -lengths of 50-100
metres very careful adjustments are neces-
sary if good results are to be obtained.

The capacity, or, I should say, the stray
capacity of tile set has been kept down
as low as possible, as the receiver was de-
signed for low -wave telephony reception
rather than for the logging of long range
amateur C.W. stations.

This does not mean, however, that the set
is not suitable for the latter purpose ; it has
done exceedingly well on
C.W. reception, but when
resolving distant and per-
haps faint carrier waves
into speech and music, it
is essential that no stray
capacity shall be present to
upset the stability of the
set.

Before going any further
into the details of the re-
ceiver, I should like to say
a word or two about the
aerial and earth used. This was mentioned
in the previous article on this subject, but
is repeated, as I feel that it is difficult to
pay too much attention to the aerial -earth
system if you are to obtain good results%
I know it is possible to pick up K D K A,
for instance, on any old aerial and without
an earth. As a matter of fact, on the -set in
question the East Pittsburg station has
been repeatedly received without aerial or
earth, but this is not reception in the proper
sense of the word. Amateuss are too apt to
pay attention to distance rather than to
quality, or to noise rather than pureness of

reproduction. By this I mean that many
an amateur is far prouder of the fact that
he " got " K D K A, or some other distant
broadcasting station on one valve with only
a mattress aerial or some peculiar circuit,
than he would be if he used 3 or 4 valves
and got " him really well, intelligibly,
and so that one could really ,enjoy the
transmission either on headphones or loud
speaker. It is not so very difficult or
wonderful to " get " the American stations,
but it is a different problem to " get " the m
well and to pick them up regularly.

After all, this is, or should be, the aim of
all wireless research and development in
receiving apparatus, to enable those in
possession of the required sets-which must
be fairly simple and within the grasp of the
average man-to pick up and enjoy trans-
mission from various stations, not to merel%
produce a jumbled tangle Of words, shrieks
and growls, and to say, Ah, that is so and
so."

The Most Suitable Aerial.
Difficulties there are, and plenty of them,

but we can all help to overcome them, as
they will be overcome, if we keep on ex-
perimenting, first with this and then with
that, gradually improving the results until,
possibly with the assistance of those in
charge of the transmitting side, we reach
our goal. And these articles are not in-
tended to give the details of the ideal re-
ceiver or receivers, but merely to enable
those who desire to experiment on short
waves to have something to start upon, and,
as all will agree, as a certain amount of ex-
perience is necessary before sets can be
successfully handled, especially on short
waves, the theoretical circuits and com-
ponent lay -out diagrams only will be given.
It is assumed that all amateurs who realk

wish to carry out experiments will be far
enough advanced to understand these types
of diagrams, while it is doubtful if those
who must be provided with exact point to
point wiring instructions will have yet had
enough experience to be able to handle a
set on these high frequencies. They will
advance to that stage soon, no doubt, but
we must all learn to walk before we can run,
or else we come to grief.

But to get back to the aerial. Various
kinds of aerials and earths were tried, and
it was found that a nearly vertical single

(Continued on page 1360.)
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wire aerial of about 50 feet was best. This,
which has .proved exceedingly efficient on
all broadcast wave -lengths, as well as for
short-wave reception, and is still in use at
the writer's home, consists of a single wire
(Mars aerial) running straight from the
wireless " den," which is situated upstairs,
to a wire stretched between an oak tree
60 ft. high and a 40 -ft. pole. Allowing
for the weight of the four insulators at the
far end of the aerial (the wire between pole
and tree is not electrically connected to the
set, and is only used as a supporting wire)

Popular Wireless

of either at once cut down signal strength,
and as the set was perfectly stable without
them, there was no need to worry about the
matter. Readers who construct this set,
however, should try the effect of condensers
at those points, as alt receivers, even of
the same design, do not have the same
characteristics.

The coils are all of the basket type, and
are wound either on cardboard formers 14 in.
diameter with 11 slots, or a proper basket
former with 11 pins, the latter coils being
tied with thread to keep them rigid. No
shellac should be used, and 20 or 22 gauge
D.C.C. wire should be employed.

Well -spaced Components.
The aerial coil consists of 6-10 turns,

sometimes as many as 14 are found useful,
fixed in. away and coupled to the secon-
dary, which is a coil of 20 turns. The re-
action has 24 turns, but the best size of this

/5.

Gridron.
Var. &vaei.e.a/r. et. 14 Ive. .000/ KV? Condenser .0003 itr. areed.tei:

(Anti-c40.1fo/c/e&

/ Trans former Marconi /Yea/ 2-7-./

View of Set from above.

and the sag of the wire at the top end, the
aerial, which, of course, has no horizontal
portion, is about 40 ft. high.

The earth consists of one of the patent
earth pins now on the market, directly
underneath the aerial where it enters the
house, with an alternative water -pipe con-
nection. The earth should be made as
efficient as possible, as the stability of the
set, let alone signal strength, will depend
largely upon it.

How the Coils are Wound.
It will be seen from the diagram of

the circuit how the various components
are connected up, while the Figs. showing the
lay -out of the components will give some
indication of the spacing of the various
parts. It is essential that the aerial cir-
cuit be as close to the detector valve as pos-
sible, and that the detector circuit, including
the .0001 mfd. variable condenser, should
be well away from the next valve. The other
variable condenser, although connected in
parallel with the .0001 (which is, by the
way, of the square -law type, is at least 4 in.
away from the latter. This avoids unwanted
capacity effects when tuning on low wave-
lengths is being carried out.

Wiring should be carried out with stout
wire. The writer used 16 gauge square tinned
wire throughout, all connections being
soldered.

It will be noticed that no telephone or.
H.T. condenser is included, and this is for
the simple reason that the particular set
under consideration would net take either
of these on low wave -lengths. The inclusion
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Mkrostats

Ebonite

may vary. It should be less if the set
oscillates too easily, and can be up to 30 if
the set will not oscillate.

The two ends of the aerial coil go to the
terminals A and E, to which also go aerial
and earth leads. The secondary, plugged
into the stationary side of the coil holder, is
connected to the grid condenser and the
.0001 condenser on one side, and the ter-
minal E2, 0001 condenser (other side)
and filament negative on the other side.
Should too much oscillation be present the
terminals El and E2. can be connected ex-
ternally, but I do not think readers will
find the set uncontrollable if they space out
the components well.

For tuning in on short waves (50-120
metres), the .0003 condenser is set at zero
and the .0001 condenser varied slowly,
using a small extension handle. If the
aerial is rather long and low, a .0001 fixed
condenser in series with it may help, but
this will not affect the sizes of the coils. The
grid leak will be found to be a useful vernier
reaction control, and will also assist in
keeping the reception as free as possible
from distortion. .

The Valves to Use.
The following valves have been used

with success, the L.F. transformers being
an R.I. (1st stage) and a Marconi Ideal

 2.7-1 ratio for the second stage :
A.R.D.E., B5, as detectors.
D.E.R., A.R.D.E., B5, as 1st stage L.F.
B6 or B4 as second stage L.F. with 3 volts

grid bias.

and Wireless Review, February 7th, 1925.

The arrangement of the H.T. and LT.
allows separate H.T. on the detector valve,
and separate L.T. on the last valve, the
power valve. So that even if 2 -volt valves
are being used for the first two stages, a
6 -volt power valve, such as the B4, can be
used on the last stage. The L.T. batteries
have a common negative connection, of
course.

In conclusion, I should like to repeat that
I shall be glad to hear from readers who
make this set, and to receive reports as to
its successes or failures, though I do not
think there will be many of the latter.

A SIMPLE
COIL HOLDER.

AVERY simple holder for standard
plug-in honeycomb coils can be
easily constructed from a piece of

Ya in. matted sheet ebonite about 2 in.
square ; two ordinary terminals ; four
contact studs, and a coil socket, as shown
in the photograph and sketch. The coil -
socket is pre-
ferably of the
heavy type,
having tapered
sides, and four
extra long con-
tact studs should
be used for the
legs, the shanks
being cut so that
they are equal
in length to the
thickness of the
ebonite. T h e
ebonite is
marked off and
drilled as shown
in the sketch,
the small holes in each corner being tapped
to take the shanks of the studs. The two
central holes accommodate the pins of the
coil socket, the other two holes being pro-
vided for the terminals.

Two short links of thick bare copppr wire,
bent as shown, are then clamped tightly
under the nuts of the terminals and socket
pins, the projecting ends of which are then
cut off flush with the nuts.

Although this holder is extremely simple
to make, it possesses a very pleasing appear-
ance, and is a most useful addition to any
experimenter's outfit.

Two view; of the simple coil holder.
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HOW TO MAKE

COIL VARIOMETERS.
A Useful Panel Type.

By H. BRENCHLEY.
The advantages of this type of variometer are many and the constructor wishing to economise in the matter of space

making a wireless receiver will find them worthy of attention.......... 0000.

<< 7 7

THE " D " coil variometer is of con-
siderable value to the constructor
who desires to put . together a set

taking up as little space as possible. The
diameter of the former decides the amount
of space required on the panel for any given
wave -length, and this type of variometer
can, therefore, be mounted behind the panel,
if desired, and manipulated without risk of
the movable coil fouling other apparatus.
Best results are obtained by working the

coils as closely together as possible, and if
the coils are joined with the usual piece of
flex tucked carefully away between the two
formers, the minimum amount of separa-
tion cannot be obtained. On the other
hand, if the coils are adjusted closely and
the flex allowed to run loose, there is the
danger of the flex fouling the many points
on the inner side of the panel. The method
described below obviates the need for a flex
connection between the coils, and is found
to be quite reliable in action.

DIRECT/ON OF frV/NO/N65
FIG,R.

The variometer the writer has in mind
was designed for the B.B.C. wave -lengths.
It consists of two. flat cardboard formers
31 in. in diameter, each former carrying
two " D's !' of 28 turns of 26 D.C.C. copper
wire. Fig. 1 shows the position of the 5101
to be cut in the formers. The depth of the
slots should be in.. with a width of about
I in. In Fig. 2 the direction of the windings
is indicated. The latter is important as the
success of the variometer depends upon
the proper winding and connection of the
two formers.

An Experimental " Try -Out."
Having wound the coils, they may be

given a thin coat of shellac varnish. This
stiffens them slightly and assists to keep the
wire in position, and if the varnish is thin
the added capacity is negligible for ordinary
purposes.

The next step is to ascertain the sides of
the coils which will be together when the
variometer is assembled. The end of one
coil and the beginning of the other may be
connected with a short length of flex. Fix
up an experimental crystal circuit as shown
in Fig. 3. The " bits-" can be laid on the
table and the wires twisted together, as
we are not out for maiimum strength of
signal at this stage, but merely ascertaining
which position gives the louder result.
Lay the coils upon each other and move the
top one round until the signals are at their
strongest. Now reverse the top coil and
see if greater strength can be obtained.
The arrangement giving the loudest result
will be the position to be finally adopted.
This decided, the coils should be marked
on their sides 1 to 4, Nos..2 and 3 being the
inner sides.

The piece of flex can now be removed.
The next step will be to solder a washer to
the end wire of the coil bearing the Nos.
1 and 2 and .to the beginning of the other.
The length of the wire should allow the
washer to come over the centre of the card-
board former, at the point through which
the rod will pass. The variometer is now
ready to be assembled.

Assembling the Coils.
The method of assembling is most easily

described, perhaps, in the form of a sketch,
and Fig. 4 shows the method of fixing the
variometer behind a panel. The back or
moving coil is first firmly fastened to a
piece of threaded rod, by means of a nut on
each side, the nut on the inner side clamping
down the washer, whilst a lock nut holds
the back one tightly.

The fixed coil should now be fastened to
the Paiiel by means of two screws or con-
tact Studs. Next pass the rod carrying the
movable coil through the centre of the
fixed one and through a hole previously
'drilled in the panel. The hole should allow

when

the rod to turn easily without side play. Slip
a washer on the rod from the front of the
panel, then a spring washer followed by
another of the ordinary variety. Now
=.crew on a nut and adjust until the back

coil can be rotated easily but not too
loosely. The knob is now screwed down
tightly on the nut, and to do this without
risk of it working loose later on, hold the
nut firmly with a pair of thin pliers or a
suitable spanner.

Stooth, Noiseless Operation.
It Will be seen on reference to Fig. 4 that

contact is made between the two coils by
means of the two washers and the clamping
nut on the inner side of the back coil. These
are kept in con-
tact by means
of the spring
washer. The
writer has
.found this
arrangement to
work smoothly
and without
noise, and has
adopted it on
all sets, using
the flat former
'type of vario-
meter.

It may be of
interest to add
that suitable
variometers of
the same type
may be con-
structed f
anode tuning
by winding a similar size of former with
56 turns of 30 D.C.C. on each "

The nut separating the two coils should
be of as little thickness as will allow
clearance between the two
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Crystal Detector.

onstructionai
NOte6N-imme

Conducted by Dr. J. R. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.
Filling Accumulators.

HERE is an ingenious crystal detector sent
to me by a reader, Mr. P. Hainsworth,

of Braa3rd. The glass container consists of
the glass tube in which the crystal is
purchased (crystals such as Tungstalite are
sold in small glass bottles like that illus-
trated). The bottom is knocked out of the
bottle by means of a pencil, and the sharp

METAL CAP
OF ruse

GLASS CONTAINER BRASS BOLT
OF CRYSTAL CRYSTALS &NUT

CRYSTAL DETECTOR

edges are rubbed down by means of a small
file or by rubbing the glass tube upon a piece
of emery paper laid on a flat surface. Two of
the metal caps are obtained, and through
each of these a hole is drilled and fitted with
.a small brass bolt and nut. A wire spiral
for the contact is secured beneath each of the
nuts, two pieces of crystal of appropriate
size are placed in the tube, and the metal
caps pushed on, connection being taken
from the two caps. The whole forms a very
simple and cheaply made crystal detector.

Substitute for Ebonite.
Mr. Hainsworth, of Bradford, also sends

me a model of an insulator which he, uses as
a bush for the insertion of terminals, etc..
into a wooden panel, so avoiding the need
for an ebonite panel or for ebonite bushes.
The --bush which he uses consists of a short
length, about i in., of thick-walled rubber
tubing, known in scientific laboratories as

pressure tubing," and of about in. out-
.ide diameter. The shaft of the terminal
is inserted through the rubber tube, with a
brass washer at each end of the tube, and the
whole is then screwed up. As the nuts are,
tightened, the rubber is squeezed out, and
eventually assumes the flattened form
shown in the figure. This ingenious little
idea provides a cheap and effective insulat-
ing bush and one which has the merit of
adaptability.

TERM/NAL

Tor.' 
tal

1111

RUBBER TI/BE
BEFORE BE/N6
COMPRESSED

BRASS WA.5NER

EBONITE SCBS TITLITE

Where only a very small amount of
electrolyte is to be added to an accumu-
lator to make up to the proper level, a
small filler, such as a. small syringe, may be
used, or even a funnel with a piece of rubber
tubing attached, the latter being pinched
between the fingers to arrest the flow of the
liquid when necessary. But when an accu-
mulator has been emptied out arid has to
be refilled, the simple bottle;filler shown in
the drawing will be found useful. It
consists simply of a wide -mouth bottle,
with a suitable cork stopper throUgh which
-two glass tubes are passed, one reaching
down nearly to the bottom of the bottle,
and the other,. passing just through the
cork. When the bottle is held in the
position shown, the -electrolyte can only
run out-assumaig that the tubes are not
too wide, say internal bore not more than

th inch-so long as the upper tube is not
closed by the finger. The moment the
finger is replaced upon that tube, the flow

ACID TO ACCUMULATOR

MLL/N6 ACCUMULATORS

stops. This bottle device is easily made and
saves trouble, as well as danger of splashing
the acid upon surrounding objects.

Aerial Tension.
The device illustrated in the accompany-

ing figure is an easily made version of the
commercial tensioning devices for main-
taining the tautness of the aerial without
danger of breakage. A device of this kind
was mentioned recently in " Technical
Notes;" and is very useful in variable
weather when the supporting ropes of a
tight aerial are liable to break owing to
shrinkage. The device illustrated cbnsists
of a brass tube, about 12 in. long, with a
metal cap soldered at one end, through
which a brass or steel rod is passed, with a
hooked end and a thread -and -nut at the
opposite end. A spiral spring is provided,
as shown, and at the opposite end of the tube
two holes are drilled, through which the
ends of a horseshoe hook are inserted. A
quantity of vaseline or thick oil should be
put into the brass tube to prevent the steel
spring from being attacked by the weather,
the open end of tliartube being then stopped

by means of a cork. This device is inserted
in series at any suitable part of the aerial
support.

BRASS MBE /2"2*V6
SPIEL SPRING I SOLDERED CAP

\.'
NOCE'S FOR NOOK

ROBBER OR CORK STOPPER
BENT NOOK

AERIAL TENS/ON

HOOK

Choke -Amplification.
Choke -coupled stages are becoming increas-

ingly popular for L.F. amplification, but many
experimenters do not get the best results
that might be obtained, owing to more or less
simple errors in the choice of the value of
the choke, or of -the type of valve, these
being the two commonest causes of inefficient
working. If the value of the choke is too
low, distortion will occur and this will be
more marked in .the lower frequencies.

Choice of Valves.
There are many convenient methods by

which the necessary chokes May be made
up, but intervalve transformer windings,
connected in series, are usually suitable for
the purpose. It should also be remembered
that where high degrees of amplification
are used, the load upon the grid of the last
valve may be very considerable, and dis-
tortion can only be avoided if the valve
is of the proper type to deal with such a ldad.
A valve having a long characteristic is
required. There is, however, no need to
go into details of actual valves, Is these
are well known. These remarks apply, as
a matter of fact, whether the amplifier is
of the choke -coupled or any other variety.
In the choke -coupled amplifier, it is pre-
ferable, though not essential, to use valves
with a good amplification factor.

Separate R.T. Control.
A final piece of advice that has often been

given in the pages of POPULAR WIRELESS,
and which I should like to repeat is the
necessity for separate H.T. control of the
various valves. This is really essential if
successful L.F. amplification is to be ob-
tained, whether or not a power valve is
used. Grid bias should also be employed
on all but the first stage of a L.F. amplifier,
though it may sometimes be found desirable
on the first stage if signals are very strong.

Variable Gtid Leaks.
Many people fit fixed leaks on their sets,

choosing a value somewhere near what they
believe to be commonly used, and hoping for
the best, but a variable grid leak is better,
however, as it is only by trial that
the best value can be determined. Even
then, for various curious reasons, the value
of the leak may need to be adjusted from
time to time.

Many of the variable grid leaks on the
market are correctly named in the sense
that they vary when you don't want them
to. It is, as a matter of fact, a very difficult
problem to get a really satisfactory and
stable high resistance (of the order used
in grid leaks) which will at the same time
stand the mechanical manipulation entailed
in the use of a sliding contact or its equiva-
lent.
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Dull Emitter

The twitching ©f a frog's legs !
UNIMPORTANT and trivial details have

often lead to epoch-making discoveries.
Just as we are told that the evolution of

the first steam engine came from James Watt
and the kettle boiling on the hearth, so the
twitching of a frog's legs played no small part
in the discovery' of the first electric battery.

Professor Galvani-a noted Italian Scientist
-it is said, had passed a copper skewer
through the limbs of a dead frog, and, was
about to hang them up on aq iron nail in his
laboratory. As soon as the copper touched
the iron he noticed a convulsive twitching of
the legs. That this was due to some electrical
influence he proved by touching a nerve in
the frog's limb with a piece of
zinc, and a muscle with a piece
of copper. As soon as these two
metals were connected together
a convulsive kick took place.

r -

And so came into being the first recorded
instance of the electric battery.

From the crude cell filled with acidulated
water of 150 years ago we come to the modern
dry battery and the accumulator-truly a
great stride forward.

And in the design of Wireless Valves an
evolution no less remarkable has taken place
during the past two or three years.

Instead of Valves with a big current con-
sumption glowing at a temperature of

upwards of 2,000 degrees, there is now avail-
able the wonderful Wuncell Valve that
operates with a glow that is well-nigh in-

visible. This long -life Valve

is fully described in a Folder

All Cossor Valves
reduced in price.

Advertisement of A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Highbury Grove. N.5.

obtainable from any Dealer
free of charge or direct
from us. N. 4 of Series

Gilbert Ad. 2186
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Wow the Microstat helped to bridge the Atlantic:
Mr. Charles Bibdin, writing us in praise of
the Microstat Filament Resistance, says :-

"Tire same night that I fitted them I was able
to get W G Y by careful adjustment of the fila-
ments, and heard two selections very clearly

havefound absolutely no sign of pack-
ing and the adjustment of the filaments is silent
and gradual." (Signed) CHARLES DIBDIN.

What emphatic proof of our claims !

'Phone GERRARD 575 576.
"-P

Works: LONDON, BIRMINGHAM AND

The infinite graduation of resistance possi-
ble with the Microstat makes the most
,delicate tuning possible and enables an
otherwise unloggable station to be got.
One hole fixing with 4 pips to grip panel-
ranges from zero to 100 ohms-special
spring to obviate packing-absolute silence
in operation.

PRICE 2/ zp
Head Office :

12, 13, 14, Gt. Queen Street,
Kingsway, W.C.2

WESTCLIFF. 'Grams: " Zywateseng. VVestcent. '

THE "CROWN" AERIAL

Perfect Recep-
tion for Crystal
or Valve Sets.

Does not dis-
figure your
house as there
are no un-
sightly poles.

Garden Space
Nil.

Can be fixed
by any ama-
teur to chim-
ney or gable
to suit the
room where
you would
most appre-
ciate your set.

No injury to
flying birds.

Current inter-
ference o b -
viated.

THIS AERIAL HAS BEEN FULLY TESTED ON ALL
KINDS OF SETS AND HAS NEVER FAILED TO
:: GIVE THE BEST POSSIBLE RECEPTION ::

Price complete with Staples, Clips, Aerial Wire and
full directions for fixing, in Case, Carriage Paid
in United Kingdom and Ireland for

THIRTY SHILLINGS
CASH WITH ORDER

BEEBEE & BEEBEE,TeellePhe"

!,07 WALSALL
egrams: FOUNDATION

CROWN WORKS, WEDNESBURY RD., WALSALL
AAA

Better COMPONENTS that
RADIO give exceptional results.

STANDARD

COIL HOLDERS
of superior quality made
from the best British ebonite.,
lacquered brass parts and

adjustable tension
.2-wav 5 6, base 6d. Post 3d.
3 -way 7 6, base Post 4d.

I'. r - and 1,6 each extra.

LEGLESS VALVE
HOLDER Anti7

capacity
is fixed by a single screw in
centre, the holder itself acts as
a jig for drilling the holes for
pane wiring. For surface wir-
ing clamp the wires under the
heads of screwS-. Has safety
insulated plate socket. (Prov.

Pro td .)

PRICE 1,6 each, postage 2d.

fon PAS E.1.
}TIRING

714

rot Silr;TACe
WIRING

If your dealer cannot supply ice send post free if p.m mention his name and cad,

GOSWELL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
12a, PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON, N.1.

Liberal Trade Terms. LIST FREE. Phone : North 3051
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HOW TO TO START AN EXPERIMENTAL
RECEIVING STATION

By OSWALD J. RANKIN.
The first of a series of articles- dealing exclusively with the- prattles' side of experimental wireless reception wherein the

author presents an unique opportunity to all beginners who wish to become experts.
4. - 4- ..... 4. 4 4-4.40 4-4-4-0- 4-0.4.  .......

THE question, " What apparatus do I
require to commence operations as
an experimenter ? " is seldom satis-

factorily answered, because in most cases
the querist, knowing little or nothing
about radio, is not able to give his in-
formant the least idea of what he wants
to do ; and therefore it usually becomes
necessary to point out that if our would-be
experimenter wishes to gain a complete
knowledge of the subject, he must start,
not from the middle rung of the ladder,
hut from the bottom, and at first confine
his ambitions to as simple an outfit "as
possible.

The Apparatus Required.
Experimental radio, the king of hobbies,

is something to be taken very seriously,

and although there is at present absolutely
no limit to its scope, and possibilities,
there is, however, a very definite starting -
point which, like most other good things,
is at the beginning. Many beginners are
under the impression that when they
have advanced themselves .sufficiently to
use more elaborate apparatus, the old
" lesson one " components will no 'longer
be required. This is a great mistake, which
invariably leads to a still greater mistake-
that of skipping the first and most im-
portant part of the undertaking.

If each component is arranged separately,
to be connected up on the experimental
bench, then, no- matter how simple it may
be, it will always be useful. This is a fact

The five pieces of simple apparatus which forms the nucleus
experimenters' equipment.

which should be constantly observed, and
it should also inspire the - amateur con-
structor to make a thorough good job of
even the most insignificant unit.

To return to the question, " What
apparatus do I require ? " this is answered,
in what is intended to be a convincing
manner, in the accompanying photograph.
I can think of no softer path on which to
place the feet of the young radio pilgrim.
Here we have only five pieces of simple
apparatus-a slide inductance, a loading
coil, a crystal detector, and two terminal
blocks-and it is even possible to make a
start minus the loading coil and one
terminal block.
Specially Designed Loading Coil.

It is not proposed to describe the con-
struction of these components in the
present article, since the constructional
details of all, with the exception of the crys-
tal detector, will be found on other pages in
this and future issues of POPULAR WIRELESS.
It is, of course, assumed that the beginner
has acquired a good pair of high -resistance
headphones, and that his aerial and earth
System has been satisfactorily installed,
and preferably examined by an experienced
enthusiast ; and, since these articles are
of a purely practical nature, the reader is
also advised to acquire a little theoretical
knowledge from a reliable text -book.

The question of range or distance will be
the first consideration when commencing
operations with this outfit. I would
estimate 15 miles as the maximum for
good results for telephony from the Usual
broadcasting stations, and 100 to 120 miles
from the high -power station 5 X X ; and
should the reader reside outside these
limits, then I would say " nil desperandum "
-have a shot at something. It is better
to dabble in Morse signals (which are

almost sure to be picked up) than to miss
the first lesson in tuning.- It might be well
to mention here that each subsequent
article will deal with apparatus and devices

to be used in conjunc-
tion with, or alter-
nately to, the apPara-
tus described in
previous articles ; and
thus, in order to
achieve my object, I
would again em-
phasise the import-
ance of commencing
here at the beginning.
Remember that erery
one of the com-
ponents described in
this article will play
a very important
-part later, when we
arrive. at the multi -
valve stage.

The tapped loading
coil shown in the photograph has been
specially designed to obviate the use of a
multiple switch, the tappings and contact
points being integral with the coil itself. At
certain points the wire is bared and Wound
once round the shank of a small telephone
terminal, which is then clamped to the

(Continued on page 1366.)
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SIMPLIFIED DUOLATERAL COIL i

WINDING. I
+

From A CORRESPONDENT.
P.P.S.4.-4-4.+4.--.4-14+4.-4-4.

THE
winding of duolateral coils of the

higher numbers of turns can be most
irksome. After having made the end

of the wire fast to a pin to start a steady
counting of 9 pins in the staggered row, to
take the fine wire over the 10th pin and so
on again always counting 9 in the opposite
row of pins quickly reduces one's usual
amiable disposition to one of irritation.
But this procedure can be greatly improved.

The first thing to
do is to make a 2 -in.
former of 2 rows of 24
pins (staggered) in
each row, as instruct-
ed in " P.W." No.
130, of Nov. 22nd last
taking care to leave a
full in. of wood out-
side each sow of pins.

Then, if a paper be
taken and on it 24
short lines in column
arc made to represent
24 pins, with 24 more
short lines staggered
opposite, we will
imagine the bottom
line on the right to
represent the point at
which the coil is sup-
posed to be started ;
if 9 lines in the
opposite column com-
mencing from the bot-
tom be counted and
the 10th line crossed
through, that line (the 10th). will represent
the first, pin over which wire is taken.
Then count 9 more lines hi the opposite
row (as for duolateral winding), cross
through the 10th line and put 2 opposite
the cross. Proceed in the same way to
line number 3 and carry on ; and if the
lines are counted correctly it will be
found eventually that each line will be
crossed through once, each line will have its

-own number and number 48 will be the line
from which the start was first made.

The numbers in the columns from the top
downwards will be as follows :

5 29
10 34

15 39
20 44

25
30 6

35 11
40 16

45 21
2 26

7 31
12 36

17 41
22 46

27 3
32 8

37 13
42 18

47 23
4 28

9 33
14 38

19 43
24 48

Now glue two strips of paper, one outside
each row of pins, on the former and write
the numbers above given opposite each pin
in order, taking care that the staggered
numbers are in correct position.

Having made the wire fast to pin number
48, carry it to pin number 1, thence to 2, 2
to 3, and so on to number 48, each pin thus
getting its portion of wire and no count*
of pins being necessary.

Part of the transmitting gear at the Nottingham relay station.

Enumerating goes on from 48 as before,
and, according to the length of coil to be -
wound, so are the necessary number of
layers put on the pins.

The same procedure can be carried through
when counting 7 pins (missing 6) though, of
course, the order of numbers is changed,
but they can be ascertained in the same
simple manner as above (10 missing 9).

ISOME HIGH -POWER :
STATION FACTS. i

THE notorious " mush " and harmonics
originating from the Leafield station
have been completely eliminated by

introducing coupled transmitting circuits,
stated Mr. Shaughnessy in an address to
the wireless section of the Institution of
Electrical Engineers, of which he is the
chairman.

Further interesting facts brought forward
by Mr. Shaughnessy in connection with the

, above station are as follows : The primary
condenser consists of steel tanks containing
17 aluminium plates immersed in oil. Of
the latter 5,000 gallons is required for this
purpose, and the whole condenser weighs
25 tons, and can handle 260 -amperes and
up to sonic, 64,000 volts,

The Leafield station employs the largest
coupled arc system in existence working
regularly and satisfactorily. The whole of
the constructional work was carried out
by the Post Office Engineering Dept. It
was found that American whitewood is as
good an insulating material for use in the
building of transmitting inductances as
anything else, and this substance was
tested up to 58,000 volts without snffering
the slightest damage. It is used at the
Northolt station, and carries a current up
to 115 amps: with an aerial pressure ap-
proaching 60,000 volts.

The cost of a single 820 -foot mast is
between £12,000 and £15,000. Twelve such
masts, with aerial and earth system com-
plete, cost from £70,000 to £90,000.

The working expenses, depreciation, etc.,
of a high -power wireless station are between
£70,000 and £90,000 per year.

The Marconi Ream.
Experience shows that there is little to

choose between the Poulsen arc, B.F.
alternator, and Valve, systems of trans-
mission ; and far froM the first -mentioned
prilvmg less efficient than the valve, as
'seems" to be" cinnirtOnly thought, it has
eirtaiii: very important advantages, more
especially how the problem of eliminating
disturbances has been solved.

The Marconi short-wave beam system,
although being adopted for relieving traffic,
is not likely to cause high -power long -wave
stations to become obsolete.

TO START EX-
PERIMENTAL STATION.

(Continued from page 1366.)
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former in the manner shown. The coil
contains 200 turns of No. 28 D.C.C. wire,
wound on a 3 -in. diameter cardboard
former, tappings being made at the 75th,
100th, and 150th turns. The ends of the
winding are also connected to terminals.
The slide inductance coil is 3 in. in diameter
by 7 in. long, and this is wound with
No. 24 enamelled wire. The crystal detector
is of the Hertzite and "fine wire tentacle
variety, this being preferably purchased
complete with ebonite base and terminals.
The terminal blocks are very easily con-
structed, or they may be purchased ready
made.

The First Tests.
Without the use of a variable condenser the scope

for experimenting with the above apparatus is,
naturally, not very great, and so for the present we
must content ourselves with the simple direct coupled
crystal circuit shown in Diagrams A and B.

In Diagrams Al and A2 we require the 'slide
inductance, the crystal detector, and one terminal
block ; and if the operator should reside near a
B.B.C. station he should be able to tune it in with
the inductance slider about 21 in, from the aerial.
end of the coil.

For the higher wave -length of 5 X X it will, of
course, be necessary to increase the amount of
inductance, and so we use the loading coil in the
manner indicated in Diagrams B1 and B2. Here the
inductance slider should be set temporarily at about
1 in. from the earth end of the coil, while experiments
are made by altering the position of the lead front
the loading coil to the slide inductance, final adjust-.
ments then being made by means of the slider,

A simple direct -coupled circuit is not selective. and
thus it is quite likely that a little interference will
experienced. In the next article it is proposed to show
how a good deal. of this may be eliminated ; mean-
while, the reader should acquire the following midi -
Donal components ; a 40003 mfd. variable condenser.
a -0005 mid. ditto, a .0003 mfd. fixed condenser, and
a standard broadcast variometer.

(To be continued.)
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A self capacity of only i8 micro microfarads,
dependent on the remarkable construction of the
core ; the unique system of placing the primary
and secondary windings in seCtions, the six
primary being placed outside the six secondary ;
the extremely high ratio of insulation to \i'ire:
and the accuracy Of determining the ideal number
of turns in the windings, are all fundamental points
that make the core of the R.I. transformer so vital.

Any transformer without such a core is not
Right Inside.

Any set without an R.I. is not Right Inside.
Make sure to get the transformer you know to

be Right Inside.

Obtainable from all reputable dealers.

The New R.I. Transformer.

Write for New R.I. catalogue.

25/-

.,,(,,,,,,,,,,, ,,,, izadic) nst1-01778 irits 11cl

12 Hyde Sire et,Oxi-ord Streel:
Telephone: RECENT 6214/5//ierAM (.1.Tel egramInsl-rad io London
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THE CRYSTAL SUPREME
UNIFORM, UNCHANGING QUALITY, THE SECRET

OF VALPO'S SUCCESS.

in.F the Myriads sold, not one returned ! Not a single complaint- from any source! This is the triumphant record of

" VALPO "-An Order of Merit indeed!

Join the ever growing " VALPO " Crystal Circle. Be happy and
satisfied with the best crystal in the world-bar none Our word
is pledged to maintain the quality which continues to win golden
opinions from scientists and purchasers alike. These are typical :-

Henry C. Braun, Esq., C.E., the well-known, expert and scientist
writes -" I tested practically all the advertised Crystals under
identical conditions. As a result I have now adopted the
VALPO ' Crystal for research and experimental work."

Messrs. Holmes & Jameson of the Wireless Laboratories say :-
" A general sensitivity test proved that of 36 points selected on a
VALPO' Crystal 97 per cent. were sensitive to a high degree."

Why not prove it for yourself ?

PRICE complete with Silver Catswhisker. Of all reliable Wireless
1 /6 Stores or post free direct from-

MERTON DAVIS, PARNELL & CO.,
359 Strand, London, W.C. 2.

Trade Enquiries Welcomed. 'Phone : Regent 4232.

AGENTS :-Birmingham : Priestly and Ford, 3, Carrc'
Lane; Belfast : Suffern and Co., Ltd., .Skankhill Road ;

Dublin : W. A. Doyle Kelly and Co., Pearse Street.

Then your tuning
troubles end

With such condensers, whose name to legion,
and are only known by their inefficiencies,
your tuning troubles have only begun. You
cannot be certain that some, mysterious
agency will not have caused an equally
mysterious short between the two sets of
slates-an evening's broadcast, spoilt by a
faulty condenser.

Easily remedied, however-incorporate
J.B. Variable Condensers: peerless among
the popularly priced. Adjustment remains
permanent, capacity remains constant, and
one -hole fixing. Purchase J.B.-then your
tuning troubles end.
Fit Condensers only as accurate as
a delicate scientific instrument-
buy these by name, J.B. They are

a pleasure to rise and to own.

SQUARE LAW
001 .. 916 00025 619
00075 9/- 0002 . 5/6
0005 . 8/- 0001 ... 5/3
0003 6 / 9 Vernier ... 4/6

STANDARD
001 00025 5/9
00075 0002 5/-
0005 0001 4/9
0003 ... 5/9 Vernicr 4/

J.B. Condensers are obtainable
throughout the world. In cases of
difficulty, send direct to the manu-
facturers. Post: One, 60.; two, 90.;
three, 1

8. POLAND ST- OXFORD ST
LONDON - W. I.
(First Floor)

geApfione:-
GERRARD 7414

Barclay 689

AR.110
AR.111

000000\1111,
Test` ANY

Loud Speaker
against this 501AMPLION

Following the recognised "Dragon"
principle of construction in every
detail, the "New" Junior design
provides the improved non-resou-
ating Sound Conduit, hinged to a
weighted electro-plated base. The
electro-magnetic unit embodies the

most advanced
features including
the "floating" dia-
phragm, and con-
sequently affords
" Better Radio
Reproduction."

f1111111111/700

TEST any " Senior " Loud Speaker other
than an AMPLION against this "New"
Junior, and see how easily you may enjoy

"Better Radio Reproduction," at lesser cost
for this 50/- AMPLION is actually

a " Senior " Loud Speaker in performance-
both in volume and in tonal quality, which are
delightfully natural and free from any evidence
of " mechanical harshness."

There is also the " New " Junior -de -Luxe at
65/-, embodying the same exclusive features as
the above model, but provided with a wood
trumpet of unique design. In the horn, either
oak or mahogany, the panels are united by a

' series of metal ribs, affording an assembly of
particularly strong construction and attractive
appearance.

The "New" Junior
The
World's
Standard

A1\411101'1
Wireless

Loud

Speaker

Obtainable from all Wireless Dealers of Repute.

Patentees and Manufacturers:

ALFRED GRAHAM & CO.
(E. A. GRAHAM)

ST. ANDREW'S 1VORKS, CROFTON PARK,
LONDON, S.E. 4.

Demonstrations given during broadcasting Tours
West End Showrooms - - - 25-6, Savlle Row, W.t
Suburban Showrooms - 79-82 High St., Clapham, S.W.4



IPT TONED AMODE
CONDENSERNr2

TUNED
ANODE
CO/L

The fixed coil T.A.I.1 is arranged diagon-
ally on the base, so as -to clear the two con-
densers on the panel and also the moving
member of the two -coil holder. Fart her -
more, this lay -out re-
duces interaction effects
.between the fixed and
moving coils, a very
important point in
arranging the design.

Whil the space
available.for:the A.T.C.
condenser is somewhat
limited, care should be
. taken to keep 'this
condenser as far as
possible from the
variable condenser
T.A.C.1, to avoid
capacity effects.

It will be noted that
the two Eureka trans-

are located at
right angles to one
another, partly for the
convenience of lay -out,
but primarily to mini-
mise interaction be-
tween their windings
and also between them
and other components.
These transformers are
particularly well
screened, being entirely
surrounded by a cop-
pered steel case, with
a wax insulation between the latter and the
windings, the total length of which amounts
to 2 miles on each component.

In previous sets constructed with .this

BYPASS CONDENSER
 001

((-0003

/P- TONED ANODE COIL

GRID CONDENSER

00025

fitt(1111111 Ii11111-1111W

PL/1/WENT
RHEOSTAT
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I HOW TO CONSTRUCT 1

:0 A THREE -VALVE REFLEX
RECEIVER. 4

By CAPTAIN RICHARD TWELVETREES, A.M.I.M.E.
+ This is the second and concluding article dealing with the construction of a three-
0 valve dual -amplification set which has, on test, given exceedingly good results. ?

0* 4- 4.- ..- 1,-, .::- -;--- ...A- ..:- 4.--s- ..--4- . ...- .... 4- 0- 0 -0- 4. 0 0-41.-41---- 0- . --* -11,-- ---*

determining the position of the two-
way coil holder, two very important
points must be borne in mind. First,

the position must allow of a sufficient.
clearance when the moving coil is at the

11111111111111

/,?; / /////
_1 I_

O 0 -I 0

O 0 'O
3 2
4o L°.1°

PLAN OP AWN MITCH
SIJOIONG CONNECTIONS

POI? WIRES
FIG 4

extreme range of its movement ; and
secondly, the distance between the coil and
panel must be such as to allow ample anti -
capacity e,ffects when tuning in. Inci-
dentally. this is a'special feature of this
particular set and assists very materially in
avoiding hand effects, liable to confuse the
operator when selecting distant stations,
or those working on narrowly separated
wave-lengt

AERIAL

AERIAL 701W.N6 CONDENSER
 000 IS

SEP/ES-PARALLEL
SW/TCN

AERIAL TON/NG
/NOUCTANCE

"z6r- rfre

Back view of the panel,

1,,TRANS.FORAIER

jektram OS/tla,4

2.° TA. COND.'

GRID
BIAS

P/CTOR/AL kli/R/N6 0/AGRAA1.

Hr
'1

1361.)

circuit some little- difficulty has been ex-
perienced from L.F. "howling," owing to,
an uniptentiorial 'coupling between one of
the transformer windings and the tuned
anode coils. After several. experiments, the
Eureka No. 2 transformer was adopted with
signal 'success.

Wiring Up.
The position of the Dubilier condensers

will be noted from the diagram as well as
that for the brass brackets supporting the
ebonite panel on the wooden instrument
base.

Having completed the preliminary work
of assembling- the components on the panel
and base respectively, the remainder of the
constructional operations consists in wiring
the set, which will be enormously facilitated
if the following histl actions are carried out

showing support bracket? and lay -out of components.

stage by stage. Though the -connections
between the various components can be
followed by reference to the diagram Fig. 1,

(Continue(1 on page 1370.)

2.."7:¢.4NSFORAIER
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CRYSTAL DETECTOR
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SNITCH
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HOW TO CONSTRUCT

A THREE -VALVE
REFLEX RECEIVER.

(Continued from page 1369.)

1

*.--4-1.1 -- *
the actual lay of the wires will be seen more
clearly from the photographs, the whole
idea of the wiring being to use direct leads
wherever possible, spacing them well apart
and arranging that crossed wires shall be at
right angles to each other. Systoflex is

-Popular Wireless and Wireless Review, February 7tb, 1925.

condenser .00025 (see Fig. 3), and the O.P.
terminal of the same transformer has a
branch lead, one end -of which connects
with the cup of the crystal detector, C.D.,
and the other is joined to the right-hand
tag of the .001 fixed condenser (see Fig. 3).
Another branch lead is joined to the I.P.
terminal of transformer T1, one end con-
necting with the moving vane terminal of
the variable condenser T.A.C.2, the other
branch of the lead going to the left-hand
tag of the .001 fixed condenser.

On the second transformer, T2, the O.S.
terminal is joined direct to the grid leg of
the valve V3, and, as previously mentioned,
the LP. terminal of this transformer is

connected with the second
terminal of the terminal strip
( T.H.3).

The O.P. is connected with
the moving vane terminal of
the variable condenser
T.A.C.2, which completes the
wiring as far as the trans-
formers are concerned.

The series -parallel switch
(in Fig. 6) is wired as
follows : No. 3 terminal is
" dead," and has no wire
attached. No. 6 is joined by
a short wire to No. 2, the

latter being joined to the fixed vane ter-
minal of the variable condenser A.T.C.
No. 5 is connected to one terminal of the
fixed coil of the two-way coil holder, the
other terminal of the latter being joined

ith the earth ter -

t
2"

9"

#11.7: -NT -LT #LT

0 0 0 0 0 0
3 2 I

-
0 0 0

G.8

VIEW OF TERM/NAL STR/P FROM BACK

F/6 S.

recommended for insulating all the wires,
and all joints must be soldered carefully,
avoiding the use of acid as a flux on account
of its corrosive properties.

All the terminals on the ebonite terminal

A rear view of the set, showing coils arid valves mounted.

strip are first wired up and, commencing
from left to right, the first lead is taken to the
tag No.1 on the main switch (see Fig. 4). The
second terminal is connected to the I.P.
terminal of transformer T2. The third ter-
minal is connected to the fixed vane terminal
of the variable condenser T.A.C.1.

Transformer Connections.
The fourth, fifth, and ninth terminals are

connected together, the wire leading from
these three terminals to the winding on
each .of the three filament resistances.

Fig. 5 shows how the terminals on the
strip are marked for connecting with the
high and low tension batteries.

The eighth terminal is connected to the
T.S. terminal of the transformer T2,' thus
completing the wiring of the terminal strip.

Continuing to look at the back of the
panel, the transformers are wired up as
follows, commencing with transformer Ti.
The 0:8.1terminal of this tranyormer Ti
connects with the left:hand sir .Irof the fixed

branch lead, one end going to the moving
vanes of the variable condenser A.T.C.,
and the other to the aerial terminal on the
panel.

Completing the L.T. Circuit.
The next step is that of wiring up the

valves, and is commenced by connecting a
lead from the grid of valve VI to the aerial
side of the aerial tuning inductance A.T.L,
the earth side of the latter being connected
to terminals 4, 5 and 8 on the terminal
strip.

The filament legs nearest the terminal
strip are joined by one lead, which is con-
nected to tag No. 3 of the main switch

11111111111111,

.1/ ////%/////7?//// ///////
2

o o
I0 L 0___J 0

4 -3-
PLAHCF SERIES -PARALLEL SWITCH
SHOW/N6 CONNECT/0MS FOR WIRE5.

F/6 6.

(Fig. 4). The other filament leg of valve VI
is connected to the moving member of the
filament resistance F.R.1. A branch lead
is connected to the plate leg of this valve,
and joins respectively with the right-hand
tag of the fixed condenser .00025. One wire

Another view of the back of the set.

ininal on the panel.
Another wire goes
from the earth ter-
minal to No. 1 on the
series -parallel switch.

Terminal No. 4 of the S.P. switch has a

has already been connected to one filament
leg of the third valve, and the opposite
filament leg is joined to the moving member
of the filament resistance F.R.2.

From the plate leg of this second valve a
(Concluded on page 1393.)

Showing position of condensers and other component parts.
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HERE is a quotation from The Stage,"
A journal devoted to the interests
of all those connected with theatrical

enterprise :
" What may be good news for booers '

of first night shows appears in the
daily press, for premieres of plays are
to be broadcast. . . . Now all will be
changed, so that while frantic applause
may be heard, there may also be caught
they broadcast comments of the caustic
critics in front, and the booers ' will
groan the louder, knowing that their -crude
noises will be heard, not by a mere
theatreful, but by millions seated at
their firesides listening to the mixed
reception of the production."
Perhaps this quotation is a clue to the

tears expressed by many managers with
regard to the broadcasting, not only of
first night performances, but of excerpts of
plays and musical comedies.

The Critic's Cap.
Every reader Of POPULAR WIRELESS

knows that the audience at a theatre on
the occasion of a first night performance is
eery mixed. It so happens that it is a hobby
of mine to attend first night performances,
and so I am able to justify these remarks.

To my mind, a first night audience
is utterly unreliable in the matter of giving

THE "MULTIDYNE "

- THE. first of a series of articles
dealing with the construction of

- a very useful type of receiver E-
E will be published in next week's

"Popular wireless."

-
EVERY Amateur interested in

" trying out " various circuits TT=
will find the " Multidyne " of

extraordinary value.
ORDER YOUR next week's copy -E

of " Popular Wireless " NOW! =

ilM11111111111111111111111111I1111111111111111111111111M111111111111111117-

an opinion on a new play, and, from my
personal knowledge of actors and managers,
no reliance is placed on the expressions of
applause, or otherwise, made by a first
night audience.

People in the stalls at a first night play
are there, primarily, for social reasons.
Also, fully fifty per cent of the people in
the stalls are what sire technically known as

dead -heads." This Means that they have
been presented with free tickets ; all the
dramatic critics are, of course, admitted
free ; and the author's friends, the friends of
the chief actors and actresses and personal
friends of the management, etc., are
admitted, as a rule (if there is room), free
on the first night of a play.

The only critical part of a theatre on a
first night is the' gallery, and the un-,
fortunate part about it is that gallery fans
know it. Consequently the gallery strongly

feels its own importance. If it likes a thing
it likes it riotously and applauds vociferously,
often at inopportune moments, and if it
finds itself dissatisfied with part of the
production it resorts to the crude and
decidedly unfair practice of booing.

I have been to many " first nights,"
and have been astounded at the enthusiastic
reception afforded to what has undoubtedly
proved to be a bad play. On the other hand,
I have been to first nights when an excellent
play has received the most disgraceful and
unfair treatment at the hands of the gallery.

Sometimes the gallery has a little griev-
ance to make. The price of the seats may
not be right. People in the gallery may
have been standing some hours
in the rain waiting to get in, for
your galleryite is something of a
fanatic.

But I should like to ask readers
of POPULAR WIRELESS who listen
in to any first night performance
which is broadcast to don their
ritic's cap ; in other words, to
suspend judgment until the whole
play is finished and they have had
time to form an opinion, which
has not been biassed either by the
enthusiastic applause or by the
equally enthusiastic disapproval
expressed by people
in the theatre itself.

The people in, the

So, when you listen -in to the broadcast
excerpts of a first night play, treat the
noise you hear fiom the audience as you
would treat the noise emanating from the
Zoological Gardens at feeding time. Do not
judge the play by the row you hear from
the audience, because you are bound to he
misled in forming a correct opinion.

Listeners Can Help.
I am sorry that the gentleman who wrote

the quotation with which I commenced
this article should think that listeners -in
are likely to be influenced by those boorish.
booers,who may, or may not, decide to take
advantage of the fact that a play is being

broadcast, and so vent their
feelings, which may give the
listener the impression that the
play is no good just because
some take advantage o f
the fact that two or three
million people are listening -in.

Remember that a lot depends
on the listener -in with regard t4
plays. If the listener is in-
fluenced adversely by the audi-
ence, he might be induced to
override his own favourable
opinion of the play he has heard
and write to the B.B.C. or the

theatrical man-
ager concerned.
expreissing dis-
approval of the

The latest type of -the Reflex Snper-Heterodyne. Eight valves are usel in Chic set.

stalls are usually gregarious by nature ; they
cling together like sheep, and, if one section
of the stalls starts to get excited and applaud
with undue vehemence, it is a hundred to
one that the remainder of the stalls will
follow suit.

Judging What You Hear.
Ladies in full evening dress, with an

excess of diamond rings; etc., find enthusi-
astic clapping something of an advantage
at first nights, apart from the merits of the
play, and the gallery fans, having bottled
up their feelings for several hours waiting
to get in the theatre, are apt to be rowdy one
way and another,

play, with the consequence that., if thi:
adverse effect is widespread amongst
listeners, managers will again get panicky,
with the result that there will be a fresh
outburst of hostility to the broadcasting of
plays. '

It has taken a long time and it has been a
long fight to make certain managers of the
London theatres realise that the broadcast-
ing of excerpts from plays is to their own
good, and, if the listener will only do his
share and be perfectly fair about the whole
business, there is no reason why the oppo-
sition with regard to- the. broadcasting of
plays should not, be amicably settled once
and for all.
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Some of those who have given you pleasure

WITH the extension of wireless one can
rapidly foresee that society will be
roughly divided into two classes

only --Valve--Valve and Crystal, and it is evident-
th a t the B.B.C. are going to have a very

hard task to satis-
fy both parties.
The relaying each
night of a different
station and the
different pro-
grammes on 5 N X
would, of course,
solve this problem,
but meanwhile,
the policy of giving
each party the
wrong programme.
still exists.

At the present
moment it is the

" .highbrow " who is getting the best of the
game, and it is only the fact that artistes with
big names are engaged which helps to
cover the " powder," for if they, do not
really enjoy the actual music, it is to
be feared that the
majority like to Say

Miss Murray Lambert:

with all unction that
they heard Miss So -
awl -so sing this aria,
or M. This-and-That-
shi play that concerto,
a sl even if they
went to sleep over the
aria or the concerto,
it is best to- retain a
discreet silence..

However, 2 L 0 has
certainly scored. In
chamber music we
had the performanes
of the quartet led
Mr. Charles Wood-
house, an earnest
violinist whose style is
eminently suited to the works he performs.

On the instrumental solo side, a noted
executant was Miss Murray Lambert, a
violinist who has a successful career be-
hind her, a' soloist of the Royal Phil-

harmonic Society
concerts, the
Halle, London
symphony, and
Queen's Hall, be-
sides the biggest
of provincial halls.

With a strong,
virile tone, and a
repertoire of every
known sonata and
concerto, she is
one of our fore-
most players, and
should become
more widely known
over the a -ether.

ry

Miss Helen de Frey.

In addition to the second of the interna-
tional symphony concerts, conducted by.
M. Ansermet at Covent -Garden, some out-
standing arrangements have been the
broadcasting of " Yoicks," despite provin-
cial managerial wrath, the " Midnight
Follies ", of the Hotel Metropole--though
both these suffered from the lack of tele-
Vision-and the complete performance of
Moiart's opera " Figaro," The Sunday
programmes gained also by the inclusion 'of
well-known artistes. . One recently had the
work of Miss Helen de Frey, a coloratura.
.singer With a surprising range. -

Well-known Harpist.
In the same programme, .also, was the

well-known harpist, Jeanne Chevreau, of
the British National Opera Company and
one time first harp to the Sir Thomas
Beecham, Quinlan, and Covent Garden
Opera companies. She has been associated
with all the important orchestral move-
ments of recent years, including the Phil-
harmonic Society, London Symphony, and
Scottish Orchestras. She made her debut
with the latter orchestra, at an age when

when listening -in.

the 5-N 0 Choral Society made fine hearing,
while the solo violin was Mr. Albert Sam-
mons. Many well-known artistes have ap-
peared recently at this station. including
Miss Marjorie Booth, :`,bs Denis Noble, and
Mr. William An-
derson, both the
latter singers of
the British Nation-
al Opera Company,
arid Miss Dorothy
Helmrich.

The latter is the
Australian mezzo-
soprano, who has
hitherto only been
heard at the big
concert halls of
London and the
provinces. Her
name is a familiar
one to patrons of
the promenade concerts at Queen's Hall,
while her recital in February last
at Wigmore Hall, London, placed her
amongst the front rank of classical singers.

Concerto Music.

The famous St. Hilda Colliery Band with a few of their many trophies.

most players are still in the elementary
stages of study.

Glasgow.
.

Some ambitious programmes have been
framed by 5 S C, amongst them the scenes
from Scott's novel, " The Heart of Mid-
lothian," and the Robert Louis Stevenson
play, " Will of the Mill," produced under the
personal direction of the B.B.C. dramatic
producer, Mr. R. E. Jeffrey. A Bach
chamber concert relayed from the Engineers
and Shipbuilders Institute included part of
the Brandenburg Concerto No. 3 in G minor.

5 N 0's Programmes.
Bach's music has formed an integral part

of Newcastle's scheme, for a festival lasting
several days must have rejoiced the heart of
every " high -brow " in the surrounding
district. The augmented orchestra, under
the brilliant conductor, Edward Clark, and

,Miss Dorothy Helmrich.

To most people
only consists of

 string" music, but
there is a far larger
public that cares for
military and brass
bands, as can be
proved by any visit
to the Crystal Palace,
London, when a brass
band contest is taking
place.

However, one brass
band at a tine is quite
enough, and good
enough, too, if it is the
best, and most listen-
ers -in will admit that

it has been found in the famous St. Hilda
Colliery Band, heard on many occasions at
the various broadcasting stations. The St.
Hilda Band may truly claim to he the
world's champions, for, consisting of
twenty-six members, each a medallist of
his respective in-
strument, it is not
surprising that
they haye gained
over eighty first
prizes, eleven chal-
lenge cups, includ-
ing the f a in o u s
Crystal Palace
1,000 Guinea
Trophy, no less
than four times, in-
cluding the con-
test of last Septem-
ber, and setting up
a world's record. Mr. Michael Head, a

popular artiste.
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Valve Prices
REDUCED
as from February 2, 1925

AR A fine general purpose
valve for amateur use. Fila-
ment voltage 4 ; plate voltage
30-80.

R. Similar to AR, giving rather
greater amplification. Filament
voltage 4; plate voltage 50-100.

ARDE A sensitive dull emit-
ter of very long life. Operates
on single cell accumulator with
resistance. Filament voltage
1.8-2.0 ; plate voltage 20-100.

AR.06 An economical, low
temperature detector and am-
plifier that will operate on a dry
cell. Filament voltage 2.5;
plate voltage 20-100.

PV5DE A dull emitter
power valve giving exceeding-
ly good results as the last stage
of low frequency amplifica-
tion for loud speaker work.
Maximum filament voltage 5 ;
plate voltage 50-150.

Old New
Price Price

12 6 1

126 11:-.

21,', 18 -

25', 21 as

35- 30-

El 1=WiN
VALVES
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The SHIPTON New Type
Strip Rheostat and Potentiometer

Moderately priced you get perfect filament contral. Sensitive
valves require delicate control. See you fit SHIPTON.
You need nothing more costly-it controls efficiently.

THE MOST PERFECT RHEOSTAT YET INTRODUCED
Ask for it by name-the
SHIPTON. Mechanically, well
designed and constructed ;
electrically, free of noise in
operation, evenly spaced re-
sistance wire, and .a specially
designed spindle which allows
one -hole fixing and enables
the provision of a compression
spring which assures good
contact of the rotating arm.

Use a wire Rheostat.
SHIPTON VERNIER

COIL HOLDER
2 -way coil holder . 4 

- Nickel -Plated 2 -way .. 4 6

SHIPTON NEW TYPE
VARIABLE GRID LEAK
Silent in operation: constant
under different settings: can be
calibrated accurately and reli-
able under all
conditions Price

300,000 ohm; to 6 megohms.

SHIPTON New Type STRIP
RHEOSTAT 7 ohm (with
safety fuse) - - 3/-

SHIPTON New Type STRIP
RHEOSTAT 30 ohm - 3 

SHIPTON New Type STRIP
RHEOSTAT 69 ohm - 3,-

SHIPTON POTENTIOMETER
600 ohm - - - 416

Packed in neat lirenette boxes.

SHIPTON Products are obtainable From all dealers or
direct. when kindly give your dealer's name and address.

E. SHIPTON & Co., Ltd.
37, TOTHILL STREET, WESTMINSTER, S.W.
Telephone-VICTORIA 7. Tclegrarns-RENTFONES, PARL.
Also at 14, King Street, Covent Garden, W.C.

Barclays 69I I
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-THE R.M.C. VARIOMETER
SKELETON

CONSTRUCTION ;

SPHERICAL WINDINGS;

EBONITE INSULATION ;

MR DIELECTRIC ;

THEREFORE

MAXIMUM
EFFICIENCY.

PRICE 6/9
WAVE -LENGTH RANGES.

IN AERIAL CIRCUIT, 280-600 metres.
IN ANODE CIRCUIT, 210-600

NOW ONE -HOLE FIXING.

,,

If unobtainable from your dealer,
send P.O. for 6/9 direct to

THE RADIO MANUFACTURING CO.,
100, DALE END, BIRMINGHAM.

GIL-RAY CRYSTAL
you are SURE of th,, very
best results. Price 1 6 of
dealers everywhere. If un-
obtainable send and name
sod address of dealer to: -

The CIL-RAY Radio Co.,
Sicilian Hau3e, London, W.C.1,

toes and V. 2eitlin & Sons, 144, Road, 1t -.C.1,
Pettigrew and Merriman, 122, Tooley Sc root, S.E.1,

-ACCUMULATORS-
Guaranteed 12 Months.

Price : 2 -volt 4o 10/0 4 -volt 20 12..6 6 -volt 20 18:3

2 6o 12/6 4 40 17/3 6 40 24/8

2 8o 15/0 44

6o
221/10

32/0

2  too 18/0 4 ,, too 32/6 6  too 4513

ACTUAL CAPACITY HALF ABOVE RATING.
Post and Packing - extra

ADAMS BROS. (LONCTON), LTD.
ACCUMULATOR AND WIRELESS 3LINUFACTURERS,

SUTHERLAND ROAD, LONGTON, STAFFS.

ALLcommunications re-
speo'ing advertising

must be wade to the

SOLE
ADVERTISEMENT

AGENTS-

JOHN H. LILE
LTD.

4 Ludgate Circus
London, E.C.4.

Teleplitme:
1080 Central.

"POPULAR WIRELESS" ADVERTISEMENT RATES
WHOLE PAGE £40: 0 : 0 I QUARTER PAGE £10 : 0 : 0
HALF PAGE £20: 0: 0 EIGHTH PAGE. £5: 0: 0

Narrow Column Advts. (3 cols. to page) per inch 30/inch-Minimum Space accepted - half 15/ -
SPECIAL POSITIONS BY
ARRANGEMENT. NO SERIES
DISCOUNTS, ALL ADVER-
TISEMENT COPY SUBJECT
TO EDITORIAL APPROVAL.

Cover pages close for press
11 days prior to day of isSue.
Inside pages close for press
9 days prior to day of issue.

COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN HAND Ai
LEAST 3 DAYS EARLIER TO ENSURE PROOFS. ,

"POPULAR
WIRELESS"
H AS THE
L ARGEST
SALE OF ANY
WIRELESS
WEEKLY IN
:: GREAT
B RITAIN.
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3,800 MILES 431%7 A 'LOUD SPEAKER.
You will be interested. to know that I recoiled W C Y, Schenectady, on a Loud

Speaker almost as loud as 2 L 0 on my Duodyne Vat Croydon."
J. 4. Fowler, M.I.Mech.E ,

Wellman Smith Omen Engineering Corporation. Ltd.,
Kingswog, W.C.2.

" lVe all enjoyed W G Y, Schenectady, on the Duodyne V and Louct50saker: alder,
come in as clear and as loud as our local statio9." Rohinson, Heade.

Alm®s as lOaci as 2 ta

A GENUINE LONG RANGE

LOUD SPEAKER RECEIVER
TWO STAGES H.F. AMPLIFICATION. AUTOMATIC TUNING

Guaranteed Range under Average Conditions
..DUODYNE III Headphones .. 3 4,000 miles.
..DUODYNE V Headphones .. 4 5,000 miles
.. I. 1,200 miles.Loud Speaker

El THE DUODYNE Long Range Receivers will discriminate between Racliola, Paris, and
"11 5 XX Chelmsford, or osed.in conjunction with a CURTIS EJECTOR will tune in any

Broadcasting Station at will, while operating II miles from local Station or 200 yards
from Relay Station. , _

Guaranteed uniform accuracy under,
all conditions and at all temperatures

,...' PAT. APP° FOR
cenPARAGON CURTIS,--..,

kg:" ONE PIECE APISI9
MICA CO NEV.I

tszieseys.

MADE IN ONE P1ECL ; Nla WAX

Extract from a recent Test &Port-
" . . An exceedingly strenuous
test was applied to one of the samples.
which was actually placed in water
nearly at the boiling point for the
better part of an hour After this
heroic treatment, the condenser
showed a capacity which did net
differ materially from that shown
before, and it was still possible to
get a valve to oscillate readily with
this as the main tuning -capacity
across the grid -tuning inductance."

0008 to .006 2 6 each. Grid Condenser with clips 29 each. Grid Leak 1'6 each.

The DUODYNE III (Instrument only) Panel Type £10 0 0
The DUODYNE V (Instrument only) Panel Type £18 IS 0

The DUODYNE CABINET.-The Duodyne V is also supplied in Fresh
Polished Oak Cabinet sith folding doors, enclosed valves Etna tuning coils. Self-
contained batteries, Instrument only, £27.

A CHILD CAP' TurNIE IT
Sales Office :
PETER CURTIS, LTD.

IN CONJUNCTION WITH
THE PARAGON RUBBER MFG.,.CO., LTD., HULL.

75, CAMDEN ROAD, N.W. 1.
Telegrams : PARACURTEX." - 'Phone . NORTH 3112.

BIRMINGHAM - 76, Newhall Street. - Central 7235.
MANCHESTER - 312, Deansgate - - Central 5095.

-DO IT NOW !-
You must have the Best Components
for that Radio Set-

WE HAVE THEM
Send a Postcard to -day for a copy of our
Catalogue, which is Post Free to you.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES,
67, Hammersmith Road, LONDON. W.14.

BRITISH BATTERY CO., LTD.,
CLARENDON ROAD, WATFORD, HFRTS. (Telephone: Watford 617).

FOR

Patent No.
20276'0.

H.T. BATTERIES.
No. 1 W.

Standard Vocket Lamp
Size ---41 volt with patent
spiral wire terminals and
plug sockets to take
Wander Plugs.
Note doz. = 54 volts.
Used units replaced easily.

To connect in Series
insert straight Terminal
in spiral of next battery.
Bend spiral and thus
ensure permanent elec-
trical connection with-
out soldering. (See illus-
tration.)

PRICE CARRIAGE PAM 71- PER DOZ., WITH PLUG
All standard voltages sup-
plied with 3 volt tappings.

Guaranteed British Made at our own Watford Works.

Barclays

THAT "P.P.V. 2" FEELING !
GLASGOW. " I hayc received all B.B.C. stations, t.-tvott:il C,Inti;12;ital

W.B.Z. on an luckier agiTal." . ---

OLDHAM. ' 2 will-dd all you Claim fez, it."

PWLLHELI. "Results are wonderful. We are surrounded by III011111 ,

'Ind nearest station is 150 miles away."

BEARSDEN_ "Springfield; Mass.; every night for three weeks on the
P.P.V. 3."

AYR. America and Paris on the loud speaker."

GOLD COAST. "Got London on first test."

NATAL. "Crape Town, 1,000 miles away, first tirtr. The P.P.V. 2 all
you: claim forit."

JUST A VERY FEW EXTRACTS FROM LETTERS WE
HAVE RECEIVED; THEY ARE OPEN FOR- YOUR
INSPECTION. CALL AND HEAR -THE SET 1VORKING.

The P.P.V. 2 is described in RADIO -PLAN NO. 1, wherein is given the secret of such
colossal success with a simple straight circuit.
This booklet costs TWO SHILLINGS POST FREE, and contains pictorial and
theoretical diagrams, and tells you how to get results similar to those that inspired
the above unsolicited opinions.

PRESS EXCLUSIVES, 2, WINE OFFICE COURT, FLEET STREET.
LONDON S.C.4

FOR GREATER CRYSTAL
DETECTION USE

THE " LION KING
" CRYSTAL

VALVE.

THE RESULT OF PROLONCED RESEARCH.
The most vital part of your set is the detector.
THIS instrument is efficiency itself, giving Valve
Strength with Crystal Purity. Perfect Reception
always has MICROMETER ADJUSTMENT
and is positively unbreakable and Shockproof.
Never requires readjustment and gives constantly
loud results. Fully Guaranteed and is not a zinc-
ite and bornite or similar combination, but a Dis-
tinctly New departure in Wireless. For test report
see P. W.", page 1210, of 17th January, 1925.

S. LYONS, 119, CLERKtNWELL RD.

BRITISH MADE.

Battery
Catswhisker
Bother
Future

Expense
For Crustal or Valve ,01

, LONDON, E.C.1.
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You
can Enjoy

all the B.B.C. programmes at will with an easily
manipulated Tameside Two -Valve Set (ELF. and
Detector Tuned Anode circuit with variable reaction).
Sockets are provided for the addition of Loading
Coils when you wish to receive the Continental
Stations of longer wave -length.
Size of Panel, 12 in. x tot in., fitted into Solid Oak
Case. Jacobean finish. The mark
provides a guarantee of material and LAME t.DIDE
construction.

PRICES (including Royalties):
SET ONLY, £8.

Complete with the following Accessories:-
Aerial \Vire, Insulators, El nite Lead-in, H.T. and
LT. Batteries, Reliable Valves by leading British
makers, pair of well-known Headphones.

£12 17 6.

TAME SIDE

Type "B" Variable Condensers
Mechanically correct, uniform in construction, these Condensers are
popular owing to the absence of those irritant faults for effective
tuning, ieakage and loss.
For Security and Value

Insist on TAME1C7E
Type " B " Condenser is fitted
with Aluminium Endplates,
Ebonite Insulating Bushes,
Bush with lock nut for one
hole fixing. Adjustable bush
at bottom. Terminal connec-
tion '072 Spacers used. Com-
plete with knob and dial.

PRICES
Capacity.
oor mf.
too075 ml.
'0005 mf.
'0003 mf.
0002 mf.
000r mf. ..

(Assembled)
No.

R563
R564
R566
R567
R5G3
R569

 8/-
7/-
6/-
5/-
4/6
4/ -

Type " C "
Square Law Condensers
Fitted with Ebonite Endpicces,
Adjustable bush at bottom,
one hole fixing, '072 in. spacers.
Terminal connections, complete
with knob and dial. Packed
its cardboard boxes.
mot mf. R853 . 10/6
moo75 mf. R854
-0005 mf. R855 7;3
*0003 mf. .. 8856 .. 6/6
'0002 mf. R857
000r mf. R858 5/3

IF UNABLE TO OBTAIN LOCALLY, SEND DIRECT.
ASK FOR COPY OF ILLUSTRATED PRICE LIST.

HIRST Bros. & Co. Ltd., Roscoe St., OLDHAM.

BONTONE PHONES
BRITAIN'S BEST.

ORIGINALS 11 141R. . EACH. lICHTWEICHTS 1 416 EACH.

4,000 Olims per pair. Fully guaranteed. Cash refunded if not entirely
satisfied and Phones returned to us within ten days, undamaged.

WE further guarantee that at no future date shall any repairs
to our Phones exceed the sum of 3'-. Compare this guar-

antee with other makes, either British or foreign. Our object is
a big sale, with minimum profits. Sensitive, Durable, and
Comfortable, and made of the best materials procurable.

Apply to your local dealer, or send direct to :-

B. D. & CO. (EDWARD A. BOYNTON),
Admiralty and War Office Contractors,

167-173, GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.r.

TWO, THREE and FOUR VALVE
WIRELESS RECEIVERS

PANELS ONLY COMPLETE SETS
Two Valve .. £12 0 0 Two Valve £17 10 0
Three Valve £15 17 6 Three Valve £22 5 0
Uour Valve.. £20 5 0 Four Valve £27 5 0

FOIL purity of tone coupled with volume
they are a rove ation and must be

seen and heard to be fully appreciated.
A PAYMENT DOWN OF ONLY £2 10 0 will secure
the finest 2 -Valve Receivar, completely equipped,
regardless of cost, balance payable in convenient
tuonthly instalments, 4 -valve Cabinets front 30 One.,
De Luse model, as illustrated, 50 Gas.

Demonstrations daily and varticalars frost the
London Distributors:

H, TAYLOR & Co.. Ltd., 49/53. Sussex Place,
South Kensington, S.W.T.

'Phones: Kensington 555819 & 5550

Be Careful!
Don't just ask for " Hertzite "-say " Russell's,"
and see that you get it. The.t's the ONLY way
to get maximum results from your set. 100%
crystal purity means 100":, efficiency-your results

with Russell's Hertzite

FROM ALL DEALERS OF REPUTE

In
the Little
Sealed Box
Retail
Price
Per
Piece
The
L. G. RUSSELL
Laboratories,
1-7, Hill Street,
Birmingham
(Opposite Empire

Theati e).
MMINERMIIM1111=1.

are not getting the best out of your Set...
Your Panel is acting as a Slow Leak

44 I 1ST S 11.1 ILA JE X 71

The Latest Discovery in Wireless
A scientific preparation for applying to the surface of wireless

panels. NOT A LIQUID VENEER or VARNISH.
The efficiency of a wireless set depends to a great extent on the dielectric value
of the ebonite used in the panel. When this becomes dirty, or coated with
moisture in damp weather, the dielectric value falls, the high.frequeney currents
from the aerial taking the shortest Lath to earth-across the surface of the
panel-causing a pronounced loss in signal stilltngth. This applies to both crystal
and valve sets.

On panels treated with '' INSLTLEX " this can never happen. Your set will
work better and look like new after one application."INSULEX 17 The result of two years' serious research. Is the only'

preparation made specially for the treatment of ebonite.
"INSULEX" Removes finger -marks, stains, etc. (No more- green and

discoloured panels.)
Treated occasionally with " INSULEX " your panel will keep its colour for
all time.Start your wireless season by giving your panel a cleats up with"INSULEX" and enjoy improved reception.
" INSULEX " in bottles. 1 /6 ; Large Size, 2:6. Post .4d cur ra

Direct from the
DANUM TRADING CO., Scientific Chemists, 2, French Cate, DONCASTER,

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED
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4-4.

THE " POPULAR WIRELESS "
CONTINENTAL BROADCASTING TIME -TABLE.

Specially compiled by ROBERT R. PECORINI, 2 R I.
-4.---------4.-----4-+-4-Ap----4--.*.+

Trans-
inis,lon

Mart'
G.M.T

Ends
G.11 T.

Station and Call Sign
-LE,

.... s Ail
"Ve-sei`s.` Nature of Transmission

Trans-
mission

Starts
G.M.T.

Ends
G.M.T.

Station and Call Sign
4t:!ra,

5x
..:

Days ofw *ek
e

,Nature of Transm,-sion

06.00 06.06 Xoenigswusterhau- 4000 Daily. .. News during day to 10.45 10.50 Lyons (Y N) .. .. 470 Weekdays Bourse.
sen (L P) 20.00. 10.55 12.08 Leipzig .. .. .. 454 Daily .. Bourse, Concert and

06.25 08.00 Hamburg .. .. 392 Weekdays Tithe, News, and Talk. Time Signals.'
06.25 08.00 Hanover.. .. .. 296 Relay Station. 10.55 11.06 Frankfurt -am -Main 470 Weekdays Time and News.
06.25 08.00 Bremen ..  ... .. 330 .. 11.00 11.10 Zurich-Hongg . . *515 Weather (*also sends on
06.30 07.35 Koenigsvvusterhau- 2450 Daily .. Press Service (Woolf). 645 occasionally).

sen (L P) 11.00 11.15 Eiffel Tower (F L) 2650 Tues. to Markets.
06.40 06.46 Eiffel Tower (F L).. 2650 Weekdays Weather. Sat.
06.4.5 06.53 Eberswalcle .. .. 3150 Daily .. Press Service (U. Tele-

graph) and during day
11.00 11.50 Munster .. 410 Sunday Religious Music and

News.
06.50 06.55 Buda-Pesth (M T 1) 950 .. News, Bourse, etc., and

frequent intervals
11.15 11.22 Koenigswusterhau-

sen (L P)
2450 Weekdays Markets.

during day. 11.15 11.55 Hamburg .. .. 392 Markets and Lecture.
06.55 08.15 Munster ......410 .. . Time, News, Women's 11.15 11.19 Eiffel Tower (F L).. 2650 Daily .. Time and Weather.

Talk. 11.15 11.20 Voxhaus (430 505 Weekdays Bourse.
07.05 07.12 Lausanne (H B 2) 850 .. We a t h er, Markets, . . ..

News. 11.3011.50 Monster .. .. : . 410 , News.

07.30 08.00 Leipzig .. .. . , 454 Sundays Concert. 11.45 12.40 Hamburg .. .. 392 Sunday Chess.

07.30 08.30 Frankfurt -am -Main 470 Sun., Fri. Religious Service and 11.50 12.00 Radio -Lyons .. .. 387 Weekdays News and Weather.
, . . Music. 11.55 12.05 Munster . , . . 410 Time Signals.

07.30 03.30 Cassel .. .- . .. 292 Relay. 11.55 12.05 Breslau .. .. .. 418 Sunday
07.40 07.50 Toulouse (M R D) 1525 Daily . . Weather for 'planes. 11.55 12.00 Koenigsberg .. .. 463 Daily . . Time Signals and
07.45 07.52 Buda -Perth (M T I) 950 ,, News, Bourse, etc. Weather.
07.55 10.00 Hamburg- ... .. 392 Sunday Time, Weather, News,

and Talk.
11.55 12.08 Zurich .. . . .. 515 Weekdays Time Signals and

Markets.
07.55 10.00 Hanover .. .. 296 Relay Station. 12.00 12.05 Voxhaus .. .. (430 305 Daily .. Time Signals and
07.55 10:00 Bremen .. .. .. 330  ,, 11

Markets.
07.55 08.05 Amsterdam (P C 11' F) 2125 Daily .. News, Markets, etc. 12.00 1.300 Radio -Lyons .. . . 387 Tues, Concert. *

08.00 08.09 Vienna (Radio -Wien) 530 ,, .. Markets.. Th., Sat.
(0 R.V). 12.05 12.08 Vienna (0 R V) .. 530 Daily .. Time Signals.

08.00 09.00 Voxhaus(Berlin)(430 505 Sunday Religious Music. 12.10 12.35 , Hamburg .. .. 392 Weekdays Concert.
08.0009.00 'Leipzig .. .. .. 454 11 71 12.15 12.50 Geneva (H B 1) .. 1100 , Lecture.
08.00 09.00 Dresden .. .. .. 280 Relay Station. 12.20 12.25 Vienna- (0, R V) .. 530 Daily .. Weather.
08.00 08.45 Koenigsberg .. .. 463 , Religious Music. 12.25 12.30 Breslau (G F U) .. 418 Weekdays Weather and Bourse.
08.15 08.20 Buda-Pesth .. .. 950 Daily .. News, etc. 12.30 12.45 Lausanne (H B 2) .. 850 Weather, 31arkets,
08.20 08.30 Marignane (S.W. 1525 .. Weather. Time and News

France) 12.30 14.00 Radio -Paris S.F.R .. 1780 ., Orchestral Concert.
09.00 10.30 Voxhaus, Berlin .. 505 .. Market, News, Wea- 12.30 12.40 Vossegat (B E) * .. 1050 Daily .. Weather.

- ther, Concert. 12.45 12.52 Kbely (0 K P) .. 1160 Weekdays Bourse.
09.00 09.12 Kbely (0 K P) .. 1160 ., .. Weather, News. 12.45 13.30 Hamburg .. .. 392 Sunday Concert.
09.00 10.05 Komarov (0 K B) 1800 Sunday Sacred Concert. 12.45 14.00 Radio -Paris .. .. 1780 ,

09.42 09.50 Toulouse (M R D) .. 1525 Daily .. Weather. 12.45 12.54 Amsterdam .. .. 2125 Daily . . Market and News.
09.55 10.03 Amsterdam 2125 . . Time Signals. -13.00 13.10 Munich .. .. .. 485 , .. News, Weather, and

(PUFF) Time.
10.00 11.4:5 Hamburg .. .. 392 Sunday Sacred Music. 13.00 13.10 Nureinberg .. .. 340 ,. . . News, Weather, and
10.00 11.00 Leipzig .. .. .. 454 Educational Talk. , Time (Relay).
10.00 11.45 Buda -Perth (M T I) 950 Daily .. Concert and News. 13.00 13.10 Brussels (B A V) .. 1100 - .. Time, Weather.
10.00 11.00 Kbely .. .. .. 1160 Sunday Concert. 13.00 13.25 Komarov (0 K B) 1800 Weekdays Bourse, News, Weather.
10.0011.30 Stockholm . . .. 427- Church Service. 13.10 13.22 Voxhaus .. (430 505 Bourse.

440 13.15 13.30 Koenigsberg .. .. 463 Market.
10.00 11.30 Vienna (Radio- '530 Daily .. Concert. 13.30 13.42 Hamburg .. . 392 Thurs. & Markets.

Wien) (0 R V) . Fri.
10.00 11.55 Breslau (G F U) .. 418 Sunday Concert , Market , 13.45 14.00 Radio -Paris . . .. 1780 Sunday News.

Weather. 13.45 14.00 Hamburg .. . . 392 Mon., Tu., Markets.
10.1.0 11.30 Malmoe .. .., .. 270 ,, Religious Service. Wed. .

10.10 10.55 Frankfurt -am -Main 470 Daily .. Bourse. 14.00 14.10 Breslau (G F U) .. 418 Weekdays News.
10.10 11.10 Amsterdam 2125 Mon.,Sat. News, Bourse (at 14.00 15.00 L'Ecole Superieure 458 Thurs. .. (Irregular) Lecture.
,

10.15 11.55
(P C F F)

Breslau (G F U) .. 418
-

WeekdaysMarket,
intervals).

News, Wea- 14.00 17.01.
de P T T

Munich ......486 Sunday Concert, Lecture.1ther, Concert. 14.00 15.01. Voxhaus . . (430 505 , Lecture.
10.15 11.55 Koenigsberg -- . .. 463 Daily .. Bourse. Weekdays Bourse.
.10.15 10.35 Norddeich (K A V) 1800 .. Weather .(following 14.00 15.00 Prague . .. . . 1160 Sat. Concert

spark transmission). 14.15 14.28 Hamburg .. . . 392 Weekdays News, Talk (Domestle).
10.30 11.30 Stuttgart.. .. .. 443 Sunday Concert. - 14.3017.00 Munster . . 410 Markets, Weather, Lec-
10.30 11.30 Munich .. .. .. 485 Religious Talk, occa-

sional Music.
.

ture, Concert (Chil-
dren; Saturdays).

10.30 11.30 Nuremnburg .. .. 340 Relay from Munich. 14.30 14.40 Vienna (0 R V) .. 530 Daily . Bourse. "

10.30 11.45 Station de la Doua, 470 Daily Concert. 14.30 15.30 Voxhaus ' .. (430 505 Sun.,Wed. Children.

10.30 11.45
Lyons

Voxhaus, Berlin (430 505 Sunday Educational, Talk.
14.40 14.50 Amsterdam

(P C F F)
2125 Weekdays Bourse and News.

..

Lyons .. .". .. 550 Daily Gramophone. 14.45 14.54 Eiffel Tower (F L) 2650 Bourse..10.3011.30
:10.3011.40 Kbely .. .. .. 1160 Weekdays Bourse. 15.00 16.00 Ryvang- ... .. .. 1100 Sunday Coreert...
;10.3011.50 Koenigswusterhau- 2800 Sunday Concert and Lecture. 15.00 15.31 Voxhaus .. 505 Saturday Educational Talk.

sen (L P) 15.00 17.00 Munster .. ...410 Sunday. 'Concert and Children.

(Relay stations have not been quoted after initial entry.)
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THE " POPULAR WIRELESS CONTINENTAL BROADCASTING TIME -TABLE
(Continuer, from page 1377).

Trans-
mission

Starts
c .31.T. G.M.T

.

Ends Station and Call Sign

a m

c,

IVe.ser Nature of Transmission

Trans-
mission

Starts
G M T.

Ends
G.M.T

. o
.Station and Call SignNaturevacsee

k° f -
of Transmission

15.00 17.00 Leipzig .. .. 452 Mon., Tu., Markets and Concert. 18.00 21.00.
.

Madrid (E A .1 2) ..
.

310 Daily, .. Concert. News, Dance.
Wed., 18.00 19.00 Barcelona (E A J 1) 325 - .. ,. ,. .

Fri., Sat. 18.00 19.00 Hamburg .. .. 392 Wed. .. Educational Talk.
15.00 16.00 Hambiirg .. .. 392 Sunday Children. 18.00 19.15 Zurich .. .. .. 515 Weekdays Weather, News, Con -
15.00 15.45 Breslau (C FU) .. 418 Sun.. Fri. Children and Concert. cert.
15.00 17.00 Stuttgart... .. .. 443 Sun., Time, Concert. 18.00 18.10 Kbely (0 K P) .. 1160 Daily .. Wea,.ther. .

Wed., .
Th Fri. _

18.00 19.10 Eiffel Tower (E L).: 2650 .. Concert, News,
Weather.

15.00 15.08 Vienna (0 R. V) .. 530 Daily .. News. 18.15 19.30 Seville (E A J 5) : . 350 Mon., Tu., Concert, News.
15.00 15.10 Centocelle (1 C D) , . 1800 .. Wed., Sat.
15.00 17.30 Frankfurt -am -Main 470 .. Markets.News,Concert. .

. Thurs. .. Lecture,Concert,News.
.

(Children Sunday). 18.15 19.00 Leipzig .. .. .. 452 Mon., Tu. Educational Talk.
15.00 17.00 Zurich .. , . . . :515 .. Concert. 18.20 18.30 LyngbY (0 X E) .. 2400 Weekdays News
15.10 17.00 Vienna (0 11 V) .. 530 .. ,, 18.30 19.30 Frankfurt -am -Main 470 Friday - .. Educational Talk.
15.3Q 17.00 Leipzig - . , i .. .. 452 Sun., Th. Markets. Concert , 18 30 19.00 Breslau (G F U) .. 418 MOn, to
15.30 16.05 Hamburg - .. ' .. 392 Weekdays Lecture.. . Wed.
15.30 10.30 Koenigsberg .. , . 463 Daily .. 'Concert. Children 18.30 19.30 Th. * Fri. , -

(Wednesday). 18.3019.00 Stuttgart.. . . 443 Friday '.. Lecture.
15.30 16.35 Munich .. .. .. 486 Mon. to Concert 18.30 19.00 Koenigsberg . .. 463 MOn.,

: Sat. Wed. to
15.30 17.00 Voxhaus (430 505 Daily .. .. Sat.
15.35 15.40 Eiffel Tower (I' L) .. 2650 Weekdays Bourse, 18.30 18.45 Copenhagen . . .. 775 Daily,_ .. Programme and Tests
15.45 16.30 LEeole Supr. de - 458 Wed. .. Lecture.' 18.35 18.45 Munster .. .. .. 410 Daily .. Time, News.

P.T.T. 18.40 18.50 Toulouse (F N T) .. 1525 .. Weather.
15.50 15.58 Brussels (0 P 0) .. 1100 Daily .. Weather. 18.40 20.00 Boden , .. .. .. 2500 Tu.. Fri. Concert.
15.55 16.10 Amsterdam 2125 ,, ... Market. News. 18.4519.00 Vienna (0 R. V) . 530 Daily .. News.

(1) C t' F) 18.45 19.00 Stockholm .. .. 427 .. .,
16.00 17.00 Hamburg .. .. 392 .. Concert: - - 18.45 20.30 Copenhagen .. .. 510 Sun. Mon., Concert.
16.00 16.30 Breslau (G F 1.7) .. 418 .. Time (Sunday) & Th.

Children (Wednesday) 19.00 20.30 Kbely (0 K P) .. 1160 Daily .. Concert.
16.00 17.00 Lausanne (H B 2) .. 850 Wed. .. Children. 19.00 20.00 Ryvang .. .. . . 1100 Tu. and Concert.
16.00 16.10 Kbely (0 K P) .. 1160 Weekdays Bourse. Friday '...

16.00 17.00 Kbely (0 K P) .. 1160 WedSat. Concert. 19.00 20.15 Stuttgart, .. .. 443 Daily .. Concert. News, Time
16.14 16.14 Amsterdam 2125 Daily .. Time Signals. , 19.00 21.00 Stockholm .. .. 427 .. Concert. -

(P C F F) 19.00 21.00 Hamburg .. .. 392 ,. .. News. Weather, Con-
16.30 17.30 Leipzig .. .. .. 452 Tues. . . Lecture. cert.

- 16.30 16.45 Stuttgart .. .. 443 Daily News,Weather. 19.00 19.30 Munster .. .. .. 410 .. Talk.
16.30 17.30 Rome (U R I) ... 425 .. Concert. . 19.00 23.00 BreslaU (G E U) ... 418 Sun. Mon., Concert. Weather,
16.30 16.44) Eiffel Tower CF L).. 2650 Tu. to Sat. Bourse. Tu.,Wed. Neu's.

'Opera.16.30 17.45 Radio -Paris .. .. 1780 Sunday Concert. >i .. Saturday
16.45 18.00 Stuttgart .. .. .. 443 Daily .. Concert. Children 19.00 20.00 Stockholm 445 Mon. and Concert.

(Wed. and Saturday). (Svenska) Thurs.
16.45 18.00 Lyons .. .. .. 550 Daily .. Concert. 19.00 21.00 Gothenburg 445- Sun., Tu., Concert, News, Lecture.
16.45 17.45 Radio -Paris (S F R) 1780 Weekdays Concert. (PM Z X) 460 and Fri.
16.50 17.00 Brussels (B A V) .. 1100 Daily .. Weather. 19.00 19.15 Leipzig .. .. .. 452 Tuesday Educational Talk.
17.00 18.15 Breslau ((.4 F U) , 418 WedSat. Educational Talk and 19.00 20.30 Koenigsberg .. .. 463 Daily .. Concert and News...

Game. 19.00 19.30 Frankfurt -am -Main 470 Sun. and Lecture and Educa-
17.00 17.30 Frankfurt -am -Main 470 Sun. and Concert. Monday tional Talk,

Thurs. - 19.00 20.30 Vienna (0 R V) .. 530 Daily .. News, Concert.
17.00 17.25 Munich .. .. .. 486 Monday.. Time. 19.00 20.00 Jorcks Passage .. 775 Sun., Lecture, Concert, News
17.00 17.12 Kbely (0 K P) .. 1160 Weekdays Bounce. Wed.,Th.
17.00 17.45 Radio -Paris (S F R) 1780 Saturday Concert. 19.00 21.30 Lausanne (H B 2) .. 850 Tu., Sat. Concert or Dance.
17.00 18.00 Radio -Belgique 265 SunMon. Concert. 19.00 20.00 -Malmoe .. .. .. 270 Mon.," Th. Concert.

(S B R) Th., Fri. 19.0519.25 Voxhaus .. (430 505 Monday.. Educational Talk.
Tu., Sat.
Wed. ..

Dance.
Children.

19.15 22.00 Zurich .. .. .. 515 Sun., Tu.
to Sat.

concert, News, and
Weather. '

17.00 18.00 Hamburg .. .. 392 Tu., Wed., Educational Talk. 19.15 21.00 _Leipzig .. .. .. 452 Daily .. Concert.
Th., Fri. 19.15 22.15 .. .. .. Wed. ..

17.05 19.00 Voxhaus .. (430 505

Saturday
Wed. ..
Daily ..

.'

Concert. -
Lecture.

19.15 21.30 Lausanne (14 B-2) .. 850 Sun.,
Mon.,
Wed.,

Concert. Dance,
MUsic.

17.15 18.30 Radio -Lyons .. .. 482 Mon., Concert, Neu -s. Th., Fri.
WedFri. 19.25 19.30 Soesterberg .. .. 1050 Daily . - Weather.

17.15 18.00 Zurich .. .. .. 515 Mon., Children 19.30 22.00 Zurich .. .. .. 515 Monday.. Concert.
Wed., Fri 19.30 21.15 Voxhaus .. (430 505 Daily ..

17.15 18.45 Komarov (0 K B) 1800 Thurs. .. Concert. - 19.30 20.30 Munich .. .. .. 486 ..
17.30 18.30 Frankfurt -am -Main 470 Mon., Tu. Lecture. 19.3022.00 Frankfurt -am -Main, 470 .. Concert and News.

Th.,&Sat. 19.30 21.00 Minister .. .. 410 .. Lecture, Concert.
17.30 20.40 Munich .. .. .. 486 Tu. to Sat. Concert. News.Lecture. 19.30 19.40 Centocelle (I C I)) 1800 .. News.

-17.40 20.00 Boden .. .. .. 2500 Sunday News, Weather, and (Rome)
Concert. 19.40 20.10 Rome (U R 1). . .. 425 .. Concert, Lecture.

17.40 18.10 Voxhaus .. .. (430 505 Tues .. Echicational. Lecture.. 19.' 19.50 Amsterdam, (P -A 5) 1050  .. News. -

17.40 18.45 Hilversum. ... .. 1060 Monday.. Children. 19.40 22.10 Hilversum (N S F) 1000 Sunday Concert.
17.45 18.55 HanibUrg .. .. 392 Sunday Educational Talk. 19.40 19.50 Vossegat(B E) .. 1050 Daily .. Weather.
17.45 18:30 Belgrade (H F F) .'. 1650 Tu., Th., Concert. 19.40 leg'- Christiania .. - .. 448- .. Testing.

& Sat . lar . - - 475 -

17.55 18.05 Lausanne (H B 2) : -. 850 Daily - .. Weather. News. 19.45 23.30 Breslau (G F U) .. 418 Tu.&Fri. Concert, Weather,
18.00 18.05 Stuttgart.. - . .. 443 Sun., . News, Weather. , News.

Mon., 1,9.45 L'Ecole Superieure 458 Sunday Concert.
Th., Fri.,
Bat. 19.50 20.50

de P.T.T. ..P.T.T.....-
Amsterdam .. .. 1050 Wed. . ..
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WIRELESS ACCESSORIES.
Quality guaranteed by over 50 years' electrical manufacturing experience.

INTERVALVE TRANSFORMERS.
Adopted by leading manufacturers of Wire-
less Receiving Sets and discriminating
amateurs in. all parts of the World.
Guaranteed for 12 months. Price 21,,- each.

FILAMENT RHEOSTATS.
With finished and lacquered brass bush for
panel mounting. Resistance wire wound
on insulating rod, thereby giving perfectly
smooth adjustment. Each supplied with
diagram giving drilling dimensions.

3,13 each.

0141.'

EBONITE CONDENSER DIALS AND KNOBS.
In one piece, graduated in white oritio°,
highly finished, complete with fixing screw,
dial approximately 3 in. diameter.
Complete 1;3 each, Dials only, ad. cacti.

SILVERVOX LOUD SPEAKER
This instrument will reproduce both
speech and music without the loss
of its original tone and quality.
Coils wound to either 120 or 2,000
ohms.
The tone arm is a heavy aluminium
casting.
Excellent strengths can be obtained
on an efficient 2valve receiver
within ro miles of broadcasting
station..

Total height, 20 inches. Size of
trumpet, 121/2 inches diameter.

PRICE £3 1 OS. EACH

Makers :-THE
106,

VARIABLE CONDENSERS.
(For panel mounting.)

Strongly constructed, Moving vanes arc
shaped to give low minimum capacity.
Fitted with a stop to allow of a movement
of 1So° only.

From $:6 cacti.

TELEPHONE HEADPIECES.
The " Stailoy " diaphragms arc matched
so as to secure a balance of toi:e and
quality. Resistance from 120 to 12,000
ohms, Price (4,000 ohms) 25,'- each.

POTENTIOMETERS.
(For panel mounting.)

On rectangular ebonite former, complete
with knob and pointer. Former mounted
on cast brass frame. Resistance approxi-
mately 400 ohms. 7,6 each.

SILVERTOWN COMPANY
Cannon Street, London, E.C.4.

Works : Silvertown, London, E.16.

BELFAST : 75, Ann Street.
BIRMINGHAM : 15, Martineau Street.
BRISTOL : 4, Victoria Street.
CARDIFF: Pier Head Chambers, Bute Dock,.
DUBLIN: 70, Middle Abbey Street.
GLASGOW: 15, Royal Exchange Square.
LEEDS: I, New York Road.

LIVERPOOL: 54, Castle Street.
LONDON: Ica and 102, Cannon Street.
MANCHESTER: 16, John Dalton Street.
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE: 59, Westgate Road.
PORTSMOUTH: 49, High Street.
SHEFFIELD: SE -go, Queen Street.
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HIGH -FREQUENCY currents have a

habit of leaking away just where they
are not wanted. A spot of moisture-a bit of
surplus fluxite-a surface polished by metallic
methods-these are some of the causes of leaky
panels. Even an expert cannot tell by looking
at an ebonite panel whether it is leaky or not-
what chance, therefore, have you ?

The only safe way of knowing that your next
Set won't lose signal strength is to see that
you are using a guaranteed leak proof ebonite
such as Red Triangle Brand.

Every sheet is tested by us For leaks with special
electrical measuring instruments, and every
one not coming up to our standard is rejected.

If your own Dealer cannot supply it send us
your order direct and we will despatch by
return of post. Don't prejudice the working
of your new Set by using something that looks
like ebonite when you can get really high-
grade material from us at no greater cost. All
panels sold only in sealed envelopes.

12 Stock Sizes :
6 X 8, 3'- 7 x 10, 4 3 8 x 12, 6'- 12 s 11. 10 6
6x 18, 8 - 8x 6,3,- 10 x 12, 76 12 x 16. 12 -
7x 5,2,3 8 x 10, 5/- 10x24,15! - 12 x 1s, 136

All On. Thick. Sold in Sealed Envelopes.

Special Sizes:
All Concert -de -Luxe, 16 x 3 x 1 .. 8/- Resistoflex, 12 x 8 x
Transatlantic V., 22 x 11 x 1 ..
All Britain, 16 x 9 x

15,!- Anglo-American, 36 x 9 x
Neutrodyne Tuner, 12 x 10 x f

20
7,6

S.T. 100, 12., x 91 x 7/- Neutrodyne Receiver, 12 x 10 x 1 7/6
Puriflex, 14 x 101 x 9,2 3 -Valve Dual, 24 x 10 x 15/-
Transatlantic IV.. 16 x 8 x .. 8/. Harris Crystal Set, 9 x 51 x 1.. 4/4

Any Special Size Cut per return at Id. per Square Mel,

PETO-SCOTT Co., Ltd.,
Registered Offices, Mail Order & Showroom,

77, CITY ROAD, LONDON. E.C. 1.
BRANCHES : LONDON -62. High Holborn, W.C. I.

PLYMOUTH -4, Bank of England Place,
L4 'ERPOOL-4. Manchester Street.
CARDIFF -94, Queen Street.
WALTHAMSTOW-23'1, Wood Street.

tiangle Ebonite

NOTE-By remcv-
ing the bottum cap 6-
you can alter your
RESISTANCE
value at will by
inserting another
cartr:dge of the
required value.
'EMC' FILAMENT

DIMMER.
Ohms Oh ?us

3/6 0.10 3/9
0'23 4,'- !I 30 4/3
EMC' VARIABLE

GRID LEAK
2.5 ii?.?4. 316
3-10 41 -

'EMC' VARIABLE
ANODE

RESISTANCE
2:? -;,0,000 ohms 316
A-NO.000 4/- VALVE HOLDER. 13 each.
70-150:000 1,6

From all Dealer; or direct Popular Wireless says :-
from " It is entirely original, highly

ENTERPRISE MFG. successful, and in cases =-
CO., LTD.. start, A really good Grid

Grape Street, W.C.2 1.4ak. Can certainly recom-
mend their use in Unidyne

Telephone Gerrard 3018. and ordinary circuits.-

" BARRIE'S " LOW CAPACITY

Every one is
every other's Twin

Until recently the purchase of H.F. Trans-
formers was something of a gamble. When
buying these instruments one had to trust to
luck or to the courtesy of one's dealer to obtain
two or more which matched and could be used
together successfully.

To -day the experimenter can go into any wireless
store and buy at random two or a hundred
Bowyer -Lowe H.F. Transformers of any given
range and every one will match every other
perfectly.

Bowyer -Lowe Transformers actually cost less
than other makes-they are only seven shillings
each ; yet every one is built to such a high
standard of accuracy that each can be guaran-
teed to give precisely similar performance to
every other in its range.

All ranges from 150 to 3000 metres and up can
be obtained ; also a special Neufrodyne unit
covering 300 to 600 metres.

Successful H.F. amplification is ensured when
you buy Bowyer -Lowe H.F. Transformers.

Bowyer -Lowe Matched
H.F. TRANSFORMERS

(PLUG-IN TYPE)
The maximum range and signal strength of which any
set is capable may always be obtained by using, in con-
iunction with Bowyer -Lowe Transformers, Bowyer -
Lowe tested Square Law Condensers.
These condensers have the highest capacity ratio and
lowest losses of any obtainable. They are no larger
than ordinary condensers.

Write for FREE Catalogue
describing all Bowyer -Lowe Tested Products and
riving latest prices. Send I d. stamp to cover postage.

(Dwyer -Lowe Tested
Radio Components

BOWYER-LOWE CO., LTD., LETCHWOR3
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THE " POPULAR WIRELESS " CONTINENTAL BROADCASTING TIME TABLE (Continued from page 1378).

Trans-

StartsiEnds Station and Call Sign 'x n4Yg °I.Week Nature of Transmission

Trans-

Starts
in
Ends Station and Call Sign. $ Vese k° f

Nature of Transmission
G.M.T. G.M.T.. G.M.T. G.M.T .

20.00 20.15 Stockholm
(Svenska)

445 Mon. and
Thurs.

News. 20.45 22.30 L'Ecole Superieure
de P.T.T.

458 Sun. and
Friday

Concert (occasionally).

20.00 20.15 Radio -Belgique 265 Wed. .. Time. 20.50 22.30 Munich .. .. .. 486 Sun.& Tu. Concert.
(S B R) 21.00 21.30 Miinster .. .. .. 410 Daily .. Educational Talk and

20.00 21.30 Prague (P Q R) . 1000 Daily .. Concert, News. News. Sunday : Con -
20.00 20.13 Koenigswusterhau- 2450 . .. News. cost and News.

sen (L P) 21.00 21.15 Radio-Iberica.. .. 392 .. News and Weather.
20.00 20.05 Lyngby (0 X E) .. 2400 Weekdays News, Weather, Time. 21.00 23.00 Barcelona (E A J 1) 325 .. Concert, News, Dance.
20.10 21.40  Ijmuiden (P C M M) 10-1 Saturday Concert. ' 21.00 22.10 Radio -Belgique 265 Mon., Dance.

to
. (SBR) Thurs.

111i 2100 21.50 Hamburg .. .. 392 Daily .. Weather, Market,
20.15 22.15 Radio -Belgique 265 Sun., Tu., Concert, News. News, Concert.

(S B R) Fri.,Sat. 21.0022.00 Zurich .. .. .. 515 Weekdays News, Concert.
20.15

20.15

22.15

21.00

Radio -Belgique
(S BR)

Radio -Belgique 265

Mon. and
Wed.

Thursday

Opera.

Concert, News.

21.00 22.30 Vienna .. .. .. 530 Mon., Tu.,
Wed.,
Saturday

Dance Music.
.

(S B R) - 21.00 22.00 Radio -Paris (S F R) 1780 Daily .. Concert or Dance
20.15 21.30 Stuttgart .. .. 443 Daily .. Concert, Cabaret (Sun., Wed.).

(Sim. and Wed.) 21.00 21.15 Lyngby (0 _X E).. 2400 Weekdays News, Weather, Time.
20.15 21.00 Stockholm 445 Mon. and Concert.' 21.15 24.00 Radio-lberica.. .. 392 Daily .. Talk, Concert., News.

(Svenska) Thurs. 21.15 Rome .. .. 425 .. Dance. (Thurs. at
20.30 22.00 Radio -Lyons .. .. 482 Mon.. Concert, News. 21.00, Sunday- at

Wed., & 21.05.)
Friday 21.30 23.30 Le Petit Parisien .. 345 Sun., Tu., Concert.

20.31) 22.30 L'Ecole Superieure 458 Mon., Concert. Thurs.
de P.T.T. Wed., & Saturday Dance.

20.30

20.30

22.30

20.4)

L'Ecole Superieure
de P.T.T. ..DailyMunich .. .. 486

Thurs.
Tu. & Sat.

..

.
Talk.

News, Weather, Time.

21.30 24.00

22.45

..
L'Eeole Superieure
de P.T.T.

Radio -Paris (S F R)

458

1780

Sunday

Wed. ..

Concert.

Concert

20.30 21.30Jorcks Passage .. 775 Sun. and Dance Music.
.222.00

2 .10 22.18 Eiffel Tower (F L) 2650 Weekdays Weather.-
Thurs.. AD DE' NDA.

20.30 2100 Radio -Paris (S F R) 1780 Sunday .. News. 11.10 11.30 Amsterdam 2125 Weekdays Market and News.
20.30 22.00 Lyons .. . . . 550 Daily . Band, News, Concert. (P C F F)

12.00 12.15 Amsterdam
20.40 22.10 Hilversum . 1060 Friday .. Lecture, Concert. (P C F F)-

Voxhaus (505) also sends on a wave -length of 430 for extra -morning transmissions only.

CONTINENTAL STATION
DIRECTORS.

Station. Address.

Brussels S.B.R.

Barcelona
E.A.J.1

Nuremberg ..

" Le Petit ..
Parisien "

Hamburg ..

Bremen .. .

Munster ..

Breslau .

StOek lad:, .

The Station Director,
Radio -Belgique S.B.R.,
Brussels, Belgium.

Hotel Colon, Barcelona,
Spain.

Herr Karl Rudolf, Rund-
funk-Stunde, Annen-
hatten, Nuremberg.

16, Rue d'Enghien, Paris
(10°).

Dr. Stapalfeldt, N.R.A.,
Gr. Bleichen 49-59,
Hamburg.

Herr Direktor, Norclische
Rundfunk Aktiengesell-

schaft, Bremen, Germany.
Herr Direktor Krosne,

Rundfunksender, Miin-
ster, Westphalia,
Germany.

Heri Direktor Alexander
Vogt, Schlesiche Funk-
stunde A -G., 93 Hohen-
zollernstrasse, Breslau,
Silesia.

Karl Lenberg, R.B.S.T.,
Telegafverkets forsoks-
station, 19B, Maim-
skillnadsgatan, Stock-
holm.

Station. Address.

Stuttgart

Stockholm ..
(Svenska)

Gothenburg ..
SMZX

Leipzig ..

L'Ecole Super-
ieure de P.T.T

Koenigsberg .

Frankfurt . .

Munich ..

Voxhaus

Zurich ..

Herr Leon Hauser, Sud-
deutsche Rundfunk
A -G., 54, Friedrichstr.,
Stuttgart.

Capt. Comdr. S. J.Wiborn,
Svenska Radiobolaget,
Stockholm.

Ing. Karl G. Eliasson''s
Laboratorium, 8, Vall-
gatan, Gothenburg,
Sweden.

Herr Direktor, Mittel -
deutsche Rundfunk
A -G., 4, Markt, Leipzig._

103, Rue de Grenelle,
Paris, or 20, Rue Las
Cases, Paris (7°).

Dr. Erich Geissler, Ost-
mark en - Rundfunk,
A -G., Koenigsberg-i-Pr.,
Germany.

Dr. N. Flesch, Sudwest-
deutscher Rundfunk-
dienst A -G., Frankfurt -
am -Main. .

Herr Direktor Richard
Staab, Deutsehe-Stunde
in Bayern, 21, Karl-
strasse, Munich, Bavaria.

Dr. Ing M. Hausdorff,
F.S.A-G., 4, Potsdam-
erstr., Berlin W.9.

Ing. A. Spceni, Radio-
Genossenchaftin-
Zurich, Hongg, Zurich,
Switzerland.

Station. _Address.

Koenigawuster-
hausen

Jorcks Passage

Lausanne.. . '
H B 2

Ijmuiden .

PCMM
Hilversum

N.S.F.

Ryvang .

Radio -Paris ..

Amsterdam
PCFF

Eiffel Tower

Vienna ..

Herr Direktor, Haupt
Funkstelle, Koenigs-
wusterhausen,Germany.

Engineer C. Ger al d-
Koebenhavns Iladio-
fonistation, Jorcks Pas-
sage, Copenhagen, K.

Mons. P. L. Mereanton,
Station Radiotelegraph-
ique, Champ de 1'Air.
Lausanne, Switzerland.

Mr. P. H. Middelraad,
Ijmuiden, Holland.

Dr. A. Dubois, Neder-
landsche Seintossllen
Fabriek, Postbox 32,
Hilversum, Holland.

Capt. 0. C. Thomson,
Ryvang Radio, Copen-
hagen Str., Copenhagen.

Station Director, S.F,R.,
Compagnie Francaise
R -E, Boulevard Hauss-
man, Paris.

Persbureau Vas Diaz,
Amsterdam, Holland.

Mons. Directeur, La
Societe de la Station
Radlotelephonique, do
la Tour Eiffel, Paris.

Herr Czeija Oskar, OSterr-
Radio-Verkehrs-A,G., 1,
Stuben-ring 1, Vienna
(Wien), Austria.
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The Technical Editor of " Popular Wireless " will be pleased to receive wireless sets and
component parts from manufacturers and traders for test. Reports will be published

under this heading.

SO
popular has the " super -selective " cir-
cuit recently published in POPULAR

- WIRELESS proved to be that a con-
siderable demand has arisen for the special
10,000 to 100,000 ohms resistances required.
To Meet this, the Watmel Wireless Co. have
placed resistances of this value in produc-
tion and can now supply them by return of
post.

Similarly the Enterprise Maufa,cturing
Co. are also manufacturing special variable
resistances for -the above circuit.

*
Messrs. Fuller's United Electric Works,

Ltd., of Chadwell Heath, have sent us a
sample of " Leakfree " Red-liiie Ebonite
which they have recently placed on the
market. It is supplied in various standard
sizes in it in. and in. thicknesses, and- is
distinguishable by a central layer of red
ebonite. The panels are supplied cut true
to size, ground square and finished with a
pleasing matt surface. " Leakfree " works
easily and cuts and " threads " with grati-
fying constancy. It also appears to be a

most excellent insulator, and can be pur-
chased by contemplative constructors with
every confidence. -

A " Sparta " one -valve amplifier,

Crystal detector design is receiving very -
close attention, and it is frequently possible
to announce interesting ,developments. For
instance, we have recently receiVed from
Messrs. The Associated Wireless of 289A,
King's Road, Chelsea, S.W.3, a " Bi-Recto "
Microphonic Detector which is di4tinctly
novel in design.

In appearance it is somewhat reminiscent
of a diminutive pair of scales. A small
brightly nickeled arm loosely anchored in the

- centre carries at one end a piece of crystal,
and at the other two small -Screws, and both
the crystal -and screws rest on bright discs of
metal. No adjustment- is necessary; if the
detector does lose its sensitivity, a slight tap
will immediately restore it.. On test very -
good results indeed were recorded, at least
standard crystal signals were immediately
obtained, and as the makers of the " Bi-
Recto " claim, no " fumbling " was neces-
sary. Also we noticed that mechanical
vibration did not affect it. except perhaps to
increase its sensitivity. In fact, the Bi-
Recto " is something more than a mere
novelty, and at 3/-, mounted and complete
with cryStal, we consider it rather a " fetch-
ing " proposition.

Coil -holders can invariably be classed as
either good or very bad indeed, hut un-
doubtedly the " Lotus " cut -geared vernier
coil -holder must be given a rather high
place in the former category. Indeed,, it
embodies features worthy of special coin-
mendation.

For instance, we particularly like the,
thorough method of taking the connecting
screws right through the plugs and sockets,

(Continued on page 1386.)

WECOVAINES
TheWorld's best dn.] battenj valve.

(RICE reduction usually
means a reduction in

quality, but in the case of the
Wecovalve is more efficient
than ever and maintains its
position as the world's
premier dry battery valve.
Wecovalves are manufactured
at our New Southgate works
and distinctively marked for
service as follows :-

Red Spot - - High Frequency
Green Spot - Detector
Orange Spot Low Frequency

Specify Wecovalves for
general excellence.

Western Elearic Com/long Limited.
Connaught House, Aldwych,

LONDON, W.C. 2
Telephone : Central 7345 (9 lines)

Branches : GLASGOW, LEEDS, BIRMINGHAM,

MANCHESTER, NEWCASTLE, CARDIFF,

SOUTHAMPTON, LIVERPOOL, DUBLIN.
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This remarkable
reception of the
U.S. station at
Cambridge (Mass.)
in Coventry is
further proof of

A**
super -efficiency.

S. Edward Bacon, Steward of the111

Coventry and County Club, received word
by cable that his brother, a vocalist, would
broadcast from the American Station
W. B. Z. (Cambridge, Mass.) on December
29th. Mr. Bacon, using a 4 -valve A.J.S.
Receiver, promptly got in touch front
Coventry, anti " heard -both songs perfectly
at fond -speaker strength ".

-----s
RADIO SECRET \

REVEALED.
..

Story of an Impromptu
Concert From U.S.

VOCALIST'S
DESIRE.

To Sing to Brother at
Coventry.

Fropl a. Cazette.carrespandtnt.
 CONEN1rA,

'rhurscla.

1:0 hear his. brother's 'voice

tubing, to
him'iu wing across the

aide space a the Atildutie has

beat the nuiVe experience
of
uMs.

C, E414'ard. Bacon, steward he.

Coventry
and County Annb,
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A. J. STEVENS & CO. (1914) LTD.,
WIRELESS BRANCH, WOLVERHAMPTON,
'1 f o to . 1550; Wireless Call Sign : 5 11 I; 'Grams ; " Reception,

Wolverhampton."
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Although "conditions
were not good"
He heard perfectly
at loud speaker
strength' on his
A.J.S. 4 -VALVE RECEIVER

TREE A.J S. " UNITOP " CABINET RECEIVER
forMs top section of " Unit System" Cabinet and contains A.J.S.
4 -valve Receiver. Complete in itself, it may be converted into a
beautiful pedestal cabinet by subsequent purchase of first a centre
section to contain both batteries and then base section containing
special A. _AS. Loud Speaker. Used alone, the " Unitop " is a compact
and attractive piece of furniture and a highly efficient Receiver, easily
portable for outdoor functions. In Mahogany, or Light, Dark, or Wax -
polished Oak. Complete with all accessories, ready for use, 30
guineas. (Without accessories, £24 10 0)

A.J.S. LOUD SPEAKERS.
Accurately proportioned non -resonant horn, giving correct acou,ti,-;
properties. True reproduction and extreme sensitivity without

s distortion. With Metal horn and plated fittings, £4 Is O. withOak.

Oak ,or, Mahogany horn and plated fittings, t;5 ro o.

Ash 'the nearest A ,J.S. dealer to show you these and other A.J.S, W ireless
Instruments, including the Unit System" 4 -valve Cabinet, the 2, 3,
and 4 -valve " Desh type" Receivers, and the A.J.S. Pedestal Cabinet_
Reccir. illustrated List Free on reluest.

Representatives for Australasia: R. V.
Bristol, Pty., Ltd., Melbourne and
Sydney, Australia; and Wellington, N.5.

Representatives for India, Burma, and
Ceylon : W. and A. Bates (India) Ltd.,
Calcutta, Bombay, Rangoon and Madrag.
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"TANGENT"
LOUD SPEAKERS
tvery " Tarigent " tells its
story with the marvellous
tone and tune with which
it reproduces the speech
and music your valve or
crystal has culled from the
ether.

It tells the story by its
every perfect,ion of 3o
years' experience ; of care
and consideration given- to
every part and proportion,
all balanced in such happy
combination as to produce
perfect speech and accurate,
music.

Obtainable front all good dealers-
but in case of difficulty write us.

, .

Concert Model (as illustrated) 5 : 0 : 0
" Tangent Tall Boy " (3o" high) 5 : 0 : 0
" Baby Tangent ',' (i6r high) £ 2 : 2 : 0

GENT & CO., Ltd.
" Farailay Works,"

LEICESTER.
LONDON 25, Victoria Street, W.
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE Tangent House, Blackett

"Hang ttto
on the pic-
ture rail is
your room-
I am then
out of the
way."

(Established 1872)

BATT E RY IS ONLY 12/RS'
THE NEW U

N9 339.

CHARGER

N K N

6
The enormous success of ULINKIN, the D.C. Home Battery Charger
(over 2,000 now in use), has resulted in numerous requests for a lower -
priced model within the reach of the moderate income.

Whilst still recommending the Standard Model "ULINKIN at
42 - as the simplest and the most reliable D.C. Home Charger on the
market, we are now introducing the

U*LI1iNItd1 N JUNIOR
which, at 12 6d. post free, is now the cheapest Home Battery Charger for
Direct Current in existence, yet is guaranteed to do all that is claimed
for similar chargers at twice the price.

ULINKIN, the D.C. Home
Battery Charger, enables you
to charge your owe accumu-
lators at home, absolutely tree
of cost, whenever you have
electric lights, radiators, irons
or vacuum cleaners in use.
It is so simple that a child can
fix and use it. ULINKIN has
no moving or wearing parts,
and cannot go wrong.
Lasts a life -time, yet pays for
itself within a few weeks.

SIMPLE, SAFE
& ECONOMICAL

Send your order NOW, and
commence saving money at once,
or write for illustrated booklet.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED
The GRAN-GOLDMAN. SERVICE CO.

(Dept. P.5),
71, Fleet Street, London. E.C.4.

cumulators of any voltage
up to 5 amps. per hour. Post Free

ULINKIN STANDARD MODEL
The famous D.C. Home 42
Battery Charger in use in
over 2,000 homes. Post Free
ULINKIN SENIORshops,-retc., fboarttcehraiersgiunpg

For use in garages, work- ,

Post Free
to 10 amps. per hour.

ULINKIN JUNIOR
For charging wireless ac -

12/6

4,000 OHMS "Brightonia"
Adjustable HEADPHONES

YOURS
READ OUR BRIEF'

DESCRIPTION.
f.iermine 4.000 OHMS re-
sistance super -sensitive

"Brightonta, double head-
phones, heavily nickel -
plated, fitted with ad-
sustable headband of the

il-very latest and most com-
fortable type. Absolutely
pure musical reception is
assured by the laminated
adjustable magnets and

highly sensitive diaphragms
of exceptional thinness and

accurate adjustments; long leads; alto-
gether the finest head set ever offered, no
matter at what price. Fully guaranteed
5 years.

Ever.
reader of
" Popular
Wireless"should
take this
remark-
able op-
portunity of obtaining a
pair of " Brightonia "

- super - sensitive
adjustable 4,000
ohms head-
phones.. Give
remarkably
good results

and improve your
reception soy),. Make
weak telephony signals
clear and strong. An un-
precedented offer of a
high-grade instrument,
yours to enjoy whilst
paying for on our un-
heard of bargain terms.
Each pair tested and
guaranteed 5 years.
"lest Site adjusting screw
which enables you to ob-

tain the finest re-
sults from your set.

for

OUR UNEQUALLED BARGAIN TERMS.
c send a pair of these high quality headphones upon receipt,of

1 '- deposit. If satisfied, you send 2/6 more on receipt and the
balance by instalments of 2/6 until only 22/6 is paid. -Price full
cash with order (or within 7 days of receipt) 21 /-
Cash willingly returned if not absolutely satisfied and Headphones
are retufiled within 7 days. Send P.O: or Stamps now to :
SIMPSON'S (BRIGHTON), LTD. (Dept. 1037),
94, Queen's Road, Brighton, Sussex.

-components that
make successful sets

The WOODHALL I No. 1 Variometer.

The spindles of the Rotor are moulded in, in
perfectly true alignment. They cannot come loose.
The coupling between Rotor and internally
wound Stator is closer than in any other Vario-
meter. The spindle has a metal bearing. All

connections internal ; two ter-
minals; one -hole fixing. Wave
length 250 to 750
metres on !00 ft. 12/6
aerial

The IWOODHALLI Vernier
Rheostat (Pat. No. 213,030.)
Combined plunger and rotary
movement. Push-pull movement 6 ohms 2/6

vernier. Wonderfully smooftohr
or10 12
ohms .1/ simultaneously with fine SILK

for coarse setting ; rotary qi- Wound with 42 gauge wire
movement ; best ebonite former;

30 ohms 3/one -hole fixing 6 Even on 200 or 300 volts pres-
sure gives no trace of distortion,

I W OODHALLI and its amplification factor is decidedly
above the average of other good -class
transformers. Specially recommended
for circuits of the
' reflex" type. 23/6Guaranteed Components

Sole Distributors:

Pressland Electric Supplies, Ltd., HAMPTON -ON -THAMES.

No. I L.F.
Transformer.

'Phone: Molesey 22. 0
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ImmediateSuccess of the

LOTUS CUT GEARED
.P. Pat.

Vernier Coil Holder
3 important reasons
why you will fit

a " LOTUS " to
your Set.

(1) It does not matter what position the " LOTUS
is fitted, the moving Coil cannot fall.

(2) The " LOTUS " has an easy Vernier move-
ment of 8 to 1,

(3) It provides the finest and
most delicate tuning.

Two -Way, Price 7/ -

Three -Way, Price

Atanufaciered by

GARNETT, WHITELEY & Co., Ltd.,

10/6

Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road, LIVERPOOL

_Don't waste time in trying to find a
live spot on the crystal. To ensure
clear and successful reception always
instal the world -famed guaranteed
TALITE or H.H.F. Super HERTZITE
Crystals, which are all over active,

super sensitive, and miss nothing. Get one to -day and prove
for yourself. Look for the little glass tube with the red label
bearing our name. From all wireless dealers, or a specimen
will be sent on receipt of 1/6 direct from

HARDING, HOLLAND & FRY, LTD.
52, Queen Victoria Street, London, E.C.4.

IIMPROYERENTS

L., a,vre.you
SOLDERING ABOLISHED.3;BCOLISHED.
No more need for the inexperienced
to worry about connections. NO
SOLDER, NO IIEAT,NOSPANNERS,
NO EXPERIENCE required. Tested
by exports and pronounced thettreatest Wireless development. Inboxes with full instructions, 1/9

and 3(9 per box.
TH E

HON
wONDER-DETFCTOR

Increases the signal strength on your
crystal set. No matter how many
'phones you are using they will ALL
bo as strong as if you had only ono
in circuit. 'Phones of any resistance
may be used. Obtainable anywhere,
2/9 each.

Gramophone loud speaker attachment is nov..-
on the market, and is unquestionably the,
greatest loud speaker value evor offered. 4 -inch
Stalloy Diaphragm; exclusive graduated magnet
adjustment; heaviest winding ever fitted to a
loud speaker (will withstaild 1,000 volts II.T.)
special non -resonant body produeing a full
mellow tone free trorn distortion. PRICE 30,-.

'PHONE !".1EPAIT:3
Rewound, Remagnetised, and Repaired from 3/- to 10/-. All
slakes and Loud Speakers. Guaranteed. Ready same day if order

received by 8 a.m. Send for Rewinding Prospectus " 1'.'
W. JOHN MILLER,

68, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.
(2,1,1 and 3rd floor). 'Phone: Central 1950. 0.0

It

I

THE

R. & S.
AERIAL

CLIP
(PROV. PAT.)

Any ty De of Aerial can be erected without kinks, twists or joints.
Weight of two clips is under I or.

Price 1/3 each. 2/6 per pair, post free.
AN EFFICIENT AERIAL IS WHAT COUNTS.

ROTHERHAM & SONS, Ltd., COVENTRY.

READ ABOUT THE LATEfT
IMPROVEMENTk,

The latest addition to the many distinctive features which
characterise every Watmel Variable Grid Leak and Anode
Resistance and make them suitable for any circuit, is the
new contact. By means of an ingenious bronze spring (shown
in the enlarged illustration) any slackness, between the bush
and adjusting screw, is automatically rectified and perfect elec-
trical contact maintained at all times. Other features worthy of
special mention are :-Continuously variable, silent in operation.
clGst and damp-proof, and constant in any temperature.
GRID LEAK, .5 to 5 megohms, 2/6
ANODE RESISTANCE, 50,000 to 100,000 ohms, 36.
SPECIAL VARIABLE RESISTANCE for Super -

Selective Circuit, 10,000 ohms, 3,6.
end P.C. for Descriptive Folder

The WATMEL WIRELESS Co.,
132A, Goswell Road. London, E.C.1.

Tele : 7990 Clerkenw ell.

EFFICIENT ADJUSTABLE SPEAKER FOR 18'6
A remarkable Loudspeaker giving loud
results. Swan -neck horn accurately
shaped to give full volume without dis-
tortion. The base being of ample size
ensures the instrument standing firmly.
Adjustment effected by means of Lever
at Base. Height 12 in. Note the
Price 18,6 Post, etc., 1;-.
LIGHTWEIGHT ADJUSTABLE HEADP"ONES

A new Adjustable Headphone weighing only
12 ozs. with cords. Adjustable Headbands
and Adjustable Diaphragms, ensuring extreme
comfort and sensitivity.
I pair .. 10 9 post 6d. 2 pairs .. 21/- post 9d.

3 pairs .. 31 - post 9d.
SCIENTIFIC SUPPLY ST OR S
80,NE W INGTON CAUSEWAY,LONDON,S.E.1
126, Newington Causeway, S.E.1. 7, St.
George's Circus, S.E.I. 16, Manette St.,
Charing Cross Rd., W.I. 207, Edgware Road.
W.2. 84, Church Road, Nor.yood. S.E.23. --

'Phone: Hop. 4177

(515.287)
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t APPARATUS TESTED.
(Continued front page 1382.)

thus leaving no possible chance of a cliscon-
neetion arising.

The action, too, is very good. Two com-
plete revolutions of the knob are made
before the moving holder assumes a hori-
zontal, position, and the movement is
smooth and positive throughout. The
holder cannot he moved independently of
the knob, and this is a feattlre the owner of
a 'cheap coil holder which adopts a "loose
ponplhig " immediately a largish moving
coil is used, will appreciate. The two-way
type retails at 7/-, and the three-way at
10/6, and both are good value for money,
being, well designed and made and cleanly
finished instruments. The makers are
Messrs. Garnett, Whiteley & Co., Ltd.,
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road, Liverpool.

* *

MeStrs. Gratton Preston, of Whitfield
Place, Tottenham Court Road, W.1, have
sent us samples of the " Ubique " soldering
iron, 'which is a special type designed par-
ticularly for small instrument work, such as
is met with in the construction of wireless
sets. It is supplied- with three differently
shaped copper " bits," any one of which
can be slipped into position in cases where
one particular shape proves to be required
to carry out a difficult piece -of work expedi- 
tiouSly: The only criticism we, have to offer
is that the " bits " are rather small and not
likely to retain heat for any but short

periods. However, this is a small point, and
one cannot employ a one -pound bit when
working on rather inaccessible wiring. The
" Ubique," anyway, at 3/6 carriage paid,
will form' a useful addition to the wireless
constructor's kit.

* * ,*

From the Reflex Radio Co., of - 45;
Stamford Hill, London, N. 16, we have
received a range of " Reflex " coils for test,.
They are lattice wound, but are not provided
with plugs, although we are informed that
special holders for them are to be placed on
the market. They are completely self-
supporting and no tape, wax, shellac or
similar substance is employed. Nevertheless
they appear to be perfectly rigid, and the
absence of anything similar to the above is
commendable. They fiffiction quite well,
and their marked values appear to corre-
spond with the normal ranges anticipated.
Including special Chelmsford loading
coil, the complete range of " Reflex " coils
includes eleven different sizes-from 35 to
500 turns. The No. 35 is priced at 8d. and
the prices graduate up to 5/3 for the No. 500,
the whole set being obtainable at 24/6. This
is very low, but of course it must be
remembered that they are coils of wire and
not complete plug-in coils.

* * *

Some Interesting Books,
Pitman's Radio Year Book for 1925

(1/6 net, Sir Isaac Pitman. & Sons, Ltd"..):'
We have jtist received the Sth, edition of
this most useful work of reference, and note
that it includes an article on the Broadcast-
ing -condition's in U.S.A. diking. 1925;'by`
Martin P. Rice, of the G.E.C. of America,
which was not received by the publishers in

time for the 5th _edition, a review of which
appeared in this journal a few weeks ago.

-` The Book of the Wireless Valve " (1/6,
Arks _Publicity, Ltd.). An interesting
brochure dealing with every technical and
interesting -phase, historical, - theoretical,
and practical, of thermionic valves, more
patticularly` those inahilfaCtured by the
Mullard Radio Valve Co.

The " Chronicle " Wireless Guide (6d.,
Allied Newspapers, Ltd.). One of the best
purely practical " sixpenn'orths " we have
ever seen. Useful to both the crystal and
valve enthusiast.

The W.P. Ezi Wiring Series No. 4. The
Four -Valve Combination Receiver (2/- net,
The Wireless Press, London). The fullest
possible details concerning the construction
of a four -valve set, 1 H.F., Det. and 2 L.F.,
which incorporates several ingenious novel-
ties and is very carefully designed to give
the utmost efficiency.

Up -to -Date Gramophone Tips (H. T.
Barnett, M.I,E.E., Gramophone Publica-
tions, Ltd., 1/- post free). A most interest-
ing work of reference which will prove useful
to all possessors of gramoPhones Mid may
help to improve the gramOphonic trans-
missions " of some of our amateur trans-
mitters.

Calvert's Mechanic's Almanack for 1925
(John Heywood, Ltd., 6d. net) contains
data concerning metals, wire, screws, etc.,
Which Will prove very useful to the wireless
constructor Subjects are dealt with
primarily from the mechanical point of view.

Be -sure to mention POPULAR WIRELESS
. . when replying to Advertisements . 

The

THE SET THAT SATISFIES.

Combined 1, 2, 3 and 4-

VALVE RECEIVING
SET

W

UNBEATABLE

in reception and in value
A four -valve set of which you- will be proud,
neat and compact in appearance and without
a -ttlierior in selectivity. It will pick up

British, Irish and Continental Broad-
casting with immense volume and per-
fect tone. It is absolutely -complete-
not a penny of extra expense after
purchase-and it embodies the very

last word in circuits and con-
structional details. Worth every
penny of its. price --and more.
PRICE COMPLETE E30,
ABSOLUTELY INCLUSIVE

.rill gladly send you fuller particulars. jr6L,

THE EXCELSIOR MOTOR Co. Ltd.,
TYSELEY . . . BIRMINGI4A-M.

Mika: of lhe famous BAYLISS THOMAS CARS
dnd EXCELSIOR MOTOR CYCLES.
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improvemort in reception.
MAGNIF114 WITHOUT DISTORTION

("I

Note tie New
1111115A. Farthing

Terminal.

ADMITTED by leading ex-
perts to be unsurpassed in
excellence of design, the

U.S. Radio Transformer has
been proved, under al/ condi-
tions, the equal of any trans-
former on the market, irre-
spective of price.

Guaranteed ratio of 5 : I.
Sold by all good dealers.

PRICE 18'6.
Wholesale only:-

U.S. RADIO CO., Ltd..
155, High Street,

LEWISHAM, S.E.13.

Transuet'
1 rmer

This is the way to
increase your salary

"You will be pleased to hear
that my salary has been doubled
and that this goes with an appoint-
ment on the Architectural Staff
of perhaps the most important
public body in London. I can
only attribute my success to your
admirable tuition.

Many thousands of such messages from grateful students
have been received by the International Correspondence
Schools, the originators of

SPARE -TIME STUDY BY POST
The I.C.S Diploma is known, valued, respected in every country. It is

an insurance against unemployment and wins prosperity and happiness for
its owners.

Sir Harold Bowden, Managing Director of the Raleigh
Cycle Co., Ltd., Nottingham, says :

The Diploma of the I.C.S. in the hands of an ambitious man
can carry him far, as it has carried thousands. To possess this
qualification is proof of a sound, thorough, and specialised
education in the subject representing that man's vocation."

The originated spare -time technical training by post 33 years
and is by far the largest institution of its kind in the world. It has teaching
centres in e.'euen countries, and s:udents in fifty.

Write to -day for full information as to how the I.C.S. can help you in your
chosen vocation. There are 300 I.C.S. Courses, of which the following are
the more important groups :

Wireless Telegraphy (Elementary and Advanced)
Advertising Draug,htsmanship

EngineeringFrench

Spanish(
a l Ib ra Showcard Writingbranches)

Salesmanship
Architecture
Building General Education

Plumbing

Textiles
Commercial Art Window Dressing
Commercial Training Professional Exams. Woodworking

International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.,
International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

aftt
141-1E

ilP5171
4e 2 VALVE

LONG RANGE

fik:k A RECEIVER
Vive,- Designed and built by experts for amateurs

Pm

Receiver
ohly

£5

Complete
Components

i417110
Royalty

£1/5/0

Absolutely
Complete

10121

10

COMPRISING : Receiver, 2 Marconi D.E.R. Valves, 60v. H.T.
Battery, Accumulator, 1 pair headphones, too ft. aerial, insu-
lators, Battery Connections, Wander Plugs and Earth Wire.

CASH OR EXTENDED PAYMENTS
Write OY Call for Illustrated Leaflet to

THE SERVICE co. LTD.,
273-274, High Holborn, LONDON, W.C.1
Telephone: Holborn 666 (3 lines). Telegrams: " Admittedly," Loudon.

The
"Brownie" Wireless

and a
crystal rare sensitivity
Many people wonder how such clear
voluminous reception is achieved by
the "Brownie "-the crystal receiver
that costs but 7 6. At a distance of
25.30 miles from a broadcasting
station or with loading coil attached
tip to 120 miles from Chelmsford,
sweet -toned reception of the concerts
broadcast is assured. The secret lies
in the super -sensitivity of the crystal
--D.L.5.
Get a " Brownie " and enjoy 7/6broadcasting to -day

Loading coil for Chelmsford 1/6
Ebonite Base .. 1/6

The D.L.5 Crystal is now separately boxed. If
you already possess a receiver, get a piece of
D.L.5 Crystal and hear the difference it makes to
your reception. Use it for reflex circuits, too.
Its natural stability ensures increased volume and

purer tone.

.THE J. W. B. WIRELESS CO..
310A/ 312A, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.1.

(racing Warren Street Tube Station),
Telephone: Museum 3747.

Iwo fat 4c piece;
of crystal and the
essential " Pallma-
Slum " Catwhisker
carefully packed
in dust -proof 9
case .. 6.1

From all good
dealers or send

direct.

(4
..tter c/17(

CIMISTA.M)
and

Pallmadium" Cat -whisker
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-1-111ULLO EVERYBODYV1
ALL GOODS ON THIS PAGE SENT BY POST, EXCEPT ACCUMULATORS.
U.K. POST FREE, EXCEPT WHERE MARKED. FOREIGN PACKING AND POST EXTRA.
ORDERS DESPATCHED IN STRICT ROTATION AT EARLIEST POSSIBLE MOMENT.

CALLERS PRICES ELSEWHERE, HEADPHONES LOUD SPEAKERS. I

Aerial 7'22, 100 feet 3'-
Copper Strip, do. 2 9

Allen Variable Grid
Leak .. 1,9

Burndept Detector.. 5,6
asket Coil Holders

1,3, 116
Battery Links .. doz. 1,3
Bretwood

Var. Grid Leak .. 3' -
Anode Resistance 3 -

Bushes, Ebonite, doz. 1,4

Crystals -Neutron or Gilray 1,'6
Hertzite or Per-

manite 1' -
Coil Stands -

2 -way Baby .. 3 6
2 -way De Luxe .. 3 11
2 -way Vernier .. 5 6
2 -way Geared .. 5 11
2 -way Polar .. 6 3
2 -way with ex.

hdles. 3'11
2 -way Shipton

Vernier .. . . 4 '6
3 -way Baby .. 4 6
3 -way De Luxe .. 4.9
3 -way ex. handles 5:6
3 -way Shipton

Vernier , 8,' -
Crystal Sets -

For B.B.C. and
5 X X 9,'11

Neutron Long Dis-
tance .. 32 6

Re -Echo, Sloping 17 6
Brownie .. 8,6

Coils D.C.C.
1,600 metres .. 2 -

With Adapter .. 2 9
No. 50, 75, 100 set 2 3

Coil Plugs .. 2 for 1 6
" Wedge .. 2 for 2 0
Edison Bell do.,

2 for 2'6

Detectors Enclosed -
Micrometer . . 2'9

Nickel Large .. 2 3
Micmet .. 6 3
Burndept .. 5.6

nixed Condensers -
Raymond 001 to

0005 1/2
Raymond -002 to

-006 1'3
Raymond '02 or -01 1 9
(Above Ebonite Base)
Mansbridge 2 mid. 4'3
Mansbridge 1 mid. 3 9
Mansbridge '25 mid. 3'6
Edison Bell -001 to

.0005.. each 1 3
Edison Bell -002 to

.006 .. each 2 -
Edison Bell 2 meg.

Grid Leak .. 1'6
McMichael's 2 meg.

Grid Leak .. 2 6
McMichael's -100000

Ohm Resistance 2,6
Dubilier 0001 to

 0005 . . . 2 "6
Dubilier 001 to -006 3/-
Dubilier -01 (for

loud speakers).. 7/6
Dubilier 2 meg.

Grid Leak .. 2'6

Fixed Condensers (rent,I.)
Dubilier Anode Re-

sistance .. .. 5 6
(50,000, 70,000, 80,000,
100,000 ohms on Stand

complete.)
Flex --

2 -Colour Twin
12 yds. 2 6

Lighting 12 yds. 2 -
Min. Silk Twin

12 yds. 2,-

no3wen-
vi Valve Legs, Set 4 1 3

Valve Holder .. 1, 9
2-way Cam Ver-

nier .. .. 9'-
3 -way Cam Ver-

nier .. .. 12 6
3 -way Ordinary .. 7 6
2 -way Panel .. 3 -
3 -way Panel .. 5 -

Basket Holders .. 1.4

U.F. Transformers -
McMichael's

300 600 .. 10'-
1100 3000 .. 10 -

Energo, 250 703 3 11
450 1200 4 3

m on r L2F12.000 146)
5 X X 29

Igranic Rheostat .. 4 6
30 ohms ..

,, Potentiometer 7 -
Variometer 10 6

25..Coils
(all

53n5umber5s.)
50 .. 52 75 .. 56

100.. 7 - 150 .. 7 10
200 .. 8 8 250 .. 9 -
300 .. 9 5 400.. 10 3

500 .. 10 6

Lissen---Minor, 3 6 ; Stat 7 '6
Universal .. .. 10 6
Switch 2 -way .. 2 9
Series Parallel .. 3 9
Anode Res. . 2 6
Var. Grid Leak 2 6
Choke .. .. 10 6
L.F. T.1 30 -

L.F. T.3 . 16,'0
Cods -
25..4 10 35, 40, 4 10
50.. 5 - 60 54
75..54 100 69

150.. - 200 8 5

polar Condensers
A  001.0005 or .0003 10 6

Micrometer .. 5 6
2 -way Junior 6 --

RheostatsOne hole fixing .. 16
C. & S. fixing .. 1 5
De Luxe and Dial 2 6
Burndept .. 4 6
Mc Michael Dual 7,6
Shipton Strip -
7 ohm (with fuse) 3 6
30 or 60 ohm .. 3'6
Potentiometer 600

ohms . .. 4 6
Crown for DE or R 2 6
L.E.S. Micro Control 3 6

17,6
21 -
25, -

Ormond .. 14 -
G.K.C. 83 .. .. 15, -
Super Success .. 21. -
Standard Success 16 -
Brunet Shrouded 13,6
Forms Shrouded 18 -
Formo open .. 12 6
French .. 9,3

Valve Windows 2 for 1 -

Valve Holders
Murray Anticap 1 3
Legless Anticap.. 1 3
Bretwood .. 19
Climax UN panel 1 6

(Similar to H.T.C.)
Solid Rod Standard 1 3
Goswell 1 6

Valves
Myers Universal 12 6
French " R " 7 6
Dutch Detector 5 6
Dutch " R " .. 5 11
Metal .03 .. 13 11
Radio Micro .06 13 11

Bright Emitter
B.T.H. " R," Edi-
swan A.R., Mar-
coni Osram " R "
or " R5," Mullard
ORA, Cossor L.F.
Pl, Cossor H.F.
P2, Mullard H.F.,
Mullard L.F. .. 12, 6

Dull Emitter
B.T.H. 133, Ediswan
A.R.D.E.. Marconi
D. E. R., Myers,each 21: -

Dull Emitters
B.T.H. B5, Edi-
swan A.R. " 06."
Mallard D.F. ORA 25.'-

D.E. Power Valves
Marconi D.E. 6 25 -
Power Valves (for 06)
B.T.H., B6 .. 35' -
Marconi D.E. 4 30 -
Mullard D.E.A. 30, -
Power Valves, for
B.E., B.T.H. B4,
Marconi, Millard 35,' -
(Valves posted

buyer's risk.)

wat melVar. gd. Leak .. 2 6
Anode Res. .. 3 6

Wales Microstat .. 2 9

SwitchesPanel DPDT 1 6
Panel SPDT . 1 4
Ebonite DPDT . 2 6
Ebonite SPDT 1 9

Simplex Lead in . 1 9
Sq. Bus Bar .. 1 -
Switch Arms .. . 1 6

(Inc. studs and nuts.,

TerminalsPhone or W.O. doz. 1 9
Pillar large .. doz. 1 9
Pillar medium doz. 1 3
Nickel 6d. doz. extra.

(All with nuts)

Transformers, L.F.
Ferranti ..
Igranic

We can recommend
these as being excel-
lent Headphones, with
a great reputation.
B.T.H., 4,000 ohms 25/-
G.R.C. 4,000 ohms 20/-
BRANDES 4,000

ohms (matched
tone) .. 25/ -

BROWN'S 1,000 ohms
(featherweight).. 25' -

STERLING 4,000
ohms 25 -

DR. NESPER
HEADPHONES

(Genuine)
Adjustable diaphragm,
detachable receivers,
double leather - covered
head -springs, long flexible
cords, nickel plated
parts. Very comfortable
fitting to the head.
LOOK FOR THE TRADE

MARK.
Owing to fraudulent
imitations of Dr.
Nesper phones being
offered,we guarantee
ours to b? genuine.
4,000 ohms .. .. 13'3

Post 6d. pair.

NOT BEING ABLE
TO GET BURNDEPT
DUAL RHEOSTATS
I have made special
arrangements to stock
McM,CHAEL'S DUA , 7 6

FRENCH

THOMSON-HOUSTON
4000 ohm Phones, 15.11.

TELEFUNKEN.
(adjustable)

4000 ohms .. 17/11
(Lighter than a feather)

N and K
GENUINE (Stamped)

Limited number old model
1,000 ohms, 12'1.1 pair.

Post 6d. pair.
NEW MODEL

GENUINE (stamped)
Sold in Amefi-a at £2 pr.

Wonderful Value.
Great for Crystal Sets.

17 6 pair.

Genuine BRUNEI
L F. TRANSFORMER

(Shrouded)
5-1 : 5,000 Primary

turns, 25,000 Secon-
dary turns. Post
free .. 1316

C.A.V. Tom Tit .. 30 -
C.A.V. Junior 55' -
Sterling Baby .. 55 -
Sterling Dinkie 30'-
Amplion Junior .. 27 6
Amplion Dragonfly 25 -
Dr. Nesper 21 -

All models stocked of
leading makers.

BRUNET PHONES.
New Model. Black Cords.
4000 ohms .. .. 16'6

Post 6d. pair.

LEDION COILS.
Set of 5. (in. wide.

EXTRA AIR SPACE.
Faraday House Calibration

25, 35, 50, 75, 100
Post free 2 8 set.

All wave -lengths marked.
Ledion 1,600 metres 1 '6

PANELS DRILLED
FREE WITH ORDERS

OVER 20 -
PANELS DRILLED

and ENGRAVED FREE
WITH ORDERS OVER

£5.

West End Stockist of
Edison Bell, Igranic,
Goswell (quality), Polar,
Jackson Bros. (J.B.),
Marconi, Cossor, Mullard,
Ediswan Valves, Sterling,
B.T.H., McMichael's,
Lissen, Dubilier goods.

THORPE K.4 VALVE
(For Unidyne)

5 pin (holder free).. 17 6

EBONITE PANELS
3 -16th in.

6x 13-1/8 10x 8..3'6
7x 5..18 12x 9.,5/-
8x 6..26 12x12..5.'9
9x 6..29 14,10..5'9

r.c.B.
NEW TYPE RHEOSTATS
6, 13. 30 ohms .. 4,'-
600 ohms .. 5,' -

(Potentiometer)

NEUTRODYNE
MICRO -CONDENSER.
A useful adjustable con-
denser of small capacity
and dimensions, soundly
constructed, essentially
designed for provi ing
feed back and oscillation
neutralising potentials.

ONE HOLE FIXING.
Fitted with Terminals and

Soldering Tags.
Price 2 3 each, post free.

ACCUMULATORS
FOR CALLERS ONLY

at present.
(See Callers' List,)

Rheostat Bretwood
with Dial, Valve -holder.
extra value, 1;9

2;6

Manchester
" Powquip," Ormond

156 14;6

Shrouded Standard
"Powquip," "Powquip,"

18,- 14'6

"R.I."
NEW

MODEL
IN SEALED

BOX

Don't Buy Otherwise.
Post 25/. Fres

FERRANTI L.F.
BETTER

THAN
THE
BEST
1 7,6

IMPORTANT NOTICE

TRADE COUNTER
OPEN

will oblige you with any
lines in stock, less 20%
on Proprietary articles.

NO POST ORDERS
TRADE.

u111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111:
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D A L Y'S
GALLERY DOOR
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K. RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,
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E.= HOURS
OF BUSINESS :

f- DAILY - 9 to 7.45 1--LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2 F.-. SLNDAY - 10 to 1
No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered 'Phone: GERRARD 4637.
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HULLO EVERYBODY!!-
RAYMOND'S

VARIABLE
CONDENSERS

HIGH QUALITY.
SENT BY POST 6d. SET EXTRA.

"DE LUXE" MODEL
AS SHOWN, WITH DIAL,

KNOB AND BUSH.

' 001 - 61
'0005 - 5//61
' 0003 - 51-
' 0002 - 4 9

POST 8d. SET.
UNSURPASSED FOR FINE TUNING.

NEW MODEL
With Knob and Dial.

WITH VERNIER.
' 001 - 8/9
' 0005 - 6/11
. 0003 - 6/9
With EBONITE DIAL and
Two Knobs. Post 6d. Set.

NEW MODEL
SQUARE LAW

With Vernier.
With Knob and Dial.

Aluminium Ends. Ebonite Ends.
'0003 - - 8/6 - - 10/-
' 0005 - - 8/11 - - 10/6

Post 61. Set.

TWIN CONDENSER
SQUARE LAW

EBONITE ENDS.

'00025 - - 12/6
' 0003 - - 12/6
' 0005 - - 18/11

TWIN (Ordinary)
Equal units of -00025 or 0003. Q
Complete with Knob and Dial.

Pnst 6d. Set.

To meet the requirements of amateurs
who need a reliable Square Law ask for

1 *41005 Sq. Law..5/1 1
N'' 7 1'0003 Sq. Law - 516

Complete with Knob and Dial.
POST FREE.

LONDON'S LARGEST Stockist of

JACKSON BROS.
46j. B.11 Variable Condensers, Complete

with Knob.

(SQUARE LAW( I STANDARD

001 .. 9 6 001 .. 8 6
0005 .. .. 8,- .0005 .. 7,-
0003 6 9 -0003 .. 5'9
0002 .. 5,6 .0002 5/_
Other sizes as advertised by" J.B. " Post 4d.

CALLERS THESE 4 COLUMNS FOR YOU
 NO POST ORDERS FROM SAME

Warning ! Note name RAYMOND on windows. You will not be able
to buy these goods otherwise. Nearest Tube Leicester Square. This
address is at the back of Daly's Theatre. Open Weekdays 9 to 8,

Saturdays 9 to 8.45, Sundays 10 to 1.

SUNDRIES
Lead-in tubes, 61., 71., 8d.
Valve Pins and Nuts. 2 a ld
Stop Pins and Nuts, 2 a Id.
Nickel Terminals 2d.
Nickel Contact Studs.

2 for 11d.
Nickel Switch Arm 1, -

(one -hole fixing)
Voltmeter .. 4 6
Damages Permanite 1, -
CondenserCondenser Brushes 6d.

RAYMOND FIXED
CONDENSERS.

001, .0001 to .0005 10d.
.002, .003, 004 .. 1'-
006,1 3 ; 01,1 9; 021;9

ACCUMULATORS
2 v. 40 amps. .. 9,'6
4 v. 40 amps. .. 18.6
4 v. 6C amps. . 18 6
4 v. 80 amps. . 23 6
6 v. 60 amps. .. 27,6
6 v 80 amps.
6 v. 105 amps. . 38 6
Hart's Stocked. All High

Quality.

Microstat 2,6
Switch Arms 8d. to 1: -
Leatherette Boxes with

Lid .. & 2:11
Shellac 5d.
Shorting Plug and

Socket .. 41d.
Contact Studs 4 for 11d.
Nickel ditto 2 for 11d.
Nickel Switch Arm 1 '-
Sorb° Ear Ceps pair 1 4
Tumbler Switches 1 4

'Phone Cords 6 ft. 1,'-, 13
Nugraving 6?:(1.
Empire Tape 2yds. 11.
Allen Var. Grid Leak 1 3
Best Sleeving 3yds. 101
Rubber Lead-in 10 yds. 1 -
Thick ditto.. ld.,2d.,& 3d.
Aerial, 7;22 100 ft. 1.11
Ditto, Ex .-a Heavy

100 ft. 23
Anti Cap. Handles 81.
Tumbler Switches 1,' -

NOTE !
Our Wonderfal Micro-
meter Adjustment Glass -
enclosed Detector. 119
Why pay more?

5 Waxless Coils
200 2000 .. 1 3

5 equal 25 to 100.. 1 8
5 ditto, Extra Air

Space .. .. 2 -
6 waxed 200,3600 .. 1 8
7 waxed 1503600 . 1:11
Chelmsford D.C.C.

1;-, 1.3. 26
Basket Holders 9d. 1,- 1.3

Switch Arm 12
Studs, 12 Nuts,
12 Washers.

Lot 10'd.

VERY SPECIAL OFFERS
Crystal Set fitted for
Chelmsford .. 7/11
RE ECHO set, worth 25'-,

SPACIAL. To callers
only. To customers pur-
chasing 20,'- worth of
our own goods at full
prices, we supply a first-
class pair of 4,000 ohm
'phones for 5'. as an
advertisement only.

SPECIAL BARGAIN.

Variable Condensers

SQUARE LAW
with Knob

Caller's Price
-0003 4/9
*0005 3/ -

Splendidly Finished.
Legless valve holders 1/ -
ANTI CAP valve
holder .. 1'-

2 rnfd. Mansbridge 3 9
1 mfd. Mansbridge 3 3
'25 Mansbridge .. 2 11
Colvern Vernier .. 2 6
Neutrodyne ditto .. 316
Radio panels " KENITE "
(stand 5.000 volts), 6 x 6,
9d. ; 7 a 5, 9d.: 8 x 6,
101. : 9 x 6, 1,'- ; 10 x 8,
1:- ; 12 x 9, 2/- ; 12 x 12,
2'3. Above 3;16 in. thick
Out of stock at moment.

Legless valve holder 1; -
Solid Rod Ditto .. 1' -
Under Panel Ditto 1,6
Ebonite Dials.. 81.,
Valve Templates 21. 4d.

 Adhesive Tape Roll 21d.
Copper Foil per foot 21d.
1 in. Fibre Strip 3 ft. 21.
Insulated Hooks 4 for 3d.
Ditto Staples .. 5 a Id.
Twin Flex 4 yds. 6d.
Twin Silk Small 6 yds. 6d.
D.C.C. Bell Wire

10 yds. 5d.
Knobs, 2 B.A. 2d., 3d., 9d.
Small Knobs 6 B.A. 3d.
Small Knobs 4 B.A. 3d.
Wander Plugs, pair 3d.
Egg Insulators each ld.
Tape Aerial 100 ft. 2 -
Valve Windows 41. to 9d.
Mica 2d.

RAYMOND
CRYSTAL SETS

7,11 9,11 12,11
2 B.A. Rod per ft. 24.
4 B.A. Rod per ft. 2d.
Basket Holders .. 81d.
Also at 10d.. 1,3, 1 6
2 -way Coil Stands 1 11
3 -way ditto .. .. 3.6
2 -way with ex -

handles 2,11

2 -WAY COIL STANDS 1 1, 1/9
VARIOMETERS 1/-, 1/3
DUTCH VALVES .. 4/3
LARGE DETECTORS Ild.
5 WAXLESS COILS.. 1/3
Do. EXTRA AIR SPACE 1/8
'PHONES 4,000 OHMS 6/11
N. & K. PATT. 4,000

OHMS .. 8/11
VARIABLE GRID LEAKS 1/2
VALVES FOR UNIDYNE 12/
5 -PIN Ditto .. 13/11
PORCELAIN D.P.D.T. 1/4
Ditto, S.P.D.T. 11d.
L.F. TRANSFORMERS 8/11
SPECIAL BASKET

HOLDERS .. .. 8'd
Ditto, for Chelmsford Coils 9d.
SINGLE COIL formers

with spokes .. 81d.
BRUNET 4,000 ohms,

NEWEST MODEL.. 16
ACCUMULATOR

CARRIER .. .. 2,3
FLUSH PANEL sockets

complete .. 4 for 5d.
EBONITE BUSHES ld.

dozen 101.
C.W. BATTERY LINKS

2 for 11d.
" LEDION " sets of 5

COILS .. .. 1 8 and 2,3
GEARED 2 -WAY COIL

STAND .. 5/3
CAM VERNIER ditto 4/6
CLIMAX U.P. VALVE

HOLDERS .. 1'3
RHEOSTAT for D.E. or

R. VALVES .. .. 2.'2
2 -WAY COIL STAND,

ex handles .. 1 11
Ditto nickel fittings .. 2;9
Half opal and ebonite

enclosed DETECTOR,
worth 2!-. My price 1' -

TAPPED COILS for
CHELMSFORD .. 1'6

Ditto for Broadcasting 1' -
GRID LEAK CLIPS.. pr. ld.
Valves : PHILLIPS "R"

type .. 6:11
Valves: FRENCH

METAL " R " 6'6
Valves : DUTCH -06

(good) 11/ -
Valves : DUTCH DE-

TECTORS 41 and 4/9
Valves : DUTCH " R "

TYPE .. .. 4/11
Valves: FRENCH

METAL -06 12/11
Valves.: RADIO

MICRO -06 .. 12/11
VARIOMETERS.

Finest Value in London. 1/4,
1'6, 2'3. JUST TRY THEM.
WEDGE-SHAPECOILPLUGS

Extra value. 711. and 811.
EDISON BELL ditto Ild.
Fine little RHEOSTAT,

H.F. TRANSFORMERS,

Red and Black TWIN
FLEX .. .. 6 yds. 101.

This is the shop for BARGAINS
See the name RAYMOND.

SUNDRIES
Terminals complete -
Brass Pillar .. Id. d.
W.O. or 'Phone ld. 1)d.
Fancy Patterns 14 1'.1.
Extra Large .. 2d. Id.
Valve Sockets 2 for 1 1.
Machine Cut Screws-

Stocked (Best).
Pulleys 4ld.
4 Taps and Wrench 2 11
Screwdrivers .. 61.

D.C.C. Wire, per }lb. -
13 g. 9d. 20 g. .. 9d.
22 g. 10d. 24 g. .. 1-
26g...11. 28 g. 1 3
30 g. .. 1 6 Etc., etc.

H.T. BATTERIES
60 v. .. .. 76
30 v. .. .. 46
80 B.B.C. .. c 11
30 B.B.C. .. 5 6
9 v. B.B.C. P6
1.5 (D.E.) .. 1 9
Ditto 2 - to 3 -

D.P.D.T. SWITCHES.
Min Panel .. 1' -
On China Base .. 1 4
On Ebonite Base 1 11, 2 6

S.P.D.T. SWITCHES.
Miniature Panel ..
On China Base .. 11d.
On Ebonite 1 3 to 1 9
Murray Valve Holder 1 3
Spring Washers 4 a 11.
Coil Ping on Base 101.

De Luxe Crystal Set 7 11
4 Whiskers, 1 Gold 2d.
Coil Plugs (ebonite) 6d.
Ditto . . . . . . 9d.
Shaped .. 811., 1'-
5 ohm Rheostat .. 1' -
Various 1 3. 1,6, 1 9, 1 11
With Dial 1 11
Ormond .. 1 9
'Phone Connector 11.
Nuts 2, 4, 6 B.A. doz. 21.
Washers .. 12 a ld.

736:16X3E S
7 x 5 9 v 4 12 9

x 6 10 ..' 8 12 12

BUY
RAYMOND GOODS

EBONITE6:`6.147x5
8x6 .. 110
9 x 6 .. 2 -

1oxs.. 3,-
12x 6 .. 3,-
12x9..43

3/16 in. 12 x 12 5 6
14 x 10 56
WE STOCKCut to size i-in.

Id. sq. in. EBONI TE.

STOCK

SIZES
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27, LISLE STREET,
LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2

K. RAYNIOND imali talasawsiniv=

OF BUSINESS :
DAILY - 9 to 7.45 2-

SUNDAY - 10 to 1 g.
No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered 'Phone: GERRARD 4637.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.

(Continued from page 1 388.)

In case this is not perfectly clear, we will take one
more case in detail. Suppose an accumulator
marked 60 -ampere hours (ignition) is used for a
three -valve set. How many hours will it last ?

The first thing to find is the current consumption of
each valve. This is generally marked on the box
in which the valve is packed, but in any case can
always be obtained from the makers or dealer.
Suppose, in this instance, one valve takes 6 and two
take 7 ampere.; each. The total consumption of
the three valves is thus two amperes.

The accumulator is rated at 60 -ampere hours
" ignition," so it will only give 30 hours actual
discharge. Therefore, when two amperes are taken
from it for the three valves, it will need recharging
every 15 hours.

* * *

" SELECTIVITY " (Birmingham ).-With re-
gard to the super:selective circuit recently
published in POPULAR WIRELESS, I find I
cannot obtain a variable leak of the right
value. Is this value critical, and, if so, how
can 1 obtain the correct leak ? -

The 10,000 to 100,000 variable leak is essential,
and mild have a minimum of not more than -10,000
ohms. Since the details of the circuit were published
two firms have brought out special leaks, so that now
there should not be any difficulty in obtaining the
correct resistances. Probably many more manufac-
turers will be making these leaks in the near future.
but at present they are obtainable from the Enter-
prise Manufacturing Co., of Grape Street, Shaftesbury
AYenue, W.,- and- front the makers of the well-known
" Watmel " resistances.

* *

P. B. (Chadwell Heaths.-As 1 live fairly
near the London Broadcasting Station, 1 have
decided to build the one -valve Armstrong
" Super," the circuit for which was given in the

19 pictorial circuits in POPULAR WIRELESS No.
139. This set will be used with a frame aerial,
but as no values were given of the coils, etc., I
should be glad if you would let me have them.

.211111191191111111i39311119911111111111111111111111111911111111911111L

The " P.W." Technical
E.- Queries Department.

REVISION OF RULES.
H Owing to the extraordinary growth of the ET.
= POPULAR WIRELESS Queries Department, f.
E the Editor is compelled to revise the regulations
E governing the answering of readers' queries, and
H the following new arrangement is now in force:- E

(1) A charge of ed. is made for every query H
sent to the POPULAR WIRELESS Queries E
Department. .The "three for a shilling "
regulation is cancelled

(2) A charge of 1 - is made for supplying full E
wiring diagrams

3) All queries, together with costal orders
and stampedstamped and addressed envelope, to E
be addressed to-

The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E
London, E.C.I.

(4) Technical queries will not be answered by g
telephone.
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TECHNICAL QUERIES EDITOR.
POPULAR WIRELESS,

The frame aerial should have about 15 turns on a
14 -in. -sided frame. with a 50 -turn aerial coil in series
with it. A .0005 mid. variable condenser (with
vernier) is used for tuning. The reaction coil bas
about 75 turns, and the two large coils in the centre

of the bottom of the diagram (Fig. 15) have 1,250 and
1,500 turns respectively (from left to right). These
should be of duolateral or other low capacity type.
The two fixed condensers are .003 and -001 raids.
respectively, though these -values should be varied until
best results are obtained. A hard valve should be
used, and H.T. up to 150 volts should be available.

* * *

A. T. S. (Berkhamste,ad).-With regard to
the Super -Selective Circuit recently published.
in " P.W.," can the set be made to cover
5 X X or other wave -lengths by means of
plug-in coils ? Will larger condensers be
advantageous?

We regret that it is not possible to load this set
satisfactorily. Experiments upon it are being carried
out, but up to the present it has not been found
satisfactory on wave -lengths above 500 metres. The
set as it was described covers about 250-430 metres.
but this can he raised slightly by increasing the
number of turns on the coils in their correct propor-
tions. We do not recommend the use of larger
condensers as the set is so selective that at 10 miles
from 2 L 0 It is quite difficult to find that station
until the handling of the set has been mastered.
Vernier condensers must be used, as it is possible to
tune out the local station at half a mile by the use
of the verniers alone. Further details of the circuit
will appear in " P.W." shortly.

* *

W. E. G. (Harrow).-In photographs showing
back of panel connections (such as on page 553,
" P.W.', No. 128), fixed condensefs are some-
times shown with wires connected under
screws.

I have found that this alters the capacity
of the condenser. Would it not impair the
efficiency of a set ?

The effect appears to be quite negligible except in
the case of extremely small condensers. -The manu-
facturers give soldering tags as well as screws in order
to make the. wiring easier, and generally speaking,
either connection is quite satisfactory. With very
small condensers such as those used in conjunction
with the neutrodyne, it is, however, -advisable to
Pay attention to the shape and position of the lend
which connects to the condenser.

GIANT H.T. BATTERIES
for Multi -Valve Sets
Efesca Giant H.T. Batteries are constructed with spe-
cially -large cells for Multi -Valve or Power Valve Sets
of large current consumption. They incorporate a
a mfd. Condenser to stabilise the potential supplied,
and smooth out headphone "crackling" disturbances.
6o volt units, price 23/- each. Efesca High Tension
Batteries are also made in standard small cell type.

Ask youc,Wireless Dealer or Electrician for

Send for
Catalogue
522/8
oree'V'en'ileieen

Wireless Components

onQuALlry
OR WIRELESS USE.

60...VoLr.S.

Wholesale only:
FALK, STADELMANN & CO., LTD.

Efesca Electrical Works, 83-85-87,
Farringdon Rd., London,

E.C.1 and at Glasgow,
Manchester and

Birmingham it is
FREE and

full of interest
em"Veimneeeemeemeg

CONTENTS:
I Tcrminal Sleds,
6 Multi -Connectors,

Coloured Con-
nectors, 8 Discs
(Block, Red and
Blue), 'Phones -I-,
'Phones -, High
Tension -F,  High
Tension  -, Low
Tension Low
Tension -, Earth,
Aerial. Complete

with irtstruftions.
PRICE 2' -

EXPERIMENTS with wireless cir-
cuits depend upon the ease with
which wiring can be inter-

changed. Wires wrapped round
ordinary terminals cause loss of
power. Soldered connections weaken
with constant breaking down, but
Newey Snap Terminals ensure vibra-
tionless contact and can be connected
up or broken down with the finger and
thumb of one hand. As many head-.
phones as your set has power to fill
can he connected up on their original
setting with Newey Snap Terminals.
ASK YOUR DEALER TO SUPPLY.

foil WIRELESS
NONE - yow, NOL

........ TRADE MARK 'ftmeo

T E N A L

AND BATTERY
1,301
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A THREE -VALVE REFLEX
SET.

(Continued from page 1370.)

wire is led to the fixed vanes of the con-
denser T.A.C.2, with a branch lead to the
cat's -whisker side of the crystal detector
C.D., and from thence to one terminal of the
moving member of the two-way coil holder,
the opposite terminal of which is joined to
the moving vane terminal of the variable
condenser T.A.C.2.

The connection for the grid of valve V3
has been dealt with already, as has one
filament leg, which leaves the other filament
leg for connection With the filament resis-
tance F.R.3. The plate leg has a branch
wire, connecting respectively with the lower
'phone terminal and to one tag of the fixed
condenser -005, the other tag of which has
a branch lead joining to the upper 'phone
terminal and to tag No. 4 on the main
switch. Another wire from tag No. 4 of the
main switch is joined to one side of the
T.C.C. condenser -25, the other tag being
joined to the end of the winding on the
filament resistance F.R.3.

T.A.I.1. This coil has two terminals, one
of which is joined to the fixed vane terminal
of the condenser T.A.C.1, the other joining
with the moving vane terminal on the same
condenser, this completing the wiring of the
set.

External Connections.

Referring to Fig. 5, the following hints
will be useful in regulating the amount of
current to use with each set of terminals :
1. The + H.T. terminal connects with the
+ terminal of a 120 -volt H.T. battery.
2. + H.T.2 should be connected to a 100 -
volt tapping of the  same battery. 3.
 H.T.1 connects with a 50 -volt tapping.
4. - H.T. obviously connects with the
- terminal of the battery. 5. - L.T. is
connected with the - terminal of a 4 -volt
accumulator, or 4.5 -volt dry battery, of
suitable capacity for working three valves.
6. The -I- L.T. should he connected with
the like terminal of the L.T. battery.
7. G.B. - should join with a 3 -volt tap-
ping on a 9 -volt grid battery. 8. + G.B. is
connected with the corresponding terminal
of the 9 -volt grid battery.

For ordinary broadcast bands, the coils
mentioned in the list of parts will be found
quite suitable, the S.2 coil being plugged
into the fixed unit of the two -coil holder.
The two S.5 coils fit respectively in the
moving member and in the fixed coil holder.

On commencing to tune in, the main
switch is turned on and the series -parallel
switch set for " parallel." The coils of the
t wo-way holder are then separated as
widely as possible, after which the filament
resistances are turned half on and the
,tystal detector is adjusted.

The two condensers A.T.C. and T.A.C.1
are then regulated until the local station is
heard, using the headphones for tuning.
Next the condenser T.A.C.2 is adjusted
until the signals become loud, after which
the crystal detector is adListed further and
the coils made to approach each other.
This should bring about an increase in
signal strength, until the two coils are so
near as to create oscillation. If oscillation
does not occur, the wires of the moving
unit - of the two -coil holder should be
reve--,,efl

essentially superior to all
rheostats, as these employ
material.

METAL
FOR ME

Tr you believe in
I metal-and who
daes not?-use
exclusively Climax
Rheostats and
Potentiometers.
They are wire -wound
on metal cooling
cores with vitreous
enamel insulation.
This construction is

ebonite -mounted wire -spiral
granular or fibrous resistance

SIX GOOD FEATURES.
1. Solid rigid coil, perfect cooling.
2. Insulation stands high tempera-

ture and voltages.
3. Large and well-spac,ed terminals.
4. Steel grub screw) fixing for contact

brush, no lock nuts to work loose.

5. Riveted brush with perfect brush
contact.

6. Bakelite knob with blind brush,
will not work loose, one -hole
fixing.

Price : Climax Rheostats, 6 ohm pattern, 5,'6 each, for
one, two, or three bright valves.

Climax Rheostats, 30 ohm pattern, 4/6 each.
Climax Potentiometers, 300 ohm pattern, 6/- each.

The Climax Anti-

Capacity Valve -Holder
has the following unique features :
I. Minimum capacity.
2. Minimum valve projection.
3. Automatic H.T. shielding.
4. One -hole fixing.
5: Definite location of valve legs
6. Positive contact springs.
7. Large terminals.
8. Neat, clean panel.
A so-called set can often be
changed to a really successful
set by substituting the Climax
anti -capacity valve -holder for
the old-fashioned socket with
lhrge losses and consequent
weak and distorted amplifica-
tion. Price 1/6

182, Church Street, London, W.8
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TH E R E LE S S
---66 4)

:FAO -R.EW I R
S SOMETHING TO
SA man is usually proud of his family, especially

when they fulfil his expectation and aspirations
-that is why we are proud of our family of

ill REVO LOUD SPEAKERS
The wireless public the world over have pro-
nounced them " Good," and you are no doubt
Proud of your " Wireless" if your speaker is a

ISRuvo. They are three in family, the Senior with
,wonderful volume, clarity and sweetness; the
Junior, hardly as loud, but otherwise a faithful
copy of its elder; and the Baby, a real chip off

the old block. .

NOTE THE PRICES-THEY SUIT ALL POCKETS.
SENIOR -- 80/- Each
JUNIOR - 48/- Each

(11

BABY - 30/- Each
They are Guaranteed

for 12 Month's
alsoas are

S REVO HEADPHONES
21/- Each.

Send for prices of complete sets.
We make all kinds.S

-

BE PROUD OF

1

41

IF UNOBTAINABLE LOCALI: PLEASE APPLY DIRECT TO -

DEPORTMENT THE CABLE ACCESSORIES C? LT.*. TIPTON,STAFFS.,
LONDON DEPOT ! 28, S HOW. LANE, W. C. 4.

! ! ! A WIRELESS WONDER ! ! !

el, Ti

v?,

I
TI-fE JEVE L ClkYSTAL,

Attractive terms to the trade.
Can be obtained from all
dealers, or post free 1/6 from

6 LISTRON 1T

FULL OF LIFE,

6
POWER AND ENERGY.

is remarkable in its efficiency,
power, clarity and purity of tone
over long distances.
Its energy is persistent and it's
life long.

F. S., Yorkshire, writes :-
" Listron is the finest crystal
I have used. Its power of
reception is marvellous."

LISTRON, 88, 89, 90, CHANCERY LANE, LONDON, W.C.2.
Also obtainable wholesale from V. Zeitlin & Sons, 144, Theobalds Rd.. London. W.C.I.

.A.S.

THE SKINDERVIKEN MICROPHONE BUTTON
Pot. No. 120,734.

5/- 5/i-

Will enable you to work a loud speaker off a crystal set. Enables you to use up your
old and worn gramophone records. Fit up an efficient house telephone. Transmit
piano, violin or gramophone music anywhere. Magnify sounds otherwise inaudible, etc.

Everyone interested in sound transmission should write today for
the "Marvels of the Microphone." Price Cd. Post free from Mikro Ltd.

MIKRO Ltd., 32c, Craven St., Charing Cross, W.C.2

HOW TO BUILD
A " HOUSEHOLD - LOUD

SPEAKER SET.
(Continued front page 1349.)

through the left side and two more for the
switch wires to pass through the right side.

Lay the cabinet on its back and place the
panel in position. See that it just clears the
front flap when the latter is opened. Fix
it with two 1 -in. brass wood screws at each
side and one at the top. Connect the loose
ends of the 24 gauge wires at the right-hand
end to the tumbler switch. Both these
should be covered with sleeving where they
pass through the wood.

Connect the loose end of the 24 -gauge wire
attached to the centre condenser terminal to
the -socket of the fixed coil holder and the
other 24 gauge wire to the pin of the same
holder. Use sleeving as above. Now con-
nect the flexible wire from the left centre
screw of switch No, 2 to the socket of the
movable holder and the flex from the first
valve anode to the pin of the same holder.

The Fixed Condensers.
The set now only lacks its quota of fixed

condensers. Opinion differs a good deal as
to the number and capacity value of these,
the requirements varying with the particu-
lar type of transformers and loud speaker
employed. Use what the makers recom-
mend. In any case one cannot go far wrong
in putting a .001 mfd. condenser across the
primary (I.P. to 0.P.) of the first trans-
former, and another of the same size across
the loud speaker. Connect the terminals
of the latter condenser to wires leading from
the two centre screw of switch No. 4, and
it will then serve both for loud, speaker and
'phones. If stout wires are used for all
four connections, the condensers will need no
other support.

The first step is to insert the necessary
H:T. and grid batteries ,inside the cabinet,
and to connect them to the appropriate
leads. The best working conditions vary
with the make of valve employed, and there-
fore the makers' instructions should be con-
sulted. To make matters clear, however, we
will assume that the detector and first L.F.
valve are " general purpose " dull -emitter
valves, such as the D.E.R., and that the
second L.F. valve is of the small " power "
type, such as the D.E.6.

Taking two 60 -volt H.T. batteries con-
nected in series, place the black H.T.
wander plug in the negative battery socket,
and the red plug marked " 120 " into the
positive end socket of the other battery so
as to get 120 volts between these leads.
Put the " 50 " and " 80 " plags in the
appropriate sockets so as to give the detector
and first L.F. valves these plate voltages
respectively.

The Use of Grid Bias.
The grid battery may consist either of

torch cells connected in series, or, better
still, of the special small cells, such as the
Ever -ready U.W.1, or K types sold ex-
pressly for the purpose, . The latter are
easier to connect up and last a very long
time. The D.E.6 power " valve, when
worked at 120 volts H.T., usually requires
about 7i volts negative bias, so that the
grid battery should consist of five cells.

Connect flexible wire (7), referred to
above, to the positive end of the grid battery

(Continued on page 1395.)

rr
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THE MODIFIED FLEWELLING.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sip-Noticing a description of the modified
Flewelling circuit under " Interesting Single -Valve
Circuits ' recently, I thought perhaps my experi-
ence with this might be of interest to other readers.

My own set differs from the one described only in
that I use a parallel A.T.C.,instead of series, with an
80 turn reaction coil (home made). This is quite
stable it kept at about 45° from the A.T.I. for 2 L 0
(five miles away), but for the distant stations I couple
the two coils closely. I tried a -0001 fixed condenser
in series with the aerial, but this rather upset the set,
and it howled almost through thinking of reaction.
A very critical component is the rheostat, as a station
can he cut right out on this, and I find my microstfrt
all that can be desired in this direction. Another
point is H.T. supply ; when I am after the conti-
nental stations and the distant B.B.C. people, I use
about 10 to 15 volts, but for London I use SO volts-
this on a Dutch valve, and a variable grid leak makes
the final tuning. Another necessity is a vernier on
the A.T.C. as a station can be tuned right out on this
alone. As regards volume, London is loud enougii to
be comfortably heard on a small loud speaker (when
I can borrow one) and about six German, three
French (Petit Parisien included, a very strong
transmitter), and all the B.B.C. stations are comfort-
able on the 'phones. I might mention that it is
difficult to separate the close wave -lengths of London,
Bournemouth, and Manchester, when the former is
going strong.

Aerial ? Three strands of 26 D.C.C., 15 ft. long,
6 in. from the ceiling of a second -floor room, with a
" lead-in " that hugs the walls. Earth, 15 ft. run to
water -pipe, still on the second floor. The panel of the
set is plain wood, and either I have made up something
good, or else I am very lucky. I think the latter.

I am, dear sir,
Yours faithfully,

FRANK H. LEA.
0, Ferron Road, Clapton, London, E. 5.

CONCERNING CRYSTAL RECEPTION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-May I be allowed a few words in reply
to a letter, " The P.W. Ultra," in a recent issue of
POPULAR WIRELESS ?

While I do not doubt the accuracy of Mr.
O'Connor's statement that he hasreceived Bourne-
mouth, I do doubt the accuracy of any map which
gives the distance between Huddersfield and Bourne-
mouth as 270 miles. No doubt there are hundreds of
amateurs in this country who, with the simple crystal
set, regard long-distance reception as the rule rather
than the exception, and have so got used to tuning
these distant stations in, that they have ceased to
find anything wonderful in the achievement. It is not
every amateur, though, who cares to write to
" P.W." bragging about the number of stations they
have received, but we are not prepared to allow any
sort of statement to go unchallenged. While a certain
allowance must he made for enthusiasm, the serious
amateur is out for facts, and facts alone.

(Continued on page 1396.)

HOW TO BUILD
A HOUSEHOLD LOUD

SPEAKER SET.
(Continued front page 1394.)

and wire (5) to the negative terminal of the
same cell so as to give a negative bias of 11
volts to the first L.F. grid. Connect the

*negative terminal of the fifth cell to wire
(6) and so impart a 71 --volt bias to the last
grid.

The left-hand D.P.D.T. switch in its
lower position places the aerial inductance
in parallel with the tuning condenser.
In its upper position the two are in series.
The switches at the top right-hand of The
panel cut one or both of the L.F. amplifiers
out of circuit, whilst the lower centre switch
feeds the output either into the headphones
or loud speaker at will.

Once the tuning condenser, rheostats, and
switches have been adjusted, the set as a -
whole is switched on or off, as desired, by
means of the tumbler switch at the side of
the cabinet.

e Living ArtiMP
pERHAPS you may have experienced the mortification-

after spending many hours on the building of a choice
Receiver-of hearing some candid friend ask "Is the

singer a soprano or a contralto ?"

That is just the trouble with
many home -built Sets-the
tonal quality is so unsatis-
factory. Nine times out of
ten the root of the trouble lies,
not in the loud speaker, but
in the Transformers.

If your Receiver is not above
criticism -7 -if the piano sounds

tinny -if the Loud Speaker
seems more responsive to
sonle notes than to others-
it the loud passages in an
orchestra -are an unintelligible
jumble-look to your Trans.
formers. They hold the key
to the situation.

The making of a good Trans -

Concert qn
Grand -.;

No. 5 of
a series

former involves much skill.
Text -books still gaily tell you
of the number of turns that
should go on the primary
and on the secondary wind-
ings ; they will even let you
into the secrets of core -
making. But, believe us,
there is far more in the making
of Transformers than that.
Before a single Eureka was
released for issue we had spent
hundreds of pounds on ex-
perimental work. We do not
begrudge this expenditure.
because the hard school of
experience has enabled us to
produce the one Transformer
that will enable you to re-
create the living Artiste.

Portable Utilities Co., Ltd.
Fisher Street, London, W.C.1

Eureka 9.2/6
No. 2

(For Second Stage)

©011g

Gilbert Ad. 2194



Elusive si(0 n,rni I
strength!

SMITH AND JONES both build
the same Set. Both follow
literally the instructions con-

tained in the constructional article
and both use the same components.
Smith gets good results and Jones
gets not a whisper. What is the
reason? The panel. Or, Robinson's
Set used to give splendid results-
all the B.B.C. Stations with 'phones
on the table. Now he cannot pickup
more than three or four. What is the
reason ? The low grade ebonite
panel has probably absorbed some
moisture from the atmosphere.
Perhaps you are a Jones or a
Robinson and have been worried
with poor results.
The remedy is to use a guaranteed -
panel material like Radion-the
highest grade ebonite in the world.
No matter where you buy it-
whether in Glasgow or in Brighton
-its quality is, identical. Its
wonderful lustre repels moisture

and need not be removed before
use (this saves hours of tedious
sandpapering). It is so tough and
strong that a thickness of A" is
ample. Its insulation superiority -
has been endorsed by the leading
experts in this country and in
America, while its dielectric constant
has been reduced to 3.9.

Your next Set is worthy of a good
panel.. _Don't run the risk of poor
results by using a piece of ordinary
ebonite. Everyone knows that
there is good ebonite and bad
ebonite on the market, but few are
in the position to be able to judge
one from the other. The only safe
way is to ask for Radion in one of
its 21 different sizes. Remember
that you can get it in black and
mahoganite with dials and knobs
to match. If your Dealer is out
of stock he can get it for you by
return, or, if you prefer it, we will
supply it direct.

MADE PARR

stse

PANELS
Black Maho Size'

ganite

AND
Black Maho-

ganite

DIALS
Size Black Maho

ganite
ISX 7- 3:6 4/3 7*X ie 8/- 10/3 r X 26" 17'6 21/36"x 'or 5/3 6/6 7"x 18" 10/6 12/9 9"x /4" 10,'6 12/9
6"x 14" 7/- 8/6 7'X 21" 12/3 15/- ,..x if
6"X 21" 10/6 12/9 7"X 24' 14/- 17/3 If x T4." 13'3 16`-
7"X 9" 5/3 6/6 7"X 26" 15/- 18/6 12'X 21" 19,9 24,3
7"X to' 5/9 7/3 7-x 30' 17/9 21/.6 14."X 18" _19:9 24/37-x If 7/- 8/6 7-x 48" 28/- 34/6 20"X 247 396 48:-

5
SPECIAL NOTE: All Radion Panels are ty thick. In addition to the
sizes listed above we can supply by return any special size cut to measure at
the following prices: Black rd. per sq. inch; Mahoganite rid. per sq. inch.

AMERICAN HARD RUBBER COMPANY (BRITAIN) LTD.
Head Office: 13a Fore Street, London, E.C.2

Depots: 120 Wellington St., Glasgow. 116 Snow 11111, Birmingham. Irish Agents: $ Corporation St., Rant,
Gilbert Ad. 2204
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continual from page 1395.)

We must be forgiven if we indulge in a quiet smile
when reading some of the letters that have appeared
from time to time on " D X" work. I wonder if it
would interest Mr. Thomas to know that I have
received Bournemouth loud enough to hear every
word distinct ever since I built my first set. This
distance is actually 270 miles, as any reader can see
for himself, if he cares to glance at a map.

Had I known that 110 miles was considered a
record, I would have written months ago and claimed
the honour, but there are so many of us hearing this
station up here that we failed to realise we were
making history.

There are times when I wonder what must be
wrong with crystal reception in this country. Some
time ago, having occasion to buy another set of
'phones, I paid A visit to the local dealer's. Although
the second pair of 'phones were of the same make as
the first and identical in every respect, the quality of
tone was not the same, and. I took them back.
Imagine my surprise when the dealer told me that
reception from Newcastle over 40 miles was bound
to be poor. No one could expect decent reception on
a crystal set over 20 miles. What a fallacy !

Being a trifle curious to have an expert's advice on
the subject, I asked him if he had ever tried it. " Oh
no," was the answer. "It is not worth bothering
with."

All very well for those with plenty of money, but a
poor look out for those who cannot afford valve sets.

When will dealers and manufacturers wake up to
the fact that fine wire coils and fancy cabinets may
be all right front the showman's point of view, but if
the trade in ready-made sets is looking for a boom, it
will not find it in some of the sets on the market to -day.

There nmst be many who agree with me when I
say the humble crystal set is only in its infancy, and
may the day be not far distant when expensive valve
sets are things of the past. Not until then will the
humble crystal come in for the attention it deserves.

. Yours, etc.,
H. W. SMITHIES.

28, The Fleet, Dormanstown, Eedcar. --

" D X " ON AN INDOOR AERIAL.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, --Can any of your readers beat the
following results obtained on an indoor aerial 10 ft.
tong ?

Be,Iween 1.30 and 2.15 a.m. on Sunday morning
I picked up six American stations at good 'phone 
strength. I was able to identify W G Y, W O 11,
and W II A, but did not hear the call signs of the
others, although their musical transmissions were
good. The set used was arranged as 1 H.F., D., and
1 L.F., except for W C Y and W 0 It, which were '

audible on the detector valve alone. The set is only -
roughly assembled for experimental work. No con-
nections are soldered, and the panel is a wooden one

-Coils, rheostats, condensers (fixed and variable) are
all " home made.".

Trusting that this may be of interest;
Ian,

- Yours truly.
 A. J. H. CAUNTLETT.

Manor House, 50, Shepherd's Bush Green, -

London, W. 12.

(Continued on page 1397.)

4- -4-4-0-.0- .11.--11.--4.-411.- *

A PRIZE COMPETI-
t TION RESULT. t

*
WE are advised that the prize winners

in the competition conducted by
Messrs. British Radio Valve Service.

Ltd.,Hazlitt House, Southampton Buildings,
Holborn, London, W.C.1-the terms of
which were advertised in these columns
when the competition was announced-are
as follows :

1st prize, £I00.-W. H. Graham, Esq.,
Red House, Tywardreath, Cornwall. 2nd
prize, £50.-J. H. Childs, Esq., 5, Hill Road,
Barrow-in-Furness. 3rd prize, £20.-J.
Donald, Esq., 4, Oakend Waye, Gerrard's
Cross. 4th prize, £10.-E. H. Bysshe, Esq.,
P.O. Box 19, Cape Town, South Africa.
5th prize, g10.-Rev. E. S. Spooner, The
Manse, Henley-on-Thames. 6th prize, £10.
A. A. Davies, Esq., 39, Upper Northgato
Street, Chester. Free entry prize, £50. F.
H. Matthews, Esq., Knap Villa, Shaftes-
bury, Dorset.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued front page 1396.)

ANOTHER CRYSTAL ENTHUSIAST.
The Editor, COPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-On looking through this week's" P.W.,"
I notice a great deal of items on ranges of crystal sets.

May I take a little of your time in adding, I hope,
to the unbeatable crystal. With a set wound with
18 S.W.G. copper wire on a 12 in. former, air spaced,
I can tune -in all the Main Stations and Not-
tingham Relay, 5 X X, and the following foreign
stations : Radio Paris ; Petit Parisien ; Ecole Sup.
Des. Postes et Telegraphes ; and Lyons la Dona. On
the night of the German elections a week or two ago,
I picked up a German station, somewhere about
.100 -metres, broadcasting election results very clearly,
and I still hope for further successes. I trust I may
be of some use in bringing Dame Nature into her own,
for I am longing to see the day when the lowly crystal
will equalise with the valve.

Thanking you for your kind attention and wishing
" P.W." every success.

I remain,
Yours faithfully,

S. H. BROOKS.
P.S.-I consider the reception on this set equal to

a one-valver. I have it wired for all rooms of the
house, and with three pairs of 'phones in any room
it is perfect, on 5 I T, Birmingham.

15, Warwick Road, Wolston, near Coventry.

THE CHITO'S CIRCUIT,
The Editor, POPELAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Perusal of Sir. Pitchford's communica-
tion in your 136th issue, and re -perusal of the author's
original letter of August last, provided the necessary
incentive to try out a circuit which has received so
much praise from several of your correspondents in
the interval. Accordingly I tried my 'prentice hand.

Accepting Mr. Pitchford's warning as to the sharp-
ness of tuning and capacity effects, I provided there-
fore by fitting Naylor's Fulstop Condensers of .0005
and 0003 (variable).

The valve used was Marconi Osram DER, with
about 50 volts on the plate.

Although, as observed by the gentleman mentioned
above, a fixed condenser might suffice in the grid
circuit, I found that the -0005 variable permitted
final adjustments and increase in volume.

Quite good results on the local station at 20 miles
was obtained with a 60 -turn basket coil in the aerial,
and a similar coil of about 50 turns in the anode.
With this combination, Cardiff was received with
slightly better strength than with any previous single -
valve of mine. The aerial condenser reading was
then at about 120. Not expecting to find any of the
B.B.C. relays below this, I however tried for same,
and tuned -in a few, but was unable to identify them.
I was, however, sin -prised to get S B R at 265 metres
with very good strength, and little fading.

I then tried 100 basket coil in the aerial, with the
previous 60 in the anode. All the P.B.C. main
stations came in with these, but reaction was much
too fierce, so to remedy this, I reverted to the previous
50 coil, which simplified control and improved the
reception ; there is therefore little doubt that your
previous correspondents have obtained the best
results as to coils.

None of your previous correspondents appear to
have touched upon the high -power stations 5 X X or
Radio -Paris, so in this connection I appear to break
new ground. 5 X X came in with a home-made 250
duolateral coil in the aerial, and a similar 200 in the
anode, or the 100 previously mentioned in the latter
position. There was not such an improvement over
the ordinary straight one -valuer as on the lower
wave -lengths. The A.T.C. reading was about 120
degrees, but Radio -Paris could not be reached with
the above aerial -coil, but I have little doubt that a
300 would do the trick. Tuning was comfortably
sharp on the high wave -length of 5 X X, but of
course not so sharp as on the Bile. band, as inti-
mated by your previous correspondents.

I also made the discovery that while a .002 fixed
condenser across the 'phones in a usual straight
circuit affects an improvement, the reverse was the
result with this circuit.

Another advantage of this circuit is that the usual
L.F. amplifier can be used, and thus differing from
some of the unorthodox one-valvers.

While not commending the circuit to an absolute
beginner, I recommend it to the amateur of a few
months' experience.

Yours, etc.,
.I. H. COLLINS,

3, Tyisaf Road, Ystrad, Rhondda.

CNR A RECEIVED.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-With reference to " Ariel's " query in
a recent issue of " P.W." of the reception of station
C N R A, I would like to inform you that, this station
was received by me at my address on the morn-
ing of December 27th last, at about 2 a.m.

As we are able to listen to several of the nearer
American stations, the reception of the above was not
regarded as of any special importance until reading
your article.

(Continued on page 1398.)

T. M. C. No. 2A. Headphones.
4,000 19,6

T. h.. C. No. 3 Lightweight
Headphones, 4,000 ohms,

22 6

IT

TM14 HC
NAM
Loud Speaker

jvo
This Loudspeaker is now supplied with
a stand, as shown. There is, however, no
increase in the price. The resistance is
2,000 ohms.
Finished outside in nigger -brown, with
copper -plated terminals, the " True3Itisie
Minor " is one of the most pleasing and
attractive on the market. The inside of the
horn is of lacquered copper, giving a bright
and cheery effect-yet it does not need
polishing.
Ask to see the " TrueMusiC Minor " Loud-
speaker at your favourite Wireless Shop.
Its performance will delight you.
The " Minor " reproduces all kinds of
Broadcasting perfectly. It will do full justice
to the most elaborate set, and will get the
best out of a small one.
All the family can enjoy Broadcasting
for the cost of one pair of 'phones.
For " D X " working or crystal sets,
T.M.C. Headphones are just what you want ;
sensitive and clear -toned. They are comfort-
able to wear, and absolutely reliable.
Remember that all T.M.C. apparatus
carries a twelve months' guarantee.

LOUDSPEAKERS
TrueMusiC Minor - -

TrueMusiC Junior - -

TrueMusiC Standard -

TrueMusiC Concert Grand

- 1

- 2 10
5 0
6 10

0
0
0

0

But it must be T. M. C.

The Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Makers of the famous Laryngaphone).
Hollingsworth Works, West Dulwich, S.E.21.
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F ave you a
Gramophone
-then why not use it
as a Loud Speaker ?

MANY wireless
enthusiasts have

overlooked the fact that
any good Gramophone
can be readily converted
into a first-class Loud
Speaker by the attach-
ment of a BROWN
Gramophone Wireless
Adaptor (in either of its
two types).

No alterations are
necessary', merely remove
the Sound box and fit the
Adaptor. A rubber con-
nection ensures that it
will fit practically every
type of Gramophone.
You will be surprised at
the volume of mellow
tone that either of these
Adaptors can produce-
with a good Gramophone
the results should be
Practically indistinguish-
able from a standard
BROWN Loud Speaker.

Prices
SOLD IN TWO TYPES:

Type HI.
120 ohms £4 : 7 : 6

2000 ohms £4 : 10: 0
4000 ohms £4 : 12 : 0
112. (as illustrated)

120 ohms £2 : 0 : 0
2000 ohms £2 : 2 : 0
4000 ohms £2 : 4 : 0

From all Dealers

S. G. BROWN LIMITED
Victoria Road, N. Acton, W.3

Showrooms:
19 MORTIMER STREET, W.1
15 AlOORFIELDS, LIVERPOOL
67 HIGH ST., SOUTH AMPTON

Wireless Apparatus

Gilbert Ad, 2190

4.000.A
nch

CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 1397.)

That particular morning. we heard from CNRA
a transmission- by , a Salvation Army band, as an-
nounced by the announcer, and also solos by a
soprano with pianoforte accompaniment. Fading
was, of course, noticeable, bad .at times, but on the
whole very cleat: -

The reception Was by a home-made set Det. and
2 L.F. and a straight circuit.

Trusting this may be of interest to you, and wishing
" P.W." every success.

Yours faithfully,
Wa. G. JERMYN.

15 Essex Street, Unthank Road, Norwich.

A REFLEX ENTHUSIAST.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-As one who considers that a reflex
circuit provides as much scope for study, as well as
amusement, as most of us get time for aft'm business,
I would liketo express my thanks to Mr. E. Chatterton
for his article on these circuits in No. 123 of October
last.

I haVe always got good results under very badly
screened conditions with my single -valve and crystal
reflex, but felt that a stage of H.F. in front, if it could
be managed, would be avery desirable and beneficial
addition, but hadn't the time (and perhaps not
sufficient knowledge) to work it out for myself.

Mr. Chatterton's article then appeared, solving
the problem for me, and this 1 suppose is the reward
of being a regular reader from the first number of

With only slight modifications to suit my available
components, I have made up the three -valve com-
bination, and with only a very imperfect temporary
indoor ." zig-zag " aerial in' the attic, pending the
erection of a propel* one outdoors, the results are so
exceedingly good that I feel there is no need to hurry
the outdoor job-the set gives both range and power.

I write this with a feeling of indebtedness to Sir
Chattertou and " P.W."

Yours faithfully-,
Lewisham. C. G.

RECEIVING K D K A WITHOUT AN AERIAL.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, --I read Mr. Rogers' article in No. 129 of
" PM." and was especially interested in the method of
winding the coils. I had been trying to receive on
ultra -short waves for a month or so, but could
not get down low enough. K D K A was -my chief
object, having received it several times on 326 metres
on one valve. I then saw the article on receiving New
Zealand, so I decided to wind coils of exactly the same
type, only slightly smaller. I did not get a chance to
wind these until recently. Having wound them, I.
decided to wait till later in the week to sit up. On
Thursday morning, I woke at 3 o'clock and turned on
the filament. Turning the condenser round, I was
astonished to hear loud music, at the very lowest
capacity on the condenser. Thinking it must be some
near -by amateur testing, I waited for the call -sign. I
was more astonished when a loud, clear voice said,
" K D K A, Fast Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, calling."
Thie was about 3.3 G.M.T. Choral and musical items
followed until 4 o'clock; when the announcer stated
that they were signing off. Its strength during the
whole time was about the same as London is received
on a fairly good crystal set at ten miles distant. No
fading or atmospherics were experienced, reception
being nearly as clear as tt crystal set. As you will
notice from the circuit enclosed, it is very much the

3 Te.v.

same, the only difference being the size of coils and an
earth used instead of an aerial, as this wa found to
give better results than the aerial. Faint Morse
signals have been received about 6 o'clock; but I am
sorry to say I cannot read Morse. Allow me to
thank you for publishing such an interesting article ;
I will forward you any more results and experiments
which I may try.

Yours faithfully,
C. S. HUNT.

53, Landon Read. Bromley, Kent.
P.S.-Valve is Marconi-Osram D.E.R. No L.P.

stage used.

RETAIN THEIR CHARGE LONGEST

FA SPECIAL .DuRfic,0 EST° 1887. Alk

v ACCUMULATORS N°
of a// Wireless Dea/ers.

Trade, A.F.A. DIANA PLACE,EliSTON 12°,LONOON,N W.L

BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO

WIRELESS
This 160 page book explains everything you
wish to know about Wireless, and enables any
beginner to make wireless sets which are
unequalled in price, quality, or efficiency.

FULL INSTRUCTIONS WITH 28 DIAGRAMS

FOR MAKING SUPER EFFICIENT CRY "AL
SETS, SINGLE VALVE SETS, ONE AND TWO
VALVE AMPLIFIERS, DUAL AMPLIFICATION
SETS, ALSO THE LATEST IMPROVED TYPES
OF TWO, THREE AND FOUR VALVE TUNED

 ANODE RECEIVERS.
Soldering or special tools not required.
IF YOU ALREADY 3HAVE A WIRELESS POSTSET, GET THIS
BOOK AND MAKE FREE
A BETTER ONE.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money returned.
SAXON RADIO CO. (Dept. 14), South Shore Blackpool.

INVENTIONS
PATENTED. Trade Marks and Designs Registered.

Particulars and consultations free.BROWNE & CO., Patent Agents,9, Warwick Court, Holborn, London, W.C.1.
Established 1840. Telephoner Chancery 7547.

MI MIMI MIMI
IIII h

SHEMASTER CRYSTAL.

'WIRELESS MASTS
50 ft.:tiraFittings. 50/-,vhere. . lts fining

house. List
7/637ft.,ce.33g1r.,77:r3

ACCUMULATORS.
C.A.V., Fullers, etc. Guaranteed brand new and per.
feet. but slightly soiled. We refund cash with carriage

both ways if returned within 7 days..

2v -40a ... ... 8/6 4v -100a- a .. .. 6v -40a 25/-
4v -40a ... ... 17 / - 6v -60a 32/6
4v -60a ... ... 211 9 6v -80a . ::: 40 / 
4v -80a ... ...spe2L9l 6v-nelO0a - 46 l

2v -100a (Actual) C.A.V. .. .. 27/6
MAUDE RUBBER CO., 58, PRAED ST., LONDON, W.2

STEEL MASTS.
Catalogue " B " on request.

HAMILTON MAY, Weybridge, Surrey.

- Dull Emitters Repaired
Guaranteed delivery by return of post. Each
concert tested, 10/6. Bright valves, 6/6. Send
remittance with valve to W. G. EAMES, 15, Red
Lion St., London, W.C.1. 'Phone Chancery 8220.

WILY?
YES ! WHY USE H.T. BATTERIES?
If you have not built your " P.W." Unidyne
Receiving Set, then you have a great pleasure in
store, for only when you hear this will you realise
what valve volume with crystal clarity really is, but

USE TESTED VALVES.
PHILIP'S 4 -ELECTRODE DULL EMITTER

VALVES, 1'6-1'8 volts, '15 amp .. 25i- each.
PHILIP'S 4 -ELECTRODE BRIGHT EMITTER

VALVES, 3'5 volts. '5 amp . . 1 2 6 each.
Above fit ordinary 4 -pin cake holder.

THORPE K.4 (5 pin) .. . 1 7 6 each.
All tested, post free, and carefully packed.

71Hag tr tenueoE.
GEORGE, strea;1ami,onn,s.w.2.

INVALUABLE TO ALL WIRELESS CON-
STRUCTORS

ONE GROSS OF ASSORTED
B.A.SCREWS, NUTS

and WASHERS,
J. H. BENNETT, STATION ROAD,

tv6Everythtng for ,,,,N,s, WILLESDEN JUNCT.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continual from page 1358.)

as, for example, in the announcing of the
news bulletin, or the titles of items of a
programme.

A Good Test.
If a loud speaker gives a really clear

and readily intelligible reproduction of
the voice in these circumstances, it may be
reckoned to be a very good instrument.
Another point, to notice in this connection
is that the intelligibility of the voice
becomes less as the distance from the loud
speaker becomes greater, so that the test
should be applied at the average working
distance at which the loud speaker in ques-
tion is intended to be used.

On the other hand, it is quite useless to
judge the qualities of a loud speaker by the
reproduction of a single instrument, particu-
larly a stringed instrument-such as a violin,
'cello, or pianoforte-as even the worst
loud speaker will generally give a fair
reproduction of instruments of this type.

Of course, there are a great many other
points to be attended to in the making of
a comparative test of different loud speakers.

Other Factors.
For example, it is assumed that the wire-

less receiver is functioning properly, and
that no undue distortion is being introduced
by the low -frequency transformers, that
excessive reaction is avoided, and that the
various other well-known causes of distor-
tion and lack of faithfulness in the repro-
duction are carefully attended to.

After all, the best of loud speakers can do
no more than reproduce, in the form of
sound, the electrical variations which are
applied to its terminals. Again, the extent
to which lack of faithfulness in the speech -
currents delivered to the loud -speaker
terminals affects the reproduced sound
depends also upon the electro-magnetic
mechanism employed in the loud -speaker
under test, and whereas of two loud
speakers, A might be superior to B with 'a
certain receiver, it might quite well be that
B would appear superior to A with another
type of receiver.

Difficulties of a Comparison.
There are a hundred and one other

points which require attention when com-
paring loud speakers, but lack of space
prevents me from dealing with these at
present. What has been said, however,
will indicate that a really true comparison
of different loud -speaker instruments on
anything that might be called scientific
lines is a very difficult matter indeed,
almost as difficult, perhaps, as comparing
the merits of two singing voices, and for
this reason the choice of a loud speaker is,
and must perhaps for a long time remain,
very largely, as I have already said, a
matter of personal taste.

By -Pass Condenser.
I forgot to mention one other simple

precaution, which seems generally more
neglected than observed-that is, the
shunting of a small fixed condenser across
the terminals of the loud speaker. This
often has the effect of improving the
functioning of the set in a marked degree.

(Continued on page 100.)

-the difference between
good and bad reception

VERY few Dull Emitter Valves can be worked satis-
factorily from Dry Batteries. As most of us

know, all Dry Batteries fluctuate in output-their very
nature prevents them from being constant.

The result is that after the current has been switched
on, continual adjustments are necessary to keep the
valves working at their most sensitive point.
If a small portable Accumulator is used, however, its
current is constant and the Valve operates at its best.
The Oldham shown above is portable, non -spillable,
and has a large capacity. Its cost for recharging is
only a few coppers and it will run a 2 -valve Set using
Dull Emitters several weeks on one charge.

A quality proposition throughout, it offers the most
economical solution to the battery problem. See it
at your Dealer's to -day.

2 volts 12/. 10 amp. hrs.
OLDHAM & Son, Ltd., Denton, Manchester.
London : Gt. Chapel St., Oxford St., W.1.

Newcastle : 1, St. Mary's Place.

= -  '-ara -- tez '11

Gilbert Ad -2903
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SAFETY FIRST

"LIBERTY"
Passes sufficient
current to supPb,
circuits, but not
enough to damage
valves,.even if
wrongly connected.

Price

2/6

SAFETY PLUG
80 per cent. burnt
valves is caused by
connecting M.T.
battery across fila-
ment.

No fuses or bula
to renew.

For Dull Emitters Only ONE Plug
(O6 amp) 3 required for

31. circuit.
Pat No 18396 24.

A PERMANENT SAFEGUARDAGAINST UNTIMELY
VALVE DESTRUCTION.

If your dealer is out of stock, send
P.O. to Makers and Plug will be

sent POST FREE.
Sole Patentees and Manufacturers

RADI-ARC ELECTRICAL CO., LTD.,
BENNETT STREET, CHISWICK, LONDON, W.4.

'PHONE REPAIR SERVICE"-As

ALL MAKES OF 'PHONES REWOUND.
4,000 ohms, 5/ per vair; 8,000 ohms, 1/6
extra. Rernagnetising and adjusting, 2/; postage,
6d. Transforineer, :mound any ratio, from 5/ ..

he II.E.T.'., 46, St. Ms.y's Road, Leyton. E.I0.
THE NATURAL CRYSTAL.

I. I I01
I INM IIIIIIIIII

TOADS MARK
IS SECOND TO NONE & UNBEATABLE AT ANY PRICE.
5 sizes, but one quality. 6d. to 1/6. Props. The
Bright Co., London, N.8. Sole Wholesale Agent for
London & Home Counties: A. J. Conway, 86, Green
wood Road, London, E.8.
LIGHT STEEL WIRELESS MASTS,

complete with all accessories, at 1 / 6 per foot, car.
riage paid. 30 ft., 42/-; 35 ft., 50/-; 40 ft., 6014.;
45 ft., 70/-; 50 t- 85 / -. Any stock size sent on

approval against cash. Catalogue B sent on request.
HAMILTON MAY, WEYMRIDGE, SURREY.

FRENCH METAL '06 VALVES
Guaranteed general purpose. Work off dry cells,
13/6, post. free. BOVIMO Screw Battery Clips,
1/6 doz. Neutrodyne Condensers, 7/6. MARCO
Variable Grid Leaks, 7/.,
W. G. EAMES, 15, Red Lion St., London, W.1.

-Eu rERPE NATU iAL CRYSTAL:-
FOR LONG DISTANCE, POWER, AND SENSITIVENESS.
RESULTS GUARANTEED. OR MONEY REFUNDED. 1 OR 2

PIECES IN A BOX ACCORDING TO SIZE,
TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED.

Feet( URA LER 012 !ISN'T Neer 1,1: 0,1 kneeler er
V. J. SAGE, 4, DOLPHIN ST., BRISTOL.
H. Maddison, WOOD HORN Mfrs., 2a, RonaldsRoad, Holloway Road, near Higribury, N.5.
How to improve yout Junior Amplion. Parties. free.
WOOD Bella, 1.4", 18", and 191", complete with goose
necks. Castings and Wood Bells for Gramophone Attach.
meets. Any speaker fitted with Wood Bell. Improve.'

ment guaranteed. Trade supplied.

am s am, a fa MI  I .11 acn  ak.MAna
Rewound,awa re-magnetised ands readjusted. Lowest
prices quoted on receipt of telephones. Delivery three
days.-THE VABLEY _MAGNET CO., London,
S.E.18. 'Phone 888-9 Woolwich, Est. 26 years.

-..--,,------.1.------...._,,------4-----.....--...---_.-...
SCiaaanfies- Your ,

ACCUMULATORat I -Lome with the
TUNGAR BATTERY , CHARGER.
Simple, Safe, and Economical.
No. moving parts. Requires
no attention. No Garage,
Owner -Driver or Wireless En-
thusiast should be without
one. Will charge from I to
10. 6-12 volt batteries at a
time. Deliveries from stock.
Descriptive Booklet free on ap-(
plication. The Tungar Battery
Charger is suitable for use on
AlternatingCurrentsupplyouly.

Obtainable from your Garage or Electrician.
THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON CO,',' LTD,

Mazda Souse, 77, Upper Thames St., E.C.4.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 1399.)

Reaction.
When using variable reaction it is im-

portant to remember that the reaction coil
is liable to be connected the wrong way
round, but this mistake in wiring can easily
be detected (if the set will oscillate at all),
as the reaction will diminish when the coils
are brought closer together.

If closing the coupling (or apparent
closing the coupling) has the effect of
diminishing the strength of the signals -re-
ceived, the leads to the reaction coil shoulfl
be reversed. Of course, the teat must be
made over a fairly large range of motion of
the reaction coil, as in any ease it will
generally be found, even when the coil is
properly connected, that a position of
maximum loudness is obtained, after which
the further approach of the coils results in
diminution of signal strength.

If reaction cannot be obtained at all,
the reason for the trouble is usually that
the reaction coil is too small or too large,
and different coils should be tried, the final
adjustment being made by means of a
variable condenser connected across the
terminals of the reaction coil. Lack of
reaction may also indicate a partially short-
circuited secondary, or the lack of a by-pass
condenser in the reaction plate circuit
(across 'phones or primary of L.F. trans-
former). It will also be found that the
reaction is sometimes largely dependent
upon a sufficient value of the plate voltage
on the detector valve.
The Proprietors of Britain's Best Crystal,
Ltd, hope to give the result of their Cross
Word Puzzle Competition in our next
issue, time not allowing for pub ication
ibis wek.

SMS

aives you pawn)*

3-

48 pages of illustrations. Lowest
prices in London for highest grade
Radio Apparatus. Send 3d. at once.
Large illustrated Folders describing
Unit System, Interchangeable linettes

and Pilot Receivers. sent free.
PETO-SCOTT CO., LTD.

Head Office: 77, City Rd., E.C.1.
Branches:

London -62, High Holborn, W.C.1
Walthanistow-230., Wood Street
Liverpool -4, Manchester Street
Cardiff -94, Queen Street.
Plymouth-Near Derry's Clock.

eto-Scott's
Catalogue

HIGH TENSION BATTERIES.

Tt-iE
LONG -LIFE
BATTERY

LONDON DEPOT
SHAFTESBU' 219/22 AV E N UE.WC.2

CUT OUT THE NOISES.

IWHEN
replying to advertisements
please mention " Popular

Wireless and Wireless Review" to ensure
prompt attention. THANKS !

'-'5 41.411.i107- I

REG.

t FIXED CONDENSER1=-
are symbolic of Stonehenge because of the ever-
lasting qualities which serve to make them
immune from trouble in the most exacting and
protracted use. They stand the test of time.
Guaranteed within 5 per cent, of stated
capacity. This accuracy has never before

'been obtainable .by the public. The only
one -hole fixing condenser on the market.
Buy one. Test one. It will prove our
statements and thoroughly satisfy you.

FEATURES:
Reliability of Capacity.
Finest grade Mira Di-
electric -Highest possible
quality Copper Foil.
Adapted for Terminal
or soldered connections.

CAPACITIES:
'001 to'0005.
price 1.'3 each.
'002 to '006,
price 2 - each.

If your dealer cannot supply Finston Components.
send your order to us together with his name and

address, please !

LIGHTING SUPPLIES CO.,
FINSBURY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.V:

AMA
Barclays 659

PANELITE.
Will stand 5,000 volts, will not fracture. 9" x 0" x
1/6; 10" X 9-,212; 12 x 10, 2/9;14 X 12, 416 Post paid.
RADIO PANEL CO. (Dept.P), 143, Fetter Lane. E.C.4.

-A Book Bargain
The Home Radio. How to make and use it.

By Verrill. For those interested in im-
proving their sets or installing more
efficient ones. Published 3,8. Offered,
new, for 1/9, post free. Quote offer 120

FOYLES, 121, CHARM CROSS ROAD, MOON

-Paris and other Stations
Clearly heard on Loud Speaker near London using
the " MIRACLE " MASTER 2 -Valve Set. £3-12-6.
plus Royalties. 1, 2, 3, and 4 Valves. Trade sup-

plied. Send Stamp for particulars.
World's Wireless Stores, Wallington.

SPAIN ON 12/6 -07
TESTIMONY.

" I spent Christmas at Portsmouth well a
relative to whom I made a present of a 1 -Valve
Set with one of your Pliotron S.S.
Valves, and we had splendid results with it.
We tuned in London, Bournemouth, Birmingham,
Aberdeen, Eiffel Tower, and then heard someone
speaking quitenlearly from Barcelona (Spain)."
Unsolicited testimonial; original maybe inspected.
Max. con. 07, fil. volts 2.3, anode 40-80. Con-cert tested and sent with instructions for use,
post free on

24 HOURS' APPROVAL.
English  B " Valves, ill. volts 4.5 anode
45-100, 7r9. Concert tested. Post free. 24hours' approval.

P.W. UNIDYNE D.E.'s-
Since its innovation' we have advertised and
stocked Phillips 4 Electrode. Dull Emitter, - so
creditably mentioned' in the Nov. 22nd issue of
" Popular Wirelesw," page 714.
Philtipii. 4 Electrode 11.-E., 1:8 volt 16 amp. 25 I -
Phillips 4 Electrode Bright Emitter ... 12/6
(See Correspondence Columns P.W., 'Dec. 13th,

page 954)
Thorpe K4 Bright Emitter (5- pin;holder .free) . 1746Concert tested. Post free. All 24 hours'
approval. Insurance against all postaldamage. Valve mast be returned within 24
hours of receipt. 9d. per 7/6 or 12/6 valve;

1/- per 17/6 -or 25 / - valve.
ANELOY PRODUCTS (Dept. P.25),

Eton Works, Upland Road, London, S.E.22.
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Special
PRICE

Mullard

ncement
CTIA

sterValves
Price Reduction.

FROM the 2nd of February the following
prices for MULLARD MASTER

VALVES will come into fOrce. enabling
ALL valve users to obtain these wonderful
valves at reduced prices.
MULLARD H.F. & L.F. Single

Ring Bright Filament Valves I 1/- each

MULLARD H.F. & L.F. Double
Ring Dull Filament Valves :

Type D.3 for Accumulators' 18/- each

Type D.06 for Dry Cells  21/- each
MULLARD Po.wer Valves:

D.F.A.O. - - 26/- each

D.F.A.I. 30/- each

D.F.A.2. - 26/- each

D.F.A.3. - 32/- each

D.F.A.4. - 30/- each

MULLARD ORA and RA - 11/. each

WHEN YOU BUY, EMPHASISE

Mullard
THE *MASTER -VALVE,

Advt.: THE MULLARD RADIO VALVE CO., LTD. (P,W).; NIGHTINGALE WORKS. .BALTIA4i, S.W,I2.
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L ISSENI UM TYPES OF MAGNETIC
CONCENTRATION

With. many types of coils the magnetic field is "mostly concentrated in the, centre
of the coil, and the field does not extend 'to any appreciable degree The char-

, 7, ,

acteristics of the magnetic field in_ such coils are closely analogous to the ordinary
solenoid inductance. - - -

In the case of LISSENAGON (pro-
nounced LISSEN-AGON) coils, how-

- ,

ever, the magnetic field, in addition to-
being very strong in the centre of the
coil, is also distributed on each side of
the coil. This accounts for the remark-
ably strong magnetic liAage obtained
with' LISSENAGON coils in reaction
circuits. and ALSO FOR THE
PECULIAR EFFICIENCY OF TH-E
COILS WITH EDDY CURRENT
TUNING. 4-''

.01

LISSENAGON TUNING CHART. Note the Intermediate Coils
30, 40, and 60.

TABLE I.
Wave -length range when used as
Primary Coils with Standard
P.M.G. Aerial and .001 mid.

condenser in *parallel.

TABLE II.
Wave -length range when used as
Secondary Coils with 001 mid.

condenser in parallel.

- Minimum Maxinni III 31 Minium Maximuni
No. of Wave- Wave- Wave- Wave,- PRICE.

Coil. length. length. length. length.

25 185 350 103 ' 325 410
30' 235 t43 130 425 4 10

-... 35 - 285, 530 160 490 4 10
40 360 675 :200 835 4,10
50' 480 850 '250 800 5' -
60 -500 950 295 900 5 4

-- 7-5* ' 609. 1.300 :no 1,100 5 4
100 820 1,700 500 3,550 6 9
150 965 2,300 70') 2,150 7 7
205.. ....: 1,88:s. _ 3,200 . . 925 3,000 8 5
250 2 ,300 3.800 1,1003,600' 8 9
500 2.500 4.600 1.400 4,300 9 2

SIGNALS ARE ALWAYS STRONGER
; _

when CapaC it v is low and inductance_ is high. If, w here, say, a No. 35 aril isordinarilv
used Ns it14,MIC147apaciti- to -tune it to a given wave -length, a No: 6o coil can be used,
\ NI_QV IOUT 'ADDED CAPACITY, other things being equal, it follows that signals
would lc strs der.

In the new LISSEN CRYSTAL SET a form of tuning has been introduced which
a No. LISSENAGON (prpno-unced LISSEN-AGON) coil being used,

and dispense; with the need of added capacity to tune it. A big signal voltTge is huilt
up. But, apart ironi its high inductance.efficiency,:too, there are,other corisiderations
which place .this receivci far .above all other crystal sets, NO MATTER WHAT THE
.PRICE.
THERE. IS AN: UNDISTURBED ELECTRICAL CIRCUIT,. for instance.
TheTmly iovnuiT part is the metal plate, and although this is entirely nficAnected
with the'-ele-c-frical circuit, its influence on the inductance is, effectivelc appliedthrough

the medium of the magnetic field created. . -
.

In conjunction with the.pripciple of ZDDY CI7RRENT TI:NING employed
in this 11C1?-.4.J5,q.:, 7CRYSTAL"SErVISSENApox COILS_ ARE PEGli-
LI ARLY EFFICIENT. No ritiMr give the same results.
ih- fitting the appropriate LISSENAGON_ (prcino-unced LISSEN-AGONI.
coil, the LISSEN CRYSTAL SET can be used for any station within iiinge. Two
coils would be needed for London arid Chelmsford, for instance-to change:
.over from -one station to the other, take one LISSENAGON coil out, and plug
tlm other One in. _ t , - - -

On long aerials it would be possible to use a coil one size less in each case, e.g.,
No. 4o instead of 50 ; 50 instead of 6o ; 6O instead Of 95 ; -2o0 insteacrof 250.
NOTE.-One LISSENAGON coil must be ordered with each set-the receiver
Will not be sold without a LISSENAGEN coil-beeffiSe-t1M use of these coils
ensures very high efficiency:

No paper - no cardboard -- no loose contacts - no loose
wires - connections are stamped -out strips- .the whole
receiver is an instrument throughout - robust and THE
MOST EFFICIENT CRYSTAL SET MADE - WITH THE
MOST EFFICIENT INDUCTANCE.

LISSEN LIMITED

IF YOU EVER g
WANT 'COILS
WHICH INTEN-
SIFY TUNING irf;

USE LISSEN-
AGON -21

74

z
tx

ea

Price of receiver (includes crystal),
patent pending 1 0 / I... W4

.4
No. 5o LISSENAGON t, 6 l

c 14

(covers 300 ' to 35o metres on 5/ Ca

this receiver) .. .. .. .. ..
R

, I:4
No. 60 LISSENAGON coil -

this receiver) , . .--. ' .. .. .. 5/4 .'(coVers .350 to 400 _ metres . on
a

..- 0
No. . 75 -LISSENAGON - coil - sm.

(covers Tap to 500 metres on 5/4'.Zthis receiver)

..
No.. 25o LISSENAGON coil for 8/0
Chelmsford 1141r

8-16 Woodger Road, Goldhawk Road, tn..."

Shepherd's Bush, - London, -W.12.. < 1

Telerbones : Riverside 3380, 3381, 3382, 1022. .2
Teregrims " Lissenium, London."

o2 '

176'
U

- - - - 74
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SCIENTIFIC ADVISER SIR OLIVER LORE, F.R.S., D.Sc.

Actors before the microphone at
2 L 0 reading their " lines " cast on
a large sheet by a magic lantern.

FEATURES IN THIS ISSUE.
THE HOYT AUGMENTOR: A NOVEL AMERICAN CIRCUIT.
The Art of Tuning (Part 2). Starting an Experimental Station.
Utilising Odd Transformers. The Design of H.F. Transformers.
Making a Useful H.T. Box. A " Straight " One -Valve Set.
America Calling. Crystal Chemistry.
No. 142. Vol. VI. February 14114 1925.
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The Thrin
N0 thrill can equal that of sweeping

over the crest of a long hill at the
wheel of a superb car.

The hum of the wheels or, ';4e crisps road;
the tang of the rushing winter ; and the
valley below becoming dim in the mist.
The giant engine at your feet is droning a

you arc content to forget
his existence. You forget --and quite rightly
so-the minute care which the makers
bestowed, not only upon the design as a
whole, but upon each individual component
part. And yet it is the care with which the
component parts are selected and tested
that decides the success of the whole car.

The same is true of a wireless set.

We have specialised for over Id years on the
production of better and still better conden-
sers, because we realise how important it is

for a wireless set to have only condensers
of the highest possible efficiency.

That is why we advise you, in your own
interests to

Specify Dubilier.

DIUBILIER
CONDENSER CO LTD

Advt. of the Dubilicr Con clt7nser Co., Ltd., Ducon
Works, Victoria Road, forth Acton, London, W.3.

Telephone: Chiswick 2241-2-3,

E. P.S. 9o.
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Months ago we decided that a
first-class bright filament valve
could be manufactured to sell
at HY- and yet contain the very
best materials and workmanship.

We still find this true to -day.

The price of the Silver Clear'
Louden remains at MI-.

LOUDEN gy., VALVES

F
tioRE-LEss

rouDen liattie Sihier Lear
Advt. of the Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd., Park Royal, London, N.1 1'.1o.
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"BEST WAY"

Guides for Wireless Constructors
THE INSTANTANEOUS SUCCESS
OF THE "WIRELESS SEASON"

" BEST WAY " No. 161

"How To Make Crystal Sets" NOW ON
This book contains lucid and explicit instructions

for the building of a number of efficient receivers,
including a simple set costing under 10/, a Two -
Circuit Crystal Receiver such as was recommended
by Capt. P. P. Eckersley in a recent broadcast talk.
Details are given for making One and Two -
Valve Low -Frequency Amplifiers, which can be

connected to any crystal set. There is also a very
Practical and informative article, " All About
Crystals," which will prove invaluable to every-
one possessing or about to make a crystal receiver.

"BEST WAY" No. 162

"How To Make Valve Sets "
The contents of this book include details of how

to make various receivers employing one or two
valves, including a One -Valve Set on the famous
" Unidyne " principle, which eliminates the need of
H.T. Batteries. A reliable Two - Valve Loud-
speaker set, a One -Valve Reflex Receiver, and a
Two -Valve Reflex Set. Stage by stage instructions
and diagrams together with a

PICTORIAL BLUE PRINT
are given showing very clearly the wiring and the
placing of components.

:: SALE

PR ICE

6D.

EACH

Building the One -Valve Reflex Set, which is fully described and illustrated with photos and
diagrams in " How to Make Valve Sets," " Best Way," No. 162.
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YOUR OPPORTUNITY !
Thousands of men have lost their ono great opportunity in life through

leaving over until to -morrow that which should have been done immediately.
You have to more in the world, you cannot stand still,
so why not move in the right direction? Why not
move now?

We have helped thousands of others to a successful
career, we may or may not be able to help you, but in
any case it costs nothing to enquire; our advice is Free,
evil -there lo a possibility that it may be worth thou-
sands of pounds to you, it may change your whole
earner, it may help you up in the world socially and
financially, it certainly cannot harm you; therefore, you
hove all to gain and nothing to lose by seeking our advice.

We have booklets setting out the possibility in con-
oction with each of the subjects shown in the

.send for the one in which you are interested, or ask
nun our Private Advice.

ilaie You
ANY Ambition ?

We speciali- se in all Exams. in most of
1WE TEACH I,II`i'tif,',II17*Pflg s.,nolge,Zia"IN.ree.gt';fatneteese.Most Moderate Charges, Payable

BY POST Monthly. All Text Books Free.Expert Tutors for every Depart-ment.
COMMERCIAL TECHNICAL
Accountancy Architectural Drawing

Advertising and Salesman- Building Construction
ship Clerk of Works' Duties

Auditing Aviation
Banking Boiler EngineeringBook-keeping
Commercial Arithmetic Boiler Making
Commercial Law Chemistry
Company Law Civil Engineering
Costing Concrete and Steel
Economics Draughtsmanship
English and French Electricity Shipbuilding
Executorship Law Engineering Structural Engineeeng,
Foreign Exchange Foundry Work Surveying and Leveling
Modern Business Methods Internal Combustion Telegraphy and Telephony
Secretaryship Engines Wireless Telegraphy
Workshop Organisation Marine Engineering Works Manager's Csaric

MY ADVICE I

IS FREE

ENGINEERING
DICTIONARY.
Part One Free.

To extend the name of The
Bennett College we are pub
lisping au Illustrated En-
cyclopm,dic Dictionary of
Engineering, Civil, Motor,
Elect., Mech., etc. Tou may
have Part 1 'FREE. Send
for Part 1 to -day; you areunder no obligation. .

TECHNICAL (CON.t
Mathematics
Matriculation
Metallurgy
Mining
Mine Surveying
Motor Engineering
Naval Architecture
Pattern Making
Sanitation

WRITE FOR FREE BOOKLET.
to The Bennett College, Dept. 106, Sheffield,
naming the subject you are interested in. Parents
should seek our advice for their sons. Please
state your age. Courses specially combined to
meet all requirements. Why stay in the rut?

tEsSi rgs.1

ins*

tns.

(ESN'

IC*1
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THE LAW OF SUPPLY
AND DEMAND.

WHEN THE DEMAND EXCEEDS rile SUPPLY, THE
PRICE OF THE ARTICLE TENDS TO .INCRF.ASE.;
WHEN THE SUPPLY EXCEEDS THE DEMANp, THE
PRICE TENDS TO DECREASE.

'I' FULL VALUE IS OFFERED, THE DEMAND, WILL
ALWAYS BE GREATER THAN THE SUPPLY, AND
THERE WILL HE NO NEED TO REDUCE THE PRICE
OF THE ARTICLE. MOREOVER, THE QUALITy WILL
REMAIN THE SAME.

SUCH IS THE CASE WITH THE

C & S DULL EMITTER
2V. 02A.

WHICH RECEIVED

NEW ZEALAND
ON A

SINGLE VALVE
PRICE

1 2/-
1EACH.

(1

CRATE &
ALLEN STREET,
LONDON F.C.1.

'Phone: Clerkenwell 7346.

(14;11kSli

r;.s.51

CnSi

(nsSo

IS.4.01$ rz.* Crs

(EtS

1,1ENSII

ft

Above: The All -Britain.
Below The Purifies

ProfeSsional-looking Sets
that anyone can build at home

THE Pilot System has solved the problem of the
home built Set for thousands of Home-Construc-

;ors. It has provided the only satisfactory method of
getting an excellent Receiver which possesses the
appearance of a ready -built Set costing five times the
price at the cost of only the components. And anyone
can build one of these Pilot Sets without previous
experience. All parts are so carefully made that they
fit together with the greatest of ease. The only tools
required are a screwdriver and a pair of pliers.
No one has ever been known to fail. Even boys of
fourteen have built up some of these well-known
multi -valve Sets and have got perfect results. With each
complete set of parts is supplied a blue print containing
all wiring instructions. Every step is carefully shown
and failure is quite impossible. Even if you should
go wrong the Set can be returned to our Service Dept.,
to be put into working order for a nominal charge.
Remember any set of parts includes every possible item
(except coils and valves) and is complete down to the
last screw.

Name of No. of
Receiver , Valves

Panel drilled.
and engraved

Kit of Com-
ponents caTile

PAY. rtea Crystal

P.S. 1 -Valve Reflex
S.T. 100.. ..
All Concert de luxe
All -Britain
4 -Valve Family
Transatlantic V. ..

1
2
3

4
5

s. s. d.
5 0 1 0 3
7 0 3 0 0
7 0 4 14 0

15 6 4 15 6
15 6 4 16 1
17 0 5 18 8
18 6 5 8 5

-

s.
O 7
O 4
1 10
0 17
0 17
0 17
0 17

ft When all components and panel are purchased together
'91 a Marconi Royalty of 1:U8 per valve holder must be paid.

Send for the Pilot Book to - day
If you cannot choose your Set from the chart shown
above send 3d. for a copy of our 32 -page Pilot Book,
giving particulars of our f till range of Sets together
with price: of every part.

PETO-SCOTT Co. Ltd.,
Registered Offices. Mail Crier

and Showroom,

77, City Road, London, E.C.1.

Above: Trans-
atlantic V,

Below:All Con-
cert de Lane.

Brandies :
LONDON-C2, High Holborn. W.C.1.
PLYMOUTH - 4, Bank of England

Place.
LIVERPOOL -4. Manchester Street.
CARDIFF -94, Queen Street.
WALTHAMSTOVi- 230, Wood St.

P.S. 2 Li
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against Loud Speakers. His
own, distorting the finest per-
formance into a fearful medley
of noise had compelled him
unwillingly to resign himself
to the inconvenience of head-
phones. Then he met Smith,
a keen wireless enthusiast and
proud owner of a " Sparta,"
to whom he confided his not
altogethercomplimentaryviews
on Loud Speakers in general.
Smith, seizing the opportunity
to make a convert, invited him
home for a Wireless Evening.

Jones arrived, coldly indifferent-a man who knew that
Speaker reception must necessarily be unpleasantly distorted.
2 L 0 commenced operations
-a splendid concert " coming
through with perfect purity 1

and sustained volume ...
After a few selections Jones's
interest quickened-he became
enthusiastic-wanted to know
why reception with the Sparta'
is so perfect. Smith explained
that the " Sparta " is the
Speaker of combined excellence
--the perfect combination of
good components, rendering
inevitable the natural repro-
duction of every tone variation,

Ask your Dealer for a
demonstration.

Send lo -dap
315s describing
"Fuller" Components

Type "A," 120 ohms.
£4 : 15 : 0

Type " HA 2000 ohms.
£4 : 15 : 0

Type " HHA," 4000 ohms.
£4 : 15 : 0

Type " B." 120 ohms.
£5 : 15 : 0

Type " HB," 2000 ohms.:0 :0
Type MM." 4003 ohms.

£.6 : 0 : 0

The " Little " Sparta
V?. : 15:0

LOUD SPEAKER
Fuller's United Electric Works, Ltd.,
Woodland Works, Chad la ell Heath, Essex.

Telephone : Telegrams
Ilford 1200 (6 lines). "Fuller, Chau:ell Heath."
LONDON DEPOT : 58, High Street, W.C. 2.

Telephone : Gerrard 5070.

T TRIUMPH
UNGSTALITES

IN THE COLONIES
Another long distance
record - Ile

- "THE BEST CRYSTAL"
IN EXISTENCE

COPY. 33-34, Cuthbert's Bldgs..
364, West Street.

Port Natal, S.A.
13th Jan., 1925.

Messrs. Tungstalite Ltd.
Dear Sirs,

Just a few lines to let you know
of my success with Tungstalite (Blue
Label) Crystal. Johannesburg, using half
a kilowatt at nearly a distance of 430
miles, is received regularly on my home-
made crystal set, and occasionally Cape
Town is received at a distance of about
700 mites. Tungstalite in my opinion is
The Best Crystal in existence. Wishing
you continued success with such an
excellent crystal.

Yours truly,
G. RUDDER.

P.S. This is without any amplification
whatever.

The above is guaranteed entirely un-
solicited testimony and adds yet another
to the long list of record reception

secured by

TUNGSTALITE Regd. No. 447,149

BLUE LABEL CRYSTAL
which is THE crystal YOU should use.
1 /6 OF ALL DEALERS 1 /6

TUNCSTALITE LTD.
LONDON : 47, Farringdon Road, E.C.1.

'Phone : HOLBORN 2557.

YORKSHIRE : 41, Call Lane,
Also obtainable at

Newcastle: Messrs. Manchester: Messrs. A Franks,
Payne & Hornsby, Ltd., Opticians and Wireless. Equipment Mfrs., 05 & 97,Ltd., 0, St. An-

Dcansgate, Manchester.Brew's Buildings, Glasgow: Messrs. Robb Bros.Gallowgate, New- (Glasgow), Ltd., 69a, West
castle -on -Tyne. Nile Street, Glasgow.

Yorkshire: 41,
Call Lane,
LEEDS,

Belfast: D. H.
Macleay, 7,
Howard St.

LEEDS.
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Scientific Adviser:

VALVE PRICES
Copenhagen Concerts.

CONCERTS from Copenhagen are now
being sent upon two wave-lengt"-,
775 and 445 metres. The shorter

 a ve-length is not used by the Copenhagen
ation itself, but by the s.s. " Aalborghus,"

which relays the Danish station's programme
on Tuesdays, Thursdaya, and Saturdays.
The vessel is then lying in the harbour of
Aalborg (Jutland), so any reader who has
logged Copenhagen " on the shorter wave
was really listening to a re -transmission by
the steamer.

* *

The Drop in Valve Prices.
THE resent reduction in the price of dull

emitter valves came just in time to be
specially welcomed. A good many

listeners who had toyed with the idea
of purchasing a half-price Continental
- valve, and taking a
chance upon results,
were glad to be able
to buy a really re-

-liable British valve
instead. And if
valves came down to
five shillings each

 there would be just
as much money spent
upon them, for-con-

: fess it .or no - it's
everyone's secret am-
bition to Own a seven
valve super -set.

*

2 L 0's New Aerial.
THE new aerial for

2 L 0 will be of
t h e inverted -L

type, and will con-
sist of two " cages "
or " sausages," each
having five wires. The two steel lattice -
towers which have been erected on the roof
of a West End stores are each 125 ft. high.
As they are standing 100 ft. above surface
level, 'the total height of the aerial is
225 ft. above the roadway. One mast
stands upon the roof of Selfridge's, and the
other upon a square lattice -steel base.

* *

Power to be Increased.
THE distance between the two masts is

250 ft., but of this span only about
70 ft. will be utilised by the actual

aerial. The lead-in is 220 ft. long, so that
only about a quarter of the aerial will be
contained in its flat top. The transmitting
apparatus will be contained in a hut upon the

Sir Oliver Lodge del

Editor; NORMAN EDWARDS,
M.Inst.R.E., F.R.S.A., F.R.G.S.

2 L 0's MOVE

Technical Editor.
G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E

A RECORD CLAIM.
roof, situated in line between the masts.
The power -input is to be doubled, but
whether it will remain at three kilowatts
permanently depends upon the effect of the
increase upon the jamming in the London
area.

*

A Joke Which Came True.

THE
Canadian National Railway was the

first, and is still the only, railway in
the world to give a wireless service to

its travelling patrons. Mr. W. B. Robb,
vice-president of the C.N. Rly., who
addressed British listeners on February 4th
from C N R A, paid a visit to " P.W.3' last
summer. As a matter of fact, he gave me a
good hint of future developments, for he
laughingly remarked to me, You will soon
be hearing our railway -stations." But at
the time I thought he was joking.

ivering one of his lectures before the microphone at
is also seen in the photograph.

Marconi House.
LONDONERS are already wondering

what Marconi House will look like
without an aerial - when 2 L 0 -is

moved from the Strand to Oxford Street.
But if the familiar double -sausage is taken
down it is unlikely that the site will be with-
out an aerial. Long before 2 L 0 was thought
of there was an experimental- aerial on the
roof, and during the war a whole network of
them spread out to neighbouring buildings.

The C.N.R.'s Radio.
THE new Canadian station at Moncton,

New Brunswick (C N R A), is situated
about 150 miles from' Halifax (N.

Scotia), close to the famous commercial
transatlantic station, Glace Bay (G B).
Moncton belongs to the Canadian National
Railways (hence its call -sign), and its
transmissions upon 313 metres are already
quite familiar to " D X " listeners in this
country, although the station has only been
working for a few weeks.

New Use for Valves.
DID you know that valves can be used

to melt steel into a white-hot liquid ?
According to Dr. C. H. Desch-who

is Dean of the Faculty of Metallurgy at the
University of Sheffield, furnaces of this kind
will be working at. Sheffield within a few
months. By means of powerful H.F. currents
-handled -by large thermionic valves-the
metal itself can be made hotter than the
crucible containing it. The method will

be of special value in
the melting of certain
valuable nickel
alloys.

*

2 L 0. Lady Lodge

A Wireless Wink.
SOME of the ex-

perimenters with
televiSion a r e

convinced that before
the close of 1925 we
shall be able to see as
well as to hear by
Wireless. " Amongst
others, I hear that
Ni'. J. L. Baird is
making good progress
'in this connection,
and he Certainly sur-
prised some Press re-
presentatives w h o
witnessed a demon-
stration recently.

Mr. Baird, who was at the transmitter in
the next room, focused the apparatus
upon his own face. Whilst the fascinated
pressmen were watching his features in the
receiver, Mr. Baird slowly and solemnly
winked at them-the world's first wireless
Wink !

* * *

The Record Claim.
MY query as to the best place in Britain

to receive broadcasting has brought
me an interesting letter from a

reader in the Oxford district. His claim
is a wonderful one all British, all German,
and all French broadcasting on the
loud speaker ! He receives plenty of other

(Continued on next page.)
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from previous page.)

stations, including two American, at loud-
speaker strength, despite the fact that
Leafield is only 30 miles away. His circuit
is a " straight one-H.F., det., and 2 L.F.

* * *

Heard in Palestine.
THE music of the Savoy Bands is now

being picked up quite regularly in the
Holy Land. Last month Paris and

London concerts were clearly heard at
Sarafand, 12 miles north of ancient Tyre.
Sarafand is really Zarephath or Zarepta,
where Elijah's widow lived.

* * *

Sir Oliver's Address.
THE new Theory of Vision, outlined

by Sir Oliver Lodge in his presidential
address to the Radio Society of

Great Britain, makes the connection
between light and radio seem closer than
ever.

" What the nerves feel is the shock of
the ejected electron, which strikes them
with the speed of some thousands of miles
per second," said Sir Oliver.

This looks as though an eyeglass is a sort
of control grid, so conversely the Unidyne
may be regarded as a radio telescope. It
certainly does seem to bring the distant
stations up closer !

Overheard.
HEARD in the workmen's train:

" How did the old crystal go last
night, Jack "

" Awful, mate ! "
" Why, you said it was clear yestiddy."
" Too clear, mate. I never missed a

word o' them Oxford poets ! "

The B.C.L.'s.
ACCORDING to the latest figures issued

by the Post Office, there are now
about 1,140,000 people in Great

Britain who hold broadcasting licences.
Allowing for multi -'phone sets, loud-
speaker sets, and pirates, there are probably
between 4,500,000 and 5,000,000 broadcast
listeners-or B.C.L.'s, as they call them
in the U.S.A.

On 40 Metres.
THERE was a very interesting dis-

cussion upon short-wave working
at a meeting of the Radio Society

of Great Britain recently, when Mr. Stanley
Ward demonstrated a " straight " circuit
upon which he can tune down to 40 metres.
There are signs of a considerable growth
in the number of amateurs who are going
" down the scale," and there is little doubt
but that this is the most promising field
for research in radio to -day.

* *
Broadcasting the Ashes !

WILL the B.B.C. ever broadcast Test,
matches ? This interesting query is
raised by a writer in the " Daily

News," who evidently felt he could not
stand the strain of waiting for the cables
again ! He goes on to say that broad-
casting baseball in the U.S.A. has been
carried to a fine -art. Big boards are erected
in the streets, and moving lights show the
track of the ball. When the ball is hit a
light out in the field shows where it falls,
and a big light run; round a square to

show the batsman gaining a run. Thousands
of spectators cheer themselves hoarse at
the spectacle.

Relaying K D K A.

PROGRESS
in South African broad-

casting can be gauged from the fact
that Johannesburg (J B) has already

succeeded in relaying K D K A, despite
the fact that 8,000 miles separate the two
stations. The Union's third broadcasting
station was opened at Durban recently,
and the ceremony was successfully relayed
to Johannesburg. It was S.A.'s very
first S.B. ! *

A Unidyne in S.A.
IWAS very interested to notice that

the Unidyne has already made a
name for itself in South Africa. One

experimenter wired up the simplified
single -valve circuit-more in curiosity than
hope, for he was 250 miles from the nearest
station-and astonished himself by receiving

iiiltiiniiiimuliiiiiiiii11111H11111111H111111111111111111111111111111111-_-"

SHORT WAVES.
E Wireless and the telephone are to be linked. E.
H The operators, having used up all the wrong =
H numbers in this country, are jubilant at the H
H chance of tapping -in to America.-" Sunday E
H Pictorial." 7=

* * * a .

H Radio waves don't care where they go, so =
H you may as well get your share.-" Radio E
EL World." =
= - * 5 * E
E " The region of Art, Beauty, Love and E
H Aspiration is a region higher and beyond any- E
H thing apprehended in physical science."- -
E Sir Oliver Lodge.

E " Greater powers were required by the Post
E Office for detecting unlicensed sets, and there H
E was every probability of a bill for that purpose E
H being introduced in Parliament this year."-
E. Mr. F. J. Brown, C.B., (Asst. -Secretary H
E to the Post Office), in an interview with the H
= " Daily Telegraph."

L Apt use was made of a familiar wireless =
E phrase by a bored -looking husband when a H
H very " gossipy " lady acquaintance hove in =

sight. Turning to his wife he whispered, " In H
= one minute you will be receiving the local E
= news." He had listened -in before.-" News H
= of the World." =

THE WEEK'S QUERY.
"I want to become a wireless operator.

= What Is the best way to learn the Moscow ? " =
= (He meant Morse Code !-ED.)

5-11111I1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111

a programme from Cape Town and a
carrier -wave which he could not quite
identify. As H.T. batteries are the biggest
bugbear imaginable in hot countries (I've
had some), there has been a tremendous
run on " P.W." there since the news
leaked out.

Dublin's Radio Show.
DUBLIN'S wireless exhibition, which

was announced for mid - February,
has now been postponed until the

autumn. The, organisers have taken this
step in consultation with prominent trade
representatives, probably because of the
disappointing delays in the preparations
for an Irish Free State broadcasting scheme.

" Mon Desir."
AHERTFORDSHIRE reader. Mr. C.

Gattiker, tells me that on January
21st, about 1.30 a.m., he received

Porto Rico (W A K U) on about 370
metres. When Porto Rico closed down at
2.45, he announced the time as 10.45 p.m.,
so the station is four hours west of Green-
wich and situated well south of the Tropic
of Cancer

Mr. Gattiker's address at Boreham Wood
is " Mon Desir." I should think he has it
now !

* * *

Heard in Borneo.

"
BIG BEN " in Borneo is the latest

radio record, and as Borneo is
10,000 miles away, it is one which

will want a lot of heating. The station
heard was not 5 X X, but our old friend
2 L 0 (listeners in Finchley who complain
of " fading," please note). The distant
listener was Mr. C. F. Wade, superintendent
of telegraphs at Jesselton, British North
Borneo, and although located on the
extreme edge of the East, he has succeeded
in timing in to the Thames -side station no
less than three times.

No Action !
ACCORDING to the " Glasgow Herald,"

a sub -committee of Edinburgh Town
Council agreed to take no action

On a letter from the B.B.C.'s Edinburgh
station director inquiring whether there
would be any objection to having the
proceedings -at a session of the council
broadcast. They might have replied to
the letter, anyhow, don't you think ?

Spirit Voices.
LONDON spiritualists have been trying

to persuade the B.B.C. to broadcast
spirit voices, and the B.B.C. has

gently but firmly declined to try the
experiment. There is, however, no need
for the spiritualists to despair ; anyone
in the Ilford area will tell them where they
can hear thousands of lost souls moaning
every night all over the broadcast band of
wave -lengths.

Another European Wireles Exhibition.
CZECHO-SLOVAKIA is expecting a big

increase in broadcasting business as a
result of the recent revisions in laws

and licences. The cost of the latter has
been reduced by 60 per cent, and new
stations are being planned all over the
country. It has been decided to hold a big
exhibition there, from March 22nd to 29th,
when the great Prague Spring Fair draws
merchants and customers from all over
Europe.

* *
Wireless as Cancer Cure.

WILL wireless ever cure cancer
French scientists have been in-
vestigating the possibilities for some

time, and now two American doctors claim
to have developed a system of treatment
by radio. The receiver is a sheet of tin
suspended over the patient's head, and the
doctors say that their radio apparatus
has proved beneficial hundreds of miles
away from the source of treatment.

"The Wireless Trader's" Investigation.
CONGRATULATIONS to the " Wireless

Trader," and in particular to its very
clever editor, Mr. P. K. Turner, who

recently dispatched a special investigator
to Germany to obtain details as to the
progress made by German Radio Manu-
facturers. The report published in the last

' issue of " The Wireless Trader " seems, to
my mind, to indicate that the wireless in-
dustry has little to fear from serious German
competition for some time to come.

ARIEL.
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The " MULTIDYNE."
CHANGING A CIRCUIT INSTANTANEOUSLY.

Designed and Built by B. W. WILLANS.

PART I.
In this, the first of a series of articles, we are introducing to our readers an improved development in connection with
combination receiving sets. This receiver, which we have called the " Multidyne," on account of the almost infinite
diversity of uses to which it can be put, is of a kind which will appeal both to the experimenter and to those whose chief

interest is in obtaining as perfect broadcast reception as possible.
----41.--11.-------4-4.-46-46-411.-41.-1.--4.--4.-

EXPERIMENTERS' sets have from time
to time been suggested in the technical
press for the purpose of providing con-

venient means for changing over from one
circuit to another. The disadvantages of
these arrangements have been two -fold. In
the first place the instruments, for the most
part, have been of the experimental type,
and in no sense complete receiving sets ;
and secondly, the process of connecting up
was always a matter of some considerable
time, or, at any rate, of concentrated
thought.

Instantaneous Change.
By means of the special feature which gives

the " Multidyne " set such overwhelming
advantages over any of these " universal "
receivers, both of these difficulties are
avoided. The instrument can be produced
in as highly a finished form as is desired,
and yet lose none of its flexibility, and the
interchanging of two of the most elaborate
circuits imaginable is a matter of one or
two seconds' manipulation and no thought
at all.

The secret of this remarkable result is
the separation of the circuit from the
wireless components altogether, the latter
being contained in a box of the usual type
associated with the best finish of receivers,
and the circuits being located in detachable
circuit units, which can be fitted on to the
component box in a matter of seconds,
thus automatically connecting up compo-
nents according to the desired circuit.

The immense advantages of an instan-
taneous change of circuit will appeal to the

...........

The front of the panel of the

experimenter when investigating circuit
efficiency. Conditions of reception -vary so
much from minute to minute that unless a
really quick change -over between' one
arrangement and another can be effected
there is practically no possibility of good
comparisons being made. On the other
hand, the advantages to " listeners " in
general are equally apparent in view of the
fact that even in the same locality con -

F.
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39

" Multidyne " Receiver.

ditions of reception are so different on dif-
ferent wave -lengths and for different
stations that it is impossible to say what
type of receiver would be the most satis-
factory for the particular circumstances of
the moment.

The original feature employed in the
" Multiclyne" type of receiver, which enables
these advantages to be obtained, lies in the,
provision of two ebonite panels, the first
being an assembly of spring contacts, from
which connections are made to the various
components, condensers,Tcoils, etc., and the
second, which is detachable, incorporating
an assembly of fixed contacts registering
with the spring contacts previously men-
tioned.

" Plug-in" Circuits.
These fixed contacts are connected to

each other according to the circuit required.
The essential feature of the invention is
that these may remain permanently inter-
connected, the detachable panel thus con-!
stituting the means for setting up at any
moment the particular circuit which it is
desired to use. The number of detachable'
panels depends on the number of circuits'
it is desired to have available for it -listen -14
taneous use, but as these panels can be
very cheaply made it is possible for the,
experimenter to provide himself with al
large number, and to increase the number'
from time to time.

(Continued on page 1408.)
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THE " MULTIDYNE."
(Continued from. page 1407.)
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In order to. make the principle of the
" Multidyne " set absolutely clear, I will
proceed to describe the first model Mul-
tidyne," which has been tested by the
Technical Staff of "P.W." Fig. 1 gives the
theoretical diagram of connections between
the spring contacts of what I may call the
" component unit " and the various com-
ponents which it comprises.

i1

11411k 1.(11.S. '11811\
Air Air

'JO

Pig. 2A. Sectional view of circuit panel.

This early model of Multidyne was pro-
vided with the following components :

Necessary Components.
1. Aerial tuning condenser and plug-in

coil, the latter being mounted on the fixed
member of a two -coil holder. A series -
parallel switch was provided.

2. Reaction or coupling .coil mounted
on movable member of two -coil holder.

3. Anode coil mounted in fixed coil
holder.

4. .0003 mfd. variable condenser for
anode or closed circuit tuning.

5. Valve.
6. L.F. transformer.
7. Grid leak (2 megohms).
8. 3 fixed condensers (2 of .001 mfd. and

1 of '0002 mfd. capacity).
9. Crystal detector.
10. Terminals.
Connections were also made to the

terminal board from the earth terminal,
the common negative of high and low
tension batteries and the positive of high
tension.

As will be seen from Fig. 1 there are
altogether 30 spring contacts comprised in
the component unit, these being arranged
in three rows of ten, and mounted on the
instrument panel itself. In order to fix

F16.4-

isf. 2

on a convenient notation these have been
numbered as shown, from 10 to 39, all
terminals in the top row being " tens,"
in the second row twenties," and in the
third row " thirties."

With the apparatus connected up as
described and illustrated in Fig. 1, it is
perfectly clear
that there is
essentially no
circuit at all,
unless the aerial
circuit be
counted, though
even that is dis-
connected from
earth. In order
to convert the
component unit.,
as above de-

scribed, into a
wireless receiver
having any de-
sired circuit, it
is necessary to
provide means
for inter - con -

contacts of the component unit on one side,
while on the other side they project to a
convenient distance to enable permanent
soldered interconnecting leads to be at-
tached to them. For every circuit it is
desired to employ there is one of these
circuit panels provided, and it is only

Showing position of one cf the circuit panels, with ebonite face removed.

necting the
various spring contacts. This is effected
by means of a small panel, a diagram of
which is given in Fig. 2A.

Here is arranged a collection of fixed con-
tacts which register with the 30 spring

-442[0:1=1 TALZI".= Zia ritaransurrsuurmarztx=esser

necessary to " hook up " the contacts
mounted on this panel to have the par-
ticular circuit available -for instantaneous
use whenever required.
Twenty Circuits.

In Fig. 2 is illustrated the means for
interconnecting these contacts, so as to set
up on the main instrument the circuit of a
single -valve high -frequency amplifier with
crystal rectification, and if reference is made
to Fig. 1 the connections can readily be
verified.

It is, perhaps, worth while refer) ing at
this stage to the generally advised pro-
cedure of -.employing very heavy square
tinned wire for interconnecting sensitive
high -frequency points in wireless circuits.
I have made a practice in connection with
my work on " Multidyne" sets of using
the finest gauge of wire compatible with
safety, and, wherever possible, have con-
nected up the parts of the apparatus with
a simple straight lead, without any bends
in it at all.

The result of the procedure has been a
remarkable degree of stability on the part

(Continued on page 1409.)
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Conducted by Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

Transformer Windings.
IT occasionally happens that the primary
 and secondary terminals of an L.F. am.-

plifying transformer become reversed
during assembly, and this may be the cause

of non -operation of reflex sets in which such
transformers are used. In some cases also,
as in the case of shielded transformers, it
is impossible to determine the correctness
of terminal connections by inspection.

Experimenting with a high speed wireless recorder now used regularly in the offices of a big New York
newspaper.

The two windings, can, however, be
identified by a rough measurement of their
resistance, using a milliammeter and dry

 cells, or by testing with telephone receivers,
the lower -resistance winding giving a
louder click. In the case of a reflex circuit,
if trouble has been experienced in getting
the set to function, and the more usual
sources of trouble have been explored
without result, it is worth while reversing
the connections to the L.F. transformers or
testing them out as indicated above.

New Aerial Principle.
M. Latour, the well-known French wire-

less engineer, describes in Pat. 224,586/24
an aerial system for which special
directional properties are claimed, and
which appears to involve a somewhat
novel principle. The aerial consists of a
number of wires, which are arranged in line
directional to the station to be received, and
spaced apart at distances equal to one-half
the wave -length of that station. It will be
seen from this that, in the case of broadcast
wave -lengths, the aerial would need a
considerable space for its erection, and it is
therefore unlikely to be of special value to
experimenters, although it is claimed to be
of importance in commercial reception.

'Phone Connections.
One of the easiest ways to spoil a pair of

'phones is to leave them connected in the
wrong direction on a one or two stage
amplifier. There is a right and wrong way
to connect 'phones, and if they are con-
nected incorrectly, they become de -mag-
netised and lose their sensitivity. The best

(Continued on page 1418.)

THE " MULTIDYNE."
(Continued from page 1408.)

of the various circuits, and I am confident
that provided care is taken in laying out the
components in relation to the spring con-
tacts, the " Multidyne " is just as satisfae Olrg
from this point of view as any other receiver,
and considerably more so than some.

Figs. 3 and 4 show a back and front view
of the spring terminal arrangement of the
first model of " Multidyne." In this model
30 holes were drilled in the ebonitebanel on
which the receiving apparatus was also
mounted, and behind the panel small bent
phosphor -bronze wire contacts were as-
sembled and provided with soldering tabs,
to which connections could be made to the
various components employed.

Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate similar views of a
circuit panel, the contacts of the latter con-
sisting of pins, which fit into the holes in the
instrument panel of the component unit.

Soldering tabs were provided on the back
of this panel so as to make it easy to connect
up, and the pins themselves were made of
hexagonal brass rod, so that they could be
tightened up with a pair of pliers in case
they became loose during the process of
soldering.

On this page is shown a photograph
of a rear view of the " Multidyne " com-
ponent unit when completely wired up, from
which it will be noted that great pains have
been taken in the lay -out to make the con-
nections between the spring contacts and
the components as short as possible.

A noteworthy feature of design is the
arrangement whereby the valve holder is
made to project through a hole in the top of
the box containing the components. This
has enabled us to form a really compact
receiver, and has materially assisted in
keeping the sensitive leads as short as
possible.

It has been estimated that at least twenty

separate and distinct circuits can be set up
by the use of the above components. In
particular, any valve and crystal reflex
circuit can be tried out, and very interesting
results are obtained on the comparison.

The performance of such circuits has been
found to be at least as good as if they were set
up only for the particular circuit in question.

(To be continued.)

This photo shows II close up rear view of the lYbiltidyne."
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THE. ART OF TUNING.
By C. E. FIELD, B.Sc.

PART II.

WHILE it is a comparatively simple in either direction, weakens the signals, it
matter to tune a receiving set in does not follow that the set is correctly
which there is only one tuner, such tuned, for there are a hundred and one

as a variable condenser, or variometer, different settings at which this may occur,
tuning becomes rather more difficult when but only one correct pair of readings.
there are two tuned circuits with separate The introduction of a reaction coil,
controls, and well-nigh impossible when coupled either to the aerial circuit, or to the
there are more than three. intervalvo coupling, renders the set both

In a valve receiving set in which high- more sensitive and more selective, and is
frequency amplification is employed, the advisable for long distance reception.
best results are, obtained if the output from When tuning a set in which reaction is
the first valve is sent through a tuned employed, it must be remembered that
circuit. Although this is not necessary for variation in the reaction coupling upsets the
reception on long wave -lengths, and is not tuning, the controls require readjusting,
practicable when more than two stages of especially that which tunes the circuit into
high -frequency amplification are employed, which reaction is introduced.
for the reception of broadcasting a tuned It is not sufficient to place the coils in a
transformer, or " tuned anode " coupling certain relative position, tune -in with the
gives the greatest signal strength, and a variable condensers, and then increase the
high degree of selectivity. reaction coupling for best results.

H.F. Amplification.
Let us consider the tuning of a three -valve

receiver, consisting of a detector and one
stage each of H.F. and L.F. amplification
with tuned anode (Fig. 1).

No tuning is required after the detector,
because the output current from this valve
is no longer oscillating at high -frequency,
and so is not seriously influenced by small
values of inductance and capacity.

We have, therefore, two tuned circuits,
each consisting of a fixed inductance and a
variable condenser. The difficulty here
lies in the fact that the receiver is not tuned
until the two circuits and the incoming
signals are all three in tune with one another.

Let us suppose that the correct readings
for the reception of a certain station are
60 degrees on each condenser, and, more-
over, that the two circuits are always in
tune with each other when the readings are
the same-although this would be a remark-
able state of affairs to occur in practice.

If we were tuning -in a nearby station on
the set indicated in Fig. 1, reaction on the
anode coil being employed, as shown by
dotted lines, it would be a good plan to
commence with no reaction-i.e. with the
fixed and moving coils at right angles.
Having tuned the circuit to give the

Adjusting the Condensers. maximum signal strength under these

When we first try to tune in, we may hear conditions, we would then move up the
faint signals with the aerial condenser at, reaction coil, and signals would increase in
say, 70. On turning the anode condenser strength up to a certain point. As well as
until the best results are obtained, we will introducing reaction, however, we would be
find that this occurs, not when the pointer adding inductance to the anode eke -nit, and
is at the correct value of 60, and not when so throwing the set slightly out of tune.
it indicates 70, showing that it is in tune As soon as the signals showed the slightest

would turnharsh,becoming we thewith the aerial condenser, but probably at sign ofSelf Oscillation.-A set will sometimes
kbcondenser ac.some intermediate value. The correct anodeburst into oscillation as soon as the slightest

settings can only be determined by a reaction is introduced. A smaller reaction
systematic series of trials. In this particular Reaction Control. coil should be employed, and, if reaction is
case, having got weak signals with aerial on the anode coil of a circuit such as that
and anode condensers reading, say, 70 and If this brought the signals up loud and shown in Fig. 1 (a circuit which is particu-
65 respectively, the former must then be clear, we could then advance the reaction larly prone to sell -oscillation), the size of the
moved one or two degrees, the latter being coil a little farther. It would very likely anode coil may be reduced, the wave -length
adjusted until the best results are obtained. happen, however, that on turning the being made up if necessary by means of a
If these results are definitely weaker than condenser back, a whistle would be heard, small fixed condenser connected in parallel
before, the aerial condenser has been moved indicating that the reaction coil had been with that tuning the anode circuit. The
in the wrong direction, and must be moved advanced too far. In this case, the coil bottom end of the aerial coil should be con -
three or four degrees back. This process would have to be moved back, and the netted to the positive low tension terminal,
is repeated, the anode condenser being condenser again advanced a little. Having and the filament rheostat inserted in the
adjusted each time, until the maximum obtained the best possible results by this positive battery lead. All wiring should be
signal strength is obtained. The important means, a readjustment of the two condensers well spaced, parallel wires avoided, and, for
point to note, which is often misunderstood, in conjunction with one another would still very short wave work, ebonite valve holders
is this : If a movement of either condenser, further strengthen the signals. This, again, should be replaced by separate valve legs.

might produce the whistle, indicating that
the valve was oscillating, the remedy of
course being a slight weakening of the
reaction coupling.

It is when tuning a set for the very last
ounce of signal strength by the adjustment
of a reaction coil and condenser in conjunc-
tion with one another, that the need is felt
for a vernier on the condenser, and such an
attachment is always to be recommended.

When a set is perfectly tuned, it should
be in such a condition that a movement of
any of the controls in either direction

 reduces the signal strength, whilst a slight
increase in the reaction coupling causes the
set to oscillate.

Faults in Tuning.
The following are a few of the faults

commonly encountered in the tuning of a
receiving set.

Flat Tuning.-This may be produced by
excessive resistance or capacity in the
circuit. If plug-in coils are employed, these
should be wound with wire not thinner than
No. 26 S.W.G., and the windings should be
well spaced, and not clogged with shellac
or wax. In the case of a cylindrical coil,
the unused turns of wire should be cut out
or short-circuited. The inductance should
be kept at such a value that only a small
portion of the condenser capacity is

employed. Tuning is
always rendered
sharper by the intro-
duction of reaction.

Tuning too Sharp.-
The inductance should
be adjusted until the
condenser has to be
nearly " all in " when
the circuit is tuned.
The condenser should
be fitted with a vernier
and extension handle,
and the reaction coup-
ling reduced if this does
not cause a serious loss
of signal strength. In

order to avoid tuning being excessively sharp
at the lower end of the condenser scale, a
" square -law " condenser may be employed
with advantage.

Hand Capacity.-A set is frequently
thrown out of tune when the operator's hand
is removed from the controls. To reduce
the effects of hand capacity, the condensers
should be arranged so that the plate nearest
to the underside of the panel is " earthed."
All wiring should be well away from the
back of the panel. Extension handles may
be fitted to the condensers, and in an ex-
treme case, earthed metal shields placed
under the condenser dials.
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PRACTICAL ADVICE ON

THE DESIGN OF H.F. TRANSFORMERS.
Points the Constructor Should Remember.

By E. CHATTERTON, B.Sc. (Eng.)

Apart from the fact that a knowledge of theoretical principles is always desirable, the construction of high -frequency trans-
formers of various types provides an extremely interesting field for experiment and research. These items can be easily
constructed, and when the principles involved are easily understood, it is possible by careful design to obtain much better
results than with standard apparatus, which is designed with a larger " factor of safety " than the experimenter requires.

THE duty of a high -frequency transformer
is to transfer electrical energy from the
anode, or output circuit of one valve,

to the grid or input circuit of the following
valve. In this connection an important
point to remember is that the thermionic
valve is a potentially operated arrange-
ment-that is to say, maximum efficiency is 
obtained when the signal voltage impressed

S

(a)

(6)

(a) MAGNETIC COUPLING
(6) CAPACITY COUPLING

BASKET COILS COUPLED WTI/ WINDINGS
IN SAME oiREcrioN.

on the grid of the valve is at maximum,
Bearing this in mind, it will be seen that
the object of a high -frequency transformer
is to ensure that any fluctuation in the anode
current of one valve shall produce the
maximum possible variation in the voltage
applied to the grid of the following valve.

A radio -frequency transformer consists
of two separate windings, the primary

8

la

5

(61

Id) MAGNETIC COUPLING
(A) CAPACITY COUPLING

BASKET C0/4.5 COUPLED WITH
WINO/NOS IN OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS

winding being connected to the anode of
one valve, the secondary being connected
between the grid and filament of the next
valve. In some cases the windings are
loosely coupled and both are tuned by means
of condensers, but for the sake of simplicity
it is usual to tune only one winding, this
being quite as effective when the coils are
tightly coupled.

Methods of Coupling.
The primary and secondary windings are,

of course, insulated electrically from one
another, the transfer of energy being
accomplished partly by means of mutual
inductance and partly by capacity. For
reasons which will be given later, this
capacity coupling is undesirable, and should
be eliminated as far as possible.

For the moment, let it be assumed that
the coupling is purely magnetic. From the
laws of natural inductance the reader will be
aware that the ratio of the voltage across
the ends of the secondary to the voltage
across the primary depends directly upon
the ratio of secondary turns to primary
turns. For example, if the secondary
winding has twice as many turns as the
primary, the voltage fluctuation produced
across the secondary will be twice that
across the primary, assuming that no
capacity coupling is present, and that all the
magnetic flux set up by the primary inter -
links with the secondary. From this it would
appear that the coupling between the
windings should be kept as tight as possible,
and that the secondary should have more
turns than the primary. This, within limits,
is true, although the result stated above
is considerably modified by the presence
of capacity between the windings.

Effects of Capacity.
The presence of capacity between the

primary and secondary circuits of the
transformer seriously reduces the step-up in
voltage which it is possible to obtain, for
when a condenser is connected between
any two points, the effect is to make the
potentials at those points equal in value
but opposite in sign. Hence capacity
between windings tends to keep the voltage
across the secondary down to the same value
as that existing across the primary. This is
the chief reason why the desirable step-up in
voltage is so difficult to obtain, for however
carefully the transformer is designed, a fair
amount of capacity is present.

It would be possible to reduce capacit3, by
spacing the windings well away from each
other, but this reduces the degree of
magnetic coupling and, therefore, introduces
a further loss in efficiency. In fact, to
obtain tight magnetic coupling with low

capacity coupling is an extremely difficult
matter, and is the chief problem in high -
frequency transformer design. In many
transformers sold at the present time, the
energy transfer takes place almost entirely
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by means of capacity, and these are,
therefore, relatively inefficient.

Unless care is taken to couple the primary
and secondary windings in the correct

(Continued on page 1412.)
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THE DESIGN OF H.F.
TRANSFORMERS.
(Continued from page 1411.)

manner, it is possible for the voltage
induced in the secondary by capacity
coupling to oppose and tend to neutralise
that set up by the magnetic coupling,
this, of course, being undesirable.

It therefore becomes necessary to give
careful consideration to the way in which
the coils are coupled and connected, in order
that the magnetic and capacity couplings
shall assist each other.

Firstly, as far as magnetic coupling is
concerned, it is known that an oscillating

/4214-3
4111A RAO

DETAILS Of FORMER ON WH/CH COILS
ARE WOUNE

FIGS

current flowing in one wire will induce a
current in an adjacent wire which is always
opposite in direction to that flowing in the
first wire.

Direction of Winding.
In Figs. 1 and- 2 are shown diagram-

matically two basket or spider -web coils
which are coupled together, the direction of
current assumed to -be flowing in the
primary winding being indicated by means
of arrows. In Fig. 1 the coils are coupled
with their windings running in the same
direction ; in Fig. 2 the reverse is the
case. The direction of current induced in
the secondary by magnetic coupling is
indicated for each case in Fig. 1 (a) and
2 (a).

If now the effect of capacity coupling is
considered, it will be realised that when
the outside edge of the primary winding is
positive, the effect of capacity will make
the outside edge of the secondary negative,
and vice -versa ; hence when current is
flowing from the outside to the inside of
the primary, the current in the secondary
is flowing from inside to outside, this being
indicated in Figs. 1 (b) and 2 (b).

An examination of these two cases of
coupling will show that, in Fig. 1, where
the windings are in the same direction,
capacity coupling assists magnetic coupling,
but in Fig. 2 when the windings are opposite
in direction the two methods of coupling
oppose each other. Basket coils should,
therefore, always be coupled with the
windings running in the same direction,
this remark applying also to single layer
cylindrical windings wound one over the
other. In the type of transformer illustrated
in Fig. 3, where the windings are wound
one over the other on the same basket coil
former, and in the usual type, where the
windings are wound in a slot, one over the

other, the windings should be in opposite
directions, for in this case the outside of
one winding is coupled by capacity to the
inside of the other.

Having considered the manner in
which the windings should be coupled
together, it now remains to investigate
the points to which the ends of the windings
should be connected.

The primary winding is connected at one
end to the anode of a valve, and at the
other end to the high-tension battery, the
anode end of the coil being the point where
maximum variations of potential occur.
It is important that the end of the secondary
which corresponds to the anode end of the
primary shall be connected to the grid of
the second valve, in order that maximum
voltage variations shall be transferred.

Some Constructional Details.
When the windings run in the same

direction this will be the case when opposite
ends of the windings are connected to the
plate and grid respectively. That is to say, if
the inside  or beginning of the primary is
connected to the anode, the outside or end
of the secondary should go to the grid.

When the windings rim in opposite
directions the reverse of this is the ease,
and if the inside primary goes to the anode,
the grid should be connected to inside
secondary.

Both windings of a high -frequency
transformer are connected in oscillating
circuits, and any resistance at these points
introduces damping, which "reduces efficiency
and flattens tuning. At the same time, a
certain amount of damping is desirable to
reduce the tendency to oscillate, and for
this reason commercial transformers are
constructed with very fine wire, in order
that stable working shall be assured in the
hands of unskilled operators.

In the ease of experimenters, who
possess some operating skill, extreme
stability is not so
essential, and the re-
sults obtainable justify
the use of heavier wire
than is generally used.
The writer has found
that wire of 30 S.W.G.
D.C.C. functions ex-
cellently in tran s -
formers for broadcast
wave -lengths.

The coils should be
wound in a way which
reduces self - capacity
to a minimum, and in
this respect basket coils
can be recommended.

The conditions which
must be satisfied in a
well - designed trans-
former may, therefore,
be summarised as fol-
lows, the best design
of transformer being
that which forms the
best compromise be-
tween the various
points :

1. The windings
should be c oupled
together in a manner
which gives s ty o n g
magnetic and weak
capacity coupling, and
should be connected so

that capacity coupling assists the magnetic.
2. The ratio of secondary to primary

turns should be made as high as can be
usefully employed.

3. The ohmic resistance of each winding
must be as Tow as possible, consistent with
stable working.

4. Self -capacity in the windings must
be kept small.

Fig. 4 shows the design of a transformer
which has given extremely good results.
The windings consist of basket coils wound
on stout cardboard, celluloid, or presspahn
formers of the shape shown in Fig. 5. The
primary has 45 turns of 30 S.W.G. D.C.C.
wire, while the secondary has 65 turns of
the same wire. The coils are coupled
together with the windings running in the
same direction, and are mounted with one
sixteenth of an inch air space between
them, the connections being as follows :

The inside of the primary is connected
to the anode, outside primary going to
H.T. +. Outside secondary goes to grid,
inside secondary to L.T.

The secondary winding is tuned by means
. of 0003 variable condenser.

When two of these transformers are used
in the same receiver, great care must be
taken to provide ample spacing, as magnetic
coupling between them will be strong,
owing to the comparatively large diameter.
In this case potentiometer grid control will
also be desirable.

The transformer described above is'
intended to be used for coupling a high -
frequency valve to a second high -frequency
valve or a valve detector. When the trans-
former is used for coupling a crystal detector
to a high -frequency valve the step-up in
voltage from primary to secondary is not
required, best results being obtained when a
step down ratio is employed. In this case
the primary winding should consist of 65
turns of 30 D.C.C., the secondary having 40
turns, the primary winding being tuned.

An experimental D.F. wagon recently employed during Army manoeuvres.
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. . . everyone of these
Advertisements wilt show
an added advantage in the
construction of Brandes

Headphones.

The ebonite cap of the ear-
piece is screwed on by special
apparatus to a Marked de-
gree of tightness. It is almost
impossible to unscrew it
without a wrench. This
means more accurate clear-
ance distance between the
diaphragm and the faces of
the pole pieces and guards
against distortion. But what
is more important, it defeats
any casual attempt to un-
screw the caps which; once
d done, estroys the Matched
Tone adjustment.

British Manufacture
(B.C.C. Stamped.)

All Brandes products carry
our official money -back guar-
antee enabling you to return
them within 10 days if dis-
satisfied. This really means
a free trial.

When we assemble the Matched Tone Headphones we
select, by means of special apparatus, two earpieces whose
electrical properties closely agree. One by one the earpieces
are tested by vibrating the diaphragm of a fixed telephone
receiver with an oscillating current. The vibration is trans-
mitted by a closed column of air to the diaphragm- of the
one on test which is adjusted immediately beneath the per-
manently fixed example. It then vibrates in sympathy,
thus causing a current to flow through the bobbins. The
volume of the current is indicated on the dial of the testing
apparatus, and any two 'phones which closely agree are
matched and are assembled in one headphone, hence Matched
Tone. This means greater purity, strength and sensitivity.
Obviously, the joint energies of both earpieces in perfect
unison means redoubled effectiveness in all these three qualities.

Ask your Dealer for Brandes.

The Table Talker is another Brandes quality product at moderate price. Its
full round tones are wonderfully clear and pleasing. The horn is matched to
the unit so that the air resistance produced will exactly balance the mechanital
power of the diaphragm. This means beautiful sound -balance.
Gracefully simple of line, it is finished a shade of neutral browit 42/-
and is twenty-one inches high,

.

ran
2-S5

lie name to know in Wadi°

1.1
,41)

SuperiorCillatcbsel7Onen Headphones
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YOU CAN LOG
STATIONSJHaving once tuned in that distantstation, you will want to get itagain. In point of fact, you willcalibrate your receiver and log iiPthe condenser readings. With J.B.
Instruments you can log up the readings.
fully confident that at any time you may
set your condensers to correspond with your
record and the signals will come In
accurately tuned.

This feature of J.B. Condensers is the
outcome of a constant capacity at any
given dial reading. Dielectric loss, caused,
for example. by the bad insulating proper-
ties of end plates may encourage the
precipitation of water. This, being absorbed
by the inefficient end plates, varies capacity
readings in step with the vagaries of the
weather IThe only precaution that you cantake against this inefficiency is to
build exclusively J.B. Condensersinto your receivers. Constancy incapacity enables you to log thosedistant stations.
Incorporation of J.B. Condensers
gives you the highest tunerefficiency. Tit them-preferably theJ.B. Square Law.

'001 -
'00075 -
'0005 -
*0003 -

9/6
91-
8/-
6/9

'00025 - 6/9
'0002 - 5/6
'0001 - 5/3
Vernier 4/6

As Condenser Manufacturers we have long realised the vital electrical duty of
variable condensers. J.B. Condensers represent both high mechanical and
electrical design.
J.B. Instruments are obtainable from all dealers or direct from the manu-
facturers: Post, one, 6d. ; two, 9d. ; three, ls.

8. POLAND ST -OXFORD ST
LONDON - W.I.
(First Floor)

Uerepfione:-
GERFtARD 7414

Barclay's 586

LAKER
STEEL

MASTS
Send postcard for our new illustrated Catalogue. It will interest you.

JOHN & JAMES LAKER CO., Engineers,
457, Romford Road, LONDON, E.7.

it

of)

tl

174174:40<trAZe  kW .....="341YZ  4.3X. Z.`

ALLcommunications re-specting advertising
must be made to the

SOLE
ADVERTISEMENT

AGENTS-

JOHN H. LILE
LTD.

4 Ludgate Circus
London, E.C.4.

Note New 'Phone No.:
CITY 7261 (2 lines)

AA.411.4ibakAlkilkAilaikAL406411.A.

Sa
S

BEFORE you build your Set make sure
that your panel is free from leakage.
Safety First should be your watchword.

A low-grade panel will nullify all your efforts
and cause you endless trouble. Red Triangle
Ebonite is fully guaranteed to be entirely
free from leakage and to conform to the
highest electrical standards. Its beautiful
surface of velvet smoothness needs no tedious
sandpapering before use.

 Every Red Triangle Panel is supplied in a sealed
wrapper bearing its distinctive label. Be sure
you get Red Triangle Ebonite and accept no sub-
stitute. All ebonite appears alike to the eye and
the only way you can tell the good from the bad is
to look for the Red Triangle on every package.
If your Dealer cannot supply order direct from us.

12 Stook Simms :
7 x 10, 4/3 8x 12, 6/-
8 x 6, 3;- 10 x 12, 7/6
8 x 10, 5/- 10 x 24, 15/.

All ''s -in. Thick.

6 x 8, 3/-
6 x 18, 8/-
7 x 5, 2/3

Special Sizes :
All Concert -de -Luxe, 16 x 8 x 1.. 8/- Resistoflex, 12 x 8 x 1 6/ -
Transatlantic V., 22 x 11 x .. 15/- Anglo-American, 36 x 9 x 20/ -
All Britain, 16 x 9 x 9/- Neutrodyne Tuner, 12 x 10 x 7/6
S.T. 100, 121 x 91 x 7/- Neutrodyne Receiver, 12 x 10 x 7/8
Puriflex, 14 x 101 x 3 9/2 3 -Valve Dual, 24 x 10 x 1 .. 15/ -
Transatlantic IV.. 16 x 8 x 3 . 8/- Harris Crystal Set, 9 x 53 x 3.. 4/4

Any Special Size Cut per return at d. per Square inch

TO THE TRADE : Red Triangle Ebonite is being extensively
advertised and in spite of its superior quality
can be sold to you at prices no higher than
that which you are paying for ordinary un-
branded ebonite. Write to us to -day for
details of our selling plan.

PETO-SCOTT Co., Ltd.,
Registered Offices, Mail Order & Showroom,

77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C. 1
BRANCHES : LONDON -62, High Holborn, W.C. 1.

WA I,THAMSTOW-230, Wood Street.
PLYMOUTH -4, Bank of England Place,
LIVERPOOL -4, Manchester Street.
CARDIFF -94, Queen Street.

12 x 14, 10/8
12 x 16, 12/-
12 x 18, 13/6

Red Triangle Ebonite
v-v4vvrv-wlervv777,

"POPULAR WIRELESS" ADVERTISEMENT RATES
WHOLE PAGE £40 : 0 : 0 I

HALF PAGE £20 : 0 : 0
Narrow Column Advts. (3
Minimum Space accepted

SPECIAL POSITIONS BY
ARRANGEMENT. NO SERIES
DISCOUNTS, ALL ADVER-
TISEMENT COPY SUBJECT
TO EDITORIAL APPROVAL.

QUARTER PAGE £10 : 0 : 0
EIGHTH PAGE E5 : 0 : 0
cols. to page) per inch 30/-

- - half inch 15/ -
Cover pages close for press
11 days prior to day of issue.
Inside pages close for press
9 days prior to day of issue.

COPY AND BLOCKS MUST BE IN HAND AT
LEAST 3 DAYS EARLIER TO ENSURE PROOFS.

"POPULAR
WIRELESS"
H AS THE
L ARGEST
SALE OF ANY
WIRELESS
WEEKLY IN
:: GREAT ::
B RITAIN.
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ALL POST FREE AT
Ebonite Panels

Ma at6. 1 2"/2 3 1/ 11016911
12" a 9' 4/6 3/9
12,1E12" 5/9 5/-
15, a 9' 5/6 419
15'x12' 716 5/84'a 4' ad. 6d.
7' x 5' 116 112
6'a 6' x1' 10d.

Any Size Cut.
Sq. in. I' 1d. r 15

Terminals
MIII-Pol.Brass 2(1.
4 B.A.Standard Id.
Lacquered 2d.
Spade type,doz. 3d.
Telephone typel ad.
Multlphone 4w. 9d.

6 -way 1 / -
Ref ty spring 3d.
2 B.A. Small 5d.
Contact Studs Id.
Spring Washers Id.
Aerial Wire 7/22
Enamelled., Bright.
100' ... 3/ 6. 2 / 6
do. Electron 118
Load in4d. a yard.

Insulators
Shell, 21d." 21" 4d.Reel IEgg Id.
Crystor type 9d.

,, Lead-in 4/-
4" & 6' do. 9d.
9" 1/-. 12 & 15 113
Valve Holders
TypeA7d.Polar1/3
Screwed 8 nuts 8d.
Ebonite 10.1..
Do. Open Type 6d.

Coil Plugs
Ebonite 10d.
Superior... ... 1 3
Narrow ... 7d.
Basket .. ... 1 / -
Moulded type 611.
Coil Formers 21d.
Basket type 141d.Coil Mountsd.
Athol' Ebonite 1/3
Do. Porcelain 1/ -
Basket Coil Seta

6-1 / 9. 4-1/-.
Condensers

Mullard,EdisonBelt
Dobilier,usualprices
Mansbridge 1 m.f.,1/6; 2 m.f.. 1/6;
1 / 36 m.f. 9.1.
IronCoreChokes
1.000 ohms 9d.

COMPLETE
P
I
C
E
L
I
S
T

FREE

Headphones
4,000 ohms
Drown's'F'B.T.H.
Siemens, Brandes.
Sterling, all 25/
General Radio 20 -
Fellows ... 18'6
Airweight 1016
do. Adjustable 12 / 6
H.T. Batteries

With Wander Plugs
60v.11/- 36v. 4110
30r. 4/- 15v. 2 /
4v. F.L. Wry 5d.

66v.Ever.Rdy 13S
36v. 8/ 16v. 3/6
Siemens same price.
British Wires

awn. net. SSC. DSC.
18 1111 2111 315
20 2'2 3/4 4/222 26 3/9 4/7
24 2111 3110 5/-
26 314 4/2 519
28 3/9 4/9 6/6
30 4/10 514 7/6
32 5/6 81- 819
36 8/- 8/6 12/-
40 17/- 14/8 90..
Variable Leaks
Fit tron 0.7 meg 31-
Watmel 0-5 2/6
Lissen type . 2 / 6

Resistances 2 / 6
Ebonite Dials

Engraved 3" 7d.
Knobbed type 1 -
21" Fil. Type 5(1.

Mica. 002 Doz.
3' a 2", 1/-
2" a 4d.

CALLERS' PRICES
TRADE

N
E

U

I
E
S

INVITED

Transformers
L.I'SilverTown21 '-
Rachel/1st (new)25'Igraine 21/ 20/
Burndept (new)24/-

ityReliabil 101- 1216
Ferranti ... 17 /
Xtraordinary 8 / -
Tangent 12/6 14S
Royal ... ... 20 /-
R.A.F. Modulation
Telephone. & 10.1r.

Unidyne " 8/ -
HA'. Tangent 5 / 6
McMichael's 10
Oojah 900 in. 5 / 6
600 & 300 m. 4 /
Formers only 1/
Switches, Ebonite

, Tumbler sa 1
116

S.O.O. 9d.
Dewar

-
3 / 3

D.P.S.T. 219
Utility 2 -way 4 -
3w5 /-4w6/-6w8,-

Lever Type Stocked
MinlatureTurn 6d.
Liaaen 2 -way 2 / 9

Series parl. 319
Double -arm do 2
N.P. Panel 9(1.

New Lines
Eureka Transform-
ers. No. 2 22/6
Concert Orand 30
R.I. Chokes 10 /
Shaw' sHertzite 1 /-
Tunestalite 1 /6
Mic-Met-Detec'r E's6' -

value.?iers7e carriageOrders 52d. If- , etc.

J. H. TAYLOR & CO.
4, Radio House, Telephone,
Macaulay St.. Huddersfield. 341
Telegrams: Thorough." Huddersfield

Var Condensers
.001Panel Type 6,43
00075 nob 518
.0005 Dial 5/-
0003 In- k4 / 6
-0002 cluded.13 / 6
Stock 'Square Law'
7.13."Orniond. &
Utility usual prices.
Vernier.no dial 26
5 vane 3 3; 7 3 / 6
"Polar" typeelOB

Jacks 4 -Contact
Bank ... ... 1 / -
Bank of 2 .. 1 / 6
Standard Plugs 1/3
Potentiometer 300
ohms en -Govt . 5 /-
Hydrometers 3/6
Microphones 2/
Tapping keys 2 /

dphone Cards 11-
Aluin.H'bands 2 / 6
All ' laconic," Lis-
sen," Eturndevt,'
'EdisonBell"A tins'

'Sterling' Goods
Coil Holders

Ashley fixed 216
moving 3,6

Igranic 3 Set 816
Ebonite 3 coil 3/6

2 coil 2 / 6
Single Moving 1 7

Fined 8d.
Recessed do. Bd.
Fil. Resistances
Good quality 1 /6
Igranic ... 4 / 6
Vernier Type 7/ -
Ormond 2/- Ajax
Burndept 5 -

T.C.B., 4 / & 5 I-
Microstat .. 2 / 9
Spirals ... 4d.
Formers ... 7d.
Peerless 1nr. 2 / 6

Accessories
Gal. pulley 4d.
Alum. 1 /-
Valve Sockets ld.
Valve Windows 4d.
Crystal Cups 2d.
P. Wax block 6d
Resin Solder,oz.3d.
Insulating tube
All sizes, yd 3d

Tape, yd. 1d.
Valve Template 4d.
Nu-Gravine 71d.
N.P. Switch Sets
D.C.O. 1 / S.C.O.

100 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

of battery manufacture and scientific research

IS BEHIND THE FAMOUS

PRICES :
108 volts  25/6
60 volts .. 1 4/..
36 volts .. 8/6
20 volts . 4/9

With 2 Wander Plugs.

H.T. Batteries look alike'
The difference is in their
performance.
Be sure to ask your dealer for
Ripaults' Genuine Leclanche.

LECLANCHE
WIRELESS
BATTERIES

Write for particulars of Leclaneld II.T.
and L.T. Batteries and full range of wire-
less accessories, free upon request to :-

RIPAULTS Ltd., King's Rd., St. Pancras, London,N.W.1

Perfect Tuning
and

GREATER CLARITY
The new "Fulstop " Square Law
Condenser is so designed that it will
allow twice the degree of accuracy
obtainable with the ordinary type
of variable condenser. It is full
of valuable detail improvements
and shows a great advancement in
modern design.
The dial of this instrument is graduated
over the complete circumference and is geared
at two to one in relation to the moving plates.
This allows for perfect tuning and enables
individual stations to be selected with ex,
ceptional ease. The " Fulstop" Condenser
is also guaranteed to abolish all hand capacity
effects, thereby greatly improving reception
and giving better tone. It has been strongly
recommended by the Wireless Press for use
in situations where hand capacity effects
are troublesome.

PRICES
'001..13/6 '00t13..10/3

( '0005..11/3 '0002 . . 9/6
Stocked by most Wireless Dealers, but
if you have any difficulty write to :

J. H. NAYLOR, LTD., WIGAN.

VARIABLE
CONDENSER
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SOME NEW RADIAX
SUPER - QUALITY

COMPONENTS

The
Challenge
Rheostat

Beyond the ordinary in
quality and finish, solid
ebonite bobbin wound
best Eureka wire, lami-
nated spring arm which
makes sure but easy con-
tact, neat ebonite 3/6
knob and pointer.

Transformers
H.F. (or tuned
Anode Coils)

We specialise in H.F.
Couplings and Reaction
Units of all kinds. Com-
plete Catalogue of Radiax
Sets, Components and
Accessories. Post free 3d.

Wavelength
300.500
500.900
900.1600

1500.2600
2600.4000

Price

WE SATISFY YOU

Send for Complete Catalogue
of Radiax Sets. Components,
and Accessories. Post free 3d.

The "Swivel"
COIL HOLDER

A New Pattern with both holders
pivoted enabling every possible vari-
ation of coupling up to complete re-
versal ; with anti -capacity handles long
and highly polished all over. ?/C

Price tt-i/

RADIAX
Accumulators.

Of guaranteed quality, high
class make and finish.

2 volt 40 anm. - - - 1 1/6
4 40 18/6
4 60 23/9

27/9
6 60 35/-
6 80

H.E. LOW LOSS COILS

The vaxless inductances which increase volume,
sharpen tuning and improve reaction. Guaranteed
unsurpassed by any other make or type. Their
unique construction makes them rigid and strong
to handle.
Set of 6, including Chelmsford, with strong

adjustable ebonite mount.
Standard fitting, 25, 35, 50, 75, 100, 150 '719

Postage 3d. g I

Set of 9, up igi9
to No. 300 A

Any Dealer can supply.

MOUNTED ON STANDARD PLUGS
Set of 6 .. . 12/6 postage 4d

9 .. . 25/6 6d.

THE
F..) A:t3e)C.,

*AV. S'Aver 5.::,;earvovok.. Ca.tts

H.T.
Batteries
Of thoroughly
reliable quality.
36 volts.. 66
60 _10/8

100 ..18/8

The
Mansbridge
Condenser

0.5 mfd. 4/-

2-0 5/6

"VFW- The Apex
SUPER CRYSTAL

The guarantee of
THIS crystal is that
we use it in our own
Receivers on account
of its remarkable
nower, permanence
and long life. Price
1/3 per tin, with
spear poi nt cats -
whisker.

GET OUR FREE LIST OF SETS COMPLETED OR TO BUILD YOURSELF.

RADIAX Ltd. 10,
Totte

RADIO HOUSE, PERCY ST.,
nham Ct. Rd., LONDON, W.1.

3 minutes from Tottenham Court Road and Goodge Si.Tube Stations. 'Phone: Museum4 90.

Barclays 730

Guaranteed fort
Twelve Months:

WHEN you buy a pair of REVO
Lightweight Phones you buy

perfection in volume, tone and clarity,
plus a twelve months' guarantee of
100 per cent. efficiency. Comfortable

(no hair -catching " gadgets ") five-foot
cord and permanent magnets, 4,000
ohms resistance.

Write for full particulars of crystal and
valve sets, amplifiers, telescopic masts, etc.
If you cannot obtain REVO goods locally
write direct:

THE CABLE ACCESSORIES CO., LTD.,
TIVITDALE, TIPTON, STAFFS.

"The name for Perfect Radio"
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THE HOYT AUGMENTOR.
A Novel American Circuit.

By L. W. CORBETT.
(Formerly of the "P.W." Staff and now our Correspondent in New York.)

Our Correspondent in New York has forwarded to " P.W." the following details concerning the Hoyt Circuit-one which
is enjoying much favour with American amateurs just now.......

REFERRING to the article " Mainly
About Broadcasting " in " P.W.'s "
Christmas number, you will see

reference to a Mr. Hoyt, who received many
European stations froth New York during
the recent Radio Week, and recorded some
of these phonographically. According to
the " Telegram Mail" (Radio Section), Mr.
Hoyt recorded about fifty different selec-
tions from British, French, Spanish, Belgian
and German broadcasting stations-truly
a record, not necessarily phonographically.

The circuit employed was somewhat unusual,
one of Mr. Hoyt's own design, and he has

' styled this new Method of reception
" Augmentation." Custom has been: laid
aside and the systems of the past ignored,
and Mr. Hoyt's experiments have resulted
in a novel circuit which apparently
satisfies the mo4t severe. requirements which
can be imposed on present-day broadcasting.

And selectivity has not been overlooked
in order to obtain maximum range. The
circuit' is unusually selective, and the
augmentor is quite capable of tuning -out a
broadcaster within a mile and receiving
other more distant stations on a wave -length
varying by Only ten metres or so from the
local station's wave -length. The locality in

which Mr. Hoyt obtained
his excellent results is
particularly bad for
radio reception - cer-
tainly worse than any
locality in Londo n,
which all adds to the
credit of this really re-
markable receiver.

The diagram, Fig. 1,
shows the fundamental
circuit stripped of all

except the
essential
parts, and
by just
glancing at
this circuit
you will see
that it is
entirely
unique. As will be seen from
the diagram, the incoming im-
pulses are transferred to the
secondaries from the aperiodic
primary, one terminal of each
of the former being connected
to the grid circuit of a valve,
while  the - remaining - two
secondary connections are
corimiOn, and go to the filameht
circuits of the valves. -A single
variable condenSer is employed
to tune both the Secondaries,
and thus the two grid circuits
are each brought into -resonance
with the incoming -signal and
respond to the impulses in
opposite phase ; so when the
grid of one valve is going
positive the other grid is
swinging negatively. Therefore,
the incoming signal is causing
the simultaneous fluctuation of
the two grids. One of these
valves functions as an amplifier,
while the second valve is

C,
C> SEC

. 0005

(,:77.1

FIG.3.

007

detecting the same impulse at the same
time. By simply removing the augmentation
valve an ordinary single -valve circuit
remains. A coil is placed in the plate circuit
of the augmentationvalve, and this is
coupled variably to the secondary coil. Its
use is to properly phase the amplified high-

.freqbeney variations in that circuit and to
inductively add their effect to the high -
frequency variations in -the grid circuit of
the detector valve.

Efficient Amplification.
Now this circuit gives us a stage of H.F.

followed by a detector valve, - much
 More effiCient than the conventional H.F.

and detector circuit.
If we desire. to add a stage of L.F.

amplification, this may be accomplished
quite simply without the addition of a
further valve, the augmentation valve doing
the work. The primary of the transformer
is placed in the plate circuit of the detector
valve, and the secondary in the grid circuit
of the augmentation valve, as Fig. 2 shows.

(Continued on page 1418.)
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UTILISING ODD TRANSFORMERS.

EXPERIMENTING with  super circuits
which employ very large honeycomb
low -frequency quenching coils (such

as those used in the Armstrong circuits) is a
somewhat expensive proposition to those
who purchase ready-made coils, since the
price of these is rather high, but if an
ordinary 5 to 1 step-up low -frequency
transformer is arranged as shown in the
accompanying sketch it will give quite
good results as an alternative arrangement.
The -In Primary and In Secondary, ter-
minals are short-circuited with a piece of
copper wire, so that the same effect is obtained

-4.- -4.1- --*- -4.

as when using the two large coils-i.e., a
suitable quenching oscillation is set up in
order to keep the valve on its critical oscilla-
tion point. The fixed condenser, X, which
is connected in shunt with both windings,
should have a value of about -0001 mfd.

Of course, this substitution of the 1500
and 1200 turn quenching coils in the Arm-
strong may not necessarily be as effective as
the employment of the proper coils, but it is
well worth trying. The condenser is the
only critical point, and the value of this
component should be varied until best
results are obtained.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 1409.)

way to tell which is the correct connection
is to plug the 'phones in the second stage of
amplification and tune -in loud signals.

The 'phone -caps should then be removed,
and one edge of the diaphragm should be
lifted up about an eighth of an inch with the
finger. When the 'phones are connected in
one direction, a very much greater pull will
be noticed than when connected in the other
direction. After this has been determined,
some kind of mark may be placed on the
'phone 'terminal that was connected to -the
plate of the valve when the greater pull was
exerted upon the diaphragm, and the 'phone
should always be connected with the marked
terminal to the plate. ( " Radio," Australia).

Helium Valves.
Creat advances have

been made in the use
of transmitting valves
containing traces of
pure helium, and a
number of foreign
broadcasting stations
regularly use valves
of this type for the
transmission of their
programmes. Hitherto
it has been found im-
possible to obtain the
residual helium in the
tube in a state of
sufficient purity, and

(Continued on,
page 1451.)

THE HOYT AUGMENTOR.
(Continued from page 1417.)

The fixed condensers shown in the circuit
are essential. Sometimes a fixed condenser
of low capacity placed across the primary of
the L.F. transformer will also help.
It is highly important that a really reliable
grid leak should be employed, and prefer-
ably a variable one. It should be capable of
variation up to five or six megohms. The
ideal receiver for reception of -local stations
with a frame aerial and on the loud speaker
is shown in Fig. 3, and employs three
valves, giving a stage of H.F. a detector,
and two stages of L.F. amplification. The
primary is shown tuned here with a series
variable condenser, which is perhaps desir-
able when utmost selectivity is essential,
although fox local work the aperiodic
primary is very useful.

"D X " Reception.
For selectivity and real " DX " work it

would be impossible to improve on the
circuit shown in Fig. 4, employing an
additional stage of H.F. amplification. Of
course, here we have more controls, but
although difficulty may be experienced at
first in tuning, it will soon be mastered,
and the amateur will be amply repaid for
his trouble and expense in adding the
extra valve.

As regards the coils A and B in Fig. 4,
these may be ordinary plug-in basket coils
of the usual size, primary about 75 turns,
and secondary 50 turns. Perhaps a slightly
smaller primary will be best for the lower
wave -length B.B.C. stations. This primary

directions are as follows : The two secon-
daries each have 30 turns of 28 D.C.C. wire,
while the primary, which is wound between
the secondaries with approximately 1 -in.
spacings, has 7 turns if it is to be untuned
as in Fig. 4 ; but if the series condenser is

to be included as recom-
mended for Figs. 1, 2 and 3,
it should have about 50 turns.
The secondaries will, how-
ever, be the same.

The booster coil is arranged
to rotate within the former of
the augmentor coil, and is
mounted to obtain maximum
coupling with the secondary
coil, shown in the lower
position in each diagram. It
should be wound on a former
slightly less in diameter than
that on which the primary and

two secondaries are wound, about 2i inches,
and should have 40 turns of 30 D.C.C.
wire.

7 raves
#7CE 1, 2,0R.3
(1101VINSER/ES)

5 TURNS

(ite cavoen5ER)J
.. 24 D C.C. I

SECONDARY
30 TURNS
585w.a

PRIMARY

SECONDARY

F76.5. AUGMENTOR CO/L DATA.

,r
F.

30 TURNS
ze.s.

coil may be omitted if required, and aerial
and earth connected to x-x on coil B. This
will, of course, simplify tuning, and selec-
tivity will still be very good, although not
quite so good as if A were included.

Now if either Figs. 1, 2 'or 3 are used, it is
advisable to place a variable condenser of
.0005 mid. in series with the primary of the
augmentor coil, although not essential if
selectivity is not aimed at. This condenser
is not shown in Figs. 1 and 2, but is in Fig. 3.
In the four -valve receiver this primary,
shown here as C, need not have a series or
parallel condenser.

A 3 -in. diameter cylindrical former is
used for winding the augmentor coil, and the

Successful Circuit.

Although particulars of this circuit have
only recently appeared in the New York
" Telegram Mail " (Radio Section), many
" fans " in the States have built this receiver,
and highly illuminative reports of success
have been received from all over the
country.

The technical staff of POPULAR WIRELESS
has not yet fully investigated the possibilities
of this circuit, but is doing so, and will report
upon same at an early date-
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1 HOW TO CONSTRUCT'

1
+

I A STRAIGHTFORWARD SINGLE -VALVE SET.
+

+ Easy To Make and Operate. t
+

Built and Designed by G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
(Technical Editor, "Popular 11 ireless.")

The constructor will find it difficult to go wrong in building this useful one -valve set. The photographs alone
should prove a most reliable guide, while the test is concise and can be easily followed by the veriest tyro.

1
4.-4----4-4-41.- 4. 4.--4-4.--4--4- 4.- --4. +

THE construction Of a one -valve receiver
presents nothing at all in the way of
difficulties or complications, and the

set, the full constructional details of which
will be given in this article, is perfectly
orthodox in both circuit and design. Also,
it is not claimed that it is capable of
abnormal ranges of reception, but it must
be remembered that America has frequently
been heard on home-made receivers employ-
ing a similar circuit. Using a 'good aerial
and earth, it should be possible to hear 5 X X
on this set anywhere in this country, while
ordinary B.B.C. stations should be clearly
heard up to 50 miles or so. However close

Here is a list of the parts that will be
required, together with approximate costs.

e. d.
-0005 mfd. variable condenser 7 0
Filament resistance (Microstat) .. 2 9
Coil holder (two-way for panel

mounting, Goswell Engineering) 3 0
Grid leak and condenser .. 4 6
.001 mfd. fixed condenser .. 1 6
8 terminals, 4 valve sockets . . 2 0
Ebonite .. . . 3 0
Wire, wood for case, etc., say .. 2 6

Cost of completed set .. .. 26 3

In a receiver of this na-
ture the question of com-
ponents is not
so very impor-
tant, although
to ensure maximum
results they should be
of good make and
above suspicion. This
applies more particu-
larly to the grid leak
and condenser. It will
be noticed that a ,vari-
able grid leak is used
in the original model, The completed set.
but this is by no means

essential ; it is a useful refinement, but the
fixed type can be used if desired.

Fig. 1 shows the theoretical circuit
employed. If the constructor is unable to
understand the symbols used, it need not

7f.
THE THEORETICAL CIRCUIT 1761

to a B.B.C. station, it will not satisfactorily
operate even a small loud speaker; to do
this at least one stage of L.F. amplification
will be necessary, and this can very easily
be added after, if desired.

worry him as long as he adheres closely to
the following instructions.

The very first item to receive attention is
the panel -drilling, and referring to Fig. 2,
it should be noticed that the hole marked
" Grid -leak," will not be needed if the fixed
type is used. *-in. ebonite should be
employed, and this should be cut and
smoothed down to the overall size indicated.
Preliminary drilling should be carried out
with a small drill. The eight terminal holes
should be tapped, if possible, to take the

t_

* 3/4 41

RIO LEAK

24'

AERIAL
CO/L

REACT/ON COIL /COLDER

t-
0 0

VAR/ABLE CONDENSER

L,_ /

PHONES7r134-

83/;
PANEL. DRILLING MEASUREMENTS. F/6.

Lr.

H T

76

thread of the ter-
minals employed. This is not essential,
but is to be advocated as an added pre-
caution against loosening terminals and
broken connections. The other holes can
be " reamed " out to the sizes required to
take the variots components. A " reamer,"
by the way, is an excellent tool which costs
but a few pence and can be obtained at any
ironmongers.

Wiring Instructions,
Should a Goswell Engineering panel -mount-

ing coil holder be purchased, it will be found
that a drilling template is provided, while
in the case of the valve sockets a pin, with
the assistance of Fig. 2A, will give the exact
drilling points. The valve sockets should
be mounted first, and after this the
terminals can be secured in position. The
coil holder should then be fixed to the panel
and the other components mounted.

The fixed condenser and the grid leak
and condenser, if the former is of the fixed
type, need not be mounted on the panel by
any other means than their own connecting
wire, for 16 -gauge tinned wire is to be used,
and this will hold them as securely as screws.

The wiring up can now be proceeded with.
If the terminals were screwed in threaded
holes, soldering to these is not essential ;
loops will prove sufficient. Soldering the
leads to the valve sockets should be carried
out as per Fig. 4. With round -nosed pliers
a small loop should be fashioned in the

(Continued on page 1420.)
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t HOW TO CONSTRUCT I
A STRAIGHTFORWARD

SINGLE VALVE SET.
(Continued from page 1419.)

end of the wire, and this loop slipped over
and pinched on the end of the screw. A
drop of solder will now make a good firm
job of it. " Spot " soldering where the two,

points to be
joined are laid
together and a
spot of solder
used to cement
them is bad
practice.

Figs. 4A and
43 show how
`he wire should
be bent to make
such connec-
tions as are indi-
cated in Fig. 3
at Y and X.
The photo-
graph will
show this too.

- The first con-
nections that should be made are between
E and filament valve socket, L.T. -
and H.T. H.T. + and phones 1, phones 2
and reaction coil 1, grid valve socket and
grid leak and condenser. The L.T. + can
be connected to one terminal of the filament
resistance, the other being taken to the
remaining filament valve socket.

Aermopic bending pliers prove very
useful, aaiwith their aid nice right-angle
bends can be made in the wire. The
connection between the earth lead and the
fixed condenser can now.be made, and then

A -76.2A
VALVE

5OCKETS
DRILLING
TEMPLATE

F/LAMENT
RES/STANCE

.00/ MA:D.S.
FIXED CONDENSER

6RIDLEAKBEAK
CONDENSER

VAR/ABLE
CONDENSER

PROA/E.S

a

REACT/ON
AERIAL. CO/L
COIL

61

UNDER PANEL WIRING CONNECTIONS FIG

that one between this lead and H.T.
-(see Fig. 3). The remaining con-

nections should not prove difficult
after consulting the photographs and
Fig 3, the latter being a more or less exact
representation of the actual wiring.
Concerning the Case.

Traces of soldering flux and all dust
should be carefully removed, and then, if
sell -indicating terminals were not employed
as in the original set, transfers can be
brought into use.

Back of panel wiring. 1. Valve sockets. 2. Variable grid leak and condenser. 3. '001 pad.
fixed condenser. 4. '0005 mid. variable condenser. 5. Coil holder.

The last constructional requirement 's
that of the case. Now, this can be of the
simple flat type as illustrated in the photo-
graphs and Fig. 4, the more ambitious desk
type, or the still more ambitious upright
cabinet type. We feel that detailed
instructions respecting the making of the
case will not be necessary, as those able to
make it will not need them, while those
who cannot will prefer to purchase one

ready made. In any ease, it will require to
be 81 in. by 7 in. outside measurements, not
less than 3 in. deep inside, and should be of

in. material, teak or mahogany to be
preferred.

The Coils to Use.
Everything is now ready for the " try

out." For normal broadcast wave -lengths
a 35 -turn coil should be used for the aerial
and 50 or -75 for the reaction, while coils of
150 and 100 turns will be required for 5 X X.

Should signals be very weak and
strengthen when the reaction coil is moved'
AWAY from the aerial coil, then it indi-
cates that the connections to the reaction
coil require to be reversed, but if Lissen
coils are used this trouble will not arise, as
the connections are correct for these and a
Goswell coil holder.
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HOW TO MAKE A USEFUL H.T. BOX.
. FROM A CORRESPONDENT.

ANY amateur can construct this neat
and handy H.T. box with little
trouble, and only a few tools are

required.

W. P

A% ` -

111110111111201116
00 0

ri:57 /

First construct a case to take about a
dozen flash -lamp batteries, or the number
needed.

The inside measurements necessary to
contain one dozen flash -lamp batteries are
as follows : 3 in. deep, 21 in. wide, and 94 in.

long. Only hard or thick wood should be
used, such as oak, teak or mahogany, but if
deal or other soft wood is employed, it should
be double the thickness of a hard wood. To
proceed with the making of the box first
deal with the base. This should have an
overlap of i in. all round.

This gives a better finish and provides a
more solid foundation. The overall length
of the base should be, presuming we are

sing in. oak, 101 in. long and 34 in. wide.

Now mark off 4 in. all
around inside the base, and
another line 1 in. from the
side. The 4 in. space between
these lines are for the position
of the sides and ends.

The Socket Connections.
The I in. outside these lines

may be chamfered or rounded
as desired. Next comes the
ends. Cut two pieces of the
same wood 3 in. by 21 in.,
these should be fixed to the
base on the allotted space
between the two lines.' They
can be glued and two * in.
screws placed about -1 in. in'
from each end.

Make sure that these are firmly affixed to
stand the strain of the -batteries. After
this the sides require to be prepared ; these
should measure 91 in. by 3 in. See that
these also are firmly affixed to the base and
end.

All that remains now is the lid. This
should preferably be of ebonite, measuring

94 in. .13y 21 in. by
4 in. thick. This should
be marked for drilling;
as illustrated in Fig. 3,
using a 4 in. drill.

Now take a piece of
tubing about a foot

Wander P/u9

1/4 'Ebonite

.Sacier Wire

Brdss7iibe

sa)

So/o'er t'cibe
before fixing
in position,

long. -This slim d be
in. in diameter, with

a bore of about 4 in.
Cut this into a number
of s in. pieces. To one.
of these solder a piece
of copper - wire, 18
gauge or thereabouts,

in from the end.
Place this piece of
tubing into the first

hole in lid, and taking another piece of
tubing affix wire from first piece by
giving it two turns, then solder and cut
off any surplus wire. Then tap this into
the lid (Fig. 4). Do not solder connections
after the tubing is fixed in lid, this must be
done before.

A Necessary Fastening.

It will be seen in the diagrams, and
more particularly in Fig. 2, that these
small pieces of tubing act as sockets, and
are connected up in pairs to link the
batteries together.

9 Ai.

4:1,4- of s/de dna Eop
&so end removed to show
posit/On of flash ham? 84tEeries

' biz::.  --7.i.4-- cii., g * s -------). 17. f:i i

C/8 4" -t-
-41---t 4- _ . _

4 3/8 '- 34.4;

. -,-- - -f -Jr 4- t -t-

: 4. 4 .

fig 3 Drilling of k. Ebonite .Sr Lid

One socket at 'each end only fails to
make " a pair."

The fixing of the lid is the last item ;
this should be affixed with two strong

. hinges at about 2 in. in from each end. The
front of the lid will need a clip or pin, driven
through the side, as in Fig. 2. This is to
hold lid down so as to enable the tappings
to maintain perfect contact.

Referring to the accompanying diagrams.
Fig. 1 represents. a. sectional view of the
case, showing how the sockets are arranged.
Fig. 2 illustrates the method of making con-
tact between the sockets and -the bittteries
and hoW the wiring is carried out. Fig. 3
gives 'drilling details of the ebonite panel,
and Fig. 4 shows the method of fixing the
sockets, while Fig. 5 clearly shows the
positions of the batteries in the case.
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on,structionai r
Conducted by Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

A Resistance Amplifier.
XPERIMENTERS who specialise in

resistance -coupled amplification will
he interested in the circuit herewith

(Patent 220,488), the special feature of
which is the values of the resistances.
The object of the invention is to make
the first valve operate as a detector
amplifier, and the subsequent valves as
amplifiers. It is Stated that the circuit

operates with R type valves, 'using H.T.
of 60 to 100 volts, thereby dispensing
with the extra large battery generally
required for resistance amplifiers. The re-
sistance A has the high value of 5 megohms.
This, anode is capacity -coupled to the grid
of the first amplifier, the grid leak of which
is of the high value of 20 megohms. The
anode resistance B in the anode circuit of
the Second valve is also high, 3 megohms,
whilst the last grid leak is 10 to 15 megohms.
It is stated that, owing to the values chosen,
the first two valves operate on the bottom
bend of their characteristic curves, whilst
the third valve operates on the straight
portion. Readers interested will find- some
useful characteristic curves given in the
specification (which is obtainable from the
Patent Office, London, price 1/-), and
many interesting experiments with the
circuit will readily occur to them.

Experimental Grid -Leak System.
The value of the grid leak, controls to a

large extent the distance -getting qualities
of the circuit. Strong, loud signals from
local, stations, for example, in general
require a greater leakage to prevent the
grid from being paralysed. If the same
large value of the leak (that is, small value

of the resistance) is used for weak distant
signals, it is probable that the signals will
not build up sufficiently to produce efficient
operation. In many cases a commercial or
experimentally made grid leak of the vari-
able variety is. sufficient, but where an
experimental board or panel is used, on
which circuits are tried out differing con-
siderably in their characteristics, the some-
what elaborate system of grid leaks shown
in the figure is worth while. Its arrange-
ment will readily be understood from the
figure. It consists- simply of a number of
fixed grid leaks, of values, say, 1, 2, 3, 5 and
7 megohms, which can be throWn into
circuit by means of a Selector switch. It
is a further advantage if an ordinary -
variable grid leak, of low resistance value,
be included in series with the selector, so
as always to be in series with the fixed
leaks.

Safety Battery Plug.
In spite of frequent warnings contained

in the many articles for constructors,
perhaps the commonest cause of mishaps
-to valves is the mistake in connecting in the
H.T. battery. The terminals for the two
batteries being so close together, it is only
with great precaution that accidents can
be avoided. The little device shown in
the accompanying figure, however, goes a
long way to the prevention of trouble. It
depends upon the well-known artifice of
making a plug which can be inserted only
one way round. Any type of such plug
may, of course, be used, but the base of a
discarded valve comes in handy for the
purpose, or failing this, a disc of ebonite
may be used, in which four valve pins are
inserted . in the proper positions. These
positions are obtained in the same way as
the drilling positions for a valve holder on
the panel.

Risk Eliminated.
Against the side of the cabinet of the

set, or upon the top of the panel, a
valve holder is placed. This should be of
the " safety " variety, that is, having the
tops of the metal socket tubes not quite
reaching to the top of the ebonite, so that
contact is not established until the plug is
making entry into the correct sockets.
Having made your connections to the
proper sockets of the holder within the
cabinet, you then make the corresponding
connections of the battery leads to the
valve pins of the plug, and thereafter you
can afford to forget about accidental wrong
connections of the batteries. Great care
must be taken to make the connections
properly in the first instance, and after-
wards the plug should be left connected to
the batteries. Every time there is any
need for disconnection, there is the possi-
bility of a mistake in again connecting up.
But with thin device there is -practically
no need to disconnect from the battery.

Variable Grid Leak.
Here is an addition, to the many, kinds

of variable grid leak. This particular in-
vention is the subject of Patent 224,295,
and has certain features which make for
constancy and reliability in working, which
is more than can be said of many variable

5E7'

EBONITE DISC
OR SQUARE OF

EBONITE

SAFETY VALVE LEADS
HOLDER P/NS FROM

8A7TER/ES

SAFETY BATTERY-PLUG

grid leaks on the market. A threaded
brass tube at the top secures -the device
to the panel by means of lock nuts, and
through this passes a threaded brass -rod
plunger, to the lower end of which is
attached a short length of plain brass wire
or fine rod.

Smooth Variation.
The latter enters a chamber in which.

is a special graphite paste, which con-
stitutes the resistance element. The case
or container is an ebonite or such-liko
tube, suitably hollowed out as shown, and
another brass screw entering the lower end,
and fitted with a screw terminal, forms the
remaining connection to the leak. The
resistance is varied by working the plunger
so that different lengths of the column of

CONTROL KNOB

PANEL

11E10 1
VFW

it

use%

PLUNGER
-4E- SCREW

PLUNGER
SCREW

PLUNGER

SCREW
CONNECTING

WITH GRAPHITE

TERMINAL.

GRAPHITE
COMPOSITION

EBONITE
CASE

-4-TERMINAL
VARIABLE GRID LEAK

paste are in Circuit between the two ter-
minals. If desired, a disc may be fitted t,)
the control shaft, working alongside a
vertical scale, so that the rise and 'fall, of
the plunger is indicated on the scale. This
is not shown in the figure.
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Cossor
Bright Emitter

Lbziouard Branly

Iron filings put
JUST over thirty years ago that grand old

man of Science, Edouard Branly, in-
vented one of the first detectors ever

used for wireless. In those days, o f course,
Wireless was little more than an inventor's
dream, the very greatest distance that signals
had ever been transmitted without the aid
of wires, was only a few yards. With
Branly 's iron filings detector-afterwards
called the coherer-a new era dawned.

A few years later, as we all know, signals
were successfully transmitted-to the won-
derment of the whole world-from Cornwall
to Newfoundland, and received on the
Coherer. Surely one of the most remarkable
uses for iron filings ever discovered.

It is a big step forward from Branly's
Coherer to Dr. Lee Forest's
three -electrode Valve - and
from the first valve to the
latest Cossor Wuncell Dull
Emitter is also another big
step forward.

" AIL rT1111111r.

Wu ncell
Dull Emitter

to a new use !
Instead of a Valve having a filament con-
sumption of nearly a of an amp. and operating
at 4 volts, there is now available in the
Wuncell a Valve that functions at its best

invisible.

So

its filament glow is almost

So small is its filament consumption, in fact,
that a very small portable 2 -volt accumulator
will run the average 2 -valve Set more than a
fortnight without recharging. And the cost
of a recharge is only a few coppers.

But low operating cost is only one of the
many exclusive Wuncell advantages. In
volume, sensitiveness, long life, freedom from
microphonic noises, it is fully the equal of
Cossor Bright Emitter Valves. No greater
tribute than this could be paid. Before you

select your Dull Emitter
Valves, get one !of our large

All Cossor Valves
reduced in price.

Advertisement of A. C. Cossor, Ltd., Highbury Grove, N.5.

illustrated Folders, describing
the Wuncell, from your
dealer free of charge, or send
us a post card for one.

142
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-components that
make successful sets

II IN The I WOODHALL I No. 1 Variometer.

IsolsithssoAst The spindles of the Rotor are moulded in, in
perfectly trite alignment. They cannot come loose.
The coupling between Rotor and internally
wound Stator "is closer than in any other Vario-
meter. The spindle has a metal bearing. All

connections internal ; two ter-
minals; one -hole fixing. Wave
length 250 to 750

renal
metres on 100 ft 12/6

The IWOODHALLI Vernier
Rheostat (Pat. No. 213,030.)
Combined plunger and rotary
movement. Push-pull movement
for coarse setting ; rotary for
vernier. Wonderfully smooth
movement; best ebonite former;
one -hole fixing

6 ohms 2/6
10 or 12 3/_. Wound with 42 gauge wire

30 ohms 316 Even on 200 or 300 volts pres-

No. I L.F.
Transformer.

ohms simultaneously with floe SILK.

sure gives no trace of distortion,

W OODFIA.LLI and its amplification factor is decidedly
above the average of other good -class

Sole Distributors:

{or theGuaranteed Components 23/6
transformers. Specially recommended

Pressland Electric Supplies, Ltd., HAMPTON -ON -THAMES.
'Phone: Molesey 2 2 .

21///Mil

HULLO! C.Q., WILL DAY CALLING

TO -DAY GO TO DAY. IT WI LL PAY

EBONITE
Many a good wireless set has been utterly ruined by being built up on a
panel of cheap and faulty ebonite. Why risk a failure ? Make a resolve
to have your panel cut dead true to your own size from our famous Ebonite.

PRICE 4.6 per lb. ordinary finish, or Sr- per lb. Matt finish.

The new " Dayzite " Variable Condensere fitted with Aluminium End Plates
and both sets of Vanes adjustable. '001, 7/9 each ; '0005, 5:8 each ;
'0003, 5'1 each; '0002, 4 7 each; Vernier, 3/11 each. Postage 6d. each extra.

virpei errea nag coo-- ICRANIC RADIO APPARATUS 'rain

No water -pipe handy ? Why worry ? Get
a " CLIMAX." Earth Tube, 5 - each.

MAKE NO MISTAKE IN YOUR SELECTION.
Do not keep wasting money on crystals of unknown repute.

GET A CRYSTAL THAT HAS STOOD THE TEST OF TIME.

DAYZITE REGD.
Sold only boxed with Silver Cat's -whisker, 2:6 each, postage 2,d.
extra. Makes excellent contact with Zincite for a Perikon Detector.

Copy of letter recently received :- Shepherd's Bush.
Dear Sirs,--117ill you please send me another " Daysite ' crystal. My

last one mast be getting on for nine months' wear and still, going strong. - My
pal asked me to .lend lib my " Dayzite," which I did, and now I cannot get
it back front hint, so I must hare one for my own set. I could not do without
it. Send along early and oblige.

JAMES SMITH.

Write at once for our new catalogue, post free by mentioning
"Popular Wireless."

WILL DAY, LTD.,
19, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON,W.C. 2
'Phone: Regent 4577. Telegrams: " Titles, Wmtrancl, London,"

BONTONE PHONES
BRITAIN'S BEST.

ORIGINALS 13/6 EACH. LIGHTWEIGHTS 1 41 6 EACH.
4,00o Ohms per pair. Fully guaranteed. Cash refunded if not entirely
satisfied and Phones returned to us within ten days, undamaged.

WE further guarantee that at no future date shall any repairs
to our Phones exceed the sum of 3/-. Compare this guar-

antee with other makes, either British or foreign. Our object is
a big sale, with minimum profits. Sensitive, Durable, and
Comfortable, and made of the best materials procurable,

Apply to your local dealer, or send direct to :-

B. D. & CO. (EDWARD A. BOYNTON),
Admiralty and War Office Contractors,

1 6 7 - 7 3 , GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.r.

100% efficient Aerial
and Earth connections

ing through window frames whenN-0,1,30outhielarvoef ttoer
CaRPAY hardy LEAD-IN strip.

Entirely supersedes ebonite or porcelain tube ; can
he used top or bottom of win.low which closes and

latches as usual.

The CAIIPAX LEAD-IN
is covered with fire -proof insulating ma-
terial; prevents leakage on wet window sills
Spring clips each end for easy connection of leads.
2/- .each, Order to -clay and make your

aerial and earth connections
" 100% efficient." At dealers or direct.

CAPPAX COMPANY, LTD.
512, DEANSGATE, MANCHESTER.
Send for our list of Tested Radio Specialities. This list is FREE and

POST FREE-saves you money and adds to your enjoyment.

Sketch shows
lead - in and
neat way it
fits under

window.

nitalit COIL HOLDERS &
...4 RADIOS COMPONENTS.

STANDARD
COIL HOLDERS
2 -way 5/6, base 6d. Post 3d.
.3 -way 7 6, base '- Post 4d.

na1t INSULATEDttle)
VALVE SOCKETSRADIO

Set of 4, including 1 red for Plate,
with drilling template, 1/. Post 2d.

letwit.
LEGLESS VALVE

RADIO 4 HOLDER
1 6 c. h. Post 2d.

tAk 'natal
RADIO

ANTI -CAPACITY

HANDLES

Fits by suction on standard
condenser knob. On and off
in a moment, stops all hand

capacity effects.

2/- each. Post 3d.

O
z

C

RED
OR

BLACK
INSULATION

f your dealer cannot supply we send post free if you mention his name and address.

GOSWELL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
12a, PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON. N.I.

Liberal Trade Terms. 1.1ST I RL. E. 'Phone: North 30 51
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HOW TO START AN -EXPERIMENTAL
RECEIVING STATION

By OSWALD J. RANKIN.
PART IL

The series of practical experiments outlined by Mr. Rankin will enable the amateur to lay the foundations of a thoroughly
4 comprehensive experimental workshop.

0-0-0

IT is assumed that the would-be experi-
menter has carefully followed the
advice given in the previous article,

and that he has now increased his stock
of components according to instructions
so as to be able to participate in this, the
next progressive stage.

Repeat the experiment described in
Part 1 (Figs. Al-B1) and (I) connect the
-0003 mfd. fixed condenser in series with
the aerial lead-in as shown at A, and then
replace this with the -0003 mfd. variable
condenser as shown at B. Carefully note
results, and also note that since the con-
denser is in series the wave -length value
of the coil is reduced. Therefore it will be
found necessary to increase the amount of
active inductance by moving the slider
further along the coil. At B every adjust-
ment of the condenser will necessitate
altering the position of the slider ; the best
position of the slider in conjunction with
a fixed setting of the condenser, and vice -
versa, will only be found by trial. The
general rule is to use as much inductance
and as little capacity as possible.

Obtaining Selectivity.

Now connect the variable condenser in
parallel as indicated in Diagram C, and
note that since the inductance value of the
coil is now n-ecreased, it is necessary to
adjust the slider in the opposite direction--
i.e. from the previous setting towards the
aerial end of the coil. Again, the best

adjustment of the
slider and condenser
will be found by ex-
periment. Nc;w con-
nect up the condenser
as shown at D. Do
not be surprised if the
signal strength falls off
slightly, but carefully
notice if any inter-
ference is now audible.
Try both the -0003
and -0005 mfd. vari- Filming how variometers are mounted for expeAmental purposes.
able condensers, then
tap off 75 turns from
the loading coil and connect this in parallel
with the condenser as shown at E. This
latter arrangement should almost entirely
eliminate any interference which may have
been troublesome with the ordinary direct -
coupled circuit.

Now fit an extra slider to the slide
inductance and try out the circuit shown
in diagram F, using the .0005 mfd. variable
condenser for tuning, the secondary or
closed circuit. This, also, will be found a
simple and_ effective means of eliminating.
interference, providing it is not of a very
serious nature.

Now repeat all the above experiments

on the wave -length of 5 X X, using the
loading coil which is connected in series
with the aerial lead-in as before.

Next, take the standard broadcast
variometer and connect it up as shown in
diagram G. It will be found that tuning is
very sharp ; that signals are consequently
louder, but that the circuit is not suffi-
ciently selective to cut out interference.

Try using the variometer in place of the
slide inductance in conjunction with the
loading coil for 5 X X ; also try the vario-
meter in series with the slide inductance
on the ordinary broadcasting and spark
station wave -lengths.

The accompanying photograph illustrates
a convenient method of mounting vario-
meters for experimental purposes. On the
left the instrument is mounted on an

(Continued on page 1426.)
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AMERICA CALLING.
By L. W. CORBETT,

LET me begin this article by lifting,
wholesale, a paragraph which
recently appeared in the " New York

World " (Radio Section) :
Capt. P. P. Eckersley, chief broadcast

engineer of the British Broadcasting Co.,
who recently paid us a visit to study in our
school of broadcast development, says that
he does not admire American broadcasting.

" 'America can't teach us anything in the
radio line. They are working on entirely
different lines from us, with a view to making
radio broadcasting an electrical hobby and
not an artistic enjoyment. The Americans
are more interested in listening -in to a dis-
tant station, and searching around the
continent for new cities than in the
message or concert itself.'

" And it was also Captain Eckersley
himself who said, when broadcasting from
one of our local stations, that the state of
broadcast development in this country was
astounding and beyond comprehension.

" Like many others who have visited us
for a short time, he presumes to criticise a
'system and a national institution of which
he knows nothing-oh, well, we have been
criticised by foreigners of considerable note
before this and are getting so that we enjoy
their humour. And still we can't help
feeling somewhat annoyed by their pre-
sumptive attitude, and feel with the
philosopher that ' criticism is the cheapest
thing in the world.' "

A " Close Up " of W J Z.
The heading to this paragraph, Another

Country Heard From," I presume, was sug-
gested by the humour which the executives
of this particular; RadiO Section are " getting
to enjoy."

It is a pity that such a well-known paper
should fail to understand Captain Eckersley's
statements (with which, by the way, I am
heartily in agreement), misconstruing them
to such an extent as to give them an entirely
different aspect.

Yet Captain Eckersley's statement from
K D K A-I believe it was this station-
that the state of broadcast development in.
America was beyond comprehension is
perfectly correct. There are many more
broadcasting stations to a given area in
America than in England, and the same
applies to listeners. Even a week's stay in
the States makes this obvicaia-and criticism
by one who is thus in a position to criticise is
not necessarily presuriiptuous.

Had Captain Eckeisleyannounced that the
B.B.C. had much to learn from America the
" World " would no doubt have informed its
readers that broadcasting in England was
poor, that the people of England were
diSsitisfied with the quality of -the B.B.C.'s
programmes and were hoping for American
engineers' help, and such like. '.

As I write these notes I am being enter-,
taine(I by W J 7., the Radio . Corporation
station from whence is being broadcast the
'whole of Marjorie," one of Broadway's
successful musical shows. Roy Royston, a
British actor, is taking one of the leading

parts, and, judging by the applause of the
audience, they are enjoying the show -as
much as I am. To -night, being cold, dark,
and atmospheric free (on this side), I am
wondering how many fans-excuse me,
amateurs-in the British Isles are receiving
this transmission.
Licences to Increase Power.

1 believe that W G Y and W R C (Wash-
ington) are linked up with W J Z, and are
also broadcasting "Marjorie," which adds to
the chance of this play being received in
England. I always used to get W G Y
better than IV J Z from a spot just outside
London.

It is a great pity that the B.B.C. are
unable to obtain permission to broadcast
some of London's plays, but perhaps those
responsible for the ban will soon realise
what a pulling factor the broadcasting of a
" good ' play is.

Advertising in all its forms, bear in mind,
is much more advanced in America than in
Great Britain, and a good playwright is not
likely to go to- the expense of having his
production broadcast if it is likely to adverse-
ly affect the box office receipts.

" The Miracle," which has just terminated
its run out here at the Century Theatre,
New York, was also recently broadcast-in
this instance by W G B S, Gimbel's new
station.

This latter station, by the way, comes in
very poorly, and I think now that my
remarks in previous American notes about a
new station opening which may be heard in
England are rather obsolete. W G B S
certainly broadcasts some tip-top pro-
grammes and their only hope is extra power.

And while on the point of extra power, it
is of interest to note that several stations in
the States have been granted licences to
increase their power to 5 kw. This increase
is to be made in 500 -watt steps, and if at
any time the increase is found to interfere
with other stations, the licence will _be
cancelled. At present, most of the large
stations employ only 1 kw. British " D X
hounds " will no doubt benefit by this new
power increase arrangement when it comes
into force.

HOW TO START AN ;
+ EXPERIMENTAL t

RECEIVING STATION +

+ (Continued from page 1425.)
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ebonite panel, 31 in. by 3 in., which is
provided with two terminals and then
screwed to one edge of a wooden baseboard,
31 in. square. On the right a wooden panel
is used, this being previously well -im-
pregnated with melted paraffin wax, and
afterwards given a coat of shellac varnish.

At this stage a few experiments with
fixed inductances might also be tried.
Take a 3 in. diameter former and wind on
three separate coils having 25, 35, and 50
turns respectively. Try each coil in turn,
connected up as shown at C with the
variable condenser in parallel, and with
the lower end of the coil connected to
earth.

Generally, it will be found a much
easier matter to tune -in 5 X X -than any
of the lower power stations. This is because
the tuning of 5 X X is " flat," owing to
the very high power used for transmitting.
One should take advantage of this and
try out a " no control" circuit. To do
this, carefully note the number of turns
in use when circuit BI -B2 (Part 1) is
accurately tuned to 5 X X, then wind a
corresponding number of turns on another
former (or construct two or more separate
coils and connect them in series) and
connect up the circuit as shown at C,
minus the tuning condenser and with the
lower end of the coil connected direct to
earth.

In the next instalment it is proposed
to describe othet tuning devices which
will figure prominently in future experi-
ments. Meanwhile, the reader. should
acquire another 0005 mfd. variable con-
denser  and the following plug-in honey-
comb coils : Nos. 25, 35, 50, and 75. A set
of basket coils should also be made or

purchased, these being numbered as follows :
25, 35, 50, 75, and 100.

In concluding the present instalment,
I would urge all beginners to carefully
preserve their copies of " P.W." Quite
apart from the usual features in this
journal, one has a whole mine of information
in the " Answers to Queries " columns,
where the many and varying problems of
both beginners and experts are solved week
by week, not in the usual progressive order,

but in the order in which each query is
received. Thus one is able to study any
particular problem which may apply at
the moment, or, by preserving each week's
issue, refer to a more advanced problem
at a more opportune time.

(To be continued.)
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A CHAT ON CRYSTAL CHEMISTRY.

#

nirr ow ChemicalCompositions Influence Rectification.
By J. F. CORRIGAN, M.Sc., A.I.C.

Readers who enjoyed Sir William Bragg's recent talks from 2 L 0 will find much to interest them in this
informative article.

WHEN one comes to consider the
number of different forms of crystal-
line minerals which exist in various

quarters of the world, one is often struck by
the relatively small proportion of these
naturally occurring minerals which are of
any practical use for the purpose of radio
rectification.

Apart from its crystalline nature and
physical form,..therefore, it follows from the
above observation that a mineral, to be an
efficient rectifier, must possess another
quality, that of partial electrical conduction.
A crystal of rock salt or of quartz (silica) is a

direct current, but yet they are capable of
producing good rectification.

The other rectifying minerals which are
in use for wireless purposes are almost
entirely confined to the sulphide and oxide
class of chemical compounds, although there
are a few other rectifiers besides these which
can be used satisfactorily, and which we will
deal with later on in this article.

The sulphides of metals form the most
widely -used class of mineral rectifiers. If
you have a piece of crystal whose composi-
tion is unknown to you, you may wager
quite a considerable amount that it is com-

posed of a metallic sulphide.
Of course, it may not have such

Heating a piece of metal in a spirit lamp flame.

tolerably good insulator, and it is also a non -
rectifier. A diamond is also a non-conductor
and a non -rectifier, but, at the same time, it
forms an extremely well- defined crystal.

At the other end of the scale we find
substances which are very good conductors
of electricity, but which, at the same time,
do not possess any rectifying powers. Such
materials may be looked for among all the
true metals, their alloys, and one or two of
their pseudo -metallic compounds.

Well-kn own Group of Crystals.
It will thus be evident that a crystalline

substance must be intermediate in character
between a conductor and a non-conductor if
it is to be used as a rectifier of H.F. currents,
and, in fact, practically all of the mineral
rectifiers which have been found to be of
any use at all conform to the above pro-
vision.

There are a few rectifying materials which
are elementary in nature. That is to say,
they are composed entirely of a material
which cannot be split up into any simpler
forms of matter by the ordinary means of
chemical analysis. Such rectifiers are Sili-
con, Tellurium, Arsenic, and Graphite.
The first three of this list are in nature and
general characteristics half -way between a
metal and a non-metal, and they are
generally referred to as " metalloids." With
the exception of graphite, which is a good
conductor, these elementary rectifying sub-
stances are poor conductors. They offer
considerable resistance to the passage of

a composition, but the chances
are that it will contain sulphur
in some form or other.

A sulphide, of course, is a
compound which is formed by
the direct union of sulphur
and a metal. Thus, for in-
stance, if we heat a few pieces
of scrap copper to redness and
then throw a quantity of
flowers of sulphur over the
metal, combi-
nation between
the two ele-
merits will take
place. The

metal will glow almost to
white -heat, and a blackish
mass of copper sulphide will
remain.

A list of the sulphide recti-
fiers which are used for wire-
less purposes will be seen in
Table I. It will be seen that
Galena, the basic material of

' all the proprietary ites," is
included in the category of
sulphide rectifiers.

Now, just as sulphur can
combine with metals to form
sulphides, tellurium and
arsenic are able to enter into
a similar combination with
metals with the formation of
tellurides and arsenide s.
Many of these latter  com-
pounds behave as efficient
rectifiers, Hessite, a telluride
of silver, is about the best-
known mineral of this class,
and Niccolite, or nickel
.arsenide, is another example
of this category of minerals.

From the Table it will also
be seen that the " pyrites "
minerals are all sulphides.
Some of them are -complex
sulphides containing more
than one kind of metal in
their composition. Thus it
will be seen that, whilst
galena, molybdenite, and iron

pyrites contain only one metal, minerals
such - as copper pyrites, Bornite, and Bour-
nonite contain two or three different metals
in each ease.

It is interesting to note that Argentite, a
sulphide of silver very similar in general
type of composition to galena, is, to all
intents and purposes, a complete non -
rectifier, but, nevertheless, when a small pro-
portion of this mineral is fused with galena
it is able to increase the sensitive properties
of the latter mineral. Most samples of
argentite have a very much lower electrical
resistance than galena, and probably this
fact may account in some way for their non -
rectifying properties.

The Oxide Group.
Passing on to the oxide group of minerals

which are able to act as radio rectifiers, we
notice from Table 2 that the most import-
ant member of the group is the well-known
Zincite, which can be used in combination
with so many other rectifying minerals.

Zincite is a naturally occurring oxide of
zinc, and its ruby -red colour is imparted to

(Continued on page 1428.)

An S -valve super -heterodyne reciver which has an e
neat lay -out.

emely
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it by the existence of slight traces of man-
ganese compounds in the mineral. This
trace of manganese in the mineral seems to
have a lot to do with the efficiency of its
rectifying powers, for zincite which has been
devoid of such impurities is found to be a
poor rectifier.
Metallic Rectifiers.

Attempts have been made to produce
zincite artificially, but up to the present

two in the flame of a spirit lamp and then
withdrawn and allowed to cool, its surface
will be covered with a film of tarnish
consisting, for the most part, of oxide of
copper. Such a strip of copper will give
good rectification when an extremely light
contact is made with it either with an
ordinary fine cat's -whisker or with- a frag-
ment of zincite. The illustration, Fig. 1,
indicates the manner in which such an
" oxide detector " may be prepared, and a
few experiments of this nature, using
different varieties of metals and alloys, will
be of interest to the amateur should he be
keen on the fascinating subject of crystal
rectification.

An explanation similar to the one given
above accounts
for the often
surprising pheno-
menon of " recti-
fication by means
of the crystal cup
alone." In these
cases, the crystal
cup has become
slightly tar-
nished, and its
film of oxide has
such a physical
form that it is

able to display strong rectifying properties.
The last type of rectifier which we have to

deal with in our brief survey of the chemistry
of crystals is the compound carborundum.
Carborundum has the honour of being the
first rectifier to be employed for any

Mineral . .
. - Chemical Composition.

lialena .. .. Lead sulphide
Molybdenite .. Molybdentun sulphide SingleCovellite .. .. Copper sulphide
stibnite .. .. Antimony sulphide 1 sulphides.
Iron pyrites .. iron sulphide
Copper pyrites Sulphide of iron and copper
liornite .. .. Sulphide of iron and copper
Bounionito .. Sulphide of copper, antimony Complex or mixed sulphides.

and ea
NI lipicliel .. Sulphide of iron and arsenic
'fin pyrites .. Sulphide of copper, iron; and tin,

Galena form
the basisof most
proprietary
crystals.

TABLE 1.-The above table indicates the composition of most of the sulphide
loop of mineral rectifiers. Note that these minerals can be further divided into
single " and " mixed " sulphides.

ime they have not been so successful as the
progress which has been made in the pro-
duction of synthetic galena.

Iron and copper oxides have been used
experimentally as rectifiers of H.F. currents
under the names of Magnetite and Cuprite
respectively, but
owing to the varying
sensitivities of differ-
ent -samples of these
minerals they are not
used with any fre-
quency in genera I
amateur work.

A number of oxide
rectifiers which do not
give very good recti-

.

fication under ordi-
nary conditions can
have their rectifying
powers very much
increased by the ap-
plication of a small
local potential across
the rectifying contact.
Such mineral rectifiers
include the two oxides
of manganese, Man-
ganite and Pyrolusite ;
Cassiterite, an oxide of
tin; Anatase, or tita-
nium oxide ; and one or two other similar
compounds.

It is the rectifying nature of many
metallic oxides which is often responsible
for rectification at the point of contact of
two metals. For instance; if a strip of clean
metallic copper is placed for a minute or

The wireless room at the Soe3terberg Aerodrome.

practical purposes in radio reception, and
its use in this direction dates back to the
year 1906, when it was brought into service
by General Dunwoody, of the United
States Army.

Carborundum is really a compound of
two elements, -carbon and silicon, both of

which are recti-
fiers. The sub-
stance is thus a
silicon carbide,
or, as some pre-
fer to call it, a
carbon silicide.
Both names,
however, mean
the same thing.

Carborundum
and also silicon
are the only
commonly used

Mineral.
/,incite
Magnetite
Cuprite ..
Cassiterite
Anatase
BroOkite
Pyi.ohisite
Tellurite
I Imenite

Chemical Composition.
Zinc oxide (containing traces of manganese).

.. Iron oxide (magnetic).
.. Copper oxide.
.. Tin oxide.
.. Titanium oxide.

.. Manganese (di)oxide.

.. Tellurium oxide.

.. Oxide of iron and titanium.

TABLE 2.-Indicating the composition of a number of minerals which may be
included in the oxide category of rectifiers. A large number of other metallic oxides
will produce rectification, but only when they are present in very thin films on fhe 

,surface -of their constituent metals.- The above; liomever, arealSie to reetify in' their
!mass condition.

rectifying materials which are not found in
Nature, and which have to be produced
artificially. Carborundum, as is well known,
requires a local potential for its proper
functioning, but, all the same, it can be
used without the application of such a
potential if the material is of good rectifying
quality to begin with.

Organic Crystals.
The whole range of mineral rectifying

substances may thus be divided up into a
few classes : the elementary class, the
sulphide class, and the oxide class. Apart
from a few exceptions to this classification,
such as carhorundum (silicon carbide) and
one or two other little-known materials, all
the crystal rectifying substances are con-
tained in the above categories.

Experiments have been made with a
view to producing well-defined crystals of
an organic nature which contain metallic
atoms in their composition and which
would be suitable for rectifying purposes.
Such experiments appear to have proved
fruitless up to the present time, but they
represent an interesting line of research,
and doubtless, at some future date, they
may provide the crystallographer and
scientist generally with much interesting
data of a theoretical and a practicably
applicable nature.

REPAIRING VALVES.
4

WHEN advertisements for the repairing
of burnt -out valves first began to
appear, many people not unnaturally

regarded the process as uncertain in its re-
sults, and of doubtful commercial value. It
must be said, however, that within a short
space of time, the technique of valve repair
has been so developed, and the process has
become so specialised, that valve repairing
is to all intents and purposes as reliable as
valve manufacturing; and there is now no
reason why the experimenter who has had
bad luck with his filaments should hesitate
to avail himself of the excellent valve re-
pairing services advertised.

The Process.
In this connection, you may be interested

to learn, very briefly, how the repairing is
done. The first step is to remove the

pip " from the bulb and to seal on at
this point a short glass tube. The bulb is
then cut round its equator by means of a
diamond and the two halves separated.
The electrodes being now readily accessible,
the necessary repairs are carried out, and a
skilled glassblower (and those of my readers
who have experience of glass-blowing will
appreciate that considerable skill is essential
for this operation) proceeds to repair the
bulb by joining together the two halves.

By sealing the short glass tube, mentioned
above, to the vacuum pumps, the valve is
again exhausted, and it is then sealed off
by means of a blowpipe at the pip as before.
The usual combined chemical and discharge
process completes the exhaustion, and the
valve is then submitted to a series of tests
precisely. the same as those applied to a
new valve, after which it enters upon its
second lease of life. The charge for repairing
a valve is usually about one-half the price
of a new valve, and as to the results I can
say from experience that generally they
leave little to be desired. J. R.
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True judgment and appreciation- require to be based on more than
outward appearance. Time after time the public are persuaded to
buy the " just as good" article on the strength of similar outward
appearances. The result is disappointment and distrust. Too late
we rediscover the knowledge that it's the heart of things that counts.
Just look at the internal construction of the new R.I. Transformer.
Note the careful symmetry of design and heavy insulation between
coils. The primary and secondary are wound in twelve sections,
the six sections of the primary being placed on the outside of the
secondary sections, giving the lowest self -capacity (18 micro-
microfarads) of a transformer in general use.
The further security of one year's. guarantee is, given with every new
R.I. Transformer. Apart from these strong features of -real worth
the monogram R.I. carries more confidence for you of perfect
workmanship in wireless components and sets than .any other
trade mark.

Price 251-
Ask your friends, and then write for the New R.I. Cakdogue

TelephOne-Regent 6214-5-6.

MOIR 1111 .15101111111211

Telegrams-" Instradio, London."

Radio InstraimiNts lid
12 Hyde Stra6t,OxR2rd Street

Telephone: RECENT 62 14(3iinek/.. (.1 .Tel egramiInstrad io London!
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THEY'RE PLAYER'S
AND THEY PLEASE

10 T2D1c;
11. D

STANDARD NAVY CUT SIZE

.-...

P.W.I

This is
the new
packet

Of importance to
cigarette smokers
The name "PLAYER" has
&ways stood for the finest
Virginia tobacco procurable.
This tradition is maintained
to the full in Player's "White
Label"Navy Cut Cigarettes.
"It's the Tobacco that counts"

PLAYS R'S
WHITE LABEL

CUTS
CIGARETTES

ISSUED BY THE IMPERIAL TOBACCO COMPANY (OF GRF AT BRITAIN AND IRELAND) LTD
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The Volutone
Loud Speaker
Gives really large
volume of sound -
without sacrificing
the quality of re-
production. The
diaphragm is adjust-
able.

PRICE £4-10-0

EXPOSING THE PIG.
One is continually being warned against
buying_a pig in-a,:pep ; a maxim with
which I agree so heartily myself that at
20, Store Street, W.C., I am exposing
.the animal for all to sec.

With the kind assistance of Messrs.
Yeates, Ltd., of that address, 1 am
exhibiting at their showrooms a full
range of Fellows': Wireless Apparatus,
including Crystal and Valve Sets, Loud
Speakers and Headphones.
You can pay us a visit there and find
everything that could possibly interest
the wireless enthusiagt. You can also
examine the apparatus as carefully and
closely as you like ; you can, moreover,
hear it actually working. There is no
pig in a poke here.
Any set or Loud Speaker that you wish
to test will be demonstrated for you by
a courteous staff of experts who will
answer your questions and solve your
difficulties.
Youwill also receive the same con-
sideration whether your purchase con-
sists of a 420 Cabinet Set or just a
Louden Valve.
The prices, too, arc all clearly and
plainly marked and will cause you no
qualms ; for, as you know, whatever
the product our policy' is always
Quality Apparatus at Low Cost

/1444 .ife..e64,--s

YEATES LTD.,
20, Store Si, Tottenham Court Rd.,

London, W.C.1.
Well-equipped Sales and Demonstra-
tion Offices. Wholesale and Retail.

F LLOW
LEssR,S

ADVT. OF THE FELLOWS MAGNETO CO.. LTI)., PARK ROYAL, LONDON, N.W.,10
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Messrs. Wates Bros.
Dear Sirs, --Your Microstat is famous for its perfect

valve control. The other day Joe Murgatroyd sent me
the big one you see in the photograph. He thinks it
might help me control Blossoms, my domestic loud
speaker.

Well, here's hoping !
Thine,

JOHN HENRY.

"MICROSTATS"
OVER 250,000 SOLD.

The wonderful popularity of the Microstat has in one year created
sales totalling over a quarter of a million. We feel an apology is
due to those whose orders have necessarily been delayed in execu-
tion, entirely due to the unparalleled demand for the Microstat.
Carefully extended production, that increases our output by TOO per
cent., will now enable us to give delivery, we hope, ex stock, and
prospective purchasers can be assured that the high standard

f efficiency and quality wiil be fully maintained. If your
dealer does not stock, kindly send us a line with his address.

ar revised catalogue is just published. Send us a card for free coPg.

IDEAL FOR ANY
TYPE OF VALVE 219

ill;zgiot

ONE HOLE
FIXING

12, 13, 14, Great Queen Street, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
'Phone: Gerrard 575-576. 'Grams : " Zywateserzg, WeS1Ceril.

Works : LONDON, BIRMINGHAM, AND WESTCLIFF.
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For SELECTIVITY
SHARP TUNING &

EFFICIENCY
Use

"TANGENT"
TUNING

COILS

The Unshroudcd Coil
with a guaranteed

LOW SELF CAPACITY
See N.P.L. (signed) Report. .

Coil
No.

Self -Capacity in
Micro-Microfarads Price

25 8 4/3
35 9 4/3
5 25 4/3
705 31 4/6

100 22 51-
150 16 6/-
200 22 7/-
250 22 7 /6

COMPLETE SETS -
4 Concert Coils (W/L250 to 1180) 161- the set.

11 Concert Coils (Wi L250 to 9500) 67/- the set.

Obtainable from all good dealers,
but in case of difficulty-write us.

GENT & CO., Ltd. (Established 1872)

" Faraday Works," LEICESTER.
IONDON 25. Wetorfa Street, S.W.1.
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE Tangent House, Blackett St.

Contents of
Complete Set.

t
8 Terminal Studs.
6 Multi -Connectors.
4 Coloured Connec-

tors.
8 Discs (Black, Red,

and Blue).
Phones I -

.e Phones-\ High -Tension+
High -Tension--
Low -Tension i-
Low-Tension-
Earth.
Aerial.

Complete with in-
structions.

O

e theworry
ire ess

When you build up your set-or re -wire it
with Newey Snap Terminals-you straight
away take all the small worries out of
wireless. With a slight pressure of the
finger perfect contact is made and any
number of headphones can be coupled
together, one above the other, on the same
connection.

Experimental sets can be easily built up
and changed time after time with Newey
Suap Terminals, obviating as they do the
mess and uncertainty of wiring not per-
fectly soldered.

TENN IN AL
Coat 1010012136323c -s am
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" I don't need a Valve
Set-I use Russell's"

-So says the crystal set enthusiast, justified
by the results he is getting. With any
crystal but the Russell's too per cent pure
Hertzite he would tell another tale. Have
you tried it in your set ? You're not getting
maximum results until you do !

Retail Price 1 fin Per Piece
The

L. G. RUSSELL
Laboratories,
1-7, Hill Street,
BIRMINGHAM.
Opposite Empire Theatre

NOTE-By remov-
ing the bottom cap
you can alter your
RESISTANCE
value at will by
inserting another
cartridge of the
required value.
'EMC' FILAMENT

DIMMER.
Ohms Ohms

5 3/3 0-10 3f9
0'20 41. 0'30 413
EMC VARIABLE

GRID LEAK
2-5 meg. 3/6
5-10 ,.
'IMO' VARIABLE

ANODE
RESISTANCE,

25-50,000 ohms 3/6 BAR
50-100,000 4/- VALV
70-140,000 4,6

From all Dealers or direct
from

ENTERPRISE MFG.
CO., LTD.,

Grape Street, W.C.2
Telephone : Gerrard 3018.

RIE'S " LOW CAPACITY
E HOLDER. 1 3 each.

" Popular Wireless " says :-
 It is entirely original, highly
successful, and in cases con-
stant. A really good Grid
Leak. Can certainly recom-
mend their use in Unidyne
and ordinary circuits.

->LAST WEEK CLEARANCE SALE
Please send postage on all orders under

4 -Valve Set, Guaranteed to Pick up all B.B.C. and most Continental
Stations. reduced from £25 to £16

Dr. Nesper Loud Speaker, reduced from £4 4s. to £3 15s.
200 Sebphone Double Headphones, reduced from 15/- to 9 9
200 Telefunken Phones, reduced from 21/- to 15/3
Telefunken Imitation, 9/9
Dr. Nesper Adjustable Phones, 12/ -
Radio Micro '06 and F.T.H., '06 Valves 12/- each Six for £3
Phillips Valves (only few left in country) 7/6
Glass Covered Detectors, 1/3 each
Panel Mounting 2 -Coil Holders, 3'3
Cases of Brand New 60v. H.T. Batteries. 6,6. By Post 816
500 Croix Shrouded Transformers, reduced to 9/9 earls. Six fur£2 10 -
Belling Lee Terminals, 4,6 dos. assorted

S. E. BLAND, .9A.C.GI B.Sc.,
82a & 97, Queen Street, LONDON, E.C.4.
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ADECISION to move 2 L 0's trans-
mitter has at last been made. Many

.. months ago POPULAR WIRELESS
published exclusively the rumour that
2 L O's aerial was to be erected on
Selfridge's Store, in Oxford Street. This
rumour has proved correct, and the two
'tall lattice -work masts may now be seen by
visitors to Selfridge's. 2 L 0's power is also
to be increased from 4 kw. to 3 kw.

This is good news for crystal users on the
'outskirts of London, for it is anticipated
'that the crystal range from 2 L 0 will now
he increased from 25 to 35 miles. This
increased range will be a great boon to those
-listeners in the distant suburbs who do not
wish to install valve sets and will find them-
selves just outside the range of 2 L 0 for
'good reception.

But it must be borne in mind that double
Aower does not mean double range.

lthough 2 L 0 is heard night after night
',by crystal users at distances greatly
'exceeding 25 miles, the guaranteed range
-of a crystal set for reception from a B.B.C.
main station of 4 kw. has always been
-20 miles, and for 5 X X, the high -power
station, 100 miles, despite the fact that
these distances are daily exceeded by
listeners -in.

The' New Transmitter.
But the doubling of 5 X X's power would

not allow technical engineers to state
exactly that the range would be doubled,
although it is quite likely that in practice
many amateurs would receive the broadcast
concerts at more than double the usual
range. The same applies to 2 L 0. The
official increase in range is given up to
35 miles, and it will be interesting .to note
whether amateurs with crystal sets find any
great difference for long-distance reception.

Those listeners within 5 or 6 miles of 2 L 0
will probably not find much appreciable
increase in the strength of signals ; this will
only be noticed by listeners situated at a
greater distance ; but the quality of recep-
tion for listeners within 5 or 6 miles of 2 L 0
should be greatly enhanced.

The new transmitting get will not have
many radical departures from the standard
apparatus at present installed at Marconi
Horse. But the aerial masts will be consider-
ably higher from the ground level, and this
in itself should greatly help to improve

 transmission.

I hear that a number of amateurs
residing in the purlieus of New York have
been driven to desperation by the inter-
ference caused by the transmitting set of
one of the U.S.A. Government's ships.
This ship is fitted with a spark transmitting
apparatus, and has caused so much inter-
ference that a number of listeners have
forwarded a letter to the U.S.A. Post-
master -General, asking the Post Office
Department to scrap the obsolete trans-
mitting equipment on the offending boat.
So earnest are they in this request that they
have offered to purchase a special C.W.

 transmitting set to take the place of the
spark transmitter !

I do not know whether the U.S.A. Post-
master -General has accepted this offer,
hut the action of the New York amateurs
in starting a fund to collect enough money
to buy a new transmitting set for a ship
which was causing them interference, is a'
striking example of the earnest way in
which the American amateurs take their
hobby.

I wonder how many amateurs in this
country, on the south coast- of England
especially, would band together to collect
enough money to offer the Post Office to
improve apparatus for the North Foreland
Wireless Station, and how many amateurs,
especially in the Midlands, would band
together to start a fund to pay for improve-
ments in that ever -annoying station,
Leafield ? In the latter case I shoold think
the fund would have to be a pretty big
one, and, short of pulling the station down.
there would have to be " some " improve-
ments !

* *

I have received a number of queries
concerning the super -selective receiver

seems to be required, which resistance can be
read on a dial, which should make only one
turn to give the full range.

An alternative control of reaction is
by, varying the H.T. or filament, if the
resistance is not sufficiently delicate. I
mounted my coils in two 2 -coil holders, and,

__as I had no vernier condensers, found that
the equivalent could be, obtained by
adjustment of the coupling between the
aperiodic aerial coil and secondary. The
condensers were both .0005 mfd.

" As to results, I think the circuit is all
that is claimed for it as regards selectivity,
providing that a delicate control of reaction
by the variable resistance be obtained, and
I could cut out Chelmsford-distance
20 miles-and listen to Radio Paris un-
disturbed. The tuning was very sharp on
a large range of stations heard, with no
trace of interference.

Operating the "Super Selective."
" As to strength, it appears quite equal

to an ordinary single -valve detector circuit,
if not better. London-distance 50 miles-

was heard at loud
telephone strength on
one valve. Radio Paris
fair 'phone strength
with two valves. .Ger-
man stations came
in at loud telephone
strength. The coils
used for Chelmsford
and Radio Paris were
aperiodic aerial 45 ;
first secondary 200 ;
reaction 70 ; grid 240 ;
18 S.W.G. wire was
not used, but coils
were 20-22 SAY.G. "

I hope the above
extracts from Mr.

Professor Rankine and his receiver, which enables him to " hear by jig
a novel method he has recently devised.

recently published in POPULAR WIRELESS.
I have received one letter in particular
from Mr. A. W. Boothroyd, of Colne Lodge,
Lexden, Colchester, which contains some
interesting remarks about this super -
selective circuit described by our New York
correspondent, Mr. L. W. Corbett. Mr.
Boothroyd, referring to this circuit,
says:

" In the first place I used plug-in coils
in place of the coils described, and I think
much wire and time may be saved if others
do this instead of making special coils;
but with the plug-in coils I have been able
to try the circuit on all wave -lengths up to
that of the Eiffel Tower.

" The crux of the circuit is the variable
anode resistance, and I have not had very
happy experiences in this reapecta I used a
resistance marked from 50,000 to_ 100,000,
but actually going down to zero and
upwards. I improved the action by mount-
ing a good-sized ebonite disc for controlling,
instead of the tiny knob as fitted; that
improved results-but the action was even
then too irregUlar. Something better, with

more definite and certain resistance,

Boothroyd's letter will
prove of value to the
large number of read-

ers of POPULAR WIRELESS who have been
experimenting with this receiver.

Our New York correspondent, as I
mentioned recently, made one mistake in
sending us an account of this set. He said
it was an easy receiver to handle. But, the
tests we have recently made hardly agree
with this statement. It must be frankly
admitted-and the last- thing on earth
we wish to do is to deceive readers, hence
this candid admission-that the Super-'
selective set, while in every way fulfilling
its claim to be the most " super of all -

selective receivers," is undoubtedly a set
which requires some practice before it can be
successfully operated.

But an hour's practice at this set, and by
exercising patience and by noting various
adjustments, etc., and by paying particular
attention to -the resistances, will enable the
average amateur to get some very good
results. In fact-, so many readers seem to
have taken a great interest iii this set, and so
Many desire further details, that I am
shortly publishing a full constructional
article dealing with The Super Selective Set
built in " P.W.'s " testing -room.

t"--
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WIRELESS FOR THE BEGINNER.
t

No. XII. SOME REMARKS ON VALVE CIRCUITS.
By E. BLAKE, A.M.I.E.E.

1[N the previous article we saw that a
small change in the potential of the
grid of a valve was able to bring

about a large change of current in the plate
circuit. By connecting the telephones in
the plate circuit we obtained in them a
current which varied practically in the
same way as the modulated " carrier
wave and thus reproduced the sounds
broadcast by the speaker.

The signals received by a single -valve
set are not loud enough to work a loud
speaker properly, and if the transmitting
station is very far away they are not as a
rule sufficiently loud for comfortable tele-
phone reception. Therefore several methods
of increasing signal strength have been
devised.

Use of an " Extra Coil."
If we break the plate circuit and join up

in it a coil of wire, and bring that coil of
wire near to the coil which is influenced by
the aerial, we do a very important thing.
Refer to Fig. 1. L is the aerial tuning
coil. Ll is the " secondary" coil, which
receives an alternating E.M.F. from L and
alters the potential of the grid which is
connected to it through C2, the grid con-
denser. Cl is the tuning condenser for
Ll. Now L2 is the extra coil which we
have inserted in the plate circuit and
brought near to Ll.

As has been previously explained, when
signals are being received and the valve is
rectifying, there is in the plate circuit a
current which varies in accordance with
that in the circuit Ll Cl. Therefore when
the coil L2 is connected up in the plate cir-
cuit the same current passes through it.
And when, further, we bring this coil near to
the coil LI-or " couple ' it to Ll, as
electricians say-we begin to put back into
the circuit Ll Cl some of the electrical
energy which we took out of it from the
valve.

Explaining " Reaction."
The process by which this is done is called

"induction." If a coil of wire in which
there is an alternating E.M.F. is coupled
to another coil, there will be " induced ' in
this second coil an E.M.F. of the same fre-
quency as that in the first coil. That,
very roughly, is the action of a transformer,
of which more will be said later. Harking
back for a moment, I must now point out
that this is how the E.M.F. is set up in Ll

by the aerial coil L-i.e. by induction.
If the coil L2 is placed at right angles to

Ll (see dotted line) no action takes, place
between the coils, but as it is swung through
90° and gradually brought more and more
into the same straight line as Ll it begins
to add energy to Ll, so that Ll is provided
with a more powerful E.M.F. than it would
be if the coil L2 were not there. We are,
in wireless parlance, " feeding back " into
the valve. The result is that the circuit
Ll Cl. has an increased E.M.F., and this
being applied to the grid is able to bring
about a bigger change in plate current and
thus a louder signal. This method is pro-
bably known to most of you as " reaction."

When Receivers Transmit.
It is not my purpose to go into details

about self -oscillation and its dangers, espe-
cially as Captain Eckersley has done, it so
well and so frequently. But I may just
say that, all factors being favourable,- if
you couple L2 (the " reaction " coil) so
closely that a certain critical point is
reached and overstepped, the circuit Ll Cl

will begin to oscillate on its own account
and will thus become a transmitter of
waves something like the carrier wave' of
the broadcasting station. When you hear
that click, followed by that characteristic
rushing sound, resulting in screeching in
your telephones instead of music, you may
know that you have coupled Ll and L2 too
closely and have become a public nuisance,
because you are sending out waves which
nobody wants.

Introducing Additional Valves.
Reaction, then, provides a very con-

venient way of magnifying signals without
the use of another valve or extra apparatus
beyond a small coil of wire. One rectifying
valve, with reaction, makes an excellent
receiver for telephone work, but is hardly
powerful enough to operate a loud speaker.
There are certain circuits, generally called
" reflex " circuits, by means of which one
valve can be used to do the work of two,
but these form more legitimate studies for
people who have gone deeper into the sub-
ject of reception than those for whom 'I
write, and we must pursue what in the

long run is probably the best arrangement,
namely, the use of extra valves for magni-
fying signals.

As we can control the plate circuit cur-
rent, and thus the current through tele-
phones or loud speaker, by the grid, it will
be obvious to the thinking reader that it
is open to us either to magnify the E.M.F.
applied to the grid, before rectification takes
plcwe, or to magnify the output of the recti-
fying valve by means of another valve.
Reaction may be taken for granted ; if we
can use it whilst rectifying we do so.

High- and Low Frequency Amplification.
There is a big difference between magni-

fying before rectification and magnification
afterwards. If we magnify first, we have,
obviously, to deal with high -frequency
oscillating currents ; but if we magnify
after rectification we are dealing with
currents which change at audible frequency,
for they are those which would pass through
the telephones. We can, of course, mag-
nify both before and after rectification,
and these processes are called, respectively,
high -frequency amplification and low -fre-
quency amplification. Fig. 2 is a diagram
of an H.F. amplifier (1st valve), a rectifying
valve, and an L.F. amplifier (3rd valve).

The aerial coil A induces an E.M.F. in
the secondary coils, which E.M.F. is
applied to the grid of the first valve, and
produces a small change of grid potential,
yvhich in its turn brings about a bigger change
of voltage in the plate circuit. Rectifi-
cation is performed by the second valve.

Instead of the telephones, we connect in the
plate circuit a coil of wire which forms what
is called the " primary " of a " step-up "
transformer --P in Fig. 2.
Describing Transformers.

A transformer is a device for transferring
electrical energy from one circuit to an-
other. It consists of two coils of wire, one
wound over the other, and both wound, for
our purpose at any rate, over a piece of
iron called the " core." An E.M.F. in the
first coil, or primary, will induce an E.M.F.
in the other, or " secondary." If there is
one turn in the first coil, and an E.M.F. of
one volt in it, there will be induced one volt
in the secondary if the secondary has one
turn. But if there are twenty turns in the
secondary there will be induced twenty
volts therein ; but the current available in
this secondary will be one -twentieth that
flowing in the primary. The rule is, for
every volt in a turn of primary there is
induced the same in each secondary turn.
A transformer wherein the number of second-
ary turns exceeds the number of primary
turns is called a step-up " transformer.

(Concluded on page 1449.)
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" Ah! So that's the secret
of your DX results!"

This patent dual rheo-
stat allows the quirk
change from dull to
bright emitters, and
vice -versa, desired by
experimenters, 6-60

ohms, 8/8.

Ericsson intervalvo
transformers get the
last ounce out of your
valves without distoi,
nun. Ratios 1-2, 1-4,

17 6 each.

Our tested condensers
aro wonderfully ac-
curate and low in
losses. Stout Vanes,
cvt ra narrow spacing.

.001 ... 1216
0005 ... 10i e

Look behind the DX fan's panels-
in seven cases out of ten you'll find
Ericsson tested components-trans-
formers, condensers, rheostats, grid
leaks, etc., etc.
There's good reason-all our components
are made to a definite end with vernier
precision. Our condensers are dead accu-
rate. our transformers amplify in perfect
purity and strength, our grid leaks regulate
grid potential to the correct value every time.

Build that new circuit with Ericsson leafed
parts-and get that DX feeling.

SELLING AGENTS:
MANCHESTER: Palatine Wireless

Equipment Co., 3, King Street
W., Deansgste.

NOTTINGHAM: W. J. Fume &
Co., Traffic Street.

COLCHESTER: 121, High Street.
SCOTLAND; Malcolm Breingan,

57, Robertson Street, Glasgow.
BIRMINGHAM : 14-15. Snow Hill.
N.E, ENGLAND: Milburn Ito.,

Neweast le -on -Tyne.
LEEDS: North British Engineering

Equipment Co., Excelsior Build-
ings, Lands Lane

IRISH FREE STATE: Stocks
carried by A W. Doyle, Kelly
and Co., 174, hoarse St., Dublin.

BELFAST: J. Robertson, Ltd.,
46, May Street.

WALES: E. Thompson & Son,
Western Mail Chambers, Cardiff.

Write to -day for free lists and further infor-
mation (or apply locally).

The British L.M. Ericsson Mfg. Co., Ltd.
67 73, KINGS WAY,
LONDON, W.C.2.

TESTED
PARTS

for
distance

Neutron
The consistent high sensitivity of
Neutron Crystal is proved by the
rapidly accumulating records of

long-distance reception - and you can
obtain the same results, with care in your
choice and arrangement of apparatus ; par-
ticularly in your choice of Crystal - at the
same time the most important item and the
least expensive. Be sure it is Neutron.
Manchester from Bakewell

A. C.," Bakewell, receives Manchester on a
Neutron plain Crystal circuit.

Birmingham from London 125" L. V. C.," of Chiswick, receives Birmingham
regularly on a Neutron without amplifiers.

38

miles

Chelmsford from York 160E. C. D.," York, receives the high -power
station on a single slider set, with Neutron. miks

Brussels from Chiswick
"L. V. C.," of Chiswick, receives Brussels on

Neutron, without amplifiers.

Madrid from Chippenham
" R. A. H.," Chippenham, regularly receives
Madrid on a plain Crystal circuit, with Neutron. mile,

And with 2 stages of L.F. only,
W B Z from Chippenham 31000
" R. A. H.," of Chippenham, also reports miles
reception of W B Z (Springfield, Mass.) on a Crystal set,
r,usaingfirs

only,
gniNeeut ron, with 2 low -frequency valves acting as note

200
800

EL) fe31...n
Concert Tested & Guaranteed Radio Crystal
Stocked by the Best Radio Dealers. Packed in tin with
silver catswhisker. Insist on Neutron in the
Black"and Yellow Tin- 1/6
Produced by NEUTRON, LTD., Sicilian House,
London, W.C.I. Phone: Museum 2677. Sole distributors

for United Kingdom :V. Zeitlin & Sons,
144, Theobald's Read, London, W.C.1.

Phones : Museum 3795 & 6841.
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Some of those who have given you

THERE is one thing to be placed to the
credit of the B.B.C.-it has indeed
endeavoured consistently to get the

best, and, despite being hampered in the
beginning by the
prejudice of manager
and agent, once
freed from this, it
has gix'en us the
best in singers,
instrumentalists,
and concerted music.

A striking in-
stance has ' been
fciund in the con-
stant use of that
super:jazz combina-
tion the Havana and
Orpheans Band
at the Savoy Hotel,

London, and its broadcasting has helped
to make them known to the large public
outside. This was evidenced by the crowds
that waited patiently in the rain
and mist to see as well as hear
them at Queen's Hall recently,
for their second concert.: -

Mr. Charles Woodhouse.

The Savoy Bands.
The Savoy Dance Bands have

the biggest organisation in the
world fol. this type of music.
Unlike other bands _they -are
not inverted from America, but
made up of the__-finest sOoists of
their respective instruments from
all parts of the globe. Agents
are constantly keeping watch for
new combinations and music,
some ten thousand tunes having
been heard beforetheir present
repertoire was framed.

Their instruments, too, range
from the world's most wonderful piano-one
with two manuals, like an organ, and first
used by this orchestra: ---to the most varied
of cornets and their mutes, saxophones,
banjos, clarionets, harps, and drums, as
well as the many weird instruments and
contrivances which give them their
" effects." It is reckoned that sometimes

forty separate in-
struments are used
by the bands during
an evening's pro-
granune. It is'ied
by Mr. Cyril New-

- ton, a fine violinist
and singer, too,
who has lived in
America 'many
years before he
came. over here.

From jazz to
Beethoven is a far
step, gut fie;
appreciated byNir. Ashmoor Burch.

pleasure when listening -in.

most listeners -in, and the best exponents of
classical work have been diligently sought
out.

A Famous Violinist.
A further triumph in broadcast music

was gained when Mr. Charles Woodhouse,
the famous orchestral violinist, consented to
play recently at 2 L 0 with the other
members of his string quartet, Messrs.
Frank Howard (second violin), Ernest Yonge
(viola), and Charles Crabbe ('cello). It
would be hard to -find a better combination
or a violinist who has.had wider experience.
He has been a member of the Queen's Hall
Orchestra, under Sir Henry J. Wood, -since
1900, and its leader this last five years, as
well as member of the Royal Philharmonic
Society's Orchestra, the Goossens, and the
London Symphony Orchestras, as well as at
the Royal Opera at Covent Garden. At the
Promenade Concerts, or the " Proms,"
as they are more affectionately dubbed,

Members of the Savoy Havana Band.

Mr. Woodhouse's appearance is the signal
for cheers, for the British public is quick
to know and recognise the fine work he has
done. Not only as violinist is he known, but
as conductor, too, for he often relieves Sir
Henry in the second part of the heavy
programme. As composer and adjudicator
for the Associated Board of the R.A.M.
and R.C.M., Mr. Woodhouse also finds time
for one position of which he is proud,
that of Musician in Ordinary to H.M. the
King, for which he holds the Royal Warrant.

Two Popular Artistes.
Vocal music is usually well catered for,

and, amongst the excellent singers heard
round the stations, mention must be made
of = Ashmoor Burch. - A -Student under
Herman Klein, his one aim has obviously
been versatility, and there _are few branches
of vocalism Which he has not essayed suc-
cessfully. Oratorios, &Oral workS, operatic
performances, as well as solos with the
Natimial Sunday League have all made Ms

name an outstanding one in every pro.
gramme. Before the microphone, it is
evident that he relies not only on actual
tone power, but interpretation and a
diction that makes
every word heard.

A high classical
standard is pre-
served at the pro-
vincial stations ; in-
deed, often they are
on the "high-
brow" side, yet
that they are keenly
appreciated is self -
evident. Amongst
the well - known
pianists who have
played at several
of the stations is
Angus Morrison.
He is well known at Manchester, a pupil
of the noted Bach player Harold Samuel.

He won the Open Scholarship at
the Royal College of Music in
1918, which he has held for five
year's.- He has achieved cotiSidtr-
able 'success by his recitals in
London at Wigniore Hall, and
over the aether he is one of the
most popular of players.

" The Beggar's Opera."
Interest will be centred at

Birmingham on the 11th inst. by
the broadcasting of Maurice
.lacobson's latest work, " The
Beggar's Opera Fantasia." Set for
tenor solo and mixed voice chorus
and orchestra, although produced
at the Lyric Theatre, Hammer-
smith, during the run of the opera
as revised by Mr. Frederic Austin,
this work was composed from

copies of the original MSS. at the British
Museum. It is, however, dedicated to
Mr. Austin, to whom is due the revival of
British interest in the old work. As a
song writer, composer of works for orchestral
instruments, pianist, and conductor, too,
Mr. Jacobson is widely known, and his
recent appearances
with John Coates
at the various sta-
tions confirmed the
successes gained at
the big halls in
London. He is
holder of the Stan-
ford Competition
Scholarship, and,
amongst other
works, he is known
for his clever
arrangement of
Vaughan Willianis' 
Mass in B minor for
the Anglican service.

Mr. Angus Morrison.

Mr. Maurice Jacobson.
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Equal to an
extraValve

If, instead of adding a Valve
Panel to your set you could
obtain the extra power by
substituting Bowyer -Lowe
Square Law Condensers for
those you are using, you
would be satisfied that the
new Condensers were out of
the ordinary.
Can it be done ? Read what these
customers say. Their experience
is very definite evidence that only
Bowyer -Lowe Condensers give the
square law effect PLUS reduced
losses and greatly improved capa-
city ratio.

MITCHAM.-" The improve.
ment your Square Law Con-
densers have effected in my
Three -Valve All Concert Re-

ceiver has practically given me
another valve."
GRAYS.-" I have fitted the
Condenser in my All -Concert
Receiver to replace one of a
cheaper make. I can get all
stations on Loud Speaker,
whereas I could only get London
on 'phones before.'

These results are unusual under
any circumstances, but they prove
conclusively that, especially when
used in conjunction with Bowyer -
Lowe MATCHED H.F. Trans-
formers,' Bowyer -Lowe Square
Law Condensers yield signals that
areunexcelled in purity and volume.
Fit these condensers in all your
sets. Substitution is easy became
they are NO larger than ordinary
condensers. Good dealers stock
them at prices from 11.'6.

Bowyer -Lowe Tested

Square Law
Condensers

Send 1 d. stamp for Pocket Price List of all
Bowyer -Lowe Tested Apparatus. 36-pp.of
information with blanks for your own notes.

BOWYER-LOWE Co., Ltd., LETCHWORTH
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WIRELESS ON EASY TERMS F---_
E _=GAMAGES have now extended their easy =
== payment system to Wireless, and you may
E now secure on payment of first deposit Wire-
F- less Sets and Apparatus from £5 upwards,
F- balance being payable in monthly instal-=
F. ments. Write for details to Wireless Dept. :-7-

1111111iiilitiniIiiIIIIii11111111111111111111111111111111IIIiiiiiimilin11111111iinrn11111ffitniunniIIIIIIII

GAMAGES
FOR WIRELESS VALUE!
Our Stocks are comprehensive and always fully up-to-date, our
assistants are Wireless Experts, always ready to offer sound
technical advice and the VALUE offered is unrivalled.

POST ORDERS
and Enquiries receive
prompt attention and
speedy dispatch, and
should you have any
cause for dissatisfaction,
we willinglyput it right or
refund your money in full.

Special Line
VOLTMETERS

Dead -beat Type, very
reliable, nicely made
and finished. Readings
0-3, 0-6, 0.12,

volts. Post 6d.
0 - 15. , 0- 20

Price each

ALL makes of
Valves, Batter-

ies, Loud Speakers,
'Phones, etc., are in-
cluded in our Stocks.
Come and see them

TELEPHONES
Special Line of high-
class 'phones, 4,000
ohms. Fully guaran-
teed and very com-
fortable to wear.
Nicely made 1216
and finished.
Price per Pair

Combined Dead -Beat
VOLT -AMMETERS

Watch Typo in Nickelled
Brass Case. Readings 0-15
volts ; 0-30 amps., Of
Damages usual
high quality.
Post 6d. Price

BOOKS on Wire-
less in stock

dealing with every
conceivable problem,
written by Wireless
Experts and nicely

bound

GAMAGES SUPER CRYSTAL
with the new REVOLVING CRYSTAL,
which enables all spots to be used without
removing Crystal. Supplied complete with
a piece of our famous " PERMANITE "
Crystal and Silver Cat's Whisker.

Price for' Panel Mounting. 4/6Post Id.

5/6
Post 4d.

For Table
Panel

Mounting.

PRICE
Two Way

5/-
PRICE

Three Way

6/6

BRITISH

MADE

THROUGHOUT

DETECTOR

The " Duo -Latex -Ea "
COIL 1E-I4DIADE R.
No Loose or Dangling Wires ; Direct Connection
on Underside of Panel; Reversible Pins; Anti -

Capacity Handles
With the Gainage Duo -Lateral Coil
Holder, there are no loose or dangling
wires; it is electrically connected (through
the stout metal brackets) to the under-
side of the panel by screws and nuts
provided for the purpose. Insulated
parts are ,bade of best eboniteand metal
parts of Nickel -plated
Price for Price for
Two Way Three
Post 3d. , Way.

Post 3d.

GAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.1
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The Technical Editor of " Popular Wireless " will be pleased to receive wireless sets and
component parts from manufacturers and traders for test. Reports will be published

under this heading.
MR. N. HEYWOOD, of 27, Moors Meads

Road, Twickenham, manufacturer of
wireless crystals, has sent us a " Blue

Spot" crystal detector fitted with
" Idealite " crystaL It is a very neat little
component, and is designed for " plug-in "
panel mounting. It is supplied complete
with two sockets ready for fixing to a panel
at 3/3 with crystal, or 2/6 without. The
crystal is held in a screw -cup, and can be
changed in a moment, while the silver
cat's -whisker, too, can be very easily
removed if desired. The " Blue Spot "
detector should prove very useful in
reflex circuits, where it is sometimes ad-
vantageous to reverse the connections
to the crystal detector.

On actual test we found it quite satis-
factory. Adjustments can be made smoothly
and, once concluded, the detector will
remain " set " for considerable periods.
It is a component which should be received
well in both crystal and valve -crystal
quarters.

A miniature painting is not a freak of
art by any means ; miniatures, as a matter

of fact, are held in great esteem by col-
lectors, and so with the new Ericsson
miniature crystal sot. It is neither a freak
nor a toy, but a cleverly designed wireless
receiver of un-
usually small
dimensions,
capable of pro-
viding results
equal to sets of
much larger
sizes.

Messrs. The
British L. M.
Ericsson Manu-
facturing Co.,
Ltd., have sent
us a sample for
test, and as soon
as we saw it we
were attracted
by its neat, small,
yet efficient ap-
pearance. It is
made entirely of
ebonite, and is An " R.G." Strip Coil, which is

wound with copper strip insteadprovided with a of wire.

small tuning control and two crystal
adjusting knobs. The crystal itself is hidden
beneath the small top circular panel.

On test very good signals were received
from 2 L 0 at a distance of nearly ten
miles, and the adjustments mentioned
above proved to be both smooth and
simple to carry out. As the makers claim,
in -appearance and operation it is a " perfect
little set," and at 17/6 it should prove one
of the most popular receivers of 1925.

' *

From Messrs. Aneloy Products, Eton
Works, Upland Road, London, S.E.22,
we have received a Pliotron S.S. -07 dull
emitter valve for test. It takes -07 amps.
at 2.3 or so volts and 40 to 80 volts on the
plate. It is a general purpose valve, and
functions well as both a detector and
amplifier. It also appears to be fairly
strong mechanically, which is a distinct
asset to a valve of such low filament
consumption.

It operates at a comparatively low
filament heat, and can be used with dry
cells quite satisfactorily. The price, 12/6,
is distinctly reasonable for a product of
this nature, and considering the good and
consistent results we have found it will give,
it should command a very ready sale.

* *

From Messrs. The Cable Accessories Co.,
Ltd., we have received a " Revo Vakrys "
receiving set. It is a one -valve and crystal
" reflex which retails at 96/-, plus royalties.
It is a solid, well -made instrument, and
embodies several features usually found
only in much more expensive apparatus.
For instance, three filament' terminals are
provided, two alternative " pluses " making

(Continued on page 1440.)

SILVER or COPPER
OXY D. 551 -

NICKEL PLATED

52/6
POST FREE.

/111611M

"BECO"
Hornless Loud Speaker

WHAT everyone has been longing for is at last obtain-
able. Not only a beautiful ornament for every

home, but a really efficient speaker, designed on scientific
experience, and superior in reproduction and tone to any
other type.

YOU MUST HAVE ONE - WHY NOT NOW ?
6" high,
5" dia.,
2 thick,

The British

BRITISH MADE

Electrical Sales Organization,
Manufactured by the Patentees :

Works-

British Electrical Mfg Co.
PUTNEY, LONDON, S.W..15.

623, AUSTRALIA HOUSE,
STRAND, LONDON, W.C.Z.

PHONE CITY 7665.
TELEGRAMS PRIMOSTELE, LONDON
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Don't miss this powerful New Story.

MARSH CANDLES
By ALAN J. TIIOMPSON
(Author of " The Voice of the Merry --Go Round.")

Marsh Candles is the fascinating story of a young Irish journalist-
high-spirited, adventurous, romantic-who becomes involved in the
iniquitous machinations of a base schemer; misled by will-o'-the-wisps
(wealth, power, adventure, social position and infatuation), he becomes a
traitor to his own better nature as well as to the girl he loves.
How this treachery involves him in the most amazing intrigues, and places
him in a position of utmost difficulty, is dramatically and skilfully told.
Don't miss this fine story. It is exclusive to the

RED MAGAZINE 7D.
On Sale, Friday, February 13th. Make sure of a copy.

oxo:6:6:6:6:6::6:6:Ko:o:6:9:o:(****G000:9:(or.to:k3:6:6:(4:9:6:(oo:eco:e:exo:9:*

" TURRET " Columbian Pine Masts Designed by
Naval Experts.

27 Turret Two £2 4 6 145 ftTelescopic £4 10 6 Phone .
38 Complete .. 3 19 6 I 55ft. 6 15 6 GERRARD
42 Telescopic._ 4 4 0 I 58ft. super ._ 6 19 6 2650.

SIMPSON & BLYTIIE. 8-9,Sherwood St Piceadilly,W.

A HANDSOME PIECE OF FURNITURE.
SOLID OAK STANDARD CABINET

WITH LOCKS
in which to lock up or build large panel
receivers, such as :-

4 -Valve Family,
All Concert de Luxe,
Transatlantic IV and V,
Wireless Magazine 4 -Valve Receiver,
Anglo-American 8,
3 -Valve Dual, etc., etc.

Ebonite panels can be supplied ready
fixed ; price on application.
Willingly sent on approval against ,emit -
lance. Guaranteed to spec ificat ion
Immediate delivery.

TRADE SUPPLIED.
Price : 221 in inside width £4 10 0

24 in. , £4 15 0
36 In. (model de luxe) made to order

Part carriage and packing, 7/6 extra.
M. VERSTRAETEN (Dept. 5),
Melvin Chambers, 50a, Lord St., Liverpool

,71

of,*
rnyea You shako /ham Mo tyyhier May yet'

SOLDERING ABOLISHED.
No Solder. No Heat. No Spanners.
No Experience. The Ideal method of
wiring any set. Oilleker, safer. and

more efficient than soldering.
1 / 9 and 3 / 9 per box, complete.

THE
RAPHON

wONDER-DETECTon
Enables any number of 'phones to be
used, irrespective of resistance, on a
crystal set without weakening strength'
of signals. Attach ono to each pair of

'phones. 2/ 9 - each; - everywhere. -

es

Gramophone Loud -Speaker attachment repre g
sents the greatest loud -speaker value yet
offered. Four -inch Stalloy Diaphragm, %
Graduated magnet adjustment, Heavy wind- s
Digs (will withstand LOGO volts H. T.), Dis- g
tortionless. 5,120, 2,000 and 4,000 Offing. is

39/ -each, a 
TELEPHONE REPAIRS. °

Rewinding, Remagnetisingj Overhauling from 31 to 10/, Meady
same day if order received before 8 a.m. Send for rewinding g
prospectus "P " post free.

W. JOHN MILLER,
s. 041 68, Parringdon Street, E.0.4.

(2nd anil 31,1 Floors). Phone: Central 1950.
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o APPARATUS TESTED.
(Continued from page 1438.)+

it safe to use either a bright or dull emitter
valve with an accumulator. Two aerial
terminals are included on the panel, so
that the instrument can be used with long
or short aerials. In the lid appears a list
of instructions sufficiently clearly worded
to enable even the absolute tyro to place
the set in commission and obtain good
results

On test very good results were obtained,
and at a point a little over six miles away
from 2 L 0 it was possible to operate a
small loud speaker. Birmingham also was
heard during one of 2 L brief intervals,
and signals were quite clear in the telephone
receivers, but in common with most other
reflexes it is not very selective. For
those listeners who require a practically
" fool proof " set capable of providing loud,
clear.signals, such a receiver as the Revo-
Valcrys " is ideal. .It has an appearance of
solidity, even ,the crystal detector is
obviously designed for hard work and to
resist rough Itandling. Aerial tuning is
accomplished by means of a variometer
and the anode by means of a variable
condenser. The under panel workmanship
is decidedly good, and we particularly like
the method adopted of soldering terminal
connections. It is one that we ourselves
intend to advocate in the case of the
home-made set, and is an example of
thoroughness it does one good to observe.

In addition to the " Valcrys " receiver
which we report upon above, Messrs. The
Cable Accessories Co., Ltd., sent us a pair
of their " Revo " light -weight telephone
receivers for test. These headphones, which
retail at 21/- per pair are sold under a
twelve -months' guarantee against faulty
workmanship or material. They are very
comfortable to wear, being light in weight
and nicely balanced. On test they proved
to be well up to standard in respect of
both sensitivity and tone of reproduction.
We have no hesitation in recommending
them to the attention of our readers.

*.

The new price of the Cosmos D.E.11
Dull Emitter Valve, a product of Messrs.
Metropolitan -Vickers, is 21/- and not 22/6
as was erroneously stated in the advertise -

A " Bi-recto " Microphonic Crystal Detector.

ment
Vik "
issue.

concerning this and other " Metro
valves which appeared in our last

* *

We recently tested a specimen of
" Concite," a crystal manufactured by

TEST ANY VALVE YOU LIKE,
BRIGHT OR DULL EMITTER-

-against the "Six Sixty"
The "Six Sixty " is the only valve which gives
volume approximately 567 greater than a
standard bright emitter because it is the only
valve fitted with a Thorium Coated MOLYB-
DENUM Filament.
There is no substitute for the "Six Sixty "; its
processes of manufacture are fully covered by
patents.
Also with a "Six Sixty " one accumulator
charge lasts over ten times as long as with a
bright emitter.

Before you buy any other valves test a
"Six Sixty" on your set. You will never
regret the experiment.

If your local dealer cannot
supply communicate with us.

Filament Volts 1 5 to 2.
Filament Current '3 amps. 201-

EL11111171G HOUSE.E Rop ...ENNT:Ti.

Z7e/epkont ResvAI 5336

-1111111111111.11=11

Messrs. Conradi & Braun, of 52, Theobald's
Road, W.C. 1, and which is sold at 1/6
complete with cat's -whisker. It is an
excellent rectifying material and is sensitive
and stable. It functions excellently 'in
simple crystal circuits, and can be used with
confidence in all types of valve -crystal
combinations.

A very interesting device has reached us
from Messrs. Beswinniqg's, Connaught
Road, Ilford, London, in the form of the
"Cozwhy " Calibration Dial, an accessory
which will appeal particularly to those in-
terested in " D X work. It replaces the
ordinary knob and graduated scale on a
variometer, variable condenser, or reaction
control Mounting is very simple, and it is
sold to fit three sizes of spindle -4 B.A.,
2 B.A., and 0 B.A. The " Cozwhy " Cali-
bration Dial consists of two essential parts-
one, a disc of white material, around the edge
of which is printed a graduated scale; this
disc remains stationary ; while two, an
ebonite cover fitted with an extension handle
revolves with the adjustment of the instru-
ment with which it is used. The cover is
provided with a pear-shaped opening, the
top of this forming a pointer. In this opening,
on the white disc beneath, the names of
stations can be marked in pencil or ink-and
wiped off again, if necessary. Thus a
receiver can be calibrated to render the
tuning -in of one or more stations a
very simple matter indeed. In fact, we
predict considerable popularity for the

Cozwhy," at 3/- complete, among
both listeners, amateurs, and advanced
experimenters.

Profit by the Experience
of others

KDKA
WGY

WHAM

Any reader desiring
to receive particu-
lars of the aerial,
circuit, etc., in
which the above re-
sults are obtained,
can have same by
return if self
addressed stamped
envelope is enclosed.

/PROOF

WO
B Z

The Crystal
with the
SIGNED

Guarantee in
every Box,

TAUNTON.
" With your Crystal and a One -Valve
home-made Amplifier I got these
American stations direct. They were
quite loua on 'Phones."

Special Cat's -whisker in Tube, Tweezers, Directions and signed
tester's Slip. See that the Seal is unbroken. Obtainable of all
Dealers, 1,6; if any difficulty write direct to

BRITAIN'S BEST CRYSTAL Ltd.,
234'5, SALISBURY HOUSE, LONDON WALL, E.C.2

Winner of our Cross -Word Puzzle:
H. HARRIES, Woodview Cottage, Bourne Road, Bushey, Eeris.
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The "DERWIN" Adjustable
BATTERY CARRIER

Carrying 2 Volts
20 Amps.

Strong, Safe, Adjustable
The great advantage of the " DERWIN " Adjustable Battery
Carrier ave.r all rigid types is that, being pliable, it automatically
adapts itself to a firm grip on any battery. An adjustable
strap fastens round the centre of battery, passing through any
one of 3 pairs of loops as required, making it impossible for the
contents to move.

There is nothing rigid about it, and no sharp corners to catch
the leg when being carried. The specially constructed handles
give a firm grip, making battery -carrying a simple matter. It
is made of two layers of stout leather specially prepared to
resist acid corrosion, and will carry a one, two, or three
cell battery with the utmost safety.

On actual comparison with all other carriers, the .numerous
and outstanding advantages of the " Derwin " arc so obvious
that they need no further emphasis.

R. F. WINDER
CROSS BELGRAVE STREET
'Phone : 20461 (2 lines). LEEDS Wires : " Contact, Leeds.'

216
Of all Dealers or
Post Free from the
Sole Distributor.

carrying 6 Volts 40 Amps.

!IIIIIWINIM11111111111111111i111 11111111011111111111111116111.Mill

H.F. Plug-in TRANSFORMERS.
A series of A.F. plug-in trans-
formers in six ranges of wave-
length. They are made of our
highly -polished non -loss ebonite.
The windings are carried in
staggered slots, well protected,
ensuring low self -capacity and
high efficiency. Each and every
transformer is tested to a
standard oscil ator, and any
not coming within very narrow
limits aro rejected. Perfect
matching is thus ensttred.

No. 00. 80 to 150 in. 10 -
No. 0. 150 to 300 in. 10 -
No. 1. 300 to 600 rn. 10
No. 2. 550 to 1,200 m. 10'.
No. 3. 1,100 to 3,000 in. 10 -
No. 4. 2,500 to 7,000 m. 10'.
Complete Set (Nos. 00 to 4), 55
No. A6 (Neutrodyne

unit), each ... .. 10 / -
Can be supplied in matched
pairs at NO extra charge if
requested at time of ordering.

D
HAEL1.TD

Manufacturers of Wireless and Sc'entific Apparatus.

Constructors aim arc
out for fame,

Remember M.N. is the
name.

179, STRAND, LONDON, W.0 .2.
Barclay's 707

Heslock

A NEW AERIAL I
NO WIRES OF ANY SORT.
A CONVENIENT & PRACTICAL DEVICE
FOR VALVE SETS FOR FLAT DWELLERS,
HOTELS, BOARDING HOUSES, OFFICES, etc.
HANGS ON THE WALL like a map, Rolls
up for Portability.
ASK YOUR DEALER or send P.O. direct--Pric.?,
10/6-Postage 6d. extra-TWO Colours-Blue, Cream.

SURFACE AERIAL & GENERAL *L'i
SUPPLY CO..

1 CAROLINE PLACE, FULHAM CROSS, W.6. Arl

THE SEASON'S NOVELTY.
THE FORMO PORTABLE AERIAL.

This wonderful aerial can be used in or out of doors, on a car or punt, in fact
in almost any desired position: It can be erected or taken down in a few moments

7/6
Postage Extra

7/6
Postage Extra,

We guarantee this aerial to receive up to so miles from a broadcasting
station on a valve set, although many users are getting all the British Stations,
and many Continental stations: It is sold complete with insulators, hooks, and
lead-in terminal. .

A customer writes: " Reception perfect on crystal set with your aerial, indoors,
at 8i

THE FORMO COMPANY
(ARTHUR PREEN & CO., LTD.)

Crown Works, Cricklewood Lane, London, N.W.2.

T" only Genuine American
Crystal on the British Market.

It has been used by the American
public for over 5 years. 1 /6

Price per box -

M ETAL
RADIO CRYSTAL

Mined, tested and packed by the Dayton Radio Mfg.
Co., Dayton, Ohio.

Wholesale Agent for London & district: P. BERNEY,
35, Oxford Street, London.

Sole European Distributors :
LONDON RADIO STORES,
11, BATH STREET, GLASGOW.

AGENTS WANTED. IN ALL BROADCAST AREAS.
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1 HOW TO DISCOVER
POLARITY,

1
FROM A CORRESPONDENT.

THE accurate and speedy determination
of the polarity of various accumulator
and high-tension leads is often a

matter the paramount importance of which
cannot be over -emphasised.

In accumulator charging operations the
polarity of the accumulator and of the
charging board leads must, of course, be
known with certainty, for it is essential
that the positive terminal of the accumu-
lator be connected up to the positive
terminal of the charging -board. If the leads

were connected up the wrong way round,
the accumulator would be completely
exhausted of its residual charge, and injury
would occur to it.

Several Chemical Methods.
Similarly, the radiO amateur and experi-

menter must always be in a position to
determine at once the polarity of his high-
tension battery leads. Mott high-tension
batteries are, of course, at the present
moment .sent out by their manufacturers
with their polarities plainly indicated on the
outer casings of the cells, but with home -
constructed batteries the case is often
different, and the amateur is generally left
to himself to determine the polarities of
his batteries.

Leaving aside the several physical
methods of polarity determination, such as
the magnetic polarity indicator, there are a
number of reliable chemical means of
determining very simply the polarity of
any electrical lead.

A More Delicate Indicator.
In the first place, a little dilute sulphuric

acid may be poured into a small saucer and
the battery leads held in the liquid at a
distance of about half an inch apart.
Bubbles of gas will immediately be observed
to rise from the electrode which carries the
negative current. This is shown at Fig. I.

Similarly, a solution of copper sulphate
(blue vitriol) may be prepared, and the
wires from the battery dipped below the
surface of this liquid. In this case, a deposit
of copper will be formed on the negative
lead of the battery.

When carrying out this determination, it
is best to wrap the ends of the wires with a

little tinfoil so that the deposit of metallic
copper at the negative pole may be shown
up plainly.

These tests work very well when the
E.M.F. of the battery or accumulator cells
tested is not below three volts, but there are
a number of more delicate tests still, and
many of these, when carefully applied, will
indicate the polarity of a cell when its total
E.M.F. is below one volt.

Probably the most delicate chemical
polarity indicator is the chemical compound
which is known by the name of phenolph-
thalein. This material takes the form of a
white powder. A quarter of an ounce of .it
should be procured from the local druggist
and as much of the material as will fit on a
sixpence should be dissolved in a teacupful
of warm water, together with about three
times as much Glauber's salts (sodium
sulphate).

The Use of Potatoes.
A quantity of ordinary white blotting

paper is then soaked for a few minutes in
this liquid, and then allowed to dry without
any rinsing. The paper may then be cut up
into suitably shaped strips.

To use this paper for the purpose of
polarity determination all that it is necessary
to do is to lay a small piece of it on a
wooden or ebonite surface, and to moisten
it with a little pure water. Bring the leads
of the battery on to the moistened surface of
the paper and at a distance of about half an
inch apart, and a bright pink mark will be
evident at the negative lead.

It has been stated that the freshly cut
surface of a potato, an onion, or an apple
will provide an effective means of deter-
mining polarity, a dark stain being produced
at the negative pole of the battery when the
leads are held on the freshly -cut surface at a
little distance apart. This is a rough-and-
ready test, but in many cases it works very
well. In others, the opposite result is
obtained. Thus it would appear that the
chemical or physical make-up of the vege-
table or fruit concerned has a good deal to
do with the efficiency of the test. Needless
to say, this test is not suitable for deter-
mining the polarity of very small currents.

The ordinary " pole -finding paper " vrhich
is obtainable on the market is usually com-
posed of absorbent paper which has been
dyed with a solution of turmeric or litmus.
With both these papers the negative pole
of the high-tension battery or accumulator
lead exerts a colour change at its point of
contact with the moistened paper.

These papers can very easily be made by
the radio amateur who has a little time to
spare. The turmeric variety of the pole -
finding paper is perhaps the better of the
two to use. It can be made by soaking
ordinary white blotting -paper in a solution
of turmeric, prepared by dissolving about
a quarter of an ounce of dried turmeric
root in half a teacupful of a mixture of
equal parts of water and methylated spirits.

After diying, the paper is ready for use,
and when the electrodes of the battery are
applied to the surface of the moistened
paper a brown stain appears at the negative
point of contact.

An ordinary photographic blue print
will also make quite a good polarity
indicator. For this purpose the blue print
should be moistened slightly with a very
weak salt solution. The negative point of
contact of the battery with the paper will
be indicated by the appearance of a dirty
yellow stain. Generally speaking, this test
is not very effective when voltages below
six or eight are being dealt with.

In all these cases, of course, the colour
change effect at the point of contact of the
negative electrode of the battery is depend-
ent upon the presence of local chemical
action by which the moist indicating
material with which the fibres of the paper
are impregnated is converted into a different
form. Such colour -change effects are well-
known in the realms of analytical chemistry,
and they form the basis of all the well-
known chemical " indicators."

Instrument for Permanent Use.
In conclusion, a very 'simple polarity

indicator may be described. This consists of
a bent piece of glass tubing as depicted in
the diagram, Fig. 2. Through the corks
which are -provided at the opposite ends
of the tube are placed two stout copper rods
reaching about halfway down each arm of
the tube.

The tube is then almost entirely. filled
with a solution of phenolphthalein, made
by dissolving a " sixpenceful " of that
material in a teacupful of warm water, and
then by adding three or four times that
amount of sodium sulphate. On attaching
the polarity indicator to the terminals of
the accumulator or battery, a pink area of
liquid will be formed around the negative
electrode.

On shaking the tube, the pink colour will
disappear, and thus the indicator will be
ready for a further test when required.

If the pink colouration is not readily
formed, it is 'a sign that too little of the
materials have been dissolved in the water.

RODS

.46-- CORKS --">-

CLASS TUBE

SOLMON OF PHEONLPIITHALEIN.

Flaa.

This can easily be remedied by adding
very small further amounts of sodium
sulphate and phenolphthalein to the liquid
until the colour is formed almost at the
instant of connecting up the battery. The
exact proportions of the materials necessary
for the purpose varies to some extent with
the voltage of the current whose polarity
it is desired to test. For all average purposes,
however, the proportions given above will
be found to be entirely suitable, and
satisfactory results will be obtained at
the first experiment with the indicator.
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P411.11111PIIIPINI,
Your set is minus 50`'0 efficiency if you
are not using the Mars' spirally -
wound, multi -strand aerial cable.

Amplify as much as you like,
but first make sure that you
have an aerial which brings
you something to amplify.
Of course, 7/22s gives good results,
but compared with 7/22s the
Mars ' has 80 per cent, greater

surface area. Because of this the
Mars ' collects 50 per cent. more

signal strength when used for
reception ; sends out 90 per cent.
stronger signals when used for
Transmission

9i6 100 Ft.

Crystal sets owners will find that
' Mars superiority equals the
addition of a H.F. unit. Valve
sets owners will find that the
` Mars brings in distant, elusive
stations sweetly, clearly, with
greater ease and certainty.
These claims proved by experts, have
been endorsed by over 40,000 Mars
enthusiasts.
The Mars aerial cable, consisting of
64 spirally wound strands of fine
phosphor -bronze wire. costs 9;6 per
100 ft. It represents the utmost value
in aerial wire you can obtain.
Get your Mars ' to -day --and note
the wonderful difference which plus
50 per cent, efficiency makes to your set.

Obtainable from most wireless dealers.
If you have any difficulty in obtain:Ug,
send P.O. for 9, 6 to :

E. & W. G. MAKINSON, LTD.,
Wellington Works, Wellfield Road,
Preston. (Established aver 40 years.)

Telephone : Preston 122.
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Ilse CLIX!
CLIX PROVIDES AN IDEAL POINT FOR SOLDERING

Perfect contact-instantaneously
-everywhere.
The tapered design of CLIX
plugsocket ensures full surface
contact in every one of its count-
less applications.
That's why CLIX, the' Electra -
Link with 159 Uses, supersedes all
forms of Plugs, Terminals and
Switches and has standardised
the wiring of all radio circuits,

Retail Prices
CLIX with Locknut 3d.

CLIX Insulators
(6 colours) Id. each

CLIX Bushes
(6 colours) ld. pair

Obtainable from all Wire-
less Dealers or direct front
the Patentees awl Manu-
facturers:

AUTOVEYORS, LTD
Radio Engineers and C'ontraelors

84 VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, S.W.1

" BELLING -LEE "

Indicating Terminals
Heads
cannot

screw off.

Grips a
spade tag

or flex.

Standard
4 B.A. Stem.

Brass, ..314. each.
nickel, 41d, each.

Patent No. 5807,24

N Tops engraved in
White on Black
16 Indications.

Hole to Grip a
phone tag

or solid wire.

Serrated bottom
prevents

working loose.

Complete with nut
and washer.

"BELLING -LEE"
Plug and Socket Terminals

Recessed to take end of
flex covering.

Internal allmetal
4-iaw chuck to grip any
wire from 14 S.W.G.

to 40 S.W.G.

Dome -shaped indicating
discs in red and black, -"Sk

16 engravings.

Soldering lug.

Shock -proof
insulation handle in red

and black.

Transverse spring tongues
pressing outwards.

ensuring definite contact
at many points.

Complete with
fixing nut.

Price 7d. per set.
M.R. Pat, No. 205010 & 28743/24.

Your dealer can supply uou. In case of difficulty, Write direct to-
BELLING & LEE, LTD., Queensway Works, Ponders End.

REAL WIRELESS FOR REAL AMATEURS
RADIO -PLANS describe powerful long range circuits so simply
that the mere novice can construct with no fear of failure.

WE GUARANTEE SUCCESS. " Ever -so -different " pictorial
diagrams show every connecting point, every, wire. Lucid text
repeat the process. Type of aerial, kind of coils, and how to
make them-every bit of information necessary to enable
THE RAW AMATEUR to get results of which an expert would
be justly proud.
THE P.P.V. 2. Colossal power, long range. Radio -Plan No. 1.
THE P.P.V. 3. The ideal family loud speaker circuit. Radio -

Plan No. 2.
THE T.C.I. The remarkable, simple regenerative. Radio -Plan

No. 3. TWO SHILLINGS EACH.
FREE ADVICE TILL YOUR SET IS ABSOLUTELY PERFECT.

Radio -Plans make Wireless worth while.

PRESS EXCLUSIVES, L
2,0WINDNOEN OFFICE COURT, FLEET ST..

E.C.I.

Have you had
this Leaflet?
About the ideal battery for dull
emitters ? No lead. No acid.
No celluloid. Steel plates.
Practically everlasting. No

Self -discharge.
NIFE" BATTERIES

FOR DULL EMITTERS.
No corrosive gases. Quite un-
spillable. No sulphation. No

ling.burl

BATTERIES Ltd.,
REDDITCH

London Office: 50, Grosvenor Gardens,
Victoria, S.W. i.
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EVERYBODY!!--
ALL THESE GOODS SENT POST FREE (U.K.
POST EXTRA. ORDERS DESPATCHED IN STRICT

AERIAL 7/22 100 ft. 31 -
Copper Strip.. .. 31-
Allen Var. Grid Leak 119
BURNaEPT Detector 4/6
Basket Holders 1/3. 1/6
Battery Links. doz. 1/2
Bushes Ebonite 1/3
CRYSTALS each L6. Neu-
tron, Gilroy, Permanite,
Blue Label, Tungstalite
COIL STANDS 2 -Way --

Vernier .. 4/6, 5/-. 5/6

Geared 5/11 Polar 6/-
Shipton Vernier .. 4/6
" Baby " ordinary 313
With ex, handles 3/6
Nickel 4/.
Baby 3 -way 4/3
Nickel .. 5/6
Vernier 3 -way .. 6/6
Shipton V. 8/ -

COILS D.C.C.
For Chelmsford .. 1/11
With Adapter .. 2/8
2002009 SET of 5 2/6

(Air Spaced Waxless)
Extra Large Air -Spaced
Set of 5 Duplex D.C.C.
Coils, 25,35, 50, 75,100 2/9
Coil Plugs,Wedge, Pr. 2/ -
Edison Bell 2 for 2/6
Plugs with Fibre .. 1/ -

DETECTORS (Enclosed)
Micrometer .. . 2/6
Nickel, Large.. .. 2/6
Brass ,. 2/-
Burndept 4/6
Mic. Met. .. 6/ -

FIXED CONDENSERS
EDISON BELL-

.001 to 0005 each 1/3

.002 to -006 each 2/ -
Grid Leaks and clips 1/6
Dubilier .001 to 006 ea.3/-
0301 to .0005 each 2/6
Grid Leak, 2 meg. 2/6
.01 for L.S. 716
Anode Resistance on
stand, 70,000, 80,000,
or 100.000 each 5/6
McMichaels' 2-meg.
Leak and Clips .. 2/6
100,000 -ohm Res... 2/6
RAYMOND (Ebonite Base)
001 to 0005 each 1/1
.002 to 006 each 1/3
01 or 02 each 1/9
(Mansbridge Elsewhere.)
Flex, 2 colour. 12 yd. 2/6
Lighting .. 12 yd. 2/ -
Small Non -Silk 12 yd. 1/6

COSWELL QUALITY
Valve Legs, Set 4 .. 1/3
Valve Holder .. .. 1/9
2 -way Cam Vernier 9/-
3 -way Cam Vernier 12/6
3 -way Ordinary .. 7/6
2 -way Panel .. 3/-
3 -way Panel .. .. 5/ -
Basket Holders .. 1/4

B.F. TRANSFORMERS
McMichael's 300/600 10/-

1100;3000 10/-
Energo, 250/700 3/11

,, 450/1200 .. 4/3
,, 900/2000 .. 4/6

Raymond B,B.0 .. 2/9
5 X X .. 2/9

ICRANIC-Rheostat .. 4/6
30 ohms .. 7/ -
Potentiometer 7/-
Variometer 10/6

Coils (all numbers)
25.. 5'- 35 .. 5/-
50 .. 5'2 75 .. 5/6

100 .. 7/- 150 .. 7/10
200 .. 8'8 250 .. 9/-
300 .. 9:5 400 .. 10/3

500 .. 10/6

LISTEN-Minor .. 3/6 VALVES (continued)
Stet 7/6
Universal 10/6
Switch 2 -way 2/9
Series Parallel.. .. 319
Anode Res. .. .. 2/6
Var. Grid Leak .. 2/6
Choke 10/6
L.F. T.1 301-
T.2 . 25/-
L.F. .T.3 .. 18/6
Coils -
25 ..4/10 35, 40, 4/10
50 .. 5/- 60 .. 5/4
75 .. 5/4 100 6/9

150 7/- 200 .. 8.5

LOUD SPEAKERS
C.A.V. Tom Tit 30 -
C.A.V. Junior .. 55 -
Sterling Baby 55' -
Sterling Dinkie OF-
Amplion Junior .. 27'6
Amplion Dragonfly 25 -

All models stocked of
leading makers.

POLAR CONDENSERS
001, 0005 or .0003 10,6

Micrometer .. 516
2 -way Junior .. 6/ -

RHEOSTATS
One hole fixing .. 1'6
C. & S. do. .. 1/5
De Luxe and Dial .. 2/6
Burndept 4/6
McMichael Dual .. 7/6
Shipton Strip -

7 ohm (with fuse) 3/6
30 or 60 ohm .. 3/6
Potentiometer 600

ohms . 4/6
Crown for DE or R 2/6
L.E.S. Micro Control 3.6

T.C.B. 6, 13, 30 ohms 4/ -
Potentiometer 600

ohms .. 5/ -

SWITCHES
Panel DPDT 1/6
Panel SPDT 1/4
Ebonite DPDT 2%6

Ebonite SPDT 1/9
Simplex Lead in .. 119
Sq. , Bus Bar .. 1/ -
Switch Arms .. 1/6

(Inc. studs and nuts.)
TERMINALS

Phone or W.O. doz. 1/9
Pillar large .. doz. 1/9
Pillar medium .. doz. 1/3

Nickel 6d. doz. extra.
(All with nuts)

TRANSFORMERS, L.F.
Ferranti .. 17/6
Igranic 21/-
R.I. 251 -
Ormond .. 14!-
G.R.C. 83 15/ -
Super Success .. 21/ -
Standard Success .. 16/ -
Brunet Shrouded .. 13/6
Formo Shrouded .. 181 -
Forme open .. 12/6
French .. .. 9/3

VALVE HOLDERS
Murray Anticap .. 1/3
Legless Anticap .. 1/3
Bretwood .. 1/9
Climax UN panel .. 1/6

(Similar to 11.T.C.)
Solid Rod Standard 1/3
Goswell 1/6

VALVES
Myers Universal .. 12/6
French  It " 7/6
Dutch Detector ..
Dutch " R ".. .. 5/11
Metal -06 18/11
Radio Micro .06 .. 13'11

Bright Emitter
B.T.H. " R," Edi-
swan A.R., Mar-
coni Osram " R "
or " R5," Mullard
ORA, Cossor L.F.
P1, Cossor B.F.
P2, Mullard H.F.,
Mullard L.F. 11/ -

Dull Emitter
B.T.H. Bd. Ediswan
A.R.D.E., Marconi
D.E.R., Myers,each 18/ -

Dull Emitters
B.T.H. B5, Edi-
swan A.R. "
Mullard D.F. ORA 21,-

D.E. Power Valves
Marconi D.E. 6 22'6
Power Valves (for 06)
B.T.H., BO 30' -
Marconi D.E. 4 26'-
Mullard D.F.A. 26 -
Power Valves, for
B.E., B.T.H. 134,
Marconi, Mullard 30' -
(Valves posted

buyer's risk.)

WATMEL
Var. gd. Leak .. 2'6

Anode Res. .. 3/6

WATES
MICROSTAT

New Improved

Post Free. 2/9Model.

BRETWOOD
New Model, variable

grid leak .. .. 3
Anode Resistance .. 3 -

Anti -Cap Switch .. 5 -
TELEPHONE DISTRIBU-
TION BLOCKS. Table
Pattern, takes 4 pairs of
'phones .. 3'6
ENERGO L.F. TRANS-
FORMER. For supreme
Results, Efficiency, Finish,
and Permanent Reliability.
For 1st stage .. 15/ -
THE Nile -MET SUPER
CRYSTAL
DETECTOR .. 61
ORMOND CONDENSERS
with Vernier, one -hole
fixing, :0005. Price 7/6.

Post free.
PANEL SWITCHES. On
and Off. Connecticut
Nickel. Post Free .. 1/6

EASIFIX.
Eliminates all ugly, loose
wiring and minimises the
risk of burning out
valves. Each Conductor is
distinctively coloured and
enclosed within an outer -
braiding. Complete with
Wander Plugs ,. 3/ -
OLDHAM PORTABLE

ACCUMULATOR
For -06 Valves, 2 -in.
series will run 6 weeks
on one charge. Recharg-
ing costs a few pence only.
2 v. 10 amp. continuous
12 6. Will go in your
waistcoat pocket.

BRETWOOD
Valve Holder .. 1/9
100 p.c. Efficiency. Eli-
minates poor reception.
No soldering stop over or
under panel.

Am,

ONLY) EXCEPT WHERE MARKED. FOREIGN
ROTATION AT EARLIEST POSSIBLE MOMENT.

HEADPHONES.
ERICSSON
CONTINENTAL.

Your favourite 'phones.
Entirely NEW MODEL.
Most beautifully finished,
exquisite tone. Ridiculous
Price, per pair (4003 ohms)

13'11
BRUNET

New Model " TYPE D."
Hygienic Horn Headbands.
Nickel -plated Stirrup.
Black and White Cord.
Each receiver stamped
with trade mark. 4003
ohms. per pair 16 6
For the MAGIC HOUR !
When Fairyland becomes
reality.Let the kiddies wear
Featherweight 'phones,
BROWN'S "F" TYPE.
4000 ohms. 25/- pair.

N and K
LATEST MODEL. 4000
ohms. Ideal for Crystal
reception. Price in

AMERICA. 22.
All Stamped N and K.

Price here, 1 7/6
Limited number of old
models stamped N and K.
4000 ohms. 12 11 pair

Post 6d. pair.
TELEFUNKEN

(GENUINE). Adjustable.
4000 ohms. Price 1711

TELEFUNKEN TYPE
So Near to Originals
You can scarcely tell the
difference except not ad-
justable. 4000 ohms. Pair

10/9
25) REWARD !

given if the
DR. NESPER

PHONES SOLD HERE
ARE NOT GENUINE !
BEWARE OF FRAUDU-
LENT IMITATIONS ! !

(Injunctions obtained)
Adjustable diaphragm.

detachable receivers,
double leather - covered
head -springs, long flexible
cords, nickel plated parts.
Very comfortable fitting
to the head. Per Pair.
12 11 Post 3d. pair,

BRANDES
Matched Tone, 25'- pair.

4003 ohms.
STERLING Latest
Model. 4000 ohms. Won-
derful Tone. 25'- pair
G. B. C. 4000 ohms.

20'- pair.
SIEMENS. 4000 ohms

25 - Pair.
B. T. H.

Simply cannot be equalled
4003 ohms. 25/ -

Perfection and Quality.
Weight negligible.

SUPER L.F. (5-1)
TRANSFORMER

Windings have insulated
layers of 6 sections each,
wonderful for amplifica-
tion. Made in France, by
the world's foremost firm.
SPECIAL PRICE .. 10/-
" SPARTA " VALVE

HOLDERS
Contacts marked on both
sides. Earthing clip to
valve np. Low self
capacib7. Made in two
types. For front of panel,
2/- each. For underside
of panel, 1/9 each.

PERFECT
RHEOSTATS

Shipton New Type Strip
Rheostat, 7 ohms (with
fuse) .. 3/-
Shipton New Type Strip
Rheostat, 33 ohms .. 3/-
Shipton New Type Strip
Rheostat, 60 ohms .. 3/-
Shipton Potentiometer.
800 ohm. 4/6
A specially designed
spindle gives one -hole
fixing and incorporates a
tension spring which en-
sures perfect electrical
contact at all times ;
terminal connections are
provided. The 7 ohm
Model is fitted with a fuse,
which little device may
save you the cost of an
expensive valve. In opera-
tion they are noise free-
quite an important con-
sideration.
" UTILITY" SWITCHES
2 Pole Co Knob .. 4, -
2 Pole c o Lever .. 5'-
4 Pole c '0 Knob .. 6 -
4 Pole c o Lever .. 6

Post 3d. each.

QURADIO
CALITY

(GOILOSWSELL)

Far more efficient than
honeycomb or any other
type of coil. Exceedinglystrong and rigid,
mounted on standard
ebonite plugs. Brown
finish, no wax or shellac
used. MOUNTED.
25 118
35 .. 1/9

750 .. 2/0/3
100 .. 2/9
150 .. 3/0
175 .. 3/6
200 .. 3/9 Post 3d. Coil

MANSBRIDGE
CONDENSERS

Octupus, Tested
at 350 D.C.
01 213 T.C.C.
25 3/- 2 mfd. 5/-
1 mfd. 3/8 1 mfd 3/1
2 mfd. 4/8 -25 .. 3/6

Post 2d. each.
" WONDER "

AERIAL WIRE
49 Strands Special Alloy

Phosphor Bronze.
For Frame, Indoor, or

Outdoor Aerial.
Each strand is a separate
conducting surface. is
non -corroding, maintains
its wonderful results all

the time.
110 feet. 3/9 Post Free
BEWARE of spurious
imitations. This is the

finest quality.
" HOVIMO " CRYSTAL
VALVE. Replaces the

old-fashioned detector.
Cat's-whiskerless, Battery
less, Worryless, Fuss -
and Botherless Wireless

3'6
British Made. Everyone

Guaranteed.

ACCUMULATORS
FOR CALLERS ONLY

at present.

Rheostat, Bretwood
with Dial, Valve -holder
extra value, 1;9

2/6

L

Manchester
" Powquip," Ormond

15/6 14/6

Standard
"Powquip,"

14/6

NEW

MODEL
IN SEALED

BOX

Don't Buy Otherwise.
Post 25/- Free

FERRANTI L.F.
BETTER

THAN
THE
BEST
17/6

IMPORTANT NOTICE

TRADE COUNTER
OPEN

will oblige you with any
lines in stock, less 2O!
on Proprietary articles.
NO POST ORDERS

TRADE.
EBONITE PANELS

3 -16th in.
6 x 6..1/8 10x 8..3'6
7 x 5..1/8 12 x 9..5/-
8 x 6..2/8 12 x 12 -5/9
9 x 6..2/9 14 x 10 ..5/9

CRITERION
CONCERT COILS.

Low Self Capacity. Every
turn and layer airspaced.

Perfect for Reaction.
Mounted on Plug.

25 .. 2/- 50 .. 2/6
30 .. 2/3 60 .. 2/9
35 .. 2/3 75 .. 2/9
40 .. 2'6 100 .. 3/ -
SET OF 5 (25, 35, 50, 75,
190) 10- Post 3d.

Shrouded
"Powquip,"

181-

E. RIGHT OPPOSITE K. RAYMOND
DALY'Sg 27, LISLE STREET,

E. GALLERY DOOR -TE LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2
No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders

iiiiiminitinnininiiiminmintinu

= HOURS
:..2

=

-=4- OF BUSINESS :
DAILY - 9 to 7.45 f..
SGIVDAY - 10 to 1=

MIIIIIIIIIIIIiiiiii11111111111111iiiiiiiiii5
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered 'Phone: GERRARD 4637.
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* HULLO EVERYBODY!!
REVOLUTION

IN 'sr .7%. Ft I it. Et I., E CONDENSERS

SQUARE LAW LOW -LOSS

NOTE
LO -LOSS
BUSHES

(SQUARELO,LOSS)

witka. 'YEE! WIER.

The only Con-
denser with the
Low -Loss Bushes .
Electrical losses
reduced to a

minimum.

Full capacity as
rated.

Exceptional Low
Capacity.

The 'Condenser
for short wave-

lengths.

CALLERS I THESE 4 COLUMNS FOR YOU
NO POST ORDERS FROM SAME

Warning ! Note name RAYMOND on windows. You will not be able to
buy these goods otherwise. Nearest Tube Leicester Square, This address
is at the back of Daly's Theatre. Open Weekdays 9 to 8, Saturdays 9 to

8.45, Sundays 10 to 1.

ACCUMULATORS BOXES from 1/11
7 59'612 9 14 10
8 6 10 8 12 10 etc.

2 v. 40 amps. 9 6
4 v. 40 amps. 16 6
4 v. 60 amps. 18 6
4 v. 80 amps. 23 6
6 v. 60 amps. 27 6
6 v. 80 amps. 33 -
6 v. 105 amps. .. 38 6
Hart's Stocked. All High

Quality.

EBONITE, 3,16 in.
Stock Sizes.

Cut to size 1d. 51. in.
6 6 .. 14
7 5 .. 14
8 6 . 1 10
9 6 .. 2'-

10 8 .. 3 -
12 6 ., 3 -
12 9 .. 4 3
12 12 .. 56
14 10 . 5 6

Why buy a Con - 1 in. also Stocked.

 denser without
;00046r4Vernier when one

WITH costs no
More.

SQUARE LAW 4301
WITH VERNIER. -0005

Including Knob and Dial
(Ebonite Ends 1,- extra). 0003

TRADE SEPPLIED. Post 6d. Set.

: 8/9
: 7/9

7/

"DE LUXE" MODEL

As shown, with
Dial, Knob and

Bush.
001 - 6/11
'0005 - 5 '6
'0003 - 5 -
'0002 - 4 9
POST ed. SET.

Unsurpassed for fine tuning.

NEW MODEL
With Knob and Dial.

With Vernier. taf

001 - 8 9
0005 - 6r11
0003 - 6 9

With EBONITE
DIAL and Two

Knobs.
Post 6d. Set.

NEW MODEL
SQUARE LAW

With Vernier.
With Knob and Dial.

Aluminium Ebonite
Ends. Ends.

'0003 8'6 10'-
'0005 10,5

Post 6d. Set.

TWIN CONDENSERSQUARE LAW
Ebonite Ends.

'00025 - 12 6
0003 - 12, 6

'0005 - 18,11
TWIN (Ordinary)
Equal units of
'00025 or '0033.
Complete with
Knob and Dial, 9: -

Post 6d. Set.

LONDON'S
LARGEST
Stockist of
JACKSON

BROS.'
J.B." Vari-

able Conden-
sers, complete

with Knob.

(SQUARE LAW(( STANDARD

. -

Other sizes as advertised by " J.B, " Post 41

001
0005
0001
0002

9,6 001 ..
8/- 0005
8.'9 0003
5,'6 0002

Switch Arm, 12
Studs, 12 Nuts,
12 Washers.

Lot 11Yd.

TAPPED ANDUCT-
gANCE COIL
for Chelmsford.

A Real Bargain 1,6

WEDGE COIL
PLUGS

Fitted Fibre .. 7d.
Various 71, 8d., 9d.
Edison Bell.. .. 11d.
Plaincoil Plugs .. 411
Also 5d., 6d., 7d. each.
Fibre Strip .. 2d.

(36 in. by 1 in.).
Empire Tape,

doz. yds. 6d.

RAYMOND FIXED
CONDENSERS

'001, 0001 to -0005 10d.
'002, 003, 004.. 1 -
-006, 1 3 : 01, 1 9

02, 19
Ebonite Base Terminals.

DETECTORS
(Enclosed).

Micrometer.. .. 1 6
Half Opal .. 1: -
Small Brass .. 8d.
Large Brass 1 1 3
Nickel . . 10d. to 1 6
Burndept .. 4 -
Crystals Stocked.
Neutron. Blue
Tungstalite, Per-

manite .

Shaw's Genuine
Hertzite 10d.

Uralium 1,' -
All known makes.
4 Whiskers (1 gold) 2d.
Gold and Silver do. 2d.
7 Waxed Coils .. 1 8
5 Waxless Coils .. 1 3

For B.B.C.

SPECIAL!
Vernier 2 -way

Coil Stands
Geared da...

36
5,3

H.T. BATTERIES
60 v. . 7/6
30 v. . . 4/6
60 B.B.C. . 8/11
30 B.B.C. . 5/6
9 v. B.B.C. 2/6
15 (D.E.) . 1 9
Eveready 66 v., 36 v.,

108 v. stocked.

D.C.C. WIRE
per 1 lb.

18 or 20 g. . . 9d.
22 g. . 10d.
24 g. . . 1
26 g. .. 1 1

16

BASKET COILS
Chelmsford.. .. 11d.
Also at I.-, 1/3, 1/9
B.B.C. Duplex

Waxless set of 5 1/9
Extra air space, 1- in.
(25, 35, 50, 75, 100).

Wave -lengths given.

GOSWELL
QUALITY COILS

Mounted on Plug.
25 .. 1 6 100 .. 2
35..19 150 .. 3 -
50 .. 2-- 175 .. 3,6
75 .. 2 3 200 .. 3'9
Why pay high prices ?

SWITCHES
D P D T, china base 1 4
SPDT 1.01d.
Panel DPDT 1'-

SPOT .. 1016
Ebonite DPDT 2'3

SPDT.. 13
Tumbler . 1 -
On and off 101d.

VALVE HOLDERS
Legless .. 1014.
Solid Rod .. 1 -
Climax .. 16
Murray .. 13
Under Panel .. 1,3
Templates .. 111

NEUTRODYNE
CONDENSERS

Ormond 2/-
Colvern 3'6
Success .. 3/6
Vernier (Colv ern)

SPECIAL !
VARIABLE CON-

DENSERS
Square Law with Knob

and Dial.
'0003 .. 4/11
0005 516

Callers' Price.

SPECIAL!
Leatherette Boxes with
Lid .. 2 3 and 2 11
Re-echo Crystal

Sets .. .. 13 11

SPECIAL !
Fine Crystal Set,

sloping leather-
ette Cabinet.
Fitted for
Chelmsford and
B.B.C. Wonder-
ful value .. 9 11

Variometer, Im-
pregnated Board 1'6
With Clips . 2 3

Formers .. tram 41
(Impregnated)

Variometers, in-
side winding,
Ebonite former,
similar to Fal-
lon, etc. .. .. 6 11

VALVES
Dutch Detectors.. 4'9
" R " type .. 4 9

Phillips " R " .. 6.11
French " R .. 5,11

RADIO MICRO 06
THE WONDER VALVE

H.T., L.T., or D.
3 volts. .. .. 12 6
Can be used on 2 or 4

volt, accumulator.
METAL 06

Be sure METAL is
Stamped on Valve and

avoid imitations.
One to each
Customer at 1 0 1

Regular Price 12 6
ALL VALVES

REDUCED
(Marconi, Edis w an,
Mallard, Cossor, Myers,

etsi.

VARIOMETERS
Very Special 200 650
metres. All ebonite
Double silk wound,

callers only 4 -

TERMINALS
(Complete)

W.O., Pillar, 'Phone,
brass, 1d. each ; nickel
2d. each ; stop ant'
valve Pins, 1d. ; nuts,
various, 6 a 1d.
Valve Sockets 16., 1/ d
Flush panel do. 16
Spade Tags.. 6 a ld
Do. Terminals 2 for it
do. Pins 2 for VEIL

Screws and nuts 2 a ld.
Switch arms .. 7d.
Nickel arms ..
Studs, complete 2 a ld.
'Phone connectors 1d.
2 B.A. Rod ft. 2d.
4 B.A. Rod ft. 2d.
Valve windows 4d
Washers .. 12 a 11
Shorting plug and

socket .. 316.
Shellac .. 5d.

H.F. TRANSFORMERS
For Chelmsford 2 9
For B.B.C. range 2 6
Energo, McMichae!,
Bowyer - Lowe stocked.

MANSBRIDGE
FIXED

T.T.C. GREEN
25 . .. 2 9

1 mfd. . 3 6
2 mtd. 4 6

CONCERT COILS
Set of 5 : 25, 35, 50, 75)

100, 10,'- set.

Var. gd. Leaks .. 1' -
Fixed 2 meg. . 9d.
Battery Links 3 for 2d.
Ins. Hooks.. 2 for 1.1(1.
Egg Insulators .. ld.
Reel .. 2 for 11d.
Ins. Staples.. 5 a 16.
6 ft. 'phone cords 1-1 6
Sleeving 3 yards 96.
Tinned Copper 18 g. 5d.

Bus bar, hank 6d.
Knobs, 2 B.A. .. 21
Wander Plugs .. 1'1.
Strip Aerial, 160 ft. 2 -
7 22 Heavy, 100 ft. 1 11

COIL STANDS
Ebonite 2 -way .. 1 9
With ex. handles.. 2 3
Nickel 2 8
3 -way .. .. from 3 11
Basket Holders .. 811
Best quality .. 1/ -
Basket spikes 71, 9d.
Anti cap, handles 9d.
Lead-in Tubes .. Bd.
Sorbo Ear Caps pr. 1 3

FLEX
2 -colour doz. yards 1,6
Lighting doz. yards 1,6
Twin silk doz. yds. 1/ -
Lead -in, thick, yd. 3d.
Do., good, 10 yds. 1: -

Rheostats 1/ -
Ormond 19
Ebonite Former. .. 1;6
With dial .. 1,11
Shipton, Igranic, Burn -
dept, McMichael, etc.,

etc., etc.

SPECIAL !
Customers purchasing
20'- worth of our own
goods (at full prices
only) are allowed to
buy a first-class pair
of phones for 5,-, 4,000
ohms, as an advertise-
ment. One pair to
each customer. This
offer must be taken ad-
vantage cf at time of

purchase.

CRYSTAL SETS
For 5 X X and 7/B.B.C.

RIGHT OPPOSITE Ke RAYMONDInnimininuinumninnifinnunu

DALY'S: 27, LISLE STREET,
E4 GALLERY DOOR LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2
F7-71111111111111111111111111111111111111111113. No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders

are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered

IIII»!11111111111111111111111m1111111111,2

HOURS -3

T -f-= OF BUSINESS :
DAILY - 9 to 7.45

L: SUNDAY - 10 to I .741,-

711111111111111111111111111111111111111M0

'Phone: GERRARD 4637.
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OR the man who is
fortuncite to live

within a few miles of a
B.B.C. Station there is
no more economical
means of enjoying B road -
casting than by using a
Crystavox-the only Loud
Speaker that will Work
direct from a Crystal
Receiver.
And the cost of such
pl ea sure is absurdly small
when one realises that
there are no valves to buy

no accumulators to
recharge-no additional
expenses of any kind.
But not every Crystal Set
will work a Crystavox-
try out the test given
below. If you are sue-
ces 3ful see your Dealer
about one to -day.

6:15:0

Hold the phones
12 inches from the
ear and if the trans-
mission can still be
distinctly heard the
set is sufficiently
sensitive to operate
a Crystavox satis-

factorily'.

S. G. BROWN LIMITED
Victoria Road, N. Acton, W.3

Showrooms:
19 MORTIMER STREET; W.1
15 MOORFIGLDS, LIVERPOOL

-67 HIGH ST., SOUTHAMPTON

Gilbert Ad. 2222:

All Editorial Communications to be addressed The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

Editor :
NORMAN EDWARDS, M.Inst.R.E., F.R.S.A.,

F.R.G.S.

Technical Editor :
G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.

Assistant Technical Editors :
K. D. ROGERS. P. R. BIRD.

Scientific Adviser :
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

Staff Consultant :
Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

Foreign Correspondents :
L. S. LEES, Paris ; Dr. ALFRED GRADEN-
WITZ, Berlin ; R. YATES, New York ;
P. F. MARTIN, Italy ; W. PEETERS, Holland.

The Editor wilt be pleased. to consider articles and
pliotographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work. The Editor cannot accept responsi-
bility' for manuscripts  and photos. ECery' care will
be -taken. to return,. .31 -SS: not accepted for' publication.
A stamped and addressed Snvelope must be sent with
every article. All contributions to be addressed to
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS
REVIEW, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,

London, E.C.4. All inquiries concerning advertising
rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs.
John H. Lite, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

Technical queries are answered by post at a charge
of 6d. a query and 11- per full wiring diagram. All
queries must be addressed to the Technical Query
Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, E.C. 4, and must be accompanied
by a stamped and addressed envelope. Copies of the
queries sent should be kept, as the original question
cannot be reproduced in the answer. Cash should be
sent in the form of postal orders.

The Editor desires to direct the attention of his
readers to the fact that, as much of the information
given in the columns of this paper is of a technicid
nature and concerns the most recent developments ic
the Radio world, some of the arrangements and speciali-
ties described may be the subject of Letters Patent and
the amateur and trader would be well advised to nbisiii
permission of the patentees to use the polool..,
doing so.

PATENT ADVICE FOR READERS'.
The Editor will be very pleased to TefOiThilePli

readers of POPULAR WIRELESS IMO have any inventions
to patent, or who desire advice on patent questions, to
our patent agent. Letters dealing with patent questions
if sent to the Editor, will be forwarded to our,own patent
advisers, where every facility and help will be afford,,1
to readers.

1 'lost ony
a-idAnswery

- ---
C. S. D. (Bradford).-Wishing to wind a

series of coils to cover broadcasting, I should
be glad if you will give me details for aerial,
anode, and reaction coils, either duolateral or
basket type, and to be used with either a series
or parallel -001 mfd. aerial condenser.

The list of plug-in coils
printed herewith shows the
coils. necessary to tune be
tween 260 metres and 25,000
metres, when used in con
junction with the standard
tuning condensers.
- The first column gives the
size of wire recommended for
use in home-made coils, and
the second column shows the
approximate tuning range in
metres. It will be seen that
there is a wide overlap be-
tween the ranges, so that, for
instance, 500 metres, which
is in the top range of the
second line, is covered by the
middle range of the third line,
and by the " bottom " range
of the fourth line, which tunes
from just below 500 metres
up to over 1,000 metres.

This flexible tuning is one
of the great advantages of
condenser -tuned coils, and it
not only enables -the wave-
length to be changed quickly, For baSket coils allow
but covers a very wide range Wind on a former of 11with a limited number of condenser instead of 0011
coils. including he duolateral, -

Nevertheless it must be re- woutd be yell advised to
membered that in all cases before doing so.
where parallel condensers are
used for tuning, it is inVariablyadvantagedus to keep
the value of the coil high, and the condenser value as
low as possible.

Where the aerial tuning circuit is coupled direct
to the receiver the " secondary " column may be
ignored, and the number of turns for the aerial coil is
that shown under " Primary Turns." When loose -
coupled tuning is employed the primary or aerial coil

remains unaltered, but i.coupled (in a coil holder)
to a larger coil of the value shown under Secondary
Turns.'

For basket coils, a correction factor is given below
the table which shows how the wave -length alter -
when this type of coil is employed ; otherwise th-
values are given as for duolateral coils, though it moor
not be  forgotten that these are covered by letters
Patent.

It should be noted that the reaction coil values are
only approximate, and generally it is best to experi-
ment with the different coils on hand until the best
combination is found.

In the case of a series condenser the size of roil
used should be roughly one size larger than that
necessary when the same condenser is used in parallel.
Thus a- 50 -turn coil beeomes 75 when the condenser
is changed from parallel to series.

* *

B. F. (Sligo).-I have an H.F. and detector
straight circuit set with which I can receive all

PLUG-IN COILS.

Wire
for

Primary

Wave -length
with average

aerial
Primary
Turns

Secondary
.

Turns
Anode
Turns

Reaction
Turns

(approx.)

24 260-375 25 35 35-50 35-50
24 310-515 35 50 50-75 50-7:,
26 370-730 50 75 75-100 50-75
26 460-1030 75. 100 100-120 7.-
26 580-146(1 100 150 150-200
26 790-2200 150 200 200-250 75
26 1060-2850 200 250 250-300 75
26 1430-4000 250 300 30(1-400 75-100
28 1680-4800 300 400 400-500 75-100
28 2180-6300 400 500 500-600 100
30 3130-8500 500 600 600-700 100
30 4100-12000- 600 700 700-800 100
32 5100-15000 750 850 800-900 100
32 6300-19000 1000 1100 1100-1200 100-150
34 7100-21000 1250 1350 1350-1450 100-150
36 8300-25000 1500 1600 1600-1700 100-150

001 mfd. -0005 mfd. -0002-0003
in parallel ill parallel mfd. in

parallel

about 20 per cent. off the maximum wave -length,
lots, with centre diameter o 11- in. For a 0005 mfd.
nfd. allow 35 per cent. off max. Many well-known coils,
types, are subject to letters patent -and the amateur
obtain permission of the patentees to use the patents

B.B.C. stations at good 'phone strength. I
have also received Hamburg on two consecutive
nights, and an unknown French station
practically any desired night.

(Continued on page 1447.)
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RADIOTORIAL

QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.
(Continued front page 1446.)

The connections are shown below, though if
reaction is used it must be inserted between the
plate of the valve and the switch. It will be noticed
that when the switch is thrown over to the left-hand
position the 'phones are placed in the plate circuit
of the preceding valve. No grid bias is shown in th,
diagram, but it is generally an advantage to insert
this, at the point where the lead from the rheostat
joins the lead from L.T. to the secondary of the L.E.
intervalve transformer ; one or more dry cells are
venerally connected in series for this purpose and

joined to the lower end of the transformer secondary.
The positive pole of the cells is connected to the L.T.
negative side, so that the grid is permanently
negative with respect to the filament. The number of
cells which should be added for this purpose varies
with different valves, but generally one or two will be
sufficient. It will be necessary to vary the H.T. volt-
age in accordance with variations of the grid bias,
but when once a suitable bias value has been found

1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111L;

The"P.W."Technical
.; Queries Department.

REVISION OF RULES.
E Owing to the extraordinary growth of the E== POPULAR WIRELESS Queries Department, E
E the Editor is compelled to revise the regulations
= governing the answering of readers' queries, and
E the following new arrangement is now in Force:-

(1) A charge of 6d. is made for every query
sent to the POPULAR WIRELESS Queries E
Department. The "three for a shilling"
regulation is cancelled.

(2) A charge ol 1,'- is made for supplying full
wiring diagrams.

(3) All queries, together with postal orders
and stamped and addressed envelope, to E.
be addressed to-

TECHNICAL QUERIES EDITOR -
POPULAR WIRELESS,

E The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, E.

London, E.C.I.

(4) Technical queries will not be answered by E
E telephone,

:71111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111M

and the correct H.T. adjustment made there will be
little need to alter the values. -The chief necessity for
alteration arises from the fact that as the batteries
deteriorate the set apparently requires a different
H.T. voltage, though actually this alteration is due
to the voltage of the H.T. battery having dropped so
that the figures are no longer a reliable indication
of its voltage.

* *

W. W. F. (no address) has had trouble with
his " Unidyne" one -valve set and queries his
coils. These, he states, are of the basket type
with 15 and 7 turns for reaction and aerial
respectively.

If the numbers stated are correct, the coils are
hopeless for use in either the Unidyne or any other
circuit unless for short wave (80 metres) reception.
The coils should be of 100 and 75 respectively, and
basket coils (not doable wound) are usually quite
efficient.

ie LiVing Artiscie
HERE the song as the singer

intended you to hear it.
Close your eyes and

let your Loud Speaker reflect
the real personality of the
artiste. It should be easy if
your Set is free from distor-
tion. The corner stone upon
which the whole structure of
sound reproduction rests is the
L.F. Transformer. Such re-
sponsibility is shared by no
other component. And what
is this Transformer? Text
Books will tell you that it con-
sists of an iron core surrounded
by two separate windings of
fine wire wound one over the
other.
They will even give the in-
quiring reader all

the constructional
details he needs.
But there is very
much more in the
design of a good
L.F. Transformer
than that. Take the

Up17@ttg

Eureka Concert Grand, for
example. This unconven-
tional design broke away
from tradition and left the
accepted theories of low fre-
quency amplification far be-
hind. Its low ratio gives im-
mense amplification-a paradox
that must be tried out to be
fully appreciated. Its her-
metically sealed contents can
be exposed to the elements
indefinitely without harm. Its
coppered steel care definitely
eliminates interaction under
all conditions. But, above all,
its tone is a revelation to all
who are music -sensitive. Hcw
much longer will you put up
with inferior Loud Speaker re-

production when
for :301- you can get
the finest Trans-
former money can
buy ? One that car-
ries a full and un-
conditional guar-
antee.

Two Models :
Concert Grand 80/ -
Eureka No. 2 1221
(Second Stage) '''

Advertisement of Portable Utilities - Co., Ltd., Fisher St., Lond.m, W.C.1 Cl.A
2227
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Exibt
THE LONC LIFE

BATTERY
TYPE D.F.G. IN
ULASS BOXES

FOR
06 D.E. VALVES.

('opacity 45 amp. los,
on slow intermittent

discharge.

Price 10 '-
21V. 229,

SHAFTESBURY AVE.
LONDON, W.C.2

INVENTIONS
PATERTFO, Trade Marks and Designs Registered.

Particulars and consultations free.
BROWNE & CO., Patent Agents.

9, Warwick Court, Holborn, London, W.C.l.
Established 1840. Telephone: Chonerry 7547.

EFFICIENT SERVICE
GUARANTEED.

Send us your enquiries and ask for
Prier List.

WALTER E. REYNOLDS,
4, SOUTH STREET, FENTON, STAFFS.

-HEADPHONE REPAIRS
Rewound, re -magnetised and readjusted. Lowestprices quoted on receipt of telephones. Delivery thre,
S.E.18. 'Phone 888-9 lewd Wirt. Est, 26 years.
day..-THE VARLEY MAGNET CO., London,

EBONITE BUSHES
For mounting on Wood Panel.

Perfect insulation.
Price 1 /- for 12 (post free).

Easily fixed by drilling a hole.

DAREX RADIO Co.,
STANDARD WORKS,Waldram Rd., ,

Forest Hill, London, S.E.23. 1 rade ,Supplied

GENUINE RADIO -MICRO VALVES
'oil amps.. 3-4 volts. Satisfaction guaranteed. 12 6
each. by post 6(1. extra. Four Valves post paid.
YEO BROS., PAULL & CO., LTD., 134, Victoria
Street, Bristol ; 43, Caroline Street. Cardiff, anti

200, Dock Street, Newport. Mon.

`Valves Repaired
Pronyily,Terfecityi

Bright Emitters . . . . 6 6
Dull Emitters . 2 ye1' type . 9 -

,. 06 type 10 6

- Let us send you this 'useful 1300k -
FREElet. Gives curves of Radio,'
Valves, prices' ter repair work,

BOOKLET cncclu ,snhuolawtsorust3tuirgvAe your

RADIONS, LTD.,
BOLLINGTCN, Nr. MACCLESFIELD.

" D X " RESULTS.
The Editor, POPET AR WIRELESS.

Dear Sit-Perhaps some of your readers will find
the accompanying circuit of some interest. As DO
H.F. is used I think the results are rather remarkable.
The following are some of the stations heard, and are
all loud -speaker strength unless stated otherwise.
With the exception of the American stations and the
low -power nearer stations, most, including all. B.B.C.,
are moderate loud -speaker strength on two valves only,
5 1 T, the local station, being heard 100 yds. away
on two valves; while with three, speech is, perfect at
this distance. The loud speaker is a Junior Amplion.
All the German stations come in well ; BrusSels, Radio

Iberica, Vienna, Bo tie, Steel hole . Pe it Parisien'
Posts and Telegrap is, Nice, Sad 1t0 Eleetrique it
Radio Telephonique Paris), at song the Continentals,
are all of very good strength. Plet se note that the

- set is only built to tune f 0111 250 to 510 metres. I
have 'had the following American stations : W G Y
(Schenectady), W B Z (Springfield, Mass.). W M A F
(Dartmouth, Mass.), WEAF (New' York City),
W J A X (last letter uncertain) ( Ohio), W F I
(Philadelphia), K D K A (Pittsburg), and W I P
(Philadelphia). The last one mentioned was of
'phone strength only. W B Z and W it Y have been
obtained on an indoor- aerial coosisting of the exten-
sion leads to the loud speaker, and about 30 ft. long.
When W B/, was obtained orr the outdoor aerial,
l:ad to cut out the last stage of low frequency so as not
to wake up the rest of the house.

My aerial, I may say. is 27 ft. high at the free end
and 23 ft. at the downlead end and badly screened,
and, in addition, passes over a roof of a high out-
building. A waterpipe earth is used, the connection
being very short.

Yours faithfully. EDMUND A. BLAND.
Oxendon. Market Harborough. .

THE SUPER -SELECTIVE CIRCUIT.
The Editor,.POPULARWIttusss.

Dear Sit-As a serious experimenter for a long
time now, I feel I must write you my experience of
the one -valve super -selective circuit you published
last week-.

I have built this up exactly as your instructions in
every respect with the eXception of the re. -stance.
in this -instance I was forced to deviate alt account
of the fact that I cannot trace one of the variable
type on the market that goes down as low 'as 10,000
ohms, the minimum of mine being 111,000 Ohm:.

However, this did not prevent exceedingly fine
reception Of a shade over normal one -valve strength,
which surprised me.

As., regards selectivity one-third turn of the
vernier completely cut out 2 L 0. If- this is not
selectivity then we shall never have it.
- Incase some readers may be afraid of the range of
such a circuit, I may say that I tuned in, on the one.
valve only, W B Z last evening. and if I had eared to
wait up to the early hours of the morning, I could
have found several more of the American Stations
I feel sure.

I forgot to mention that T used a square law con-
dits:er for the -0(113.

THE SKINDERVIKEN MICROPHONE BUTTON
120,734.

5/- 5/-
Will enable you to work a loud speaker off a crystal set. Enables you to use up your
old and worn gramophone records. Fit up an efficient house telephone. Transmit
piano, violin or gramophone music anywhere. Magnify sounds otherwise inaudible, etc.

Everyone interested in sound transmission 'should Iwrite today for
Marvels of the Microphone." Price 6)d. Post free from Mikro Ltd.

MIKRO Ltd., 32c, Craven St., Charing Cross, W.C.2

In a short letter it is not possible to mention the
names of all the component parts, but these were
purchased from a Mr. -Madden, of Wardour Street,
London, who will, I feel sure. extend the same
courtesy to builders of this set as he did to me.
' Congratulating you on publishing such an ex-
cellent circuit and emphasising the need for using
first-class pmts.

Yours faithfully, . 0. HEPTINSTAIL.
.205, Richmond Road, Twickenham.

INTERESTING CRYSTAL EXPERIMENTS,
Tile Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-For some time. past. I have been experi-
menting with different metals in order to find out
whether there could be any advance made upon the
ordinary crystals-e.g. hertzite, carborundum, and the
like.

I find that an ordinary piece of cinder in contort
with either Hertzite or a cat's -whisker yields excellent
results. I all using a reflex circuit with an
Autoveyors' three -electrode variable cmdenser.
I have carried out this humble experiment again :mil
again and find that the cinder works very well.
Theory is all very well, but should be kept in its place.
I think we need to -day more 'laboratory work
than that -of the " study."

I have used your circuit of H.F. Valve and Crystal,
" P.W." No. 131, using the cinder, and found that this
circuit gave me all that I desired. With regard
to the carborundum crystal, I get beautiful results
from this when used with a piers of resistance
wire without any voltage being put across it. Also
the aerial wire I am using is exactly the same as that
with which I wind my coils. Here I find excellent
results are obtained. We are told to use fairly thick
wire, but experiment proves that this is quite un-
necessary. One is apt to forget that in using thin
wire the inductance is high even if the resistance is high.

I have- been experimenting now with wireless
apparatus for nearly twenty years, and I have come
to the conclusion that if one desires to advance in the
knowledge of wireless telegraphy or wireless telephony
the laboratory (and not the study so much) is the
place to find out certain things. This applies to'the
science of physics, and surely this applies also to all
radio work, which is a branch of physical science.

I have put these few remarks on paper not so much
for what they may be worth as from the light of
yielding a little help to other experimentalists.

Wishing you continued prosperity.
Yours faithfully, P. C. ANDREWS.

" Montrose," Starry, Kent.

A ONE -VALVE UNIDYNE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, -With regard to the " tnidyne " set. I
feel that I must thank Messrs. Rogers and Dowdiag for
inventing so good a set. I made a one -valve " Utti-
dyne " (transformerless) set last week and find that it
is fine, for I Call get nine English stations, one French,
(Pet -it Parisien), one Belgian (S B B), one German
(Munster). There are also three more stations
(Continental) that I get, but I do not know them. I
live six miles from 6 S T (Stoke), which comes in
well on loud speaker.

' Yours truly. F. CHADWICK.
Linley Cottages, Talke, Staffs.

THE " P.W. " REFLEX.
The Editor, POPULAR Wuisn'Tss.

- Dear Sit -1 have much pleasure in informing you
of the excellent results I have obtained with your
" P.W." One -valve Reflex Circuit.

am not exaggerating when I tell you I can swit 011
on, adjust crystal and coils, and tune in 11,407 acyay-
H'(3Y,KDKA,andWBN,

Several of my friends, who can vouch for these
results, have been surprised at the quality and clarity,
which at times surpass 2 L 0 at crystal strength.

I work London on a loud speaker (seven Bilks away),
and all stations in the British Isles can be obtained on
the 'phones, besides receiving Eiffel Tower, Petit
Parisien, Ecole, Bremen, Stuttgart, and numerous
other. stations. In fact, nothing beyond reach-
within reason, of course !

I have constructed and experimented with various
other one and two valve circuits, but have always
been glad to revert to the old " Reflex," which, in my
estimation, properly tuned and adjusted, requires
some heating.

Wishing your paper the it deserves.
Yours truly, H. J. EVANS.

40, Poynton Road, Tottenham, N.17.

THE MODIFIED FLEWELLING.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sit-I have received so many. letters about
my Modified Flewelling Circuit that I think the
following particulars may be of interest to your
readers.

I have had very successful results, namely, loud-
speaker work 30 miles north of London, and also in
Maidstone with the set I made for a friend.

The circuit is a straight single -valve circuit, using a
P.E.R. valve with 66 volts on the plate, and the super
effect is obtained by a specially designed twin vario-
meter. This is made as follows :

The stator consists of a 9 in, cardboard tube four
inches diameter. The aerial. tuning winding consists
of 34 turns of No. 21 D.C.C. wire with a space left in
the centre of the winding for the rotor stein.. -0110
inch from the end of this winding the anode winding

(Continued on page 1449.)
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 1448.)

Is eonunenced, and consists of 66 turns of No. 28 D.C.C.
wire with a space left for anode rotor stem in the
centre, as before.

The two rotors consist of a length of cardboard tube,
on which are wound 36 turns for the aerial tuning
Inductance and 66 turns for the anode. A variable
grid leak is used, either Watmel or Bretwood.

The grid condenser is of small value, .0001, but it
is advisable owing to varying conditions to test the
set with a variable grid condenser of a vane '0002,
and when the value is found, replace by a fixed one.

This circuit is also free from the usual whistle
found common with other super circuits, and has no-
thing in common with the Flewelling. A bright -
emitter valve may be used with a plate voltage of 100
to 120 with slightly more powerful results.

The success of this circuit, as in my Modified
'welling Circuit, depends on the capacity of the

rial, and it may be necessary to increase it by bring-
ing the lead-in fastened to a wall for some distance, or
on other conditions to slightly shorten the aerial. but
there is no doubt when you have got the result right.

Yours truly,
KENNETH COLE (Lt. -Col.).

Eisen End, Elsenham, Essex.

TUNING CHELMSFORD IN.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-The diagram of connections herewith,
showing how I have adapted my crystal set to pick
up Chelmsford in addition to other stations, may be
of interest to some of your crystal set readers, as
being simple and effective.

- It will be seen that instead of the Usual plug-in
coil in series with the tuning coil or varionieter,
which necessitates drilling the panel and fitting an
adaptor for the coil, I make use of a .001 mtd. fixed

condenser connected directly across the earth and
aerial terminals. This arrangement gives a reception
equal to that obtained by using a plug-in coil, and in
addition gives more selective tuning.

I might add that I originally purchased the con-
denser to shunt my telephones, in the orthodox
manner, but have since discovered that this is a quite
unnecessary refinement. Some of your readers will
doubtless have made a similar 'discovery, and may
be glad to find a use for their discarded condenser.

I am, dear sir,
Yours faithfully,

R. D. WOOSTER.
72, Baldoek Road, Letchworth, Herts.

(Continued on page 1450.)

WIRELESS FOR THE
BEGINNER.

(Continued from page 1434.)

vice versa, and we have a step-down trans-
former.

We apply our plate voltage, therefore, to
the primary of a " step-up " transformer,
and thus increase the potential to be applied
to the grid of the third valve, and with this
comes the power to control a still greater
change of current in the plate circuit of the
third valve. Instead of the telephones we
could again insert a transformer in the plate
circuit of the L.F. amplifier and " step-up "
the potential again, and apply it to the
grid of a fourtCvalve, and so on. This is
what is meant when reference is made to
several " stages " of L.F. amplification.
In a similar way, several stages of L.F.
amplification could be coupled together,
though the transformers would be of
different design and the operation of the
valves more difficult to control in order to
obtain good results.
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THE HALL MARK OF RADIO PERFECTION'

The most inexperienced user cannot fail to get the
best possible results with an A. J. S. Receiver-perfect
reception becomes a matter of certainty. Write for
free illustrated list, or call on the nearest A. J. S. Dealer
and examine the models illustrated, as well as the 2
and 3 valve Receivers, the " Unit System " 4 -valve
Cabinet Receiver, and the A. J. S. Loud Speakers.

A. J. S. PEDESTAL
CABINET RECEIVER
Designed and constructed by experienced Cabinet-
makers to contain the A.J.S. 4 -valve Receiver.
Represents the highest standard yet achieved in
the design of Wireless Receiving Sets. Each
cabinet is a complete unit containing 4 valve
Receiver, H.T. and L.T. Batteries, special A.J.S.
Loud Speaker to match the cabinet
and all accessories. In Mahogany or Oak DU gels.

A. J. S. DESK TYPE
4 -VALVE RECEIVER
Noted for Selectivity, Power and Clearness.
Extremely flexible, it functions on wave -lengths
from 150 to 20.000 metres, giving most successful
results on indoor aerials.
Prices (including all Royalties)--4-valve Set
complete with 4 valves, Brandes 'Phones, Batteries'
Aerial Wire, Insulators and e
Lead in -Tube .. : 3 : U

Panel only, £20 : 5 : 0.

A. J. STEVENS & Co. (1914) Ltd.
Wireless Branch, Wolverhampton,
'Phone : 1550. Wireless Call Sign : 5 R I.

'Grams : Reception, Wolverhampton. -
Representatives for India, Burma, and Ceylon:
W. dr A. Bates (India), ma., Calcutta, Bombay,
Rangoon, and Madras.
Representatives for Australasia: R. V. Bristol,
Pty., Ltd., Melbourne and Sydney, Australia,
and Wellington, N.Z.
Representatives for Europe: C. A. Strasser, 12,
Navigation Street, Birmingham.
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PICKETTS. CABINET WORKS
BEXLEYHEATH .5.E.

,,,I2LILDESX TOP CONbeNse, LIPPED

Send for Constructor's List (PM'.) FREE.
H. Maddison, WOOD HORN Mfrs., 2a, RonaldsRoad, Holloway Road, near Highbury, N.5.
How to improve your Junior A !unbolt. Parties, free.
WOOD Bells, 14",- 18", and 191", complete with goose
seeks. Castings and Wood Bells Tor Gramophone Attach -
mutts. Any speaker fitted with Wood Bell. Improve-

ment guaranteed. Trade supplied.
The Original House Specialising in

TRANSFORMER REPAIRS
We Repair, Rewind or Reconstruct to
any Ratio Noisy or Broken down
Transformers of Any Make. Efficiency
Guaranteed equal to new. 5/- Cash with
order. Postage paid. Delivery 3 days.
We supply Transformer Bobbins of any dimen-
sions (limit core 1 in. diameter) wound to any
Ratio and any number of turns up to 24,000.

Tested to 500 volts. 5'9. Post paid.
TRANSFORMER REPAIR CO. P.,

Hay Street, Portsmouth.
NAVY PATTERN STEEL MASTS

Catalogue " B" on request..
HAMILTON MAY (late Lieut. a.N.V.IL),

Weybridge, Surrey. Tel. 784.

E BON IT kj; Eb .#4 NIELS
GUARANTEED BEST QUALITY

Money returned if not satisfied. Dull Matt Finish.
6;; 6X ', in.1./2 ; i in. 1!11. Post free.
8 x 6+ Tili in. 1/6 ; 4 in. 2/6.

10 x 8 x Ii!, in. 2/6; tin. 4/2. a
12 x 9 x Pa in. 3/5 : 4 in. 5/8. DI

Any other sizes -,i-!:, ill. thick, M. per sq. in.
i in. thick, ad. 

Cash with order to --
P. FRASER & CO., 79, PICCADILLY, MANCHESTER.

-'PHONE REPAIR SERVICE-
ALL MAKES OF 'PHONES REWOUND.
4,000 ohms,  5 /... per pair; 8,000 ohms, 1 /6
extra. Reinagnetising and adjusting, 2/-; postage,
6d. Tralnsformers rewound ally ratio, from' 5 / -

The H.R.P., 46, St. Mary's Road, Layton. E.10.
SAVE MONEY

Manufacturer offers direct to public high-elass Valve
Sets in mahogany cabinets of unique design and
finish. All components are of highest grade, and
sat isfact ion guaranteed or cash returned. Will
operate loud speaker and receive all B.B.C. Stations
under favourable conditions. Two -valve set with

'B.B.C. coils (Royalty paid) £5 12 0; with all
accessories, £11 11 0. Three -valve, £8 0 0
(Royalty paid) ; all accessories, £13 17 6. Acces-
sories include R5 valves, B. Sterling Speaker, 6v.
60anip Accumulator, and H.T. Battery (100 volt.

Carriage paid.
W.H.Salt, 157, York Rd.. Battersea, S.W.11.

THIS CONCERNS YOU. NOTE OUR PRICES.YAr.YE S.
R. Type. Dull Emitters.

FRENCH METAL 6/9 .. 1416
DUTCH .. .. 4/9 .. 1 1 /6
FOTOS - 1 2 's
iPast Free in lots of three and over. Trade enquiries

solicited. Write
THE DUTCH VALVE AGENCY,

(Gerrard S606) (G. R. THOMAS.)
19, Craven Street, Strand, W.C.2.

Make sure of perfect reception
Have the pleasure of building a set with the
certainty of " getting through " first time by
using our guaranteed Radio components.
Set of Parts for combined Valve and Crystal Set,
with drilled ebonite panel and Polished Mahogany
Desk Cabinet. Blue print diagram and every
requisite for a perfect family receiver.,
Wonderful Results. No Distortion. Can be used as
crystal or valve set. Complete parts for building :-

1 Valve Crystal Set (as above) El 15 0
2 Valve Set .. £2 12 6

Valve Set .. £5 7 6
A boost to provincial enthusiasts. Post your order
PO7i. . -PATENT MODEL MANUFACTURERS,
159. Lymington Ave.. Wood Green. London. N.22.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued front page 1449.)

FURTHER CRYSTAL " D X " RECORDS.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear was very interested to read the
letters on long-distance reception with the crystal
in No. 137.

Aly own experience may interest readers.
Any night when reception is gocid, I can receive

the Glasgow station, which I believe is nearly 350
miles away. I can get fairly regularly Bournemouth,
Cardiff, Manchester, Birmingham, and Newcastle.
Peculiarly enough I have never received Belfast or
Aberdeen. Brussels comes in very well, and on
two 'occasions Lhave heard Petit Parisien.

I notice that your correspondent, Mr. B. H. Day,
has received What he believes to be Radio Paris on
two occasions. This station can be received on this
same crystal set at any time during the day. Eiffel
-lower telephony has also been heard once or twice.

At, present I am experiencing a difficulty in ob-
taining sharp tuning but it is hoped to fix up a
capacity earth shortly.

Yours faithfully,
G. N. ELAND.

P.S.-Besides the above stations I have received
about 55 atnateur stations.

26, Croft Road.
Merton, S,W.16.

COLD FILAMENT RECEPTION.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-With reference to your paragraph
under the above heading- in your " Radio Notes and
News of the Week " of the issue of your paper dated
January 17th.

I have experienced like results to those of your
Edinburgh correspondent with a B.T.H. one -valve
crystal -reflex circuit instrument, made by Messrs.
B.T.H., and the following characteristics were
cbserved :

(1) The valve was a B.T.H. dull emitter and the
circuit tuned to receive the local station as for
ordinary reception, using the L.T. battery. The
Minima current was then turned off by means of the
rheostat. I made sure that it was really " off."
The proceedings of the local station could still be
heard at very weak strength. roughly comparable to
that of a crystal set 10 miles from 5 N G.

(2) In order to discover whether it was freak or
not; the accumulator was next disconnected, when
signal strength increased greatly. It was then just
less than the strength of crystal reception about 14
miles from the station. In order to get the fullest
results it was necessary -to slightly re -tune and the
tuning became most critical from a selective point
of view. There did not seem to be enough power to
cause self -oscillation.

(3) The circuit is one that. under normal condi-
tions-i.e. rising both batteries. requires both aerial
and earth to effect reception. The next step was to
disconnect the earth, when again slight re -tuning
was necessary, but signals remained at similar
strength to that mentioned in (2). The aerial was
then connected to " Earth " on the set and results.
continued unchanged. Similarly the earth wire
was connected singly to " Aerial " and " Earth " in
turn, but there were no results. The effect was then
tried of connecting aerial to " Eafth " and earth to
" Aerial " but again no results were obtained.

I am mast interested in developmmts of this
nature, and trust that my observations may be of
use to you.

I believe Dr. Roberts, in his " Technical Notes,"
some time ago referred to a somewhat similar ex-
periment in America (so far as memory serves),
when the H.T. battery's voltage was enormously
increased and stated that in that, case " the poison
was worse than the cure." But in the case on which
I make observations this battery was only one of
60 v., and I feel it, has possibilities. Would that 1
had the opportunity of experimenting further!

Now, in concluding correspondence with gentlemen
of journalistic profession, I understand it is th-, prac-
tice to terminate with complinients to the paper
concerned and to say one has been " A Reader from
No. I," or something of that sort, (I have, but am
not emphasising it). But quite apart from customary
considerations, I should like- to express my great
appreciation of your paper. 1 haven't agreed with
everything printed, but nevertheless it is well worth
support, and it shall have mine. My copies are
read by two people besides myself, and often come in
handy for reference by neighbours and friends, too.
I now await with interest the publication of details
of a five -valve Unidyne, 2 H.F. tuned anode, det.,
and 2 L.F. ; further information' with regard to
television; and (inter AO more articles by " Aria."

Yours faithfully,
A. H. COUPE.

63. Derby Grove.
Nottingham.

(We wonder whether our correspondent was able
to obtain the above results with his crystal contact
raised ?-Tech. Ed.)

-FRENCH METAL '06 VALVES -
Guaranteed general purpose. Work off dry cells,
13/6, post free. HOVIMO Screw Battery Clips,
1/6 doz. 'Phone Panels, take six pair, 2/..
Sets and 'Phones; repaired.
W. G. EAMES, 15. Red Lion St., London, W.C3.

SPAIN ON 1216 .07-
TESTIMONY.

"I spent Christmas at Portsmouth with a
relative to whom I made a present of a 1 -Valve
Set with one of your Pliotron S.S.Valves, and we had splendid results with it.
We tuned in London, Bournemouth, Birmingham,
Aberdeen, Eiffel Tower, and then heard someone
speaking quite clearly from Barcelona (Spain)."
Unsolicited testimonial; original may be inspected.
Max. con. 07, fin. volts 2.3, anode 40-80. Con-cert tested and sent with instructions for use.
post free on

24 HOURS' APPROVAL.
P.W. UNIDYNE D.E 's

Since its innovation we have advertised and
stocked Phillips 4 Electrode Dull Emitter, so
creditably mentioned in the Nov. 22nd issue of

Popular Wireless," page 714.
Phillips 4 Electrode D.E., 1.8 volt 16 amp. 25/ -
Phillips 4 Electrode Bright Emitter ... 12/6
(See Correspondence Columns P.W., Dec. 13th,

page 9541Thorpe K4 Bright Emitter (5 pin holder
Concert tested. Post free. All 24 hours'
approval. Insurance against all postaldamage. Valve must be returned within 24
hours of receipt.. 9d. per 7 6 or 12/6 valve;

1)- per 17/6 or 25 / - valve.
ANELOY PRODUCTS (Dept. P.25).

Eton Works, Upland Road, London, S.E.22.

- WIRELESS INVENTORS ,-------
PATENTS-TRADE MARKS. Advice, Handbook
and Cons. free.-B. T. King, C.I.M.E., Regd. Patent
Agent (G.B., U.S.A. & Canada), 146a, Queen Vic-

AS.,=Mitoria St.. E.O.4. 'Phone Central 682. 38 yrs. refs.

2 -VALVE SET
in Handsome Sloping Cabinet.
Works Loud Speaker. All

Accessories included -2 -Valves, Accumulator, H.T.
Battery, 'Phones, etc. A genuine bargain, £7.
Arc. Charger, with Altimeter, 21/, Charges accu-

mulators FREE.
B.B.C., 66, TALBOT RD., HIGHGATE, N.6.

-DO IT NOW
supply anything and every-

thing for wireless. You must
have the Best Components for
that Radio.Set-

WE HAVE THEM
Send a postcard to -day for a copy of our

Catalogue, which is Post Free to you.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES CO.,
L. S. DE SAVE,

67, Hammersmith Road, W.14.
REMEMBER ...,....,...

A well -made, highly finished cabinet, or box, makes
ail the difference. Single, or in quantities.

BUNDY BROTHERS,
6, PALMERS ROAD, NEW SOUTHGATE, N.11

ACCUMULATORS.
C.A.V., Fullers, etc. Guaranteed brand new and per-
fect, but slightly soiled. We refund cash with carriage

both ways if returned within 7 days.
2v -40a ... ... 8/6 4v -100a 32/6
2v -60a ... ... 11 / 6 6v -40a 2 1 -

4v -40a ... ... 17/- 6v -60a 3216
4v -60a ... ... 21/ 9 6v -80a 40 i -
4v -80a ... ... 27/6 6v-1000 46/-

Speciall)
TieC.A.V.2v-100a( . . . . 27 ; 6

MAUDE RUBBER CO., 58, PRAED ST., LONDON, W.2

WIRELESS
ACCUMULAIN
'MINGLES

BANISHED
A.M.C. is a business devoted entirely to Wireless
Accumulator HIRE or MAINTENANCE.
A.M.C. hire charged accumulatOrs of suitable sire
Jar an it set, and deliver regularly every. week. Or
maintain your own, and, if yon have only one,
lend rots one alternate weeks while your own is
being re -charged.
A.M.C. Service keeps you continuously supplied
with correctly -charged accumulators trout 1.5. 21.
per week, by quarterly subscription anywhere
within 10 miles from Charing Cross. -
A.M.C. Folder contains a useful chart showing
oho various size accuMulat ors see hire and the
hours they last per week for sets using 1 to 5
valves, and is post free.
ACCUMULATOR MAINTENANCE CO.,
267, High Street, Camden Town, N.W

'Phone : If 2693.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page MCI .)

the helium in the valves now in use is said
to be the purest in existence.

The admixture of even a minute quantity
of impurity in the gas would have the effect
of rendering the tube useless for practical
purposes. It has, of course, long been known
that the nature of the residual gas exercises
au im rtant influence upon the functioning
of th alve, and largely for this reason
it had- en found to be most convenient
in practice to exhaust the valves to the
highest attainable degree of vacuum.

The development of the helium valve is
iirgely due to F. S. McCullough, a well-

own American engineer, who tried a large
number of pure gases in valves, with a view
to taking advantage of the cooling effect

'the gas. In many of his experiments
e used a metal air-cooled valve. As a

result of these investigations he found that
elium, if employed in a high state of
urity, gave excellent cooling and a very
rge space -current. Helium tubes of this
-pe have now been in use continuously

for over six months without any failure.
An account of this work will be found
by those interested, in  the November
number of " QST," the official journal
of the American Radio Relay League.

Radio Pictures.
Several newspaper accounts have lately

been given of the experiments in the
wireless transmission of photographs be-
tween London and New York. These
experiments demonstrated the remarkable
strides which have been made in this new
art. A photograph of President Coolidge,
which was transmitted in this way, was
perfectly clear and recognisable. The
method adopted is similar to that of
Monsieur Belin, the famous French wireless
engineer, but certain modifications have
been introduced, as will be seen from the
following interesting brief account, which
is quoted from the Irish Radio Journal."
" The apparatus used consists of a rotating
glass cylinder containing a powerful light.

" A negative film is fastened outside the
cylinder, and this is revolved ; light passes
through the film and through a lens, which
moves in front of the cylinder, directing
a light ray on a photo -electric cell, which
sends out a radio wave.
Slow Process.

Whenever the light from the cylinder is
obstructed by a dark spot on the film, no
ray passes through the lens, and the
photo -electric cell remains ' silent.' The
contrary is true when the film is trans-
parent, and a complete record of the
picture is thus sent by radio across
the Atlantic. The receiving apparatus is
composed of a rotating drum and a stylus,
operated by the radio waves received, and
draws a dark mark where strong light has
been sent from the other side ; it remains
motionless when no light is recorded by the
photo:eleetro cell; Thus a positive repro-
duction is obtained which looks much
like an engraving. Technical problems,
such as the action of the stylus and the
drying of the ink to prevent blotting, are
about all that remain to be done before a
commercial service can be established.
Photographs were sent at the rate of one
per half hour."

(Continued on page 1452.)

GENUINE"BRUNET"

e

SUPERIOR COMPONENTS AT REASONABLE PRICES.

O

Fully
guaranteed.

Replaced with-
out question

if faulty.

e

e

EACH

Stocked by
all leading

Wireless
dealers.

PRICE

13/
SHROUDED TYPE

6
Ratios). 25,000 Secondary

t" 5,000 Primary turns.
15,000 Scondary turns.

1 5

1 5,000 Primary turns.
Ratios 1,3

turns.EACH

PRICE

13/6
"BRUNET "L.F.TRANSFORMERS

e

enjoy as high a reputation as the famous " BRUNET " Head-
phones, and many leading manufacturers of wireless sets in
Great Britain and Europe have always used this L.F. Trans-
former owing to its magnificent amplification without dis-
tortion, freedom from breakdown, and high insulation resistance.

OVER 1,000,000 in use.

"BRUNET" HEADPHONES
have been adopted by the majority of European Governments
and Radio Companies as their standard type, and in Great
Britain alone there are over 350,000 in use out of a total of
1,000,000 manufactured since 1914.
In the new model considerable improvements have been made
in the head -band to ensure greater comfort ; and the cord,
of the same first-class quality, has been changed from green to
black, striped with white. Ask your dealer.

PETTIGREW & MERRIMAN, Ltd.,
122-124, Tooley Street, London, S.E. 1

(11110LES.ILE ONLY)

Sole Distributors Terminals

The Trade are requested to write direct for particulars
regarding these highly appreciated lines,
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Charge Your
ILCCT.J1V11.77-ditTO/Ftat Home with. the

TUNGAR BATTERY CHARGER.
Simple, Safe, and Economical.
No moving parts. Requires
no attention. No Garage,
Owner -Driver or Wireless En-
thusiast should be without
one. Will charge from 1 to
10, 6-12 volt batteries at a

( time. Deliveries from stock.
Descriptive Booklet free on ap-
plication. The Tungar Battery
Charger is suitable for use on
AlternatingCurrentsupplyorly.

Obtainable from your Garage or Electrician.
THE BRITISH THOMSON- HOUSTON CO., LTD,,

Mazda Rouse. 77, Upper Thames St., E.C.4.

---
Dull Emitters Repaired

Including '06. Guaranteed quick delivery. Each
concert tested, 1016. Bright valves, 616. Send
remittance with valve to W. G. EAMES, 15, Red
Lion Street, London, W.C.1.

EBONITE
Sheet,Sheet, rod, and tubing in all sizes kept in stock and
cut to any required size while you wait or sent by
post on receipt of cash.
We can turn anything in Ebonite.
BURGE, WARREN & R1DGLEY, Ltd.,
91/92, Great Saffron Hill, London, E.C.1.

'Phone: Holborn 50.

-Paris and other Stations-
Clearly heard on Loud Speaker near London using
the " MIRACLE " MASTER 2 -Valve Set. £312.6,
plus Royalties. 1, 2, 3, and 4 Valves. Trade sup-

plied. Send Stamp for particulars.
World's Wireless Stores, Wallington.

ENGRAVING

I.

PROMPT DELIVERIES. COMPETITIVE PRICES
Any quantity executed accurately, quietly & cheaply by

J. R. STEBBINGS,
46, Warwick Street, Regent Street, London, W.1

 Phone It eae nt 13!2

The RECEPTITE CRYSTAL for
RESULTS and RELIABILITY.

THE PREMIER CRYSTAL
: since 1923 :

Sensitivity and Loud
Signals Guaranteed.
TRADE ONLY SUPPLIED
in Bulk, Boxes or Tubes..

G. P. COOK, Mineralogist,
(Late Cook & Co.),

23, Brockenhurst Road, ADDISCOMBE,

RADIO PANELS
Will stand 5,000 volts, will not fracture. 9' x 6" x TV%
1/6; 10" x 9",2/2; 12 x 10; 2/9; 14 x 12, 4/6 Post paid
RADIO PANEL CO.. (Dept.P), 143, Fetter Lane. E.C.4

OVERHAULS AND REPAIRS
Toall makes of Receiving Sets: Sets- completely re-
Kired CRYSTAL, 5/-; 1 -VALVE, 7/6; 2 -VALVE,

12/8; 3 -VALVE, 17/6; 4 -VALVE, 22/6.
Reflex Cirenits : 1 -VALVE, 10/-; 2 -VALVE, 151.;
3-VAIvE. 20/..-Repair Dept., Renco Radio

Receivers, 168, Victoria Street, S.W.1.
11M11=11118. --

NOT THIS WAY

There is a much easier method of
wiring your set --See page 1 439

W. JOHN MILLER, 68, Farriogdon St., E.C.4
Telephone : Central 1951

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 1451.)

Jack Connections.
Plug and jack connections, although

extremely convenient for certain purposes,
do not seem to be so popular in this country
as abroad, probably owing to the fact that
unless the jack is carefully adjusted, all
kinds of bad contacts may arise. Whenever
you install a jack in a set, the best plan
is not to trust -any of the contacts in the
jack until each of them has been carefully
tested. So far as my experience goes, it
will almost invariably be found that one or
other of the prongs require to 'be
adjusted, and this may be done by very
carefully bending, by means of small
square -nose pliers, which are inserted

.between the adjacent prongs. In making
the adjustment, you must take great care
not to overdo it, as otherwise the alternative
contacts when the plug is inserted will be
thrown out of order.
Keep Contacts Clean.

Before regarding the jack as being
properly adjusted, you should repeatedly
insert and remove the plug and observe
very carefully whether the " stationary "
prong (that is, not the one which is princi-
pally displaced by the insertion of the jack)
moves appreciably from its normal position
owing to the pressure against it of the
" moving " prong. Unless there is an appre-
ciable movement together of the two
engaging prongs, you may be sure that
sooner or later you will have trouble with
the contact. Sometimes the contact, will be
uncertain, even when the above conditions
are fulfilled. In such a case, the remedy
is to introduce a small strip of the finest
grade of emery paper between the prongs,
and clean up the contact tips. It should
1)a remembered that, although jacks are
so convenient and are, of course, enor-
mously used in ordinary manual telephony,
they violate one of the main principles
of good electrical contacts, in that they rely
upon a simple " touch " contact without
any rubbing of the contacting surfaces, and
it is for this reason that they require rather
special attention.
High -frequency Measurements.

A new type of electrometer, which  is
specially adapted for measuring the voltage
of very high -frequency alternating currents,
has recently been described before the Paris
Academie des Sciences, by Messrs. Gutton
& Laville. An aluminium plate '5 mm. in
width is supported .from ' a quartz thread
3 mm. long, the suspended system weighing
only 15 mg. A spot of light reflected from
the moving system is thrown upon a scale
several feet away, and voltages can be
measured with accuracy to within one. -
hundredth of a volt. The instrument can
be made in portable form, and is expected
to be of considerable importance in wireless
measurements.
Wiring.

It is interesting to. hear the various
records established by constructors in the
matter of the time occupied in wiring up a
set. A friend of mine recently informed me
that he- constructed a three -valve set (Det.
and 2 L.F.), starting with a plain panel at
three o'clock in the afternoon and was
listening -in by 10.30 p.m. This included
drilling of the panel and soldering of
all wiring joints,' as well as fixing up a
temporary indoor aerial. It would be

interesting to hear of other examples of
record Constructionno doubt many of my
readers wilt be able to beat this by yards,
Bending Wire.

In wiring up the components of a set
after laying out on the panel, although the
formation of neat circular and right-angle
bends has not necessarily any great effect
on the efficiency of the set, many con-
structors take a great pride in having the
wiring so that the set will bear inspection
not only before the panel, but behind as
well. The formation of neat bends in either
round or square -section wire is not easy
with ordinary pliers, and in factories where
wire bending of this kind is done on a large
scale, pliers are used with special shaped
jaws, adapted to the particular work for
which they are intended. I saw recently a
very useful adaptation of this principle, for
the benefit of the wireless experimenter,
brought out by the Rockwood Co., Ltd., in
which a small steel block is attached by4
means of a set screw to one of the jaws of a4
pair of round -nosed pliers. In the block '
are a number of channels, by means of
which different types of bends may readily
be given to wire, simply by gripping the
latter between the block and the remaining
jaw of the pliers.
Glass Panels.

Some time ago I gave in these notes a
method of making holes through a glass
panel without the necessity for tedious
drilling the method consisted in making
a mound of moist sand around the spot
where the hole was to be pierced, pushing
a pencil through the sand so as to make a
vertical tunnel down to the glass and then
pouring in molten solder or lead, after which
the circular piece of glass might be cracked
out. I asked at the same time for accounts
of experiments which any readers might
make with this method, and I have received
a number of letters in which success is
reported. But most of the readers point
out that there -is a certain " knack ' in
doing the trick, and that it is better for
anyone contemplating the use of this
method to acquire the said knack by
practising first upon a scrap piece of glass
before starting upon the panel itself. Neat-
ness in making a clean and accurately -sized
tunnel in the sand appears also to be
essential.
Amateur Transmission to India.

What is claimed to be the first reception
'of a -British amateur in: India is that by
Mr. George Benzie, at Cachar, India, who
received the signals of Mr. Gerald Marcuse
12 N M), of Caterham, Surrey. An arrange-
ment was made between these two experi-
menters for 11.45 p.m. on December 4th,
and the signals of the British amateur were
received plainly and at good strength ; the
(*stance is about 5,000 miles. The receiving
set employed three valves, and a four -wire
cage aerial 40 ft. in average height and
80 ft. long.

Dial Vernier.
The following, quoted from the " Radio

News of Canada, may be of interest to
- some experimenters--: " To keep the rubber -
tipped perked from moving away from -the -

dial, drive a phonograph needle through
the panel at the edge of the dial. The rubber
of the pencil can then be forced on to the
needle and then on the dial. It cannot
slip, and good vernier control will be ob-
tained."

it/
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WHEN you want Power Valves for highly efficient power
amplification, it will pay you to emphasise

MULLARD D.F.A. MASTER VALVES.
These Valves have been specially designed for maximum
power work with a low temperature, long -life filament for
minimum current consumption.

THEY'RE MULLARD, SO THEY'RE GOOD.

Note the Distinctive Types for Special Operation.

For large loud speakers giving increased volume and clarity:-
D.F.A. 0, and D.F.A. 2 (for 4 -volt Batteries) 26,'- each.
D.F.A. 1 (for 6 -volt Batteries) 309- each.
D.F.A. 3 (for 6 -volt Batteries) 32/- each.

For Resistance Capacity °Amplifiers:-
D.FaA. 4 (for 6 -volt Batteries) .. 3D,- each.

LeaJzel V .A. 4 gil.'ES Pill tecleuic50 info.,11.:Iti

WHEN YOU BUY, EMPHASISE-

-

.
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Advt.-The Mullard Radio Valve Co., Ltd. (P.I-17.) Nightingale 1.1'orks, Ealkanz, S. W. 12
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LISSENIUM
NO EXPERIMENTER'S
OUTFIT IS COMPLETE

WITHOUT ONE OR TWO OF

THESE USEFUL SWITCHES

February 14th. 1925.

You change over quickly from series to parallel tuning-by a
using the LISSEN Series -Parallel switch. C4

You cut out a stage of L.F.- by using a LISSEN Switch. ti
You disconnect both batteries and short the aerial to earth
when the set is not in use-with a LISSEN Switch.
You may want to cut out a stage of H.F., when it is imperative
to reverse your reaction coil-you do it conveniently with a
LISSEN Switch. ).
You may want one of two alternative connections-it s i4;

quickly done with a LISSEN Switch.

FOR ALL MAIN SWITCHING USES, THERE IS NOW A LISSEN SWITCH WHICH YOU CAN
JUST GENTLY PULL OR PUSH-each one as small as an efficient switch can possibly be-
each one with negligible capacity-each one can be quickly fitted into an inch of space-:and
LISSEN ONE -HOLE FIXING, OF COURSE.

LISSEN SWITCHES ARE SWITCHES WHICH HAVE BEEN DESIGNED PRIMARILY FOR
RADIO WORK-but they are useful also fo many other switching purposes.

THE LATEST ADDITION TO THE
LISSEN FAMILY OF SWITCHES-te
LISSEN Double Pole, Double ThrOW.

-

This is the very newest of the series, retaining
all the neatness of the others, providing in a
compact form the means for making all the
connections required of a d.p., d.t. switch.
As good as the rest. LISSEN ONE -HOLE
FIXING, OF COURSE. Similar to LISSEN
5 -point switch. Price.. .. 4,/_

LISSEN
2 -Way
Switch

2/9

VARIABLE
FINGER PoTCH

FIXING HOLE AND
CONNECTION N.I.

LISSEN

SERIES -

PARALLEL
Switch
3/9

PAIR,

us,

Protects
your dull
emitters-

This little device, called the LISSENSTAT
RESISTOR, can be attached to any ;rheostat
you may be using. Adds another, 35 -ohms
resistance to it, which can be varied by means
of the little finger switch shown, or entirely
cut out of circuit by lifting the finger switch -
on to the centre contact. Is worth its 1/3price many times over. Only ..

BUILD -WITH YOUR OWN

WHAT THE LISSEN 5 -point switch does.
(a) Switches off one -stage of L.F. without touching

the filament control-a separate switch for each
stage.

Connects the telephones to the plate of whichever
valve it is desired to use, and at the same time
switches off L.T. current from the unused valve.

(c) Cuts out a stage of H.F. in the same way as it
does L.F.

(b)

(d)

 
OR

2

Will also disconnect both the H.T. and L.T. batteries, and short g
the aerial to earth so that the receiver can be left adjusted
ready for switching instantly into use next time. .. Price 4/1-_

LISSEN REVERSING SWITCH11>
Particularly useful when the LISSEN 5 -point switch is used for cutting
out one stage of. H.F. When a H.F. stage is cut out, and reaction is 2
being taken off the aerial circuit, it is necessary to reverse the reaction wa

coil connections for each H.F. stage cut out, and this LISSEN switch ct
conveniently does it. Can also be used anywhere when it is necessary
to reverse the connections of a battery, a coil, or a condenser, for instance.
VERY 'USEFUL FOR COMPARATIVE TESTS. With
diagram 4/--1

72

LISSEN MATCHED NEUTRALIZING TRANSFORMERS
The LISSEN MATCHED NEUTRALIZING TRANSFORMERS!
described by Mr. W. H. R. TINCEY in " Wireless Weekly," are now
ready for delivery. The first range ready is the "A" range, which covers
the Broadcasting band. The transformers should be ordered hi' a set
of three, the separate coils making up the set being known as 'Al 7A2,
and A3. The letter identifies the wavelength range ("A" for the Broad-:!
casting band), and the number the position in which the transformer is
used in the receiver. Price, per coil, £1 ; set of three £3. Other In'
ranges will soon be ready.

PARTS THAT PULL 'TOGETHER.-When you know that every
vital part in your receiver is pulling strongly with each other, you E.
know that you have a receiver which is the best you can ever get.

HANDS -WITH ALL LISSEN PARTS :4
o-Arizt. of LISSEN LIMITED, 8-16, I1'oodgcr Road, London, II' .r2 - 7.3

. -
Printed and published eatery Thursday by the Proprietors, The ilkmalgamated Press (1922). Ltd., The Fleetway House, Farringdon St, London, E.CA. AdwertiSement
Offices, Messrs. J. H. Life Ltd.; 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4. It...glstered as a newspaper, and for transmission by Canadian. Magazine ?ost. Subscription a
sates: Inland and Abroad, 19/6 per annum, 9/9 for MK months. Sole agents for South Africa : Central News Agency, Ltd. Sole agents for Australia and New....

Zealand Messrs. Gordon & Gotch, Ltd. ; anl for Canada : The Imp.3rial News Co. (Canada) Ltd. Saturday, February 14th, 1925.
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4

Mr. Marcuse, the Caterham amateur,
who has been in wireless communica-
tion with the Hamilton -Rice expedition

up the Amazon.

FEATURES IN THIS ISSUE.
A Successful Short -Wave Receiver.
Broadcasting from Mid -Ocean.
A Two -Valve Reinartz Set.
Constructional Notes.

THE
No. 143. Vol. VI.

Mounting Card Inductances.
Wireless in France.
The Ideal Valve Filament.
Radio Humour.

" M LJ LT I DYN E " (Part II).
February 21st, 1925.
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UBILIE
PRODUCTS
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Where's the Rub?
-I-F

you examine a Dubilier Variable Condenser
you will see that a small coiled spring of

phosphor bronze is sold:red to one of the terminals.
The other end of tins spring passes over a guiding
bobbin and is soldered to the main spindle which
carries all the moving plates.

This small device ensures, whatever the positio:i
vow

of the moving plates,

A Perfect Contact Always.

Ducon Works,
Victoria Road,

Forth Acton,

London, W.3.

ttutiliaj

This method was chosen by us in preference to
the more usual form in which the moving pindle
obtains its contact by rubbing against a contact
plate. Experience has shown that " rubbing "
contacts are uncertain in action unless they are
screwed up tight, and if this is done the dial
moves irb a jerky manner which makes fine tuning
difficult.

The coiled spring contact is only one instance of
how our twelve years' experience is at your service
whenever you

Specify Dubilier.

DUBILIER
CONDENSER CO.LTD

Telephone :
Chiswick
2241-2-3.

Telegrams :
Hivoltcon, Phone,

London.
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Names famous
in combination.
No. 4.

Venus and Adonis
L`ROM the idealised figures of

mythology to affairs of modern
interest is perhaps a far cry; yet
certain names famous in combina-
tion are conceded their due renown
whatever the period of conjunction.
To -day the association of the two celebrated
names, MARCONI and OSRAM, has resulted in
the splendid Outcome of their joint effort-" The
Valve in the Purple Box."
Read the 4o -page wireless book, The Book of MO V.
Free from your dealer or the 111 0. Valve Co., Ltd.,
Hammersmith, Lo7rdon, Ir 6.

mARCONI,- TA Di
CMADE AT THE OSRAM LAMP WORKS

Sold by Wireless & Electrical Dealers, Stores, etc

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE M 0 VALVE CO. LID,

NEW REDUCED
PRICES.

For 2 -volt Accumulators.
Purpose. Type. Price.
4G.P. D.E.R. 18/-
tL.S. D.E.G. 22/6

For 4 -volt Accumulators.
G.P. R. 11/-
G.P. 4D.E.3. 21/-
L.S. D.E.4. 26/ -

For 6 -volt Accumulators.
G.P. R.5.V. 11/ -
LS. D.E.5. 30/-
L.S. .*.D.E.3b. 30/ -
LS. L.S.5. 501-

P.-= General Purpose.
41...S. ---,-Specially suitable for low

frequency amplification
for Loud Spea,cers.

.Can be used with Dry Batteries.
..For Resistance - capacity

Amplification.

GIEU ull-HIE VALVE /2
RN TETE IPIIIIPIEDILE MOM
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GUIDES FOR WIRELESS CONSTRUCTORS 1
A A
A A

" The Most Popular Radio
A ABooks ever published.- 'A
v,11 E

E
A A
A

Wiring up the One Valve Re-
flex Set fully described in 9A
" How to Make Wireless Sets." FA,

Best Way Book " No. 162. 11E4

2-nl-r'

A
A

:carJr

The One Valve Reflex Receiver complete and ready
for use.

" BEST WAY " No. 161

"How To Make Crystal Sets"
This book contains lucid and explicit instructions Rri.

for the building of a number of efficient receivers, 6-9
including a simple set costing under 10,'-, a Two -
Circuit Crystal Receiver such as was recommended
by Capt. P. P. Eckersley in a recent broadcast talk.
Details are given for making One and Two -
Valve Low -Frequency Amplifiers, which can be
connected to any crystal set. There is also a very
practical and informative article. " All About
Crystals," which will prove invaluable to every-
one possessing or about to make a crystal receiver.

1Jq NOW ON
:: SALE :: A

A
A

r9

A

21t

A

A

I -9

A

A

A

A

"BEST WAY" No. 162

"How To Make Valve Sets"
The contents of this book include details of bow

to make various receivers employing one or two
valves, including a One -Valve Set on the famous
" Unidyne " principle, which eliminates the need of
H.T. Batteries. A reliable Two - Valve Loud-
speaker set, a One -Valve Reflex Receiver, and a
Two -Valve Reflex Set. Stage by stage instructions
and diagrams together with a

PICTORIAL BLUE PRINT
are given showing very clearly the wiring and the
placing of components.

BUY YOUR
COPIES TO -DAY

rr9,AANF,AAmoAAAAAAo9E9AAAAAAAnAAAAAAAAassmAAAAAAAAAstqAAAAAAAAA,TinnAL5F-LFLA
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Westinghouse Electric and

Manufacturing Company,
82, Worthington Street,

Springfield, Mass.
November 3, 192-1.

Mr. W. Arthur Maddocks,
Rosslyn, Irby Road.

Heswall, Cheshire,
England.

Dear Mr. Maddocks,
We wish to thank you for your letter of October 18th,

reporting your reception of Westinghouse Radio Station
WBZ. It is with pleasure that we enroll you as one of
the distant listeners of our station. The program items
you mentioned were broadcast by WBZ as mentioned
by you.

Station WBZ is owned and operated by the Westing-
house Electric and Manufacturing Company; and is
located at Springfield, Mass., with studios in Springfield
and Boston, Mass. We operate nightly between the
hours of 6.0o and 11.00 p.m. Eastern Standard Time,
which is five hours slower than Greenwich Mean Time,
at a frequency of 890 kilocycles or on a wave -length of
337 meters. Power, x,000 watts:

with Ex i e as well in the future, and shall be pleased to receive your
We

and criticisms on our programs.

We trust that your receiver will continue to function

Yours very truly,

BATTERIES for 1.
ASE, IET.

(Signed) A. S. Eisenmann.
Radio Station WBZ.

WIRELESS
Made at the largest battery works

in the British Empire

rd THE LONG -LIFE
XIMV BATTERIES

MANUFACILRED BY
LONDON: MANCHESTER:

57-58, Dale End.
BIRMINGHAM : "

.--A1 eigttribr ELECTRICAL STORAGE 1, Bridge Street.

COMPANY LIMITED BRISTOL

219-229, Shaftesbury
Avenue.

22, Victoria Street.

AT CLIFTON JUNCTION, near MANCHESTER.
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NGSTALITE
(Regd. No. 447,149)

thetic Crystal Rectifier
BLUE LABEL

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT
Resulting from the unscrupulous sale of a fraudulent imitation of
their product and of infringement of their registered trade mark, the
Manufacturers have been forced to take legal action to protect the
interests of themselves, the public, and of genuine traders. A summary
of some of these actions is set forth below.

ALBERT WEALE.
At the Old Street Police Court on February 5th, Mr. Albert Weale, of Chingford. was found guilty

to the charge of attempting to obtain money by false pretences in view of the fact that he had sold
crystal described as TUNGSTALITE Registered No. 447,149, and bearing labels similar to, but an
imitation of, those adopted by the manufacturers, which crystal he sold in fact proved to be inferior
to, and a fraudulent imitation of, the genuine article. The magistrate bound over the accused
to the sum of £50 in respect of this charge, and he fined the accused in respect of a summons
served by Messrs. Tungstalite Limited on the accused under the Merchandise Marks Act.

MESSRS. BARCLAYS' RADIO STORES LTD., BIRMINGHAM.
In the High Courts of Justice before the Hon. Mr. Justice Romer, on January 30th, 1925, an

Injunction with costs and an enquiry as to damages was granted against defendants, Messrs. Barclay's
Radio Stores Ltd., 30, Stephenson Street, Birmingham, to restrain them from infringing the plaintiffs'
registered trade mark "Tungstalite Registered No. 447,149."

WARNING. Legal proceedings will be taken against any person who know-
ingly assists in the distribution of this fraudulent material.

THE TRADE are invited to apply to the manufacturers for such informa-
tion as will enable the dealer to immediately distinguish the fraud from
the genuine. No legal action will be taken against any trader who

VOLUNTEERS information.

THE PUBLIC are requested to continue to purchase " TUNGSTALITE " with
RENEWED CONFIDENCE. Genuine Tungstalite is ABSOLUTELY GUARANTEED
Perfect, and in the event of any complaint, a replacement (even of a fraudulent
specimen) will be immediately supplied by the makers, provided that the dealer's

invoice, together with the actual specimen, is sent to us.

TUNGSTALITE LTD.,
LONDON and PROVINCES :

FARRINGDON RD., LONDON, E.C.1
'Phone notb,,rn 255:. 'Grams: Tumplamp, Smith, London.

YORKSHIRE:
41, CALL LANE, LEEDS.

'Grams : Tungslamp, Leeds. 'Phone : 21375 Leeds.
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Technical Editor 
G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.c.

RADIO NOTES AND NEWS.
The Puzzle Station Mr. Flewelling's Transmitter " A Good Night."

U 2 X 1.

NOW that W G Y, the General Electric
Company's main station at Schenec-
tady, New York State, is being.

received easily in this country on ordinary
straight sets, listeners may like to try for
the other G.E.C. station at Schenectady.
This is U 2 X 1, which sends out a regular
programme on Saturdays, on short waves.
Signals are transmitted from two sets
simultaneously, on 30 and on 100 metres, at
the following times : Telegraphy, 6 p.m. to
.8 p.m., and 12 a.m. to 2 a.m. ; telephony,
8.30 p.M. to 12' p.m. These figures are given
in American time, which is five hours behind
G.M.T.

* *

The Pope's Radio Receiver.
MY remarks on this subject in " P.W.,..

No. 139, have brought me a letter from
Mr. F. N, Benaizi, of Rome. He says

- that according to Conim. Mannucci (Com-
missioner of Works to the Vatican), the
receiver referred to is installed in the private
apartment of Cardinal Gasparri. The only
receiver accepted by: His Holiness; and
placed in the Audience Chamber, is an
Ethophone V., which is used in conjunction
with an Amplion loud speaker.

* * *

The Puzzle Station.
THE World's Playground station .at

Atlantic City, the call -sign of which
was such .a puzzle to British listenets

when the station first " took the air "
recently, has its own initials for its call sign
-W P G. Its wave -length is 296 metres, and
the poWer employed is 500 watts. I am
indebted for these particulars to Mr. E.
Tarplee, of Gloucester, who forwarded Inc
a cheery letter from the station, confirming
his reception of its opening programme.

A Rival.
THE Daventry station will have to look

to its laurels, for Harry Tate tells Me
that he has perfected the " trans-

mitting apparatus " used before the King
and Queen at the Alhambra recently in
_his sketch " Broadcasting." He uses a set
which is ideal for home construction, the
Chief components being an old umbrella,
a bucket,, a typewriter, a frying -pan, a gas -
meter, and a tinker's barrow !

No Easy Task.
FINDING out which is the best place in

Britain for the reception of broad-
casting is no easy task. Since I raised

the question a few weeks ago I have received
scores of letters from all over the country,
some of them attested by unimpeachable
authority, and vouched for by the vicar.
County Durham is a warm favourite, and

Judging by the letter he sends me, he
would prove an interesting correspondent.
Letters should be addrEtsed to Melvil
Youngman, Box 425, Eureka, Illinois.

Mr. Flewelling's Transmitter.
MR. C. W. GOYDER, whose exploits on

the set at Mill Hill School are world-
famous, tells me he has been looking

out for 9 X B G in connection with a test
for " P.W." 9 X B G is the call sign of Mr.
Flewelling, but apparently he has not been
sending because Mr. Goyder regularly
" bags" half the ether. is ,so. full

vitas, Borgia,Alabama, Kentucky, vitas, eorgia,
and the rest of the coon -co ;thakit loot s
like a cotton -field, and dal kiettiVor w anna

Mr. R. E. Jeffrey, Dramatic Producer for the:ff.:C.C., in 21. 0's Control. Room.

one Seaham Harbour reader tells me of some
especially good work upon an indoor
aerial there. It is a remarkable fact that
most of the star reception is done on
straight circuits, det. and L.F. being the
favourite and most successful combination
for two -valve sets.

Correspondents Wanted.

1
AM a ' radio -fan,' twenty years of age,
and I would like to hear more about
radio in other countries," writes a

young American who wishes to get in touch
with ariEtigliSh amateur by correspondence.

hear once mo' frO'm the ole home town "
couldn't do better than put up a set like
the one at Mill Hill School.

" A Good Night."

OiN
the day I saw Mr. Goyder, he was a

trifle tired because the night before
had been rather a good one, and had

tempted him from his bed. Pressed for
details of what " a good night " represented,
he modestly admitted to having received
40 reports from the U.S.A. (via 18 different
amateurs), and to working with Porto

(Continued on page 1458.)
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued from page 1457.)

Rico and New Zealand. Besides receiving
five messages from the Antipodes, he was
picked up in India on that same occasion --
a record of rapid " travel " that makes the
fabulous seven -league -boots look like ten
cents, as they say in the U.S.A.

*

Canadian Stations.
1N addition to C N R A, the CanadianI National Railways own a number of

stations all over Canada, and in each
case the first three letters of the call -sign
are C N R. The fourth letter gives the
initial of the town, and the following have
been allotted already : C N R-S, Saska-
toon, W-Winnipeg, C --Calgary, T-
Toronto, E-Edmonton, 0-Ottawa, R-
Regina, and M-Montreal.

Those Queries.
THE Technical Queries Editor tells me

that no less than three members of
the Technical Staff have been ill

with influenza. Replies to readers' queries
have been delayed in consequence, but at
the time of writing arrears are fast being
overtaken, and probably normal working
will be resumed by next week.

Amazing Amazon.
ONE of the most romantic radio feats

yet recorded is that of Mr. Gerald
Marcuse, of Caterham, who has

been in wireless touch with the Hamilton
Rice Expedition. The party left civilisa-
tion last year and have been exploring the
Amazon. Infrequent and inadequate
news of the adventurers trickled through
from the back of Brazil from time to time,
but Mr. Mareuse bridged all the difficulties
between Surrey and
South America at

43.30 a.m. one morning, and took down a
message giving full particulars to date.
The message concluded: "Objects of the
Expedition have been attained. All well."
-a fine piece of work that was recorded by
radio in fine style.

ifill1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111E

= =
= SHORT WAVES. i= =E - . . . Capt. Eckersley said that the =
ET: announcement of the names (of B.B.C. an- =
 nouncers) had been dropped as a matter of
E--. pplicy. They felt it a little undignified and =
= ostentatious to advertise the name of a man
E who merely carried out an ordinary and neces- =
E sary function. There would be much justifica- =
= tion for giving the names of the engineer and
= commissionaire on duty. . . ."-" York-
= shire Telegraph and Star." =....

= * * * E
= . . . it was also the spirit of St. Paul,
E who, if he were in America to -day, would have =
= erected a broadcasting static* years ago. E
E . . . "-Fr. J. Handley, C.S.P. (-Catholic E
Ei Herald "Y. EE * *E E.:

there is a great future for wireless
work to be carried on by intelligent women.

= . "-Mr. Wm. Le Queux.
* * * g.

E-- =
" It is already possible to see across a good-

= sized mum by wireless. Crude and hazy as E
:=1. the results are, yet they are undoubtedly a E
E beginning. Thirty years ago wireless tele- =
E gratify would only cross a room."-Coromander E
E Duncan Roe, R.N., in the - Evening News." =-
= * * * =

" It would be indeed a remarkable thing if =_
= we could one day be able to see some notable =
= event when far away from the place at which =
= it is happening. It is not more unlikely than =
= the transmission of speech across the Atlantic =
= (-Mean seemed a few years ago."-Dr. J. A. E
 Fleming, F.R.S.-., in " Great Thoughts." =-===
iiillitlitill11111111111114141lUtHRHIM111111111111111111111111111110115

More Records.
EVERY week sees a new radio record

broken, and since I wrote last week's
Notes and News, 2 L 0 has not

merely reached Bombay, but has crossed
India and has been heard in Madras. No
details are yet to hand, except that both

music and speech were
quite audible. The dis-
tance is a mere 5,501)
miles or so.

A pictorial plan of the offices of a
typical American broadcasting
station-W E A F, of New York

City.

Mr. Simmonds' Latest.
BUT if the B.B.C. deserves a pat on the

back because of 2 L 0's perform-
ance, what does Mr. Simmonds, the

well-known amateur of Gerrard's Cross,
deserve 1 Limited to only a fraction of
2 L O's power, he scorns communication
with India and similar just -over -the -way
places, and habitually listens in to Aus-
tralia and New Zealand. (He would strike
out farther for real " DX" work, but is
unfortunately up against the fact that the
world is so small that beyond these places
signals have to turn round and come hack
home again.)

*

A Fine Idea !
A PPARENTLY Mr. Simmonds had

1-1 been reading some of the " superior "
remarks which have appeared, ex-

plaining that long-distance low -power Morse
is easy as compared with " real telephony,
don't -you -know."' So he called another
kindred spirit-who lives just outside
Melbourne-and suggested they should
try trans -world speech. His friend, a
certain Mr. " 3 B thought this was a
fine idea, so they tried, and succeeded in
talking all over the world

So British and Australian amateurs
share the highest radio honour on earth !
And I take off my hat to Mr. Simmonds,
and to that other ether -shaking, record -
breaking expert, who answers to the call
3 B Q.

*

Possible Developments.

BIG
developments in the system of

ship -to -shore wireless telephony are
expected as a result of the tests

now being carried out at Southampton by
the Marconi Co., in conjunction with those
pioneers of public utilities, the Southern
Railway, and the General Post Office. It
is expected that in the near future all
docking -instructions and messages from
ships' officers will be wirefessed to the
shore. I can only hope that Southampton
sailor -language has improved since I was
there, or that old ladies in the neighbour-
hood will refrain from listening -in whilst
some of the Atlantic liners are making -
fast.

* *

Progress in Spain.
TWO new broadcasting stations are to

be erected in Spain very shortly by
a French company (Etablissements

Radio L.L.). 'Sites are being prepared at
Bilbao and Cadiz, and it has been decided
that a power of 54/0 watts will be employed.

* * 

Bournemouth in Bulawayo..
"1" WAS astonished at the excellent
1 results obtained. The volume was

remarkable for 2 valves, considering
that Johannesbtirg is 415 miles, Durban
about 700 miles, and Cape Town 1125,"
writes a Bulawayo reader, who has been
trying out a Unidyne set. But what
absolutely delighted him was when he
picked up Bournemoitth at 2 a.m. on New
Year's day, just in time to hear the home
station ringing out the Old Year, although
1925 was already 2 hours old in South
Africa. Well-done Bulawayo, Bourne-
mouth, and the Unidyne ! ARIEL.
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I WIRELESS IN FRANCE. i

AN INTERVIEW WITH GENERAL FERRIS.

1
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BY OUR PARIS CORRESPONDENT.
In this interview, granted to our Paris correspondent, the Chief of the French Military Radio Telegraphs discUsses

the value of amateur research in wireless theory and practice.

"
THE work of amateurs is of out-

standing importance to the further-
ance of wireless research. They

must be encouraged and helped, not incon-
venienced by the regulations," said General
Ferric, the Chief of the French Military
Telegraphs, when I saw him on behalf of
POPULAR WIRELESS recently.

The General is fully qualified to make this
statement. With high rank and proved
knowledge-he-is a member of the Academy
of Sciences-General Ferric is a charming
man whose modesty seemed almost as great
as his attainments.

" By their repeated experiments," he
said to me, " amateurs feel their way in
channels in which public services cannot
follow. These artisans du progres often
spare neither time nor money. Their
discoveries while working on wave -lengths
-of 100 metres or less-using very small
power -10 to 50 watts --is amazing. In
France they had worked on wave -lengths
of two metres and even one metre, over
considerable distances, quite successfully."
The Future of " D X " Work.

While admitting the great potentialities
of beam wireless, General Ferric said :
" ttt. beam waves become analogous to
light waves and will they not be affected as
light Waves are by obstacles ? " Directional
wireless, now successful only over short
distances and on short wave -lengths, offers
a very wide field for discovery."

I received the impression that the general
thought that the future of long-distance
wireless communication was, as yet, bound
up in the study of short wave -lengths.

The peasant has been brought into
contact with civilisation by means of wire-
less," he said. " Listeners in France hear
5 X X with ease ; they are becoming more
and more familiar with the English language
and through that language they will become
familiar with the people's esprit and so
penetrate their. mentality. In that way the
bonds of the Entente will be drawn even
closer."

General Ferric predicted that wireless
telephony for public use would be realised
in the not far distant future.

Standardising Wireless.
Apparatus by which wireless -controlled

aeroplanes can drop bombs as accurately
as can a man on board has just been invented
by a Frenchman, and if war occurred wire-
less would play a part so great that it is yet
unrealised, so the General told me. The
powerful stations and the tiny portable sets
carried by soldiers-who are now amateurs
and listeners-in-would play their part.

An International Congress, such as that
projected in 1917, which was to be held at
Washington, was necessary, said General
Ferric, to standardise wireless, as for
example electrical units had been stan-
dardised, to arrange wave -bands and avoid

bugbears that may retard the development
of the science.

Just before the war there was a strong
agitation in Paris for the destruction of
the Eiffel Tower on esthetic grounds, but
no suspicion was then held of the great part
the 1,000 ft. ready-made " aerial pole " was
going to play in wireless science.

France,' said General Ferric, " now
possesses themost powerful wireless stations
in the world." The Eiffel Tower (F L)
transmits excellent concerts and carries out
social work which is heard in many parts of
the world.

The Activities of " F.L."
" The Tower belongs to the military. It

is used, above all, for scientific study and
transmits earthquake reports from the
St. Maur Observatory (near Paris), time
signals (Greenwich) from the Paris Observe -

called it " Lafayette." On completion it
was the biggest station in the world. Now
Bordeaux and Ste. Assise (in the depart-
ment of Seine and Marne) are the two most
powerful. Ste. Assise is also in the public
service," and is conceded to a private coin-
pany, Radio -France.

There is a network of smaller stations in
the French colonies. They are linked to
Paris through the more powerful posts like
those at Saigon (Indo-China), Bamakou

(Senegal), Canana-
rive (Madagascar),
a n d Brazzaville
(French Congo).

" One can do what
one wishes with wire-
less," concluded
General Ferric.

" Problems en-
countered will
be solved. The
extraordinary
part wireless
must play in
our lives can-
: not be

over - em-
phasised."

M. Le General Ferris, photographed specially for Popular Wireless."

tory, and weather reports from the National
Metereological Office.

Included in its work is that of standard-
isation tests of wave -lengths carried out in
co-operation with England, America, and
Belgium, a study created by the Interna-
tional Council of Research at the Brussels
Conference.

" The French Post Office use the Tower
apparatus for radiogram transmissions, and
there is an annexe to the Tower at Meudoni
near Paris." '

General Ferric said he recently received
a letter from a New Zealander saying he had
plainly heard the Eiffel Tower's concerts,
and he advanced the theory that the carrier
waves, girdling the earth, concentrated in
the Antipode§.

General Ferric built the important Lyons
(La Doua) and Bordeaux (Croix de Hins)
stations which are used by the Post Office
in the public service. Bordeaux was started
by the Americans during the war, and they
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A PARIS EXHIBITION.

HE 1925 International Exhibition ofT Decorative Arts, which begins in Paris
in May, has put at the disposal of the

French Radio -Electrical Syndicate a portion
of the exhibition stands. The collection will
include only the finest products of the de-
signers' and cabinet-makers' art, as the
apparatus must first be submitted to the
criticism of a jury.

The Paris Exhibition will out -Wembley
Wembley. .Already many beautiful build-
ings have been erected on the Square des
Invalides between the Invalides, where
Napoleon's tomb is, and the Grand Palais
in the heart of Paris, so well known to
British tourists.
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE

IDEAL VALVE FILAMENT.
By ELLIS HARROLD.

ALTHOUGH many new types of valves
-" bright " and " dull emitter "-
have been put on the market during

the last few months, few, if any, have in-
corporated new filaments. For the most
part the filaments used are either (0 tho-
riated tungsten-i.e. tungsten with an ex-
tremely thin coating of thorium, a metal
haying remarkable electron -emitting pro-
perties ; the supply of thorium to the sur-
face from the interior of the filament is
maintained continuously when the filament
is heated ; a typical example is the B.T.H.
B5 valve, and (b) the " coated " type-i.e.
a filament consisting of platinum alone, or
alloyed with iridium or nickel, and coated
with barium and strontium oxides.

Where Waste Occurs.
There is certainly room for improvement,

as the valve, when considered as a device
for transforming energy, is far from efficient.
This is mainly due to the fact that a great
deal of the energy supplied for heating the
filament is wasted in heat radiation and
conduction, and only a small part is em-
ployed usefully in the electron stream
which passes through the exhausted space
to the plate.

Although, for obvious reasons, manu-
facturers do not disclose details of new
processes for making filaments, the lines
along which development is taking place
may be considered as follows.

The main problem in making " coated "
filaments is to overcome the tendency of
the oxides to drop off during working,
thereby causing uneven emission. In one
new process, instead of applying separate
coats of oxides, the filament, which may be
of platinum or one of the base metals such
as copper or nickel, is coated with a thin
layer of metallic barium, and the filament is
heated in a non -oxidising gas so that an
alloy with barium is formed. The coated
wire is then exposed to dry air so as to form
barium oxide. By this process the metallic
barium is finely divided between the par-
ticles of the filament metal, and adhesion is
thereby greatly improved.

A New Method.
Barium is, in fact, absorbed into the

platinum wire, and the surface of the wire
may be made porous to facilitate absorp-
tion, as by coating platinum with copper
and heating, or by depositing a porous
layer of platinum by electrolysis. The
process of oxidising the barium may be
only partial, and the remaining barium is
volatilised during the working of the valve
and acts as a gas purifier.

The finished filament has a metallic
appearance, and, owing to the method
adopted, the electron -emitting surface
shows no tendency to fall off, the life of the
filament being in consequence greater.

In another method of obtaining an ad-
herent coating metallic chromium is de-
posited on a wire, for instance, of iron, and

the oxide coating is then applied and com-
bines chemically with the layer of chro-
mium.

A new and interest -
increasing the emissi-
oxide-coated filament
troducing carbon men-
the valve and passing
charge for about half
the gas being after -
moved.

Turning now to
type-i.e.-the thoriated
filament, an important
ment has recently been
In the earlier processes
tungsten, thorium
oxide, and a bind-
ing material were
mixed and
" squirted"
to form a
filament, or
a tungsten

ing method of
vity of an
consists in in -
oxide gas into

a d i s -
an hour,
wards re -

the other
tungsten
improve -
effect e d .

One of the masts at the Hilversum station.
(Photo by B. de Jong.)

filament containing a little thorium oxide
was heated in a hydro -carbon vapour to
absorb carbon, the function of which was
to convert thorium oxide into metallic
thorium.

In the improved process powdered tung-
sten, carbon, and thorium oxide are mixed
and shaped into a bar, which is then sin-
tered and treated by the mechanical process
known as " drawing" to form a filament.
The sensitive film of thorium is produced
by heating the filament in a vacuum for a
few minutes. Filaments formed by this
process are more reliable than those pro-
duced by the earlier methods.

An " Aging " Process.
In another process, which has the great

advantages of cheapness and simplicity,
thorium is deposited by electrolysis on
tungsten or platinum. The filament, con-
nected as cathode, is passed through an
electrolytic bath at such a rate that the

filament remains immersed- for only hall a
minute-if this time is exceeded thoria is
deposited instead of thorium. In a slight
modification of this process a nickel or cop-
per compound is added to the bath, and
nickel or copper is deposited with the
thorium and serves to bind it on the
tungsten filament. The filament is " aged "
by heating to an orange -red heat for an
hour.

From the A.C. Mains.
A filament of a different kind consists of

a tube of thoria of small diameter closely
surrounding, but out of contact with an in-
ternal filament, which serves as a heater.
The tube of thoria is formed by coating a
tungsten filament with a layer of copper on
which thoria is then deposited, for instance
by electrolysis, the copper layer being re-
moved subsequently by electrolysis, so as
to leave a small space between the filament
and the tube. The method of heating by
means of an auxiliary filament is well
known, but previously a layer of thoria was
formed on a metallic cylinder through which
the heat radiated from the filament had to
pass before reaching the electron -emitting
material.

Many attempts have been made to pro-
duce a dull -emitter which can be operated

from alternating current mains, but
it has always been found difficult to
overcome noise due to the hum of

the low -frequency current. In
a recent valve of American
origin which avoids this
trouble, the cathode consists
of a cylinder of nickel coated
with barium oxide. A heating
element fits tightly in the
cylinder, and consists of a
block of insulating material
formed with holes in which
a heating filament of hairpin
shape is mounted. Heat is
conducted from the filament
through the block to the
cylinder and its coating. The
legs of the filament are
arranged very close together
so that the circuit is practi-
cally non -inductive and, con-
sequently, the magnetic field
set up is very small and in-
sufficient to affect the course
of the electrons in the valve.
A large amplification ratio of
10 is obtained, and the re-

sistance is 10,000 ohms. The valve is,
therefore, suitable as an L.F. power am-
plifier.

The Use of Hafnium.

In another valve of Dutch origin, which
has not yet been placed on the market, a
straight filament coated with an electron -
emitting material is mounted between two
small heating members of inverted U -shape.
Heat is transmitted directly to the filament
from the curved parts of the heaters, which
may be energised from alternating current
mains through a transformer,, and no cur-
rent is passed along the filament.

Recently the newly -discovered metal
hafnium has been suggested as a filament,
either in metallic form or as a compound
such as the nitride. As, however, supplies
of the metal are at present very limited,
it will be some time before the filaments can
be made in any quantity, even supposing
the results are entirely satisfactory,
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CONSTRUCTING

THE 6 6 P.W." CONTINENTAL SET.
One H.F. and Detector.

Built and Described by K. D. ROGERS.
(.1.ssistant Technical Editor.)

The constructional details in the following article will enable the amateur to +
make a set which has been built and tested in the " P.W." offices and which

has given results of unqualified excellence......

One of the members of the " F.W." staff putting the finishing touches to the receiver described in the following article.

BROADCAST
listeners can be divided

into three main classes as regards the
actual listening part of wireless, and

though these classes can be split up into
numerous sub -sections it is of the three
main divisions that I am going to write. In
America there are really only two of those
divisions-the last two-but I think it is
safe to say that the British 'fans " can be
classified under the following headings :

Three Types of Listeners.
(1) Those who wish to listen to various

stations, but are not out for mere noise :
(2) those who want their local station only :

(3) those who want everything they can get
and as loud as they can get it.

Across the Atlantic this latter class is
in the majority, and the state of the ether
there is, compared with that over here, more
or less chaotic-it cannot be otherwise with
so many " D X " enthusiasts pushing their
sets to bursting point. In Great Britain,
however, the second class probably pre-

_ ponderates, with the first coming a fairly
good second, and the third a long way
behind.

It is with a view to  assisting those who
wish to join these various classes, as it were,
that I have decided to devote at least one

article to each,
giving details of a

1

THEORET/CAL D/AGRAM

set that will answer
their respective re-
quirements of range,
good local reception,
and range and signal
strength, dealing
with the receivers
in the above order.

The sets to be
described must not,
however, be taken
as the only ones
capable of satisfying
those conditions,
but as typical re-
ceivers suited for
the three types of
reception.

In the first class
the two -valve, H.F.
and detector, or, as I
think is preferable,
1-V-0, is usually

1461

the favourite, mainly because it is extremely
efficient, and easy to build and handle,
while the one described here makes a
very pleasing looking receiver.

American Type.
The tuned anode type of H.F. coupling

has been adopted, as it is both efficient and
allows a method of reaction, which, though

The cabinet for the " P.W." Continental set.

not foolproof as regards causing interference
due to oscillation, nevertheless is not so
likely to cause trouble as one where the
reaction coil is coupled direct to the aerial
circuit. It is understood, of course, that re-
action is essential for long-range reception.

Built on the American style, which is
becoming more and more popular in this
country, the set is easily made and extremely
accessible, while all delicate parts, such as
valves and coils, are kept out of harm'S way
and free from dust and dirt.

' (Continued on page 1462.)
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THE "P.W."
CONTINENTAL SET

(Continued from page 1461.)

The necessary components are as foilo\-,-,
the approximate prices being given ; while
the names of the makers of the more bp-
prtant components are also provided as a
guide, though other makes of reliability can
be used.
Cabinet; Peto-Scott, Ltd.
131- in. x 61 in. x Ail- in. (inside

dimensions) - . 1

Panel, 13 in. x 6.1- in. . ,

Baseboard, 13 in. x 6 in. (deal cr

1

4

d.

American white wood) .. 1 0
"valve sockets (for baseboard

mounting), Bretwood .. 3 6
1 2 -coil holder (with fairly long

handle) .. 4 9
1 coil plug .. 1 0
1 0005 v. cond., " 'LB." .. 7

1 .00025 v. cond. " J.B." .. 5 9
1 .002 fixed cond., Dubilier .. 3 0
1 grid leak and cond. (.0003 and 2

meg.) . . :3 6
2 fil. rheostats (microstats) .. 5
8 W.O. type terminals 1 4
3 coils (broadcast wave -length),

Lissen. (Home-made basket coils
are O.K.)

valves suitable for H.F. and det.
work respectively ..

17 6

Square tinned wire, 16 gauge
screws, etc. 1 6

1:4 -0 4

It will be noticed that the type of valve is
not specified because it is not necessary to
use either one class or another, and this can
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Rear view of the -receiver. (1) Anode condenser ; (2)
denser ; (5) Aerial Coil ; (6) Grid condenser

be left to the choice of the individual lis-
tener. As a guide, however, the following
types of valves have been tried and can be
recommended ; any valve specially men-
tioned by the manufacturers as being suit-
able for H.F. or detector work should be
O.K. (one of each being required), and
among the " general purpose" valves the
A.R.D.E., D.E.R., B3 Cossor  Wuncell," of
the 2 volt .25-.4 amp. dull emitter type, and
the B5 A.R.06, D.E.3 of the .06 type (dry cell
valves) have been tried and found suitable

Reaction coil ; (3) Anode coil ; (4) Aerial eon-
; (7) Grid leak ; (8) 'Phone condenser.

These latter, it will be observed, are all
dull emitters, and- I am laying stress upon
this fact because even now, after this class
of valve has been on the market for 18
months or more, the Query Department is
still receiving frequent letters from readers
asking if the dull emitter valve -is really
efficient," as they have been warned not to
get them by their friends. What a fallacy !
The dull emitter valve, in my opinion, is
just as efficient, albeit occasionally more
microplmnie, and very often more efficient
than its corresponding bright emitter. Do
not be afraid of getting dull emitters, pro-
vided they are of good and well-known
manufacture, for though a little more care
must be exercised in handling some of
them, they are quite as reliable as their
more brilliant brothers.

Matt Surface Preferable.
In order to keep the set compact and neat

the constructor is advised to follow the
dimensions of the panel and case mentioned,
and to drill the panel according to the dia-
gram of the panel lay -out on the next page.
Good quality ebonite should be employed,
and preferably that with the matt surface,
unless it is certain that the polished surface
is free from the- metallic deposit so often
found on polished ebonite.

The first thing to do is to true up " the
panel, if it has not been cut exactly, and to
make it a comfortable fit in the case. This
latter has not been described, as the photo-
graph is self-explanatory. Make sure the
panel edges are perfectly square, using a
set -square and filing or sandpapering the
panel down to fit. The rough dimen-
sioning is best done with a tenon
saw, not a hacksaw, as is  frequently sup-
posed, the former being very much easier to
control and making a better job of it.

Having sized up the panel and made A
fit properly, it should be mounted' up on its
baseboard, as shown in the photographs,
while the baseboard is in the case. This
ensures the exact fitting of the panel to the

(Continued on page 1463.)
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THE " P.W."

CONTINENTAL SET.
(Continued from page 1462.) t

baseboard. Side supports can be provided
if desired, but on the original set these were
found unnecessary. Five screws are used
to fix the panel to the baseboard.

Drilling the Panel.
The next thing to do is to remove the panel

and, laying it out flat on a table, mark it
with ruler and scriber or compass, according
to the diagram opposite. This holds good for
whatever make of apparatus is employed.
though the sizes of .the holes may vary. I
advise centre -hole fixing throughout, for all
apparatus that is to be mounted on the
panel. In the case of the coil holder it is,
perhaps, better to leave the drilling of the
hole for its control knob until the exact
position of the holder has been found on the
baseboard, which should now be mounted
behind the panel and removed from the
case. The two -coil holder should be cen-
trally fixed so as to preserve the symmetry

1

A

6"

AER/AL

<- - - -2 - - -

EARTH

/3"

RHEOSTAT

RHEOSTAT

tz) 4NODE

-*-01-
REAC: I B l PHONES

PANEL LAYOUT

of the pahel, and should be screwed to the
baseboard as soon as its hole has been
drilled in the paneL

All the panel components having been
mounted-they being
the variable conden-
sers, rheostats, and
terminals-the valve
holders, fixed con-
denser, single coil
holder, and grid leak
and condenser should
be fixed in their re-
spective positions on
the baseboard. The
two -coil holder has, of
course, already been
mounted. The valve
holders are mounted
by a single wood
screw through the
centre, and in the
case of the first one
the plate socket is
towards the two -coil

The front of the "P.W." Continental receiver.

another photo of the tack of the set. (1) Anode condenser ; (2) Aerial condenser : (3) 'Phone con-
denser ; (4) Grid connection to det. valve (5) Grid condenser ; (6) Grid leak ; (7) Anode coil holder ;

(8) LrF. valve socket (81. connection) ; (9) Aerial coil holder.

holder. The second valve has its plate
towards the panel,. The relative positions of
the various components can be seen from
the photographs.

The next and final step is to wire up.
This is done according to the semi -pictorial
wiring diagram oh the previous page, the
square tinned copper wire being used for the
purpose. Commence with the filament
wiring, and continue in this circle* L.T.
to H.T. - and to top rheostat, thence to
bottom rheostat and thence to earth ter-
minal. Earth terminal to one side of single
coil holder. L.T. - to both valve sockets.
Aerial terminal to moving Vanes of .0005
condenser, fixed vanes to the free terminal of
single coil holder, and to grid of first valve.
Remaining connections on top and bottom
rheostats are now taken to second and first
valve remaining filament socket respec-
tively.

Plate of first valve now goes to grid
condenser and to outside of anode coil
holder (fixed sockets of two -coil holder), and
to fixed vanes of .0003 condenser. The
moving vanes of this condenser go to H.T.
one 'phone terminal and to free side of
anode socket. The fixed condenser of .002
mfd. capacity should now be connected
across the 'phone terminals, the second or :
inner one of which goes to one side of the
movable coil socket by means of a flexible
wire. The other connection on the same
socket is taken by a. flexible wire to the
plate of the second valve.

Preliminary Test.
The grid of the second valve is now

connected to the free side of the grid con-
denser and to one end of the variable leak,
the remaining end of which is taken to the
plus lead from the top rheostat to the fila-
ment of this valve. All wires except to
the coil holder and the variable condenser
should be soldered, " Fltixite " or resin
being used for the purpose-killed spirits
being quite unsuitable, as it will cause
corrosion of the connections later on.

After the wiring has been carefully checked
and the constructor has made sure that all
joints are O.K. and no wires are uninten-
tionally touching one another, the valves and
coils should be placed in position and the
batteries connected up for the first test.
Keep the set out of its cabinet until this
test is over.

(Continued on page 1464.)
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THE P.W.
" CONTINENTAL " SET.

(Continued from page 11(13.) f.....
To make sure of connections to the valves

connect the L.T. battery to the  H.T.
terminals at first and, turning on the
rheostats, see if the valves light up. If they
do not, all is -O.K., but if they do, the H.T.
leads are shorting to the filaments and must
be remedied before the H.T. battery is
connected.

The Set in Operation.
Now connect up both batteries properly

and see that the coils are making contact
in their right positions, the 50 -turn coil
being in the moving sockets, and turn on
the filaments of the valves. The 'phones,
of course, have already been connected 'to
the 'phone terminals.

Keeping the coils well apart, vary both
condenser settings until a signal of some
sort is heard. Now gradually bring up
the movable coil by turning the reaction
knob to the left. It may be neces-
sary to vary the setting of the conden-
sers; most probably the anode condenser
will do %11 that is necessary, but as the two
coils come closer together the signals should
become louder and louder until with a
",plop " and rushing sound they reach their
maximum and immediately become dis-
torted while the rushing noise tends to
drown them.
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Looking down on the receiver removed from case. (1) Anode condenser ; (2) Microstats j(3 and 4) Aerial
condenser; (5) A.T.I. socket ; (a) H.F. valve holder; (7) Anode coil socket; (8) Grid leak; (9) Grid condenser;

(10) Det. valve holder ; (11) 'Phone condenser ; (12) Anode condenser.

As soon as this point is reached the coils
should be separated until the signals once
more become clear, final adjustments being
made by varying the filament rheostats and
the H.T., the condenser always being
readjusted for best results.

Results Obtainable.
With practice and under good conditions,

this type of set will bring in most of the
B.B.C. main stations and several Con-

tinental ones, while on favourable nights it
is not unlikely that W G Y, K D K A
(326 metres), or W B Z will be heard, though
the tuning. -in of such distant transmissions
needs considerable skill in the handling of
the set, and until this is mastered the reader
should not expect too much. All this is
done on 'phones, as this type of set cannot
be expected to operate a loud speaker
without additional low -frequency (or note)
amplification.

* 41. -.0040---11- *
LATIN AMERICAN

RADIO NOTES.
From OUR OWN CORRESPONDENT

ACOMPANY has been formed in Lima
(Peru) for the purpose of constructing
a high -power broadcasting station in

that city. The initial capital subscribed is
1:13.10,000, but it is thought that double
this amount will be necessary before the
station can be completed.

Argentina is legitimately proud of the
progress made by radio in that Republic,
both Administration and private enter-
prise having taken up the industry with
enthusiasm. Upon several occasions
K D K A, of Pittsburg, U.S.A., one of the
broadcasting stations belonging to the
Westinghouse Electric Company, endea-
voured to send Spanish concerts for recep-
I ion. in Central and South America, espe-
cially Buenos Aires. After numerous
failures success has at length been achieved.
Part of the .concert recently broadcast in
Spanish by the United States station was
heard in Buenos Aires and some other parts
of the Argentine Republic.
Brazil Reports.

The Brazilian Bureau of 'Meteorology has
now thoroughly organised arrangements for
the sending of weather reports by radio twice

...daily. These are sent out from the Ar-
poador radio station, at Rio de Janeiro,
at 3 and 10 p.m. The first report consists of
come of the observations made at 9 a.m.
by 38 stations located in Brazil, Uruguay,
and Argentina ; observations of upper air

currents made in nine Brazilian stations,
and a forecast of probable weather condi-
tions on the coast of South America between
Buenos Aires (Argentina) and Cabo - Frio
(Brazil). The second, or 10 o'clock report,
supplies the customary observations made
at 6 p.m:, six Brazilian stations ;. observa-
tions made in aerological kite station now
in full operation at Alregrete, in the State of.
Rio Grande do Sul ; and a forecast of the
weather for the following day along the
coast, as in the earlier report. Both mes-
sages are issued in strict accordance with
the meteorological code adopted by the
leading nations, and have already proved
of immense benefit to navigators. Notifica-
tions in  English, French an -1 Portuguese

have been sent out to all shipping com-
panies interested, in the form of pamphlets
which also contain a description of other
work of the Bureau of Meteorology.

The Colombian Government, having ex-
pressed its wish that all the important
navigation companies operating on the
Magdalena River should fit their vessels
with wireless, the enterprise has now been
carried out.

In Costa Rica a small radio -receiving ap-
paratuS has been erected in one of the schools
for the benefit of pupils and residents of the
city, who have contributed towards the
initial expenses of the receiving station. By
this means music and lectures from Cuba
and the United States can -be clearly heard.

An evening wireless class at the Rugby Central School.
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. . every one of
these advertisements Will
.chow an added advantage
in the construction of
Brandes Headphones.

The lock -nut on the receiver
yoke is a clutch that tightens
and holds the receivers firmly
in place when satisfactory
`adjustment has been at-
tained. This point preyents
the receivers from slipping,
keeps the headphones in
correct balance without pos-
sibility of working askew and
makes the headband fallow
the natural line of the head.
The whole family vin wear
them with comfort.

British Manufacture.
(B .B .0 . Stamped.)

All Brandes products carry our
official money -back guarantee,
enabling you to return them
within so days if dissatisfied.
This really means a free trial.

Matched Tone means a technical improvement in telephone
construction which should at once grip your attention. If
you are intent on better broadcast reception, if you wish to
gather the more distant signals with increased strength and
clarity, then Brandes Superior Matched Tone Headphones
are certainly what you want. Matched by ear, the two
receivers of ordinary headphones cannot gain an exactly
similar degree in tone and volume by a margin of eighty
degrees. Brandes, matched by special apparatus, obtain
corresponding sensitivity and volume in each receiver to
within five degrees and a consequent, increase of tone purity,
accuracy and strength. For just home stations or trans-
atlantic and trans -continental telephony, get Brandes
Matched Tone Headphones. Ask your Dealer for Brandes.

The Table -Talker is another Brandes quality product at
moderate price. Its full round tones are wonderfully
clear and pleasing. The horn is matched to the unit
so that the air resistance produced will exactly balance the
mechanical power of the diaphragm. This means beautiful
sound balance. Gracefully simple of line, it is finished a
shade of neutral brown and is twenty-one inches high.

ran
Tie Aldme to know incRadio 1' The

sane
sound iii
both ears

SuperiorUdiatchsd7One Headphones



am can be obtained by all readers who write now for full details- of the Radiax range of sets for home construction. Also fine
descriptive booklet with instructions and diagrams,

"How to Build your Radio Station."

- RADIAX
UNIVERSAL
RECEIVERS

- are powerful regenerative
= rots whirls will deal effi-
= neatly with all wave -
E, lengths and embody detail

refinements which few
other sets, however expen-
siv e, can boast. They are
wonderful for distant re -
relation Supplied corn -

H plete with plan, diagram,
fully drilled and engraved
panel, and every detail
required.

No. 31 P 1 Valve Reflex
No. 24 P 2 Valve Set ..
No. 26 P 3 Valve Set ..

H No. 28 P 4 Valve Set ..
E No. 30 P 4 Valve Set ..

(Plus Marconi Royalty, 12/6 per valve.)
51111111 In addition to the above free literature, send

3d. stamps for Complete Components Catalogue.

The following is a small selection :

Constructor's Sets. Completed & Tested
Valve Units from Sets. Valve Units

17 6, from 27,6.
£4 15 0 .. £6 12 6
£4 15 0 £6 12 6
£ 0 10 6
£97 155 0 £

£ 171500
£9 7 6 .. £15 0 0

RADIAX LTD.,

1466

Fe; sea

Square Law Condenser
The essential features of the Square Law
Type of Condenser are well-known, but
accuracy in manufacture is doubly essential
to maintain their straight-line characteristic.

Prices :
AV.90616r001 .. 15,1-

W.90617t0005 .. 10,-
W.90618/'0003 9/-
V790637 '00005 ..

With Vernier.
W.90619/'001 .. 176
W.90620/-0005 .. 12,6
WM638,1'0003 .. -
W.90639/'00025.. -

M.M.M.M.M.M.M.M.M.Mw

11111111111111111111111
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PRECISION IS IMPERATIVE
-in Wireless Components. The whole efficiency
of the set maybe impaired by a single inaccuracy.
Efesca Components are made both with engineering
precision and instrument finish, with the result that
amateurs can rely implicitly on

ONE - HOLE FIXING COMPONENTS
Write to -day for Catalogue ,11?219, which is

free, and full of interest.
Wholesale Only

FALL, STADELMANN & CO., LTD
Efesca Electrical Woriis,

8317, Paorviragdoxi Road,
.7 and at Manchester, Glasgow and Birmingham.

EFESCA ANTI - CAPACITY SWITCH
in this double -pole, double -throw switch,
capacity is entirely eliminated-the root of
efficiency in high -frequency circuits, in
which any stray capacity weakens signal
strength. Price complete, as illustrated,

8l - each.

me.e.weeen"emmeWees%W.Ww%%WWLineWeeemeemeeleseeemeM

EASY BUILDING SURE SUCCESS
!Bp-, selectivity

of your set!

10, RADIO HOUSE, Percy Street,
Tottenham Court Road, London, W.1.

3 minutes from Tottenham Court Rd. and Goodge St. Tube Stations.
'Phone : Museum 490.

Barclay 743

imrvove tote

Fit a lgicrostat, the Carbon Resistance
recommended by well-known experts.
Ensures absolute freedom from "noises"
with a resistance range from zero to/00 ohms.

MICR STAT
Cheaper than the ordinary wire resist-
ance and doubly efficient, giving a very
fine adjustment instead of a jump from
step to step.

Ideal for any type of valve.
Does not " pack."
One -hole fixing, with four pips
for gripping under panel. 2j Our latest catalogue containing full details ----
number of new components is now available. Write,:

. Phone, or call fora free copy.

AZFE446.,
BilOS., LTD.

Head Office :

12-14, Great Queen Street, Kingswiy, W.C.2.
Phone Gerrard 575-6:
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3,800 MILES ON A 1401U131 SP:MAKER. Almost as loud. as 2 7.4 0.

urt4prie

The DUODYNE III. (Instrument only) Panel Type £19 0 0
The DUODYNE F. (Instrument only) Panel Type £18 18 0
The DUODYNE CABINET. --The Duodyne V. is also supplied in
French Polished Oak Cabinet with folding doors, enclosed valves
and tuning coils. Self-contained batteries. Instrument only, £27

A. CHILD CAN Or ILIrbIE
Sales Organisation :
PETE R CU RT I S, LTD.

IN CONJUNCTION WITH
THE PARAGON RUBBER MFG. CO., LTD., HULL.

75, CAM DEN ROAD, N.W. 1 .
telegrams : " PARACURTEX." - 'Phone . NORTH 3112.

BIRMINGHAM - 76, Newhall Street. - Central 7236.
MANCHESTER - 312, Deansgate - - Central 5095.

IT.

" You will he interested to know that I received W G Y, Schenectady, on a
Loud Speaker almost as loud as z L 0 on my Duodyne V. at Croydon ,

J. A. Fowler, 111.1.1llech.E.,
Wellman Smith Owen Engineering Corporation, Ltd.,

Kingsway, W.C. 2.

A GENUINE LONG RANGE

LOUD SPEAKER RECEIVER
TWO STAGES H.F. AMPLIFICATION. AUTOMATIC TUNING

Guaranteed Range under Average Conditions

J
, . '4,000 miles.

DUODYNE V. Headphones 4/5,000
Loud Speaker .. tjr,r,00

c THE DUODYNE Long Range Receivers will discriminate between
'91 Radiola, Paris, and 5 X X Chelmsford, or used in conjunction with a

CURTIS EJECTOR will tune in any Broadcasting Station at will, while
operating IL miles from local Station or zoo yards from Relay Station.

SEE YOU BUILD WITH

PARAGON EBONITE PANELS
Radio Quality. Post Office Specification. " The Best Made."

TESTED and RECOMMENDED by " POPULAR WIRELESS."
Uniform Fine Grain, Dead Matt Finish, Non -Metallic Surface.

STANDARD SIZES.
8 6 v 1 .. 3'3 24 >, 12 l .. 17 6 12 X. 8 x .. 6 -

to) - 84 .. 53 8 5,1', f .. 29 ro x 8 X 4 .. 69
12 10 - 7.3 so l,' 7 > 3 47 7 X 5 x I .. 23
12 12 .44 .. 8 6 12 ;: 6 x .. 4 6 ro x 9 x a .. 53t2 x .. 10 - 2' >, II X f -15'3
IS :4 12 ), .. 11 6 16 x 9 x 4 .. 9- 9 x 51 x .. 3 5

x r2 x .. 13 - 12 4: II , . 8 3 10 X 5 X I .. 3 3
21 IO 14,6 18 x 6 k .. 6 9 121 X 91_ X .. 7 6

SPECIAL PANELS. Similar Quality and finish, Cut, Edges Ground and
despatched same day Id. per eq. in. Postage 6d. extra.

PARAGON POLISHED MAHOGANY EBONITE, THE NATURAL COLOUR OF
NATURAL MAHOGANY.

PANELS CUT TO SIZE, Squared, Edges Ground, ld. per sq. inch.
STOCKED BY ALL REPUTABLE STORES . But it must be in

.*N\
PARAGON SEALED CARTONS.

DUODYNE III. Headphones

Barclays 760

FLUXITE SPELLS SUCCESS

Ask your Ironmonger or Hardware Dealer to

FLUXITE
It is perfectly, simple to use, and
will last for years in constant use.
It contains a special "small space"
Soldering Iron with non -heating
metal handle, a Pocket Blow -lamp,
FLUXITE, solder, etc., and full in-
structions. Price 7/6. Write to us
should you be unable to obtain it.

FLUXITE
SIMPLIFIES SOLDERING
All Hardware and Ironmongery Stores sell
FLUXITE in tins, price 8d., 1,4 & 2,13

Buy a Tin To -day.
FLUXITE, LTD., 324, Bevington St.,

London, S.E.16.

Soldering spells success to
any wireless circuit and
Fluxite spells success to
any soldering job. Delicate
currents Want no hind-
rances in the form of bad
connections-one of the
worst offenders, by the way,
is the screw terminal here
illustrated-far better
to solder the wire to the
Stem, Making it sound and
secure and a perfect con-
ductor. Soldering is simple
when you've a tin of Flux-
ite to help. A mere touch
of Fluxite makes light of
the most ticklish job.

show you the neat little

SOLDERING
SET

Price 7/6

 SOLDERING.
SET

II eanll

ANOTHER USE FOR FLUXITE.
HardeningTools &Case hardening
ASK FOR LEAFLET on improved methods

he

" Brownie" Wireless
and the Crystal
that made it famous

The " Brownie Wireless " costs but 7/6 and
yet it is one of the most efficient crystal
receivers ever designed. At a distance of
25-30 miles from a B.S.C. Station, or with
loading coil attached up to 120 miles from
Chelmsford, voluminous reception is easily
achieved. Its undoubted success is, in no
small measure, chic to the rare sensitivity -
of the famous D.L.5-the natural Crystal
which, when used with the "Pallmadium "
Catwhisker, ensures- 'consistently loud
reception. -

Get a "Brownie" and enjoy broad-
casting to -day. All fittings nickelled 7/6

Loading Coil for ChelmsfOrd - 1/6
Ebonite Base 1/6

Two large piece;
of crystal and the
essential " Pallina-
dium" Catwhisker
catefully packed
in dust -proof
case

From all good
dealers or send

direct.

The D.L.5 Crystal is now separately boxed. If
you already possess a receiver, get a piece of
D.L.5 Crystal and hear the difference it makes to
your reception. Use it for reflex circuits, too.
Its natural stability ensures increased volume and

purer tone.

THE J. W. B. WIRELESS CO..
310A/312A, EUSTON ROAD, N.W.1.

(Facing Warren Street Tube Station).
Telephone: Museum 3747.

CRYSTAL
and

Pallmadium" Cat whisker
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TEST WITH THE
BEST OF THE REST
and you'll know why

LOW LOSS COILS
Patent No 215053

are the natural choice of the expert.

They conserve
those minute
particles of
energy received
on your Aerial.

They give you
DISTANCE, I

SELECTIVITY, jI
and

VOLUME.

Sound design
and mechani-
cally strong.
Offer the
LEAST POSSIBLE RESISTANCE TO -HIGH
FREQUENCY CURRENTS and consequently are
THE MOST EFFICIENT COILS EXTANT

Clarke's
"ATLAS"

C.E.B.

'Phones.

The
'Phone

de luxe.

These Headphones, which are designed to give you
every comfort in use, are specially sensitive and have a
total resistance of 4,000 ohms. The 'phones, which
have double -leather Headbands, are supplied with
adjustable diaphragms and long flexible cords, and the
metal parts are nickel plated. Eminently suitable for
Crystal or Valve Sets. Price 15/- per pair.

Say " ATLAS" and be Safe
SOLE MANUFACTURERS:

H. CLARKE & Co. (Manchester) Ltd.
RADIO ENGINEERS -

Atlas Works, Old Trafford, Manchester.
'Phones: 683 & 793 Trafford Park. $Grams:"Pirtoid, Manchester."

'3°,113!twa:541iutf:
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BOSTON

SPRINGFIELD

NEW
YORK

00:Egipor

11*
Springfield .Mass.

GHIPPENHA

On a NeutronCrystal
with 2 stages of Low Frequency

THIS is, we believe, -the record for long-'2istance broad-
casting reception on land. Note that the only amplifier
used was a low -frequency one ; interpreted to the

non -technical, this means that the signals were actually received
and rectified by the NEUTRON CRYSTAL, the two valves
serving merely as note -magnifiers and not as "range -increasers.
The original letter, a copy of which is given here, may be
inspected at the NEUTRON Offices.
Here is sufficient proof of the super -sensitiveness of
NEUTRON CRYSTAL to justify you in selecting this as
your Crystal. Sooner or later you will come to it, in any
case, and in deciding NOW for NEUTRON, you will easily
save the price of another pair of phones, by saving
the expense of further tests.

* * *

Chippenham, Wilts,
December 14th, 1924.

Messrs. Neutron, Ltd.
DEAR Sous,

NEUTRON CRYSTALS.
As an enthusiastic owner of a 5 -valve

set, I write -to tell you of my surprising
results with a small Crystal set.

The first night, not having the ebonite
ready, I just twisted some bare wire
round the end of the detector and across
the end of a plug-in (standard size) coil
block, the other end I connected with a
pair of 'phone tags and condenser; a
0003 ofd. variable condenser for tuning
completed my very crude " outfit."

Coupling up aerial and earth, I was
astounded by easily tuning 5 WA
(40 miles), 6 BM (62 or 4 miles). I
listened to the latter till close -down and
then picked up Madrid quite easily.

Subsequent tests have proved that 5 XX
(100 miles approx.) is absolutely cora-

fortable strength, and 2 ZY
is also audible.

Coupling a 2 -valve LOW FRE-
QUENCY amplifier to the above -me,
picked set at 1.50 a.m. this mornine.
icked up Music and Solos (Soprano and

Baritone) from WBZ (prinefltld ,
Mass.), and was in good touch tor about
10-12 minutes-, when the signals faded
away.

My aerial 100 ft. long, 34 ft. high
leading -in iind, 28 It, high far end.
Please particularly note that all current
was switched off from the valve net
during these Jests, and every precaution
taken to give the Crystal a ' fair
chanee."

Very sincerely yours
(Signed) Ii. A. M.

P.S.-During reception of Springfield,
Mass., I directly heard the announcer
give the call letters of the station twice.
so that there is no doubt as I, the
accuracy of the reception.-P. A.

cord4- ez.

Concert Tested and Guaranteed Radio Crystal
Stocked by the Best Radio Dealers. Packed in tin withsilver.catswhisker. Insist on Neutron in the
Black and Yellow Tin- 1 /6
Produced by NEUTRON, LTD., Sicilian House,
London, W.C.I. Phone: Museum 2677. Sole distributors

for United Kingdom:
V. Zeitlin & Sons,

144, Theobald's Road, London, W.C.I.
Phones: Museum 3795 & 6841.v0 Phones:
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THE "LEVIATHAN'S" TRANSMITTER
By F. M. DELANO.

Several readers of " P.W." have reported, from time to time, the reception of concerts, etc., broadcast from the giant
liner Leviathan," and in this short article Mr. Delano gives an account of the transmitter on this famous ship.

4. 40 4. 00 0- -.0 0 0 -0- 0-0 -0-0 4-0---0-00-0- -0-0 -00 -00 -0-0 -0-0-0-0-0-0-00 -00-000-0-0 -0 -0-0 -0-4-0 -0.0-00 00-0-0 400 -0-0-0-00 +

THE
giant steamship " Leviathan," noted

already for her unusually complete
radio equipment, has added a new set

of laurels to her wireless crown on her recent
trips to Europe and back ; as she- has
actually begun broadcasting the many ship's
concert's, entertainments, and other doings
while plunging at 24 knots an hour through
lam -firm gales and hissing turbulent seas. The

One of the funnels on the " Leviathan." Part o
the aerial can be seen.

success of her experiments has been amply
proven by the tremendous influx of mail
from both SideS of the ocean, addressed to
' her Chief Radio Officer, E. N. Pickerill, one
of the veterans of the transoceanic trade.

Sailing Within " Crystal " Range.
Upon the arrival of the " Leviathan " in

Europe, November 21st, Mr. Pickerill
received over 2,000 letters from all parts of
England, France, Belgium, Portugal, Spain,
and Holland, complimenting him on his

. excellent transmissions. Ireland seemed
particularly interested .in the work, an

:especially large batch of snail coming
from that country.

The first reports of reception indicated
that he had been picked up when only some
eight hundred miles out of New York, by
several English stations, who said that they
had been able to dance by the music of the
ship's orchestra, at the same time that the
passengers were dancing in the vast ball-
room on the palatial liner ploughing her

Jllllll11111111IIIIIIIIIIllll1IIIIIIII1111111111IIIIII111111111IIIIliIIIIIII

NEXT WEEK.
THE "SUPER SELECTIVE"

RECEIVER.
A detailed article on the construction

of this novel and highly Selective
American Circuit, by Mr. G. V. Dowding,
will appear in next week's " Popular
Wireless."
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way toward the old world. Valve sets were
successful at this distance, and in most
cases ranged from three to five valves.

As the " Leviathan " neared Europe, the
crystal sets owners began to pick up the
extra music that was being ` put on the air,"
and letters began to pour into the U.S. Lines
office landing station W S N (her call
letters). Mr. Pickerill was so impressed by
the enthusiasm of the European amateurs
and broadcast listeners, that_ on his return
trip to the States he made a special point of
broadcasting personal messages to as many
as he could, and hopes to hear when he
gets back to England that some of these at
least were received by
the people addressed.

- The set is, according
to the chief radio

.officer, the only one
of its type put out.by
the Radio Corporation
of America, being a
combination telephony
and telegraphy set
which can, .by the
simple throwing of a
switch to cut in the
modulation wave, be
transferred from a
straight C.W. or inter-
rupted C.W. telegraph
set, to a very excellent
telephone set. By
having a shielded line
run from the orchestra
gallery of the first-
class dining saloon,
and one from the stage_
in the ballroom, :the
same sort of broadcast
conditions apply -as in
any regular -land-line
outside studio broad-

. cast.

The set used is a four -valve one, each
valve being one kw. plate input. Two
valves are used for rectifiers for the alter-
nating current, one for oscillation, and one
for modulation. The antenna radiation is
750 watts (10 amperes), and a regular broad-
casting wave -length, assigned by the U.S.
Government, is used. The aerial used for
broadcasting is an auxiliary one, strung
along the sides of the giant stacks-its
length being 150 feet. It is a five -wire cage,
as is also the main traffic aerial strung over
the stacks between the masts-4he latter
being 600 feet long, however, and working
on wave -lengths from 1,800 to 2,400 metres.

The Object in View.
The actual object of these broadcasts is

not one of publicity for the ship, but merely
to ascertain clearly the possibilities of
eventually establishing a radio -telephone
communication system for use by the
passengers.

It would be of great use,- Mr. Pickerill
points out, to allow them to converse with
other ships at sea, when the other ships will
have installed such apparatus ; but his real
dream is the time when, two days out of
Cherbourg, a passenger can walk into the
radio office and telephone, via land -lines
relay, to his home or office in St. Louis or
Detroit. Then, says the chief, he will con-
sider that radio has reached its highest
practical use for the ocean traveller.

The chief operator of the " Leviathan " adjusting the C.W. transmitter.
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A SUCCESSFUL SHORT-WAVE SET.
30-200 METRES.

By JOHN L. HARMAN.
+ 00 0-0 0 0 -0 0 0 -0 -.10000 -0-0- 400 40 00 4 -0 -0 -

THE circuit used in this set is a simplified
Reinartz ; in fact a Reinartz-Wea-
geant. The writer thinks the method

employed of changing the wave -length
is new to this country, although it is used
to a great extent by U.S.A. fans (Fig, 1).

Instead of the old way of changing coils
and using series condensers to decrease
the wave -length, all we have to do is
to put coils having a smaller number of
turns in parallel with the main grid tuning
inductance, with the result that the
inductance of the two is decreased. In
this way we do not disturb the original
tuner.

occurs. This can be shifted above the
highest wave we wish to go (200 metres)
by loading the aerial circuit with a 40 -turn
basket coil. This decreases signal strength
a little, but not appreciably. The set is
delightful to use after an ordinary set
using variable inductive reaction. On the
old set the wave -length with strong re-
action might be 30 or 40 metres lower with
weak reaction.

Results Obtained.
On this set one can increase the feed-

back condenser from minimum to maxi-
mum with about 1'40 difference or change

on the A.T.C. Vernier con-
densers are very necessary
on both condensers, as
tuning is reasonably sharp.
If square -law condensers
are not used, the minimum
capacity will be much
higher, and therefore the
range will be decreased by
about 20 metres.

When searching for weak
signals, it is best to cut
out the LE. amplifier, as
there is a great deal of
noise with it in. When
the station is tuned in, the
amplifier can be switched
in. The aerial in use is
60 ft. long and only 20 ft.
high, with trees under the

L 66,75 /6 d.c c over
30 Earns /6 d c c fey) /8 toms from end.
Rdc10 frequency 250 turns 30 s s tube

cc- I .500 mmtc/ (0003) 59 Ali,

The, coils themselves are wound basket
fashion on a wooden base having thirteen
strong 3 in. nails set in a 4 in. circle, ham-
mcfcil firmly in.

Wave -length Variations.
The main coil has 30 turns of No. 10

S.W.G. D.C.C. wire, with a tap 18 turns
down. The smaller coils (for putting in
parallel) are wound with the same wire
and on the same .former, but with 10 and 5
turns. When the coils are wound, before
taking the pins out, hind in a few places
with strong twine. Do not use tape or
wax. The coils will be found to be quite
rigid. Over the main coil wind 3 turns
(for the primary), next to the filament tap
and on the grid side

As it makes hardly any difference what
size of aerial or earth wire is used (asregards
change in wave -length), the writer gives
the ranges the coils cover on his set,
namely :

Main coil only-- S0-200metrea.
Ten in parallel- 15 100 metres.
Erive in parallel -30-75 metres.
The radio -frequency choke L3 is wound

with 250 turns of No. 30 S.S.C. wire on a
2 in. tube, but it makes no difference
whatsoever by using a honey -comb coil
instead. It is best to use an anti -capacity
valve, but a D.E.R. was used in the set
described with excellent results.

If the natural wave -length of the aerial
system is within the range of the set,
there will be a blank space where this

whole length ; the earth is
40 ft. to -a cold -water pipe.

During one fortnight recently ninety-five
Americans have been heard between 50
and 80 metrea, ten Canadians, and three
Australians. The best -time to listen is
between 4.0 and 7.30 a.m. for Americans
and Australians, and the writer will be
pleased to hear details of any results from
sets readers may make up from the in-
formation given here.

0- 0 -0- 0 -0 0- -0 -0 0 0 0-04440*

WIRELESS in YORKSHIRE.
By Our Yorkshire Correspondent. 1

* 00 0 0 000 000 00 0 0 0 -0 -000 *

THERE aro many facts to justify the
claim that the wireless " craze " is as
strong in the Leeds -Bradford area as

in any other part of the country, and
stronger than it is' in many parts. The
lines of aerials testify to it ; it is credited
by the B.B.C., who describe the area as one
of the best from the licence point of view ;
its truth was forced home on the opening
nay of the Leeds Wireless Exhibition, when
the unusual spectacle of the hall being
packed all through the opening day was
witnessed.

Perhaps to it, too, is due the oscillation
epidemic which has been gradually growing
worse in the West Riding of Yorkshire.
This I believe to be largely due to the

popularity of the single -valve set with
reaction on the aerial, the possessor of which
cannot resist the temptation of searching,
with many howls, for distant stations.

The double relay station has a huge
audience to serve-far larger than that
covered by many main stations. It is not,
therefore, surprising to find the station
striking out on enterprising lines. A
comprehensive series of local talks have just
been arranged, and church services will be
broadcast in future practically every Sunday.

Excellent Transmission.
The 2 L S Station Director has displayed

a great liking for " stunts." The local
programmes are certainly getting much
better than they were, and some are now
very good, while, on the other hand, we
still have an occasional bad one. Techni-
cally, the transmission is excellent and the
eventuality of breakdown has been guarded
against by the duplication of the entire
control apparatus. In outside broadcasts
recently the unusual course has been taken,
with very good results, of using the Sykes -
Round microphone-as used in the studios
-instead of the usual Western.

Transmission complaints are usually of
lack of strength. It is not generally realised,
as it should be, that the station has a
guaranteed crystal reception range of only
live miles. Hence, the grumblers have a
very poor case in cursing the B.B.C. because
they cannot always get good strength
crystal sets eight or ten miles away. Ill
actual fact, in some directions the crystaJ
range extends to ten and fifteen miles. Th
whole trouble lies in the fact that the majorit
of listeners ask too much of their sets.

Receiving Sets Too Small?
Captain P. P. Eckersley had something 41

say about this during the opening ceremony
of the Leeds Wireless Exhibition. Setts
were often designed with far too HOD
margin of safety, he said. If a station
could be just heard on two valves -the set
actually used should be a- four -valve set.
The set should have more pOwer than was
really required of it.

So great has become the work of the
station, which now transmits almost COP-
tinuously every day from 11.30 a.m. to the
close down, that an Assistant Station
Director has been appointed. The B.B.C'.
has again shown its almost uncanny
ability to obtain the services of men of
intellect who, at the same time, are prac-
tical men, ambitious men, and men with
the requisite dulcet voice. Their latent
" bag ' is Mr. R. Green, M.A., M.C., a
young man with a very distinguished
university and war record, who comes to
Leeds from Birmingham.

INT 30 3.0 'T' JIE rriC :

HOW TO MAKE
THE "SUPER SELECTIVE RECEIVER,"

,=. du next week's "P.W." Sir. Dowding will
explain the construction of the American

E " Super Selective " Set recently described
 theoretically by our New York correspondent, E
E Mr. L. W. Corbett. The " Super Selective "
 Set has been specially built in the "P.W." Test El,.

E. Room, and the results obtained with it have :If

proved so interesting that Mr. Dowding has E
E written full constructional details for the
;7- benefit of " P.W." readers.
T7T1Ii11111111111111111111ifilliffillICIIIIffillifil1111111111111111111111111ht;
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STARTING AN EXPERIMENTAL
RECEIVING STATION.

By OSWALD J. RANKIN.

PART III.
+0-4- .... 0T4-4 4-4.94.-4- 4-4-1- 4-4. 4- 4- 0 4. 4.4- 4- 4-4-4- 4-4-4-0 4.4- 4.

IT a No. 35 or 50 honeycomb or basketF coil into a single -coil holder, as shown
in Fig. 4, connect the -0005 mfd.

variable condenser in parallel with same,

and connect up the fixed inductance
crystal circuit as described in the previous
article. Now try coupling a secondary. or
closed circuit tuning inductance to the
primary fixed inductance, as indicated in
Fig. 2, and connect the other -0005 mfd.
variable condenser in parallel with same.
Vor this experiment a two -coil holder will
be, required, this being illustrated in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4. Single -coil holders, with coils.

The component is preferably purchased
.ready made, and then mounted as shown
on an ebonite base, 4 in. long by 2 in. wide,
which is provided with four terminals
and supported by two small wooden strips.
The fixed.coil socket which is shown on the
left is connected to the two left-hand
terminals by short lengths of bare copper
wire ; the right-hand terminals are con-
nected to the movable socket by flexible
leads, which are coiled as shown to permit
the necessary movement. At least two of
these components should be made up.

Some Tuning Experiments.
Now connect the primary tuning con-

denser in series with the primary coil, and
do not overlook the fact that since such an
arrangement reduces the wave -length value
of the, coil it will be necessary to plug in a
larger size coil. With the primary condenser
in parallel try a No. 35 or 50 coil for primary
and a No. 50 or 75 coil for secondary
when tuning to the usual broadcasting
stations ; with the primary condenser in
series try a No. 75 or 100 coil for primary.
For 5 X X try a No. 250 primary coil with

Fig. 3. A two-way coil holder.

parallel condenser, or a No.
300 or 350 ,with series con-
denser. A No. 300 coil should
be used for secondary.

Now remove both . con-
densers and connect the two
coils in series , as shown in
the upper diagram of -Fig. 1.
We now have a very simple
form of variometor - tuned
crystal circuit, using honey-
comb or basket coils in place
of the orthodox .varionieter.
It will probably be  found
that the coils are now too
large. Experiment with two
smaller coils, and try a basket
coil in conjunction with a

honeycomb coil. If results are not satis-
factory, reverse the connections of one
of the coils ; it is important that both
windings are in the same direction.

Now take the same components as used
in Fig. 2, connect them up as shown in
Fig. 1 (lower diaaram), and plug in a
secondary coil of the same size as th
ary coil. (No. 35 or 50 for the broadcasting
wave -lengths or No. 250 for 5 X X'):." The
tuning of this circuit will be found rather
difficult, but it should be thoroughly

(Continued on page 1472.)

Fig. 5. Three different methods of mounting variable condense



Atmospherics.

THE
problem of " atmospherics " is very

troublesome to some amateurs, whilst
others do not appear to experience in-

convenience from this cause at all. These
differences are hard to explain, more par-
ticularly as operators of receiving sets in
the same vicinity will report quite different
experiences. There is no doubt that
atmospherics are experienced to some extent
in this country, though not to anything
like the same extent as in certain other
countries. But I am inclined to think that
the noises which are put down to " atmo-
spherics " are frequently, in fact usually,
due to other and perhaps less mysterious
causes. For example, bad contacts in the
filament circuit and the H.T. battery
circuit, as well as faulty cells in the H.T.
battery, hardly need mention.

Induction from neighbouring telephone
wires, electric light mains, and tramway
power lines are also responsible for a good
deal of interference, though this is usually
not of the ' crackling " variety. Before
concluding that the " crackles" are due
to natural causes, it is well to go over the
connections of the circuit, as well as those
of the aerial, and make certain that the
cause does not lie nearer home.

A " Peculiar " Case.
I came across a peculiar case a few days

ago. A friend who takes great pride in his
multi -valve set found that it had suddenly
developed tremendous crackling, rendering
reception absolutely impossible. I was
asked to listen to it, and can best describe
the reproduction by saying that the noises
nearly " knocked my head off." He assured
me that his aerial was quite all right, as
it had never been touched. After going
over the usual likely clues, I began to think
it was going to be a long job, so went to
his telephone to ring up my house and say
I should be detained.

On taking up the telephone receiver, the
same appalling noises greeted me from the
telephone, coming at the same time with
increased loudness from the wireless set.
After that it didn't take a Sherlock Holmes
to guess that his outside telephone wire
was touching his aerial.

Touching Aerial.
His aerial wire had been sagged low in

order to escape a crossing telephone wire,
and his aerial was joined to that of a
neighbour whose garden was back to back
with his. It transpired that the opposite
neighbour had decided, for some reason
best known to himself, to tighten his aerial
that evening, without noticing that in so
doing he had tightened up my friend's
aerial until it was contacting with his tele-
phone wire. On slacking down the aerial
a little, the noises completely disappeared.
The story has an amusing sequel, for the
telephone people, having noticed the noises
in his telephone line, sent a man round the
next day to examine the telephone, which
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Conducted by Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.
by that time was all right again. What the
man found, or how much they told him, I
do not know.

Reducing Losses.
There is quite a cry about " low loss "

nowadays, some American manufacturers
having even gone one better and produced
components bearing the legend " No loss."
Many amateurs do not seem to be quite
clear as to what are the losses referred to,
and what are the advantages to be gained
by eliminating, or at any rate reducing,
the losses,

(Continued on page 1503.)

Mr. Lewis Casson, the well-known producer, and other artistes in a recent broadcast play, before the
microphone at 2 L 0.

t AN EXPERIMENTAL
RECEIVING STATION. I

(Continued front page 1471.)

mastered before proceeding further. Con-
sidering the small amount of apparatus used
this circuit represents what is probably the
most effective method of eliminating
serious interference.

Having now gained a complete knowledge
of operating a few of the most usual types
of crystal circuits, it is only natural that
our would-be experimenter should desire
to try his hand with a valve circuit. The
next article will describe the apparatus
required for trying out valve circuits ;
meanwhile, the reader is advised to purchase
a small stock of No. 24 or 26 D.C.C. wire,
a basket coil " spider," and an assortment
of card inductance formers, as shown in
Fig. 6. He is then able to construct any
particular coil as required, or to make up a
selective range of experimental coils which
will always be found useful. Fig. 5 shows
three different methods of mounting
variable condensers to be used on the
experimental bench. Undoubtedly the
best plan is to enclose the instrument in a
wooden casing which is provided with an
ebonite panel, as shown in the background.

The cabinet may be made from ordinary

white wood, and afterwards covered with
imitation leather (as shown), or the wood
may be stained and varnished. The con-
denser shown on the left is bolted to an
ebonite panel, 4 in. long by 3 in. wide,
which is fitted with two terminals, and
supported by narrow strips of wood. The
instrument shown on the right is the
popular " one -hole fixing " condenser, and
this is, for sake of simplicity and cheapness,
mounted in the manner shown. All open
type condensers should be kept free from
dust by occasionally passing an ordinary
pipe -cleaner between the plates.

(To be continued.)

Fig. O. Showing how (left) basket coils and (right
apiderweb coils are made.
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The "MULTIDYNE."
A QUICK CHANGE CIRCUIT SET.

Designed and Built by B. W. WILLATsTS.

PART II.
In this, the second article of a series describing an improved form of combination receiving set, further circuit examples
are given by the author, who shows the ease and simplicity with which the amateur can utilise the " Multidyne " for
changing a circuit instantaneously. The author is also making arrangements for a wireless firm to place parts for

" Multidyne " sets on the market very shortly.

SINCE my first article more experiments
have been made with the POPULAR
WIRELESS " Multidyne which amply

confirm my views as to the remarkable
usefulness of this method of quickly chang-
ing over from one circuit to another.

Before describing the results obtained
it is Convenient to introduce some useful
tcrins for the various parts of the "Multi-

. For the simple " listener -in," too, who
requires best results but is not sufficiently
skilled to command them in the ordinary
way, nothing could be better than a few
good circuits set up on Multilinks so that
he can speedily change from one to the
other as the conditions of reception indicate.

Some further tests made confirm entirely
my previous opinions in this respect ;

A loose -coupled crystal circuit. Useful in cases where trouble from jamming is experienced.

dyne" set. I shall, in future, reserve the name
" Multidyne " for the complete instrument,
that is to say, the combination of a panel
containing components and a panel con-
taining interconnecting leads. The panel
itself on which the components are mounted,
as also the spring contacts which form the
essential feature of the device, I propose
to term a " Multipanel," and the removable
unit containing 'the circuit will be known
as a " Multilink."

Comparative Tests.
Circuit making with the " Multidyne 7' is

a relief to the experimenter in com-
parison with the trouble experienced in
hooking up inaccessible components on
an ordinary receiver panel, and, moreover,
this effort need never be wasted, inasmuch
as the Multilink can be kept and used
whenever occasion requires. The labour
involved in the ordinary way in carrying
out changes of this sort is normally quite
sufficient to dull the operator's observation,
apart from*damping his ardour.

the results obtained may be of interest.
Three circuits were submitted to com-
parative tests on an outdoor aerial in a
situation a few miles from 2 L 0, the follow -

4

Circuit " 2 " easily took first prize for
simplicity in handling, and gave delight-
fully clear and strong results on London,
Chelmsford, and ship stations. As far as
the reception of distant stations was con-
cerned, however, no success was obtained,
as was only natural.
Long Range Reception.

Circuit " 4 " involved the replacement of
the low -frequency amplifying -valve by a
valve detector and removal of crystal, and
the nett result was a distinct drop in
strength of 2 L 0. On the other hand, it was
possible to pick up distant stations fairly
readily, although these were somewhat
jammed by London and Chelmsford on
the short and long wave -lengths. The
reaction adjustment behaved quite norm-
ally, and it was readily possible to ad-
just the circuit so as to deliver its best
results. When a change -over was made
to circuit " 5," a noticeable
in performance was obtained, it being
now possible for the first time to bring
in distant stations free of interference from
the above -mentioned sources. On the other
hand, the behaviour of a rather indifferent
specimen of galena quite clearly indicated

A loose -coupled valve circuit without reaction.

ing being the ones chosen for test : (See
accompanying page of circuits).

(2) Crystal detector and valve amplifier.
(4) Valve detector with reaction.
(5) High -frequency amplifier with crystal

rectification.

The above reflex set, due to Mr. Scott -Taggart, is very popular and should be capable of operating a small loud
speaker up to 6 miles or so from a broadcasting station.

that this was not a circuit one would leave
set up for " granny's " enjoyment when the
rest of the family were out ! However;
when once the crystal was coaxed into good
behaviour the results obtained from Brui-
sels on the short wave and Radiola on the
long wave were most surprisingly good,
and perfectly steady as far as questions of
stability of the set were concerned.

The set was subsequently tested in the
neighbourhood of Westcliff-on-Sea, where
the first evidence was obtained of its great
adaptability to different local conditions.
Here, apparently on account of the greater
distance from London, and also possibly
because of the high capacity aerial that was
employed, circuit " 4 " was more satis-
factory in every respect than circuit " 5 " ;

(Continued on page 1474.)
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THE " MULTIDYNE."
(Continued from page 1473.)

the jamming trouble experienced from
2 L 0 was, of course, entirely absent, and
the usual number of long-distance stations
were quite readily picked up.

As a result of these tests the value of the
" Multidyne "system has been established Another form of reflex circuit which is worth trying out.

This reflex receiver utilises two -coil tuning, thus increasing the selectivity.

beyond the shadow of doubt. It may safely
be said that never before has it been
possible to compare with such ease two
totally different circuits employing identical
components, the latter fact ensuring that
the comparison is between the circuits and
that differences are not due to the relative
merits of different transformers or valves.

Several Receivers in One.
Again, as has been implied in the re-

marks on the above tests, occasions may
arise where the issue is between a circuit
simple in adjustment and moderate in
performance on the one hand, and a circuit
complex in adjustment but excellent in
performance. By the use of the " Mu ltidyne,"
with its appropriate collection of Multilinks,

thus as- good as six or seven receivers in
one, and has no real disadvantages in
comparison with a set which is built,
according to old-fashioned principles, for
one circuit and one, circuit only.

Circuits Worth Trying.
In order to bring home to constructors

the unique flexibility of this wonderful
instrument, various circuits; all of which
can he set up on this first model are given

A further reflex set which gives very good results.

not only can one test both of these aspects
of the circuits, but instantaneously change
over from one circuit to another at
will, according to which type of receiver
would be most useful. The " Multidyne " is

first nights at 2 L 0. " Mr. Microphone " enjoys quite impressive social gatherings when important
"first night" plays are given in the London studio.

with this article in addition to those
discussed above. These circuits have all
been published from time to time and
are mostly well known.

I am in communication with a firm
who have undertaken the production of
the special parts, Multipanels and Multi -
links, which are necessary to enable the
constructor to assemble a " Multidyne" for
himself, and am informed by them that a
supply of these items will be available
almost immediately. They further hope to
he able to supply complete " Multidynes"
at an early date for those who do not wish
to be put to the trouble of assembling these
instruments for themselves.

A TUNING HINT.
"THOSE who are contemplating making

a tapped coil with the studs and
switch, may find this idea simpler

O
C) VALVE PIN

FLEX-1.-=-"w
SWITCH ARO BEAR/NC CONNECT/0N

cheaper, and more efficient. The contact
studs are replaced by valve legs, and -the
switch arm by a piece of flex soldered at
one end to the ordinary switch arm bear-
ing, and the other end to a valve pin.
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.CD
showing 3 transformers in juxtaposition.
View of an R.I. 5 -Valve Receiver

THREE TOGETHER WITHOUT INTERACTION

The R.I. TRANSFORMER has been universally admitted to be the world's general purpose

transformer for perfect distortionless amplification. Its operation as a result of the special internal

coil construction and heavy insulation has an efficiency higher than that of any other transformer on

the market, and the world's general standard of transformation has been set as that of the

R.I. STANDARD
The R.I. has not only perfect operation in itself, but can be used in close
construction with other R.I.  transformers without the slightest interaction,
as shown above in the famous R.I. five -valve receivers.

NO DISTORTION-NO INTERACTION

That means that the R.I. is the only transformer for YOU.
See that you ask for an R.I.
No other transformer will ever satisfy you like an R.I.

Ask your dealer.

illi1111111111111lIll11111l11011Illl411111

PRICE 25/ -
Write for the R.I. catalogue free on request.
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15 Volt - 2/3 each. 60 Volt - 9/- each.
36 - 5/3 100 14/3
These batteries are specially made for Radio
and are noiseless in use. Guaranteed to give
faction in service. The result of over 15

experience in Battery Manufacture.

R.B. High Frequency
Transformers

No. 0. 150- 300 Metres 7 each

No. 1. 250- 550 7: -

No. 2. 550-1200 7/- ft

No. 3. 1100-3000 ft

No. 4. 2500-7000 7/- 11

Low Self -capacity and high efficiency transformers.
Ebonite formers and Green Silk covered windings.
Specially designed for neutrodyne circuits. Matched
pairs can be supplied at No Extra cost for tuning
with double condenser.

work
satis-
years'

A NATURAL CRYSTAL
Super Sensitive and Guaranteed

6d.
Sealed Boxes.

6d.
Sealed Boxes.

Each crystal is tested and will give results equal to
many high-priced and fancy -named crystals. A really
good rectifying mineral at a reasonable price.

For use on ANY type of circuit.
The above TESTED Wireless Components can be obtained
from all first class Wireless Dealers and Stores or Post

Free from any of our addresses below.

Trade enquiries invited.

ROSE BROS. London : 23, Milton St., E.C.I.
Glasgow 194a, St. Vincent Street.
Manchester: 25-27, Miller Street.Electrical Co., Ltd. Bristol: 83a, Radcliffe Street.

A WNW  lElEi PMMIMel E MEMO 110INIMI =EMS 

AR.110
Al2.111

\klAtt.11

Following the recognised "Dragon"
principle of construction in every
detail, the "New" Junior design
provides the improved non -reson-
ating Sound Conduit, hinged to a
weighted electro-plated base.  The
electro-magnetic unit embodies the

most advanced
features including
the "floating" dia-
phragm, and con-
sequently affords
"Better Radio
Reproduction."

Test ANY
Loud Speaker

against this 50/- AmPLION
TEST any " Senior " Loud Speaker other

than an AMPLION against this " New "
Junior, and see how easily you may enjoy

"Better Radio Reproduction," at lesser cost
for this 50/- AMPLION is actually

a " senior " Loud Speaker in performance-.
both in volume and in tonal quality, which are
delightfully natural and free from any evidence
of " mechanical harshness."

There is also the " New " Junior -de -Luxe at
65/-, embodying the same exclusive features as
the above model, but provided with a wood
trumpet of unique design. In the horn, either
oak or mahogany, the panels are united by a
series of metal ribs, affording an assembly of
particularly strong construction and attractive
appearance.

The "New" Junior
The Wireless
World's AmpuON Loud

Standard Speaker

Obtainable from AMPLION STOCKISTS and Wireless
Dealers everywhere.

Patentees and Manufacturers:

ALFRED GRAHAM & CO.
(E. A. GRAHAM)

ST. ANDREW'S WORKS, CROFTON PARK,
LONDON, S.E. 4.

Demonstrations given during broadcasting hours at:-
West End Showrooms - - 25-6, Savile Row, W.1
Suburban Showrooms - 79-82 High St., Clapham, S.W.4
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No. 2. -A simple
but effective short-
range loud -speaker

circuit.

No. 9.-A one -valve
set with reaction.
An exceedingly
efficient and useful

receiver.

No. 5.-One of the most
popular of circuits. A one -
valve crystal -reflex receive-.
This is capable of giving
good loud -speaker reception
up to six miles 'from a local

station.

C/RCUIT N9/.

- HT 4

MT

-
C/RCUIT N 0 3.

1477

" MULTIDYNE
CIRCUITS.

No. 1.-The connec-
tions and circuit for
a crystal receiver.

C/RC1.1/T N92

No. 3. -A loose -
coupled crystal set
with valve amplifier.

C/RCIHT NO4 .

0 0 0 0

0. 0 0 6 0 6

5. -A crystal
and H.F. valve set

suitable for
long range

telaphon a reception.

C/RCI.//T N96.

O /o o o
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lIcainfrAbo

AATITH the death of Dr. Oliver Heaviside
the world loses a remarkable mathe-
matical genius and physicist. Dr.

Heaviside is perhaps best known to my
readers through the connection of his name
with the layer of ionised gas now generally
supposed to exist in the atmosphere some
30 miles above the earth's surface, and
which is known to the world as the " Heavi-
side layer."

The announcement of his death, which
appeared in the daily Press only a few days
ago, made one realise how little we knew
about this brilliant investigator, and the
Press revealed for the first time to the
general public details about him which,
without exaggerating, invest him with an
aura of some mystery.

Dr. Heaviside was horn in London on
May 13th, 1850, but since 1874 he lived in
the closest retirement in a little cottage near
Torquay. In fact, since 1874 he lived the
life of a hermit, refusing to see any scien-
tific colleagues or any visitors at all, and
speaking only to the intimate members of
his own family. Even when the Royal
Society awarded him the Rumford medal he
refused to be present at the presentation
ceremony, and the medal had to be sent to
him by post.

A Great Debt.
For some years Dr. Heaviside was In the

employment of the Great Northern Tele-
gre ph Co. at Newcastle -on -Tyne, but, after
his retirement in 1874 to the strange
seclusion already mentioned, he devoted
himself to the study of Clerk Maxwell's
theory of electro-magnetic radiation. He
showed how this theory can be applied to
the solution of many of the problems of
practical telegraphy and telephony as
applicable to land -line work and to wireless
work.

Long-distance telephony owes a great
debt to Dr. Oliver Heaviside, for it was he
who showed that in a long line the electric
waves set up by the speaker at the trans-
mitting end when talking into the micro-
phone are of different lengths, and do not
travel all at the same speed. He showed that
in consequence the wave form is distorted
in its progress, and the sounds caused in the
receiver may not necessarily be an intelli-
gible replica of those which were responsible
for it at the transmitting end.

Dr. Heaviside recommended as a remedy
the increase of the self-inductance of the
line, but this remedy clashed severely with
a theory for long maintained by the British
Post Office officials, that self-inductance was
deleterious to purity and clarity of trans-
mission and must, therefore, be avoided at
all costs.

In consequence, Dr. Heaviside's theory
and suggestion for increasing self-inductance
was, to put it mildly, pooh-poohed. But in
the end his theory was demonstrated beyond
all possibility of doubt, and his system of
introducing loading coils at intervals along
the line was subsequently adopted very
extensively in Germany and in the United
States of America. Practically all the long-

distance submarine telephone cables have
been adapted at his suggestions on the above
lines.

The Heaviside Layer.
But perhaps it was in wireless work that

Dr. Heaviside became widely known to the
public. Many of my readers know that 'in
the very early days, when wireless tele-
graphy had scarcely dawned, there were
many scientific men who denied the possi-
bility of electro-magnetic waves travelling
over the water between England and
America. But Dr. Heaviside, basing his
theory on Maxwell, maintained that as sea-
water has enough conductivity to make it
behave as a conductor of electro-magnetic

Papers." His later work comprises three
volumes entitled " Electro-Magnetic
Theory," published in 1893, 1899, 1912,
and reprinted in 1922.

It is a sad reflection on the value we place
on our great scientific men that the closing
years of Dr. Heaviside's life should have
been marred by poverty. At one time
his resources were so low that, living in
the most straitened circumstances in his
cottage near Torquay, he had to have his
gas turned off owing to his inability to pay
the necessary charges, and it was not until
certain Fellows of the Royal Society inter-
vened on his behalf and obtained for him a
civil pension, that he was saved from dire
distress.

The transmitting panel of Mr. Marcuse's set, the amateur who radioed to the
Hamilton Rice expedition in South America.

waves, the latter would naturally accom-
modate therneIves to the surface of the
water, just as in the same way they follow a
metallic wire. And it was at this point
that Dr. Heaviside argued the possibility of
an ionised layer of gas some 30 miles up in
the atmosphere, which, being quite as good
a conductor as sea water, would act as an
atmospheric guide to wireless waves. This
layer was subsequently named the Heavi-
side layer.

Although Dr. Heaviside was a Fellow of
the Royal Society, his early days were beset
with vicissitudes, and he found great
difficulty in getting many of his scientific
papers published. But subsequently they
were gathered together, and were published
.n 1892 under the title of " Electrical

Branly and Heaviside.

But the real reason
for his hermit -like exis-
tence in Dcvm !shire has
never been revealed,
and probably never
will be. One can only
conjecture ; but it cer-
tainly is very sad to
think that a man whose
genius has been of such
beneficial use to civili-
sation should have
been allowed to end his
days in such miserable
circumstances, while
others in the scientific
world; far less deserv-
ing of merit and official
recognition should
have reaped rewards
out of all proportion to
their attainments.

There still- exists a
parallel to the un-
happy life of Dr. Oliver
Heaviside. I refer to
Professor Edouard
Branly, who is still
living in very reduced
circumstances in Paris,
By a strange coinci-
dence, on the day I
read of Dr. Heaviside's
death, I received from
my Paris correspondent

an article in the form of an interview with
Professor Branly, which I hope to publish
in an early issue of Portman WIRELESS, and
in which readers will realise something of the
pathos which clings to the declining years
of a pioneer of wireless, without whose work
and investigations Mr. Marconi and other
wireless research workers in this country
would have found themselves most seri-
ously handicapped when seeking for a
means of detecting electro-magnetic waves.

But if Dr. Heaviside died in obscurity his
work will ever remain in the forefront of
the minds of those who have studied wireless
sufficiently, and who have followed the work
of wireless investigators thoroughly enough
to sift the chaff from the grain and to
appreciate merit from mere opportunism,
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A TWO -VALVE REINARTZRECEIVER.
HOW TO MAKE

Economical to Build and Easy to Handle.
,

Built and Described by D. HISCOX.
The perfect circuit has not yet been devised, and probably never will be ; but in the meantime this very efficient Reinartz

set will give the amateur constructor good value for time and money spent on building it.
ef ...... A.4.- "4.-4" ..."-0-0^1- 4. 4,4. -p

ENTHUSIASTS who have tried out
many circuits have in all probability
been struck by the fact that with a

given number of valves net results are very
much the same.

When a circuit shows wonderful selec-.
tivity it may call for most laborious tuning,

The front panel appearance of the complete receiver. Note the holes drilled to
form valve inspection windows.

another may give great volume in reception
from the local station but have a small range,
and so on. The perfect circuit has no doubt
yet to be devised, and in the meantime we
must make a satisfactory compromise. The
very enthusiastic will probably revel in the
surprises of the two -valve reflex circuit,
while the " Old Folks " will prefer a
" Straight Three " without reaction even.

In the writer's humble opinion the best
compromise is offered by a two -valve
Reinartz receiver. Given a reasonably
efficient aerial it can be relied upon for good
loud speaking over twenty miles or more,
and well over a hundred miles range on the
headphones. Another advantage potent to
most of us is that the set is very economical
to construct, consisting, as it does, of quite
few parts. Further, it works well on most
dull -emitter valves. Tuning is delightfully
simple, although it is somewhat critical on

+A

3 7,18

distant stations. Owing to this somewhat
critical tuning the " Old Folks " are liable
to go right over the tuning point without
knowing it. This one defect, if it can be
called such, is largely overcome in the set
described.

The components required are as follows :

Ebonite panels 18 in.
x 6 in. and 5 in. x
4 in.

Var. condenser .0005
mfd.

Var. condenser .0002
mfd.

Fixed condenser .0002
mfd.

Fixed condenser .0003
vith 2 megohms

leak.
Fixed condenser 2 mfd.
Two rheostats.

L.F. transformer.
Eight terminals.
Eight valve sockets (Clix).
Three plugs and sockets.
Quarter -pound 22 S.W.G. D.C.C. wire.
Assorted screws, nuts, and washers.
Eight lengths of 116 in. sq. tinned copper

wire.
Containing case to suit one's own -particular

taste.
Dewar switch.

These parts can be of any good make as
advertised, except the rheostats, in which
case Igranie's will be required if the valve
platform is to be mounted in the simple yet
excellent manner shown.

Having collected the necessary parts, the
first operation is to square up the main
panel and the smaller piece of ebonite sat
is to form the valve platform. Mark these

(Continued on page 1480.)

A view behind the panel, clearly showing on the left the special " Chapman soil limed

rL

Dewarrti Switch
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A TWO -VALVE t

REINARTZ RECEIVER
1. (Continued from page 1479.)

out 'for drilling at the backs with  a sharp -
pointed instrument, not a black lead pencil.

Fig. 1 shows the drilling plan of the set
illustrated, but from -the front. This lay -out
may have to be slightly modified if different
makes of components are used.

Fig. 2 is the plan of the valve platform.
This platform is very. rigidly and simply
held in position by screws and nuts, using
the holes in the bottom of the metal loops
that form the frames of the Igranic rheostats.
The same clamping arrangement also con-
stitutes the connection from the filament
battery minus pole through the rheostat to
the appropriate valve, leg, by a short piece
of wire soldered to the valve leg and to the
end of the screw. This connection can be
clearly seen in Fig. 3, which is a photo of the 
hack of the panel.

Making the Special Coil.
The theoretical circuit diagram is shown

in Fig. 4, and this should be compared with
Fig..5. The latter is the practical circuit and
wiring diagram and shows the connections
made necessary by the introduction of the
switching arrangement. The only other
arrangement out of the orthodox is the
combined aperiodic aerial and closed circuit
tuning coil. This is a " Chapman " coil,
efficient and easy to construct. The frame
consists of two pieces of ebonite or ply wood
about 6,in, by 1 in., both notched in the

 centre so as to form a cross. Each arm of
the frame or cross has a saw slit 21 in. long.
.Thewindings comprise a quarter of a pound
of 22 S.W.G. D.C.C. wire.

First cut off 18 ft., then start winding
into the slots both this short piece of wire
and the wire remaining on the bobbin.
Continue this simultaneous winding for
15/18 complete turns round the frame. The
short length of wire will be almost used up,
and -should be fastened off in the usual way
by passing the end through a pair of holes
drilled in the frame. Continue the other wire
in the same direction of winding for another
30 or 35 turns, and finish that off in the

Ar
0005

same way. The inside end
of the short coil is the aerial.
The inside end of the bigger
coil goes to earth- together
with the other end of the
short wire. The other end of
the bigger coil goes to the grid
of the first valve..

The switch on the set was
Government surplus, cost
4s.6d., and is called "Dewar."
It is roughly a clouble-pole,
three -position switch. When
in the central or neutral
position the connection is as
shown in Fig. 4. When the
switch lever is moved down
an extra fixed condenser
.0002 is brought into circuit-

parallel with the tuning
variable condenser. By this
arrangement a lower mini-
mum capacity is possible,
and with or without the extra
condenser in circuit a given movement of the
variable condenser makes a difference in
tuning of roughly a third of the amount
that would be made by a continuously
variable condenser Of .0005 mfd.

Thus, tuning is. less critical in operation,
and the action of finding and accurately
tuning distant stations is simplified con-

se /

+ H.

hictiu fir

4-

T 4 L.. +

2 P/an td/ve ekttform

and the H.T. and L.T. batteries are both
disconnected. Thus when the set has been
adjusted for the local broadcasting station it
is only necessary to move the switch on
and off to completely control the set.

The coil previ-
ously described
will V cover all

Fig. 3. A view of the back of the panel showing the connections to the valve platform.

siderably. A further improvement would be
the use of an anti -capacity extension handle
in place of the knob on the condenser dial.

Operating the Receiver.
With the switch lever in the upper posi-,

tion the aerial is connected directly to earth,

mosommos
eta

Fy 4 Theoretics/ Circuit D/clgtar/7

the B.B.C. stations. The two single and
one double lead from the coil are connected
to plugs, however, which in turn fit into
sockets, so that different sized coils for
longer or shorter wave -lengths can be
simply plugged in, or even a frame aerial
used.I

It best to equip the set with an H.T.
battery of two 60 -volt units, as some valves
seem to require 100 volts on the plate to give
best results. With other valves, for the local
station, a pressure of 36 volts only is neces-
sary. The condenser between plate and
aerial gives wonderfully smooth control of
reaction. The procedure in tuning is to first
locate with the tuning condenser and then
intensify by applying capacity by the re-
action condenser which is previously set at
zero. Reaction cal also be controlled to a
certain degree by the rheostat of the first
valve.

Impro iing Signal Tone.
With most types of valves and loud

speakers the tone of signals is much ins-
' proved by the introduction of a .0005 fixed

condenser across the secondary terminals
of the transformer. This addition is strongly
advised for reception of a comparatively
near station. On no account may a con- .

denser be placed across the primary of the
transformer.

(Continued on page 1485.)
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Cossor
Bricjht Emitter

Heinrich Hert3.

1T is a sad commentary of human nature
that a man has to die before he can
become famous.
It is no exception to find therefore,

that some of the most brilliant of scientists
have died with their life work unrecognised
except among their most intimate fellow
workers. Such a man was Heinrich Hertz,
who, with Clerk Maxwell, as far back as 1882,
discovered that wireless waves could be
transmitted through space. And so it will be
with the next generation. The extraordinary
developments in valve design, from the first
simple two -electrode valve, which really
demonstrated the practicability of valve
reception, to the three -electrode valve of Lee
de Forest have, more or less, been accepted
as a matter of course. In
fifty years time, however,
when television is general, a
grateful world will look back
upon those manufacturers

Athfereisehieeit of A. C. Co.,?or Ltd., Ilighbury Grove, S.5.
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Wu ncell
Dull Emitter

are spending thousands of pounds in
unceasing efforts to produce better and better
valves.
And no small share of praise will be due to the
designers of the wonderful new Cossor Wun-
cell-the Dull Emitter that definitely spells a
new era for the broadcast listener. Here is a
valve which definitely for the first time carries
all the advantages of the standard Bright
Emitter. In volume, sensitiveness, freedom
from distortion and microphonic noises, the
Wuncell sets an entirely new standard of
excellence. While for economy of current
consumption and length of life this 2 -volt
Valve is in a class by itself. At 18/ -
it is the cheapest British Dull Emitter
Valve you can buy. You are sure to want

to know more about it, so
ask your Dealer for a free
copy of our large illustrated
Wuncell Folder or send us a
postcard.

Gilbert Ad. 2258
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OBVIOUSLY THE ' MARS' AERIAL
MUST GIVE FAR BETTER RESULTS

it has
This is net due to the Mars'
Aerial having 84 strands, but
to the fact that these strands
are spirally wound and there-
fore air insulated. The extra
surface area gained by the
' Mars' patented method of
spiral spinning is effective
surface area.

Compared with 7/22's the
`Mars'gives 00% greater
efficiency when used for re-
ception, : and 90 it greater
efficiency when used for
ransmis.sion

..---
....Ells--

80/ more surface area.
These figures determined by
experts after exhaustive tests
indicate- the reason why every
wireless enthusiast determined
to get the best out of his set
must have the Mars.' Crystal
set owners will find that the
Mars' extra efficiency provides

the equivalent to a H.F. unit
in the added measure o f
strength and clarity.

Valve set owners will g e_t
stronger signals and greater
certainty from distant elusive
stations.
The Mars' is stocked by all leading
wireless dealers. Twenty leading
wholesalers in all parts Of the country
distribute it. Bat in case of difficulty
in obtaining the ' Mars,' send P.O.
for 9.6 to the Sole Manufacturers
and Patentees:

E. & W. G. MAKINSON, LTD.,
Wellington Works, WO:flold Road,
Preston. Tchhhonc : 122 Preston.

Telegrams : " Gold, Preston
9 34

AERIAL

OttalittiRADIO

CAM -VERNIER
COIL HOLDER.

This is the last word in
accurate tuning devices.
Similar to our standard
coil holder, but the usual
fixed socket has a very
slow movement giving
a micrometer adjust-
ment in both directions
through so°. This is
effected by a cans oper-
ated by a separate knob.

PRICES. -2 -way, 9 ..; with Reverse Reaction Switch, 12/5
3 -way, 15/6

1alttt BOX SPANNERS FOR B.A. NUTS
1:4(lx(7)10_

i.:Misecmc.lec for quick work
to the constru;tor, experi-
menter, and professional
assembler. Made of solid
steel in four sr:es, 2, 4, 5
and 6 D.A., size marked on
't cell by rings. Price (all
1167.,,, .Postarc 3d.
emI, Nickel plated, 6d. call

extra.

alit
RADIO

Dust is the crest enemy of wireless and
a fu itfol source of leakage. weak signals,
Lod noises. The brush keeps the panel
free end the kr.ped cleaner clears the
dust from between the condenser plates
and from the otherwise unaccessible
plzres between valve legs and terminals.
Price 66. 1.ystage 2d.

SET CLEANER

.R00 ,,oYo

we send post free if yon menlion his natne'and address,

GOSWLLL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
12a. PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON, N.1.

LIST FREE, 'Phone: North 3051.

AAAALAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

eievideroce
YOU can't tell how good-or how

bad-a piece of ebonite is by looking at
it. Even its surface appearance can

belie its actual efficiency. But build it into a
Set-particularly if you 'are using a stage of
High -Frequency amplification-and you will
soon find out whether its quality is good.
Now, obviously, you don't want to go to the
trouble and expense of building a good Set
only to find that signals are weak, or that the
Set howls-or even that not a sound is
obtainable.
What is the remedy ? Use a Red Triangle
guaranteed Panel, and success is assured.
Every sheet of Red Triangle ebonite before
being cut into panels is tested on the Megger
-a wonderfully sensitive electrical instrument
which instantly detects leaks. Nothing can
escape its eagle eye, and any ebonite that does
not come up to Red Triangle standard of
quality is ruthlessly cast out. Fach panel is cut
dead square and is supplied with a velvet mart
surface carefully packed under our own label.
If your local Dealer cannot supply, send
direct to us. Delivery per return of post.

12 Stock Sizes :
ii a 8, 3'. 7 x 10, 4'3
6 x 8'- x 6, 3'.

S x 12, 6/-
7 a 5, 2 3

10 a 12, 7;6
x 10, 10 x 24, 15; -

All 1 -in. Thick.

12 a 14, 10'8
12 a 1.6, 12/-
12 a FS, 13'8

Special Sizes :
All Conect1-de-Luse, 16 a S a 1.. 8/- Resistoflex, 12 x S a 1
Transatlantic V., 22 a 11 a .. 15.'- Anglo-American, 36 x 9 x .. 20/ -
All Britain, 1(3 a 9 x .. 9/- Neutrodyne Tuner, 12 x 10 x # 7/6
s.T. 100, 121 a 91 a 1 .. Neutrodyne Receiver, 12 x 10 a / 7/6
1 01111ex, 14 x 101 x 9;2 3 -Naive Dual, 24 a 10 x 1 .. 15/-
Transattantic IV.. 16 x S a .. 8/- Harris Crystal Set, 9 x 51 a I.. 4/4

Any Special Size Cut per return at 11(1. per Square inch

TO THE TRADE : Red Triangle Ebonite is being extensively
advertised and in spite of its superior quality
can be sold to you at prices no higher than
that which you are paying for ordinary un-
branded ebonite. Write to us to -day for
details of our selling plan.

PETO-SCOTT Co., 'Ltd.,
Re ailerch 0,::!crs, 11 ail Order & Showroom,

77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C. 1.
BRANCHES : LONDON -62. High Holborn. W.C. 1.

13.- A I.TBA 31STOW-23 NN" Street.
111X310l"I'14--4. Bank of England Place,
1,1VER POOL -4. Manchester Street.
CARDIFF -94, Qiieen Street.

Re0 Triangle Ebonite
Irvirvvvw1r1r7:77
READ ABOUT THE LATEfT

IMPROVEMENT
The latest addition to the many distinctive features which

characterise every Watmel Variable Grid Leak and Anode
Resistance and make them suitable for any circuit, is the
new contact. By means of an ingenious bronze spring (shown
in the enlarged illustration) any slackness, between the bush
and adjusting screw, is automatically rectified and perfect elec-
trical contact maintained at all times. Other features worthy of
special mention are :-Continuously variable, silent in operation,
dust and demp-proof, and constant in any temperature.
GRID LEAK, .5 to 5 megohms, 2/6
ANODE RESISTANCE, 50,000 to 100,000 ohms, 3,'6.
SPECIAL VARIABLE RESISTANCE for Super -

Selective Circuit, 10,090 ohms, 3,6.
Send P.C. foe Descriptive Folder

WATMEL WIRELESS Co. Ltd.,
332A, Goswell Road. London. E.C.1..

Tele : ;9:po C ler ke

From
your dealer
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Capt. Eckersley
Chief Engineer of the B.B.C.

ADV1StS all listeners to use sets incorporating a coupled
aerial circuit, so that they can receive the transmissions with
a minimum of interference.

No. 7 type of
Receiving Sets

Rcce.

have
always
been

made with
coupled
aerial

circuits
as

advised
by Capt.

Eckersley.

4 -Valve Set Complete 126 11 9
No Extras Whatevar. Carriage Paid.

Also made in 2 & 3 Valve Models at equally keen prices.
ASK YOUR WIRELESS DEALER FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION

Full particulars free on request :-

The EAGLE
ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,

.
London Denys . -
8, Great Russell Street, W.C.1. Museum 2848.

BONTONE PHONES
BRITAIN'S BEST.

ORIGINALS 13,6 EACH. LIGHTWEIGHTS 14/6 EAU.
4,00o Ohms per pair. Fully guaranteed. Cash refunded if not entirely
satisfied and Phones returned to us within ten days, undamaged.

WE further guarantee that at no future date shall any repairs
to our Phones exceed the sum of 3!-. Compare this guar-

antee with other makes, either British or foreign. Our object is
a big sale, with minimum profits. Sensitive, Durable, and
Comfortable, and made of the best materials procurable.

- pply to your local dealer, or -send direct to :-

B. D. & CO. (EDWARD A. BOYNTON),
Admiralty and War Office Contractors,

167-173, GOSWELL ROAD, LONDON, E.C.i.

Scientific
Research
after years of experiment has
now produced this laboratory
crystal which we have called

"LANITE."
All natural product crystals
now entirely superseded.
1...anite is extremely sensitive
allover on account of its unique
crystalline structure, amazing
volume and purity of tone.

if any difflculty hi obtaining send
h9 direct to the laboratories:

Lanite Laboratories,
6 Booth St. East, C. -on -M.,

Manchester.

Sold in this box complete
with Lanidium Catswhisker
and leaflet containing circuit
diagrams and other infor-
mation that makes for 100';,
efficient reception. -a
Price .. ,

L. MIME
ahe Ultra. SCHSiiiir

CRY,ITAL

-components that
make successful sets

lac TinenNakinto,

One -hole
Fixing

The I WOODHALL 1 No. 1 Variometer.

The spindles of the Rotor are moulded in, hs
perfectly true alignment. They cannot come loose.
The coupling between Rotor and internally
wound Stator is closer than in any other Vario-
meter. The spindle has a metal bearing. All

connections internal ; two ter-
minals; one -hole fixing. Wave
length 250 to 750
metres on 100 ft. 12/6
serial.

The IWOODHALLI Vernier
Rheostat (Pat. No. 213,030.) No. 1 L.F.
Combined plunger and rotary Transformer.
movement. Push-pull movement 6 ohms 2/6
for coarse setting ; rotary for 10 or 12 '2 Wound with 42 gauge wirevernier. Wonderfully smooth ohms . ,simultaneously with fine SILK.movement; best ebonite former: 30 ohms 3/6 Even on 200 or 300 volts pres-one-hole fixing sure gives no trace of distortion,

and its amplification factor is decidedlyIWOODHALL1 above the average of other good -class
transformers. Specially recommended

Guaranteed Components Lorreficeixr,;,uittyspeof the

Sole Distributors:

Pressland Electric Supplies, Ltd., HAMPTON -ON -THAMES.
'Phone: Molesey '22.

11MNIM

END YOUR DETECTION
TROUBLES WITH THE
1-101/11140 ' CRYSTAL VALVE
Replaces old-fashioned fiddle -fumble cats -
whiskers and permanent `permanent' detectors

The "Hovimo" Crystal Valve is an entirely new invention.
It replaces catswhiskers and ordinary " permanent." detectots,
which are often as difficult to fit into the individual set as
they are to release once adjusted-in short, too permanent
detectors.

The "Hovimo" Crystal Valve is easily fitted into any set,
and is equally excellent for crystal sets and for circuits em-
ploying crystal rectification, as well as for crystal loud
speaker systems... No batteries are required.

The "Hovimo" Crystal Valve makes the frequently trying
work of detection perfectly simple. Just a turn of a milled
screw and in an instant you have the finest reception a crystal
can give-uninterruptedly pure and bell -like tone, which con-
tinues even if you move the set. EVERY ONE GUARANTEED.

HOVIMO

316
From dealers or
post free direct.

P. MOLBACK, 27 High Holborn,
London, W.C.1.

CRYSTAL
VALVE

The " Hovimo"
Crystal Valve is
an entirely new
invention, and
mast not be con-
fused with Hie
Silicon-bornite or
similar

combinations.

'Phone : Chancery 8391
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The "CHASEWAY" JUNIOR
for

HOME BATTERY CHARGING
(FOR DIRECT CURRENT ONLY.)

Safe, Reliable,
Practical, Efficient.

The greatest JUNIOR on the market. Re-
charges your accumulators FREE whilst you
are using current in any part of the house for
other purposes.

Look for the China
Fuse Box-Your Safeguard
Larger Models: No. 1, 251-; No. 2 for lower
voltages, 35/- and 40/- ; No. 3 (Multiple)
Model for recharging depots, £4.
Send for full particulars of these and the

CHASEWAY " CHARGER for ALTER-
NATING CURRENT.

" CHASEWAY"
VARIABLE GRID LEAK

.001 to 20 megohms.
Reliable for all time. The greatest advance in
Grid Leak manufacture. Wonderful sensitivity ;
the " nerves " of your set. Remote stations
brought into range. One -hole fixing, and can
be fitted to any set to replace old fashioned types,

1016 postagerl 9d.

Send stamp for Illus-
!r ate d Catalogue o f
"CHASEWAY" NOVEL

NECESSITIES.

CHASE ELECTRICAL MFC. CO. Ltd., 184P, Fleet St., LONDON, E.C.4
Phone. Central 1539.

V. Pethick-ddvertis -London.

Immediate Success of the

LOTUS CUT GEARED

Vernier Coil Holder

(I)

(2)

(3)

3 important reasons
why you will fit

a - " LOTUS " to
your Set.

It does not matter what position the " LOTUS "
is fitted, the moving Coil cannot fall.

The " LOTUS " has an easy Vernier move-
ment of 8 to I.

It provides the finest and
most delicate tuning.

Two -Way, Price

Three -Way, Price

Manufactured by

7/-

10/6

GARNETT, WHITELEY & Co., Ltd.,
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road, LIVERPOOL.

AT LAST!-The
Perfect Grid Leak
THE "BRETWOOD"
Grid Leak has a range of resistance from
zero to 10 megohms or higher. Very minute
variations are possible, there is nothing to
get out of order, and it is easily and quickly
mounted in any circuit. Specially suitable
for the Unidyne Circuit.
We hold a first-class National Of all Radio Dealers or direct
Physical Laboratory Certifi- from the manufacturers.
cate testifying to its relia-
bility. Write for a Copy. rice 3Price /- Post 3d.

PATENT
NO.

20 29 2,'23

RADIO IMPROVEMENTS, LTD., 1 2-',8r;el'ionLioonadNionew

SOMETHING NEW!
A New Lightweight Adjustable
Headphone, giving extreme sensi-
i ivity. Weight only 12 tn. (with
ords). Comfortable and do not

eat cli in hair.
PRICE:

1 pair ... 10 / 9 (port
2 pairs ... 21/. ( 9d.)
3 pairs ... ... 31/. ( 9d.)

SQUARE LAW
CONDENSERS

ONE -HOLE FIXING. Full maximum capacity. True
straight -lino Wave -length Calibration Curve. Low
minimum Capacity.

001 mt. ... 7 / 9 0003 nit. ... 4 /-
0005 mt. ... 5/- 0002 mt. ... 3/-

Vernier Condenser (5 plate) 2/9
Engraved Dial and Knob ... 1/- extra.

INT 1L7 PP L. Y STORE80, Newington Causeway, London, S.E.1.
Branches: 126, Newington Causeway, S.E.1.; 7, St. George's Circus, S.E.1;
16, Nanette St., Charing Cross Rd., W.1; 207, Edgware Rd., W.2; 84, Church
Ed Upper Norwood, S E.23 'Phone flop 4177.

STICK OF STICKINESS
"BULLDOG BRAND" (Regd.)

CHATTERTON'S COMPOUND
Same colour as ebonite black. Covers
screw heads ; fills up unwanted holes ;
firmly fixes components to panel.

A perfect insulator.
BUY SHILLING STICK wow!

From any Radio Dealer.
Sore Man Aar sr ers

THE POMONA RUBBER COMPANY,
'Phone: 192, London Road, Manchester, 'Grams:

City 1926. Makes of Insulating Tares and Compounds. Pomrub."

Direct from Makers. 2d. postage extra.

The Crystal that
misses nothing

Look for
the glass
tube with the
red label, which
is your guarantee.

TALITE

If you would have complete satis-
faction from your set, not now and
then, but every time cod all time,
you must instal the famous Talite
Crystal which is all over active,
extremely sensitive and thoroughly
tested and guaranteed before being
sold to the public. Refuse all
others and buy Talite (sold in tubes
at 5'9) or H.H.F. Hertzite (sold in
tubes at '6). From all dealers or
send postal order for large size trial
piece to the Premier Crystal House.

HARDING, HOLLAND & FRY, LTD.
52, QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
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RADIO HUMOUR.
By HELENA MILLAIS.

The ever -popular Wireless Artiste.

*

ANYTHING really good is sure of an
appreciative audience. But one can-
not please all the people all the time,

and all entertainers have to face the fact
that some people will think them over-
rated. But the best artiste appeals to the
greatest number of people.

People go to a theatre which seems to
have the type of show they like ; wise
people listen -in to the items which they
think will appeal to them ; unwise people
don't use their judgment, they listen to
things they might know would not please
them, and then write to Savoy Hill com-
plaining. I believe a man once wrote
asking why they never had a conjuror on
the programme., There is hardly ever a
divided opinion about a really great artiste.
But there are some people who dislike a
particular " type " of entertainment. For
instance, I have heard people say they
dislike Charles Chaplin, but I have never
heard any intelligent person say lie was not
a line artiste.
Dreadful !

Humour is always popular, everybody
wants to laugh, and to make worried or
weary people laugh heartily is by no means
as easy ,as it seems, and if this is difficult
in a theatre where they are facing you,
waiting to be amused, and you have lights
and make-up, costumes, scenery, the
atmosphere which only a stage gives, and
the inspiration which only a seen audience
gives, what can it be like to broadcast
humour ! It is enough to congeal the
warmest blood, and it does ; strong men
have been known to quake when facing the
microphone, and personally I used to be
icy with terror ; luckily I'm getting used
to it.

Imagine jokes and funny lines to silence-
:dreadful. The quiet atmosphere of the
studio is helpful to singers, and when one is
doing dramatic things-but for comedy !
It's a relief if there are ono or two people
there who smile, although, in general,
people in the studio when one is working
are apt to make you self-conscious.

One of the greatest difficulties is getting
good and suitable material ; things that
read well do not always act well, other things
are funny when one can see the correspond-
ing business and unfunny when unseen.
" Local " humour is useless for non -locals ;
dialect humour is apt to be Greek to people
from other counties. Then there is a certain
type of wit which can only be used with a
sophisticated audience.

Radio Essentials.

Broadcasted humour must be popular in
type, understandable by all ages and
'classes; it must be well written, fresh in
outlook and crisp.

The entertainer needs a good and
" friendly " voice, perfect diction, a pleasant
personality which must " get over," the
. power to visualise the audience, and a feeling
!of " fellowship " for them. He also needs
'experience to know how to get laughs, and

valve platform. In the writer's set the
cabinet is constructed so that the H.T.
battery is in the bottom of the box, and leads
to the L.T. battery emerge from a bushed
hole on the back of the box. They then
actually go out of the window to the garage
nearly 100 ft. away where they are plugged
into the lighting circuit of the car.

how to wait for the points to carry so that
the next lines are not lost. All humour
should strike a human note, people can't
laugh at something they can't realise. Old
jokes and trite stuff are no good ; long-
winded jokes are no good, people get tired of
listening when they can't see.

Remember all audiences are intelligent,
even when they are not intellectual, and it is
humour which is needed, not wit. Wit is
likely to be too subtle to get over.

Here is a little story which
appeals to me, and all musicians
like it, but many people have
to " think it over."

A man condemned to
death, and having but a
few days to live, was
asked by the judge if

11'

The -origina*.or ui Lmpire Day-the Earl of
of wireless.

meumbs to

he had any ia.tt, request to make. The
man thought for a moment, and then said:
" Well, guv'nor, if it's all the same to you,
I'd like to learn the piano." The point,
of course, being that he had a few days to
live, and it takes years to learn the piano,
but you can't explain this to the people who
don't " get it " at once.

It is much more difficult to be func: than
dramatic, but much less fatiguing.

Everybody needs laughter, as they
need love and sunlight (I don't mean soap).
Hero in England we get little sun, so we need
more laughter. If anyone has anything
really funny to say, the world is waitliig
for it.
What is Wanted. -

At a dinner not long ago, a man asked to
meet me, and on being introduced told me
that I had given his invalid wife many happy
hours ; she loved to listen to me and said it

made her forget her pain. Now isn't that
beautiful to know that one can replace
a look of suffering or worry with a smile

and a laugh, if it's
only for a few mo-
ments ? Then when
one receives kindly
letters from people
who have never seen
you, it makes you
realise your large
unseen audience, and
to like them so much
that you want to
give them your very
best.

And in this worried
world humour i

wanted, and broad-
has

the largest audience
in the world. They

he pleasures want to listen and to
laugh.

------0-4.-4, -O.

f
A TWO -VALVE

f

REINARTZ RECEIVER.
(Continued front page 1480.)

It will be noticed the terminals for both
batteries are situated on the back of the

0'

Fg 5 Practiced & Diagram.
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onstructional
Notels--

Conducted by Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

Adapting Former Tubes.
THE experimenter who winds his own

coils often finds that he cannot obtain
a tube of just the required size, and the

alternative of trimming down an ebonite or
cardboard tube may not be practicable.
The method shown in the illustration will
be found useful in these cases. Take what -

CARDBOARD OR EBONITE 77,46E

ADHESIVE TAPE
ADAPT/NG FORMER TUBES

ever tube is obtainable somewhat larger
than the required size, measure its outside
diameter, subtract from this the outside
diameter you require the tube to be, and
multiply the difference by 22/7, this will
give you the breadth of the strip you will
need to cut longitudinally from the tube.

Or, if you prefer to avoid mathematics,
cut a strip and then try whether the tube,
when pressed together, is about right. If of
cardboard the slotted tube may be closed
together by means of a round of insulating
tape at each end. With an ebonite tube,
however, particularly if of thick wall, it will
be necessary to stand the tube in hot or
boiling water for a few minutes until it has
become pliable, then remove it; and hold it
in the closed position until the material

sets or hardens. Or it may be bound
with wire and left until quite cold. It will
probably be found that the tube will remain
in this form, but if it shows a tendency to
spring open a little, insulating tape at the
ends may be used until the coil is wound,
after which the tape may be removed as the
coil itself will keep the tube closed.

A Simple Extension -Arm.
There are many varieties of extension -

arm provided by which to operate the con=

I MI I

GROOVE

HOLLOW
DRILLED IN

CENTRE

10/0B

SHALT---V-

KNOB OF
INSTRUMENT

h/E5 IN GROOVE
IN KNOB

firs INTO HOLLOW IN CENTRE OF "OE
SIMPLE EXTENSION ARM

trol knob of a condenser, so as to avoid the
effect of hand capacity. Here is another.
It consists of a length of about four inches
of fairly fine ebonite rod, in which a cross-
bar, which may be of brass wire or fine
brass rod, is inserted at a distance of about
one -eighth of an inch from one end. A
hollow is drilled in the centre of the knob
which is to be operated by this extension -
arm, to receive the end just.referred to, and
a cross -cut is made in the top of the knob
to receive the crossbar. The end of the
rod is then inserted into the hollow in the
knob, the crossbar lying in the groove, and
the knob can be manipulated by turning the
rod about its own axis.

Another Extension -Arm.
The usefulness of the extension:arm shown

in the preceding paragraph is somewhat
limited owing to the fact that the arm so
used does not provide any vernier control. .

If, however, the arm is mounted at right
angles to the shaft of the instrument, the
distant end of the arm moves through a

comparatively large distance for a given
rotation of the knob, and so vernier con-
trol is obtained in a well-known manner.
A length of fine ebonite rod is taken, and
for a distance of about half an inch from
one end it is reduced in diameter so as to
be capable of insertion into a terminal of
fair size.

A hole is drilled for a depth of about a
quarter of an inch into the centre of the
control knob, this hole being somewhat
smaller in diameter than the shaiik of the
terminal, and the shank is cut down to a
length ,of a quarter of an inch. The ter-
minal is then heated in a spirit -flame, and
when sufficiently hot-it should be much
below a dull red heat-it is inserted into the
hole in the knob, where it melts its way in,
and is allowed to set in that position. This
then provides a binding screw for the exten-
sion -arm, as shown in figure. Care must
be taken in melting -in the terminal, and
with a good quality knob it is preferable to
tap the drilled hole and screw the terminal
in ; but with the cheap compound used for
many knobs, this would result in a break-
age, and the melting -in process is a fair
alternative.

Flekible Lead-in.
When bringing the leacl-in into the house

there is a temptation to mutilate the -window
frames for the purpose of passing through
stout ebonite tubes, which temptation, if
yielded to, has a tendency to make the wire-
less set, or the operator, unpopular with
the household. Certain forms of strip lead-in

FLEXIBLE LEAD-IN

are available on the market, but here is one
which you can readily make for yourself.

It consists of a strip of copper about 10
inches in length-the length depends upon
the particular condition-A, in. in breadth,
and of suitable thickness. If copper strip
is not available, two or three strips of stout
tinfoil may be used, laid together. Ter-
minals are provided at the two ends, and
the whole is then wound with the thin
rubber tape used by electricians, or with
ordinary insulating tape, though the former
kind is preferable.

The method of using the lead-in is shown
in the figure, and it will be seen that it is
adaptable to be used beneath the lower
sash, or at the middle of the window,
between the two sashes. No holes need
then be drilled in the frame at all.

A Useful Tapped Coil.
A tapped coil for back -of -panel mounting

may be arranged in the way indicated in the
accompanying drawing. The coil is moun-
ted on an ebonite or fibre disc, and tappings
are brought to studs countersunk near the
edge of this disc. These screws should be
insertedinto the disc and the projecting ends
filed down at the other side flush with the
surface. The disc is secured to the back
of the panel by means of two small screws
near the edge of the disc, these latter screws
being placed so as to be out of the way of
the rotating selector -arm. (See Fig.)

SCREWING
70 PANEL CONTACT'

ARM
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A notable feature of these head-
phones is their extreme sensitivity.
This is the outcome of long
experiment and special attention
to the manufacture of the mag-
nets. Double headbands --very
comfortable in wear-are fitted to
polished pressed aluminium bases
with moulded earcaps and six
feet of receiver cord. Total
resistance : 4,000 ohms. Each
pair supplied packed in strong
cardboard box.

REDUCED PRICES
for Headphones
" Edisvvan Head Receivers have been recently
reduced in price and are now obtainable 20/-everywhere at the new price, per pair

EDISWAN LOUD SPEAKERS
" TELEVOX "l

LOUD SPEAKER.
The Televov" is made with a
two - part base, diaphragm and
magnets being permanently
parallel at every stage of ad-
justment. Resist

2,000 shins xa 5 0

" DI)LCIVOX "
LOUD SPEAKER.

The " Dulcivox " has a fixed
diaphragm adjustable by a
milled screw device.
2,000 ohms 1.2 2 0

\Si

ISWA14 ,

,, AU leading dealers stock i Ediswan."fl

\\ SPEAKERS PHO'NES
6

THE EDISON SWAN ELECTRIC COMPANY LTD.,
QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
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Artistes ofti.Aether 1/7

F7

Dickens' Anniversary-Request Nights at 2 Z Y-Two Popular Humorists.
THERE is always a tendency towards

monotony in anniversary programmes,
and one is usually assured of hearing

the author or composer's most, popular,
though by . no
means best, work.
Most recently
have we had those
of Burns, Mozart,
and Charles Dick-
ens, while Cardiff
celebrated i t
second birthday
on Friday last.
 The same sta-

tion also suc-
ceeded in making
the Dickens' anni-
versary pro -

Mr. Warwick Braithwaite . gramme distinc-
tive, with a new

overture entitled " Barnaby Budge," com-
posed by the musical dire.itor. Mr. War-
wick Braithwaite is not yet thirty
years of age, but has crammed a
lifetime of work and achievement
into this short space. Born in'Dune-
din, New Zealand, he came early to
England to study under the mgis of
the Royal Academy of Music. - He
soon evinced a strong predilection
for operatic work, and got his first
opportunty by joining the O'Mara
Opera Company, first as chorus
master,: and ;three Months later- as
conductor, continuing with them
for three year-%

Request Nights.
PracticallY the best way to please

people :is to let them choose their
own works-, 'and - a plebiscite
prOgramme has always worked suc-
cessfully. So many Continual re-
quests for favourite pieces have. been
'made that at last Manchester has
decided to devote certain evenings
entirely to " request items." I can
see "high -brows " literally shivering' at
the thOught of possible programmes, but
as that of Friday last included such
works as - the Finale from Mendels=
sohn's Italian Symphony," Puck's Minuet "

of Herbert
. Howells, and sun-

dry excerpts of
Vcrii, my_ syrk
pathies are on the
side of those who,

- like 'Oliver Twist,
"ask ,for more"
request nights. I
presume that Us's
Grace Ivell , and
Miss Vivian
Worth were also
part of the

requests."Miss Sidonie Goossens.

On the orchestral and classical side, Birm-
ingham has also appealed strongly, especially
on the occasion recently when Mme. Fanny
Davies was heard at the concert relayed
to the studio. There was an especial fitness
in hearing this famous pianist here, for
though born in Guernsey, her first appear-
ance, as a " prodigy " playing theBeethoven
Funeral March Sonata, was made at
Birmingham Town Hall.

Famous Artiste Broadcasts.
She is one of the finest classical pianists

in the world, which is not surprising since
she commenced at the age of three, study-
ing later at Leipzig and Frankfort -on -
Main Conservatories, and had the tuition
of Mme. Clara Schumann, the composer's
wife. Mme. Davies has played before more
royalty possibly than any other artiste, and
at every great musical festival all over
the world.

The Virtuoso String Quartette.

On the Lighter Side.
Humour is often the saving grace of many

a programme, provided it is of the right
type. 2 L 0 had two clever entertainers
in " The Grumblers," as they call them-

' selves, Miss Lois Barker and Mr. Percy
Tarling. Both are remarkably clever and

- artistic performers. Miss Barker, an ex-
, student of the Guildhall School of Music,

is a composer as well, arid has given
her recitals at Steinway, Aeolian, and
Wigmore Halls here in London, amongst her
compositions being that popular ballad

 " Jane " (nothing much to look at).
Mr. Tailing 'writes all his own material,

and the two have appeared many times at
the London Coliseum, Palladium, and the
numerous tours on the Moss Empire,
Stop's, and other circuits. Most people will
remember their familiar sone., " The Moon."

On the orchestral side, all the members
at 2 L 0 are recruits from the great.
London orchestras, and included with them
is Miss Sido-
nie Goossens, the
brilliant young
artiste who was
heard also at -New-
castle last week,
where she played
the Danse Sacre3
et Profane, of
Debussy. 'Miss
Goossens is a
member of a
famous conduc-
tor's family, a
sister, too, of
Miss Marie Goos-
sens, with whom
she joined issue as harpist in the -
Queen's Hall Orchestra. Miss Goossens

played also with . the combined
orchestras for the three Inter-
national Symphony Concerts at
Covent Garden, the third performed
last week under the baton of the
German conductor, Bruno Walter.

Forthcoming Events.

Ms; Lois Barker.

To -morrow (Friday) Cardiff has a
novel interlude when Old Joe and
Company " (including the Dark Ton it
Coon Band), revive the musical
atmosphere of the Swanee RiVer
and the old minstrels. Cardiff alse
repeats " A Nasty Night in Nubia,"
the play which formed a part of

W A's ." Nubian " 'programme on
New Year's Eve.

Manchester broadcasts a pro-
,t.amme An the same evening from

the Free Trade Hall, in 'aid of the
Lord Mayor's Unemployment Fund.
It has been arranged to suit all
tastes ; Miss Mavis Bennett will sing
solos, and those who like choruSes
will be able to join in, and have the

knowledge that their singing is also being
broadcast, so that they can act
subsidiary micro -
p h one artistes.
Mr. Albert Sam-
mons is the solo
violinist, and
John Henry has
promised to sup-
ply the hinnour
interludes. This
promi es to  be
a highly entertain-
ing and interest-
ing evening, 1W
many will have
an opportunity of
seeing the famous
humorist for the
first time. Mr. Percy Tarling
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We produced the
"Revo" Lightweight
Headphone to meet the
demand for a light,
comfortable and ultra -
sensitive phone. No
pressure, no hair -tear-
ing, no discomfort, no
projections. 21/-.
Guaranteed for 12

MC Whs.

THE "Revo" Loud-
speaker is as near per-
fection in reproduction

as a loudspeaker can be.
We didn't put it on the
market till we had explored
every avenue of research,
and now we have a loud-
speaker that reproduces
melody that's rich and pure,
exquisite in its fidelity.
By the peculiar construction
of the throat and bell, dis-
tortion is kept at zero
point and " muffling " is
entirely absent.
The diaphragm adjustment
is most flexible in its.control.

THE " REVO " SENIOR
Specification : 22 in. high ;
Aluminium Trumpet 14 in.

diam. ; Finished Black.
Price, 80/-.

The " Revo " " Senior " Loud-
speaker has two small brothers
the Junior and Baby, worthy
followers, finished black, price
48/- and 30/- each respectively.

At all dealers. If
unable to obtainlocally write

direct:

The CABLE ACCESSORIES Co., Ltd.,

Tividale, Tipton,
STAFFS.

ft

"The Name for Perfect Radio

GUARANTEED
THE WORLD OVER

WHY buy an inferior CRYSTAL
" and spoil your reception
when a SUN -RAY will give
you PERFECT RESULTS.

SENSITIVE ALL OVER
We guarantee it to be the best,
money returned if not satisfied.

The

SCIENTIFIC CHEMICAL MANUFACTURING CO.,

6, Manningham Lane, BRADFORD.

Guarantee with every Crystal.
Sold by all leading dealers or host free

direct from the Manufaeturers.

AGENTS WANTED.

SUN -RAY
SUPER CRYSTAL
AND SPECIAL CATWHISKER
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APPARATUS
STED

(9 to1 yam-, rnys, 1

The Technical Editor of " Popular Wireless " will be pleased to receive wire ess sets and
component parts from manufacturers and traders for test. Reports will be published

' - under this heading.

FROM Messrs. Bi-Metals, Ltd., of Sugar
House Lane, London,E.10, we have re-
ceived a "Britonol" (PoPular)Soldering

Outfit, one of the most concentrated groups
of " brain waves " we have yet examined.
The chef d'teurre is the tin of "Britonol"
which is a solder in a paste form that ren-
ders the use of flux unnecessary. Next
there is a coil of ," Britonol " self -fluxing
wire solder, having a core of °" Britonol '
paste solder running through the centre. A
soldering iron is included, and this is
original inasmuch as it is telescopic. Lastly
a folding spirit lamp is provided, which,
although small in size, is capable of pro-
viding with absolute safety a hot four-mch
flame using methylated spirits. The whole
outfit is retailed at 8s. 6d., and at this price
should prove popular among wireless con-
structors, for whom. generally speaking,
soldering must be made as simple an opera-
tion as possible.

We have tested the various " Britonol "
products-all the. items mentioned above
can be purchased separately-and find
them well up to their claimed standards.

We omitted to mention that the " Popular "
outfit includes concise directions as to 'how
to Use " Britonol " for various jobs. For
instance, it is shown how fine wires can be
joined merely by smearing them with
" Britonol " and heating them with a
match.

* *

Lanite is a new crystal, a specimen of
which- has been sent us by the Lanite

Laboratories, 6,
Booth Street East,
C. - o n - M., Man-
chester, together
with an informa-
tive leaflet de-
scribing, among
other things, ther
" years of patient
experiment"
which preceded its
advent. We do

An Ericsson miniature not agree that
crystal set. " in appearance it

differs entirely from all other crystals " (the
italics are our own), although undoubtedly

it possesses a distinctive crystalline strum::
However, the question of appearance

is.not, important, and undoubtedly.linite is
-an excellent cry.qttl, being sensitive over the
, whole of its surface, and functioning well in

both crystal and valveveustal
do not consider it legtfr 'than. any -Other
crystal we have tested, 1347,:1,47ca, compaiatife
test Lanite proved its capable of holding
its own against other first-class crystals. The
qtiestion of dontact is an important oneLand
undoubtedly Lanite scores over some of its
rivals in that it is-`sold with a cat's- .

whisker which sag it --i-ery admirably
indeed. Lanite; --complete with cat's -
whisker, is retailed at Is, 9d. per box. -

Two interesting _booisare-just to hand.
," Junior Teebnicaltlectricity " (Robert W.
Hutchinson, M.Sc., University
Editorial Press, Ltd., 4s. 6d. net) is such that
every serious wireless experimenter should
have this work on Iris bookshelf. It is written
in a manner that shows the author has not
only the necessary -knowledge to handle the
subject capably, but knows exactly how. to
impart the knoWledse to _others. We
should imagine that it will form a static -laid
text book.

" The -A B C of ' Wireless and How. to
Work Your. Broadcast Receiver " (P. W.
Harris Wireless -Presi, ;Ltd., ls. 6d. net). -is
an excellent attempt -to instruct:the "man -
in -the -street " in wireless theory and prat -

"'lice, but we cannot help
few drawings, not necessarilrdragr
would have assisted to engage his .atten-
tion more_ completely and help him over
some of the knottier points.

(Continued on page 1492.)

LOUD SPEAKERS
Standard-

2000 ohms £5 0 0
4000 5 to 0

120 £4 15 0
Junior -

2000 ohms £2 15 0
Black Crystalline or Black

Satin Enamel:
Tom -Tit= _301_2000 ohms
Black Crystalline" or 'Bright

Stone Enamel.
TRANSFORMER, L.F.

For the first and
second stages of .
amplification 27/6

0.A .V. BATTERIES-
The -result of 32 years'
experience.

.A. " If it's C.A.V.-it's GOOD" is a
byword with Motorists. Wireless
owners have quickly realised that

this statement can also be applied to ALL
productions bearing the C.A.V. initials.

(Th.
IMMEDIATE 'Th.

DELIVERY.

E..44kyanderkvelllieoL".
WARPLE WAYACTONIONDON W.3.
Members of the N.A.R M A T 
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The Importance of
Low Losses

EVERY BOWYER-
LOWE H.F. Traps -
former is guaranteed
to match perfectly
every other in its
range. All ranges from
150 to 3.000 metres
and up at a uniform
price of 7 /

BOWYER-LOWE ANTI.
CAPACITY VAL V E
SOLDERS give greatly
increased efficiency,
especially on short
wave -lengths. No nuts
required for fixing.
Price complete, 112.

BOWYER-LOWS
PLATED VALVE
WINDOWS. with
rounded bezel, impart
a fine appearance to
your set. Sold com-
plete with gauze, back
plate, and all nuts and
,ITsea, Each Ed.

THE NEITTRODYNECONDENSER for,
efficient tuning of
neutralising. circuits.
Minimum capacity prac-
tically zero. One -screw
fixing with- Additional -
318th -inch .11010 for
operating Spindle. Price -

" Losses " is the name given to
electrical energy which is wasted
during its passage through the
parts of which a wireless set is
made. Poorly designed and care-
lessly assembled components may
seem cheap in the first instance,
but they are so full of these tiny
leakage points, that they are
dearly paid for in poor reception.

It is the first duty of a Wireless
Manufacturer to so design the parts
he makes that all their losses are
reduced to a minimum. " Low -
Loss " components mean highly
responsive sets.

Amateurs and experts everywhere
realise that the greatest recom-
mendation of every component
made by Bowyer -Lowe is in the
knowledge that it has been tested
for losses and carries a full
guarantee of excellence in this
respect.

Fit Bowyer -Lowe parts in every
set you make and prove their
quality by the richness and
volume of your reception.

Bowyer -Lowe

TESTED
Radio Parts
New Catalogue Free

Thirty-six pages of valuable and
helpful information about Bowyer -
Lowe Tested Components and
their uses are yours for the
asking. Send your name and
address with l stamp for
postage, and you will receive our
Complete Price List by return.
It fits the pocket and contains
blank pages for your own notes.

Send for it TO -DAY

BOWYER-LOWE CO., LTD., LETCHWORTH

401

HARMONIOUS
REPRODUCTION

LOUD SPEAKERS
HERE we illustrate our

range of quality first
Loud Speakers.
No Matter what your
requirements may. be, there
is a Loud Speaker here that
will give you just the
amount of power you
require and, what is more
important, absolute purity
of tone without distortion.
No. 44002. The justly famous
World Standard Loud Speaker,
which gives a volume of tone
suitable for a large dance hall.
Price £8 . 0 . 0.

& HEADPHONES
No. 44005. A Loud Speaker of
medium size, operating, on the
armature principle, which will
give sufficient power for all ordi-
nary purposes. Price £5 . 17 .6.
No. 44004. Slightly smaller than
No. 49005, fitted with adjustable
diaphragm, an ideal Loud Speaker
for the home.. Price £3 . 17 . 6.

Western Electric Head-
phones are unequalled for
general all-round efficiency
and maintain their reputa-
tion of being the finest
instruments procurable.
Price, complete with Adjustable
Head -Pad, £1 . 5 . 0.

Western Electric Companq Limited.
Connaught House, Aldwych, London, W.C.2.

Telephone Central 7345 (9 lines).

Branciles. : GLASGOW, LEEDS, BIRMINGHAM, MANCHESTER, NEWCASTLE,
CARDIFF, SOUTHAMPTON, LIVERPOOL, OJHLIN.

Western Electric
MAKERS OF OVER HALF THE
: : WORLD'S TELEPHONES : :
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* -4.----.5--------- -40.. 4-*
APPARATUS -TESTED:

(Continued front' page 1490.)
* --- *

We note that " Electron " aerial wire is
now being sold minus the copper strand
which, with the steel strands, used to bring
back such tender memories to some of us of
" D 3 " field telephone cable, which could
be purchased in its bright red little coils at
6d. per 50 feet, and-wasn't it £1 per mile ?-
before " Electron" aerial wire became so
well known. As a matter of fact, we could
never detect any difference at all between
the ex -government telephone wire and
" Electron " aerial wire until the disappear-
ance of that copper strand. Now, at any
rate, there is a difference.

From Messrs. A. F. Bulgin & Co., of
Cursitor Street, Chancery Lane, W.C., we
have received samples of " Deeko " Dial
Indicators and Push -Pull switches. The
dial indicators, which are supplied in nickel -
plated or lacquered brass finish at 9d. per
pair, meet, to use a hackneyed phrase, a
long -felt want. Mounted by means of a
nut and screw, they consist of neat little
metal pointers for use on a -panel in con-
junction with graduated scales of van°-
meters,  variable condensers etc. They are
both ornamental and useful.- The " Decko "
push-pull switch, which retails at Is. 6d.,

designed for one -hole panel mounting, and
is provided with two small nickel - plated
tedninals for TniMecting purposes. It is
heavily plated thfoughout, is a neat little
accessory, and would grace the most am-
bitious of panels.

Messrs. Tungstalite, Ltd., have sent us a
sample -of their new Gold Label crystal,
which is retailed at 2s., together with a sil-
ver eat's-whisker and a numbered guarantee,
in a glass -covered box. The other Tungs-
talite crystals are so good that we anticipated
great things of this latest product, and 'we
were not disappointed. Tungstalitp Gold
Label is a worthy follower-or shouldn't it be
big brother ?-of Tungstalite Blue Label. On
test, excellent results were obtained and a
high degree of sensitivity was evinced where -
ever the cat's -whisker was placed is contact
with the surface of the crystal, while stable
rectification resulted when it was employed
in a dual amplification circuit.

* -

The new crystal " Milton " at 8d. com-
plete with silver cat's -whisker, or ls. with a
9 carat gold eat's-whisker, seems to represent
very good value for money. We recently
received samples from the. makers, Messrs.
Fuchsiaphone-Installations; of 11, Mill

- Street, Middleton, Manchester, and after
testing them carefully we have no hesita,
tion in recommending " Milton " to the
attention of our
readers. It is, a
sensitive crystal
and appears to be
moderately stable.
Sensitive spots
are very quickly
to be found, and
once located re-
main sensitive.
We cannot say we
obtained stri k-
inglybetter results artistic component: the
with the go 1 d B.T.H. table -lamp loud speaker.

cat's -whisker, but with the assistance of a
little -imagination doubtless t)rie son14-be led
to believe that a considerable advantage
obtains in the use of the nobler metal.
Anyway, " Miltone" at 8e1., with silver cat's -
whisker in a sealed glass tube, should find
a ready market. _

The " Revo " loud- speaker, as manu-
factured by Messm-The Cable Acceasories
Co., Ltd., Tipton, Staffs.; is quite an inter-
esting product. We recently had a
" Senior.' Which retails at 80/-, sent us for
test, and we tried it out on several receivers
of varying output, from a single one -valve
reflex to a five-valre- "straight." It be-
haved itself quite well, although it wouldnit
stand too much " pushing." It proved to be
quite sensitive, however, and handled
small inputs very creditably.

*. *

We have recently tested one, of the col-
lapsible frame aerials manufactured by
Messrs. Peto Scott Co., Ltd., and retailed
at 27s. 6d. About three feet square, this
instrument was found to be exceedingly
efficient, and has a neat appearance, war-
ranting its use with the most elaborate of
sets. Each model is provided with a certi-
ficate of efficiency before it is allowed to be
sold, and We can certainly recommend it to
readers desiring an efficient " loop."

* *

An error unfortunately crept into Messrs.
The Electron Co.. Ltd.'s MI vertisement in
our last issue, where the price of the " Six

- Sixty " Dull Emitter Valve was given as
20s. This, of course, should have been 18s.

FROM the coherer to the crystal, froth
the crystal to the valve --and now, to
the "Six Sixty," the only valve with

a Molybdenum Thorium Covered Filament.

The processes of manufacture Of this won-
derful new filament are the outcoine of recent
important scientific discoveries. The emission
of electrons from a 'Six Sixty " filament is
very much greater than that obtainable from
a tungsten filament, with the result that the
" Six Sixty " gives much greater all-round
efficiency and approximately soZ- greater
volume than standard bright emitters, whilst
it constimes only one -tenth of the amount of
current they require.

-Greatly increased efficiency and largely de-
creased upkeep costs are certain with the "Six
Sixty." L t it be your next valve purchase.

C.°

Triumph House,
189, Regent Street, London, W.I.

The only valve with a
Molybdenum Thorium

Covered Filament.

The only valve which gives
approximately 50 0/0 greater
volume than a bright emitter.

And it conserves
accumulator current
over ten times.

Filament Volts
1.5 to 2.

Filament
Current '3 amps.

18'-
your

,t. ,,;.:r
so ppl, y

c o
7.. -rte Hs.
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Your final choice
41 the wish to build your nets with the bee:
components you can afford, you know from
experience hose difficult it is to purchase economic-
ally. Rightly, you endeavour to spend only

just that sum which will ensure perfec.
tuning. Before'yoti buy the Most efficient
condenser at a popular price-you base
spent considerable time and money. You
will use J.B. Condensers in the end-
these will be your final choice.

jj8. POLAND ST -OXFORD ST/
LONDON - W.I.
(First Floor)

Why not your
first ?

Electrically and mcchan keit y J.B.
densers are predominant among the pop,
larly priced. Incorporating such feature,
as we have found essential to give absolute
tuning accuracy-low losses, constant cap-
acity and good mechanical et:si,git the J.B.
are proved of the few types of condenser,
worthy a place yore set equal in effici-
ency to the most expensive: Economy nn1
efficiency Therefore guide your
J.B. Condensers for your tuners.

SQUARE LAW
-001 . 6
-00075 . -

0005 .. 8 -

-0003 . 6 9
5 TANCARD

001 3 6
00075 3 -

0005 7 -

0003 5 9

00025 ... 6 9
0002 ... 5 6
0001 ... 5 3
Vernier ... 4 6

-00025 5 9
0002 5 -

-0001 4 9
Vernier 4,

gefephone:-
GERRARD 7414

Barclays 740.

Make your set SELECTIVE
-Employ

I angent Tuning

Cods (The UnshroudedCoilo
Rigid as a Motor Wheel.

Their extraordinary
Low Self -Capacity ensures

EXTREME SELECTIVITY
aaJ Physical Laboratory (signed)
.2w and you will realise this.

Coil
No.

Seli-Capacity in
Micro-Microfarads Price

25 8 4 3
35 9 4 3
50 25 4 3
75 31 4

100 22 5 -
150 16 6,-
200 22 71-
250 22 7/6

Unshroutled
Efficiency.

Ask your dealer for " Tangent -
Coils and add 30% volume to
your present reception, also cut
out your local station.

COMPLETE SETS -
4 Concert Coils (W/1,250 to 1180) 161- the set.

II Concert Coils (W,L250 to 9500) 67:- the set.

CENT eLL TCDO,
Est. 1872.

Faraday Works,
- LEICESTER

LONDON 25. Victoria Street, S. W.1
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE : Tangent Rouse, Blackett Et. 0

"TURRET" Columbian Pine Masts Nnaglgr4A."TekiRE" 27 Turret Two £2 4 6 145 ft.Teleseopie £4 10 6 Phone
38 Complete ... 3 19 6 gag. 8586/goA.R

ti,3)73 sliKTAIllitLYT4IPE.13-9,ihseuAverotiiiRt.,Piccadilly,W.

NSW

If, you 11Se the Supersensitive

CIL-RAY CRYSTAL
you are- SURE el the very
best resulm.. Price 1!6 of dealers
everywhere. If unobtainable send
1.6 and name and address of
dealer to:

The CIL-RAY -Radio Co.,
ffichian Houle, London, W.C.1.

Stocked by best factors and V. Zei n Sens, 144, TheobalI's Road, Ne.C.1
;l jests for Ireland: Pettigrew and Merriman; 122, -Tooley Street, S.-3,1.

a

  . .
MICaRS

IMPROVEMENTS

Oil r1°. oorpic-i)
nor,. coo sha

!-/

woriDER-DETEcToR

THE
RAPHON

a them the righter they .911

SOLDERING ABOLISHED.
No Solder. No Heat. No Spanner,
No Experience. The Ideal method of
wiring any set. Quicker, safer, and

more efficient than soldering.
1/9 and 3/9 per box, complete

pi

Enables any number of 'phones to be
itsed, irrespective of resistance, on a
crystal set without weakening strength
ri signals. Attath ono to each pair of

'phones. 2 / 9 each, eTerywhere.

,...------------ ' I'
-----------j.------..>"!

.........,----------__--- -,---'
,..,---:%"----.........../..'____,...------------ Gramophone Loud -Speaker attachment repre_,...-....,- sents the greatest IoW -speaker value yot

offered Four -nuts St alloy Diaph ragm,
.,---------- Graduated magnet adjtmtrnent, Heavy wind-

ings (will withstand 1,000 volts 11.T.), Cis-
tortionleas. 5,120, 2,000 and 4,000 ohms

30/- each.
TELEPHONE REPAIRS.

h winding, Romagnctising, Overhauling from 3/- to 10/, li,i,IN
same day if` order received before 8 a.m. Scud for rewinding
wespeetus " ls: " post free. .

(tsy)
tO

W. JOI-IN
69, rarringdon Street, E.C.4.

121,1 and 3rd clones). Phone: Central 1950           .  - a  ---sersi . .." .
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THE RIGHT WAY

TO MOUNT CARD INDUCTANCES.
By 0. J. RANKIN.

+ There is always a right way and always a wrong way. Mr. Rankin explains in this short article the right way, which is
the correct way simplified !

THE most usual method of mounting
card inductances is shown in Fig. I,
where the ends of the winding are

soldered to valve pins which are clamped
firmly to the central portion of the card.
Almost any type of holder may be used

in conjunction
with this
arrangement,
the most im-
portant feature
being the pro-
vision of a pair
of sockets to en-
gage the pins.

The holder
shown in Fig. 1
consists of a
strip of sheet
ebonite a bout
14 in. long: by
1 in. wide,
which is fitted
with two sock-
ets, two termin-
als, and a small
hinge, and then

attached to a wooden base in the manner
shown. The hinge perthits the necessary
movement between the movable and fixed
coils. ,

ft Useful Method.
If one segment of each card is extended

to form a handle, as indicated in Fig. 2,
then a very useful tuner can easily be
made up. A 1:in. hole is punched through
the handle of each former, and into this
is glued a 1 -in. length of ebonite or fibre

tubing.
The two lower

illustrations
should make the
idea quite clear.
The mount'
consists of an
upright brass
rod which is
clamped to the
centre of .a small
ebonite panel.

The panel is
provided with
two ' or three
pairs of termi-
nals, according
to the number
of coils to be
used, and then
screwed down
to a wooden
baseboard. The
ends of the coil
windings a r e
provided with
small spade
terminals ; thus

1/4

Fig. 1.

Fig. 4,

a

Fig. 2.

any coil can quickly be slipped over the up-
right rod arid connected up to the terminals.

Fig. 3 shows another type of tuner where
each card is provided with a permanent
mount, this consisting of a small block
of hardwood or ebonite which is fitted
with two small terminals and slotted to
accommodate the card.

Plug-in Coils.
A hole is drilled through the block near

the base, this being split so that it fits fairly
tightly over a horizontal rod which is
attached at one end to an upright wooden
pillar to form the supporting member.

The ends of the coil windings are firmly
attached under the shoulders of the small
terminals. A small hole, drilled diagonally
With the split hole, permits the use of an
anti -capacity handle.

Figs. 4 and 5 show how the card in-
ductance may be conveniently adapted
to the standard ebonite coil plug. In the
upper illustration in Fig. 4 the card is

Fig. 3.

wired or clipped to the stem of one of the
well-known basket -coil mounting ' plugs,
a fiat being formed on the lower segment,
and in the lower illustration one of the
segments of the card is extended and
drilled to take four small screws which
attach same to one side of the ebonite plug.

The method outlined in Fig. 5 is very
similar, except
that the attach-
ment is effected
by means of the
two contact
screws on the
plug, these being
passed through
holes provided in
the card exten-
sion piece which
is shaped and
bent as shown.

Coils mounted
in this way (Figs.
4 and 5) natural-
ly fall a little
short in me-chanical
strength, but are
nevertheless per-
fectly efficient. Fig 5.
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Contents of
Complete Set.

Terminal Studs.
C Muiti-Connectors.
4 Coloured Connec-

tors.
8 Discs (Black. Del

and Blue).
P hones +
I hones -
Eigh-Tension
Iligh-Tension -
Low -Tension +
I ow -Ter sion -
F arth,
Aerial.
Complete with in-

structions.

nt
immediate -
Peifecif and
Permanent

Certain reception with as man
headphcnes as you wish: Ex-
perimental circuits. wired -up,
tried and re -wired in no time.
No more need or the messy
soldering -iron.
These are the advantages you
get with Newey Snap Ter-
minals; although their adap-
tion is simplicity itself, their
efficiency is proved.

PETTIGREW & MERRIMAN,
124. Tootev Street, London, S.E.1.

FOR PHD RPT E1
PHONE

N 16I 4y smil3

***016""IX.ITERINIIN A IL
O5&L - 1:25211BERILIMLI .tii.

,

r:ssy tegi

ES1

ats

rosl
iNCS

IC**

Cr*"
ICS

ae*
C.*

CRINOLINES &
CANNON BALLS
BELONG TO THE PAST ;
THEY ARE REPLACED

by up-to-date articles giving better
service. Nobody uses a Crinoline
or a Cannon Ball now, and for the
same reason the valve user goes
for the very latest production.
Hence the phenomenal sale of the
C & S DULL EMITTER

(Cat. No. 527.)
WHICH RECEIVED

NEW ZEALAND
on a Single

Valve.
Current 2v. 0'2a.

(also made 006a.)

12/-
EACH.

CRAM & SMITH,
ALLEN STREET, E.C.1.
Showcards Now Ready. 'Phone: Clerkenwell

1E9 cr4-

ie-s
ISSIA

IRS.711)

rAs

CroS,

Ls.

(
fESNI

cr.s

This is the way to
increase your salary

"You will be pleased to hear
that my salary has been doubled
and that this goes with an appoint-
ment on the Architectural Staff
of perhaps the most irnpoitant
public body in London. I can
only attribute my success to your
admirable tuition.'

Many thousands of such messages from grateful students
have been received by the International Correspondence
Schools, the originators of

SPARE -TIME STUDY BY POST
The I.C.S Diploma in knowr., valued, respected in every counti.v. ft is

an insurance against unemployment anti wins prosperity and happiness for
its owners.

Sir Harold Bowden, Managing Director of the Raleigh
Cycle Co., Ltd., Nottingham, says :

" The Diploma of the I.C.S. in the hands of an ambitious man
can carry him far, as it hts carried thousands. To possess this
qualification is proof of a sound, thorough, and specialised
education in the subject representing that man's vocation."

The LC.S. originated snare -time technical training by post 33 years afro,
and is by far the largest institution of its kind in the world. It has: teaching
centres in eteven countries, and students in tiny.

Write to -day for full information as to how. the I.C.S. can help you in your
chosen vocation. There are 309 I.C.S. Courses, of which the folloiaing are
the mare important groups :

(Fireless Telegraphy (Elementary and Advanced)
Advertising
Architecture
Building
Commercial Art
Commercial Training

Draughtsmanship
Engineering (all branches)
French and Spanish
General Education
Plumbing
Professional Exams.

Salesmanship
Showaard Writin
Textiles
Window Dressiir,
Woodworking

A giternatianal Correspondence Schools, Ltd.,
International Buildings, Itiggsway, London, W.C.2.

NOTE-By remov-
ing the bottom cap
you can alter your
RESISTANCE
valve at will by
inserting another
cartridge of the
required value.

_

'IMO ' FILAMENT
DIMMER.

Ohms Ohms
5 316 010 3r3

fi 20 4f- 0 30 4;3

2 .5

' MC VARIABLE,
GRID LEAK
me/. 316

5-10 .. 41-
'IMC' VARIABLE

ANODE
RESISTANCE.

25-50,000 ohm, 316
;0-100,000 ,, 41- VALVE HOLDER. 1 3 each.
70-110,000 4,6

From all Dealers or direct " Popular Wireless ' sans :-
from " It is entirely original, highly

EN FERPRISE MFG. successful, and in cases con -
CO., LTD., stant. A really good Clic!

Leak. Can certainly recom-
Grape Street, W.C.2 mend their use in Unidyne
Telephone : Gerrard 3018. and ordinary circuits."

" BELLING -LEE"
INDICATING TERMINALS.

Pi;tart 5807 24

not
new off

N
Grips a
spade tag
or flex

Standard
4.6. A.
Seem

PRICE

Tops
engraved
white on
black. 16
engravings

Hole to grip
phone tag
or solid
wire

"BARRIE'S " LOW CAPACITY

MULTY-KONTACT PLUGS & SOCKETS
Parent nos. 205010 & 28743 24

Recessed
to take flex
covering

Internal
Kuck head

will grip any
vvire from
14 S W.G.
94 S.W.G.

Dome shaped
indicating disc
in red or black
16 indications.

490
Soldering lug ......."'"i

31:' EACH BRASS
- PRICE 7° per set

4e. EACH NICKEL NICKEL PLATED
) .., donler cau supply you. In cosie of difficulty, write direct 1.,-

13.ELLING & LEE, LTD., Queensway Works, Ponders 11 ed.

Shock -proof
insulating
handle. red
or Haas

....a...Transverse
longue', pre:,
ME outwards
ensuring clean
contact

Fixing nut
and washerh

Completeut

exi washer
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HULLO EVERYBODY!!
ALL THESE GOODS SENT POST FREE (U.K.
POST EXTRA. ORDERS DESPATCHED IN STRICT

AERIAL 7/22 100 ft. 3: -
Copper Strip .. 31 -
Allen Var. Grid Leak 119
BURN t EPT Detector 48
Basket 'Holders 113. 1/6
Battery Links. doz. 1/2
Bushes Ebonite 1/3
CRYSTALS each 1'6. Neu-
tron, Gilray, Permanite.
Blue Label, Tungst dite
COIL STANDS 2-Way-

Vernier .. 4:6, 5'-, 5:6
Geared 5 11 Polar 6'-
Shipton Vernier .. 46
" Baby " ordinary 3 3
With ex. handles 3:6
Nickel
Baby 3 -way 4/3
Nickel .. 5/6
Vernier 3 -way .. 6,6
Shipton V. .. 8 -

COILS D.C.C.
For Chelmsford .. 1/11
With Adapter .. 2 8
200:2000 SET of 5 2 6

(Air Spaced Waxless/
Extra large air -Spaced
Set of 5 Duplex D.C.C.
Coils, 25,35, 50, 75,100 2/0
Coil Plugs,Wedge, Pr. 2/ -
Edison Bell 2 for 2/6.
Plugs with Fibre .. 1! -

DETECTORS (Enclosed)
Micrometer .. 2'6
Nickel. Large.. .. 2/6
Brass ,. 2'-
Burndept .. 4'6
Mic. Met. .. .. 6' -

FIXED CONDENSERS
EDISON BELL-

001 to 0005 each 1/3
-002 to 006 each 2, -
Grid Leaks and clips 1.6
Dubilier '001 to -006 ea.3/-
.0)01 to 0005 each 2/6
Grid Leak, 2 meg. 2:6
.01 for L.S. 7 6
Anode Resistance on
stand, 70,000, 80,000,
or 100,000 each 5 6
McMichaels' 2-meg.
Leak and Clips .. 2/6
100,000 -ohm Res,.. 2/6
RAYMOND (Ebonite Base)
001 to 0005 each 1/1

, .002 to .003 each 1/3
.01 or -02 each 1/9
(Mansbridge Elsewhere.)
Flex, 2 colour, 12 yd. 2/6
Lighting .. 12 yd. 2/ -
Small Non -Silk 12 yd. 1/6

COSWELL QUALITY
Valve Legs, Set 4 .. 1,3
Valve Holder 1/9
2 -way Cam Vernier  9/-
3 -way Cam Vernier 12/6
3 -way Ordinary .. 7/6
2 -way Panel .. 3/-
3 -way Panel .. 5/ -
Basket Holders .. 1/4

B.F. TRANSFORMERS
McMichael's 300.600 10:-

1100,3000 10:-
Energo, 250 700 .. 311

450 1203 .. 4'3
900 2000 .. 4'6

Raymond B.B.0 .. 2/9
5 X X ., 2'9

ICHANIC-Rheostat .. 4:6
30 ohms .. 7/ -
Potentiometer . 7(-
Variometer 10/6

Coils (all numbers)
25 .. 5:- 35 .. 5'-
50.. 5 2 75 .. 58

100 .. 7/- 150 .. 7/10
200 .. 8 8 250 .. 9/-
300 .. 9 5 400 .. 103

500 .. 10 6

LIS SEN-Minor .. 3'6
Stat .. 7/6
Universal .. 10 6
Switch 2 -way .. 2 9
Series Parallel.. .. 3 9
Anode Res. .. 2 6
Var. Grid Leak .. 2 6
Choke .. .. 10 6

L.F. T.3 16/6
Coils -
25 -4'10 35, 43, 4'10
50 .. 5 - 60 .. 5'4
75 .. 5 4 100 .. 69

150 ,.7,- 20) .. 85
LOUD SPEAKERS

C.A.V. Tom Tit .. 30 -
C.A.V. junior .. 55 -
Sterling Baby .. 55' -
Sterling Dinkie 30'-
Amplion Junior .. 27.6
Amolion Dragonfly 25 -

All models stocked of
leading makers.

POLAR CONDENSERS
.031, .0005 or -0093 10'6

Micrometer ..
2 -way Junior .. 6/ -

RHEOSTATS
One hole fixing .. 1'6
C. & S. do. .. 1 5
De Luxe and Dial .. 2
Burndept .. 4 6
McMichael Dual .. 7,6
Shipton Strip -

7 ohm (with fuse) 3'6
30 or 69 ohm ..
Potentiometer 600

ohms . .. 4
Crown for D.E or R 2 6
L.E.S. Micro Control 3 6

T.C.B. 6, 13, 30 ohms 4 -
Potentiometer 700

ohms .. .. 5 -

SWITCHES
Panel DPDT 1'6
Panel SPDT 1.4
Ebonite DPDT .. 2'6
Ebonite SPDT 1'9
Simplex Lead in .. 1ffi
Sq. Bus Bar .. 1:-
Swiich Arms 1'6

(Inc. studs and nuts.)
TERMINALS

Phone or W.O. doz. 1/9
Pillar large .. doz. 1/9
Pillar medium .. doz. 1'3

Nickel 6:1. dos. extra.
(All with nuts)

TRANSFORMERS L.F.
Ferranti 17 6
Igranic 21:-
R.I. 25 -
Ormond .. 14 -
G.R.C. 83 .. 15' -

Super Success 21 -
Standard Success 16' -
Brunet Shrouded 13'6
Formo Shrouded 1.8L-
Formo open .. 12/6
French 9/3

VALVE HOLDERS
Murray Anticap
Legless Anticap
Bretwood
Solid Rod Standard
Goswell

1/3
1/3
119
1!3
1/6

VALVES
Myers Universal 11. -
French  R " .. 7.6
Dutch Detector .. 5 6
Dutch " R " .. 511
Metal .06 .. 13 11
Radio Micro 03 .. 13 11

VALVES (continued)

Bright Emitter
B.T.H. " R," Edi
swan A.R., Mar-
coni Osrain " R
or " R5," IYIullard
ORA, Cossor LE.
P1, Cossor
P2, Mallard H.F.,
Mallard L.F. 11' -

Dull Emitter
B3,Ediswan

A.R.D.E., Marconi
D. E.R., Myers,each 18 -

Dull Emitters
B.T.H. B5, Edi-
swan A.R. "06,1'
Mallard D.F. ORA 21/-

D.E. Power Valves
Marconi D.E. 6 22/6
Power Valves (for .06)
B.T.H., )36 3) -
Marconi D.E. 4 26 -
Mallard D.F.A. 26 -
Power Valves, for
B.E., B.T.H. B4.
Marconi, Mallard 3) -
(Valves posted

buyer's risk.)

WATMEi
Var. ad. Leak .. 2 6

Anode Res. . 8'6

WATES
MICROS TAT

l'ex Improved
Model. 0 In
Post Free. Li
BRETWOOD

New Model, variable
grid leak .. 3/ -

Anode Resistance .. 3' -
Anti -Cap Switch .. 5/ -

TELEPHONE DISTRIBU-
TION BLOCKS. Table,
Pattern, takes 4 pairs of
'phones .. 3 6
ENERGO L.F. TRANS-
FORMER. For supreme
Results, Efficiency, Finish,
and Permanent Reliability.
For 1st stage .. 15/ -
THE MICMET SUPER
CRYSTAL
DETECTOR .. 61
ORMOND CONDENSERS
with Vernier, one -hole
fixing,  SOW Price 7(6.

Post free.
PANEL SWITCHES. On
and 03. Connecticut
Nickel. Post Fre3 .. 1,6

EASIFIX.
Eliminates all ugly, loose
wiring and minimises the
risk of burning out
valves. Each Conductor is
distinctively coloured and
enclosed within an outer -
braiding. Complete with
Wander Plugs .. 3/ -

OLDHAM PORTABLE
ACCUMULATOR

For .06 Valves, 2 -in.
series will run 6 weeks
on one charge. Recharg-
ing costs a few pence only.
2 v. 10 amp. continuous
12/6. Will go in your
waistcoat pocket.

BRETWOOD
Valve Holder .. 1/9
100 p.c. Efficiency. Eli-
minates poor reception.
No soldering step over or
under ran?1.
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ONLY) EXCEPT WHERE MARKED.
ROTATION AT EARLIEST POSSIBLE

HEADPHONES.
ERICSSON
CONTINENTAL,

Your favourite 'phones.
Entirely NEW MODEL.
Most beautifully finished,
exquisite tone. Ridiculous
Price, per pair (400) ohms)

13 11
BRUNET

New Model " TYPE D."
Hygienic Horn Headbands.
Nickel -plated Stirrup.
Black and White Cord.
Each receiver stamped
with trade mark. 4000
ohms. per pair 16'6
For tile 1Y1A(1110 HOUR !
When Fairyland becomes
rellity.Let the kiddies wear
Featherweight 'phones.
BROWN'S "F" TYPE.
4000 ohms. 25'- nair.

. N and K
LATEST MODEL. 4000
ohms. Ideal for Crystal
reception. Price in

AMERICA, 01.
All Stamped N and K.

Price here, 17/8
Limited number of old
models stamped N and K.
4000 ohms. 12:'11 pair

Post 6d, vain
TELEFUNKEN

(GENUINE). Adjustable.
4000 ohms. Price 17'11

TELEFUNKEN TYPE
So Near to Originals
You can scarcely tell the
difference except not ad-
justable. 4000

9ohms.
Pair

101
£50 REWARD !

given if the
DR. NESPER

PHONES SOLD HERE
ARE NOT GENUINE!
BEWARE OF FRAUDU-
LENT IMITATIONS I I

(Injunctions obtained)
Adjustable diaphragm,

detachable receivers,
double leather - covered
head -springs, long flexible
cords, nickel plated parts.
Very comfortable fitting
to the head. Per Pair.
12 11 Post 31. nair.

BRAN DES
Matched Tone, 25 - pair.

4000 ohms.

STsEtiLi N6 Latest
Model. 4000 ohms. Won-
derful Tone. 25'- pair
G. H. 6. 4000 ohms.

20 - pair.
SitrAlk.N$. ChM ohms

25'- pair.
B. T. H.

Simply cannot be equalled
4903 ohms. 25 -

Perfection and Quality.
Weight negligible.

QUALITY (GOSWELL)
RADIO COILS

Far more efficient than
honeycomb or any other
type of coil. Exceedinglystrong and rigid,
'Mounted on standard
ebonite plugs. Brown
finish, no wax or shellac
used. MOUNTED.

.. 1/8
35 .. 1/9
50 .. 2/0
75 .. 2/3
100 .. 2/9
150 .. 3/0
175 .. 3/8
200 .. 3/9 Post 3d. Coil

MANSBRIDGE
CONDENSERS

Octupus, Tested
at 350 v.D.C.
01 .. 23

SUPER L.F. (5-1)
TRANSFORMER

Windings have insulated
layers of 6 sections each,
wonderful for amplifica-
tion. Made in France, by
the world's foremost firm.
SPECIAL PRICE 10'-
H.T.C. UN panel .. 1 9
Genuine BRUNET
L F. TRANSIIRMER

(Shrouded)
5-1 : 5,000 Primary

turns, 25,000 Secon-
dary turns. Post
tree 13/6

PERFECT
RHEOSTATS

Shipton New Type Strip
Rheostat, 7 ohms (with
fuse) 3/-
Shipton New Type Strip
Rheostat. 3) ohms .. 3'-
Shipton New Type Strip
Rheostat, 60 ohms .. 3/-
Shipton Potentiometer,
600 ohm... .. 4/6
A_ specially designed
spindle gives one -hole
fixing and incorporates a
tension spring which en-
sures perfect electrical
contact at all times ;
terminal connections are
provided. The 7 ohm
Model is fitted with a fuse,
which little device may
save you the cost of an
expensive valve. In opera-
tion they are noise free-
quite an important con-
sideration.
" UTILITY " SWITCHES
2 Pole c/o Knob .. 4/-
2 Pole c'o Lever .. 5/-
4 Pole ers Knob .. 6/-
4 Pole c,'o Lever .. 7/6

Post 31. each.

T.C.C.
2 mfd. 5/-

1 mfd. 3/3 1 mfd. 3/1
2 mfd. 4/6 .25 .. 3/6

Post 2,1. each.

"WONDER"
AERIAL WIRE

49 Strands Special Alloy
Phosphor Bronze.

For Frame, indoor, or
Outdoor Aerial.

Each strand is a separate
conducting surface. is
non-corrodintr, maintains
its wonderful results all

the time.
110 feet, 3/9 Pest Free
BEWARE of spurious
imitations. This is the

finest quality.

RAYMCSND

FOREIGN
MOMENT.

ACCUMULATORS
FOR CALLERS ONLY

at present.

Rheostat, Bretwood
with Dial, Valve -holder,
extra value. 1'9

26

Manchester
" Powquip, Ormond

15/6 14/6

Shrouded Standard
"Powqrsip, "Powquip,"

14/6

"R.I."
NEW

MODEL
IN SEALED

BOX

Don't Buy Otherwise.
Post 25:- Free

FERRANTI L.F.
BETTER

THAN
THE
BEST
17/6

IMPORTANT NOTICE
TRADE COUNTER

OPEN
will oblige yon with any
lines in stock, less 20%
on Proprietary articles.
NO POST ORDERS

TRADE.

EBONITE PANELS
3 -16th in.

6 x 6..1/8 10: 8..36
7 x 5-1/8 12 9..5/-
8 x 6..2/8 12 <12..5/9
9 x 6..2/9 14:10..5,9

CRITERION
CONCERT COILS.

Low Self Capacity. Every
turn and layer airspaced.

Perfect for Reaction.
Mounted on Plug.

25 .. 2/- 50.. 2'6
3D .. 2/3 60 .. 2 9
35 .. 2/3 75 .. 2 9
40., 2/8 100.. 3 -
SET OF 5 (25, 35, 50, 75,
100) 10/- Post 3d.

K.
27, LISLE STREET, -.12= OF BUSINESS :

= DAILY - 9 to 7.45
F-LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2 SUNDAY - 10 to I

are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered 'Phone GERRARD 4637.
No responsibility accepted on post orders un'ess cheques and posta' orders

HOURS==
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-HULLO EVERYBODY!fr
REVOLUTION

a 34 MARIA33 CON DEN SE A39
SQUARE LAW LOW -LOSS

(SQUARE -LO -LOSS)
aaritla ,T 10 Ft 1N1 lE Ft .

NOTE
0 -LOSS

BUSHES

SQUARE LAW
WITH VERNIER.

Including Knob and Dial
(Ebonite Ends 1.- print).

TRADE SUPPLIED.

The only Con-
denser with the
Low -Loss Bushes .
Electrical losses
reduced to a

minimum.

Full capacity as
rated.

Exceptional Low
Capacity.

The Condenser
for short wave-

lengths.

Why buy a Con-
denser without
Vernier when one
WITH costs no

more.

001 : : 8/9
'0005 7/9
'0003 : 7/ -

Post 6d. Set.

"DE LUXE" MODEL
As shown, with Dial, Knob and Bush.
' 001 - 6/11 '0003 - 5'-
' 0005 /6 '0002 - 4,0

POST 6d SET.
Unsurpassed for fine tuning.

"NEW MODEL"
STARTLING REDUCTIONS.

ORDINARY

Aluminium Ends
Ebonite Bushes.

'001 - - - 6 6
* 0005 - - 5,-
' 0003 - - 4/6

1SQUARE LAY/1

Aluminium Ends
Ebonite Bushes.

0001 - - - 7'6005 5.9'0003 - - 5.3

Ebonite Ends
1,'- extra.

All complete
with Knob &
Dial. Post 66.
set (3 sets 6d.)

TWIN CONDENSER
SQUARE LAW

Ebonite Ends.
' 00025 12/6 I "0063 12/6
' 0005 . 18 11
Complete with Knob & Dial. Post 6d. set.

LONDON'S
LARGEST
Stockist of

JACKSON
BROS.'

J.B." Vari-
able Conden-
sers, complete

with Knob.

SQUARE LAW I STANDARD

001 .. 9 6 -001 8,8
0005 8 0005 7/-
0003 .. 6 9 0003 .. 5;'9
0002 .. .. 5,9 0002 5/ -

Other sizes as advertised by" J.B. " Post 4d.

CALLERS ! THESE 4 COLUMNS FOR YOU
NO POST ORDERS FROM SAME

Warning ! Note name RAYMOND on windows. You will not be able to
buy these goods otherwise. Nearest Tube Leicester Square. This address
is at the back of Daly's Theatre. Open Weekdays 9 to 8, Saturdays 9 to

8.45, Sundays 10 to .1.

ACCUMULATORS
2 v. 40 amps. .. 9 6
4 v. 40 amps. .. 1616
4 v. 60 amps. . 18 6
4 v. 80 amps. .. 23 6
6 v. 60 amps. .. 27.6
6 v. 80 amps. 33
6 v. 105 amps. .. 38 6
Hart's Stocked. All High

Quality.

Er:WRITE, 316 in.
Stock Sizes.

Cut to size Id. sq. in

6 6 .. 1,4
7 5 .. 1;4
8 6 . 1 10
9 <6 .. 2,-

10
12 6 .. 3 -
12 9 .. 4 3
12  12 .. 5 6
14 0 .. 5,6
in also Stocked.

Switch Aral, 12
Studs, 12 Nuts,
12 Washers.

Lot 101(1.

TAPPED INDUCT-
ANCE COIL
for Chelmsford.

A Real Bargain 1,,e

WEDGE COIL
PLUGS

Fitted Fibre .. 7d.
Various 7d., 8d., 9d.
Edison Bell.. .. 11d.
Plaincoil Plugs .. 4)d.
Also 5d., 6d., 7d. each.
Fibre Strip .. 2d.

(36 in. by 1 in.).
Empire Tape,

doz. yds. 6d.

RAYMOND FIXED
CONDENSERS

.001, 0001 to 0005 10d.
002, -003, 004.. 1;-
006, 1,3 ;  01, 1'9 ;

.02,, 1/9
Ebonite Base Terminals.

DETECTORS
(Enclosed).

Micrometer.. .. 1/6
Half Opal .. 1/ -
Small Brass .. 8d.
Large Brass V-, 1/3
Nickel 10d. to 1/6
Buradept 4/ -
Crystals Stocked.
Neutron, Blue
Tungstalite, Per-

manite
Show's Genuine

Hertzite 10d.
Uralium 1/ -
All known makes. ,
4 Whiskers (1 gold) 2d.
Gold and Silver do. 2d.
7 Waxed Coils .. 1/8
5 Waxless Coils .. 1/3

For B.B.C.

SPECIAL!
Vernier 2 -way

Coil Stands .. 3;6
Geared do... 5;3

BOXES from 1/11
7/59' 612/914 <10
8':6 10..8 12 < 10 etc.

H.T. BATTERIES

30 v. . 4 6
60 B.B.C. 8 11
30 B.B.C. .. 5 6
9 v. B.B.C. .. 2.6
1 5 (D.E.) . . 1 9
Eveready 66 v., 36 v.,

108 v. stocked.

D.C.C. WIRE
per 1 lb.

18 or 20 g. . 9d.
22 g. . . 10d.

26 g. , .

28 g. 1 3
30g.

BASKET COILS
Chelmsford.. .. 11d
Also at 1,-, 1/3, 119
B.B.C. Duplex

Waxless set of 5 1'9
Extra air space, 1 in.
(25. 35, 50, 75, 100).

Wave -lengths given.

GOSWELL
QUALITY COILS

Mounted on Plug.
25 .. 1/6 100 .. 2/9
35 .. 119 150 .. 3/-
50 2/- 175 .. 3/6
75 .. 2 3 200... 3;9
Why pay high prices

SPEC AL!
Leatherette Boxes with
Lid .. 2'3 and 2/11
Re-echo Crystal

Sets .. .. 13 11

SPECIAL !
Fine Crystal Set.

sloping leather-
ette Cabinet.
Fitted for
Chelmsford and
B.B.C. Wender-
ful value

Variometer. Im-
pregnated Board 1'6
With Clips .. 23

Formers .. from 41
(Impregnated)

Variometers, in-
side winding,
Ebonite former,
similar to Fal-
lon, etc. .. 6111

VALVES
Dutch Detectors.. 4,9
" R " type .. 4/9

9 '11

Phillips " R " 6/11 -
French " R " 5/11

RADIO MICRO 06
THE WONDER VALVE

KT., L.T., or D.
3 volts. .. 12 6

METAL '06
Be sure " METAL " is
Stamped on Valve and

avoid imitations.
One to each
Customer at 1 0/ 11

Regular Price 12 6

SWI t CHES
D P D T, china base 1;4SPDT 1016.
Panel DPDT 1/-

SPDT 1016
Ebonite D P D T 2/3

SPDT.. 1/3
Tumbler .. 1/ -
On and off .. 1016.

VALVE HOLDERS
Legless .. 1/ -
Solid Rod .. . 1 -
Climax .

Murray .. 1!3
Under Panel 1'3
Templates .. 11d.

NEUTRODYNE
CONDENSERS

Ormond .. 2,--
Colvern .. 3 6
Success .. 316
Vernier (Colv ern) 2/6

SPECIAL !
VARIABLE CON-

DENSERS
Square Law with Knob

and Dial.
'0003 . 4;11
0005 5/6
Callers' Price only.

ALL VALVES
REDUCED

(Marconi, Edis wan,
Mullard, Cossor, Myers,

etc.

VARIOMETERS
Very Special 200,650
metres. All ebonite
Double silk wound,

callers only 4' -

TERMINALS
(Complete)

W.O., Pillar, 'Phone,
brass, Id. each ; nickel,
2d. each ; stop anC
valve Pins, Id. ; nuts,
various, 6 a ld.
Valve Sockets ld., 114.
Flush panel do. Id
Spade Tags.. 6 a ld.

Do. Terminals 2 for 1.)
do. Pins 2 for 11d.

Screws and nuts 2 a 16.
Switch arms .. 7d
Nickel arms .. 10Id.
Studs, complete 2 a 11
'Phone connectors 16.
2 B.A. Rod ft. 2d.
4 B.A. Rod ft. 2d.
Valve windows 4d
Washers .. 12 a ld.
Shorting plug and

socket 3t d.
Shellac .. 6d.

H.F. TRANSFORMERS
For Chelmsford .. 29
For B.B.C. range 2.6
Energo, McMichael,
Bowyer - Lowe stocked.

MANSBRIDGE
FIXED

T.T.C. GREEN
25 9

1 mfd. . 3 6
2 mfd. 4 6

CONCERT COILS
Set of 5 : 25. 35, 50, 7 5,

100, 10,- set.

Var. gd. Leaks .. I -
Fixed 2 meg. .. 94.
Battery Links 3 for 21
Ins. Hooks.. 2 for 114.
Egg Insulators .. 14.
Reel .. 2 for 1; d.
Ins. Staples.. 5 a ld.
6 ft. 'phone cords 1,1- 1 6
Sleeving 3 yards 9d.
Tinned Copper 18 g.

Bus bar, hank 641.
Knobs, 2 B.A. .. 22.
Wander Plugs .. 1)-I,
Strip Aerial, 100 ft. 2 -
7 22 Heavy, 100 ft. 1 1.1

COIL STANDS
Ebonite, 2 -way .. 1 9
With ex. handles.. 2-3
Nickel 2, 8
3 -way .. .. from 3,11
Basket Holders .. 8.16.
Best quality .. 1 -
Basket spikes 7d., 9d.
Anti cap, handles Slel.
Lead-in Tubes .. 641.
Sorbo Ear Caps pr. 1 3

FLEX
2 -colour doz. yards 1.8
Lighting doz. yards 1 6
Twin silk doz. yds. 1 -
Lead-in, thick, yd. 31.

Do., good, 10 yds. 1 '-

Rheostats 1/ -
Ormond 19
Ebonite Former.. 1 S
With dial .. 1.1
Shipton, Igranic, Burn -
dent, McMichael, eta.,

etc., etc.

SPECIAL !
Customers purchasing
20:- worth of our own
goods (at full prices
only) are allowed to'
buy a first-class pair
of phones for 5:-, 4,000
ohms, as an advertise-
ment. One pair to
each customer. This
offer must be taken ad-
vantage cf at time of

purchase.

CRYSTAL SETS
For 5 X X and 7/11
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e Living Artiste
TIILRE'S an economy in the

purchase of a Eureka
Transformer that sonic
people are apt to MISS.

The economy of a Transformer
that can very safely be gauged
to give many years of satisfac-
tory service.

Owing to several technic al
reasons it is possible for us to
give a positiVely binding guaran-
tee, that (a) if yOu do not
consider, after a seven days'
test, the Eureka gives greater
volume and infinitely superior
tone to any other Transformer,
we will refund your money in
full ; and (b) if at any time it
should break down under normal
working conditions, we will
immediately replace it free of
charge.

Here are sonic of
the reasons why
we can make
these two excep-
tional offers:

No. 8 of
a Series.

most breakdowns occur where
two wires are joined together.
In the Eureka wire is used
entirely without joint. This
costs us more money, but
you get a better Transformer.
Again, the atmosphere can
affect some Transformers,
causing a diminution of signal
strength and eventual break-
down. The ,Eureka is com-
pletely protected by a  steel
case; and ' its contents
immune even from water.
Further, the winding o.f
Eureka Transformers is carried
out under microscopic inspec-
tion of insulation. As a
result it takes more than 2.,000
volts to break one down-
a safety factor of nearly four
times that allowed by other
manufacturers. No wonder

every discerning
amateur selects
the Eureka as
the one Trans-
former which
re-creates t h e
living -Artiste."

In Two Models:
Concert Grand .. 30/ -
Eureka No. 2...22;6

(For Second Stage.)

roFT,GN@

Achcitisement of Portable Utilities Co., Ltd., Fisher Street, G.A. 0279

THE SUPER -SELECTIVE CIRCUIT.
(The following extracts are from the numerous

letters received from readers with regard to the
Super -Selective Circuit described in " P.W." of
January 10th and 17th. --En.)

" I made this up during the same week -end and
found it to be very selective as stated. Two days
ago I came to the conclusion that the resistance was
not working properly and removed it from the set.
Its removal made not the slightest difference as
regards reception of London.

" Recently, at 9 pan., I was searching for something
outside 2 L 0 and found music coming in very
strongly indeed with first condenser at 65 and second
at 98. This proved to be Brussels on 265 metres.
The music was extraordinarily clear and very powerful
on the large Amplion, and from 9.10 until 9.40 p.M.
was practically regular. From the latter time until
10.5 p.m. (when I closed clown), however, the trans-
tffission suffered from fading which got very bad to-
wards the finish.

M. R. PITZWILLIA.31.
" Stroud Green."

".Tuning cannot be described as easy, but once a
station is tuned in it is nearly always possible to get
it on the speaker. The following is a list of stations
tuned in in one evening : Manchester*, Liverpool.,
Leeds, Bradford*, Stoke-on-Trent*, Bournemouth,
Cardiff*, Brussels*, Madrid. This is working 8
miles from 2 Z Y.

" The stations marked * were received a very good
strength on the loud speaker (Sterling Primax)

F. W. SPENCER.
" Hale, Cheshire."

" I have tried quite a few sets but find the set is
the only one that cuts out the local station (4 miles
away) efficiently, and I certainly think it is capable
of fulfilling the 8,1fflions' claims. It has only been in
operation a few nights during which the following
were tuned in witbput any trouble : Bournemouth.
excellent 'phone strength ; Hamburg, excellent
'phone strength; Glasgow, good 'phone strength;
Local Station, loud speaker strength.

A. WATSON.
" Belfast."

" The local station came in loud enough to work
a small ffiud speaker. Later on, for the first time,
I was able to tune it out completely and get other
stations.

" So selective was the circuit that I was not aware
that the local near -by station was transmitting
until I happened to move the various parts to try
for some fresh stations. Then, as when I was getting
the distant band my 'set was dangerously near the
oscillation point, I .closed down to avoid annoying
others in the immediate vicinity.

" I find the circuit extremely selective, and the
values of the condensers, resistance, and H.T. voltage
rather critical. H. F. W.

Leeds."

ONE -VALVE UNIDYNE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-The following results may be of some
interest to you. The set was a " hooked up "
Unidyne (Pet.).

All B.B.C. Stations, 5 Relays, weak to good 'phone
during news bulletin ; Brussels, very good 'phone ;
2 German, moderately good below 350 ; Petit
Parisien, good 'phone; 1 Foreign (speech). weak
'phone, between 2 Z Y and Bournemouth , 2 German
above Bournemouth, good 'phones ; Madrid. mode-
rate 'phone; Italian, good 'phone, fraction above
5 S C ; Ecole Superieure, good 'phone ; Berlin (?),
steam organ just above Aberdeen, very good 'phone ;
5 X X, very good 'phone ; R. Paris, good 'phone ;
1 Dutch (Hilversum ?), weak 'phone.

The above were obtained between 9 and 9.30 p.m.
in two nights.

Trusting the above will be of use to you.
Yours faithfully,

W. L. PATTTILLO.

A CRYSTAL " D X " CHALLENGE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-I observe from this week's issue that
yet another reader claims to receive all B.B.C. main
stations on a crystal set, and I shall be obliged. if any
of your readers living within a reasonable distance
of the undermentioned address, who regularly receive
more than two stations (excluding Chelmsford) on a
crystal set without any amplification whatever,
would afford me an opportunity of hearing same,
especially one who is fortunate enough to hear than
all. In the meantime, however, my opinion is that
Ananias has been put very much in the shade by so4ie
wireless enthusiasts, and beg to sign myself as -

" FRANK DISBELIEVER."
S. H. WRITE, 46, Central Rd., Wembley, Mddx.

(Continued on page 1499.)
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 1498.)

CHELMSFORD LOADING COILS ON CRYSTAL
SETS.

The Editor, POPVISR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir,-The fallowing experience and deduc-

tions may be of interest to crystal users in search of
5 X X, and also to manufacturers who are supplying
" double wave -length " sets for 5 X X and the
broadcast bands.

I recently made up a variometer-tuned crystal set
for these two purposes, working out the loading coil
for the long wave -length by a trial and error method
with the help of a variable condenser, and finally
got the loading required, the condenser being thee, of
course, discarded. I assembled the set in portable
form, with the loading coil controlled by a D.P.D.T.
switch. I was rather surprised to find that the
variometer, which has a range of about 200-500
metres with 2 L 0 at abcilt 100° on my aerial, did not
affect the tuning at all when on the 5 X X length,
though, of course, in series with the coil.

I have lately, however, had the curiosity to tackle
the question from the mathematical Standpoint, and
the results are illuminating in the extreme. Taking
1,600 metres as in tune with the variometer at 90°,
the wave -lengths with the 200-500 metres variable in-
ductance-not necessarily, of course, a variometer-in
series come out at approximately maximum, 1,634,
and minimum. 1,566. This being a variation of
very little over 2 per cent each way, is quite enough
to account for the trouble, particularly with a crystal)
detector, which is inherently on the flat " side in
tuning.

But the crux of the matter is that there may be
a difference of 8 or 10 per cent on quite normal
aerials, owing to local characteristics, which would
make the loading coil suitable for one a complete
wash -out on the other, as happened in my case.

It certainly semis, therefore, that the ordinary
inductance -tuned crystal set with loading coil cannot
be generally successful, and that the only universal
way of working is either by plug-in coils and variable
condenser tuning or, in tho case of purely inductance
tuning, to have the long wave -length loading coil
tapped for tuning as well as the short wave -length
coil.

Yours faithfully,
HAROLD F. A. KINDER,

Taunton, Coulsdon, Surrey.

GOOD RESULTS ON REFLEX SET.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, -1 think you will be interested to know
the really with
one -valve and crystal reflex receiver which I
have made up from the instructions in your issue
M November 29th, No. 131.

The set was only made a week ago, but I have given
it a thorough try -out, and can confidently recom-
mend it to anyone requiring a cheap, efficient set.

I am about fifty miles from Chelmsford in a straight
line, and this is a good spot for reception, but my
aerial is only 100 ft. of Electron wire attached. to a
30 -ft. pole at one end, and from that to the eaves et
the house, and through the open .window to the
set. No insulators are used.

Chelmsford comes in at really good loud -speaker
strength on an- Amplien Junior; in fact, it ran be
heard in any part of the house, which is a fairly
large one of seven rooms.

Our reception of the lower wave -lengths in this
spot is spoiled by Morse, and the high -power station
is really the only one worth listening to, but, to test
the set, I tried some small coils en Saturday after-
noon. I at once timed in a French or Belgian
.station, and then get on to 2 L 0. Bath of these
came through at comfortable 'phone strength.

I think you will agree that these results for such
a ;elan set are marvellous. I never expected any-
thing approaching them. -

1 am by no means an expert, for I had never handled
a valve set of any kind until Christmas, when I made
up a straight three -valve set., and this is the only
reflex set I have mane and used.

I find that the type and size of coil used make a
great difference to the strength of reception. I tried
several kinds, and I obtain by far the best results
with " Tandco " enamelled wire basket coils, the
best combination I have found being a No. 10 in
-the fixed and a No. 11 in the movable coil holder.

All connections are soldered, using square wire,
and keeping Wires well spaced and as short as pos-
sible. I only used between six and seven feet of
wire to make the set.

Lastly, reception is beautifully pure-in fact, very
nearly as pure as a crystal set-and there are no
extraneous noises. Although tuning is critical to
obtain the best results, the set is not difficult to handle.
Of course, it oscillates easily, but when once set is
very stable. Yours faithfully,

S. H. GILL.
" Hazlemere." Adisham, nr. Canterbury.

FURTHER SUCCESSES FOR UNIDYNE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-May I add one mere to your correspond-
ents in praise of the Unidyne ?

As you may remember, I had some little trouble
at the outset with the two -valve tinidyne,, and I
think it is only right that you should know that the

T. M. C. No. 2A. Headphones,
4,000 ohms, 19/6

T. M. C. No. 3 Lightweight
Headphones, 4,000 ohms,

22/6

Tailimmusilc

Loud Speaker
2g=

This Loud Speaker is now supplied with
a stand, as shown. There is, however, no
increase in the price. The resistance is
2,000 ohms,
Finished outside in nigger -brown, with
copper -plated terminals, the " True-Musie
Minor ' is one of the most pleasing and
attractive on the market. The inside of the
horn is of lacquered copper, giving a bright
and cheery effect-yet it does not need
polishing.
Ask to see the " TrueMusiC Minor " Loud-
speaker at your favourite Wireless Shop.
its performance will delight you.
The " Minor " reproduces all kinds of
Broadcasting perfectly. It will do full justice .
to the most elaborate set, and will get the
hest out of a small one.
All the family can enjoy Broadcasting
for the cost of one pair of 'phones.
For " D X " working or crystal sets,
T.M.C. Headphones are just what you want ;
sensitive and clear -toned. They are comfort-
able to wear, and absolutely reliable.
Remember that all T.M.C. apparatus
carries a twelve months' guarantee.

LOUD SPEAKERS
TrueMusiC Minor - - -£1 1 0

TrueMusiC Junior - - - 2 10 0

TrueMusiC Standard - --5 0 0

TrueMusiC Concert Grand - 6 10 0

But it 11211St be T. M. C.

Ti C
The Telephone Manufacturing Co., Ltd. (Makers of the famous Laryngaphone),

Hollingsworth Works, West Dulwich, S.E.21.
(Continued on page 1502.) E.P 8.210
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BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO

WIRELESS
This 100 -page book explains everything you
wish to know about Wireless, and enables any
beginner to make wireless sets which are
unequalled in price, quality, or efficiency.

Exact coot of each set clearly stated.

FULL INSTRUCTIONS WITH 28 DIAGRAMS

FOR MAKING SUPER EFFICIENT CRYSTAL
SETS, SINGLE VALVE SETS, ONE AND TWO
VALVE AMPLIFIERS, DUAL AMPLIFICATION
SETS, ALSO THE LATEST IMPROVED TYPES
OF TWO, THREE AND FOUR VALVE TUNED

ANODE RECEIVERS.

Soldering or special tools not required.

IF YOU ALREADY
HAVE A WIRELESS I /3 POST
SET, GET THIS
BOOK AND MAKE FREE
A BETTER ONE.

Satisfaction guaranteed or money returned.
SAXON RADIO CO, (Dept, 14), South Shore, Blackpool,

NAVY PATTERN STEEL MASTS
Catalogue " B " on request.

HAMILTON MAY (late Lieut. R.N.V.R.).
Weybridge, Surrey. Tel. 784.

RADIO PANELS
Will stand 5,000 volts, will not fracture. 9' x 6" x ! ",
1/6; su" x 9",2/2; 12 x 10; 2/9; 14 x 12, 416 Post paid.
RADIO PANEL CO. (Dept.P), 143, Fetter Lane. E.C.4.

le I 101 I TA
THEMRSTER CRY STAY.

to your
'phone

and you yet resultsrivalling a
50/ LOUD SPEAKER

SOUND BRITISH
ONLY
FOR 7/6 POST

MAKE. Complete,
strongly packed,

atF once and listen in comfort.
Fitted in a second. Send P.O. S'S

Send Stamp for free descriptive Leaflet P.
Write direct to Works :- -

MALONE & CO., LEIGH -ON -SEA, ESSEX.

INVENTIONS ...,.....
PATENTED. Trade Marks and Designs Registered.

Particulars and consultations free.
BROWNS & CO.. Patent Agents,9, Warwick Court, Holborn, London, W.C.1.

Established 1840. Telephone: Chance's?, 7547.

RETAIN THEIR CHARGE LONGEST_

FA SPECIAL .DURAc
°EST 1887. -4,v,

ACCUMULATORS
, of a// Wireless Dealers.

Trade, A.F.A. Dunn PLACE, E usLon IV?, LONDON ,N WI.

All Editorial Communications to be addressed The Editor, POPU LA R
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

Editor :
NORMAN EDWARDS, M.Inst.R.E., F.R.S.A.,

F.R.G.S.

Technical Editor :
G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E.
Assistant Technical Editors :

t(. D. ROGERS. P. R. BIRD.
Scientific Adviser :

Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

Staff Consultant:
Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

Foreign Correspondents :
F. DELANO, Paris ; Dr. ALFRED ORADEN-
WITZ, Berlin ; L. W. CORBETT, New York ;
P. F. MARTIN, Italy ; W. PEETERS, H olland.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles and
photographs dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work. The Editor cannot accept responsi-
bility for manuscripts and photos. Every care will
be taken. to return MSS. not accepted for pubtication.
A stamped and addressed envelope insist be sent llith
every article. All contributions to be addressed to
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS
REVIEW, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,

London, E.C.4. All inquiries concerning advertising
rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agents, Messrs.
John H. Lite, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circles, London, I,: .0 .4.

Technical queries are answered by post at a charge
of 6d. a query and 1/- per full wiring diagram. All
queries must be addressed to the Technical Query
Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway Douse.
Farringdon Street, E.C. 4, and must be accompanied
by a stamped and addressed envelope. Copies of the
queries sent should be kept, as the original question
cannot be reproduced in the answer. Cash should be
sent in the form of postal orders.

The Editor desires to direct the attention of his
readers to the fact that, as much of the information
given in the columns of this paper is of a technical
nature and concerns the most recent developments in
the Radio *odd, some of the arrangements and speciali-
ties described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and
OW amateur and trader would be well advised to obtain
permission of the patentees to use the patents before
doing so.

PATENT ADVICE FOR READERS.
The Editor will be very pleased to recommend

readers of POPULAR WIRELESS who have any inventions
to patent, or who desire advice on patent questions, to
our patent agent. Letters dealing with patent questions
if sent to the Editor, will be forwarded to our own patent
advisers, where every facility and help will be afforded
to readers.

.(Quest onk
andAia wery
H. R. H. (NV, wcester).-In using the Ultra

coil should both primary and secondary be
tuned, or is it any advantage to do so ?

They can both be tuned if desired, but we have
found it unnecessary as a rule, In valve sets the
secondary should be tuned, the primary being left
aperiodic, but in crystal sets it is often useful to tune
the primary, the secondary being untuned. In the
ease of the crystal set it is -possible to use a. larger
secondary than is advisable for use with a valve set,
owing to the 'damping effect of the crystal. Thus it
will be remembered that a 120 turn (total) coil was
used in the " P.W." Ultra crystal set, the primary
being tuned. There are many advantages of the
Ultra coil not yet mentioned, and further articles
on the subject will probably be published shortly in

P.W.". The coil can be used as an ordinary coil if
desired, the centre tappings thus providing a coil of
either 30, 70, or 100 turns, if the three sections are of
30, 70, and 30 turns respectively.

*

" THREE VALVE " (Reading). --With re-
ference to the three -valve receiver by Mr.
Pritchard in " P.W.." No. 139, on page 12-1-1,
the wiring diagram appears to be faulty at ono

THE SKINDERVIKEN MICROPHONE BUTTON
Pat. No. 120,734.

5/-
Will enable you to work a loud speaker off a crystal set. Enables you to use up your
old and worn gramophone records. Fit up an efficient' house telephone. Transmit
piano, violin or gramophone music anywhere. Magnify sounds otherwise inaudible, etc.

Everyone interested in sound transmission should write today for
the Marvels of the Microphone." Price 6!si. Post free from Mikro Ltd.

MIKRO Ltd., 32c, Craven St., Charing Cross, W.C.2

or two points. Should the small condenses' be
in series with the loading coil and earth ?

There' are two points in the diagram mentioned
which should be altered. One is the marking of the
H.T. plus and minus ; these obviously should be re-
versed. The connections should be left as shown but
the lettering H.T. + and IL T. - reversed, H.T. -
going with L.T. -. The condenser on the right of the
diagram should be connected as shown, and also a lead
should be taken from the -top -tapping arm of the A.T.I.
to the top connection of the variable condenser.

*

N. M. T. (Worcester).-Having decided to
make the three -valve receiver shown in Fig. 19
of the supplement given away with " P.W." of
January 24th, I am at a loss with regard to
the connections of the L.F. transformer, and
do not know which are primary and which
secondary terminals, as these -are not marked -
in the diagram.

The primary terminals are those across which the
-001 fixed condenser is connected. As regards actual
connections, in nearly all transformers it is safe to
take I.S. to grid of valve and 0.P. to plate side of the.
primary, the LP. of course going to H.T. +. In Fig.
19 -the correct connections will therefore be: 0.P. to
switch, LP. to H.T. +, O.S. to L.T: negative and I.S.
to grid. Some transformers have the correct connec-
tions marked on them, and these should of course la'
followed, but in most cases the above connections hold
for all ordinary sets.

*

D. R. S. (Canterbury).-While listening on a
3 -valve set the other evening, I heard a foreign
Station on about 300 metres, and I should be
glad if you could tell me what station it was.

This is not an easy task, as approximate wave-
lengths do not help very much. One can be tuned in to
300 metres approximately and yet be really, at. 260
or 330 metres without knowing it, unless. a wave -
meter is available. Therefore, the station you heard_ -
could be either Brussels, 265 metres, though this is
not so likely as the others, Cassel was 288, but now is
228, Hanover 296, Bremen 330 metres. Hanover is the -

nearest to 300 metres, and as this station usually come
over very well it is most likely that this was the actual -

station heard. Cassel, Hanover, and Bremen are
stations, the farmer relaying the transmissions of
Frankfort., and the latter two the programmes 'of
Hamburg. Nuremberg and Petit Parisian work close
together, but it is not likely that your tuning was so
far out as to pick up either of these. Their respective
wave -lengths are 340 and 345 metres, though these
change very frequently in the case of Le Petit Parisian,
whose wave -length does not remain constant for many
days at a time.

(Continued on page 1501.)
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.

ICunitizue,1 front page 131)0.)

"SHOE! WAVE" (Kings Lynn).-Having
built -a set similar to the one described in
" P.W.," No. 141, for short-wave reception, I
find that though it will oscillate quite O.K., the
tuning is too sharp to allow me to tune a
station in. Hand -capacity effects are fairly
marked, and on varying the -0003 condenser
the stations sweep by in fast that it is im-
possible to tune them in. I nearly " got "
K D K A one night, but had the same trouble in
tuning.

There are four main points that will cause difficult
tuning in this set., and these should be guarded
against. Firstly, the wiring must be as short and
direct as possible , do not go in for -right-angle bends,
but take wires direct, keeping grid and plate leads as
short as you can. Secondly, see that the two vari-
able condensers are at least 3 in. apart-more, if
possible-and use extension handle on the '0001
condenser for preference. You should not use the
'0003 at -all for wave -lengths below 100 mitres, and
even above this wave -length it is only " set " at vari-
ous positions and the timing done on the smaller
condenser. You will have found this quite critical

The -P.W."Technical E-17
Queries Department. -2

E. Owing to the extraordinary growth of the =
E POPULAR WIRELESS Queries Department, f.
E the Editor is compelled to revise the regulations E
= governing the answering of readers' queries, and S
E the following new arrangement is now in force:- 1=7

REVISION OF RULES.

- =
I: (1) A charge of 6d. is made for every query EZ:
E sent to the POPULAR WIRELESS Queries E
E Department. The "three for a shilling " E== regulation is cancelled.= =E (2) A charge of I,'- is made for supplying full E

g:
wiring diagrams E

F.-.

-1-- (a) AU queries, together with postal orders F--
= and stamped and addressed envelope, to E= be addressed to-=
E EE E QUER:ES EDITOR. =
E POPULAR WIRELESS,
S.- The Fleetwav Douse, Farringdon Street, E
= London, E.C.I.== =
ET (4) Technical queries will not be answered by E

telephone. E=
51111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111Ti

enough. For reception of K D K A, keep 0003 con-
denser at zero and search very carefully with, the
'0001 condenser. Thirdly, the set should not be
oscillating violently. This will cause difficulty in
handling-the reaction coil should be adjusted so
that the set is only just " rushing," and not oscillating
so violently that it is silent. Fourthly, see that the
aerial is not swaying. Read the remarks about
aerials in the article. All aerial leads should be kept
away from the house until the lead-in enters the
room, as a swaying lead-in or badly swaying hori-
zontal portion of the aerial will so alter the tuning
that it is impossible to tune the station in properly.
That is the reason the author prefers a vertical or semi -
vertical aerial. In this case the aerial can sway as
much as it likes, for, if no leads come near the house,
the variation in tuning is very little ; and, indeed,
K D K A has been received on 68 metres in a gale of
wind without fading, though the aerial was not by any
means  bar taut."

J. E. J. (King's Langley).-Desiring to
build up the circuits described by Lt.-Com.
Shove in " P. W." of February 7th, I find I
have all the necessary components except the
second .0005 variable condenser. Could I
use a '001 in series with the aerial ?

This could. be clone, but it is not altogether advis-
able sinless it has a vernier control, for it will tend
to make tuning very sharp, and consequently the set
will be more difficult to handle.

There is a concrete reason for the marvellous range
of tone in an organ. Perfect reproduction of many
instruments from wind pipes demands  perfect
harmonics.
This perfect range of tone in an organ is produced
by what is known as " voicing," or the special
treatment of the mouth of the pipe. In the
Itadiesun Loud Speaker, perfect range of tone is
produced in exactly the same way.

The Radiosun
VOICED LIKE AN ORGAN.

Every tone is faithfully reproduced in music and
speech.

The better reproduction, the greater
the carrying power

True reproduction needs a perfect range of tone
with clarity, not a blare of music and a background 
of low harmonics.
The features of the Radiosun Loudspeaker are :

Perfect Range of Tone
Clarity and Carrying Power

which mean true reproduction.
Write for leaflet, " The Wonderful Difference,"
and ask your dealer to arrange with us for a
demonstration.

The Radiosun Loudspeaker
in Sunlit Mahogany Finish £5

AUTO SUNDRIES LTD.,
10, LOWER GROSVENOR PLACE. LONDON, S.W. .
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-Unique in
tonal purity

THE hollow and un-
nautralreproduction

which characterises so
many Loud Speakers is
entirely absent. in the
B R 0 1P N.

Instead, there is an ex-
ceptional volume and
roundness of tone which
is a revelation to all who
think that Loud Speaker
reproduction is mechani-
cal and untrue -to -life.

If you are still sceptical
it must be because you
have never heard the
BROWN'- the first
Loud Speaker ever in-
vented for Wireless.

Prices
HI. 21 inches high.
120 ohms £5 : 5 : 0

2000 ohms £5 : 8: 0
4000 ohms 15 :10 : 0
H2. 12 inches high.
120 ohms £2 : 5 : 0

2000 ohms £2: 8 : 0
4000 ohms 12 : 10 : 0
Q. The de -luxe model

£15 : 15 : 0 in all
resistances

S. G. BROWN LIMITED
Victoria Road, N. Acton, W.3

Showrooms:
19 NIORTIMER STREET, W.1
15 MOOR FIELDS, LIVERPOOL
67 HIGH ST., SOUTHAMPTON

Wireless Apparatus

22:'4

CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 1499.)

set is now working fine. I can receive most B.B.C.
stations and a few Continental ones on one valve
only, andthat with the local station (2 Z Y) working.
I get fair loud -speaker strength with two 'valves.

Between 7.30 and 9.30 p.m. on January 19th 1

had a beautiful reception of the Vienna station, the
transmission coining in very strongly, so much that
the music could be just heard with 'phones in hand.

I also received 'W G V on the morning of January
12th, though badly hampered by a Manchester
amateur transmitting near the same wave -length.

I must say that the Unidyne is the most selective
circuit I have known, and I shall be glad if you will
please accept my thanks and my congratulations to
Messrs. Dowding and Rogers.

Yours faithfully,
HAROLD SMITH.

185, Whitehall Street, Rochdale.

The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.
Dear Sir, --May I join in the chorus of " Unidyne "

worshippers ? I constructed the one -valve set, but
for nearly three weeks it failed to oscillate. One
fault found was a dud contact in coil holder. Still it
failed. I returned valve to Bower's, who replaced it
by return of post ! Then away she went !

I have already logged Petit-Parisien, 5 W A, 2 L 0,
2 Z Y, 6 B It, Radio Lyon, R. lberica. Hamburg (?).
5 N 0, 5 S C, 1 R 0, S A S A,2 B E, Ecole Superikue.
Frankfort -on -Main, 5 I T, 5 S X. 2 B D, and one
German at 180° and full vernier. I judge Berlin, with
several continentals not recognised.

I cannot praise the Circuit too highly. Two of my
friends are already making Enidynes, after watching
what happened to nay efforts.

Faithfully yours,
FREUC. J. MARCH.

Rosebank, Boar's Hill, Oxford.

CUTTING OUT 2 L 0.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-May I warmly congratulate your con-
tributor, Mr. M. C. Pickard on an excellent set-
the " Four -Circuit Two -Valve Set "?

I am two miles from 2 L 0 (or less), hut (with the
addition of an extra coil forming a loose-eottpled
aerial tuning inductance) I can completely tune out
London and receive, for example, Minster on 410
metres, and Hamburg on 395 at almost loud -speaker
strength. London vanishes with about 4 to 6 degrees
turn of the H.F. condenser dial. Apart from the
convenience of the four circuits, the general tuning
arrangements and lay -out are extremely pleasing awl
convenient.

Yours faithfully.
A. N. PRELVAN.

358, City Road, E.C. 1.

C. W. TRANSMISSION.
To the Editor, POPULAR WIRELFS,.

Dear Sir,-On page 1366. column 3, of your issue
of the 7th inst., the following statement, .purporting
to be based on an assertion made by Mr. Shaughnessy
to the Institution of Electrical Engineers, occurs :

" ENperience shows that there is little to choose
between the Poulsen arc, B.F. alternator, and valve
systems of transmission: and far from the first -
mentioned proving less efficient than the valve, as.
seems to be commonly thought, it has certain very
important advantages, -more especially now the pro-
blem of eliminating disturbances has been solved.

" The Marconi short-wave beam system. -although
heing adopted for relieving traffic, is not likely to
cause high -power long -wave stations to become
obsolete."

Such an assertion is either meaningless or MIS -
leading. -without some explanation of what is meant by
" there is little to choose between the three systems."
In what respect is there little to choose ?

In order to understand what is meant, a statement
of the relative cost of installations for the three
different systems, and. the -relative cost of working
under commercial -traffic conditions. is essential:

If Mr. Shaughnessy's-declaration was correctly
reported, and is true in a commercial sense, one can
only conclude that. radical improvements in the
Ponlsen arc and ILE. generator systems must have
been effected; which have not beet) revealed.

Yours truly.
P. RistioN.

30, Wilbury Villas, Hove, Sassex.

A SELECTIVE THREE VALVE SET.
The Edda'', POPULAR WIRELEs,

Dear Sir,-Re " P.W." No. 1:19. I would like to
make a remark concerning the 3 -valve circuit as
deserilxul by Mr. Lawrence Pritchard. I possess at
present a set exactly the same witlr the exception of
the coil and condenser for tuned anode. I have a
G.R.C. vadometer, which answers admirably. 01
course ; also a G.R.C. .variaeonpler for- tuner, a

trankfOrmer, and: I agree with Mr. Pritchard
that it is welbworth making. As yet it is the best
circuit- I have ever heard.- for selectivity at, einrity
it cannot be beaten, and would urge your :calks to
give ita trial, . _

1 am. VoltrTii
A RICHARDS,

5, Mead Row, Kennington Road, S.E. 1.

PLIOTRON 1216
TESTIMONY. , W.P.S. Reath, Cardiff.
" Dear Sirs,-I have received the Pliotron /07
Valve quite O.K., and after a thoroughly good
test am quite satisfied. It is equally as good
in every respect as the 30/- D.E. of a well-
known make I have been previously using. If
these few lines can be used beneficially by you,
you are at liberty to do so." (Unsolicited testi-
menial; original may be inspected.)
Max. eon. 07, Ill. volts 3, anode 40-80. Con-
cert tested and sent with instructions for use,
post free on

24 HOURS' APPROVAL.
P.W. UNIDYNE D.E.'s

Since its innovation we have advertised and
stocked Phillips. 4 Electrode Dull Emitter, so
creditably mentioned in the Nov. 22nd issue of

Popular Wireless," page 714.
Phillips 4 Electrode D.E., 1.8 volt 16 amp. 25 I 
Phillips 4 Electrode Bright Emitter ... ... 12/6
(See Correspondence Columns P.W., Dec. 13th,pe 954)Thorpe H4 Brightag Emitter (5 pin holderfree) . - . i - :' " 17(6Concert tested. Post free. All 24 hours'
approval. Insurance against all postal
damage. Valve must be returned within 24
hours of receipt. 9d. per 7/6 or 12 / 6 valve;

1 / - per 17/6 or 25/- Valve.
ANELOY PRODUCTS (Dept. P.25),

Eton Works, Upland Road, London, S.E.22.

-.HEADPHONE REPAIRS
Rewound, re -magnetised and readjusted. Lowest
prices quoted on receipt of telephones. Delivery three
days.-THE VARLEY MAGNET CO., London,
S.E.18. 'Phone 888-9 Woolwich. Est. 26 years.

aNes (.act pot ovis
48 pages of illustrations. Lowest

prices in London for highest grscffi
Radio Apparatus. Send 3d. at once.
Largo illustrated Folders describing
Unit System, interchangeable Unettes

and Pilot Receivers, sent free.
PETO-SCOTT CO.. LTD.

Head Office: 77, City Rd., E.C.1.
Branches:

London -62, High Hol born W .C.1.
Walthamstow-230, Wood Street.
Liverpool -4, Manchester Streyt,
Cardiff-94, Queen Street.
Plymouth-Near Derry's Clock.

eto-Scott's
Catalogue

GENUINE RA010-MIGRO VALVES
'lit amps., 3-4 volts. Satisfaction guaranteed. 12'6
each, by post 6d, extra. Four Valves post paid.
YE0 BROS., PAULL & CO., LTD., 134, Victoria
Street, Bristol ; 43, Caroline Street, Cardiff, and

200, Dock Street, Newport. Mon.
Agent wanted for Australia by one of the largest Wire-
less Component Manufacturers in this Country. Appli-
cants must be firms of good standing and have a live
connection in Australia. The Agency would include the
whole of Australia, and would be a Buying Agency.-
Box No. 17, Ashburner's Advertising Agency, 10,
Piccadilly, Manchester.

H&H Tubular Galvan-
ized Steel Telescopic
WIRELESS MAST

(Patent applied for)
35 ft. HIGH.

Complete with base plate,
ground pegs, stay wires, strain-
ing screws, pulley and cleat.

Price s,2:17:6 complete
Mast fittings also supplied.

HILDICK & HILDICK, Pleck Rd., Walsall.

Charge YourACCUMULATOR
at Home meter it kit the
TUNGAR BATTERY CHARGER.
Simple, Safe, and Economical.
No moving parts. Requires
no attention. No Garage,
Owner -Driver or Wireless En-
thusiast should be without
one. Will charge from 1 to
10, 6-12 volt batteries at a
time. Deliveries from stock.
Descriptive Booklet free on ap-
plication. The Tungar Battery
Charger is suitable for use on
Alteynatineurrentsapplyonly.

Obtainable from your Carese or Electrician
THE BRITISH THOMSONHOUSTON CO., LTD.

Mazda House, 77, Upper Thames St., E.CA
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued front page 1472.)

The most obvious seats for losses of energy
are, of course, coils and condensers. The
dissipation of energy when an alternating
current, particularly one of very high
frequency, passes through coils having
inductance (and every coil must have
inductance) will be evident even to the
beginner in wireless, and no doubt he will
be aware also of the fact that similar
dissipation of energy takes place in the
dielectric of a condenser which is being
rapidly charged and discharged. The di-
electric losses in air are extremely small,
and amongst solid dielectrics mica holds
a high place for low loSs. Celluloid is not
so good as mica.

Other Causes of Losses.
But what I wanted to refer to more

particularly was not the unavoidable losses,
such as those mentioned above, but rather
the accidental losses, which can be avoided
by the experimenter himself with a certain
amount of care. The choice of a low -loss
condenser dielectric is a matter for the
manufacturer, as is also the choice of suit-
able materials for the " former," varnish and
insulation of a coil. The losses of energy at
a had contact, as between aerial and lead-
in, or in a long earth -lead, or one badly con-
nected to earth, or connected to a poor
earth, are all fruitful sources of inefficient
working of the circuit. In a condenser,
also, -thereis often bad contact between the
vanes which are supposed to be in perfect
metallic connection with one another. At
all these points the high -frequency currents
meet with resistance, and loss of energy
occurs.; in. other words, the power factor is
high.

It is, in fact, well worth while for the
experimenter to give serious attention to the;
question of " low loss," which is not a mere
parrot cry, but a motto of considerable
significance in wireless reception. It is
impossible to attain a condition of " no
loss," but there are very many places in the
circuit where the losses can he considerably
reduced by a little care judiciously applied.

Heating of Insulators.
The properties of the insulating material

used for supporting the turns of high -
power inductance coils was the subject of an
interesting lecture by Mr. E. H. Shaughnessy
before the I.E.E. recently. The impOrtant
result of the experinients described was
tWt American white wood was found to
have remarkable properties not possessed
by many other apparently . more likely
substances. It is found in practice that a
material such as vitrified porcelain, for
instance, when used as the support for the
coils, becomes very hot, and eventually
cracks, and it was stated that small portions
of the material had even been observed to
become liquefied under the conditions.

High Voltage Tests.
Tests were made upon a number of

samples of different kinds of wood, small
test pieces, uniform in size, being interposed
between copper electrodes connected across
the tuning inductance of an are oscillating
circuit tuned to 6,800 metres. The voltage
was gradually raised and different samples

(Continued on page 1504)

"The HALL MARK OF 12 \ DIOPERFECFION "

For sheer beauty of appear-
ance, ease of control and
efficency of performance, the

popular choice is A.J.S.
Write for illustrated list of
these and other models, in-
cluding the " Unit System "
4 -valve cabinet, the 2 and 3 -
valve Standard " Desk Type "
Receivers, the "Unitop" Cabi-
net, and the A.J.S. Loud
Speakers ; also Components ;
or call on nearest Dealer and
examine the full range for

yourself.

" testing,
time

A. 3. S. /1-val-ste

Set we got 3 Asneicican
Stations

xxsiog
2 valves

only.
On 0 -tee

valves
itteNVestioghooseStatioo

coold
be beard

vittb.
tb.e 1-911ones

ort tb.e table
--Porn

Lancashire
user's

letter.

SOME EXAMPLES OF
THE A.J.S. RANG

A.J.S. PEDESTAL
CABINET RECEIVER
Designed and constructed by experienced Cabinet-
makers to contain the A.J.S. 4 -valve Receiver.

Represents the highest standard yet achieved in
the design of Wireless Receiving Sets. Each

cabinet is a complete unit containing 4 valve
Receiver, H.T. and L.T. Batteries, special A.J.S.
Loud Speaker to match the cabinet
and all accessories. In Mahogany or Oak 50 gns

A. J. S. ' DESK TYPE '
4 -VALVE RECEIVER
Noted for Selectivity, Power and Clearness.

Extremely flexible, it functions on wave -lengths
from 150 to 20,000 metres, giving most successful
results on indoor aerials.
Prices (including all Royalties)--4-valve Set,

complete with 4 valves, Brander 'Phones, Batteries,
Aerial Wire, Insulators and
Lead in -Tube £27 J0

Panel only, £ 20 : 5 : 0.

A. J. STEVENS & Co. (1914) Ltd.
WIRELESS BRANCH, WOLVERHAMPTON
Telephone : 1550. \C ireless Call Sign : 5 R I.
Telegrams : " Reception, Wolverhampton."

Representatives for India, Burma, and Ceylon:
TV. 4, .4. Bates Ltd., Calcutta, Bombay,
Rangoon, and Madras.
Representatives jor A ustrala.lia : R. V. Bristol,
Pty., Ltd., Melbourne and Sydney, Australia,
and Wellington, N.Z.
Representatives for Europe: G. .4. Stranger, 12.
Nurityation Sheet, Birmingham.
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FINSTON ONE -HOLE

FIXED CONDENSERS
Another- big step forward in radio.
Amateurs, experimenters and other
enthusiasts have long needed a model
with the easiest fixing possible, viz., the
one hole method. Like our other com-
ponents the Finston One -Hole Fixed
Condenser will give the utmost satis-
faction and is immune from trouble
in the most exacting and protradted use.
Guaranteed within 5% of stated capacity. This
accuracy has never before been obtainable by the
public.. The only One -Hole Fixing Condenser on
the market. Buy one. Test one It will prove

our statements and thoroughly satisfy you.

FEATURES:
Reliability of Capacity.
Finest grade Mica - Di-
electric.Highest possible
quality Copper Foil,
Adapted for Terminal
or soldered connections.

CAPACITIES
'0001 to002,
pri.e 2,-
003 to '006,
price 2(6 each.

If your dealer cannot supply Finston Components,'
send your order to us together with his name and

address, please.!

LIGHTING SUPPLIES CO.,
2, FINSBURY AVENUE, LONDON, E.C.2.k7

Barclays 746

ACCUMULATOR BARGAINS.
& Fullers, soiled, but guaranteed 12 months.

Sent on approval against cash.2v-4009/6 4v -80a ... 27/6 6v -60a ... 3216
4v -40a ... 17/- 4v -100a... 3216 6v -80a. 40i -
4,60a . 2119 6v -40a ... 25 / 6v -100a... 46 / -
MAUDE RUBBER CO., 58, PRAED ST., W.

THE NATURAL CRYSTAL.

11.110

TRADE MARK
IS SECOND TO NONE & UNBEATABLE AT ANY PRICE.
5 sizes, but one quality. 6d. to 1/6. Props.: The
Bright Co., London, N.8, Sole Wholesale Agent for
London & Home Counties: A. J. Conway, 86, Green-
wood Road, London, E.8.

- Dull Emitters Repaired
Each concert tested, 10/6. 06 Valves, 12 / 6;
Bright, 6/6. Guaranteed quirk delivery. Send re-
mittance with valve to W. G. Eames, 15, Red
Lion St., London, W.C.1.'Phone, Chancery 8220.

-,---Paris and other Stations-
Clearly heard on Loud Speaker near London using
the " MIRACLE " MASTER 2 -Valve Set. M3-12-6,
plus Royalties. 1, 2, 3, and 4 Valves. Trade sup-

plied. Send Stamp for particulars.
World's Wireless Stores, Wallington.

REMEMBER! POPULAR WIRELESS HAS THE
LARGEST SALE OF ANY WEEKLY WIRELESS

JOURNAL IN GREAT BRITAIN !

NOT THIS WAY

Ei

There is a much easier method of
wiring your set See page 1493

W. JOHN MILLER, 68, Farringdon St., E.C.4
Telephone : Central 1950.
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from, rage 1503.)

in turn began to burn. These were removed,
and the voltage was still further increased
until finally the only sample remaining was
that of American white wood. This wood
was eventually tested up to 55,000 volts, at
which pressure a flash -over occurred, but
the wood remained undamaged by the
oscillatory Currents. A coil on this wood
at Northolt has carried IX) amperes at an
aerial voltage of about 60,000.

Indoor Aerials.
There is often some confusion amongst

newcomers to wireless . between indoor
aerials and frame (or " loop ") aerials. It
is true that both are  indoor aerials, but
when a frame or loop aerial is Meant it is
usual to describe it so specifically. When
an " indoor " aerial is mentioned, this is
taken to mean an extended aerial, or
antenna, stretched across the room either
in a single length or in. several strands, or
stretched 'round the walls of the room, or
'disposed in some other such way.

Speaking generally, the most sensitive
aerial is the outdoor antenna, the next in
order of sensitivity of reception is the exten-
ded indoor aerial, and the least sensitive is
the frame aerial or -loop.

Comparisons.
Indoor aerials have become very popular

latterly, chiefly owing to the facility with
which they can be erected, and to the fact
that there - is no - trouble -with insulators
becoming wet in bad weather. A frame
aerial is still more convenient, in that it is
portable, but it should be borne in mind
that only on a specially sensitive set may
a frame aerial be used.

The frame aerial has one advantage not
possessed, or practically not possessed, by
the other types of aerial mentioned, and
that- is, that it is strongly directional, and
May be rotated until it is in the best position
for picking up desired signals. This
directional feature makes the frame -aerial
very useful inside a steel building, that is, a
building in which a large amount of steel
girder and lath is used in the construction.
In such a building, the room in which the
receiving set is located may be surrounded
by an immense network of metal, concealed
within the masonry, and thus is .largely
shielded from electro-magnetic waves. Fur-
ther more, owing to the distortion of the
waves making their way through the metal
network, the direction in which they even-
tually arrive at the receiving set may be
altogether different from the direction
given by the bearing of the set on the
broadcast station. But by rotating the
loop aerial, the best position may be found.
In the case of a steel building, however, it
is very desirable, if really good reception is
expected, to use an outdoor antenna,
preferably above the roof.

New Telephone Receiver.
A wireless telephone receiver of a somc-

what novel character has appeared on the
market in Germany. It is very light in
weight, and the receiver proper is sur-
rounded by a thin cap of rubber, the
opening in which is large enough to
permit the whole contrivance being hung
upon the ear.

TO WIRELESS TRADERS, ELEC.
TRICIANS, DEALERS AND OTHERS.

.31, Camden St., Camden Town, N.W.
. (Close to Camden Town Tube Station.)

VERYARD & YATES, F.A.I., will sell by auction,
on Thursday, March 501, large quantities EXGOVT.
WIRELESS, ELECTRICAL, TELEPHONE & GENERAL
SURPLUS STORES -4,000 Pairs Sullivan Headphones
(4,000 ohms), 10,000 L.F. Choke Coils (500 & 1,000
ohms), 500 Coils New V.I.R.- Lighting Cable, 100 3 -
Valve Amplifiers, 40 New I & 1 kw. Transformers,
20 cwt. 0 & 1 B.A. Brass Terminals, 85 New 2 -Valve

' Mark- IV ,Receiving Sets, 2,000 Single 'Phones, 1,500
Microphones, 1,000 2 mfd. Condensers, 300 Spark
Coils, 250 Marconi Variable ,Condensers, 12 cwt. Sheet

. & -Rod Ebonite, -40 Large New Distribution Boards,
-5;000. Fuller's Leclanche Cells, 100 Jar Condensers,
250 Transmitting, Sets, 4 Electric Motors (1 & 1 hp.,
220 yolt), 400 New & S.H. Accumulators, 40 .Ships'
Liquid Compasses, 10 Marconi Ships' Wireless Sets,
30 Radiation Meters, 3,500 Ebonite Earcaps, 2,500

- Terminal Blocks, 200 Road Measures, 100 Kilo -watt
Meters, 60 Galvanometers, 5,000 Wound 1.000 -ohm
Telephone Bobbins, 500 Gross Brass Screws, 250 Wire-
less Cabinets, 2,000 Variolettes, Portable Telephones,
Switches, Cable, Resistances,- Insulators, Barographs,
Telescopes, Crystal & Valve Sets, and Wireless Equip-
ment and Spares of all kinds; also 60 Mechanical Calcu-
lators, 1,500 Sheets Roofing Glass, 250. Cycle FootPumps, Kettle Drums, Tools. New Hinges, 300 Pairs
Rubber Trolley Wheels, Acetylene Flares, Scrap Metal
& Ebonite, etc., etc.

Catalogues from the Auctioneers,
365, Norwood Road, London, S.E.27.

('Phone: 346 Streatham.) -

EASY PAYMENTS
LOUD SPEAKERS. Any make. Tour selection.
Amplion, Brown, Sparta, Sterling, etc. Quarter
deposit. Balance six monthly payments. Examples :
DINK/E-11/-deposit, 2- monthly payments IV-.
AMPLION JUNIOR -DE -LUXE -14/6 deposit;

6 monthly payments 8/-.
BROWN H1-27/- deposit; 6 monthly payments

14/2.
Other Models, Headphones, l'arts,etc.,similar terms.
ACCUMULATOR'S. Best quality-, - Guaranteed.

Three mthly - . - Three m' tidy
Cash. payments Cash. payments

and

4v.-40 17/. 6/3 6 v.-40 25/. 9/-
4 v.-60. 22103 8/3 .6v.-60 32 / - 11/64v.-80 27/. 9/9 6v.-80 38/6 14/.
4 v.-100 32 / - 11/6 6 v.-100 45 /-

1 6
16/.

Carr. Packing, / any size.H. W. HOLMES, 29, Foley Street, Great
Portland Street, W,1.Phone:' Museum 1414.

LUID RADIO 11113 VALVES
3 -Volt  Exrellent }LP. Detector, I.E. 30-120c.
Plate. Each guaranteed, 12/6. Accumula for
Carriers, 2 / 6. Valves, Telephones, and Sete rpaired.-W. G. Eames, 15, Red Lion Street,
London, W.C.1. 'Phone, Chancery 8220.

ESONITE PANELS
GUARANTEED BEST OUALITY.

Money returned if not satisfied. Dalt Matt Finish.
6 x 6 x 3, in. 1/2 in. 1/11. Post free.
8 x 6 x ,1 in. 1/6 § in. 2/6.

10 x 8 x in. 2/6 I in. 4/2.
12 x 9 x a in. 3/5 I in. 5/6.
Any other sizes in. thick, O. per sq. in.

in, thick, ';(1.
Cash with order to-

P. FRASER & CO., 79, PICCADILLY, MANCHESTER.

'PHONE REPAIR SERVICE-
ALL MAKES OF 'PHONES REWOUND.
4,000 ohms, 5/- per pair; 8,000 ohms, 1 / 6extra. Remagnetising and adjusting, 2/- postage,
6d. Transformers rewound any ratio, from 5/
The H.R.P., 46, St. Mary's Road, Lorton, E.10.

TRAVELLERS WANTED to sell British Radio Dry
Batteries for London and Suburbs, Eastern, Midland,
and Somhern Counties. Good Commission Paid.

Write, TRAVELLERS, Oa WILLIAMS,
249, KENNINGTON ROAD, LONDON, S.E.11.

"Valves Repaired
PronytlyTer

Bright Emitters . . . . 6/6
Dull Emitters; 2 volt type 9/-

'06 type 10/6

Let us send you this useful Book-
let. Gives curves of Radion
Valves, prices for repair work,
and shows what service your
accumulator should give,

RADIONS, LTD.,
BOLLINGTON, Nr. MACCLESFIELD.

WHEN replying to advertisements
please mention " Popular

Wireless and Wireless Review " to ensure
prompt attention. THANKS!
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LISSENIUM
NO EXPERIMENTER'S
OUTFIT IS COMPLETE

WITHOUT ONE OR TWO OF

THESE USEFUL SWITCHES

You change over quickly from series to parallel tuning-by
using the LISSEN Series -Parallel switch.
You cut out a stage of L.F.- by using a LISSEN Switch.
You disconnect both batteries and short the aerial to earth 8.
when the set is not in use-with a LISSEN Switch.
You may want to cut out a stage of H.F., when it is imperative 2,
to reverse your reaction coil-you do it conveniently with a 5"

d7

et

FOR ALL MAIN SWITCHING USES, THERE IS NOW A LISSEN SWITCH WHICH YOU CAN g
JUST GENTLY PULL OR PUSH-each one as small as an efficient switch can possibly be-
each one with negligible capacity-each one can be quickly fitted into an inch of space-and ti
LISSEN ONE -HOLE FIXING, OF COURSE.

LISSEN Switch.
You may want one of two alternative connections-it is
quickly done with a LISSEN Switch.

LISSEN SWITCHES ARE SWITCHES WHICH HAVE BEEN DESIGNED PRIMARILY FOR I-2
RADIO WORK-but they are useful also for many other switching purposes.

THE LATEST ADDITION TO THE
LISSEN FAMILY OF SWITCHES-the
LISSEN Double Pole, Double Throw.

This is tine very newest of the series, retaining
all the neatness of the others, providing in a
compact form the means for making all the
connections required of a d.p., d.t. switch.
As good as the rest. LISSEN' ONE -HOLE
FIXING, OF COURSE: Similar to LISSEN
5 -point switch. Price.. .

LISSEN
2 -Way
Switch
2/9

VARIABLE
FINGER SWITCH

RISING HOLE AND
CONNECTION WI.

S SOS7:0
__.,141111

I

/.NNECTIONNI

4/-
rI MEI

LISSEN

SERIES- H.16,,,

PARALLEL 1411"114H,

Switch I

3/9

Protects
your dull
emitters-

This little device, called the LISSENSTAT'
RESISTOR, can be attached to any rheostat

may be using. Adds another '35-6hms
resistance to it, which can be varied by -means
of the little finger switch shown, or entirely
cut out of circuit by lifting the finger switch
on to the centre contact. Is worth its 1./3price many times over. Only ..

WHAT THE LISSEN 5 -point switch does.
(a) Switches off one -stage of L.F. without touching

the filament control-a separate switch for each
stage.

(b) Connects the telephones to the plate of whichever
valve it is desired to use, and at the same time
switches off L.T. current from the unused valve.

(c) Cuts out a stage of H.F. in the same way as it
does L.F.
Will also disconnect both the H.T. and L.T. batteries, and short
the aerialto earth so that the receiver can be left adjusted
ready for switching instantly into use next time. .. Price -

2

(d)

LISSEN REVERSING SWITCH it
Particularly useful when the LISSEN 5 -point switch is used for cutting 1/c4
out one stage of H.F. When a H.F. stage is cut out, and reaction is
being taken off the aerial circuit, it is necessary to reverse the reaction i:44
coil connections' for each H.F. stage cut out, and this LISSEN switch 14
conveniently does it. Can also be used anywhere when it is necessary
to reverse the connections of a battery, a coil, or a condenser, for instance.

2diagram /

VERY- USEFUL -TOR COMPARATIVE TESTS. With
4 i

0

4.1")wl

The LISSEN MATCHED NEUTRALIZING TRANSFORMERS 3-
described by Mr. W. H. R. TINGEY in " Wireless Weekly," are now Ix
ready for delivery. Thp first range ready is the "A" range, which covers LI
the Broadcasting band. The transformers should be ordered in a set
of three, the separate coils making up the set being known as Al, A2,
and A3. The letter identifies the wavelength range ("A" for the Broad-
casting band), and the 'number the position in which the transformer is ti
used in the receiver.- Price, per coil, £1 ; set of three £3. Other
ranges will soon be ready.

PARTS THAT'VULI, TOGETHER.-- when you know that every
vital part in your receiver is pulling strongly, with each other, you
know that you have a receiver which is the best you can ever get

BUILD-WITH Ycopi OWN HANDS-WITH '411' LISSEN PARTS

LISSEN MATCHED NEUTRALIZING TRANSFORMERS

AdLt.-01 LISSEN LIMITED, 8-16, Woodger Road, London, W.I2

Printed and publish. al every Thursday -by the Proprietors, -The Apritgairrited-Prss (t922) Ltd., The, Tle)tway-Horis.h, Farring.lon SP., London, E.C.4. Advertisement q.
()aces, Messrs. J. H. Ltie Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.I. RegiAtered as a n2wspiper,.ant Mr transmission by:Can.idian MagazinePost. Subscription sah
rates: Wand and Abroad, 19/6 per minim), 9.'9 for six mantles. Sole azents for. Smith Africa.: C.ntr.li News Agmzy. 1L1. Sole agents: for Australia and New

Ze.dand: Messrs. Gordon ST, Gotch, Ltd.; and for Cattsda : '1114 1111;r:rid News Co. (Can414) Ltd. Saturday. February 214..'1920,
11/R.
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DUBILIER
CONDENSER CO
PATENTS Na 154517-19755G

CALCUTTA

E.P.S. 78.

ormernm

A conshiument et
Indian Ruby Mica for
Fulfiller Condensers
arriving at the

Lcnden rocks.

T"E 'Dielectric"
in all Dubilier fixed con-

densers is of the best Ruby Mica, specially
imported from the quarries of India.

It has long been recognised that there are numer-
ous reasons, both mechanical and electrical, which
account for the superiority of Mica over other
dielectric materials employed in Fixed Condensers of
small capacity.
Perhaps the best known of these are high insulation
resistance and high dielectric strength which enable
an exceedingly thin sheet of Mica to withstand very
high voltages.
The Mica sheets in Dubilier Condensers measure
only a few thousandths of an inch in thickness, yet
each one of them before it can qualify for a place in
a condenser has to withstand an alternating current
pressure test of 5,000 volts.
A condenser made up of such sheets will resist, for
example, the continued application of the full voltage
from a high tension battery, whereas a condenser
with an inferior dielectric may develop a short
circuit, a fault which may possibly ruin a succession
of high tension batteries before it is located.
Apart from insulation resistance, however, there
are still very powerful arguments in favour of the
Mica Condenser. The use of Mica enables Con-
denser losses (due to hysteresis, leakage, etc.), to be
reduced to a minimum, especially as Mica has a high
" specific inductive capacity," so that the volume of
the dielectric in a condenser in which losses can
occur is reduced to a minimum.
From the above it will be seen that for every re-
ceiving circuit the best condenser is a Mica Con-
denser and you will be assured of obtaining the best
Mica Condenser if you

Specify Dubilier.

DUBILIERCONDENSER CO LTD

Advt_ of the Dubilier Condenser Co.. Ltd.. Dueon
Works, Victoria' 1?oad, North Acton, 1.0nE1011, W.3.

Te/apaode.- Chiswick 224L-2-3., ,
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GREAT CRYSTAL DISCOVERY
BROADCAST RECEPTION PERFECTED

IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT

Twelve months of untiring research and scientific
investigation has found its reward in the production,
on a commercial scale, of the most perfeCt and ideal
crystal rectifier yet known:

This new product, to be known henceforward as
GOLD

TUNGSTALITE
Regd. Trade Mark 447149

is a synthetic crystal of entirely British manufacture.
tinguished by a very fine crystalline structure, and its peculiar
molecular architecture is such as to secure complete electrical
uniformity, thus enabling the manufacturers to give the following
remarkable WRITTEN GUARANTEE with every specimen,
namely, that ANY and EVERY POINT of CONTACT
WILL GIVE PERFECT 100% RECEPTION.

4411:arigeO

TUNGSTALITE (GOLD LABEL) is
packed in specially

constructed glass -covered boxes, each of which
contains an identification number and written
guarantee. These precautions are calculated to
render fraudulent imitations almost impossible.

TUNGSTALITE (GOLD LABEL)
possesses an excep-

tional range and a remarkable capacity for
receiving MORSE and distant signals unde-
tected by other crystals. It is unaffectpd byleat,
by handling, or by exposure to the atmosphere,

Try a specimen of TUNGSTALITE (Gold
Label). Make a thousand different contacts
on a thousand different points-A N D
SECURE PERFECT 100% RECEPTION EVERY

LONDON :

47 Farringdon
Road, E C.

OBTAINABLE FROM ALL DEALERS AND FROM

TUNGSTALITE,
'PHONE : HOLBORN 2557.

LONDON : Masse-. Brawn Bros:: Ltd., Gt. Eastsrn Slreat ; Masses. H3ughtons, Ltd., 83, High H3lbarn.
MANCH:131'ER Frank; lolesale), Ltd., 3, S3Ath King Strait. NEIN3ASTLE-ON -TYNE :
Masara. Payn3 8c H-irrusi, Ltd., 6, St. Aridraw's B tilding 3, GAllowlltl. SCOTLAND : na3s3r3. Rabb
Bros. (Glasg)Jit), Ltd., 69a, IN is". Nils Strait. NORTHERNIRILAND 1111333r3. D. H. Mituleay,
7, Howard Street, Belfast.

that
TUNGSTALITE Crystal Gold Label
Specimen No. A.000r
is a synthetic crystal of entirely British
manufacture and will give i00% recep-
lion at any and every point of contact,

The production of this coupon, '
together with this box and original
contents and vendor's invoice, will
entitle the bearer to receive the sum of /
2/- or, if preferred, a new specimen,
provided it can be shown that the
quality of this crystal is defective in

any way whatsoever.

Ltd.

LABEL

21-
It is dis-

REG° OFFICES -
47,FARRINGDON ROAD.

LONDON .E .0

TIME.

YORKSHIRE:

41 Call Law
LEEDS

SECURE YOUR GOLD LABEL TO -DAY
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Wiring up the One -Valve Re-
flex Set fully described in
" How to Make Wireless Sets,"
" Best Way Book No. 162.

The One -Valve Reflex Receiver complete and ready
for use.

" BEST WAY"

GUIDES FOR WIRELESS CONSTRUCTORS

" The Most Popular Radio
Books ever published."

" BEST WAY " No. 161

"How To Make Crystal Sets"
This book contains lucid and explicit instructions

for the building of a number of efficient receivers,
including a simple set costing under 10,-, a Two -
Circuit Crystal Receiver such as was recommended
by Capt. P. P. Eckersley in a recent broadcast talk.
Details are given for making One and Two -
Valve Low -Frequency Amplifiers, which can be
connected to any crystal set. There is also a very
practical and informative article, " All About
Crystals," which will prove invaluable to every-
one possessing or about to make a crystal receiver.

NOW ON
:: SALE ::

'PR ICE

6D.
EACH

"BEST WAY" No. 162

"How To Make Valve Sets"
The contents of this book include details of how

to make various receivers employing one or two
valves, including a One -Valve Set on the famous
" Unidyne " principle, which eliminates the need of
H.T. Batteries. A reliable Two - Valve Loud-
speaker set, a One -Valve Reflex Receiver, and a
Two -Valve Reflex Set. Stage by stage instructions
and diagrams together with a

PICTORIAL BLUE PRINT
are given showing very clearly the wiring and the
placing of components.

:: BUY YOUR ::

COPIES TO -DAY

EAAAAAAY.RAEMAAREAAAAAAAAAAMAAAAAAERAMAMAAAAAMAMAAAAMEAAAAAAAAAAALAAA
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An Aristocrat of
LOUD SPEAKERS

Illustration shows Swan
Neck Model, fitted with
highly -finished mahog-
any horn.
A.R. 15 £6 : 5 : 0
Also the same instru-
ment, but with oak
horn .. . £6
Other models from 25/ -

ESTHETIC in appearance and ranking
highest in technical efficiency as a Loud
Speaker --the AMPLION may be especi-

ally recommended to discriminating purchasers.

The beautifully polished mahogany trumpet,
the rich black crystalline finish of the Sound
conduit and case, and the highly nickel -plated
base, all contribute to make this model eminently
suitable for the most tastefully furnished room.

Possession of an AMPLION adds to your
enjoyment of Radio, without being an " eyesore"
in your home. If your furniture is oak, there
is also a trumpet to match it.

Ask your local dealer to show you a sample.

The
World's
Standard AMPLIoN

Wireless
Loud

Speaker

Obtainable from AMPLION Stockists and Wireless Dealers everywhere.

Illustrated folder post free front the Pateniees and lianufacturcrs:

ALFRED GRAHAM & CO. (E. A. GRAHAM),
ST. ANDREW'S WORKS, CROFTON PARK, LONDON, S.E. 4.

- Demonstrations gladly given during broadcasting hours al these showrooms: -

25 -6, Savile Row, W.1 and 7:-82, High Street, ClaphaM,
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What an amplification
characteristic curve shows

Type " A "
Intervalve.
Ratio 1-5.

LiZe 2 X 21 x 2i1
Price 20: -
Type "TA"
Telephone.
Ratio t-to.
Price 18,' -

Type " C "
Intervalve
Ratio 1.-4.

-ize 27g ins. diameter
x 21 ins. deep.

Recommended for
Power Amplifiers.

Price 24/ -
Type " TC"
Telephone.
Price 24/ -

When an artiste sings a note or an
instrument is played, the quality of
the tone depends upon the propor-
tion in which the " natural harmon-
ics " of that tone are present. Middle.
C, for example, has a frequency of 512,
and the natural harmonic one octave
higher has a frequency of 1,024. Thus,
the fidelity of reproduction of the
singer's note depends on the evenness
with which all the harmonics present
in that particular tone are amplified"
in the receiving set.

Glance at the characteristic curve
of the Type " B " Ironclad Trans-
former-note the flatness throughout,
practically the whole range of audible
harmonics. This shows why its ampli--
fication is so extraordinarily natural.

Then there are all manner of construc-
tional refinements. It 'is completely
enclosed mechanically and screened
magnetically, preventing inter -action.
Layer -wound, moisture proof, spaced
coils are employed, which, in con-
junction with the special form of
insulation, successfully prevents turns
becoming loose.

For the music -lover, for the man
who is only satisfied with reproduc-
tion in all the purity of its original
rendering, there can only be one

 amplifying instrument - the
" Sparta " Ironclad Transformer.

Type " B " Intervalve.
Ratio 1-4. Size 2 'X 21 X 21 ins.

Recommended for Power Amplifiers.
24/ -

Type "TB" Telephone for Loud Speakers.
23/ -

IRONCLAD TRANSFORMERS
FULLER'S UNITED  ELECTRIC WORKS LTD.,
WOODLAND WORKS, CHADWELL HEATH, ESSEX.
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FALLON
SQUARE LAW

CONDENSER

Features include:
One hole fixing,
tag connections,
heavy alumin-
ium top and hot -
templates. Metal
to metal adjust -
a b le bearings,
stout, well -cut
aluminium va nes.
Complete as illus-

trated

The New Fallon Square Law Condenser is absolutely the last
word in perfect condenserconstruction. _ -

Extremely handsome appearance, all parts being heavily plated ; o63
spacing (the closest possible). In the new model the overall length of the
oor condenser is only 4i in. as against 51. in. in the old model, and by a new
idea in spacing washers, rigidity of construction, never before achieved in
oily make of condenser, has been obtained.

SQUARE LAW TYPE
(As illustrated.)
Price. Price.

oo1 .. 9/6 .00025 .. 6/9
0005 .. 8/6 '0002 6/-
0003 .. 7/- Vernier, 3 or 5 4/6

FALLON /o

FIXED
CONDENSERS

-improve re-
sults in all Sets
Made of the high-
est quality mica
and copper foil ;
each one tested and guaranteed.
FALLON Fixed Condensers are right
up to FALLON standard. Fitted with
soldering tags and nuts for making clean
connections. British Reputation.-Your
Condensers are not FALLON'S unless
the name FALLON appears on same.

STANDARD TYPE
With Ordinary Vanes.

Price.
oot .. 8,9 .00025 .. 6:-
0005 7'- 00020 .. 5 6
0003 6:6 Vernier, 3 or 5 4, -

White

lftrkliltritiklintlainblAdav

Fixed Condenser and Grid
Leak COMBINED.

(As Illustrated.)
2 or 3 megohms,

2,6 each.

FALLON Fixed Condensers
Capacities up to oo r,

1,1 each.
Capacities up to .004,

2;- each.

FALLON'S
-The Premier
VARIOMETER
Inside winding, suitable for
broadcast reception on any
P.M.G. Aerial, extraordinary
close coupling ensuring large
tuning range. Inductance,.
the highest possible -9.5 to r.
Metal feet can be adjusted to
four different positions. As -

used in the Single Valve
receiver for all wave -lengths,
described and illustrated in
" Modern Wireless, " July

PRICE 10 /-issue.

Postage 6d.

All Post Orders, Cerre7poad
Oat: and ripplisatt,:
Trade Terms to:

FALLON
CONDENSER Co., Ltd.,

Ribbon Works, Broad Lane, Tottenham, N.15.
BRANCHES : 3, King's Street West, Deansgate, Manchester ; r.10, Welling-
ton Street, Glasgow.
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Scientific Adviser
S'r OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

RADIO NOTES
8 L S CALLING -NEW STATIONS TO

AUSTRALIA

The Savoy Band's Surprise.
I HEAR there is to be a somewhat

sensational musical surprise about the
third concert of the Savoy Bands

which is to be given at Queen's Hall, W.,
on Tuesday, March. 10th. This is a new
syncopated symphony which is to be
played for the first time, and it has been
specially written for the Savoy bands by a
famous musician whose name for the
moment is being kept secret. I am assured,
however, that it will be revealed immediately
after the concert, and will come as a big
surprise. The only hint I can give now as
to his identity is that he is the son of a
musician whose name was known -all over
the world. There .is not much doubt that
for the third time the Savoy bands will
again fill Queen's Hall-some achievement,
when you remember all the distinguished
soloists who more often than not have to
face rows and rows of empty seats. But
then, of course, the Savoy bands would
never be able to give enough concerts to
satisfy all their friends of the ether.

* *

Listen for S L S.
SHORT-WAVE broadcasting is now

being tested in Frande, and a station
at Montpelier (8 L S) is transmitting

daily on low power. Programmes are
rent from 8.30 to 9.0 p.m. on 'a wave-
length of 186 metres, and have been
picked up all over France.  If any British
listeners succeed in logging 8 L S, the
Societe Languedocienne, Montpelier, would
be very glad of a report.

Better and Better.
NEVER since broadcasting started has

the outlook for the future been so
promising as it is to -day. I wonder

how many people realise that there are
about a dozen new stations in Europe
alone which will be on the air in a few weeks,
and the total number contemplated for
the future must run into hundreds ? Any
night that you are searching round you may
find a total stranger on your condenser
dial, with a name you never heard before,
such as Graz, or Strasnice, or Pic -du -Midi.

A Popular Oetette.
LISTENERS

mired the
the J. H:

Octette will be
know that it
institution,
foreigners are
J. H. Squire is
figure in metro -
being connect -Adel phi.
house, and
Theatres, a a
rector.

Relaying from
THE Stutt-

has re-
expe r

relaying, and
ed in present-
ence with
from three of
stations, and
Newcastle,

One of
2 L O's new
masts now
erected on
an Oxford
Street store.

Technical Editor
G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E

AND NEWS.
HEAR -THE WAR ON " PIRATES --
IN A TRAIN !

who have ad -
broadcasting of
Squire Celeste
interested to
is a British
from which all
excluded. Mr.
a prominent
politan music,
ed with the
Apollo, Play -
St. James'
musical di -

Stuttgart.
gart station
eently been
menting with
has succeed-
ing its audi-
program m e s
the British
from K DK A.
Chelms f or d

and London were the British Stations
chosen, all of whom were relayed upon 443
metres with great success.

*

New Station Testing.
AMONGST the new stations actually

carrying out tests at the present
time are Oslo (Norway), Sundsvall

(Sweden), Glenwitz and Telefunken (Ger-
many), and Graz and Innsbruck (Austria).
In Portugal, Lisbon and Monsanto are
in operation, whilst Hongg (Switzerland)
and Strasnice (Czecho-Slovakia) are also
waiting to be stalked by the wary " D X "
fiend, who explores every strange carrier -
wave he hears.

" Mayday."
HAVE you heard a " Mayday " ?

Aeroplanes or airships do not send
out S.O.S. when in distress, but

instead use the word " Mayday " to clear
the ether of all interfering traffic. Officially
adopted as the ipternational signal of
distress for airships and 'planes, the word
" Mayday " is derived from the French
expression " m'aider."

* 

L.S.D.

.

LISTENERS' licence fees collected by
the Post Office in 1923-4 amounted
to no less than £250,055. Of this

amount £189,183 was paid to the B.B.C.
under the arrangement whereby the Post-
master -General deducts a certain proportion
for expenses, etc. I believe that in several
cases members of the public were thanked
when paying in their money.

* *

War on " Pirates "
THE Government's ;Wireless Telegraph

and Signalling Bill has now been
issued, and a very formidable

document it is. A summary conviction. for
;unlicensed installations, formerly punish -
.able by a £10 fine, may now be punished
by three months' hard labour or a £50
tine, and other penalties have been stiffened
up in like fashion. Most members of the

(Continued on next page.)
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NOTES AND NEWS.
(Continued front page 5.

House of Commons listen -in, so we may hear
some diverting technical talk at West-
minster before the Bill becomes law.
I believe the Editor has something to say
about this Bill in " Mainly About Broad-
casting."

The Latest B.B.C. Recruit.
THE appointment of Mr. George Gros -

smith to be Advisory Director of
Programmes to the B.B.C. is one

that listeners will view with satisfaction.
Not only will Mr. Grossmith undertake the
arranging of special programmes periodic-
ally, but his position and prestige will tend
to develop liaison with the entertainment
industry in general.

Mr. Grossmith has unofficially been assist-
ing the B.B.C. since January, and he tells
me that none of his theatrical engagements
will be affected by the new arrangement.

Australia in a Train.
PICKING up Australian and American

stations whilst travelling at top
speed in an express train is the latest

feat of M. Menars, the well-known French
experimenter. He was using a two -valve
set, without aerial, but connected by a
short lead to the electric -light bulb. For
35 miles, whilst the train swept through
tunnels and over bridges, reception was
perfectly clear.

The Super -Het.
THE super -heterodyne is steadily be-

coming more popular in this country.
A Harrow reader tells me that his

" super -het." is going quite nicely now, and
he has managed to tune in eighteen American
broadcasting stations up to date. Can any
other owner of a similar set beat this ?

a

What the Inventor Says.

"
REFRIGERATION by radio " is the

essential claim made by a Scandi-
navian inventor, whose radio -ice

can be tuned -in by ,means of a special
receiver, which will keep food,- etc., per-
fectly cool in the hottest weather. The
receiver is installed in an ice -box and tuned -
in to the central station, and will then
freeze away for one year at a cost of about
two shillings-at least, that is what the
inventor says !

Plymouth Gets. Buiy..
FRED by the phenomenal long-distance

feats recently recorded, and burning
to emulate same, the staff at Ply-

mouth Relay Station recently dusted up
their transmitter very carefully, cleaned all
contacts, and " took the air " on full
power, with the idea of shnking-up the
universal ether and making 5 X X feel
jealous. They certainly succeeded in
astonishing a Vienna listener who was
searching round on Det. and 2 L F ; but
the most appreciative man in their audience
was a New -Yorker, who had no idea that
Plymouth had a radio station (until he
heard it), and who had only known of the
Devonshire port as a place famous for its
export of Pilgrim Fathers.

2 L 0's Aerial.
THEnew aerial for 2 L 0 will take the -

form of two " sausages " spaced by
a . spreader 15 ft. long. Each

" sausage will have five wires spread out
on 3 ft. 6 in. hoops, and the lead-in from
the aerial to the transmitter will be
220 ft. long.

*
The Transmitting Hut.

BOTH of the masts on Selfridge's roof
are earthed to the framework of the
building, and they are both fitted

with lightning conductors. Besides the
main hut on the roof which contains the
actual transmitter and the batteries re-
quired for filament lighting, there is a
second hut. it stands near the base of one
mast, and contains the running machinery-
i.e., alternators for the transmitter and the
dynamos for battery charging.
MI1111;111111111111111111111111M1111111111 111111111111111111111111111111

SHORT WAVES.
. . . When gives a concert at

=7 Covent Garden it gives a very fine concert =
E.- indeed, and the silent listeners do not begrudge
E- the storms of applause which come over. But =
S. if B.B.C. broadcasts loud applause 'from an
E unseen audience for some of the very thin =
= fare which is sometimes provided from its own =
 studio it will only annoy the public."-
= The " Star."

" People coming round from the antesthetic
= after an operation say sonic odd things. A
= doctor friend tells me that a day or two ago =
= one of his patients returned to consciousness =
= by crying out in a loud voice, Is that London =
= calling ?  "-A Writer in the " Daily News."

E When television comes =shall we he asking =
E " What can the 11.11. See ? "-The " Star." =
= . . . 17p to the present I cannot
= discern any signs of a policy at all behind time =
E programmes provided by that institution. =
= (The B.B.C.) They seem so far to be trying to =
= please everybody ; and that, as we' all know =
= from our school -room days, will result in their =
= pleasing nobody. . . . "-" Barabhas,"
= writing in " Musical Opinion."

Five years from now there should =
be ten million valve -set users in these islands. =

E The best way to help with this growth is for the =
= (wireless) industry to continue rentrol of the =
= British Broadcasting Company.-Mr. R. =
 Ferguson (General Manager of the Radio =
= Communication Co.). -1

= The B.B.C. recently took part in a Rugby =
E. match at Lower Sydenham. I understand that =
= as soon as one of their opponents was on the =

point of scoring a try several voices were heard =
= announcing an interval of three minutes.- E
= A writer in the " Sunday Pictorial."

-THE WEEK'S QITERY.
E " Why didn't you send me a series -parallel E
= switch for the anode condenser ?"
ii1- 111111111111111111111111111111111-1111111111

On 21 metres.
JOHN L. REINARTZ, the well-known

American amateur, has succeeded
in setting up a new short-wave

trans -Continental record for American
amateurs to bed. -On a wave -length of
21 metres, Mr. Reinartz, from his home in
Hartford, Conn., communicated with New-
kirk Willis, in Santa Monica, California,
the remarkable feature of the performance
being that it was carried cut in full day-
light.

Beam Station Sites.
T HEAR that one of the new beam stations
1 which will link up this country with the

Dominions will probably he erected
on a site near Bridgwater. 'Negotiations
am now proceeding with landowners there,
and if successful, two aerial systems, each
half a mile long, will shortly be erected
upon 30f -ft. ma its,

From America.
HAVE you heard the story of the young

lady who completely lost her memory
and who was taken by the police to

the nearest broadcasting station ? It is
said that the announcer explained the
situation to listeners, and then the young
lady asked everybody through the micro-
phone, " Who am I ? " Three hundred
miles away her aunt happened to be listen-
ing -in, recognised her niece's voice, and
within a few hours the girl's identity was
established. I hardly need add that the
story comes from America..

Changes at Sheffield.
T HEAR that the Sheffield Relay Station.I will have a new studio shortly. The

existing one is very small, and is
separated from the transmitting room by
only a few feet. Although no definite site
has been announced at the time of writing.
it is probable that the new studio will be
housed on the top floor of the Old Imperial
Hotel on Castle Street. The transmitting
gear will remain at- Corporation Street, the
two buildings being connected by land line.

Broadcasting in Italy.
I TALY is planning a radio chain, with
1 stations at Palermo, Naples, Florence,

and Venice. In addition to the Rome
station-which is often heard in this
country-another station is already under
construction at Milan. When the scheme
materialises there should be plenty of
chances to receive broadcasting from Italy,
which hitherto has been among the back-
ward European countries, as regards radio
entertainment:

When the Heart is Young.
ARISING out of the Children's Corner,

Nottingham has organised a Radio
Circle, the membership of which has

reached over 4,200. The oldest member is
" Grannie " Greensmith, of 10, Fenton St.,
Sneinton, who is 92 years of age, and a very
keen listener !

"Mespot Calling."

HAYING
apparently tried all the official

channels without success, and failing
to get a reply from the Government

wireless stations, a resourceful wireless
operator in Mesopotamia broadcast the
following message " Will some British
amateur help to get an urgent message
through to the Air Ministry immediately ?
Mr. G. Leslie Morrow, of Berkhampstead,
Herts. who happened to he listening -in on
the short waves, promptly gave " Go " cn
his transmitting set, and within a few
minutes he had copied down the message
and given " O.K.-Stand by 30 mins."

The Value of the Amateur.
MR. MORROW hurried to the police -

station through the Hertfordshire
mud, and a few minutes later was

'phoning the message through to the head-
quarters of the Air Ministry. Meanwhile
the operator at Mosul, Mesopotamia (which
is 3,000 miles away), was no doubt picturing
to himself the progress of his message, and
anxiously guarding his tuning controls

ARIEL
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4--4- -0- ....
LOUD -SPEAKER RECEPTION

AND
REPRODUCTION

Mr T. H. Studley, of Harrow School, who has received signals from n T C. of Chili.

RE'
I was invited to spend the

evening at a friend's house, and' was
" treated " to 2 L 0 on the loud

speaker. Asking if I was interested in
wireless, my friend took me to have a look
at his set, of which he was very proud.

It was certainly a magnificent instru-
ment, in a beautiful cabinet, and covered
With awe-inspiring yet fascinating knobs.
So enthusiastic was the owner that he
allowed me to see the inside, and finding
that I was interested explained how the set
worked, what valves he used, and what he
could get on it.

A glance at the inside, the types of valves
,he'was using and the H.T. battery, together

ANODE
Art

REAL-0C
REVERSING

51Y/7CR

SWITCHES NECESSARY FOR CUTTING OUT
RP VALVE

with a further look at the loud speaker fully
explained the reasons for the peculiar mix-
ture of asthmatical wheezing and hoarse,
guttural sounds that I had been told was
the `'t,London station," and with which I
had $n greeted as soon as I entered the

h_ our The set, by the way, was situated at
2 miles from 2 L 0, and all the valves

doing their utmost.

uses of Distortion.' us consider the possible causes of the
frightful distortion that was being pushed
out under the guise of wireless "reception."

In the first place the loud speaker,
though of a very well-known make, was far
too small for the task that had been set for
it. It was doing its best, but you cannot.
or rather should not, expect a small loud
speaker to handle energy enough to fill a
hall. Properly treated, the loud speaker
would no doubt give excellent reproduction,
but when overloaded, let alone being sup-
plied with the output of a badly constructed
and worse handled four -valve set, you can
hardly expect anything but " bad gramo-
phone " results.

Now let us consider the set which, while
giving loud results, was perhaps the worst

thin," that could have been used for the
purpose.

As the idea.of this article is not so much
a discussion upon the ideal loud speaker
set as a guide by which amateurs may be
able to improve their existing results with-
out having to scrap their apparatus, we
shall consider the more usual types of faults,
and those that are confined to the most
popular form of L.F. amplification, namely
transformer coupled.

Admittedly, resistance coupling is the
best if ultra purity is desired, but with both
transformer or even choke amplification
excellent results can be obtained and really
enjoyable reproduction secured, though the
former is preferable as a rule.

The set under consideration was of the
usual type, namely tuned anode H.F.,
detector, and two stages of L.F. amplifica-
tion. Though a switch was included for
cutting out the first valve, this was not
being properly used, and all four valves
were going " all out."

Faulty Grid Leak.
The first valve at 12 miles from 2 L 0

was, of course, unnecessary; and should
have been cut out. Reaction was being
used, and this accounted for a certain
amount of the distortion, as did a poor grid
leak. However good the rest of the set may
be, if the detector valve is giving out dis-
torted currents the total output will be still
further distorted, as all the distortion -given
by the detector will be amplified by the
succeeding valves.

It is best if possible to avoid the use of
reaction altogether when loud -speaker re-
sults on the local' station are desired. I
mention the local station because it is im-
possible as a rule to obtain clear reception
from any other station, the music or speech
always being interrupted by some other
station, or those peculiar noises so fanliliar
to amateurs that go in for DX work.

The next and most fruitful source of dis-
tortion is the L.F. side of a set, so that the
first stage of L.F. amplification must be
examined.

If this consists of a transformer -coupled
valve, as my friend's set did, the effect of
changing over the primary leads to the
transformer should be tried. Most trans.
formers work best when OP goes to the
plate or reaction coil of the preceding valve,
IP going to H.T. positive, while IS goes
to the grid of tie next valve.

By K. D. ROGERS.
TC,I, E

The amateur will find valuable advice in
this article concerning the correct method
of handling a set for good, clear, loud-

speaker reception.

0
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There are exceptions, however, so that
although the foregoing may be taken as a
general rule, and the set connected up in
that way, it is always advisable to try
reversing both the primary and secondary
leads, first alternately and then together.

Need for Grid Bias.
A .001 fixed condenser should be placed

across the prim,ary terminals for the time
being, and attention can then be paid to
the valve wiring, which should be so
arranged as to have the filament rheostat in
the negative lead of the L.T. battery. This
ensures the grid of the valve being kept at
a negative potential, and as this is the first
stage of L.F. amplification it is probable
that no other negative bias will be necessary.
At any rate, we can leave this stage and
have a look at the next. -

If transformer or choke coupling is used
it is generally advisable to make this, the
second, stage the last, unless special power
amplification is desired, for open-air de-
monstrations or large halls. In the average
set this should be the final stage and when
properly used and constructed will give
ample volume, even for a small hall.

As I expected, the set I was examining
used a transformer -coupled last stage, and
also had an ordinary 5-1 ratio transformer
of doubtful design included in it.

This, coupled with unsuitable valves and
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no grid bias, was the cause of the majority
of the distortion I had been enduring.

Readers who desire good loud speaker
reception, from a set with two transformer -
coupled L.F. valves will have to go very
carefully over the circuit of the last valve
in order to cut out any distortion that may
be present in the output of the set.

If, as is often the case, an ordinary L.F.
transformer is used, the effect of changing
over the leads as before should be tried

(Confirmed on page S.)
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and then grid bias should be given clue con-
sideration. This will vary with the valve
used, which, by the way, should be a power
valve, either of the dull or bright emitter
type. It is useless to expect an ordinary
valve to carry the energy supplied to it with
any degree of success, and although the
extra volume obtained by the use of a
power valve may not be desired, the use of
this kind of valve is very strongly recom-
mended, the set being detuned to cut down
the volume to the desired vintensity.

Choice of Transformers.
The grid bias should consist of a small

dry battery of either 1-1, 3, 4- or 6 volts-
this will have to be found by experiment-
connected in series between the negative
L.T. terminal and the transformer secondary
connection remote from the grid of the
valve. This will probably be the OS
terminal. The negative of the battery goes
to OS, while the positive goes to the L.T.
negative,

The best thing to do no,w is to replace the
transformer by a proper " second stage
transformer such as the Eureka No. 2, or
the Marconi Ideal 2.7-1, but if this alter-
ation is not desired, though for really good
results it is advisable, the use of a few little
" wangles " may be beneficial.

First of all, vary the fixed condenser
across the primary of the first transformer
till least distortion (with both valves going)
is found, adjusting the H.T. and filament
at the same time, of course. Separate
H.T. for the last valve will be useful here,
though it is not absolutely essential. Next
try a .002 or -003 fixed condenser across the
primary of the second transformer, and then
turn your attention to loading the secondary.

This is an expedient that often has the
desired effect, though it is apt to cut down
the volume somewhat. It is based on the
fact that the majority of L.P. transformers,
when not designed properly for the task
they have to undertake, have a certain
resonance about them, much as a had loud
speaker has.

Preventing L.F. Resonance.
This resonance is electrical, however, and

in the same way that the loud speaker
magnifies certain notes or frequencies of
sound more than others, so the transformer
steps up the voltage of certain frequencies
of current more than others. Obviously
the result of this is to produce ameven
amplification, some frequencies being over
amplified and others not receiving .enough
magnification. The result makes itself
known by distorted results, the high notes
being harsh, while orchestral pieces in
particular are blurred, and the various in-
struments jumbled up in an indistinguish-
able medley of unmusical sounds.

There are two easy methods of loading
the transformer, and both should be tried
until best results are obtained. The first
consists of placing a resistance across the
secondary terminals, and the second in
connecting a condenser across the same
points.
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A resistance of about ,100,000 ohms
across the IS and OS terminals of the
transformer should have the desired effect,
though various resistances should be tried
until the best value is found. In the same
way different fixed condensers should be
tried until the most satisfactory results aro
obtained. As a guide, a -001 mfd. and
one of -002 mfd. may be tried first.

It will be found that the pitch of the
received signals is lowered by the addition of
capacity or the decrease of resistance across
the transformer, but at the same time the
harshness is reduced and a more mellow
tone results.

Suitable Valves Essential.
If the amateur has nearly succeeded in

eliminating the distortion by the various
means suggested in the foregoing, he will
do well to look at his valves, H.T. control,
and tuning.

In the former ease all valves, in whatever
set they are to 'be used, should be chosen
for the purpose they are to fulfil. For
instance, it is sheer waste of money to buy
a valve designed for H.F. or detector work
and to expect it to give good service in the
second stage of an L.F. amplifier.

that D.E. power valves are available.
A separate H.T. tapping 'is advised, and
this and careful adjustment of grid bias
should give really good results.

Handling the Set.
Careful control of the H.T. should be used.

in all stages if clear music and speech are to
be obtained, and all the valves should
be worked at their best values of H.T.
and L.T. It to a mistake to turn down the
filament, or cut down the H.T. of a valve
in order to make the reproduction '' softer."
This should always be clone either by cutting
out a stage of amplification altogether, or
by detuning the set. This latter always
results in an improvement of tone where
loud -speaker reproduction is required, and ;11,e .477.1
it assists in preventing "blasting." Re- '
action should be avoided wherever possible
especially when loud results are requir
On the local station, within a distance
20 miles, it should not be necessary at
and if the set will not work a loud spec
without it .the best thing to do is to a
another valve.

Finally, always remember that a loud
speaker should never be overloaded. The
larger the loud speaker the less it has to be
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With regard to the four -valve set of
which We were speaking, i.e. a typical four-
valver ; the first Valve should be one suited
for H.F. amplification, not that it should
be used at all for short range work, and
this valve should not be expected to oper-
ate as an L.F. valve unless the makers
claim that it is suitable for that purpose.
A good detector valve should be chosen
and kept as a detector. It very often ruins
the sensitivity of a good rectifier to use it
elsewhere in a set, and this valve especially
should be detailed for one job, and that one
job only.

Use, a Power Valve.
Any good L.P. valve will do for the first

L.F. stage, but in- the last stage the valve
should be carefully chosen. A power valve,
either of the dull emitter or ordinary type
should be used, and as it is easy to get a
valve to suit the filament voltage of the
battery used for the others, there should be
no difficulty in picking out a satisfactory
one. The power valve will be mo s expen-
sive than the o:alinary type. but the capa-
bility to handle strmaa signals makes it
desirable ind well worth 'Ale extra outlay.
The extra cost of upkeep is negligible now

loaded to fill the room for which it is in-
tended, so that it is much better to have
a moderate -sized speaker and just let the
sounds " fall out " as it were, than to have
a small one and have to force it in order to
get a sufficient volume. of sound.

The diagrams given should he
self-explanatory, though a few
about the one on this page may,.
amiss.

The circuit shown is one very co
in use, and is a good loud -speaker c'
general purpose use. By this I mean t
it need not be confined to loud -speaker
reproduction of the local station, but can
be used very satisfactorily for telephone
reception of distant stations.

The choke is provided to keep the 'steady
plate currents away from the 'phones or
loud -speaker, the L.F. impulses only going
through them. The valves are chosen for
the positions they will occupy, the last
valve being a power valve.

A final refinement not shown would be
a series of 1 mfd. condensers across each
H.T. tap to H.T. negative, and these would
-assist in cutting out any H.T. noises due
to a heavy discharge of that battery or
-a faulty cell.



will, of course, be evident to valve users, but
not to those crystal experimenters who know
nothing of valve work.

It is the act of forcing current through
the contact on the crystal, from a local
battery, that completely alters the state of
affairs, and turns some small percentage
of zincite into a sort of cold valve, although
the difference in the degree of coldness
between the two electrodes exerts -a marked
influence on the result.

Similar to an Arc.
When a rising voltage is applied to the

contact, the resistance of it, till then
reaching hundreds of ohms or even more,
vanishes when a certain strength of current
is reached (the top of its voltage -current
curve) ; and, if the voltage is still further
increased, becomes what is termed negative.
This merely means it is neither positive
nor zero. A lower voltage than was used
to make it become so will then drive a large
current through it. The contact can now
usually be set in oscillation, like the make -
and -break of a buzzer, when the current
through the electro-magnet becomes strong
enough, by very gently flicki g the flexible
steel cat's -whisker. The resistance again goes
up and the crystal will at once cease to
absorb any more energy from the battery
uselessly ; on the contrary, it will give some
out. This may take the form of low, or
high frequency oscillations, or both, in
suitable circuits, shunted across the con-
tact. A small spark can often be seen there,
and this behaves almost exactly like a very
short arc. The zincite, where the steel
touches it, becomes luminous, and weak
whistles and gurgles can heard. The
oscillations are, however, -not influenced by
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f By LESLIE MILLER.
+ The author of this article has made experiments with oscillating crystals a special study, and some new and interesting
f facts about them are revealed in this article.
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MORE ABOUT OSCILLATING CRYSTALS
f

ACRYSTAL, suitable for generating
oscillations, may, at the present
time, be taken to be a specially

selected one, of zincite, with the point of a
thin steel wire pressing on it,' as cat's -
whisker. In the case of pieces of zincite
suitable for oscillation purposes, if no
battery current is used, this Combination
makes a very poor rectifier, though some

F161

samples of zincite rectify very fairly with
steel. There seems to be no connection
between the properties necessary for
rectification and those for oscillation,
though, as will be mentioned later, the
latter must be very similar to the require-
ments for microphonic action.

The great distinction between a crystal
used for rectification, and one for oscillation,
is that the former, offering a high resistance,
always absorbs energy, and weakens the
received signal ; whereas the latter, when
used properly, gives out energy derived from
a local battery.
Consequently, it
can be em-ployed to
strengthen re-
ception, or for
transmitting

urposes. Irtfia

An operator at the Nash Point Station adjusting the wave -length oti the C.W. sets by means of a Wave -meter.

a magnetic field, and they can readily be
stopped and restarted by breaking -and -

making the battery circuit, as well as the
oscillating one.

Research has now reached a point where
there is no longer any difficulty in making a
crystal oscillate, and keep on doing so for
hours, or even days. A convenient circuit
for this purpose is shown in Fig. 1. It will
be seen that it is similar to that for a
buzzer wave -meter, and practically the
same as for a short arc generator, or for
obtaining alternating current from a Neon
lamp.

Ten per cent of the zincite on the
market, at most, will generate oscillations
freely, and only ten per cent of this will be
good enough Ior heterodyning with success.
Of this, nearly the whole would be rejected

1762.

by anyone of experience, choosing it simply
for rectification. Pieces suitable for oscilla-
tion can be bought, but if amateurs having
zincite in tlwir possession would like to see
if it is of the oscillating variety, they should,
break up the blackest looking, non -tram -
parent pieces into rather small fragments,
and set each in fusible metal so deeply that
only a few sharp points or a sharp ridge
stands out.

Special Detector necessary.
On the sharp edge, or point of the crystal,

some kind of steel wire point, about No. 32,
should be arranged to touch, with a pressure
slightly heavier than would be right for
rectification of rather strong signals.
Steel is best for the actual contact, but the
spring that presses it on is another matter.
For this, the writer naturally prefers his
own type of cat's -whisker (prov. patent), con-
sisting of a strip of silver, copper, or other
metal gauze, used sideways on. This is
shown in Fig. 1. For oscillating purposes,
half an inch of steel wire  should be fixed
across the gauze at the acting end.

A straight piece of steel wire, about * in.
long, with the end just bent round at right
angles will also answer very fairly, but is
rather liable to vibrate in two planes. The
Russian physicists employ the ordinary
spiral cat's -whisker, but this will be found
very difficult to set in oscillation. Steel is
not the only metal that will work with
zincite, The writer finds silver and nickel

(Continued on page 10.)
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By PHILIP MASON.
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QUITE a number of wireless enthusiasts
at the present time claim to be able
to pick up distant broadcasting on

a crystal set, but these are still only a small
minority in comparison with those who can
only receive their local station. Generally,
the taus s of long-distance crystal recep-
tion are a more than usually sensitive
crystal, a high and efficient aerial, a good
earth, or a combination of these. What is

wanted is a. circuit with which distant
stations can be received, using an ordinary
crystal in conjunction with an aerial and
earth of average efficiency. The writer
claims that the circuit described here sup-
plies this want.

Connecting an Ordinary set.
The " Long Range " (-limit is shown in

Fig. 1. It will be noticed that the circuit
differs from the conventional_ type in that
an inductance 'and condenser are connected
across the telephones. This inductance,
hereafter referred to as the 'phone induct-
ance, should have a wave -length of about
a hundred metres or so more than the
aerial tuning inductance. Any of the
usual types of inductance may be used.
The variable condenser should have a
capacity of .0005 mfd.

Theoretically, you may use a varlometer,
coil and condenser, slider or tapped in-
ductance, or loose coupler, with equal
effect for the aerial tuning. In practice,
however, the method which gives the -
finest tuning will be the best.

A crystal set using the ordinary type of
circuit may be quite readily converted to
the " Long Range" circuit by the method -
shown in Fig. 2.

The mode of operation of the circuit is
not at all complicated. The station to be.
received is first tuned in with the aerial
inductance in the usual manner. After
this the condenser, winch tunes the 'phone
coil, is adjusted until loudest signals are
obtained.

Some Results Obtained.
Using the " Long Range " circuit, the

writer has succeeded in receiving Bourne-
mouth, Newcastle, Cardiff, and Glasgow,
at Birmingham, using an indoor aerial and
a water -pipe earth. The reception of

Bournemouth and Glasgow was fairly
regular, but the other two stations could only
be received when conditions were especially
favourable. In order to test whether this -
reception was due to the circuit used, the
writer had a switch connected so that
the 'phone coil could be short-circuited.
Trarismissions which were received quite
clearly when the 'phone coil was in circuit.,
disappeared entirely when it was cut out.

Well Worth Trying.
Providing that the aerial and earth are

of the average efficiency, and a good crystal
is used, any listener should be able to
receive distant broadcasting stations, using
this circuit.

Long-distance reception is not the only
interesting property of the circuit, for it
will also make the signals from the local
station louder. The farther away from the
station the set is situated, the greater the
increase in signal strength will be. At
one or two miles distant the improvement
may be so small that it is scarcely notice-
able, while at ten miles or so the signals
will be markedly improved in strength.

In conclusion, the writer would like to
invite those readers who are inclined to be
sceptical to try the circuit for themselves.

A 4 -valve set (1 11.F., det., 2 L.F.) made by Mr. L.
Hook. of the Streatham Radio Society. WGY and
all B.B.C. and many Continental stations have been

heard.
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quite good, and no doubt other metals also,
but copper is bad.

The subject has not been half investigated
in this country, though Dr. Eccles was the
first to discover that crystals oscillated. As
usual, we have left other countries to try to
make practical use of our disam'eries. The
Russian research workers especially should
be thanked for throwing open their results
to the world.

Referring to Fig. 2, which is a diagram of
the simplest circuit for generating low -
frequency oscillations, a dry -cell battery of
the usual H.T. type will be needed, to give
up to about 15 volts (or 30 volts, if required).
with a contact to each cell after about 8
volts. A potentiometer connected across
four or more cells is, of course, better, when
it is necessary to adjust the volts on the
crystal very accurately. In series with the
battery is a resistance of 2,000 to 4,000 ohms.
One regulating by means of a screw thread.
is very convenient, as it affords an ad-
ditional means of adjusting the voltage
across the crystal contact. This will
normally be about 6 volts.

Using a Chelmsford Coil.
Instead of a resistance, an ordinary pair

of headphones may be used, but these are
of course inductive. Inductance is wanted
to block oseiLations and prevent them
being wasted in this eircie.', but very little
of it, or it will react on the real ostillatigin
circuit shown on the left, and cause b
which may be as slow as two or thr:
minute. As a telephone put in this eirlftit
acts not only as resistance, but as a det(l'etr
of oscillations, it is often convenient to use
it in this position.

Otherwise it may be connected across
a secondary coil coupled to the inductatice
in the oscillating circuit, for which purpose
an ordinary subdivided tuning solenoid with
a sliding secondary for the telephoneS is
useful. The inductance, in millihenrys, should
have a ratio to the capacity, in microfarads,
of about 1 : 3 to start oscillating most easily,
and a coil for Chelmsford or Paris, in series
with a 2 mfd. paper and tin -foil condenser, or
one of the Mansbridge type, will approxi-
mate to this. The ratio -is not at all
critical. For a refinement, two condensers
of one microfarad each may. he used in
series or parallel as required.

(Continued on page 51.)
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STARTING AN EXPERIMENTAL
RECEIVING STATION.

By OSWALD J. RANKIN.

PART IV.

S the above title implies, the main
purpose of these articles is to indi-
cate a simple and practical method

of starting an experimental receiving station.

Fig. 1.

The present instalment deals with simple
valve apparatus, and sonic single valve
amplifying circuits, but this by no means
signifies that previous experiments with
crystal circuits have been exhausted. It
should be remembered that all circuit
diagrams are intended only as simple
examples ; the reader should experiment
with all the possible modifications of each
example before passing on to the next.

4 -4 -4 -4 -4 -4, -*-4- 1-4-14-4-0-4,4-4-4,4,4--*-4--*-4- -4, 4. -4-4- 4- 4, 4,1 -*4-4-+

think out and try other methods of coil
coupling ; the loose -coupler or vario-
coupler, for example.

Even with a very simple form of crystal
circuit it is possible to
effect many changes ;
is there a limit, there-
fore, to the scope pre-
sented in the multi -
valve stage ? This is
a question to be
answered by the
reader himself. He
will think there is a
limit if his knowledge
is limited, but if he
becomes thoroughly
acquainted with the
many modifications
of a comparatively
simple circuit, then
he will feel confident

that his scope for experimenting is in-
creased at every step towards the multi -
valve stage.

Construction of Valve Panels.
Fig. 1 shows a set of experimental valve

panels which should now be made up. The
ebonite panels area in. in thickness and 7'
in. long by 3 in. wide, these being marked
off and drilled as shown in Fig. 2 and

fitted with four ter-
minals, a set of valve
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Fig. 2.

In order to gain knowledge, which is best
acquired by practical experience, the
reader is left to think out many problems
for himself-to experiment, in fact. For
instance, in the preceding article we were
mainly concerned with inductively coupled
crystal circuits employing honeycomb or
basket coils. There the reader was left to

and front views of
one of the completed
panels. Viewing the
panel from the front,
or top (right-hand
photograph, Fig. 3),
the two top terminals
are (left to right)

sockets, and filament
rheostat.

Two strips of
wood, each 3 in. long
by 11 in. wide, form
the supports, or a
complete cabinet
may be fitted to
each panel if desired.
The panels are wired
up in the manner in-
dicated in Fig. 3,
which shows the back

Fig. 3

grid and plate, and the two lower terminals
left to right) L.T. negative and positive.

The filament
rheostat is
placed in the
negative lead ;
that is, between
the terminal
marked L.T
negative a n d
one of the fila-
ment valve
sockets.

All panels arc
identically
wired, the first
made being used
as a pattern for
the others. The
fact should not
be overlooked
that when the
panel is reversed
(left-hand photo

(Continued ow page 12.1

Fig. 5.
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in Fig. 3) the plate and L.T. positive
terminals will then be on the left-hand side.
The terminals may be marked by means of
transfers, or either of the small charts may
be. used as shown, in Fig. 4. The chart
shown in the lower diagram is probably
the most instructive, and this should be
marked out on paper and fastened to the

Fig. 6.

operator's table. Both charts represent
front or top views of the valve r anel, one
with the wiring diagram wiring connections.
After a very short time, however, such a
guide will not be required, for the operator
will soon memorise the connections.

Different Types of Valve.
Fig. 5 shows the- front and back of panel

views of an experimental valve panel for
the Myers type of valve. The ebonite
panel is 5 in. long by 31 in. wide, this being
supported in an upright position by the
simple wooden structure as shown. A com-
plete cabinet would, of course, improve the
appearance of the instrument,but the author
prefers to arrange experimental, apparatus

on the easily " get -at -able " system por-
trayed in this and other components de-
scribed in these articles. Viewing the panel
from the frontithe terminals are arranged to
correspond with the position of the valve
clips as given in the template provided with.
this type of valve-i.e. top (red end of
valve), plate and L.T positive ; and bottom,
grid and L.T. negative.

Fig. 6 shows a simple holder for H.F.
transformers, and the reader is advised to make
up at least two of these. The ebonite panels are
3 in. square by 1 in. in thickness, these being fitted
with four valve sockets or :a valve holder, and four
terminals which arc wired up to same. The sockets
should he fitted in a direct line with the terminals,
from corner to corner of panel, as shown. The

terminals are marked I.P.,
0.P., I.S., and O.S. to
correspond with the mark-
ings on the transformers,
the panel then being
screwed down to a small
wooden base which is well
recessed to accommodate
the terminal and socket
nuts and the connecting
wires.

Now in most circuit dia-
grams the symbols are
arranged progressively from
the aerial and earth on the
left, to the telephones and
II.T. battery on the right,
and therefore, if we adopt
the same system in actual
practice and arrange our
experimental components
-to correspond as near as
possible with the- positions
of the components in the
diagram, the wiring up of
any circuit will be a very
simple matter. On the
other hand, should we com-

mence to wire up the circuit from the right, while
reading the diagram from the left, then naturally we
create an unnecessary difficulty which will result in
confusion and consequent loss of time. A glance at
the circuit shown in Fig. 7 should make this quite
cleat. The correct position for the aerial tuning
coils and condensers is on the left-hand side of the
operator's table; the H.T. battery and telephone
terminal block should be on the extreme right, and
the accumulator should be placed on the floor, under
the table.

Having now arrived at the early valve stage, the
beginner will want to know something about the best
types of valves, the capacity of the accumulator, etc.
I would advise him to purchase any ordinary bright -
emitter valve, a 4 -volt 60 -ampere hour accumulator,
and a 60 -volt variable H.T. battery. If the accumu-
lator is of a larger capacity then so much the better,
and it will not matter very much if it is a 6 -volt
accumulator providing the filament rheostats are
capable of cutting down the voltage to about 4 volts.

So far we have dealt exclusively with direct and
inductively coupled crystal circuits where the head-
phones were connected to the points marked W X

in Fig. 7. We will now connect these points to the
primary winding of an L.F. intervalve transformer,
place a '001 mid. fixed condenser in shunt with same,
connect the secondary winding to the grid of the valve
and the L.T. negative, and place the telephones in
series with the plate of the valve and the positive
wander plug of the H.T. battery. The negative side
of the H.T. battery is -connected to the L.T. positive,
and a '002 mfd. fixed condenser is connected in shunt
with the telephones. We have now added a single
stage of audio or L.F. amplification, or note magni-
fication, to a crystal detector circuit, and providing
the L.T. and H.T. current is properly applied the
volume of sound in the headphones should now he
considerably increased. The circuit may be tried
minus transformer by connecting W to Y and X to Z.
Any of the crystal circuits previously described may
be used in conjunction with this single valve
L.F. amplifying circuit. The actual lay -out of the
components is shown in the lower diagram, where it
will be seen that the large terminal block, A (de-
scribed in Part 1), is now a very important piece of
apparatus. B is the plug-in unit coil which is tuned
by the '0005 mfd. variable condenser, C ; I) is the
accumulator ; E represents the earth ; F is the valve
panel ; 0 the H.T. battery, and H the 'phone terminal
block. The components not marked should be obvious.

Now, for increased range or distance the valve
should be made to function as a radio or high -fre-
quency amplifier by arranging the circuit as shown
in Fig. sa. Here the valve precedes the crystal
detector circuit and magnifies or strengthens the
oscillations in the aerial circuit prior to rectifis
cation. The " tuned anode " coil C, which is shunted --
with a '0003 or '0005 mfd. variable condenser, should
be one size larger than the coil used in the aerial'
circuit, and in order to balance out the capacity n
the aerial it is often necessary to load the variable
condenser (or, in effect, the coil) with a fixed con-
denser of '0003 mfd. capacity, as shown. A '002
mfd.n efis.xed condenser is connected across the tele-

phones.

Useful Reflex Circuit.
In the lower diagram (Fig. Sb) the valve is made

to function as a high and low frequency amplifier
simultaneously. This is a simple single valve

"" reflex circuit which might also be tried. The coils
C and D are mounted in the two -coil holder, their best
values being found by trial. Alternatively an H.F.
plug-in transformer may be used, the '0003 mfd.
variable condenser being connected across the
primary winding which then replaces the coil C. The
primary and Secondary Windings of the L.F. inter -
valve transformer are shunted with '001 mfd. fixed
condensers, and a '01 nail, fixed condenser shunts the
telephones and H.T. battery. Alternatively the '01
(or larger) condenser may be connected across the
H.T. battery and a separate '002 mfd. condenser
provided for the telephones. Both arrangements
should be tried and experiments should be carried out
with condensers of various capacities until maximum
results are obtained. The positive pole of the tele-
phones should always be connected to the positive
H.T., otherwise the 'phone magnets will soon become
depolarised. The positive tag is easily distinguished
by small portions of red cotton interwoven in the
covering.

The reader is now advised to obtain a reliable
selection of circuit diagrams. I would recommend
the supplement of Pictorial diagrams recently given
away in " P.W." (Jan. 24th).

J I
Fig. Sa,
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Brandes
The name to know in Radio
Brandes Ltd., 296, Regeht St., ILI.
Works : Slough, Bucks.

REDUCED
PRICE

You are now able to buy
the most reliable and effi-
cient British Headphones
at greatly reduced price.
But the class of material
used remains unaltered
and still the highest manu-
facturing ideals control the
quality of the product.
You simply get the same
value for less money.

Matched Tone means that
both your ears hear ex-
actly the same sound at
the same instant and you
learn a new beauty of
tone. Ask your Dealer
for Brandes.

British Manufacture
(B.B.C. Stamped.)

Superiorbillatcl7one Headphones
BUY THE BEST FOR LESS
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MECHANICS PLAYS
ITS PART

We doubt if any component receives a larger share of work than the variable
condenser. Imagine that you have built a multi -valve receiver, when after a
short period of use one of the condensers breaks down mechanically. We can
only surmise your disgust, and sympathise with yout misfortune. Variable
condensers easily break down -unless
their mechanical efficiency precludes it. .0/In the J.B. careful design elithinates any
possibility of Wear on vital bearings
which cause an instrument to operate
anything but smoothly. The condenser
which, -when used, moves by a series of
/it and starts, is neither a pleasure nor
does it approach accurate work.
Fit Condensers which are as accu-
rate as the delicate scientific in-
strument -buy these by name, J.B.

They are a pieasure to use.

SQUARE LAIN.
.001 916 .00025
.00075 9/- .0002
.0005 8/- .0001
.0003 6;9 Vernier

6;'9
5`6
5,3
4,6

STANDARD.
.001 8/6 .00025 5/9
.00075 8/- .0002 5/-
.0005 7/- .0001
.0003 5/9 Vernier

J.B. Condensers are obtainable throughout
the world. If any difficulty, send direct,

Post : One, 6d.; Two, Pd. ; Three, 1/-.

J8.A 01
POLAND ST- OXFORD ST Uelepfione:-

LONDON - W.I. GERRARD 7414
(First Floor)

Barclays 615.

ALL POST FREE AT
Ebonite Panels

Matt I" 3/ lb
9" x 6° 2,2 1110

12" x 9" 4 6 3/9
12'0112. 52 51-
15" x 9' 52 4/9
15.x12° 7'6 5'8

4" 8d. 66.
x 5. 1/6 12

6" x x p 10d.
Any Size Cut.

Sq. in. P th. 1c1

Terminals
MIII-PotEtrass 2d.
4 B.A. Standard ld.
Lacquered 26
Spade type,doz. 3d.
Telephonetypeltd.
Mul tiehono 4w. 9d.

,, 6 -way 1 /
Ref ty spring 3d
2 B.A. Small id
Contact Studs Id
Spring Washers 96.
Aerial/Wire 7,22
Enamelled., Bright.'
100' ... 3 /6. 216
do. Electron 1 / 8
Lead-in 4d. a yard.

Insulators
Shell, 2/' x 4.d.
Reel 16. Egg Id,
Crystal. type 9d.

Lead-in 41 -
4" & 6" do. 9d.
9. 11-. 12 & 15 1'3

.s.ve Holders
TypeA7d.Polar1/3
Screwed 8 nuts 86
Ebonite 10-i.
Do. Open Type 66.

Coil Plugs
Ebonite,,, 10d.
Superior... 1 / 3
Narrow ... 76
Basket .. ... 1
Moulded type 6d.
Coil Formers 21-cl.
Basket type lid.
Coil Mounts 4d.
'Athol' Ebonite 13
Do. Porcelain 1/
Basket Coil Sets
6-1 / 9. 4-1/-.
Condensers

mullard,EdisonBeii.
Dubilier.usualpriees
Mansbridge 1 in.f
1 / 6; 2 m.f.. 1/6;
1 / 36 in .f. 9d.
IronCoreChokes
1.000 ohms 9d.

COMPLETE
P
I

FREE

Headphones
4.000 ohms
B'rown's'F' B rU
Siemens, Braude.,
Sterling, all 20 / -
General Radio 20
Fellows 186
Airweight 10/6
do. Adjustable 12,6
H.T. Batteries

With Wander Plugs
60v. 8/. 36v 4 / 10
30r 4/- 15v. 2 /
4v. F.L. Btry 5d.

66v. EverRdy 13.6
36v 8/ I6v 3/6
Siemens same price.
British Wires

SWO, UCC, Sta% DSV,

18 1111 2/11 3/520 22 3/4 412
22 26 3/9 4/7
24 2/11 3/10 5'-
26 3/4 4/2 519
28 3/9 4/9 6K
30 4110 5/4 79
32 516 6 / 819-
36 84 816 12'
40 17/- 14/8 20 
Variable Leaks
Filtron 0-7 ineg 3 /
Watinel 0-5 2 / 6
Liesen type 2/6Resistances 216
Ebonite Dials

Engraved 3. 76.
Knobbed type 1/.
2S" Fit Typo 5d
Mica. 002 Doe

x 2". 1/-
2" x 46.

CALLERS' PRICES
TRADE

N
0
U
I
11

S
INVITED

Transformers
L.PSilvorTown21/-
Nigardainoilenst2l1nel7 21205

Burndept (new)241-
Reliability

Ferranti10../.. 1172;66
X traordinarY 81
Tangent 12/6 14:6
Royal .. ... 20 /
N.A.F.Modulation
Telephone, & 10,1r.
" Unidyne " 81 -
Mr. Tangent 5 /6
McMichael's 10 / -
Oojah 900 m. 5 / 6
600 & 300 m. 4 6
Formers only 1 /

Switches, Ebonite
Tumbler 1

1/6
S.C.O. 96.
Dewar D.C.O. 3 / 3

D.P.S.T. 2 / 9
Utility 2 -Way 4 /-
3w5 /.4w6/ .6w8/ -

Lever Tyne Stocked
11iniaturcTurn 6d.
Lissen 2 -way 219

 Series pail. 319
Double -arm do 2.
N.P. Panel 96

New Lines
Eureka Transform.
ers, No. 2 22 / 6
ConcertGrand 30'
R.I. Chokes 10/
Shaw'sHertzite 1 /-
Tungstalite 1/6
Mic-Mot-Detee'r

gredderrs5N 62dvPic 1 /cal-,';',/31,,Did.

J. IL TAYLOR & CO.,
4 Radio House, Telephone.
Macaulay St., Huddersfield. 341
Teleprong " Thorough," Huddersfield

Var Condensers
-001 Panel Type6,6
000750Knob & 5/9
0005 Dial ) 5 /-
0003 In- .4 / 6
0002 lcluded.13
Stock 'Square Law'
'J.B.," Ormond ' &

Utility usual prices.
Vernier,no dial 2/6
5 vane 3/3; 7 316
"Polar" ty pcs10'6-

Jacks 4 -Contact
Bank ... 1/ -
Bank of 2 .,. 1 / 6
Standard Plugs 3.1.3
Potentiometer 300
ohms ex -Govt . 5 / -
Hydrometers 316
Microphones 2/
Tapping keys 2/
H' dollen° Cords 11-
Alum.1.1' bands 2/6

All ' loranic," Cla-
sen," BurndePt:
'EdisonBell"A tins

'Stet -lino' Goods
Coil Holders

Ashley fixed 2 / 6
moving 3;6

Igranic 3 Set 8/6
Ebonite 3 coil 316

2 coil 2 / 6
Single Moving 1 / 7

Fixed 86,
Recessed do. 8d.
Fil. Resistances
(Mod quality 1 / 6
Igranic ... 4/ Fi

Vernier Type 71 -
Ormond 21- Ajax 4'
Burndept .. 5 I -
T.C.B., 4/- & 5 / 
Mierostat ... 2 / 9
Spirals 40.
Formers ... 7d.
I eerless Jnr. 216

Accessories
Cal. pulley 46.
Alum. 1/-
Valve Sockets 16.
Valve Windows 4d.
Crystal Cups 2d,
P, Wax block 6d
Resin Solder,oz.3d.
Insulating tube
All sizes, yd. 311.Tape, yd. ld.
Valve Template 4d.
811-E:ravine 7Id.
N.P. Switch Sets
D.C.O. 1/ S.C.O.

96.

THE DEAD
BROUGHT TO LIFE

For 6/6
You can have any standard type of
Bright -Emitter repaired by experts who
have specialized during the last three
years in the repair of Wireless Valves.
We are the Actual Repairers, not service
agents. All Repairs Fully Guaranteed,
Valves returned Carriage Paid, and all
Transit Breakages Replaced.
For description of our process, see "POPULAR !FIRELESS,"

February 14th, page 112.8.

For Quick Delivery and Satisfaction.

RADIO VALVE REPAIRING

L LEN ELL-W
WELL LANE WORKS, EARL ST.,

SHEFFIELD.

Wittian,irurs,

CONTENTS:
8 Terminal Studs,
6 Multi -Connectors,
4 Coloured Con-
nectors, 8 Discs
(Black, Red and
Blue), 'Phones
'Phones -, High
Tension High
T1 -11S - Low
Tension -1-, Low
Tension -, Earth,
Aerial. Complete

with instru:tions.
PRICE 21'.

EXPERIMENTS with wireless cir-
cuits depend upon the ease with
which wiring can be inter-

changed. Wires wrapped round
ordinary terminals cause loss of
power. Soldered connections weaken
with constant breaking down, but
Newey Snap Terminals ensure vibra-
tionless contact and can be connected
up or broken down with the finger and
thumb of one hand. As many head-
phones as your set has power to fill
can be connected up en their original
setting with Newey Snap Terminals.
ASK YOUR DEALER TO SUPPLY.

'FOR WIRELESS
PHONE -

T

Sot 2,TTERY
COI NLCTRopi

MAL
-1231111:1MMIDItet,t...,
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When bright filament valves cost
13/6, the Silver Clear Louden
was put on the market at 10/-.
In the last 4 months it has more
than trebled its sales.
New prices are now in force for
valves, and once more the Silver
Clear Louden maintains its lead.
From February 23 the price of
the Louden Valve is reduced
to 8/6.

LOUDEN 8'6 VALVES

FELLOWS
tviiRELESspa

Vouben Ucbo - Si(ber Oear
Advt. of the Fellows Magneto Co., Ltd., Park Royal, London; N .W.Io:
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which have been published in the Press ;
obtained by similar -methods of testing, it
more than twice as much current to

THIS is a photographic repro-
duction of a curve supplied

by the National Physical
Laboratory, Teddington-part
of a complete report, the other
sections of which will be pub-
lished from time to time. The
only addition made to this
photograph is the DOTTED
curve, which is explained below.

What this
Curve means

to every
Crystal User
THE Neutron Curve is the solid

white line. Vertically, the
reading is representative of the
strength of current operating your
head -phones ; horizontally, the
reading represents the strength
of the incoming signal.
The dotted Curve represents, an average
taken from six Curves of other Crystals

and since these other curves have been
will be seen that Neutron Crystal passes

operate your headphones.
Inferior Crystals (dotted line) whilst sensitive
to strong signals, are insensitive to weak signals,
as shown by the " kink " in the lower part of the
dotted " curve." No known crystal is pro-
portionately sensitive to weak signals as to
strong signals ; in other words, no crystal shows.

the ideal straight line; but it is* claimed that
Neutron Crystal presents the nearest approach to
the " straight line curve " that it is possible to
attain. Neutron detects, and makes audible
in your 'phones, weak, distant transmissions that
other Crystals are powerless to detect.

A Laboratory proof of what every Neutron user knows;
great sensitivity, particularly to weak distant signals.
Put Neutron Crystal in your Detector, and you will discover that not only does Neutron give you
the fullest possible volume from your local Station, but also its remarkable sensitiveness enables
you to listen (if your aerial equipment and other apparatus are efficient, of course) to two, three,
four, or even five stations at will.

Stocked by the Best Radio Dcalcrl.
Packed in tin, with silver cats -whisker.
insist on Neutron, in the Black and
Yellow Tin. H unable to obtain, send
1 6 with dealer's name,

116and this wonderful crystal
will be mailed by return.

TRADE
,R011)t

MARK

Concert Tested and Guaranteed Radio Crystal
Sole. Distributors for United Kingdom:-V. ZEITLIN & SONS,
144, Theobald's Road, London, W.C.l. 'Phones: Museum 3795 & 6341.
Produced by :-N E UTRON, LTD., Sicil inn House, Southampton Row,
Loadon, W.C.I. - 'Phone: Museum 2677

111111111111111111111111111111111111f 11181111111111111111111111111111111f1111111111 111111111111111111111111111111111 11111111111111j 1111111111111111111111111 1,.,9,111i1111111
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ARTICLES under this heading are primarily LE

intended for amateur constructors who -
are anxious to try out various novel

circuits, etc. In every case the set dealt with
E- in these articles has been specially built and
a- tested in the "P.W.6! Laboratories.

CONSTRUCTORS
GUIDE

SUPER - SELECTIVITY cannot be
obtained with present-day apparatus
without employing a " super " num-

ber of valves, a " super " number of
controls, or controls of a " super " critical
nature. That is my own personal opinion,
but, of course, I am open to be corrected.

 The " super -selective " circuit recently
published with full details for the first time
in this country by POPULAR WIRELESS, is,
anyway, no exception to such a rule,
although it has certain advantages which
render it a " hook-up " that can be very
Useful in certain circumstances.

For instance, no receiver could be made
that would provide greater possibilities of
instruction in " tuning sense," but the

4 4 -

THE 4

+

+4 " SUPER -SELECTIVE -

+
i RECEIVER.
4. Specially Built and Described by +

I G. V. DOWDING, Grad.I.E.E. +

f (Technical Editor "P.W.")
0

1- ..........
Then, again, it is hardly a set that a

novice could or should be allowed to handle.
It can be assembled with comparative
ease-there are no out-
staniling constructional

"snags"
to be en -

- THEORETICAL CiRC(//7 DIALRA

amateur must not endeavour to obtain this
during broadcasting hours, as the circuit is
I very bad " oscillator."

V
2S
MAWS

11111

countered.
It is a

rather diffi-
cult circuit
to handle,
but when it
is thorough-
ly mastered
its selective
properties
are surpris-
ing. A localstation

really can be entirely cut
out, even if it is only a
mile -or so away, and

0005 W/TH VERNIER

40TONS

40
TURNS

c//
A/7 FEARTH ex.igr.

60 rUk'N5

 OW

VAR/ABLE RES/STANCE
/0,000- /0000042

000.26 -

distant stations whose wave -lengths vary
but 15 or so metres from the local station
can be tuned in.

Signals are Loud.
It takes a few minutes to do this-it, is a

questionof .resolving carriers by. skilfully
balancing the three main tuning controls,
and it is impossible to explain exactly how
it is accomplished-it is purely a quelstion
of " tinting sense," a vague term which
covers such reqUirements as the compensat-
ing hand capacity adjustment, etc.

The " Super -selective " is, apart from
being selective, rather a " super ' in respect

A front view of panel of the Euier-Selec:tve Rec:i or.
An L.P. amplifier can be added, but tends to cause gnat

instabil ty unless separate batteries are us3d.

of volume obtainable, and if handled with
care it is possible to get louder signals with
it than is possible with a " straight " one -
valve circuit.

Up till quite recently readers have
experienced a difficulty in obtaining the
10,000 to 100,000 ohm variable resistance
that is required. This variable resistance,
by the way, is a very necessary item and it
is essential that it should be capable of
providing the specified range.

The "Bretwood" and
"Enterprise " peOple are now supplyinz
special resistances for the circuit. In

(Continued on page 18.)
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THE " SUPER -
/t SELECTIVE " RECEIVER.

(Continued from page 17.) f

the model illustrated an ordinary Lissen
anode variable resistance is employed.

This component has, however, been
rendered suitable for the purpose by having
five of its pellets removed. It was found
to be quite a simple matter to do this. The
metal base was unscrewed, five of the little
black discs and their accompanying metal
separators extracted, and a small piece of
brass rod inserted to make up the requisite
length of the resistance element.

To Obtain Good Results.
Experiments proved that even if the

question of general " lay -out " is not of
great importance, strict attention must be
paid to the details concerning the winding
an disposition of the coils if it is desired to
obtain good results. Three-inch diameter
formers are essential, and so Is 20 -gauge
D.C.C. wire.

For the benefit of readers a pictorial
diagram of the circuit is again given, Fig 2.
and this explains more clearly than could
words exactly how the coils are wound. In
each case the tIvo windings on the former
should be separated by a space of Fin. The
aerial and first filter coil require a former
4 in. long and the secondary and its filter
coil require one of 6 in. in length.

It is distinctly advantageous to employ
a Lissenagon Major filament resistance,
which, although rather expensive, provides
the perfect filament control which the really

The view looking down on the baseboard behind the panel. (1) Aerial and filter coils ; (2) Grid -condenser :
(3) Grid leak : (4) '001 mid. fixed condenser ; (5) Secondary and filter coils ; (6) 1105 mfd. variable

condense:: (7) '00025 mid. variable condenser ; (8) Variable resistance ; (9) Filament resistance.
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Or - -1.1 6o......--,-;

FIG. 3.

successful operation of
the circuit necessitates.

Vernier condensers
are absolutely essential,
and when it is stated
that a station even at
fairly close range can be
tuned in and totally lost
again with but a slight
movement of but one of
the verniers, perhaps
the necessity of such
will be realised. 0005
and .00025 mfd. J.B.
square law vernier con-
densers are obtainable
and are to be advised.

The mounting of the
two coil formers is liable
to present difficulties,
for they must be at right
angles
to each
other. The
method
adopted
in the set
illust r a t-
ed can be
clearly
seen, and
it will be
agreed
that it isabout
the only
method
that can
be adopt-
ed, to en-
sure ade-

quate spacing and yet permit the set to be
confined within a case of reasonably com-
pact dimensions.

Suitable Valves.
It will be noticed that the valve holder

is placed centrally between the two coils,
while the grid leak is situated immediately
behind it. Referring to the panel, accessi-
bility has been given preference at the
expense of true symmetry, but after hand-
ling the receiver the constructor will agree
that it is wise to do so.

We have found that almost any general
purpose valve can be used with the " super -
selective " with varying degrees of success.
We used for testing, this set Cosmos D.E.11,
Cossor " Wuncell, and a B.T.-H. B.5, all of
which, it will be noted, are dull emitters ;
but bright emitters can be used, too, and

(Continued on page 20.)
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4. -4.-0-4.- -040- 0-0-0--4.--11.

SELECTIVE" kECEIVER.
- THE " SUPER-

(Cohtinited front page 18.)
+-40-11.---- ------ -*--0---+

very good results were obtained with an
Edison A.R., a Marconi " R.," a Mullard,
and a foreign valve of doubtful origin.

Varying H.T. voltages were employed
according to the valve in use. The fixed
condensers were experimented with and we
have an idea that slightly better results
were obtained: with one of .001 mfd. cap-
acity across the 'phones, instead of *002
mfd., as was originally specified.

A "Worth -While " Circuit.
Capacity effects are rather noticeable, and

it is fairly certain that the stability of the
receiver could be improved by introducing
a telephone transformer.

Referring to the diagrams, Fig. 1 shows
the theoretical circuit - which is given in
Fig. 2 in pictorial form aS 'well in' order to
make the coil and other " connections
perfectly clear.

Fig. 5 gives panel drilling details, and
Fig. 4 the lay -out of the baseboard. It will
be noticed that one coil is mounted horizon.
tally and is fixed in position by means of a
strip of ebonite which, passing right
through it, is screwed at each end into the
baseboard. '

The vertical coil is- mounted by means of
two small brackets bolted to the bottom of
the former and screwed to the base, by
these it is held firmly and rigidly.

Fig. 3 is a wiring diagram and with the
assistance of this and the pictorial diagram
it should be impossible for the constructor
to go wrong. As a matter of fact, I would
almost go so far as to say that this last
diagram is unnecessary, for the constructor
who is unable to wire up a set directly from
a theoretical circuit is not likely to be able
to handle the " super -selective " with much
success.

 Finally, and to summarise my opening

Another view behind the panel. (1) Filter and secondary coils ; (2) Filament
resistance ; (3) Variable resistance 10,000-100,000 ohms : (4)1005 mfd. variable
condenser ; (5) 101 mid. fixed condenser ; (6) Valve holder ; (7) Aerial sod

filter coils.

.)*

- 4
3'12 --4-1 0005

3/4 '

coND:

FIL RESISTANCE i"
I "

I 1/2 `-.1

14:
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VAR RESISTANCE

00025
(ONO:

!I
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remarks, the " super -selective " is a really
worth -while circuit, but our New York
correspondent was at fault in saying it is

a set any amateur can handle with ease.
For really good results it does require
skilful handling.

Conducted by Dr. J. R. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.
What is Hysteresis?
T HAD a letter the other day from a
1 reader wanting to know what was meant

by magnetic hysteresis. Well, a full
account of hysteresis and the effects which
it produces, would take the whole of this
journal several times over. But briefly the'
answer is this. When a piece of iron is

placed in a magnetic
field, there is a certain
intensity of magnetisa-
tion produced in the
iron. If the strength
of the field is increased
the magnetisation
of the iron is also in-
creased but not
necessarily in the same
ratio. Eventually, there
comes a point when the
iron is " saturated."
Now, if the strength of
the field is reduced, the
magnetisation of the
iron does not exactly
follow suit : there is a
" lags" and when the
strength of the field has
been reduced to zero, the
magnetisation of the
iron still has an ap-
preciable value. In
order to bring the mag-
netisation of the iron to
zero the field has; in
fact, to be reversed. It
is easy to see that if the
iron is taken round a
" cycle " of changes, that
is, the magnetic field

TE

raised to a given value, then reduced to zero.
then taken to the same value in the opposite
direction, then to zero, and so on, a certain
amount of energy will be lost in the iron. If
a piece of iron is surrounded by a coil through
which an alternating current is passing, the
iron is evidently going through this eyels
many times per second. In these circum-
stances, a considerable amount of energy is
lost, owing to this property of lagging, or
``_hysteresis" ; this energy appears mostly as
heat, and 'the iron core is raised in tempera-
ture. Losses of this kind are known in
electrical engineering as " hysteresis losses."
Of course, different specimens of magnetic
material vary enormously in their hysteresis,
and a low hysteresis is, for most purposes
(though not for all), a desideratum of
considerable. importance.

The Derivation of Electron.
. The word " electron " is now so common.

one might almost say a " household word:'
at any rate,- in households where wireless
has established itself, that it is interesting
to trace its origin. This subject was
brought up by a recent discussion between
some wireless enthusiasts who held widely
different opinions as to its origin. It is
certain that it had something to do with
the Greek word for " amber " (a fossilised
gum) which was one of the first substances
known to have the property of becoming
electrified by friction.  But in reference to
a fundamental particle or unit of electricity,
the word " electron " appears first to have
been proposed by Dr.. Johnstone Stoney
about 1891, and mentioned in a paper before

(Continued on page 55.)
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GETTING
BEYOND ! "

or

" THAT LONG
DISTANCE
FEELING."

By

ROBERT R.
PECORINI

(2 R I).

An Article
for DX

Amateurs.

Times are very favour-
able for reception of
Continental stations just
now. A few of the Ger-
man stations particularly
seem to be pumping out
the watts in great 'style.
Hamburg is a great big
fellow in this respect,
and, personally, I have
no difficulty in putting
him on the loud speaker
without an under -current
of 2 L 0. Actually in
some cases the Bremen
relay is found easier to
pick up because it gets
below the British band.
Iberica is quite a good
turn after 2 L 0 goes to
bed. Hilversum roars in.
Zurich has an orchestra
that I consider one of
the best in Europe-
that of l'Hotel Baur
au Lac.

Esperanto ?
What a pother there

is just now about
Continental call signs

The Aerials at the Marconi Station at Ongar. and the international
THE numerous letters from POPULAR'

WIRELESS readers on the subject of
the "P.W." Telephony Time Schedules,

have kept me busy during the last few days.
The general query seems to be a big

HOW ? " To that I really must crave the
indulgence of a general reply. Presumably
the set is O.K.-aerial and earth system
O.K.-'phones and valves O.K. Then we
must not be dud on the human factor of
personal patience. The " knob-swisher will
never get " Beyond." DX work is a matter
of patient and loving search. Whilst on
the subject of search fwould like to issue a
warning.

The majority of broadcast listeners' trouble
is caused by the fiend who will search out on
the heterodyne method. He might occa-
sionally beat himself by getting into the No -
Man's -Land of the overlap, but more often
than not he beggars his neighbour. Reaction
should not be a means of search, it should
be used to strengthen obtained signals.
That is where patience becomes a long suit.
It is more than a virtue. Patience is better
than 2 H.F. stages.

Ultra D X Work
I have been offsetting my southern ex-

traction by a gruelling and deliberate course
pf patience in radio work. During the last
week a new system designed especially for
POPULAR WIRELESS work has been in course
of preparation at 2 R I. Misfortune attended
the old system, which was temporarily
thrown out of commission. My infant son
had also dismantled my pet loop for his own
nefarious experiments in transmission by
means of an osculating eristal ! " I there-
fore spent the evening curing a bad temper
by trying to get them in without aerial or
earth. The first results was Hamburg, then
2 L 0, then Hilversum. I concluded a
thoroughly exhausting evening  by getting
in Iberica with its " here -we -go -gathering
nuts -in -May " programme. Physically, I
could not stand up to a trial for K D K A,
so quit, satisfied that I had made progress
along the, placing of a vernier upon my
patience.

language. Whilst it is desirable that the
DX listener should be able to recognise the
station, and then go on to further conquests,
what about the locals who object to their
" uncle " continually telling the world who
he is ? That is where the wave -meter comes
in when accurately calibrated. One is inde-
pendent of language or call signs. The ques-
tion of the international language is also a
wee bit selfish. Why English ? Why Ido ?

.r.L1111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111i11,±

NEXT WEEK-

An

WEEK-

An Exclusive Artic.'e on

" The Ether "
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

Every amateur who has followed Sir
Oliver Lodge's broadcast " talks " on
the Ether should read this article,which
will be used as an Epilogue to his
forthcoming book on the Ether,

Why Esperanto ? Radio broadcast is essen-
tially democratic. The Tower of Babel rather
messed up the tongues of the world, and we
have to stand by it. Merely to gratify my
sense of having achieved a DX record, I
cannot see why my tongue should be in-
flicted upon the peasant of Komarov with
his crystal set. I candidly confess that I
do not understand half the stations I pick
up-save in the international language of
music-but I derive great benefit from the
announcers I partially understand, because
my language ` ear " is becoming tuned in.
That and my wave -meter put me right as to
where I am.

P.S.L. Cards.
I append my specimen reception card. I

think this embraces all the station director
wants to know, and I give a free translation
into French, Italian, Spanish, and German.

These four will do to go on with. I propose
to give you Dutch, Swedish, and Danish on
another occasion. I cannot tackle Japanese
yet.

How to Write to a Foreign Station Director.

ENGLISH EXAMPLE.

Sir,-Your telephonic signals heard here at
a.m.
p.m. Greenwich mean time on .... H.F.,

Detector, .... L.F.
weak,

Strength of signals medium,
strong.

Fading nil,
badly.

Yours faithfully,
(Signed)

FRENCH EXAMPLE.

Monsieur,-Vos signaux telephoniques en-
tendus ici matin, temps moyen de

soir,
Greenwich, sur .... Haute Frequence,
Detecteur,.... Basse Frequence.

faible,
Force moyenne,

forte.
Evanouissement du son nul,-

extreme.
Salutations dist inguees,

(Signed)

ITALIAN EXAMPLE.

Signor,-I vostri segnali telefonici sono stati
uditi qui alle ore .... a.m. tempo medico di

p.m.
Greenwich con .... Alta Frequenza, De-
tettore, Bassa Frequenza,

debole,
Form medic,

forte,
Indebolimento nulls,

grandc.
Devotissimi vostri,

(Signed)

GERMAN EXAMPLE.

Euer Hochwohlgeboren,-Ihre Telephon-
Signal° warden hier vernommen mn
vormittags,
nachmittags,1 nach Greenwich Zeitangabe,
mit. Hochfrequenzrohren, Detektor,
Niederfrequenzrobren.

schwach,
Starke mittelstark,

stark.
Absehwaehung keine,

sehr gross
Hoehaehtungsvell,

(Signed)

SPANISH EXAMPLE.

Senior,-Oido aqui vuestras sefiales telefo-
nicas a .... a.m. tiempo medic) de Greenwich

en .... Alto frecuencia, detector, .... baja
frecuencis.

debil,
Intcnsidad mediana,

fuerte.
Desvanecimento nada,

mucho.
De listed atento y 8.S.,

(Signed)
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THE "POPULAR WIRELESS" CONTINENTAL BROADCASTING TIME -TABLE
Specially compiled by ROBERT R. PECORINI, 2 R I.

Trans-
mission 1)'Station and Call Sign -;--1

s

Week
0.34.1-;

06.0606.06! Noenigswasterhause.! Oflhl,Daily ..1 News. during day t
(1. 1') 1 20.00

06.25107.00 Hamburg (See below) 395 Weekdays
06.25107.00 Hanover 296 ,,
06.25107.001 Bremen .. 330 '

06.3007.35! Koenigswusterhause31 2450 Daily ..
06.4006.46' Eiffel Tower (F L) -20.)0 Weekdays
06.4506.55! Eberswalde 2039Daily

Nature of Transmission

06.5006.55 Buda-Pesth (M T 1) ..

06.5508.15 Alilaster

07.0008.00
07.0507.12
07.3008.00
07.3008.30
07.3008.30
07.30 07.40
07.40,07.50
07.4567.521
07.5510.001

1

07.55,10.4)1)
1)7.55: 10.00'
07.5508.06
08.00 08.00
08.0009.00
08.00 09.001
08.0609.06
08.00 08.45
08.15 08.20

Hamburg ..
Lausanne (H B 2)
Leipzig.. ..
Frankfiirt-am-Maml
Cassel (See below)
Rome (I R 0)
Toulouse (11,1 R D)
Buda-Pesth (M T I)
Hamburg ..

950 tt

Time, Weather, News.
Relay Station.

Press Service (Woolf).
Weather.
Press Service (U.sTele

graph) and during clay
News, Bourse, etc., at

frequent intervals.
410 Time, News, Women's Vossegat (BE) .e.. 1050 Daily

Talk. 12.4512.52 Kbely (OK I') .. 1160 Weekdays
395 Weekdays Dramatic critique. 12.45:13.30 Hamburg .. 395Sunday
850Daily - ..  Weather, Markets,News. 12.4514.00 Radio -Paris* .. ..'1780
454 Sundays Concert. [Music. 12.45112.54 Amsterdam .. ..12100.Daily
470Sun., Fri. Religious Service and 12.4513.30 Moscow ..

228-288  Relay. 13.00'13.15
425,Daily

. . 1525 Daily ..
950
395 Sunday

so! ..
. Nature of TransmissionWech

Hanover .. 296
Bremen .. ..J 330
Amsterdam (P CF F) 2100
Vienna (0 R V) .. .. 530
Voxhaus (Berlin) 505
Leipzig .. 454
Dresden .. .. 280
Koenigsberg ..
Buda-Pesth

08.2008.30 Marignane(S.W. Franee )
09.00 11.50: Voxhaus
09.0609.12 Kbely (OK P)
09.00 10.05 Komarov (0 K B)
09.4 2 09.50 Toulouse (M R D)
09.5510.03, Amsterdam (P C F F)
10.00 11.00 Sliimendaal
10.00 ii.15 Hamburg
10.1-M11.00 Leipzig..
10.00 11.451 Buda-Pesth TI)
10.00 11.00, Kbely
10.00 1E00 Koenigsberg
10.00 11.31/ Stockholm .. 427
10.00111.50 Vienna (OR V) ..
10.00110.151 Gothenburg ..
10.00 11.50 Graz

10.00.11.55 Breslau (G F U)
10.10111.30 Malmoe
10.1010.55 Frankfurt -am -Main ..
10.10 11.10 Amsterdam (I' CF F)

10.15 11.55 Breslau (G F U)
10.15 11.55 Koenigsberg ..
10.1110.35! Norddeich (K A V) ..

10.30,irreg. Pic du Midi ..
10.30:11.311 Stuttgart ..
10.30 11.3o Munich
10.30 1 Nuremberg
10.30 11.1: Lyons -la -Dona .

10.30 I I. IS Voxhaus, Berlin
10.30 11.411 Kbely
10.30 11.511 Koenigswusterhausen

(L P)
10.55.12.08 Leipzig..

10.55 11.041 Frankfurt -am -Main
11.00 11.1(1 Zurieh-Hongg

.
Daily ..

Sunday

Tr. ill-,

1tartsBn -ds Station and Call Sig!I
T

11.55112.08 Zurich ..
11,55.12.05 Voxhaus .
12.01T12.15 Amsterdam
12.0511.2.08 Vienna (0 lt V) ..
12:1012.35 Hamburg . .

12.15,12.50 Geneva (H B 1)
12.20.12.25 Vienna (0 R V )
12.25112.301 Breslau (G F )

12.30 l2.45! Lausanne (H B 2)

.--.15 W.ekday.-. Time Signals', Market!).
505 Daily .. Time Signalo, Markets.-

.. 2100 Weekdays Market and News.
530 Daily .. Time Signals.

.. 395 Weekdays Language School.
1100 . Lecture.
530 Daily .. Weather.

.. 418, Weekdays' 'Weather and Bonds?.

.. 850 Weather, Markets, Tint.?..
and News.

I 2.30114.15 Radio -Paris (S.F. R)1780 Concert, News, Bourse.
12.3012.40

'News. 12.4513.15 Leningrad ..
Weather for 'planes. 13.0013.10 Munich .. .

463
950 Daily ..

1525
505

115
1800 Sunday
1525 Daily ..
2100

332 Sundays
395Sunday
454
950Daily .

115011Sunday
463Daily .

-440Sunday
536,Daily .

700,Daily
692 Daily .

418
270

Sunday
.

470 Daily
2-100 Mon., Sat

418
463

1088

Weekday
Daily

350 Weekday.
443 Sunday
485
340
470 Daily
505 Sunday

1150 Weekday
2800 Sunday

454 Daily

470 Weekday.
*515

11.00 11.50 Eiffel Tower (F L) 2603Tu.to Sat.
11.00 11.5)1 Minister . . 410 Sunday
11.10 11.31I Amsterdam .. .. 2100 Weekdays
11.15 11.22 Koenigswusterhausen 2450 Weekdays

(L P)
11.15 11.55 Hamburg .. 395
11.15 11.111 Eiffel Tower (F L) 2603 Daily ..
11.15 11.211 Voxhaus - - .. 505 Weekdays
11.30 11.50 Munster 410,
11.30 12.05 Stockholm (427.440
11.4512.40 Hamburg .. . . .. 395 Sunday
11.55 12.05 Hamburg .. 395Daily
11.55 12.05 Munster .. .. 410,
11.55 12.05 Breslau , . .. 418
11.55 12.00 Koenigsberg 463Daily ..

News, Bourse, etc. 13.0013.10 Brussels (B A V)
Time, Weather, News, 13.00:13.25 Komarov (0 K B)

Drama. 13.10113.221 Voxhaus
Relay Station. 13.1513.30, Koenigsberg

13.30113.42 Hamburg
News, Markets, etc. 13.45 14.00 Hamburg
Markets.
Religious Music. 14.0014.10: Breslau (G F U)

14.0615.001 L'Ecole Superiemre de
Relay Station. P VT
Religious Music. 14.0017.00; Munich
News, etc. 14.0015.00' Voxhaus
Weather. [Concert.

1

Market, News, Weather.14.0015.00, Kbely
Weather. News. 14.00,15.051 Hamburg
Sacred Concert. 14.30;17.00 Munster
Weather.
Time Signals.
Church Service relayed.
Sacred Music.
Educational Talk.
Concert and News.
Concert.
Concert.
Church Service.
Concert.
Fishing Report.
Relay from 0 R V-, ex-

perimental stage.
Concert, Market, W'ther.
Religious Service.
Bourse.
News, Bourse (at inter 15.00 15.08

vals). [Concert 15.0615.10
Market, News, Weather. 15.00 17.30
Bourse.
We a t. h e r (following

spark transmission).
Tests on Music.
Concert. [sional Music.
Religious Talk, occa-
Relay from Munich.
Concert and Bourse. 15.30
Educational Talk. 15.30
Bourse. 15.30
Concert and Lecture.

(Esperanto).
Bourse, Concert., and

Time Signals.
Time and News.
Weather (*also sends on

645 occasionally).
Markets. [News.
Religious Music and
Market and News.
Markets. 1.6.00 16.10

16.00 17.00
Markets and Lecture.
Time and Weather.
Bourse.
-News, Bourse, Weather.
Weather, Bourse, Time.
Chess.
Time Signals.

Weather.
Bourse.
Concert.
Concert, News.
Market and News.

_11500Weekdays Talk.
Sunday "News.

_ 1450 Daily. .

If t/
tt

Time Signals, Weather.

..111001

. .I 800' Weekdays
505,

395Th.463' & Fri.
3951Mon., Tu..

1 Wed.
418 Weekdays
458' Thurs. ..

.. 486 Sunday
505

Weekdays Bourse.
.. 1160 Sat. .. Concert.

Politics and Bourse.
Markets, Weather, Lee

titre, Concert., C'hi
dren (Saturdays).

Bourse.
-hildren.

l(nurse and News.
liourse.
'oncert.
Educational Talk.
Concert and Children.
Markets and Concert.

395, Weekdays
.. 410 -

14.30 14.40 Vienna (9, R V) 530Daily
14.30 15.30 Voxhaus 505.Stin.,AVNI.
14.40 14.50 Amsterdam (P C F F) 2100 NI eekday,
14.45 14.54 Eiffel Tower (F L) 26001
15.00 16.00 Ryvang 1100;Sunday
15.00 15.30 Voxhaus . . 505Saturday
15.00 17.00 Munster .. .. 410 Sunday
15.00 17.00 Leipzig.. .. 45231on.

15.00 16.00 Hamburg ..
15.00 15.45 Breslau (G F ..
15.00 17.00 Stuttgart ..

1
Wed.,

Fri.. Sat.'
395 SIIIIllay
4185,>>.. Fri.
443

TII.. Fri.
Vienna (0 R V) .. 530 I /tidy ..
Centocelle (I C D) 18111

Frankfurt -am -Main .. 170

15.00 17.00 Zurich .. 515
15.10 17.00 Vienna (0 15 V) 530
15.3016.15 Moscow ' -115001Daily
15.30 17.00 Leipzig.. .. 4521Sun., TII.

1

16.05 Hamburg .. .. 395 Weekday,
16.30 Koenigsberg 4631Daily
16.35 Munich ..

15.30 17.00 Voxhaus ..1
15.35 15.40 Eiffel Tower (F L) ..!
15.45 16.45 Rome (U R I)
15.45 16.30 L'Ecole Supr. de P.T.T.
15.50 15.58 Brussels (0 P 0)
15.55 16.10 Amsterdam (P C F F)
16.00 17,00 Hamburg .. ..
16.00 16.30 Breslau (G F IT)
16.0016.40 Stockholm (427
16.00 17.00 Lausanne (H B 2) ..

Kbely (0 K P)
Kbely (0 K P)
Amsterdam (D C F F)

Eiffel Tower (V L)
Radio -Paris (S F R)

Leipzig ..
Stuttgart ..

Bliimendaal

News.
News, Weather, 'Line. .

Time, Weather.
Bourse, News, Weather.
Bourse.
Markets.
Alarkets.
Markets.

News.
(Irregidar) Lecture.

Concert, Lecture.
Lecture.

.11ildren.
Children and Concert.
Time, Concert.

News.

Markets, News, Concort.
Children (Sunday).
15.30 Weekdays.

Concert.

News.
Markets, Concert.
Children (Wednesday).

Lecture.
'oncert. .

4861Mon.toSat ((insert.
505 Daily1
26001Weekdays. Bourse.
425 Daily . . Children, Orchestra.
458! \ \ 41. .. Lecture.

1100 Daily Weather.
210)) Market-, News.

395 ,,Concert. [(Wednesdry).
418 ,,.. Time (Sunday). Children

-440 Sunday Children.
850 Wed. .. Children.

1150 Veek-days Bourse.-
1150 Wed ..Sa t. Concert.

16.1016.14 2100 Daily .. Time Signals
Moscow ..16.15 17.00 '1500 I /a i ly .. Concert.

16.30 17.30 452 Tues. .. Lecture.
16.30 16.45 443 Daily .. Market,' News, Weather.
16.30 16.40 2600 Tu. to Sal. Bourse.16.30 18.00.1780 Daily . Bourse, Concert, News.
16.45 17.30 Rome (HR 1) 425 ,,. Dance Music.
16.45 17.50 - 332 Sundays Church Service relayed.
16.45 18.00 Stuttgart .. . . 443 Daily . . Concert. Children

- (Wed. and Saturday)
Nom. -Bremen and Hanover relay Hamburg, Nuremberg relays Munich, and Cassel relays Frankfurt, so

Frankfurt are transmitting, the relay stations are also  " on."
(*Eadio-Paris-contemplating wave 1125 metres.) (Radioraldo and Lyons (pro. tem.) ceased transmitting.)

that when Hamburg, Munich,. and
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THE - POPULAR WIRELESS - CONTINENTAL BROADCASTING TIME -TABLE
(Continued front page 21).

Trans-
misaion

Starts Ends
GET .M.T

Station and Call Sign

16.45 16.55
16.51 17.00
17.00 18.15
17.00 17.30
17.00 17.25
17.00 17.12
17.01 17.45
17.00 18.10

Eiffel Tower (F L)
Brussels (B A V) ..
Breslau (G F U)
Frankfurt -am -Main
Munich
Kbely (0 K P)
Radio -Paris (S Flt) ..
Radio-BelgiqUe (S B R)

17.01 18.00 Hamburg

17.1' 18.00 Zurich

17.1
17.3
17.3

18.45
19.00
18.30

Komarov (0 K B)
Barcelona ..
Frankfurt -am -Main

17.3019.30 Voxhaus
17.30 17.45 Belgrade (H F F)

17.3
17.4
17.4
17.45
17.45

20.40
20.00
18.10
18.55
18.30

Munich
Boden
Voxhaus
Hamburg
Belgrade (H F F)

17.5 18.05 Lausanne (H B 2)
18.0 58.05 Stuttgart

18.01 21.01
18.01 19.00
18.01 19.00
18.00 19.15
18.00 18.10
18.0019.10
18.15 19.3

18.1- 19.00
18.21 18.30
18.2519.00
18.30 19.30
18.30 I 9.00

18.30
18.3
18.30

Madrid (E A T 2) ..
Barcelona (E A J 1) ..
Hamburg ..

Kbely (0 K P)
Eiffel Tower (F L)
Seville (E A J 5)..

Leipzig
Lyngby (0 X E)
Hamburg (R)
Frankfurt -am -Main
Breslau (G F U)

19.30
19.00 Stuttgart 7. ..
19.11Koenigsberg . .

18.30 18.45 Copenhagen ..
also relay "Aalborghus"

18.3 18.45 Munster
18.40 18.50 Toulouse (F N T)
18.40 20.0
18.4518.55 Eiffel Tower (F L)
18.4519.01Vienna (0 R V) ..
18.45(9.01 Stockholm .. 427
18.4 20.3 Copenhagen ..
18.5520.10 Hilversum (H D 0) ..
19.0 20.30 Kbely (0 K P)
19.00 20.00 Ryvang . . . .

19.0020.15 Stuttgart
19.0121.00 Stockholm .. 427
19.1121.00 Hamburg
19.0119.31Munster
19.0123.11Breslau (G F 1LT)

19.00 20.00 Stockholm (Svenska). :

19.00 21.00 Gothenburg (S M S B)

19.00 19.07 Eiffel Tower (F L)
19.01 19.15 Leipzig.. ..
19.01 20.30 Koenigsberg ..
19.01 19.30 Frankfurt -am -Main

19.01 1.30 Vienna (0 fE V) ..
19.0f 20.00 Jorcks Passage ..

19.01 21.30 Lausanne (H B 2)
19.01 21.00 Malmoe : .

-z; Days of
ai Week Nature of Transmission

Trans-
mission

tarts Ends Station and Call Sign
.M.T GM T.

Days ofp Week Nature of Transmission

26001st & 15th
1100 Daily .
418 Wed.,Sat.
47 Sun.& Th
486 Monday. ..

1150 Weekdays
781 aturday
265 un.,Mon.

h., Fri.
Tu., Sat.

39, Tu.,Wed.,
Th., Fri.,
Saturday

,, Wed. .

513 Mon.,
Wed., Fri

1800 urs. .

32 unday
471 Mon.,Tu.,

Th.,&Sat.
unday

505 Daily ..
1650 Mon.,

Wed., Fri.
486 Tu.toSat.

2 II Sunday
-505 Tues. . .

39 Sunday
1651 Tu., TII.,

& Sat.
851 Daily ..
443 Sun.,Mon.

Th., Fri.,
Sat.

310 Daily ..
325 eekdays
39 Wed.
515 Weekdays

1151 Daily ..
2600

350 Mon.,Tu.,
Wed.,Sat.

e Thurs. ..
452 Mon., Tu.

2401 Weekdays
39- eekdays
471 Friday .
418 Mon. to

Wed.
Th & Fri.

443 Daily ..
46 Mon.Wed.

' to Sat.
775 Daily . .

471
411 Daily ..

152
2,11 u., Fri.
2600 Wed., Sat.
531 Daily ..

-44
775 Sun.,Mon.

& Th.
1050 Monday. ..
1151 Daily ..
110 Tu. &Fri.
443 Daily . .

-44
395
411
41: unMon.

Tu.,Wed.
aturday

445 Mon. and
Thurs.

701 Sun., Tu.,

Bourse. 19.00
Weather. (Games. 19.00
Educational Talk an 19.0

19.05
19.15

Concert.
Time.
Bourse.
Concert.
Concert and News.

Dance.
Children.-
Edupational Talk.

Concert.
Children.

Concert.
Lecture, Band, Opera.
Lecture, English, etc.

Opera relay [etc.
Women's Talk, Lecture.
News:

[Languages.
Concert., News, Lecture
News, Weather, Concert.
Educational Lecture.
Educational Talk".
Concert.

Weather, News.
News, Weather.

2611 Weekdays
452 Tuesday
463 Daily
471 Sun. and

Monday
530 Daily ..
775 Sun.,

Wed., Th
851 u., Sat.
271 Mon., Th.

19.15
19.1
19.15

19.25 19.3
19.30 22.00
19.30 21.15
19.31 20.3
19.30 22.00
19.30 21.00
19.30 19.40

19.35 20.10
19.41 19.50
19.40.22.1'
19.40 19.50
19.40 Irreg
L9.45 23.30
19.43.42.30

20.00 Moscow .. 1500 Daily
20.00 Leningrad .. 1450 Daily ..
21.00 Barcelona . 325 Sunday . .

19.25 Voxhaus -500 Monday..
22.00 Zurich .. 515 Sun., Tu.

to Sat.
21.00 Leipzig.. 452 Daily
22.15 , Wed. ..
21.30 Lausanne (H B 2) AO Sun.,

Mon. Wed.
Tit., Fri.

1050 Daily ..
515 Monday..
505 Daily .

486
470
410

1800

19.50
20.00
20.00
20.00
20.01

20.50
20.15
20.15
21.30
20.13

20.00 20.05
20.00 22.00

Concert, News, Dance. 20.10 21.40

Edf:Cat ionai
Weather, News, Concert. 20.10 22.30
Weather. 40.15 22.15
Concert, News, Weather.
Concert, News. 20.15 22.15

Lecture, Concert, News. '0.1521.01
Educational Talk. 20.15 21.31
News.
Language School, W'the 20.15 21.00
Educational Talk.

Lecture.

Programme and Tests.

Time, News.
Weather.
Concert.
Dress Talk (English).
News.
News.
Concert.

Children.
Concert.
Concert.
Concert, News, Time.
Concert.
News, Weather, Concert
Talk.
Concert, Weather.
News.
Opera.
Concert.

Concert, News, Lecture.
Stockholm Relay.
Weather.
Educational Talk.
Concert and News.
Lecture and Educa
tional Talk. 21.30 24.00

News, Concert.
Lecture, Concert, News. 21.30123.0

Soesterberg
Zurich ..
Voxhaus
Munich ..'
Frankfurt -am -Main
Mtinster
Centocelle (I C D)

(Rome)
Rome (U R I) ..
Amsterdam (P A 5) ..
Hilversum (H D 0) ..
Vossegat (B E)
Christiania (Oslo) 44:
Breslau (G F U)
L'Ecole Superieure de

P.T.T
Amsterdam
StockhOlm (Svenska)..
Radio -Belgique (S B R
Prague (P Q R)
Koenigswusterhausen

(L P)
Lynghy (0 X E)
Mont de Marsan..
Ijmuiden (P C 111 M)

20.31 22,30

20.31 22.30

20.31 20.40
20.30 21.30
20.30 22.00

20.4022.11
20.4 22.3.

20.50 22.30
41.00 21.3

21.00 21.1
21.00 23.00
21.00 22.10

21.0021.50

21.0022.00
21.00 22.30

21.0022.00

1.00 21.15
21.15 24.01
21.15 23.00

1.30 23.3

Concert or Dance. 22.0022.43
Concert, as Stockholm. 22.122.18

Rome (U R I)
Radio-BR)elgique

(S B
Radio-BelgiqueR)

(S B
Radio-Belgique(S B R)
Stuttgart ..

Concert and News.
Concert.
Concert, Sport, etc.
Educational Talk.
Concert, News, and

Weather..
Concert.
-

Concert, Dance,
Music.

Weather.
Concert.

Concert and News.
Lecture, Concert.
News.

[Lecture.
425 Concert, NVeather,

1050 .. News.
1050 Sunday .. Concert.
1050 Daily .. Weather.
-475 , .. Testing.
418 Tu. & Fri. Concert, Weather, News.
458 Sunday . . concert.

1050 Wed.
445 Mon., Th.
265 Daily ..

1000Daily
2450

Stockholm
(Svenska)

L'Ecole Superieure de
P.T.T.

L'Ecole Superieure de
P.T.T.Munich .

Jorcks Passage ..
Radio -Paris (S F R)

Hilversum (N D 0) ..
L'Ecole Superieure de

P.T.T.
Munich
Munster

2400 Weekdays
365 Wed.

1050. Saturday
to

1100
423 Daily . .

265 Sun., Tu.,
Fri., Sat.

Mon. and
Wed.

265 Thursday
443 Daily ..

445 Mon. and
Thurs.

458 Mon. Wed.
Thurs.

 Tu. & Sat.
486 Daily ..
755 Sun., Th.

1780Daily

Radio-Iberica
Barcelona (E A J 1) ..
Radio -Belgique

(S B R)
Hamburg

Zurich ..
Vienna

Munich ..

Lyngby (0 X E)
Radio-Iberica
Rome (U R I) ..
Le Petit Parisien

L'Ecole Superieure de
P.T.T.

Voxhaus

Radio -Paris (S F R)
Eiffel Tower (F.L)

News.
Time, Lecture.
Concert, News.
News.

News, Weather, Time.
Concert..
Concert.

Lecture, Concert.
Concert, News.

Opera.

Concert, News. -
Concert, Cabaret

(Sun. and Wed.)
Concert.

Concert.

Talk.

News, Weather, Time.
Dance Music.
News Chat, Concert;

Dance (Sun., Thurs.).
1050 Friday .. Lecture, Concert.

458 Sun. and Concert (occasionally).
Friday

486 Sun.& Tu. Concert.
410 Daily .. Educational Talk and

News. Sunday : Con-.
cert and News.

392 ,, .. News and Weather.
325 Weekdays Concert, News, Dance.
265 Mon., Dance.

Thurs.
395 Daily .. Weather, Market, News,

Coneert,Danee(not Mon.)
515 Weekday. News, Concert.
530 Mon., Tu., Dance Music.

Wed.,
Saturday

486Tu., Sat., Concert, Lecture.
Sun.

2400 Weekday- Nbws, Weather, Time.
392 Daily . Talk, Concert, News.
425 Dance. Thurs. at 21.00

Sunday at 21.05).
345Sum, Tu., Concert.

Thurs.
Saturday Dance.

458 Sunday Concert.

aftaaatann.,Th Dance.
Mon. Chess.

1780 Wed. . . Concert.
2600 Weekdays Weather.
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Reduction
of

B.T: H.
Headphones

Radiola Receivers.
()WING to the reduction

in the price of B.T.H.
Headphones, all

Radiola Receivers supplied
complete with Headphones
are also reduced in price.

WE have pleasure in announc-
ing that, owing to increased
sales and improved manu-

facturing facilities, the price of
B.T.H. Headphones has been
reduced to 20/-
Many constructional improvements have
been introduced into the latest pattern,
making it by far the most comfortable,
sensitive and convenient instrument of its
kind on the market.

Weight (with cords) only 9 OZI.

No hair -catching projections.
No "scissors" movement of headbands.
Can he adjusted by a single movement without

the manipulation of screws.
No screws employed in cal!st, uct on.
`Permanent magnets that are really permanent.

"A cute aid to Acute hearing"

Old Price - RI 5 0

NEW PRICE - 11  0  0
(per pair, 4000 ohms)

.Advertisement of The 'By Irish Thomsort-Houston Co., Ltd.
2313
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" BELLING -LEE

Indicating Terminals
Patent Noa-307.'21

Heads
cannot

screw off.

Grips a
spade tag

or flex.

Standard
4 B.A. Stem.

Brass...V:d. each.
I ick:I, 41d. each.

Plug

Tops engraved in
White on Black
16 Indications.

Hole to Grip a
phone tag

or solid wire.

Serrated bottom
prevents

working loose.

Complete with nut
and washer.

 BELLING LEE
and Socket Terminals

Recessed to take end of %N.,.
flex covering.

Internal all -metal
4 -jaw chuck to grip any "'"'","
wire from 14 S.W.G.

to 40 S.W.G.

Dome -shaped indicating
discs in red and black.

16 engravings.

Soldering lug. Price 7d. per set.
M.K. Pat. No. 205010 k28743:24. -

Your dealer can supply you. In ease of difficult 11, write direst to-
BELLING & LEE, LTD., Queensway Works, Ponders Fnd.

Shock -proof
insulation handle in red

and black.

Transverse spring tongue;
pressing outwards,

ensuring definite contact
at many points.

Complete -with
fixing nut,

Ratan COIL HOLDERS &
RADIO ti COMPONENTS.

SPECIALLY ADAPTED FOR THE EXPERIMENTER.

Send a card for our new 12 -page list, free and post free.

VALVE HOLDER ON BASE
with insulated plate socket
which assures you against

accidents.
Price 2/., post 2d.

SINGLE COIL HOLDER
with double terminals,
which greatly facilitates

wiring.
Price 16, post 2d.

If your dealer cannot pPly, we scud post free if you aL.a! a), ,

GOSWELL ENGINEERING CO., LTD.,
12a, PENTONVILLE ROAD, LONDON, N.1.

Liberal Trade Term,. LIST FREE. 'Phone: Nerth 3051.

11111111111111111111111 91111111111111111111111111

FIXED CONDENSER
Each supplied with two Clips.

We introduced, and have adopted as our
standard, the flat type fixed condenser
vhich slips Into two clips. They are -
made of high-grade ruby mica and tim
toil. Connection is made by their solid
octal ends to two spring clips which go
directly under the terminal nuts, thus
avoiding at least two connections This
ype is a distinct advance in the design

of the fixed value condenser; its utilityc
er, at once obvio and

PRICES:
0'001 OF to
0'0001 Ph'

1 9 each

L,kA
feu FA\ 'a- LTC

riv4-17Lutulnim
Manufacturers of Wireless and Screntiiic Apparatus.

0'01 to
0'002' fkF

2 3 each

M.N. made and
guaranteed ore the
compuneats that. you

need.

179, STRAND, LONDON, W.C.2.
Barclays 770

THE only Genuine American
Crystal on the British Market.

It has been used by the American
public for over 5 years.

1 16Price per box - -

.M ETAL
RADIO CRYSTAL'

Mined, tested and paclied bythe Dayton Radio Mtg.
Co., Dayton, Ohio.

Wholesale Agent for London & di;:rict: P. BERNEY,
35, Oxford Street, London.

Sole European Distributors
LONDON RADIO STORES,
11, BATH STREET, GLASGOW.

I AGENTS WANTED IN ALL.BROADCAST AREAS.

geerawl

fierreries 1 rr,
Red4irch,

have you had
this Leaflet?
About the ideal battery for doll
emitters ? No lead. No acid.
No celluloid. Steel plates.
Practically everlasting. No

Self -discharge.
"NIFE" BATTERIES ,

FOR DULL EMITTERS.
No corrosive gas,e Quite pti-
spillable. No sulphation. No

buckling.
- BATTERIES Ltd.,

REDDITCH
London Office: 50, Grossett,r Gar tsys,

trtorta, S, IV. 1.

I FOR GREATER CRYSTAL
DETECTION USE.

THE "LION KING
(Patent of pi fed for).

CRYSTAL
VALVE.

THE RESULT OF PROLONGED RESEARCH.
The most, vital part of your set is the dctecter.
THIS instrument is efficiency itself, giving Valve
Strength With Crystal Purity. Perfect Reception
always Was MICROMETER ADJUSTMENT
and is positively unbreakable and Shockproof.
Never requires readjustment and gives constantly
loud remltS.- Fully Guaranteed and is not a zinc-
ite and hornite or -similar combinatien, but A Dis-
tinct I y -N ew departure m ireless. For teat report
see page 1210, of 17th January, 1925.

BRITISH MADE.

3/6
/ POST

FREE.

Battery
Catswhisker
Bother
Putt] re

Expense
For Costal or l'it're .,,'s

S. LYONS, 119, CLERKENWELL RD LONDON, E.0 1"
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" If you're- using 7/22's you're sitting in
the back row of the gallery. The
' Mars ' will put you on the front row

of the stalls-"
This heading makes no appeal
to the technically -minded, but
it graphically suggests the
difference in efficiency be-
tween 7 22's aerial wire and
" Mars" aerial wire which
supercedes 7, 22's.
If your crystal set's volume
gives you the impression that
you're on the back row of
the gallery, don't blame the
set-take down your present
aerial and fix a " Mars." The
increase in strength and clarity
will put you on the front row
of the stalls. You will be able
to heir every word-every

whispered aside. You will be
able to hear every note-even
when the bars are marked
pianissimo.
This announcement is not tech-
nical, but it is by no means
wholly imaginative. 40,000
" Mars " enthusiasts have proved
the claims implied by the com-
parison we have made.
You can buy 7/22's at" gallery'" prices
-two shillings or so for a hundred
feet, but 916, the price of the" Mars...
gives you a seat in the stalls of wireless
for the long life of this durable
super cable.
The " Mars." consists of 84 strands-
not 7. Each strand in the "Mars "
cable is spirally waond and thus air -
insulated an exclusive " Mars "
characteristic. The Mars" has 80"i,
greater surface area than 7/22's, and
gives 50% greater effici"` 7'

E. & W. G. MAKINSON, LTD.,
Wellington Works, Wellfleld Road.
Preston, Telephone : 122 Pres:on.

Telegrams : Gold, Preston:.
MA 37 rut

25

CONDENSERS

The Condensers described here arc recommended by
well-knojvn experts. They are. absolutely reliable,
and our full guarantee ensures complete satisfaction.
Their first-class finish and quality commends them for
use with the most fastidious work.

- SQUARE-LAYfi-
A few points in our Condensers that make them
different.: The high-class workmanship; the beauti-
fully/ moulded knob and dial; the robustness and

.quality of the moulded end plates; and the special
shape of the vanes. These are distinctive featuresv011ich.
together with the delightfully smooth movement and
accurate spacing, place the " 8 " Square -Law Con-
denser in a class alone.
0-001, 10/-; 0.0005. 8/3; 0-0003. 7/9: 0.0002,7/3; 00001, 6/6.
With Vernier: 0001, 12/6; 0-0005, 11/6; 0-0003.
1016.

` NEI DI tla SWAY " MODEL.
The Kingsway Condenser has all the good -points of
the above, but has ordinary pattern vanes. It can also
be recommended as a first-class all-round condenser.
0-001, 81.; 0.00075, 7/-: 0.0005, 6/-:0.0003.
5/6; 0.0002, 4/6; 0.0001, 4/-; 3 -plate Vernier, 3'9.

" " FIRED CONDENSERS.
gmaethira unite new-a, tubular fixed condenser of absolute accuracy. Taking up a
miniamm of space, it can be fitted direct to wires by the two screws, or by means
of brackets supplied free with each condenser.
0-001, 0.002, 0-003, 0.006, 21 -ea. -h. 0.0001. 0.0002. 0-0003. 0.0005, 1/9 each
Send now for free copy of our catarolue-lust published.

egf E7E4/63
BROS., LTD.

12-14, Gt. Queen St., KINGSWAY,W.C.2.
'Phone: Gerrard 575-5 / LONDON, BIRMINGHAM. and WESTCLIFF

T E ANTIVIBRO Regd.

VALVE HOLDER
(PATENT PENDIN11. [6 41.111

REDUCES CAPACITY
AND VIBRATION

2i- EACH

If unable to obtain at your Local Wireless
Stores, send direct to the manufacturers :

PHI PPS & READ,
10 & 10a, Baron Street, Pentonville Road

London, N.1.

Drin't tickle the

FOOL -PROOF

DETECTOR
l'ateNI 26791/24.

r..rent ion in any position at. all Ono,.
owing to the SP,Ci31 design of both crystal and cats-
, hi sk.er, always in contact.
GUARANTEED TONE-VOLUME--PURITY.

SOME NOVEL FEATURES: -
1. Nickel -plated detachable dustproof cover.
2. Special " Hartle " super -sensitive crystal.
3. Ebonite wheel for rotating crystal.
4. Catswhisker on slider for covering whole sur-

face of crystal.
5. Nickel -plated sockets for panel mounting.
Ohtaina hle from all dealers or direct from patentees
:4 nil manufict veers.

PRICE COMPLETE, 5/6.
Gonerous Trade Terms. Telephone Clissold 293.
HARLIE BROS., 183, Dalston Lane,
HACKNEY. LONDON. E.8. 13"enla a 766

LAKER
STEEL

MASTS
Send postcard for our new illustrated Catalogue. It will interest you.

JOhN & JAMES LAKER CO., Engineers,
457, Romford Road, LONDON, E.7.

THE SEASON'S NOVELTY.
THE FORMO PORTABLE AERIAL.

This wonderful aerial can be used in or out of doors, on a car or punt, in fact
in almost any desired position. It can be erected or taken down in a few moments.

7/6
Postage Extra

7/6
Postage Extra.

We guarantee this aerial to receive up to to miles from a broadeastin;
station on a valve set, although many users are getting all the British Stations, ,

and many Continental stations. lc is sold complete with insulators, books, and
lead-in terminal.

A customer writes: " Reception perfect on crystal set with your aerial, indoor,
at 8y mil. s."

THE FORMO COMPANY
(ARTHUR PREEN & CO., LTD.)

Crown Works, Cricklewood Lane, London, N.W.2.
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4/2.4C-
°

" LOTUS" CUT GEARED
-sr MYAINTIIER COIL. la 07_43::,M3Et.

Vernier of S to 1.
Moving Coil
Cannot Drop

Two -Way,

Three -Way,

Price 7/-=

Price 10/6
Ilfanufactured by

GARNETT, WHITELEY & Co., Ltd.,
Lotus Works, Broadgreen Road, LIVERPOOL.

NOTE -By remov-
cap

yon can alter your
RESISTANCE
value at will by
inserting another
cartridge of the
reprired value
'EMC' FILAMENT

DIMMER.
Ohms. Ohms.
0'5 3(6 els 3 9

4:- 4.50 4'3
' EMC' VARIABLE

GRID LEAK.
2-5 me;. 3,6
",10 4/.
' ERIC ' VARIABLE

ANODE
RESISTANCE. _

2 -,50,000 opms. 3,6 "-BARRIE'S " LOW CAPACITY
-'0-00,000 4' VALVE HOLDER. 1,3 each.i's-Hooci 4/6

From all Dealers or direct " Popular Wireless " says
from " It is entirely original, highly

ENTERPRISE MFG. successful, and in all cases
CO., LTD. constant, A really good Crid,

Leak. Can certainly recom-
mend their use in Unidyne

Telephone Gerrard- 3018. and ordinary circuits...

The "MELITZA" CRYSTAL
IRIIII11111'1110111Ill 111111111N

=
F._ 111EL -6qA

GUARANTEE
We guarantee each piece of MELITZA
Crystal to have been tested to have
received Broadcasting over no less than
40 mites on average set and aerial.

The Crystal which will withstand heavy currents .
= such as needed in Reflex Circuits.

ill1111111111111111111111118

Supplied, wi h fine quality
catswhisker. in box fully
protected rem

Idust by transpar-
eat top, piece U

The Crystal which is exceptionally sensitive
throughout.
The Crystal which you can handle as you like.

Obtainable from all reputable retailers.
If any difficulty, send 5:6 to the sote manufacturers

The MELITZA RADIO Co., 405, Holloway Rd., London; N.7
Trade can obtain from leading factors --
Brown Bros., etc. Most liberal trade terms. -

Barclays" 773'

Above: The All-Britaln
Below: The Purifies.

Professional -looking Sets
that anyone can build at home

THE Pilot System has solved the problem of the
home built Set for thousands of Home -Construc-

tors. It has provided the only satisfactory method of
getting an excellent Receiver which possesses the
appearance of a ready -built Set costing five times the
price at the cost of only the components. And anyone
can build one of these Pilot Sets without previous
experience. All parts are so carefully made that they
fit together with the greatest of ease. The only tools
required are a screwdriver and a pair of pliers.
No one has ever been known to fail. Even boys of
fourteen have built up some of these well-known
multi -valve Sets and have got perfect results. With each
complete set of parts is supplied a blue print containing
all wiring instructions. Every step is carefully shown
and failure is quite impossible. Even if you should
go wrong the Set can be returned to our Service Dept.,
to be put into working order for a nominal charge.
Remember any set of parts includes every possible item
(except coils and valves) and is complete down to the
last screw.

Name of No. of
Receiver Valves

Panel drilled Kit of Coro-
and engraved ponentil

' Cas
Cabinet -

r.w. Ultra Crystal s. (.1. £ S. d. - s. d.Set- 5 1 0 g 0 7
P.S. 1 -Valve Reflex 1 7 3 0 0 0 4

2 7 4 14 0 1 10
All Conce.rt de luxe 3 15 4 15 6 0 17
AllsBritain .. .. 3 15 4 16 1 0 17
4 -Valve Family .. 4 17 5 16 8 0 17
Transatlantic V... 5 18 5 8 5 0 17

git When MI components and panel are purchased together
'91 a Marconi Royalty of 12/6 per valve holder must be paid.

Send for the Pilot Book to -day
If you cannot choose your Set from the chart shown
above send 3d. for a -copy of our 32 -page Pilot Book,
giving particulars of our full range of Sets together
with prices of every part.

PETO-SCOTT Co. Ltd.,
Registered Offices, !.'ail Order

and Showroom,

77, City Road, London, E.C.1.

Above:'Trans-
atlantic V.

Below :All Con-
cerCde Lux,.

Branches:
LONDON -62, High Holborn. W.C.1
PLYMOUTH -4, Hank of England

Place.
LIVERPOOL -4. Manchester Street.
CARDIFF -94, Queen Street.
WALTHAIYISTOW-230, Wood St.
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In this last article the
receiver, and concludes

0-011-41-0-110 4-44-4-44-44-44404-4-404-44 0-404-4-44 4-4 4-4 4-4-44440-44-4 ..... 4,

THE "MULTIDYNE."
VALVE.

+4

ADDING AN EXTRA

WHILE the tests previously. described
were in progress on, the valve and
crystal Multidyne, it became in-

creasingly clear that a material addition to
the number of possible circuits could be
made if . another valve were added, and,
further, that these would be of a more
generally useful type than circuits employ-
ing only a valve and crystal, the latter,

20 15'
14 13 23 FIB. 3 G.
16 20
30 24 11
25 10 27 28
37 18
17 36
33 32 21 21 26 12

though very frequently giving remarkable
results, being troublesome to adjust and
somewhat critical in performance.

Accordingly, consideration was given to
the possibilities in this direction, the main
object of simplicity being borne in mind,
both from the standpoint of the con-
struction of the set and also from the point
of view of the user.

Usefu! Two -Valve Circuits.
The original connections to the Multi -

panel are shown in Fig. 1 (Pt. 1). It will be
noted that two condensers are shown, each of
value .001 mfd., these being required for
the purpose of, certain reflex circuits. It
was evident on consideration that one of
these must be connected permanently to the
transformer primary, as whenever the latter
was used it would be in a' first stage of
amplification. This releases two contact
points for other purposes, and accordingly it
is possible to employ a second valve in the
set by attaching its grid and filament to
these points.

Designed and Built by B. W. WILLANS.
PART III. (Conclusion).

author explains how a valve can be added to the " Multidyne "
with further details of tests carried out with this ingenious set.

The revised connections to
the Multidyne are thus shown
in Fig. 1 in this article, the
second valve being always
connected in circuit by ex-
ternal filament leads. This is
entirely satisfactory, as when
one valve only is being em-
ployed it can just as readily
be the second as the first, and
the latter is only lit when the
appropriate leads are con-
nected up on the Multilink.

We now have at our dis-
posal, therefore, all the
circuits which can be set up
wjth two valves and a crystal,
and foremost among these
are the standard " straight circuits " which
are found most generally useful in wireless
practice, viz. :
H:F. amplifier and valve detector, as shown

in Fig. 2.
Valve detector and L.F. amplifier, as shown

in Fig. 3.
H.F. amplifier, crystal detector, and L.F.

amplifier, as shown in Fig. 4.
Two have been reproduced in the form

of practical Multilink wiring diagrams
in Figs. 2a and 4a,
the latter indicating
the manner in which
the Multilinks are to
be connected up so as
to give the corre-
sponding circuits in the
Multidyne.

I am proposing to
add two more con-
venient terms to the
present list of Multidyne, Multipanel, and
Multilink. The first of these is Multigram,
which represents; as its name implies, the
Multilink wiring diagrams referred to in

previous paragraphs. Examples of Multi -
grams are thus given in Figs. 2a and 4a.

The second term, Multicode, I propose
to use in respect of an entirely novel
method of providing in a condensed and
readily comprehensible form the exact in-
formation which is required to enable the
user to connect up his Multilink.

In the previous articles a system was
adopted whereby each of the Multipanel
and Multilink points was designated by a

2 -o

20 22 23

50 37 32 33

/4

o
24

0
34

IC 21 26 31-32
11 27 29 37 39
IS 16 19 38

0
S '6

o-
23 26 27

14 17 23
i0 2029j
13 22
18 300

TS0 36 37 180 39

Fig. 2 (a & b).

Fig. 1. Mayan. of canations for 2 valve multipan31. Note, however, that the condenser, 38-39, should
be variable and not fixed, an shown.

two -figure number. According to the
Multicode, any group of -points that are
connected together are simply represented
by a row of figures, each pair of the latter
denoting one point, according to the stan-
dard system, and the user in interpreting
this code has only to take each group of
figures separately and join the correspond-
ing points by a suitable lead.

Results on Test.
The Multicodes corresponding to the

above circuits are shown in Figs. 2b, 3b, and
4b. It is convenient to arrange these as
indicated, with the largest group of points
in the top or bottom row and the successive
groups arranged in order according to the
number of points which each comprises.

The tests carried out on these two Multi -
dyne circuits again gave a number of inter-
esting comparative results. On this -occasion
all the testing was done at Westeliff-on-Sea,
and, in consequence, the general behaviour
of the circuits was similltr to that observed

(Continued on page -S.)
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'
THE " MULTIDYNE:"

(Continued from page 27.) 1

previously in the case of the analogous cir-
cuits with the valve and crystal Multidyne.

The circuit of Fig. 2 (H.F. and valve
detector) was the best for the reception of
distant stations, the results being admir-

My wish is to put each owner of a Multidyne
in a- position to judge for himself and to
form his own opinions as a result of his
personal achievements in the art, and I
feel that in bringing forward
this new principle, under which
circuit -testing can be carried
out with a degree of ease and
precision hitherto unattain-

..able, it is possible to serve
the interests
of wireless users

Fig. 3.
H- +

ably clear and the selectivity all that could
be desired. A number of Continental sta-
tions, as well as practically all the British
broadcasting stations, were received with
very little interference, notable results
being achieved from Madrid, the signals
from which station were easily readable
with the telephones on the table.
Effects of Local Conditions.

On changing over to the circuit of Fig. 3 -
(valve detector and L.F.) louder results
Were obtained from short range stations, as,
for instance, London and Chelmsford, but
the results from the distant ones were not
quite so satisfactory. Madrid was also very
strong, but not quite so strong as with the
previous circuit, and the signals were
accompanied by slightly more noise.

The circuit shown in Fig. 4 turned out
to be less satisfactory, its behaviour being
closely in accordance with that shown by
the H.F. and crystal detector circuit de-
scribed in our previous issue. The reasons
in both cases for this result are probably
the same, and dependent upon some local
conditions prevailing at the testing stat ion
at Westcliff which were not found when the
set was tried out in London.

So much, then, for the experiments. My
experience up to date has indicated the
exact requirements which a satisfactory
Multidynp set must fulfil. Letters
from readers giving their experiences will
be welcomed. It would also be interesting
if they send up details of any further cir-
cuits they may have tried and found suc-
cessful, so that other amateurs may have
the benefit of their experiences. The use
of the Multidyne system will enable all
wireless enthusiasts, whether they are
experienced in the technicalities of the sub-
ject or not, to enter into the delights
of experimental work under their own
conditions and at their own convenience,
and without the necessity for laborious
mechanical operations.
Multidyne Parts.
. It is not intended to lay down the law

with regard to the efficiency of the circuits
which are suggested, though it is proposed
to publish from ' time to time results
of tests which readers have carried out.

as a whole. At
any rate, it is to
this end that these
efforts have been
directed, and I
anticipate with
confidence that
my belief in this principle
will be increasingly shared as
time goes on by an ever-
growing crowd of Multi -
dyne en-
thusiasts.

All in-
quiries
with re-
gard to 20

Hazlitt - House, Southampton Buildings,
Holborn, W.C.1, by whom' I am -in-
formed that supplies of Milltipanels and
Multilinki are now available, and the

Fig. 4.
manufacture of Multidyne sets] is \v( II
In hand. These parts, I understand, willte
sold at reasonable prices that will i.e in-
clusive of loyalties.

the Multi -
dyne sets and parts
should be addressed to
The British Radio
Valve Service, Ltd., ..... -4,0 Ai- -.I,- 0 +

0 0

o
30 31 .32 33 34 35

Fig. 4 (a & b).

IC 21 26 31 33
25 27 29 37 39
16 19 35 38
13 22
17 36
18 26
24 34

UNIDYNE VALVE HOLDER
CONNECTIONS.

+.4r----404.- 0-0-0 -0-4.----
N constructing Unidync sets with

I the valve tray " mounted on a base-
board, the writer, like many others,

found sonic difficulty in making the con-
nections to the
five pins under -
the valve tray, -
and after trying
many methods
the following was
found to be very
satisfactory.

Take a piece
of ebonite of the
required size for
the valve tray,
drill this to take
the five -pin valve
holder, and, after
fitting this, screw
the nuts up tight.
Mount five termi-
nals, two at one

side of the holder for the filament con-
nections, and three at the other side for
the plate and the two grids as shown
in Fig. 1. Turn the tray over, and after
filing the ends of pins and terminals
flat, " tin " them with the soldering iron,
and make soldered connections with short
pieces of square section tinned copper
wire, as shown in Fig. 2. The tray can now
be mounted on the wood base, and the
various connections made easily to the five
terminals on top by soldering to the tags
of the spade terminals, or the latter can be
dispensed with, and the wire bent and
screwed down with the terminal nuts in
the usual manner.

This method possesses the advantage of

f

4

Fig. 1.

allowing the con-
structor to
change connec-
tions over, if
necessary, with-
out disturbing
the valve tray
or any other con-
nections.

While discuss-
ing " Uniilyne "

she holders the
writer would like
to point out that
it is essential that
the proper grids
be connected
to their correct Fig. 2.
portions of the
circuit. For instance, the inner grid (on
the left looking down on -the valve holder
with filament connections at the bottom)
must be connected to L.T. + and the other
grid to the input from the aerial or previous
valve. If these precautions are not carried
out, failure with the L.F. amplifier is
certain, while it is more than probable that
the detector also will fail to function.

'Wrong Grid Connections.

It has been found in rare eases, however,
that the detector valve will only opeiate
when its grid connections have been
reversed, tut this operation is very unsatis-
factory, and as a rule it is impossible to g t
the valve to oscillate. All amateurs con-
structing " Unidyne " sets should make ab-
solutely sure about those grid connections
and see that all joints are well made.
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WIRELESS LAW -THE NEW BILL -INTOLERABLE. POSITION -WRITE TO YOUR M.P.
THE Bill to amend the law relating to

wireless telegraphy, as presented by the
Postmaster -General, Sir Wm. Mitchell -

Thomson, M.P., the other day, is one which
every owner of a wireless set should do his
utmost to protest against. The powers
sought by the Government, under this
wireless telegraphy and signalling Bill,
have aroused indignation and apprehen-
sion among the public.

A Strong Clause.
One clause in the Bill proposes that :
" If a justice of the peace is satisfied by

information on oath that there is reason-
able ground for supposing that a wireless
telegraph' station has been established, or
is being maintained, without a licence in
that behalf, or that any apparatus for wire-
less telegraphy has been installed, or is
being worked or maintained in any place,
or on board any ship or aircraft within his
jurisdiction, without a licence in that be-
half, he may grant a search warrant to any
police officer or any officer appointed in that
behalf by the Postmaster -General, the Ad-
miralty, the Army Council, the Air Council,
or the Board of Trade, and named in the
warrant, and a warrant so granted shall
authorise the officer named therein to enter
and inspect the station, place, ship, or air-
craft and to seize any apparatus which
appears to him to be used, or intended to be
used, for wireless telegraphy therein."
And in the clause following it is obviously
meant that wireless telegraphy can be in-
terpreted as wireless telephony, as trans-
mitted by broadcasting stations. Any
amateur fixing up a wireless set in his house
can, for the purposes of the Bill, be regarded
as working a wireless station, and, if he
has not- taken out a. licence, the Bill pro-
poses to enforce penalties ranging up to
12 months' imprisonment or a £100 fine.

An Absurd Idea.
But the most surprising thing about this

Bill is that it is suggested that means should
be provided for officials to be allowed to
enter and search the home of a man who
has no wireless licence. This is frankly a
suggestion which no listener -in should
tolerate. An Englishman's home has always
been regarded as his castle, and the mere
thought of an official having powers to
demand entrance into one's home, because
he has a suspicion that one has a wireless
set installed is absurd.

Admittedly the wireless pirate is
deserving of little sympathy, and a practical
and reasonable scheme for bringing to book
the people who are mean enough to refrain
from taking out a licence should be en-
couraged. But the present proposals as
put forward by the P.M.G. are outside
the bounds," and I strongly advise every
reader of POPULAR WIRELESS to make a point
at once of sending a postcard to his M.P.,
protesting against this Bill. I cannot stress
this point sufficiently, but, if every reader
Of POPULAR WIRELESS was to make up his

mind to send a postcard to his Member of
Parliament, strongly protesting against this
bIll, there would be little chance of it ever
ecoming law.
The sympathies of every honest listener

are naturally with the Governthent and the
B.B.C. No doubt the latter may eventually
find themselves in a very serious position
if some means are not taken to enforce the
payment of the wireless licence fee ; but
that is no excuse for the Government at-
tempting to impose on the public such ab-
surdly stringent regulations. Under the
present Act (of 1904), which this new Bill
seeks to repeal, an offender is liable on sum-
mary conviction to a penalty not exceeding
£10, but the new Bill proposes that the
liability on summary conviction should be
imprisonment with or without hard labour
for a term not exceeding three months, or a

The famous Australian station, 3 B Q, which recently "" chatted " with
Mr. Simmonds, of Gerrard's Cron.

fine not exceeding £50, and, in the case. of a
further offence, another fine net exceeding
£5 for each day on which the offence is con-
tinued. If guilty on indictment the term
of imprisonment may be up to 12 months,
or a fine not exceeding £100.

As a matter of fact, readers are no doubt
aware that only a few weeks ago a listener
challenged the P.M.G. to prosecute him for
non-payment of his licence fee to the
Government. No steps were taken, and
it is a curious fact that counsel's opinion
for the Crown has never been taken on the
question of the validity of the 1904 Wireless
Telegraphy Act as regards offences by
listeners -in in respect of not taking out a
licence. It would seem t&Lt the recent
action of this amateur in challenging the
P.M.G. has been primarily responsible for
bringing matters to a head, and one does not

blame the P.M.G. for wishing to strengthen
his powers in the matter of wireless licences.

But the powers he seeks are, beyond the
boundary line which the public might
justifiably allow him to approach, and very
vigorous steps should be taken at once to
make it quite clear that the public will not
tolerate an imposition of the nature sug-
gested by this new Bill.

One is not treated with such extraordinary
harshness (as is proposed in this new Bill)
when one forgets, or deliberately forgets, to
take out a dog licence, or a gun licence, and
the difference in the penalties is out of all
proportion when one compares the " crime "
of not taking out a wireless licence and not
taking out a dog licence.

A Possible Alternative.
Many people will accuse the Government,

if this Bill is passed, of
supporting the B.B.C.
monopoly, as it is
called, and the accusa-
tion will undoubtedly
be justified. It would
be much better if the
present form of licen-
sing sets was entirely
scrapped. The present
system never will work
well because, however
much one might ap-
peal for fair play, there
are always a lame
number of people who,
quite apart from the
fair play aspeet of the
case, are always for-
getting little things of
I his nature. I am quite
convinced that of the
thousands of pirates
in this country many
of them hove not
taken out licences be -
(Anse they have been
too lazy to take the
trouble, or else too
forgetful.

When one listens -in, in ninety-nine cases
out of a hundred one has to use a crystal or
a valve set, and it might be feasible to revive
the regulation in force two or three years
ago that anybody buying a valve must
first of all produce the licence granted him
by the P.M.G. to work a valve set. There
is no reason why this regulation could not be
enforced in respect of crystals, so that, if
any listener wished to buy a new valve or a
new crystal he could not do so unless he
.produced his licence. After all, motorists
have to carry their licences in their pockets,
and it would not be a great imposition to
make it compulsory for listeners to do the.
same. But that is by the way.

THE MAIN THING IS THAT
READERS OF " POPULAR WIRE-
LESS " MUST ADDRESS A PROTEST
TO'THEIR MEMBER OF PARLIAMENT.
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LEAD
BAR

onstructiondi
Conducted by Dr. J. H. T. ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

Vernier Control.
HERE is a little idea which will be found

very useful for exercising a vernier
control on condensers, and for

avoiding hand capacity trouble when
tuning in distant stations.

The apparatus consists of an ebonite or
wooden rod about eight inches to a foot long,
and preferably stiff enough not to bend easily.
Into the end of this a needle, or pin with the
knob cut off, is forced. A small hole is then
drilled near the edge of the condenser dial,

i carer or farther away, according to the
thickness of the rod used, as shown at A, B,
C, D.

By inserting the needle in this hole
and lightly pressing the rod against the dial,
minute adjustments can be made, while
the hand is kept well away from the con-
denser. An improvement is the addition
of a small piece of rubber tube, as shown,
but this is not absolutely necessary.

Cells in Parallel.
A number of resistances in series can be

converted to parallel (without disconneCt-
ing) by connecting alternate connections
to opposite terminals, but this cannot be
done with cells, as it would result in short-
circuiting them. Suppose you have a 6 -volt
accumulator and you wish to use it for 2 -volt

SAW CUT HERE

CELL r, ,i
I

ion riumnimi int

CELLS IN PARALLEL.

dull emitters. If it is of the kind in which 
the separate cells can be disconnected, you
have only to connect the three cells in
parallel. But in many cases there are no
separate terminals for the -individual cells,
the cells being permanently connected to-
gether by lead bars. In such a case you have
either to separate the cells for yourself, or
use a rheostat to reduce the voltage; the
latter course means wasting a large propor-
tion of the energy of the battery.

If you should decide on the somewhat bold
procedure of separating the cells, the illustra-
tion will show you the best way to do it.
First drill two holes in the lead bar, and
secure two terminals in position. Then with
a hacksaw, very carefully and slowly saw
through the lead bar. It is very important
that the drilling of the holes shall be done
before the sawing through ; after the saw-
ing, no further operations should be carried
out on the lead bar.

If you are averse to sawing through the
lead bar, the only other way is to put a
clip round each bar, after the style of an
earthing clip, and use first one cell, until it
is discharged, then the next, and so on ;
but this is a good deal of trouble, and is not
very satisfactory. The method of sawing'
the bar is sent to me by a correspondent,
who says he found it quite easy and satis-
factory.

'Phone -Hook Switch.
The little deVice illustrated in the diagram

herewith provides a hook for the head-
phones, and at the same time ensures that
the aerial shall be connected to earth when
the set is not in use. The essential part of
the device is the strip or arm of brass form
ing the hook. This may be in. thick and from

to ;11 in. in breadth ; the length of the pro-
jecting portion should be at least- 2 in. The
strip is drilled with a small hole, through
which a short piece, say 1 in. in length, of
brass rod or stout wire is passed, and.
soldered to form the
axis or shaft on which
it pivots.

A short strip of brass
(which may be the
same as that used for
the arm) is bent as
shown, and slotted
for the arm to pass
through ; this. strip is
secured by two wood
screws upon the inner
side of the cabinet,
and serves to hold the
shaft. A similar strip
is slotted and screwed
to the outer side of
the cabinet, asp, cover -
plate, and also serves
to limit the up-and-
down motion of the
arm. The arm is given
a right-angle twist, as

AERIAL

rosEr

BU.5BAR

11111111

shown, so as to enable the end to be bent at
right -angles to form the hook. Two ter-
pinalsare secured into the panel, and to the
aerial terminal is soldered a strip of brass,
which in this ease may be N in. thick. This
strip is bent in the manner indicated, so
that the arm makes contact with it when
the 'phones are hung on the hook, but does
not make contact- when- the 'phones are
removed.' -

Another small hole in the arm enables a

LOWER
BRASS -STRIP
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0
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I I
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R
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FICA PANEL
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- SIMPLE LIGHTN/NG ARRESTER

small spiral spring to be secured to it, to
keep the arm down when phones are
removed.

Simple Lightning Arrester.
A lightning arrester is an important

adjunct to a receiving set, and the one shown
here would be difficult to beat for sim-
plicity. It consists of two pieces of brass
strip, identical in every way, crossed as
shown, and screwed to the panel or base-
board. These are separated by means o_
two small pieces of mica, with a gap
left betWeen them beneath the upper
brass strip. In case of X'S the discharge
will jump across from the aerial strip to
the earth strip at the exposed part
between the two pieces of mica. One
of the brass strips is, of course, connected
to the aerial terminal and the other to the
earth terminal of the set.

EARTH

SPRING

RA55 STAVP

PANEL

PHONE 11001(

UPPER STOP V

LOWER STOP

A1E7741_
COVER PLATE

000 -5/0E
OF CAB/NET

PHONE NOOK Br SW/TCH
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Wuncell exclusive
advantages featured:
No. 1

CCHE man with a multi -valve Set
using' bright emitters can re-
place his valves one by one as

they become useless by Wuncells
W.R.1 and W.R.2. These are the
only dull emitters on the market
that can be used with a 2 -volt, 4 -volt
or 6 -volt accumulator without any
alteration to the Set.
Every W.R. type of Wuncell has in-
corporated in its base a special resist-
ance which can be short-circuited
when not required by the screw
shown above. When all the bright
valves have been replaced by Wun-
cells these resistances can be short-
circuited and the accumulator altered
to give 2 v ohs with a greatly increased
capacity. Full instructions for this
simple alteration are supplied with
every Wuncell Valve;

Prices
w1 For Detector or
"  i L.F. Amplifier

W9 (With red top) for
long distance re-

ception

18/- each

'W.R.1 Corrrspond-

9.CorrespOnd-
'."' mg to W.2
20/- rash

 Fined with internal
resistance as above.

Coss

-re (it iil gad Ise
HE point is just this : Can you afford not to use Wuncell
Dulf.Emitters.
Or, let us put it in another way. You own, perhaps, a
3 -valve Set. Now the average bright emitter valve

consumes about .7 of an ampere every hour. Three of them, there-
fore, will consume 2.1 amps. every hour you are using them. If your
accumulator is rated at 6 volts 30 amp. hours (that is a good average
size) you will get about 15 hours' use from it on a charge.
The cost for this may be anything up to 2/-. Eight shillings for
a month's broadcasting-practically S5 per year. Not much when
compared with the pleasure you obtain,but still quite an appreciable
item in the family exchequer.

*

Now let us see what you would be paying if you used Wuncells.
First of all you would re -connect your accumulator to give -2 volts
only by connecting all the cells in parallel instead of series. This
will triple its capacity and give you 2 volts 90 amp. hours, but the
charging cost won't be any higher.
Wuncell Valves function best at 1.8 volts and consume .3 of an amp.
per hour-your 3 -valve Set, therefore,will consume .9 amp. per hour,
and your accumulator will last six weeks on one charge.
In other words, you get 5 weeks' broadcasting for nothing every
time you get your accumulator charged if you are using Wuncells.
And they will save their cost in a couple of months or so. -

That is not all. The filament of a' bright valve is naturally
incandescent. It glows at a white heat and becomes brittle. No
matter how careful you are, sooner or later the filament breaks and

. your valve is useless . . .

But see the Wuncell working. You'll have to look pretty hard
before you will realise that the filament is glowing. In daylight it
is almost invisible. In fact, it is the nearest approach to the cold
valve yet produced.
Isn't it obvious that such a low temperature must mean an excep-
tionally long life ? And to make the Wuncell even stronger, we
have inserted a centre support to the filament. No wonder
Amateur Wireless reported that its filament ,t is practically
unbreakable."

* * * * *

So you'll readily admit that not only do you save quite a consider-
able amount in running costs, but you get a valve that is likely to
last at least three times as long as the ordinary bright emitter.
Surely this is real economy.

uncell Yalu S
THE ONLY DULL-EMITTER 'VALVES SOLD IN SEALED BOXES

Advertisement of A. C. Cossor La, Highbury Grove. N.
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Portmanteau
Words

I'm afraid I must confess a distinct weakness for
Portmanteau Words ; chiefly, I suppose, on
account of their descriptive convenience. They
always seem to mean exactly what they say, and,
except perhaps in a rare case such as that of the
immortal " Brugglesmith," their meaning is
evident at sight.
Take, for instance, the word Volutone. No doubt
can rest in anyone's mind as to what that means.
Volume and Tone-the two essentials of a
first-class Loud Speaker. Full Volume and
Perfect Tone, a joy to listen to and a treasure to
possess.
But even this all -embracing word fails to convey
its handsome appearance. The instrument's pleas-
ing lines have a beauty rarely found in something
that hitherto has usually been regarded purely as
a piece of mechanism.
Go and have a look at a Volutone. Your local
retailer is almost certain to have one in stock.
And when you have satisfied yourself as to its
appearance, make a point of hearing it as well.
I think you'll agree then that I was quite right
when I coined that essentially accurate word --
VOLUTONE.

/114e4 428,04

YEATES, LTD.,
20, Store Street, Tottenham Court Road,

London, W.C.1
Well equipped demonstration and sales offices of
Fellows Wire'ess Products. Wholeccee and Retail.

The Volutone
Latid Speaker
gives reniy large
volume without
sacrificing the qua!-
ity of reproduction.
The dial:Oar:iglu is

ad iti-1 I; b4..

PRICE:
14:10:0

tit/ 1. OF Tilt: FELLOWS MAGNETO CO. LTD.. PARK ROYAL, LOND015, NA% AO
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WIRELESS ON EASY TERMS --
= have now extended their easy payment
= system to Wireless, and you may now secure on pay- =
= ment of first deposit Wireless Sets and Apparatus =
-1"-- from £5 upwards, balance being payable in monthly instal- E.
= ments. Write for details to Wireless Dept. .=-.

Ei1111111111111111111111111;11111111111111111111111111i111111111111111111111111T111111111I111111111111111111111111111111T

MACES
GREAT Wireless SALE

SPECIAL
LINE OF
PRACTICE BUZZERS
Well made and finished
throughout of .high quality
materials. Usual
Price 7 6.

' Sale Price
Post 4a.
Send for yours
right away to
secure at this price!

DRASTIC REDUCTIONS!
Opportunity to secure at low-

est prices of the
Year! Order byPost if unable
to call-- money
back if rot satisfied!

3 - COIL HOLDERS
Beautifully finished
throughout. Suitable

for Honeycomb and Burn -
dept Coils. Simple in
construction
and most
practical in
use. Usual
price 10.:6.
Sale Price
Post 6d.

THE CAMACE LIVET
FILAMENT RESISTANCE

Smooth contact ensures extremely smooth
action. Sccure connection with the wing
is obtained by the phosphor -bronze strip
attachment. Usual Price 2'6. Sale Price
Post 6d.

PNEUMATIC EAR PADS
The' Macondo'
Air Cushion En

SALE OFFER OF Pads ensure

AERIAL WIRE absolute
.-mf.rLwhen us -

150 ft. Coils of Best Quality Enam- ling head-
elled Aerial Wire. A limited num- :P hones
ber of coils only is
available -I heref ore,
order b y return.
Sale Price per coil
Post 6d.

/ Try them.
Price P e r
pair. Post 2c11/3

FAMOUS CRYSTAL DETECTORS
The Best Crystal on the

market is Gamages famous

"PERMANITE
If

Clear, powerful results, re-
mains in adjustment longest.
Highly sensitive.
Price per large piece. /

Post free.
Smaller sizeto fit the Cup 11/ -

Two examples from
Gamages remark-

bl e range of
Crystal Detec-
tors-both offeted
of a reduced Sale

Price.

DUSTPROOF DETECTOR
Supplied complete with a piece of famous
" Permanite " Crystal. The
dustproof cover protects the f
crystal. Usual price 3/9.
Post Gd. Sale Price

Order by Past direct
from this announcement
or from Sole Catalogue.

CRYSTAL DETECTOR
Wrll made and finished, Lacquered Brass,
mounted on ebonite, ball joint and 1
cat's whisker. Fitted with our /
famous " Permanite" Crystal.
Usual price 26. Post 6d Sale Price

E.P.S 91. I DAMAGES, HOLBORN, LONDON, E.C.
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The receiver ready for use.

THE receiver to be describe& was de-
signed with the object of keeping its
size as small as possible. Its ex-

ternal dimensions are 71 in. by 31 in., and
23fi in. high, including an aerial 65 fret
long, a single earphone and an extra length

of wire. The
aerial employed
can be classified
as . a single -wire
inverted -L type
aerial; although
when out of use
it is contained in
the cabinet of
he receiver ' it- -

self. It consists
of a brass ribbon

in. wide and
65 feet long,
which is kept

wound on an ebonite disc. One end of the
ribbon is in metallic connection with the
aerial terminal of the set, while -the free end
is connected to an ebonite handle. This
insulated handle can be attached to any-
where in a room or to a tree if the receiver

- is being used out-of-doors.
The tuning circuit of the receiver con-

sists of a basket coil inductance shunted by
a variable condenser of about .0005 mfd.
capacity. This condenser, due to the
Limited spicee available, consists of a single
moving vane* working between two fixed
vanes separated by mica sheets. The
vanes -are fixed. sn, close to- one -another that
practlially no air Space is left between
them, thus providing a high Capacity.

The lay -out of -the -panel is shown in Fig. 2,
drawn to the given scale, from which the
positions of the necessary holes can be

"4"
THE'RET/CAL CIRCUIT GIAGRAM

THE AMATEUR'S
PORTABLE CRYSTAL SET.

o

Full Constructional Details.
Ey J. CHUGHTAI, B.Sc.

# Compactness and efficiency are the chief characteristics of this very
handy and useful crystal set, and the cost of the parts, etc., is

extremely small.
4

marked -on the ebonite sheet, which, is 31 in.
by 4R in., and A- in. thick. The panel is
given a mitt finish, after necessary drilling,
by rubbing its surface with fine glass paper.

The coMponents, which will be described
later, are fitted on the panel, which is
then wired with No. 18 S.W.G. square
tinned copper wire. Fig. 3 shows the actual
wiring of the panel, while the theoretical
circuit diagram is shown in Fig. 1.

A Medium-sized soldering iron will be

The aerial is wound on an ebonite disc.

found more useful than a larger- ohe,,
latter is liable to make the neanikarter0 too

hot and affect the inStilating
properties of the ebonite
parts. Care should be taken
that as little flux as possible
is used, in fact, it will be much
better to solder the terminaIS
and the ends of the connect-
ing wires separately, and to
remove the extra flux with
a rag before making the
actual joint.

Tice inductance consists of
50 turns of No. 32 S.W.G.,
D.C.C. copper wire, wound
on a thin ebonite former of
2 in. diameter with 9 slots cut
in it each 1 in. deep. When
wound the coil is coated
thinly with shellac varnish to
keep the wires in position and
free from the accumulation
of dust. The exact shape of
the -coil is given in Fig. 3,

A

0

P

0

i

P162. DRILLING DIAGRAM.

ne

-0.-4.-0-0 -0- -0- -0- -0 -0- -0 -0- -0- -00+

Close up view of the panel.

and is shown in clotted lines to avoid con-
fusion.

Fig. 6' shows the constructional details
of the variable condenser. The moving
vane, V, is fixed to the central 2 B.A. rod
by means of two nuts, to which is also
attached the pointer, I, and the adjusting
knob, Q. The fixed vanes, F, of brass are
cut rectangular in shape, and are separated
from the moving vane, which is also of
brass, by thin sheets of mica, M, projecting
a in. beyond the fixed vanes.

The Variable -Condenser.
These vanes are fixed to the panel by

two screws and nuts, N, and separated
.froM the panel by small pieces of ebonite
tube, L, in. long, but nuts can be used
instead as shown in the enlarged diagram,
which gives the details of fixing the con-
denser to the 'panel. The free corners of
the fixed vanes ale kept in position by
soldering brass clips, S, which also sc r e for
soldering the connecting wires to the fixed
vanes. The connection to the moving
vane is made by soldering the connecting

(Continued on page 344

Each cf rznel wiring.
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I

AMATEUR'S PORTABLE
CRYSTAL. SET.
(Continued from page 33.), f

wire to orte  end of the brass strip, 0, as
shown in fig. 3.

Using thin mica sheets and a little skill,
it is- possib'ie to get a capacity .more than
.0005 mfd., but a cor:lenser ordinarily
made will give a capacity of about -0005
mfd. Stops must- be fixed on the panel

permanent small capa-
city in parallel with
the inductance which is
consequently wound
with only 50 turns of
wire.

The details of the
aerial are shown in
Fig. 4. It consists of
an" ebonite disc 11 in.
diameter and j in.
thick, fixed at one end
of a 2 B. A. rod, H. A
brass strip in. wide,

F-16 3. ,!7/AGRAM SNOW/NG kY/R/N6' OF 7 -NE PANEL.

in such a position that the vane can only
nove through 165° and in the lowest
position of the pointer ; about one -tenth of
the moving vane should be inside the flied

The set connected with 'phones.

vanes. This is essential as the moving
vane will not go in between the mica sheets
if completely taken out. This means a

OTIJ.

"%LIE D/4GRAM SHOW/N6 THE AER/AL DETA/L5

[MORAL SNOWIMS PLANAND ELEVATION OF RECEIVER. r16.6-

soldered to the end of
tlie rod with a nut to
strengthen the soldered
point, is scpwed.to the
ebonite disc: Ori'end
of the strip is bent over
the disc to which is
soldered
one end of
the brass
ribbon
serving as
an aerial.

Thus, the
ribbon is
in electri-
cal contact
with t h e

central rod, H, which fits in a
short length of brass tube, U,
connected to the terminal, T,
by means of a brass strip, G.

The terminal, T, where
necessary, can be connected to
the aerial terminal of the
receiver either by a flat brass
strip,.as shown in the diagram,
or by a short length- of copper
wire.

For winding the aerial rill) pn on to the
ebonite disc, a detachable handle is used,
which in its simplest form may consist of a
brass strip with_a square hole'at one end to
fit the squared end of the rod, H, and a
valve. socket soldered at the other end.
Fig. 7 also shows the
method of fixing the

marked P are used for the 'phones. H
the central rod of the aerial,, to which is
attached the handle for winding the
ribbon. The variable condenser for tuning
is marked C, while the .cryStal- detector is
fitted on the left-hand top corner of the
panel.
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aerial and the details
concerning the ebonite
handle, 117, fixed to the
free end of the aerial
ribbon. The handle
is provided with a
forked brass strip
which fits into two
narrow vertical strips,
B, in order to keep it in
position. The vertical
strips, B, also prevent
the brass ribbon from
twisting.

T h e components,
when fitted on the
panel, should have an
appearance as shown
in Fig. 5. The aerial
and earth terminals are
marked- A and r re-
spectively, while those

In order to make the cabinet compact
it was necessany to use an ebonite sheet,
/ in. thick, as its bottom. The cord trac-
tional details are better, shown in- Figs.
5 and 7, all the ebonite parts being

(Continued on page 37.)

DIAGRAM 6/V/N6 THE DETAILS OF THE CABINET P/6.7
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The " GoLTONE " CONSTRUCTIONAL
RECEIVING SETS

BRITISH MADE.
These Sets are dispatched with ready
drilled Ebonite Panel, Assembled Con-
densers, wound Transformers, etc.,
enabling the set to be easily and quickly
constructed.
The Circuits employed have been
thoroughly tested and can be recom-
mended for use in any part of the U.K.
Blue Print diagram and full instruc-
tions supplied.

1 VALVE SET. £2 9 0
Marconi Royalties, 12;6 extra.
2 VALVE SET, £5 5 6
Marconi Royalties, 25/- extra.
3 VALVE SET. £6 17 0
Marconi Royalties, 37/6 extra.
4 VALVE SET, £9 2 0
Marconi Royalties, 50/- extra.
5 VALVE SET, £12 19 0
Marconi Royalties, 62/6 extra.

Sec Catalogue No. R/ rrt for full details.
Mr. H., Cross St., Cheadle, Staffs, writes-

.. Re 4 -Valve Constructional Set-I find it picks up America quite well. I
have had KDKA on it on Saturday night and heard a concert by the Westinghouse
Staff Band quite well. I beard him announce the item-Tuesday evening at 12.15
p.m. I picked up WOT and heard him give out the news, etc."

GULTONE "
NO - CAPACITY

SWITCH

Fitted with screwed
front plate for panel
mounting. Easily fitted.
Neat appearance, and
takes little space.
2 Way Double - Pole,

316
- Way Double - Pole,

5 6

W. & G. PANEL

Size LI x 1

Perfectly reliable.
Neat design.

'Price 1/6 each.
Refuse substi-

tutes.

The GITILTONE'
MICROMETER
REGULATING

COIL HOLDERS
Patent No.

4037124.

High grade
finish. Enables
the finest possi-
ble tuning, con-
siderably increasing the Effici-
ency, Selectivity and Reliability ;,,f

the Receiving Set.
Two Coil Type, 716 Three Coil Type,

See Catalogue for other types.

THE BEST
OF ALL

COIL
HOLDERS

1016

" SAMPSON "5 ACCUMULATOR CARRIER
BRITISH MADE. Patent No. 214037/23.

Light, strong and exceedingly useful. The inconvenience
of handling weighty, cumbersome accumulators is entirely

obviated. - Suitable for any size accumulator. Folds flat
to fit the pocket. 2/6 each.
WARNING :-Rigorous action will be taten against

infringements of this Patent.

Fully illustrated 32 pp. Radio Catalogue
showing a complete range of Crystal and
Valve nets and Component Parts of
every description, post free on request.
Enclose Business Card for Trade Terms.

These lines are stocked by the leading Radio Stores.
Write dire;' if nnobtaanable.

.16Sgt
tictot -cottittctflifts,

4geze you catif)---lise CL/X®

"L.e ea... l- ,,
.9. , a, v'

CLIX PROVIDES AN IDEAL POINT FOR SOLDERING

Perfect contact-instantaneously
----everywhere.
The tapered design of CLIX
plugsocket ensures full surface
contact in every one of its count-
less applications.
That's why CLIX, the Electro-
Link with 159 Uses, supersedes all
forms of Plugs, Terminals and
Switches and has standardised
the wiring of all radio circuits.

Retail Prices
CLIX with Locknut 3d.
CLIX Insulators

(6 colours) ld. each'
CLIX Bushes

(6 colours) 3d. pair

Obtainable from all Wire.
less Dealers or direct from
the Patentees awl Manu-
facturers:

AUTOVEYORS, LTD
?radio Engineers ant: Co:Itractors

84 VICTORIA STREET,, LONDON, S.W.1

`liar GoldstonA
PENDLETON ...,.'°Z.S.11ANI111S1 I RID

Address all communleations to HEAD OFFICE iv,
WORKS PENDLETON, MANCHFSTER

Stocks also held at GLASGOW DEPOT 95, PITT SP

Obtainable
from all

good dealers,
but in case

of difficulty-
write us.

Selectivity and
Sharp Tuning
depend on the
Tuning Coils.

Efficiency and
Clarity of the
components.

For
Selectivity, Sharp Tuning
and Efficiency use

"Tangent'
Tuning Coils

The Unshrouded Coil with a guaren,
teed LOW SELF CAPACITY.
Copp of signed N.P.L. Report on

application.

COMPLETE SETS. The Set.
4 Concert Coils (W /L250 to 1180) 16/-

11 Concert Coils (W/ L250 to 95001 671 -

GENT & C0 LTr',1g
Faraday Works,

LEICESTER.
AmmimmEMIENIMINIIIMININW

I ONDON . 25, Victoria street, o.W.t
NEWCASTLE -ON -TYNE Tangent House, Rlaekett St.
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ROM r7th February, Ericsson
(British) Headphones will be
reduced in price to 22/6 all re-

sistances. The same splendid sensi-
tivity and general efficiency which
have made it the world's proved best
'phone will be fully maintained.

Be sure you get Ericsson (British)
Headphones -not the many "conti-
nental " imitations on the market.
Look for " Ericsson " on each earpiece
to avoid counterfeits

All resistances
one price

2216
Write to -day for full information and lists
treating on our famous valve and crystal
receivers, Super -Tone Loud Speaker. tested

components, etc.

THE BRITISH ERICSSON Mfg. Co Ltd.
67/73, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

BRITISH

Telephones

One free " Powquip " Trans-
former (Shrouded Model)
will be given for each of the
first twelve correct solutions
opened on the morning of
the 12th March, 1925.
Send your solution. with your name
and address written clearly at the
foot of this page, to the address
below.

410--dillo OfIC?

r-----7,--,

'r t 9 10 13 /2 15

14 rt
9 frO/> / 1: to at

22 23 4

Az
is

2Y' P OWE R 28
9 [SO '73 n

33 r drj:
/,E U,,I PIAENT/

39 40" , 41
VA

K.:511

,,,,,
42

i
43"

46 4, az
IIIv ACOMP N r '

Down.
I. A" pub" without you
2. Food for horses
3. The weft
4. Employer
5. Entry
6. Father
7. Troubled
8. Annoy
9. Meadow

1I. Spoil
12 Small firearm
13. Road (abbreviated)
21. Curiously
23. Found in the Zoo
24. Neither
25. Favourite
26. Period of time
30. The choicest
32. Locations
35. To
36. Separate detail
37. Easily split mineral
38. English town
39. 3th
40. Consonant
44. Preposition
45. its beheaded

Across.
L The best Transformer

best set
7. Town in Spain

10. Impresses
14. Found in the earth
15. Preposition
16. Behead behold
17. Small island in a river
18. Our speciality
19. Signal of attraction
20. Towards
22. Pertaining to Mount Etna
25. Interval of time
27. Egyptian Sun God
28. Ancient beheaded
29. Engraver
31. Hanging ornament
33. Colour reversed
34. Sympathy beheaded
39. Vegetable
41. Hrds of a ton
42. Impersonal pronoun
43. Feed
46. Lodger
47. Sea borders

THERE will be no more cross words if you
fit " Powquip " Low Frequency Trans-

formers in your set. Each transformer is fully
tested before and after assembly and on a
standard aerial. Guaranteed for twelve months.

Open Type 14/6.

for the

Shrouded Model 18/-

FIWER EAU I MIEN
COMPANY LIMITED

KINGSBURY WORKS, THE HYDE, HENDON, N.W.9.
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1 ELECTRIC TELEVISION. t

The Position To -day.
1 By W. S. SHOLL,
A

44-4--40-4- 4-44 4.-4-4- 4- 4,- 0-1-4-0-4-1 110- 4--4--0-4. .11-1-
THE problem of reproducing visible

images at a distance by electrical
means is one that has appealed to the

inventor as the logical outcome of the
transmission of speech and music which is
now so popular a development of wireless
telephony. The man in the street has a
most confused idea as to what television
really is, which, after all, is not surprising.

There has been a quite understandable
mistake current in the confusion of electric
telephotography, the mere copying of a
fixed picture, and television, which is, of
course,, the art of seeing the living scene in
its actuality.

Years ago photography was 'a great
marvel, and the ultimate development of
the art has materialised in the production of
living pictures.

These, as is well known, are a reproduction
of past scenes, and bear the same relation-
ship to television as the gramophone does
to wireless telephony-i.e. the reproduction
of permanent records of bygone events.

What the inventor is attempting to
achieve is the simultaneous transmission

A ten -valve a

in intensity in proportion to the intensity of
the light -waves.

These feeble currents are passed through
six stages of low -frequency amplification,
and if a telephone is placed in circuit vary-
ing notes are audible, ranging from a deep
note at the darker end up to a shrill whistle
at the lighter end of the scale.

If a neon, or other suitable lamp, is put in
circuit, in place of the 'phones, a pulsating
illumination is set up, varying in intensity
with the light which is reflected from
the various portions of the transmitted
image. At this point we naturally receive
only a series of light waves which, while
representing the light values of the image,
convey no meaning to the eye.

To build up the disintegrated image we
have to fall back upon
the physical property
of the human eye known
as "persistence of
vision."

This property is taken
advantage of in the
optical illusion known

per -heterodyne receiver of novel design. It includes a special four valve resistance
complex amplifier.

and reception of scenes at the living mo-
Ment, which factor undoubtedly makes
Wireless telephony so fascinating, and so
far ahead of any reproduction of " back
numbers." Just as in radio telephony we
must have the " electric ear "-the micro-
phone-so in television we require the

electric eye " which nature has bestowed
tton us in the element selenium.

This mineral possesses the remarkable
quality of changing its electrical resistance
in response to the action of light, very much
as the microphone varies in resistance in
tisponse to sound. Very considerable pro-
gress has been made in the Baird system of
television, which in its present state is cap-
able of transmitting images and reproducing
them in visible form by electrical means.

The Baird System,
In this system the image is picked up by

a revolving disc, on which is mounted an
optical system of sixteen lenses arranged in

Ts iral form.
These lenses traverse the image and feed it

e by piece through a revolving serrated
c, which sets up ' beats " of light, on to

light-sensitive cell.
local battery in this circuit therefore
s feeble currents which naturally vary

as cinematography which gives the be-
holder the impression of seing " living
pictures."

In the Baird system a third revolving
disc is employed in which slots pass in
rapid succession between the eye and the.
illuminant.

This " integrating " disc builds up: the;
image again which, after being passed
through the circuit as a series :of electrical
impulses, appears to the eye in its original
form. So far as the principle has been seen
demonstrated, by the writer, conductors
have been used between the transmitter
and the receiver.

The system, however, has been reduced to
two wire working, and, as it is only neces-
sary to send " notes " representing light
values, the transmission of the image by
wireless over distances within the bounds
of pure telephony appears to be perfectly
feasible.

For projection on a screen the slots in the
integrating disc would be replaced by an
optical system similar to that employed in
the transmitting, disc and a high -power
illuminant used.

This, briefly, then, is the princilie of this
interesting contribution to the science of.
television, which in the near future Frio

raises to bring the distant scenes into our
homes by the agency of wireless.

In conclusion it should be particularly
borne in mind that the system described is
capable of transmitting images by reflected
light and not silhouettes or shadows only.

This elementary stage has been passed
and, while the results are at present admit-
tedly crude, and produced by apparatus
which leaves much to be desired, the system
does at least demonstrate the practicability
of its claims in reproducing actual images ;
which crude facts are worth any amount of
the academic speculations so often voiced by
the high -brow and the dreamer.

AMATEURS' PORTABLE
CRYSTAL SET.
(Continued from page 34.)

sectioned black. The lower half of the cabi-
net is 18 in. high, while the lid has a height
of 1 in., thus making the total height of
the receiver 2* in., which is 71 in. long
and 31 in. broad. The wood used for the
cabinet was three-ply mahogany * in.'
thick. Further constructional details are
given in the accompanying photographs and
diagrams, which are drawn to the given
scales, and no difficulty should be experi-
enced in making the receiver.

For listening purposes the brass ribbon
is stretched across the room, using an ordin-
ary nail or a hook as the support, while
a water pipe can be used as an earth. The
tuning can be affected by adjustment of the
condenser until the loudest signals are
heard.
A Good Earth Essential,

The receiver can be successfully used on
the river or on other outdoor trips up to a
distance of about twelve to fifteen miles
from a broadcasting centre. The earth
connection employed should be efficient,
as this is vitally important for satisfactory
reception. In case of the river the earthing
question is easily solved by tying a weight
to the end of a bare copper wire and

The finished set closed up.

letting it sink in the water, while the
other end is attached to the earth terminal
of the receiver.

Where' no river is available a long brass
rod sharpened at one end can be driven into
wet or moist soil, and the wire attached
from the end of this to the receiver.

The receiver has been made extremely
compact, so that it can be easily carried in
the pocket, and it is for this reason that a
single earphone is included in the box,
as a pair of 'phones will probably require a
space equal to the complete receiver itself.

The receiver, when used in a room worked
a pair of 'phones, when 20 feet of the aerial
ribbon was outside it ; the earth used was an
ordinary gas pipe.
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Artistes of theAether
riammo;ra...--

AMINNIOVO

CHAMBER MUSIC-" SAMSON AND DELILAH " AT 2 Z Y-NEXT WEEK'S STARS.
EVERY week sees the gradual broaden-

ing of the various programmes,
and as the prejudice of agents and

managers is replaced by the belief in wire-
less as a sheer epic in advertisement, the
scope and Variety increases.

Classical Music.
Notwithstanding the sneers, and pos-

sibly just a few plaints for more " jazz,"
classical music is superabundant through-
out the various stations, and 2 L 0 once
more chose one of the best in The Kutcher
String 'Quartet, already well known to
listeners, with whom it has attained as high
a reputation as with the patrons of the
classical concert halls. It was formed
in 1923 by Samuel Kutcher, a virtuoso
violinist, formerly a pupil of Albert Sam-
mons, and a member of the Philharmonic

String Quartet.
Associated with
Min was the bril-
liant young 'cel-
list, John Bar-
birolli (who is
now also conduc-
tor of the Guild
of Singers and
Players Chamber
Orchestra), Mr.
George Whitaker,
and Mr. Leonard
Rubenstein.
At their first -
performance in
London their
rendering of the
big quartets of
Delius and Cesar

Franck established them amongst the chief
of quartet players, and " The Times "
likened their playing to that of the famous
Joachim Quartet.

Amongst the Vocalists.
2 L 0 is also to be depended upon for its

soloists, and last week again was heard MisS
Elsie Suddaby. She is a great favourite,
too, at Manchester, where she was one of
the first artistes to broadcast at that
station. Intended for a pianist, Miss
Suddaby commenced her career by winning
the Gold Medal of the Associated Board of
the Royal College of Music, then finding
herself possessed of a voice of exceptional
range and tone; she settled down to per -feet
it, and her work before the microphone
alone proves her wisdom.

Mr. Samuel Katcher.

OM -World Music.
Chamber music has become so marked a

feature of our concerts that it is not sur-
prising that some of the old-time instru-
ments haire been tried again, and have vied
well with their modern prototypes. Every-
one remembers the spinet and harpsichord
solos of Mrs. Gordon Woodhouse at 2 L 0

and the viola d'Amour solos by Percy
Frostiek at Leeds-Bradford station. The
programme of Tuesday last of Old English

Music was par-
ticularly appro-
priate, preceding
as it did the
"tabloid" version,
if we may use the
term, of the Lyric,
Hammersmith,
success, " T h e
Beggar's Opera,"
with the music
arranged by
Frederick Austin,
and the cast in-
cluding the name
of Frederick
Ranalow. For the
former part of the

(Photo. Hay Wrightson.) programme was
engaged " T h e
Chaplin Trio."

These three sisters have become famous
for this type of music, and Miss Nelly
Chaplin at the harpsichord, Miss Kate
at the viola d'Amour, and Miss Mabel with
the viola de Gamba, may be said to have
united fwo centuries in music.

Modern instrumental playing was repre-
sented on Friday by the well-known classical
pianist, Phyllis Emanuel, and Peter Yorke
on Saturday, the latter taking the place of
the well-known pianist, Miss Toni Farrell.

Mr. Edward Clark.

Newcastle's Programmes.
Some excellent concerts have been given

at this station, and one of the best announced
was that of Monday when, instead of from
the studio, it was to be broadcast from
the Old Assembly Rooms. Some of the
best known artistes in the musical world
were included in the programme, amongst
them the names of Miss May Blyth and Mr.
Joseph Farrington of the B.N.O.C., Grace
Nell and Vivian Worth, and Mr. Percy
Merriman of " The Roosters," with a play
by the 5 N 0 Repertory Theatre and solos
on violoncello from Miss Hetty Page. We
understand that all profits were divided
anions loCal chari-
ties.

- Newcastle has,
too, a fine musical
director in the
person of Mr.
Clark. Son of .Mr.
James Clark, fam-
ous for his interest
in Northern and
provincial music,
he has 'had
the advantage of
travelling and
studying all over
the world,.

,Amongst his Kiss Phyllis Emanuel.

numerous recitals will be remembered
those at Queen's and Wigmore Halls,
London, last year.

"Dramatic Wireless."
2 Z Y may be really called the pioneer of

dramatic wireless, for most of the important
plays have beeii broadcast from this station.
As a change from the more serious drama
Mr. Victor Smythe, assisted by Eric -Fogg,
produced, a belated but nevertheless charm-
ing fairy pantomime, " Cinderella," on
Friday last, with the 2 Z Y Repertory
Company in full force.

To-morroW (Friday) the company present
their sixth play of the series of monthly
plays, " The Case of Lady Camber," by
Horace Annesley Vachell. Playgoers will
probably remember its success at the
Savoy in 1915, and as it depends more on
witty dialogue
than actual situ-
ation, it is an ex-
cellent choice for
broadcasting pur-
poses. The play
serves to intro-
duce a newrecruit
to the 2 ZY
Dramatic Com-
pany in the person
of Miss Mary
Eastwood, who
recently scored a
success in a per-
formance of "Dis-
covery," given by
the Unnamed
Society.

On Saturday
Manchester reverts to grand opera with a
performance of "Samson and Delilah " (via
5 X X also), the latter part being taken by
a known favourite, Miss Enid Cruickshank,
who also sings at 2 L 0 next week. In-
cluded in the cast is Mr. Walter Widdop of
the B.N.O.C., and Mr. Lee Thistlethwaite,
the brilliant singer who has been so long
connected with the musical side of Man-
chester's station.

Miss Elsie Suddaby.

Birmingham.
There is a distinct high -brow atmosphere

at Birmingham for to -morrow (Friday),
when the first act of "Boris Goudonov," by
Alexander Pushkin, will be broadcast.

Stars of Next Week.
Amongst the artistes clown for next week

are Mr. 011y Oakley, the banjoist, with Mr.
Frank Colley.

On Tuesday, Miss Vivvien Chatterton.
On Wednesday, The Philharmonic String

Quartet, and Miss Wynne Ajello, Leonard
Lovesey, and Joseph Farrington.

On Friday, Mr. Sydney Russell of the
13.N.O.C., and on Sunday the great
Wagnerian singer, Mr. Horace Stevens.
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ACHARACTERISTIC CURVE is the hand-
writing which shows the " character ".
of a valve. It tells more than many

pages of print.
Every amateur knows that the addition of

each volt to the grid potential increases the
flow of current from the anode. After a
point the increase of anode current becomes
relatively large and remains steady until
the second or saturation point is reached.

THE EDISON-SWAN ELECTRIC CO., LTD.,

to

F.

ag

EDISWAN 'S
LATEST
VALVE
These four curves illustrate tlw
amplification_ given by the latest
Id,cwan value, thc P.F.61),E.

fovr different anode voltages.
1 he abrupt climb to the point of
'(:!!ration indicates in each case

Ids high amplifying power ob-
tained.

P. V. 6 D. E.
The characteristic curves shown
are those of the Valve illustrated-
Ediswan type P.V.6D.E., which
has been especially designed for
use with standard dull emitter

valves and batteries.

Filament Volts z8--2'0
Filament Amps. 0.4

inplificatim Factor 6.0
Anode Volts 60-120
Frice, - - 22s tht.

The amplifying capacity of the valve lies

between these two points. The degree of
amplification produced is indicated by the
steepness of the curve lying between them.

VALVES
QUEEN VICTORIA STREET, LO DON, E.C.4

162 19
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N ne
CONDENSE

for the
MILLION

Everybody is buying it because
-its efficiency exceeds that of any other

near or similar priced condenser.
-it is more selective,.
-it gives full signal strength-the losses

being very low.
-Vernier fittings are not necessary.
-it gives greater control.
-the efficiency of a set is increased by its

addition.

Use the " RAVOX " and be
MORE THAN SATISFIED

8/k)
ONE
HOLE -

FIXING

001 '0005

III, ill

'0313

16
POSTAGE

4(1.
extra.

" RAVOX "
Vaneless Variable Condenser

Many of our customers get America with the
" Ravox.' Why not you ? Send for Illustrated Lists.

" GREY STONE,"
THE WONDER CRYSTAL.

A new American fine-grain crystal-
sensitive all over-no blind spots. Special
large piece with solid silver catwhisker,
in attractive case, 1/6, post 'Ad. Will

be despatched by return.

RADIOVOX LIMITED, "B" Dept.,
10 & 11, Jerinyn St., Piccadilly Circus,

London, S.W.1.

HULLO! C.Q,, WILL DAY CALLING

TO -DAY GO TO DAY. IT WI LL PAY

EBONITE

rest free

Many a good. wireless set has been utterly ruined by being built up on a
pastel -of cheap an& faulty. ebonite. -Why -risk-a failure? Make a resolve
to have hour panel cut dead true to your own size from our famous Ebonite.

PRICE 4.6 per lb, ordinary finish, or 5:- per lb. Matt finish.

The new" Dayzite" Variable Condensers fitted with Aluminium End Plater
and both sets of Vanes adjustable. '001, 7/9 each ; '0005, 5)9 each :
'0003, 511 each; '0002, 4 T each; Vernier, 3/11 each. Postage 6d. each extra.

W:if!ltaavreanfteerCoon,-
ICRANIC RADIO APPARATUS '`.,"taa',1'.,.'n

No water -pipe handy ? Why worry ? Get
a " CLIMAX " Earth Tube, 5 - each.

MAKE NO MISTAKE IN YOUR SELECTION.
Da nut keep np)Icy nu enstals of unknown repot..

GET A CRYSTAL THAT HAS STOOD THE TEST OF

DAYZITE REGD.
Sold only boxed with Silver Cat's -whisker, 2;6 each, postage 3d.
extra. Makes excellent contact with Zincite for a Perikon Detector.

Copy of letter recently received :- Shepherd's Dash.
Dear Sirs,-Will you please send me another " Dayzite ' crystal.

last one must be getting on for nine months' wear and still going strong. My
pal asked me to lend him my " Dayzite," which I did, and now I cannot get

bark front him, so I must have one for my own set. I could not do a-ill:rid
it. Send along early and oblige.

TAMES SMITH.

Write at once for out' new catalogue, post free by mentioning
"Popular Wireless."

WILL DAY, LTD.,

19, LISLE STREET, LEICESTER SQUARE, LONDON W.C.2
'Phone: Regent 1,- Telegrams " Titles, Westrand, I.

FREE!
REPLACEMENT IF R ET URNED
FAULTY WITHIN TWELVE MONTHS

FROM DATE OF PURCHASE.

K.E.C.
TRANSFORMER.

(Intersalve.)

157 SOLID CONSTRUCTION.
PURE TONE & VOLUME.

RATIOS
Write for Descriptive Leaflet and Press

Deport of this remarkable roccponent
t1-4

KENBAR ENGINEERING Co.,
Mfg. Electrical Engineers

(Wirzless Department), 17-19, LONSDALE ROAD, LONDON, N.W.6.

P.P.V.3...
" Loud Speaker volume at 450 miles was
almost deafening." --so says an amateur constuctor who
made the P.P.V.3. on wood panel and wired it with d.c.c. !

THE P.P.V.3. IS THE IDEAL FAMILY RECEIVER. ULTRA POWER-
FUL FOR LOUD SPEAKER WORK. TREMENDOUS RANGE. SO
SIMPLE THAT THE MERE NOVICE CAN CONSTRUCT FROM A FEW
INEXPENSIVE PARTS.

Expert assistance and help ad lib free to all who purchase Radii
Plan No. 2, which describes the building of the P.P.V.3., also the
P.P.V.4., the " Queen of all Circuits,- the wireless band !

Send for RADIO PLAN No. 2, one of the P.E." p2b,icatioi3 that
Make Wireless Worth While," TWO SHILLINGS from

PRESS EXCLUSIVES (WIRELESS PUBLISHERS)
2, Wine Office Court, Fleet Street, London, E.C.4.
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0 architect ever passed the plans of a
new building without first making
sure that the foundationsere correctly

proportioned and capable of withstanding
the strains and stresses that are likely to be
met during the years to come. He builds for
permanence.
And so it should be with the man who builds
a Wireless Set. He, too, builds for the future.

He does not want to find, when his Set is finished, that a
leaky ebonite panel prevents good results being obtained.
He does not want to labour in vain, so he hacks to his founda-
tion-the ebonite panel.
All ebonite, unfortunately for the wireless enthusiast, is not
of one recognised quality. Some is good-some is bad.
Some is suitable for wireless use-some is not. How are you
to tell ? The only safe way is to use a guaranteed brand such
as Red Triangle Panels-every one of which is positively
guaranteed to be leakproof, impervious to moisture, and
finished with a smooth surface which does not require sand-
papering before use. But Red Triangle Ebonite-for all its
advantages-is not costly. Indeed, it often costs less than
the ebonite of doubtful ancestry which you may be able to
buy locally.
For your next Set
you'll use no other.

12 Stock Sizes :
6 x 8, 3/-
6 x 18, 8/-
7x 5, 2 3

7x 10, 4 3
x 6, 3,-

8 x 5,' -

try Red Triangle. Ebonite-afterwards

x 12, 6/-
10 x 12, 7.6
10 x 24, 16:-

All 1 -in. Thick.

Special Sizes :
All Concert -do -Luxe, 16 x 8 x t. 6/ -
Transatlantic V., 22 x 11 x t 15/ -
All Britain, 16 x 9 x t 9/-
8..T. 100, 123 x 91 x .. 7/-

12 x 14, 10/6
12 x 16, 12 -
1'2 x 1S, 13,6

Heaistollex, 12 x 8 x 1 6:-
AnMo-Amerlean, 36 x 9 x t .. 20/-
1;teutrodyne Tuner, 12 x 10 x t 7/6
Nentrodyne Receiver, 12 x 10 x 1 7/6

Purities, 14 x 10, x # 9,2 3 -Valve Dual, 24 x 10 x t 15/ -
Transatlantic IV.. 16 x 8 x # 8/- Harris Crystal Set, 9 x 51 x 1.. 4/4

Any Special Size Cut per return at id. per Square inch

TO THE TRADE : Red Triangle Ebonite is being extensively
advertised and in spite of its superior quality
can be sold to you at prices no higher than
that which you are paying for ordinary un-
branded ebonite. Write to us to -day for
details of our selling plan.

PETO-SCOTT Co., Ltd.,
Regi,dercd Offices, Mail Order & Showroom,

77, CITY ROAD, LONDON. E.C. 1,
BRANCHES : LONDON -62. High Holborn, W.C. 1.

WALTHAMSTOW-230. Wood Street.
PLYMOUTH -4, Bank of England Place,
LIVERPOOL -4, Manchester Street.
CARDIFF -94, Queen Street.

Reel Triangle Ebonitevv4v,v,r1mr,rv,v,vv,
P .S. 20';

THE

woNDER-DETECTOR

Iva shako them the flybier rho', sat -
a

SOLDERINC ABOLISHED.
No Sohler.. No Heat. No SPannel',
No Experience:- The Ideal method g
wiring arty seta Quicker, safer, at I

more efficient than soldering.'
1/9 and 3 / 9 per box, complete. I

ties any number of 'phones to bea' u.td, irrespective of resistance, on a
. crystal set without weakening strength
"a( of signals. Attach one to each' pair of
a 'phones. 2!9 each. everywhere

Gramophone Loud -Speaker attachment repro.
cents the greatest loud -speaker value yet
offered Four -inch : Stalloy Diaphragm,
Graduated magnet adjustment, Heavy wind-
ings '(wilt withstand 1,000 volts H.T.), Dis-
tartionlesa. 5,120, 2,000 and 4,000 anis.

301- each,
TELEPHONE REPAIRS.

Rewinding, Femagnetising, Overhauling from to 101, Ready
same day if order received before 8 a.m. Send for rewinding
prospectus '' P " post free.

'W. 43 -01 -IN MILLER,
68, Farringdon Street, E.C.4.

(2nri and 3rd Floor0 Phone: Centr.it 1950  0X      .
MAXEL

ACCUMULATORS
GUARANTEED 12 MONTHS

NOTE PRICES

4 Volt

6Voltt
SPECIAL :-2v. 60a. for D.E. VALVES, 9,'- each

AMPS

40 60 80 110

14/- 17/6 21/- 24/6- 25/9 31/- 36j -

(Packing extra per Outcry)
N.B.-Repairs to any make of Battery in 24 hours.

MAXEL ELECTRICAL Co., 28, Clipstone St., London, W.I
Tel:: MUSEUM 708.

A HANDSOME PIECE OF FURNITURE.
SOLID OAK STANDARD CABINET

WITH LOCKS
ire which to lock up or build !orgy pan&
receivers such as :-

4 -Valve Family,
All Concert de Luxe,
Transatlantic IV and V,
Wireless Magazine 4 -Valve Receiver,
Anglo-American 6,
3 -Valve Dual etc., etc.

Ebonite panda can he supplied ready
used ; price on application.
Willingly sent en approval against remit-
tance. Guaranteed no specification

- Immediate delivery
TRADE SUPPLIED.

Price 221 in inside width £4 10 0
24 in ,, £4 15 0

36 in, (model de )use)made to order
Part carriage and packing, 7i6 extra.

M. VERSTRAETEN (Dept. 5),
Melvill Chambers, 50a, 1.or4 St., Liverpool

SEND
NS= =MI NOM =MI EMI BMX MN IMMI mis

Send 201 to -day, together with your order for the
Tonyplione," and this wonderful set, which receives

all S.B.C. stations, will be delirererl complete, including
all accessories. Tim pay a further £1 each month after-
wards. The total cost is only £15 Ps., or, if you
prefer, £14 - 5s. cash.
"Tonyphone" Super Two -Valves
Complete with Accumulator,

..T. Battery, staffed, 1

pair 4,000 ohms Hand
pht,nes, nod two Volves-
one High Frequency and one
Dolector Royalties paid.

I

Send to -day and enjoy broadcasting NOW.
BRITISH ENGINEERING PRODUCTS CO..

g (Valve Dept.), Windsor House, Victoria St., London, S.W.1.
raga a® onarert sat. a ® tolu ® mai a, maw mom lam agszu a® zscra s
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The Technical Editor of " Popular Wireless " will be pleased
component parts from manufacturers and traders for test,

under this heading.

WITH the assistance of "Glazite," a new
VY product of the London Electric Wire

Co. and Smith's, Ltd., the wiring of a
wireless set can be made quite striking in
appearance. Glazite is a tinned copper wire,
covered with an insulating material of 6,

highly glazed nature. It is obtainable in
four colours-red, blue, yellow, and black=
at 1/6 per coil of loft. Glazite is damp-proof
and flame -proof, and its covering possesses
excellent insulating properties. Samples
have been sent us, and we have tested them
very thoroughly and find the product to
be well up to the standard expected of its.
very well-known makers. A receiver wired
up with " Glazite " will look very nice, and -
doubtless it will be very easy indeed to follow
the connections, but we trust it will not
tend to make constructors careless in this
most important part of their work. One
thing about bare square section tinned
copper wire, it does tend to make the amateur
dO his wiring slowly and methodically.

* * -
We are informed that the firm of Cook

and Co., of 76, Estcourt -Road,- S.E.25, has

to receive wire ess sets and
Reports will be published

ceased to operate as such, and that the
business has come under the sole prWieter-
ship of Mr. George P. Cook, who will carry
 on its activities at 23, Brockcohurst Road,
Addiscombe, Croydon. Mr. -Cook sent .4,18 menu, Ltd., is sure to create more than

usual interest. For some considerable timefurther samples of " Receptite " and
" Hertzite " crystals, and these on test- we have known of the existence of the R.1.
proved to be quite as sensitive and generally P.M. (permanent mineral) detector, and to

- some.extent the lengtky tests to which it wassatisfactory as previous
samples received, so
that it is evident the
quality of the pro-
ducts has not been
affected.

The L. and P. universal coil holder.

MesSrs. The London and Provincial Radio
Co Ltd., recently sent us an " L and P
universal coil holder. It is a component
particularly designed for baseboard mount-
ing " American fashion," the moving coil
falling backwards from the panel instead of
sideways. The movement, which is particu-
larly positive and smooth, is obtained by
means of a worm which, of course.
is a reducing gear and enables a " Vernier "
action tole obtained ; also it is impossible
for the moving coil, -however heavy it may
Iii tertnove a fraction of an inch unless the
controrknob is finned. It is very well made,
and well worth 11/6-its retail price.

e.:

A- permanent crystal detector originating
-froth the famous house of Radio Instru-

subje5ted before being placed on the market.
The P.M. comprises two crystals, one of
which is of a highly refractory nature, and of
which but a small, sharp splinter is used ; the
other being a special alloy. These two
crystals are kept in contact by means of a
spring and plunger. The whole detector is
quite small-being something of the size of
a variable grid leak of average dimensions.
.Two types are obtainable, the one which is
quite " permanent," and the other which is
provided with a small -" trigger " adjust-
ment. The addition of this latter is, in our.
o pinion, most commendable, and we strongly
a dvise purchasers to choose the model that
embodies it. Even the most perfect of

(Continued on page 44.)

-components that
make successful sets

Cf4r-:Liss%

The ANOODHALL Square -Law Condenser.
Vanes of entirely new design, to permit
CENTRAL fixing. Occupies minimum
space on panel. Gives square -law variation in
both directions. One -hole fixing; 22 -gauge
vanes; aluminium end -plates; minimum H.F.
losses. Prices with knob and -dial :

0003 91- 0005 1016 -001 1216

The IWOODHALLI Vernier
Rheostat (Pat. No. 213,030.)
Combined plunger and rotary
movement. Push-pull movement
for coarse setting ; rotary for
vernier. Wonderfully smooth

movement; bestebonite former:
one-holefixing.

6 ohms 2/6
It or 12 3/ohms30 ohms 3/6

IWOODHALL I
Guaranteed Components

Sole Dist; ibutors :

Pressland Electric Supplies, Ltd., HAMPTON -ON -THAMES.
'Phone: Molesey 22.

No. I L.F.
Transformer.

Wound with 42 gauge wire simul-
taneously with fine SILK. Even
on 200 or 300 volts pressure gives
no trace of distortion and its ampli-
fication factor is decidedly above
the average of other good -class
transformers. Specially recommended
for circuits of the

reflex type 23/6

0

America
one valve,
with. Reactone

Coils
'A. G, E., Maidenhead, writes:

" Using Reactone Coils and One Valve
only, WGY and WBZ came in quite
loud on the 'Phones. With three
Valves, using Reactone coil for H.F
Anode tuning, volume was NO great

'on the loud speaker that it could be
heard alt over the house.. have
tried many makes -of coils, but have
never been aSle to get satisfactory
long-distance reception before, neither
have I had such sharp tuning."
It is in the reception -of the distatit
stations that the higher efficiency of
Reactone Tension -Wound Inductances
is most apparent.
It is then that the sharp. tuning
of Reactone Coils counts-and theunique construction that gives
without shellac or wax a highly
efficient 'rigid and uniform inductance.
Supplied in sets of 5 (Nos. 25, 35,
50, 75, and 100), and each set is
boxed. Be sure to see the nom,-
" Reactone."

3/-
No. 150 (Chelms-
ford) - Price 1 9
No, 200 2.3

on

Ash your Wireless Dealer: In ease of dil;;,,,It2,
send P.O. (1r -11011e -13e for postage) with your
Dealer's nanre,and address to The Manufacturers:

LEWIS HARFORTH & CO.,
88,90, Chancery Lane, London, W.C.2.

Phone: Holborn 2213.
W holesale front V. Zeitlin & Sons,
144, Theobald's Rd., London, 1f .C.1.

Agents wanted in all Broadcasting Centres.
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THE DISCOVERY OF 1925
A CRYSTAL DETECTOR THAT DOES NOT REQUIRE ADJUSTMENT.

Only a wonderful scientific discovery, hacked by the R.I. reputation, could have made this permanent
mineral detector a possibility.
So many vain attempts have been made to attain the ideal of a detector, free from all adjustment, that
the radio public have doubted that it could be ever achieved.

HERE IS THE WAY OF IT.
The combination of a new mineral of high refractive index, and another suitable
mineral, were found to give perfect detection irrespective of surface condition
and free from the bane of catswhiskers.
There is no question of hunting for the sensitive spot. It is always everywhere on this wonderful dis-
covery. However, the spirit of the experimenter demands satisfaction, and so one of the elements is
mounted with a trigger action to change the point of contact if desired, not if necessary.
As a proof of this, the manufacturers are prepared to supply the detector without the trigger adjustment.
The advantages of the P.M.

Absolute permanency under vibration.
Extreme sensitivity always everywhere.
Easy operation of any circuit in which it is employed.
Elimination of distortion if used as a rectifier.

Its inherent stability makes it particularly suitable for all valve and reflex circuit users. If you are
interested, write for descriptive leaflet. If you are keen, buy one to -day.
The R.I. reputation is behind it.
Everybody is talking about this sensation of 1925. They will ask you if you have got one.

PRICE: including metal brackets and necessary screws for mounting 61-

111111111111101111111111M11111111111111111 ..,,,,,,,,,,,,,1,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,!,,,,,.,....
IZad lc, IRstr*L11776iNts Li -c1

- ,....

:,,-
r- '....1 19 Hyde Sire al,c)xli71-cl Stra61:

-

1 Telephone: RECENT 62 14(iiifielAki: C.1 .Tel egram'Instrad-io London

:WIP'

Contractors to the
Admiralty and
all Government

Deparlments.
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......
+ APPARATUS TESTED. 4.

(Continued from page 42.)

permanent detectors arc apt to become
insensitive, or, at least, there is always a
possibility or the belief that there is a
possibility of such happening, whereas the
mind is set at rest for all time by the
inclusion of that little trigger which permits
a new setting to be obtained should it be
thought necessary.

We have tested the numerous samples
of both types sent us by the R.I. people,
and there is no doubt that the " P.M." is a
good proposition. Not only is it, a good
permanent detector, acting perfectly well
in both crystal and valve circuits, but it is a
better all-round detector than the average.
The combination is one of the most sensitive
and stable ones yet devised. The R.I.
people have undoubtedly scored another
success, and we predict a popularity
equalling that of the famous R.I. L.P.
transformer for the R.I. P.M. crystal
detector.

*

From Messrs. The Electron Co. Ltd., we.
have received a " Six -Sixty " dull emitter
valve, fitted with the new thorium -covered
molybdenum filament. It will be remem-
bered that this was developed by Dr.
Leonard Levy, M.A., and Mr. D. W. West,
A.C.G.I. The. " Six -Sixty " always was
quite a good valve, and undoubtedly
anything that tends to increase its effi-

ciency is deserving of special note. On test
very good results were obtained, and there
was every evidence of quite extraordinary
filament emissivity. The valve operates
well in all three positions (ILE., det., L.F.)
on an H.T. as low as 15 volts and up to
considerably over 100 when used in a
second L.F. stage. In this last position
amplification proved to be such that the
" Six -Sixty" could almost be termed a
power valve.

For some reason transformer -coupling has
hitherto been far more popular than
resistance -capacity coupling, but lately the
adherents of the latter method have grown
rapidly in numbers, and there is every sign
that the advantages of the system are
becoming more and more widely appreciated.
Most listeners have favoured transformer -
coupling because of the voltage step-up
obtainable in this way, but as low -ratio
transformers are necessary for the final
stages the gain here is less than is often
supposed. Resistance -capacity coupling
cannot give a voltage step-up, but it can
give almost perfectly-clistortionless ampli-
fication. We have just tested the new Polar
resistance -Capacity coupling unit, and the
results were certainly very gratifying.
Mounted upon an ordinary -sized fixed
condenser, and standing only about 3 inches
high, the instrument is not only compact
in itself, but it has no large magnetic
field to cause spacing troubles,. The resis-
tance is wire -wound, and is arranged so
that the voltage difference between adjacent
turns is small. The unit embodies a Milliard
leak and a Dubilier condenser, and its

terminals are arranged so that symmetrical
wiring can connect the units and their
valves with a minimum of trouble. On test
the units gave perfectly clear L.F. amplifica-
tion, and when three units were connected
after the detector; , the volume was just
about equal to that: given by two stages of
L.F. transformer coupling. The price of the
complete unit is 15/-, which compares very
favourably with that of an L.F. transformer,
but, of course, an extra H.T. voltage is
necessary with resistance -capacity coupling
(generally of the order of 120 volts, instead
of the normal 60 or 80). :Certainly the tone
obtained is delightful, and the Polar
resistance -capacity coupling unit will be
warmly welcomed by those who prefer pure
reproduction to volume, and the ease of
symmetrical units to the difficulty of match-
ing transformers.

* * *

Mr. Guy Vandervell, son of " C.A.V.,"
has been appointed head of the newly
established wireless department of the
famous firm identified by the above initials.
He is a well-known racing motorist.

* * *

Messrs. Siemens Brothers and Co., Ltd.,
announce a reduction in the price of double
headphone receivers to 20/-. This applies
to any of the usual resistances, viz., 120.
2,000, and 4,000 ohms.

We regret to have to announce the death
which occurred recently of Mr. J. S. Brown,
one of the original managing directors of
Brown Bros., Ltd., wireless manufacturers
and wholesalers.

WA.
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TWO

PRIME

FOOLS--

FIRST, the man who buys trash-he is
the greater, for he gets no return for his
outlay. SECOND, the man who assures
himself that the higher the price the better
the quality.'
THE WISE BUYER gets tip-top quality
at the right price, thus if he is a valve
buyer, he asks for the

C & S DULL EMITTER
2 V. 0.2A.

WHICH RECEIVED

NEW ZEALAND
ON A SINGLE VALVE

PRICE 12!- EACH

CRAIK AND SMITH,
ALLEN STREET t LONDON, E.C.I

'Phone: Clerkenwell y346. Showeards note avazIal)le.

"Cr.s

lg*

(4.

COS

NS ItesSit cr.S try:S1v..: CS"

(otssas

_PLIOTRON S.S. .07 VALVE----
TESTIMONY by "Popular Wireless."

(Extracts from Feb. 14th, 1925,. page 1438.)
" It also appears to be fairly strong mechanically, which is a distinct asset to a
valve of such low filament consumption.
" The price, 12'6 is distinctly reasonable for a product of this nature, and
considering the good and consistent results we have found it will give, it should
command a very ready sale."
Maximum consumption, '07 ; fil. volts, 30 ; anode, 40-80. Concert tested
and sent with maker's instructions for use on

24 HOURS' A 7P /P. Ft CESIAL.
SPECIAL VALVES FOR P.W. UNIDYNE CIRCUITS
Philips 4 -Electrode D.E. 1.8 volts, 16 atop. (see P.W. Nov. 22, p. 714).. 25/.
Philips 4 -Electrode Bright Emitter (see Corres. cols. P W., Dec. 13, p. 954) .. 12/6
Thorpe K4 Bright Emitter (5 pin holder free if requested).. 17/6
Above Valves are concert tested, post free 24 Lours' approal. Insurance against all
postal damage. Valves must be returned within 24 hours of receipt. 9d. per
12 6 Valve ; 1;- per 17;6 or 25:- Valve.

ANELOY PRODUCTS (Dept. P. 25),
Eton Works, Upland Road, London, S.E.22.

P.EAD ABOUT THE LATErT
IMPROVEMENT

The latest addition to the many distinctive features which
characterise every Watmel Variable Grid Leak and Anode
Resistance and make them suitable for any circuit, is the
new contact. By, means of an ingenious bronze spring (shown
in the enlarged illustration) any slackness, between the bush
and adjusting screw, is automatically rectified and perfect elec-
trical contact maintained at all times. Other features worthy of
special mention are :-Continuously variable, silent in operation,"
dust and damp-proof. and constant in any temperature.

GRID LEAK, 5 to 5 megohms, 2,113
ANODE RESISTANCE, 50,000 to 100,000 ohms. 3/6.
SPECIAL VARIABLE RESISTANCE for Super -

Selective Circuit, 10,090 ohms, 316.
Send P.C. for Descriptive Folder

WATMEL WIRELESS Co. Ltd.,
332A, Doswell Road, London, E.C.1.

Teic: 7990 'CLIrkovie.c..ill

From
your dealer
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Made
in three

sizes

Don't just say "a loud speaker"
-ask for a REVO

and be satisfied !
THERE are loud speakers and loud speakers. Some are

. merely headpieces attached to a horn, some are
just "poorly sounding " gramaphones." Above all these
towers the REVO in construction and performance.
Carefully made with special non -resonating horn and
superb magnets. Ask to hear one at your local dealers-
you'll be amazed at its bell -like purity and absence of
distortion. The Senior at 80/-, the Junior at 48,'-, and the
Baby at 30,'-, we claim to be the best things in Loud Speaker
value on the market, and guarantee them for 12 months.

The Telephones we
guarantee for 12 months
So confident are we of the satisfaction
that REVO Lightweight Telephones give
that like our Loud Speakers, we guarantee
them for 12 months. Wonderfully sensitive.
comfortable and robust, they are ideal
headphones for long listening -in periods.

Price 19/6
If unable to obtain REVO goods locally write us direct :-

THE CABLE ACCESSORIES CO., LTD.
Tividale, Tipton, Staffs.

"The Name for Perfect Radio"

by your own knowledge
The reasoning behind the Bowyer -Lowe Square
Law Condenser is so conclusive that it convinces
every experimenter who follows it.
Your own experience tells you that the wave -length
range of a Condenser depends on its capacity ratio ;
that is, the ratio between its maximum and minimum
capacity. Reduce the minimum capacity and up
goes the ratio.
Now, the fixed plates of the Bowyer -Lowe Square
Law Condenser present so little edge to the moving
plates in the minimum position that the capacity
ratio is equal to 150 to 1, the highest in wireless.
You know, too, that low losses make for richness
and purity of reception. See how losses are reduced
to a minimum in the Bowyer -Lowe Square Law Con-
denser through the use of Grade "A" Ebonite, care-
ful design and scrupulous manufacturing methods.
These things must result in better reception.
You understand how the square law effect makes a
set selective and easy to calibrate. The Bowyer -
Lowe Square Law Condenser is no larger than
ordinary condensers. You can fit it in your sets
without altering them in any way. Therefore, by
installing this condenser you must be able to
increase the efficiency of any set.
The Bowyer -Lowe Square Law is the ONLY
Condenser which obtains the square law effect
with INCREASED selectivity and REDUCED
losses. Insist on having it in every receiver you make.
All good dealers sell it at prices from 11/6..

Bowyer -Lowe Tested
SQUARE -LAW
CONDENSERS
For best results use Bowyer -Lowe Condensers in conjunction
with Bowyer -Lowe MATCHED H.F Transformers. Every
one is guaranteed to match perfectly every other iit the same
range. All ranges and Neutrodyne model at uniform price of 7/' -

Write for our FREE Catalogue
containing 36 pp. of information about all the Bowyer -Lowe TeFtel
ponents with Yanks for your notes Send ,tanm to Cu, I.

owyer-Lowe Tested
Radio Components

BOWYER LOWE Co LTD., LETCHWORTH

lip

rcsaW7-zia.,s. /AA-
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III VALVES HEADPHONES.AERIAL 7122 100 ft. 3/-
Copper Strip.. .. kr Myers Universal .. 11 -
Allen var. rrrid ) eak 119 French " R " .. 7 6
BLIRNOEPT Detector 4:6 Dutch Detector .. 5 6
Basket Holders 1./3. 1/8 Dutch " R " .. .. 5 11
Battery Links. doz. 112 Metal 06 .. .. 13 11
Bushes Ebonite lin Radio Micro .06 .. 13 11

CRYSTALS earn 1/6. tail- Marconi, Ediswan,

HELLO EVERYBODY I tur
ALL THESE GOODS SENT POST FREE (U.K. ONLY t EXCEPT WHERE MARKED. FOREIGN
POST EXTRA. OR aERS 'DESPATCHED IN STRICT ROTATION AT EAR , IEST POSSIBLE MJMENT,

LISSEN-Minor
Stat
Universal
Switch 2 -way ..
Series Parallel..
Anode Res. ..
Var. Grid Leak
Choke ..
L.F.

ray, Permanite, Blue T,2 B.T.E., C o s s o r,
Label. Tungstslite Mullard; etc.
COIL STANDS 2 -Way - BRITISH VALVES.

Vernier . 4/6, 5/, 5/6
Geared 511 Polar All bright emitters.6/-
Shipton Vernier .. 4'6
" Baby " ordinary 3/3
With ex. handles 3:6
Nickel 4/ -
Baby 3 -way .. 413
Nickel 5/6
Vernier 3 -way .. 6/6
Shinto', V. 9i

COILS U.C.C.
For Chelmsford .. 1/11
With Adapter .. 2.18
Extra Large Air -Spaced
Set of 5 Duplex D.G.C.
Coils, 25,35, 50, 75,100 2'2
Coil Plugs,Wedge, pa 2/ -
Edison Bell 2 for 26
Pings with usihre It -

DE I ECTdRS (Enclosed)
Micrometer .. 2/6
Nickel. Large.. .. 2/6
Brass 2/-
Burndept 4/6
Mie. Met. ..

FIXED CONDENSERS
EDISON Brad.-

.001 to -0005 each 1'3
-002 to -006 each 2' -
Grid Leaks and clips 1 6
Dubilier -001 to .006 ea.3 -
-0991 to .0005 each 2'6
6 -rid Leak. 2 meg. 2 6
01 for L.S. '7,6
Anode Resistance on
stand, 70,000, 80,000,
or 100,090 each 5/6
McMichaels' 2-meg.
Leak and Clips .. 2'6
101).000 -ohm Res. 2!6

RAYMOND (Ebonite Base)
001 to -0005 each 11
-002 to 006 each 13
.01 or .02 each 1,9
(Manabridge Elsewhere.)
Flex. 2 colour. 12 yd. 2,6
Lighting .. 12 yd. 2/-

COSWELL QUALITY
Valve Legs, Set 4 .. 1/3
Valve Holder 1/9
2 -way Cam Vernier 9/-
3 -way Cam Vernier 12/6
3 -way Ordinary .. 7/6
2 -way Panel .. . 3/-
3 -way Panel 5/ -
Basket Holders .. 1/4

H.F. TRANsruRMERs
Mc Michael's 300/6l)0 10/-

Ener;:). 250/7001 /3000 3.171.-1

450/1200 .. 4/3
900,2000 .. 4/6

Raymond B.B.0 .. 2/9
,, 5 X X .. 2/9

ICRANIC-aneostat .. 4/6
30 ohms .. 7/ -
Potentiometer .. 7/-
Variometer 10/8

Coils (all numbers)
25 .. 5'- 35 .. 5/-
50 .. 5 2 75 .. 516

100 .. 7 - 150 .. 7/10
200 .. 8 8 250 .. 9/-
300 .. 9;5 400 .. 10/3

500 .. 10'6

L.F. T.3
Coils -
25 -4/10 35, 40, 4/10
50 ..51- 60 .. 5'4
75 .. 5/4 100 .. 6'9

150 .. 71- 200 .. 8 5

.. 3/6

.. 716

.. 10/8
.. 2/9
.. 3/9

2/6
2/6

.. 10/6
30/-
25/-
16/6

LOUD SPEAKERS
C.A.V. Tom Tit .. 30 -
C.A.V. Junior .. 55 -
Sterling Baby .. 55 -
Sterling Dinkie 311-
Amplion Junior .. 27 6
Amnon Dragonfly 25

All models stocked of
leading makers.

POLAR CONDENSERS
-001, -0005 or -0003 10 6

Micrometer .. 5 6
2 -way Junior .. 6/-

R EOSTATS
One hole fixing .. 1/6
C. & S. do. .. 1/5
De Luxe and Dial .. 2/6
Burndept 4/8
McMichael Dual .. 7/6
Shipton Strip -

7 ohm (with fuse) 3/6
30 or 60 ohm .. 3/6
Potentiometer 600

ohms .. 4/6
Crown for DE or R 2'6
L.E.S. Micro Control 3 6

T.C.B. 6, 13, 30 ohms 4 -
Potenti meter 300

ohms .. 5,' -

SWITCHES
Panel DPDT 1/6
Panel SPDT 1/4
Ebonite DPDT 2/6
Ebonite SPDT 1/9
Simplex Lead in .. 1/9
so r. Bus Bar 1/ -
Switch Arms .. 1/6

(Inc. studs and nuts.)

TERMINALS
Phone or W.O. doz. 1/9
Pillar large .. doz. 1/9
Pillar medium .. doz. 1/3

Nickel 6d. doz. extra.
(All with nuts)

TRA .SFORMERS L.F.
Ferranti .. 17/6
Igranic .. 21/ -
Rd. 25/ -
Ormond 14/-
.1..R.C. 83 .. 15/ -
Super Success .. 21/ -
Standard Success .. 16/ -
Brunet Shrouded .. 13/6
Formo Shrouded .. 18/-
Formo open .. 12/6
French .. .. 9/3

VALVE HOLDERS
Murray Anticap 1'3
Legless Anticap .. 113
Bretwood 1/9
Solid Rod Standard 1/3
Goswell 1'6

110.-
D.E.R. all makes 18 -
-06, all makes .. 21: -

Power valves
22 6 to 30 -

AS PER MAKERS' LISTS.

Valves posted buyer's risk.

" FINSTON "
Fixed Condensers. Won-

derful Line.
001 to -0005 .. 1 3

-002 to 096 .. 2 1

" FINSTON "
Filament Rheostat
with dial ..

WATMEL
Var. gd. Leak 2'6

Anode Res. .. 3'6

WATES
MICROS TAT

New Improved

2/9'fist Free.

BRETWOOD
New Model, variable

grid leak .. .. 3' -
Anode Resistance .. 3 --
Anti -Cap Switch .. 5' -

TELEPHONE DIaTRIBU-
PION BLOCKS. Table
Pattern, takes 4 pairs of
'phones .. .. 3 6

2RGO L.F. TRANS-
FORMER. For supreme
Results, Efficiency, Finish,
and Permanent Reliability.
For 1st stove

THE MIC-MET SUPER
CRYSTAL
DETECTOR .. 6/

STERLING
Square Law and Vernier
Variable Condensers.
-001 .. 30 6
-0005 .. 25 6
-00025 .. 23 6

GENUINE " BRUNET
L.E. Transformers.

Shrouded type.
Ration 5 : 1-5,000 Pri-
mary, 25,000 Secondary.

13 6 Post Free.
3 to 1 Ratio can be ob-
tained.

BRETWOOD
Valve Holder .. 1`9
100 p.c. Efficiency. Eli-
minates poor reception.
No soldering stop over or
under -anal.

ERICSSON E. V.
CONTINENTAL.

Your favourite 'phones.
Entirely NEW MODEL.
Most beautifully finished,
exquisite tone. Ridiculous
Price, per pair (4000 ohms)

1311
BRUNET

New Model TYPE D."
Hygienic Horn Headbands.
Nickel -plated Stirrup.
Black and White Cold.
Each receiver stamped
with trade mark, 4000
ohms. per pair 96 6
For the MAGIC HOUR !
When Fairyland becomes
reality.Let the kiddies wear
Feather weight ' phones.
B (TOWN'S "F" TYPE.
4000 ohms. 25'- pair.

N and K
LATEST MODEL

Stamped N and K.
4000 ohms. 1 7 /6
(Price U.S.A. 82)

Limited number old model
Stamped N and K.
Post 62. 12/1 1

TEL r.FUNKe.N
(GENUINE). Adjustable.
4000 ohms. Price 17,11

TELEFUNKEN TYPE
So Near to Originals
You can scarcely tell the
difference except not ad-
justable. 4000 ohms, Pair

10/9

£50 REWARD !
given if the

DR. NESPER
PHONES SOLD HERE
ARE NOT GENUINE!
BEWARE OF FRAUDU-
LENT IMITATIONS ! !

(Injunctions obtained)
Adjustable diaphragm,

detachable receivers,
double leather - covered
head -springs, long flexible
cords, nickel plated parts.
Very comfortable fitting
to the head. Per Pair.
12 11 Post 3d. pair,

Brollies Matched Tong,
4,000 ohms .. 20/-

B.T.H., ditto. .. 20/ -
Siemens, ditto. .. 20/ -
Sterling, dittu
G.R.C.. ditto. .. 20/ -
BROWN'S Feather-
weight 4,000 ohms 20/ -

SUPER L.F. (5-1)
TRANSFORMER

Windings have insulated
layers of 6 sections each,
wonderful for amplifica-
tion. Made in France, by
the world's foremost firm.
SPECIAL PRICE .. 10/ -

Genuine BRUNET
L. F. TRANS' RMER

(Shrouded)
5-1 : 5,000 Primary

turns, 25,000 Secon-
dary turns. Post
tree .. .. 13"6

PERFECT
RHEOSTATS

Shipton New Type Strip
Rheostat, 7 ohms (with
fuse) 3/-
Shipton New Type Strip
Rheostat, 30 ohms .. 3/-
Shinton New Type Strip
Rheostat, 60 ohms .. 3/-
Snipton Potentiometer,
600 ohm... 416

R.T.C.
Valve Holders.
Under panel.. .. 1'6
Over panel .. 1/9

Now Stocked.

THORPE K 4
5 pin valve

For Unidyne Circuit
Post Free 176
5 -pin holder 1 /3

UTILITY" SWITCHES
2 Pole c'o Knob .. 41-
2 Pole c'o Lever .. 5/-
4 Pole c'o Knob .. 6,'-
4 Pole c'o Lever .. 7/6

Post 3d. each.

QUALITY (GOSWELL)
irIA010 COILS

Far more efficient than
honeycomb or any other
type of coil. Exceedinglystrong and rigid,
mounted on standard
ebonite plugs. Brown
finish, no wax or -shellac
used. MOUNTED

1,6
35 .. 1/9
30 .. 2/0
75 .. 2/3
100 .. 2/9
150 .. 3/0

3/6
200 .. 3/9 Post 30. Coil

MANSBRIDGE
CONDENSERS

Octupus, Tested
at 350 v.D.C.
01 .. 2'3 T.C.C.
25 3/- 2 mfd. 5
1 mfd. 3/8 1 mfd. 3 1
2 mfd. 4/6 -25 .. 3,6

Post -23. each.

" WONDER "
AERIAL WIRE

49 Strands Special Alloy
Phosphor Bronze.

For Frame, Indoor, or
Outdoor Aerial.

100 feet.. .. 3'6
Po,t

RAYMOND
"LICIT AS A FEATHER "

4000 ohms.
1'04 60. 8/11

14, 6

Standard
"Powquip,"

14, 6

t,

NEW

MODEL
IN SEALED

BOX

Don't Buy Otherwise.
Post 25!- rive

FERRANTI L.F.
BETTER

THAN
THE
BEST
1 7/6

IMPORTANT NOTICE
TRADE COUNTER

OPEN
will oblige you with any
lines in stock, less 20",,
on Proprietary articles.
NO POST ORDERS

' TRADE.

ACCUMULATORS
FOR CALLERS ONLY

at present.

Rheostat, Bretweod
with Dial. Valve -holder
extra value, 1'9

2,' -

Manchester
" Powquip.' Ormond

156

Shrouded
"Powquip,"

18/ -

EBONITE PANELS
3 -16th in.

6 < 6..1/8 10 < 8..36
7 x 5..1/8 12:< 9..5 -
8 x 8..2/8 12 x. 12 -5 9
9 x 8..24 14x10..5,'9

CRITERION
CONCERT COILS.

Low Self Capacity. Every
turn and layer airspaced.

Perfect for Reaction.
Mounted on Plug.

25 .. 2 - ' 50 .. 2 6
35 .. 2 3 75 .. 2 9

100 .. 3 -
SET OF 5 (25. 35, 50, 75,
100) 10 - Post 3d.

t/111111111111i11111111111111111111111 Hill'-

RIGHT OPPOSITE

DALY'S-
GALLERY D001, 14

K. RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,
LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2
No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and posts, orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered

2111111110111111111111111111111111111111111L'

HOURS

E
OF BUSINESS :
DAILY - 9 to 7.45
SLNDAY - 10 to 1

Tain(111111111111111111111111m1111111111:

'Phone GERRARD 4637.
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HULLO EVERYBODY!!-
Prices
include
Knob
and
Dial.

Post
6d. Set.

RAYMOND
VARIABLE CONDENSERS

SQUARE LAW
One -hole fixing. EBONITE Bushes.
Aluminium ends. Highly recommended.

WITH VERNIER IWIDIOUT VERNIER

001 - 8,9 001 - 7/7
0003 - 7/9 '0005 - 5/9
0003 - '0003 - 5:3

Ebonite ends 1;- extra. Ebonite ends 1 - extra.

DE LUXE
ORDINARY

Complete with Knob & Dial

' 001 alum.
' 0005
' 0003
 0002

97 PP

PP F9

PP P7

POST 3d. Set.

endE.; 611 1
- 56
- 4;11
- 4 6

TWIN CONDENSERS
Equal parts of '0005, '0003

and '00025.
With Knob and Dial.

Ebon to Ends.

' 0005 ebonite ends
' 0003
' 00025

18/11
12/6
1216

LONDON'S LARGEST Stockist of
JACKSON BROS.'

J.B. Variable Condensers, complete
with Knob and Dial.

SQUARE LAW STANDARD

' 001 - - '001 - 8'6
' 0005 - 8/- '0005 7,/-
"0003 - - 6,9 '0003 - - 5-9
'0002 5/6 '0002 - 5,1 -

Other sizes as advertised by " J.B."
Post 4d.

CALLERS! TH ESE 4 COLUMNS FOR YOU
 NO POST ORDERS FROM SAME

Warning ! Note name RAYMOND on windows. You will not be able to
buy these goods otherwise. Nearest Tube Leicester Square. This address
is at the back of Daly's Theatre. Open Weekdays 9 to 8, Saturdays 9 to

8.45, Sundays 10 to 1.

ACCUMULATORS
2 v. 40 amps. .. 9 6
4 v. 40 amps. 16 6
4 v. 60 amps. .. 18 6
4 v. 80 amps. . 23,/6
6 v. 60 amps. .. 27,6
6 v. 80 amps. 33/--
6 v. 105 amps. .. 38 6
Hart's Stocked. All High

Quality.

EBONITE, 3/16 in.
Stock Sizes.

Cut to size 1d. sq. in.
6>:6 .. 1;4
7;:5 1:4
8>:6 .. 1/10
9:<6 .. 21-

10:'S ..
.. 3/-

12 9 .. 4.3
12x12 .. 56
14x10 .. 5,6

1, in. also Stocked.

Switch Arm, 12
Studs, 12 Nuts,
12 Washers.

Lot 101d.

TAPPEDINDUCT.
ANCE COIL
for Chelmsford.

A Real Bargain 1 e

WEDGE COIL
PLUGS

Fitted Fibre .. 7d.
Various 76., 8d., 9d.
Edison Bell.. .. 11d.
Plaincoil Plugs .. 44d.
Also 5d., 66., 7d. each.
Fibre Strip .. 2d.

(36 in. by 1 in.).
Empire Tape,

doz. yds. 6d.

RAYMOND FIXED
CONDENSERS

001, 0001 to 00O5 10d.
.002, 003, 004.. 1'-
006, 1,3 ;  01, 1 ;

02, 1'9
Ebonite Base Terminals.

DETECTORS
(Enclosed).

Micrometer.. .. 1,6
Half Opal .. 1/ -
Small Brass .. 8d.
Large Brass 1'-, 1 3
Nickel .. 106. to 1 6
Buradept .. 4; -

Crystals Stocked.
Blue Tungstalits,

Per manite
Shaw's Genuine

Hertzite 106
Uralium
All known makes.
4 Whiskers (1 gold) 2d
Gold and Silver do. 2d.
7 Waxed Coils .. 1 8
5 Waxless Coils ..

For B.B.C.

SPECIAL!
Vernier 2 -way

Coil Stands .. 3 6
Geared do... .. 5 3

BOXES from 1,11
7..59 612 <914,/.1.0
8 6 10.: 8 12 :10 etc.

H.T. BATTERIES
60 v. 7/6

60 B.B.C. 8/116
30 B.B.C. .. 5 6
9 v. B.B.C. .. 2 6
1.5 (D.E.) .. 1,9
Eveready 66 v., 36 v

108 v. stocked.

D.C.C. WIRE
per 1 lb.

18 or 20 g. 9d.22g.......106.
24 g. 11d.
26 g. .. 1,-
28 g. . 1 2

16 D.C.C. 2 6 lb.

BASKET COILS
Chelmsford.. .. 1.1.d
Also at 11-, 1,3, 1;6
B.B.C. Duplex

Waxless set of 5 1'9
Extra air space, 1 in.
(25, 35, 50, 75, 100).

Wave -lengths given.

GOSWELL
QUALITY COILS

Mounted on Ping.
25 .. 1 6 100 .. 2
35 .. 1 9 150 .. 3'-
50 .. 2.- 175 .. 3!6
75 .. 2.3 200 ..
Why pay high prices

SWITCHES
D P D T, china base 1,4SPDT 101d.
Panel DPDT 1'-

, SPDT 10/c
Ebonite DPDT 23

SPDT..
Tumbler .. 1: -
On and off .. 101d.

VALVE HOLDERS
Legless .. 1: -
Solid Rod .. 1
Climax .. 16
Murray 13
Under Panel .. 1 3
Templates .. 11d.

NEUTRODYNE
CONDENSERS

Ormond .. 2/-
Colvern .. 3'6
Success .. .. 3 6
Vernier (Colvern) 2

WARNING!
Customers entering pre-
mises adjoining without
seeing the name

RAYMOND
on windows, do so at

tirar own risk.

SPECIAL!
Leatherette Boxes with
Lid .. 2/3 and 2/11
Re-echo Crystal

Sets .. 13/11

H.F. TRANSFORMERS
For Chelmsford .. 219
For B.B.C. range 2,6
Energo, McMichael,
Bowyer - Lowe stocked.

VARIOMETERS
Inside Winding .. 6/11
Edison Bell .. 10/.
Igranic 10/ -
Very good value .. 1,6

Many others

HEADPHONES
N & K Model

4,000 .. 8/11
Telefunken Type .. 8/11
Lightweight.. .. 7/11
Dr. Nesper 11;
Ericsson EV .. 11,'9

VALVES
Dutch Detectors.. 4
 R " type 4;9
.06 Dutch .. 11/ -
Phillips " R " 6 6
French " R " 5111

RADIO MICRO 06
THE WONDER VALVE

H.T., L.T., or D.
3 volts. 11 /-

METAL 06
Be sure " METAL " is
Stamped on Valve and

avoid imitations.
One to each
Customer at II

Regular Price 11' -

ALL VALVES
REDUCED

(Marconi, Edis wan,
Mallard, Cossor, Myers,

etc.

VARIOMETERS
Very Special 200/650
metres. All ebonite.
Double silk wound,

callers only 4/ -

TERMINALS
(Complete)

W.O., Pillar, 'Phone,
brass, 1.d. each ; nickel.
2d. each ; stop anC
valve Pins, Id. ; nuts,
various, 6 a 1d.
Valve Sockets 16., 11.8.
Flush panel do. Id.
Spade Tags.. 6 a Id.

Do. Terminals 2 for 11
do. Pins 2 for 11d.

Screws and nuts 2 a ld.
Switch arms .. 7d.
Nickel arms .. 101d.
Studs, complete 2 a 1d.
'Phone connectors Id.
2 B.A. Rod ft. 2d.
4 B.A. Rod ft. 2d.
Valve windows .. 4d.
Washers .. 12 a 1d.
Shorting plug and

socket .. 311.
Shellac .. 5d.

MANSBRIDGE FIXED
T.T.C. GREEN

25 2/9
1 mfd... 3/6
2 rafd. , . 4 6

CALLERS' SNIP
SQUARE LAW

VARI BLE
CONDENSERS

0005 .. 5'-
0003 .. 411
Complete with Knob

and Dial.

Var. gd. Leaks .. 1/ -
Fixed 2 meg. .. 9d.
Battery Links 3 for 2d.
Ins. Hooks.. 2 for 116.
Egg Insulators . ld.
Reel .. 2 lor 11d.
Ins. Staples.. 5 a Id.
(Ht. 'phone cords 1/-, 1 3
Sleeving 3 yards 9d.
Tinned Copper 18 g. 5d.

Bus bar, hank 6d.
Knobs, 2 B.A. .. 2d.
Wander Plugs .. 11(1.
Strip Aerial, 100 ft. 2/-
7/22 Heavy, 100 ft. 1,10

COIL STANDS
Ebonite, 2 -way .. 1 9
With ex. handles.. 2 3
Nickel 2 8
3 -way .. .. from 3.11
Basket Holders .. 81(1.
Best quality 1/ -
Basket spikes 7d., 9d.
Anti cap. handles 9d.
Lead-in Tubes .. 6d.
Sorbo Ear Caps pr. 1,'3

2 -col. Flex, 36 ft. 1 6
Lighting do. 36 ft. 1 6
Twin silk doz. yds. 1/ -
Lead -in, thick, yd. 3d.
Do., good, 10 yds. 1/ -

Rheostats, C. & S. 1/ -
Ormond 1'9
Ebonite Former.. 1 6
With dial .. 1 11
Shipton, Igranic, Burn -
dept., McMichael, etc.

SPECIAL !
Customers purchasing
20,'- worth of our own
goods (at full prices
only) are allowed to
buy a first-class pair
of phones fcfr 51-, 4,000
ohms, as an advertise-
ment. One pair to
each customer. This
offer must be taken ad-
vantage of at time of

purchase.

VALVES *for I I f_
UNIDYNE Circuit -

.161161wininummiumninniwc:

RIGHT OPPOSITE

3 DALY'S!
GALLERY DOOR

K. RAYMOND
27, LISLE STREET,
LEICESTER SQUARE, W.C.2
No responsibility accepted on post orders unless cheques and postal orders
are crossed and made payable to the firm. Moneys sent must be registered

i!Illiffill11111111111111111111111111H111111:4

HOURS
ET-= OF BUSINESS: f-

 DAILY - 9 to 7.45 E.
E SUNDAY - 10 to 1 EF-

51iiiiimiiiiiiimiliumni1=11!1110
'Phone: GERRARD 4637.
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All Editorial Communications to be addressed The Editor, POPULAR
WIRELESS, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street, London, E.C.4.

Editor
NORMAN EDWARDS, M.Inst.R.E., F.R.S.A.,

F.R .G.S

Technicai Editor
G. V. DOWDING. Grad.I.E.E.

Assistant Technical Editors
K. D. ROGERS P. R. BIRD.

Scientific Adviser :
Sir OLIVER LODGE, F.R.S.

Staff Consultant
Dr. J. H. T ROBERTS, F.Inst.P.

Foreign Correspondents
F. DELANO, Paris Dr. ALFRED GRADEN-
WITZ, Berlin ; L. W. CORBETT, New York ;
P. F. MARTIN, Italy ; W. PEETERS, Holland.

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles awl
photographs. dealing with all subjects appertaining to
wireless work. The Editor cannot accept responsi-
bility for manuscripts and photos. Every care will
be taken to return MSS. not accepted for publication.
A stamped and addressed envelope must be sent with
(wry article. All contributions to be addressed to
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS AND WIRELESS
REVIEW, The Fleetway House, Farringdon Street,
London, E.C.4. All inquiries concerning advertising
rates, etc., to be addressed to the Sole Agent's, Messrs.
John II. Lile, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus, London, E.C.4.

Technical queries are answered bit post at a charge
of 04. a query and per full wiring diagram. All
queries must be addressed to the Technical Query
Dept., POPULAR WIRELESS, The Fleetway House,
Farringdon Street, E.G. 4, and must be accompanied
by a stamped ant addressed envelope. Copies of the

queries sent should be kept, as the original question
cannot be reproduced in the answer. Cash should be
sent in the form of postal orders.

The Editor desires to direct the attention of his
readers to the fact that, as much of the information
given in the columns of this paper is of a technical
nature and concerns the most recent developments in
the Radio world, some of the arrangements and speciali-
ties described may be the subject of Letters Patent, and
the amateur and trader would be well advised to obtain
permission of the patentees to use the patents before
doing so.

PATENT ADVICE FOR READERS.
The Editor will be very pleased to recommend

readers of POPULAR WIRELESS who have any inventions
to patent, or who desire advice on patent questions, to
our patent agent. Letters dealing with patent questions
if sent to the Editor, will be forwarded to our own patent
advisers, where every facility and help will be afforded
to readers.

uest on'y
andAbi wer
R. M. L. (Manchester).-I have bu"*. the

" Household Loud Speaker Set " desert.,A in
" P.W." of Feb. 7th, except for the purchasing

and wiring up of the L.P. transformers. As
no particular makes seemed to be advised I
decided to write and ask whether it was an
important feature or ,whether any type of
transformer would do.

The exact make, so long as it is a good one, is not
important, but for best results the transformer,
should be chosen for the task they have to perform.
For instance, the second transformer should be
properly designed for second stage amplification, or
distortion may occur. You should stipulate a second
stage transformer when ordering, or else buy one of
about 2.7 or 3 to one ratio. If distortion occurs a
.002 mfd. fixed condenser across the primary of the
second transformer may help, while a power valve
should be used for the last valve if good reprouuction
is to be obtained.

*

D. M. T. (Chesham).-I wish to build a
valve set capable of picking up most. of the
B.B.C. stations on 'phones. As this place is
situated in a hollow a 3 -valve receiver will
probably be necessary. I should like to use
the tuned anode method of H.F. coupling,
and separate H.T. tappings for each valve.
What apparatus shall I require (apart from
H.T., L.T., valve and coils), and how shall I
connect it up ?

The necessary components are as follow : 3 III.
rheostats, 3 valve holders, 1 two -coil holder, 1 single
coil holder, 1 L.F. transformer, 4 : 1 or 5 : 1 ratio,
1 grid condenser and grid leak, arranged so that the
grid leak -can be connected to L.T. instead of across
the condenser, 0005 mfd. variable condenser.
.00025 variable condenser, 1.001 mfd. fixed conden-
ser, 4 H.T. wander plugs, 1 D.P.D.T. switch, and
about 10-12 terminals and wire for connecting up
the set. The point to point wiring is given below, the
series parallel switch being included. Aerial ter-
minal to centre of '0005 variable condenser, and to top
right of D.P.D.T. switch. (The switch is pictured as
lying on the panel so that its 6 connections form three
vertical columns of 2 points each. The arm therefore
moves from left to right and vice -versa.)

Other side of condenser to top left of switch and to
bottom centre.

Top centre of switch to aerial coil and grid of 1st
valve, and bottom right of switch to aerial roil
(other end) and earth terminal. The bottom left of

(Continued on page 50.)

RUSSELL'S
IIERTZITE
There are literally hundreds of
different citystals-all will give you
results-of a sort. But only one will
give you maximum signal strength
and purity of tone. The Russell
Laboratories have found that one-
by constant research and experi-
ment. It is offered to you in the
little sealed boxes hearing the name
Russell-the guarantee of i00%
crystal purity. Try Russell's Hertzite
in your set to-day-you will never
go back to the " doubtful others."
The L. G. RUSSELL

Laboratories,
1 -7, Hill Street, Birmingham.

(opp,;ite

Retail
Price

per box,
of all good dealers.

0111111111111111111!

100 YEARS'
EXPERIENCE

of battery manufacture and scientific research

IS BEHIND THE FAMOUS

PRICES :
20 volts .. 4/9
36 volts .. 8/6
60 volts . 14/-

108 volts .. 25/6
With 2 Wander Plugs.

H.T. Batteries look alike.
The difference is in their
performance.
Be sure to ask your dealer for
Ripaults' Genuine Leclanche.

tpctikin
LECLANCHE
WIRELESS
BATTERIES

Write for particulars of Ripaults' Leclanche
H.T. and L.T. Batteries and full range
of wireless accessories to :-

RIPAULTS Ltd., King's Rd., St. Pancras, London,N.W.I
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e WADE
WIRELESS
TOOL - SET

Here, at last, is the real Wireless Tool Set that every
Wireless Constructor has been waiting for. No more
spoiling a good panel by using the family screwdriver,
hammer, and gimlet ; no more trying to tighten nuts
with an adjustable car spanner or a pair of pliers.

The Wade Wireless Tool Set includes :-
1 Extra Length Screwdriver, which enables you to get at
screws inside your Set without fouling the wiring system.
1 Broad Screwdriver for turning -all ordinary screws.
1 Wire Bender ; invaluable for bending,wire to any shape,
1 Hammer, for cabinet construction, straightening wire
and for use generally where household hammer is far too
clumsy.
2 Box Spanners, 4 B.A. and 6 B.A., absolutely essential for
turning nuts in awkward places, They replace pliers which
always burr up the nuts.
I Counter Sink, to enable screw -heads to be sunk to the
panel level.
1 Reamer, for enlarging holes to any diameter. Replaces
numerous and costly drills.
1 Bradawl for starting screw -holes,
I Double -sided File for smoothing -off soldered joints, etc.

All these tools fit into the Universal Holder provided.

If you cannot pet the tool -set from your local dealer, send
direct to us, kindly mentioning the dealer's name.
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C.A.V. SMALL TOOLS, LTD., 181, Queen Victoria Street, E.C.4.
EA'S, 26.

You can't do
this with your
present Set
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MULTIDYNE
RADIO RECEIVER

(Patens Pending)

As described in this Journal.

" 50 CIRCUITS IN 50 SECONDS
Think What This Means-

To the keen experimenter it means instant
comparison of circuits.
To the listener -in it means that the bestcircuit
for the exact local conditions can be foun4 and
proven in next -to -no -time and with a minimum
of expense.

BRITISH RADIO VALVE SERVICE Ltd.
Hazlitt House, Southampton Buildings, Holborn, London, W.C.1

Trade Enquiries to :-
LIONEL ROBINSON & CO., 3, Staple Inn, London, W.0.1



MCILLARD
EVER -REST
GRID LEAKS
are silent in use and con-
stant in value. Absolutely
unaffected by climatic 'con-

ditions.

Made in two types:
(1) For grid leaks with suit-

able condensers,
and

(2) For Anode circuits of
resistance amplifiers.

EVER -REST Grid B,
.3 to 5 megohms, 2 6 each.
EVER -REST Anode B,
.02 to 0.1 megohms, 2/6 each.

Complete with high standard and
guaranteed exact capacity fixed

condenser.
Grid B with .0003 mid.

Condenser, Type M.A. 5 -

Mullard Condensers only.
Type M.A.,

.0002-.004 mfd., 2/6. each.
Type M.B.,

.005-.01 mfd., 3 each.

GRID LEAKS
Advt. (Bullard) Nightingale Lane, Holborn,

S.W. 12.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.

(Continued front page 45 )

switch is not connected to anything. (Double coil
holder used for aerial coil and reactions, of course.)

Continuing the circuit we have plate of 1st valve
to one cod of single coil holder (anode coil), and.to
one side of 00025 variable condenser, and to one
side of grid condenser. Other side of soothe coil to
other side of .00025 condenser and to H.T. pos. wander
plug., Other side of grid condenser to grid of second
valve and to one end of grid lak.

Plate of second valv^ to one end of reaction coil,
other side of which goes to O.P. of transformer.
LP. to H.T. ± wander plug No. S. The .001 fixed

.condenser is connected one side to O.P. and out'
side to I.P. of L.F. transformer. I.S. of transformer
to grid of third valve, plate of third valve to 'phones,
and 'phones on to H.T. = wander plug No. 3. H.T. -
to L.T.-± and to earth. L.T. + to one side of two
of the 3 fil. rheostats, and the other side of these
wo to onetil. connection on either of the lst,and Snd

valves. The remaining filament connections of the
1st'two valves go to L.T.-. L.T. + goes also to
free end of grid leak and to filament connection :of
3rdvalve. The remaining flu, leg of this valve is then
connected to the fil. resistance (No. 3) and thence to-. The final connection is H.S. to L.T. -.

Y. B. W. (Weston-super-Mare).-Having
built a two -valve Unidyne, I and having
trouble -in making the valve oscillate when the
L.P. valve is switched in. With the detector
only, everything is quite O.K. but on switch.
ing the in 1 find very tight reaction
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P.: The P.W." Technical
 Queries Department.

REVISION OF RULES.
= Owing to the extraordinary growth of the
= POPULAR WIRELESS Queries Department,

the Editor is compelled to revise the regulations
E governing the answering of readers' queries, and
E the fallowing new arrangement is now in f orce

(1) A charge cf 6d. is made for every query
sent to the POPULAR WIRELESS Queries E
Department. The " three for a shilling "
regulation is cancelled.

(2) A charge of 1 - is made for supplying fall E
wiring diagrams.

(3) All queries, together with poital orders f
and stamped addressed envelope, to
be addressed to -

= TECHNICAL QUERIES EDITOR,
- POPULAR WIRELESS,
= Th3 Fleetv.'ay House. Farringdon Street, =

London, E.C.4. E
E. (4) Technical queries will not be answered by E

telephone.
1-`
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coupling is necessary before the set will
oscillate. Amplification seems to be O.K., and
changing the connections of I.P. and O.P. and
O.S. and I.S. of the transformer only decrease
the amplification without assisting in the
oscillation problem.

In all probability you would find that a .00:2 mfd.
fixed condenser across the I.P. and O.P. connections
of the transformer 'would assist matters, while the
reversal of the transformer itself may be beneficial.
This means leaving the connections to the trans-
former as they are at present, but moving the whole
instrument so that the secondary side faces where the
primary used to face, and vice -versa. It has been

'found that occasionally the field of a transformer will
oppose reaction, and until the transformer has been
reversed all efforts at obtaining satisfactory, reaction
have been fruitless.

J. M. H. D. (Cheltenham).-Having
3 -valve set (H.F., det., and L.F.), I wish to add
a 2 -valve resistancecoupled amplifier.. The
last valve, of course, is now transformer

(Continued on page 51.)

P.W. UNIDYNE
FURTHER AMAZING RESULTS
K.D.K.A. received direct on a 1 -valve " Unidyne "

with a Philip's Valve.
Philip's 4 Electrode Dull Emitter Valves.

16-1.8 Vol:s. '15 Amp. Each k Ili.
Philip's 4 Electrode Bright Emitter Valves. .1

3'5 Volts. '5 Amp. Each 1 k
.41/ DoNt free, tested and careful/a packed

Philip's (D.2) R. Type Valve. Fil, 3'5 Volts, 2 tM
Anode 30-75 Volts. Each, post free t",

THE LITTLE VALVE WITH THE BIG
PERFORMANCE

DON'T DELAY, POST YOUR ORDER NOW.
E. GEORGE,

70, Hailsham Avenue, Streatham Hill, London, S.W.2

EYX11
THE LONG LIFE

BATTERY
TYPE D.F.G. IN
If LASS BOXES

FOR
06 D.E. VALVES.

rapacity 45 amp. ILrs.
on slow intermittrut

discharge.

Price 10 -
219,229,

SHAFTESBURY AVE,
LONDON, W.C.2

OVERHAULS AND REPAIRS
To all makes of Ref:citing-Sets; Sets completely re.
,vireet: CRYSTAL, 5/- 1 -VALVE, 7(6; 2 -VALVE,

12/8; 3 -VALVE, 17/6; 4 -VALVE, 22/6.
Reflex Circuits: 1 -VALVE, 10/-; 2 -VALVE, 15/-:
3 -VALVE, 201 -.-Repair Dept., Renco RadioReceivers, 168, Victoria Street,

LOOK ! Wireless Bargains

British Made
Phones,

S;andard Price, 14 6

Cur
Price 9/9 Each
We guarantee satis-
faction, otherwise your

money returned.
Postage fid.

SQUARE LAW CONDENSERS
.001 .. 6 - All with Knob and Dial
0005 . 5,3 Absolutely Guaranteed.
'0003 .. 4'9 Postage for 1, 6d. ; two, 9d.

G. KING & CO.,
22, Gloucester Street LONDON, S.W.1

Phone : VICTORIA 8128

-'PHONE ItEPAIR SERVICE-
ALL HARES OF 'PHONES REWOUND.
4,000 ohms, 5f- per pair; 8,000 ohms, 1/6
extra. Remagnetising and adjusting, 2/- postage,
6.1. Transformers rewound any ratio, from
The H.R.P., 46, St. Mary's Road, Leyton, E.10.--------- -

Charge ',roux.ACCUMULATORat Home with. the
TUNGAR BATTERY CHARGER.
Simple, Safe, and Economical.
No moving parts. Requires
no attention. No Garage,
Owner -Driver or Wireless En-
thusiast should be without
one. Will charge from 1 to
10, 6-12 volt batteries at a
time. Deliveries from stock.
Descriptive Booklet free on ap-
plication. The Tungar Battery
Charger is suitable for use on
AlternatingCurrentsupplyonly.

Obtainable from sour Garage or Electrician.
THE BRITISH THOMSON-HOUSTON CO., LTD.,

Mazda House. 77, Upper Thames St., E.C.4.
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RADIOTORIAL
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS.

(Continued from page 50.)

coupled, so that I presume the plate of that
valve will go to the resistance coupling for
the first resistance coupled valve. Will it be
possible to switch off the last valve so as to
use one resistance -coupled valve only ?

The required circuit is enclosed, and the grid of
the first valve shown is the grid of your present. L.F.
valve, coming froin the L.F. transformer, of course.
Its plate should now be taken to A instead of to

phones, and thence to H.T.+. This 11.T.+ can
lave a common tapping with the other resistance -

coupled valves, but should not be common -with the
H.F. and det. valves, as the resistance -coupled
amplifiers need a much higher voltage than is neces-
sary for H.F. and det. stages.

As regards the values of resistances andcondensers,
the following should be about correct A=70,000 to
100,000 ohms, B=70,000 - 100,000 °hills, C - I
megohm, D =-5-1 megohm. The grid condensers in
each case should be about 02.

*

P. K. (Colchester).-I have made several
ultra coils, and have used them with very good
results. They certainly increase both signal
strength and selectivity, but can an ultra
coil be used as a wave -trap additionally to
another coil -ultra or ordinary-for tuning ?

Yes, an ultra coil can he used in several ways
pprely fiS a wave -trap and additionally to an existing

It can be placed in both series and shunt
positions and it is both interesting and instructive to
experiment with it in this manner. Further articles
describing the numerous applications of an ultra coil
will shortly appear in this journal.

*

A. D. P. (London, E.).-Are vernier con-
densers essential in the Super -selective circuit ?

Absolutely, and they should also be of the sluarc-
law type if possible.

OSCILLATING CRYSTALS.
(Continued from page 10.)

On switching in the 15 -volt battery, a
current of 4 to 10 milliamperes may pass.
through the contact. Sometimes oscilla-
tions will commence at once, and be heard
in the telephone like the note of a very
distant steam syren, or the whistle that
announces 21 0 is about to broadcast.
Sometimes these can be heard many yards
away, with the telephones lying on the
table, but a convenient position for them is
round the neck. More often it is necessary
to stir up the steel contact for a minute or
two, with the point of a pen or anything
handy, in order to start -the oscillations.

To raise the note, cut out inductance or
capacity in the oscillating circuit, or reduce
the blocking resistance, so as to add to the
volts on tho.crystal. It will be noticed that
the oscillating are itself gives out the musical
note, and when suitably mounted on a
diaphragm, no ordinary telephone is wanted.
In general, it will be found more difficult to
keep the frequency constant than the ampli-
tude ; or, in other words, the pitch than the
loudness.

(Continued on -page 52.)
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DEVICON
SQUARE LAW CONDENSERS

I

Devicon Square
Law Variable
Condensers, com-
plete with knob

and dial.

'001 ..mf. 9 6
'00075 mf. 8 9
'0005.. mf. 8 3
'0003.. mf. 7 9
'0002 ..mf. 7,3
'00005 mf. 6 3

STOCKED BY ALL THE BEST

Devicon Square
Law Variable
Condensers with
Vernier, complete
with knob and dial.

'001.. mf. 13.6
'0005 mf. 12 6
'0003 mf. 11 6
'0002 mf. 10 9

WIRELESS STORES.

e

e

e

4
as
e
e
e

ON EVERY CONDENSER. 4
a

Stocked by all the Leading Wireless Dealers. 41

A

FULLY GUARANTEED. Changed without question if for any 4
reason found to be unsatisfactory. 4

4
Manufactured by the Radio Devices Co Ltd.,Nottingham. a

4

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)

If you /race any difficulty in getting Devicon, write direct for name of
nearest dealer. It will be worth the slight trouble.

Note the distinctive points:
Single hole fixing.
Best quality Ebonite top and bottom plates.
20 s.w.g. Aluminium vanes.
" Trolite " knob and dial.
Zero capacity lower than ordinary type condenser.
No play on centre spindle.
Entirely rigid construction.
Wave -lengths and dial graduations almost evenly spaced.

SEE THE REGISTERED TRADE MARK

DEVICON

(WHOLESALE ONLY) 4
4

PETTIGREW & MERRIMAN, Ltd., 4
4

122-124, 'Cooley Street, London, S.E. 1 4
4

' Sole Distributors NENEYW____,., Terminals
- ------------.------:---- 4

The Trade are invited to write direct for full particulars
regarding this highly appreciated production. 4

411thlisessessee
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About L.F. Transformers
Our wide experience in Transformer Repair
has shown us all the common faults that
are likely to occur in L.F. Transformers.

The Distortionless, All British

"RENOWN
L.F. TRANSFORMER
'which we have designed and manufac-
tured is unequalled for distort ionless
powerful amplification, and its immunity
from breakdown is a special feature.

Prince 8/4 Post Free.
GUARANTEE Try this Transformer against
any in existence and if it is not equally as eiccient
in every respect, return if to as within 14 days and
we will refund cash without quibble. SHOULD this
Transformer EVER break down we will rewind
it, making it equal to new for 2/9.
100 HENRY AMPLIFIER CHOKES 716
We are' still repairing any make of L.F. Trans-
former with our efficiency equal to new guarantee
for 5 -. Post Free. Delivery 3 days

Transformer Repair Co., 141781.=:

INVENTIONS
PATENTED. Trade Marks and Designs Registered.

Particulars and consultations tree.
BROWNE & CO., Patent Agents,

9, Warwick Court, Holborn, London, W.C.1.
Established 1840. Telephone: Chancery 7547.

EBONITE
Sheet, rod, and tubing in all sizes kept in stock and
cut to any required size while you wail, or sent by,
post on receipt of cash.

We can turn anything in Ebonite.
BURGE, WARREN & RIDGLEY, Ltd.,
91'92. Great Saffron Hill, London, E.C.I.

'Phone: Holborn 50.

ACCUMULATOR BARGAINS.
C.A.V & Fullers, soiled, but guaranteed 12 months.

Sent on approval against cash.
2v -40a 9/6. 4v -80a ... 27/6 6v -60a ... 32/6 -
4v -40a ... 17/- 4v -100a... 32/6 6v -80a 401-4,60a 21 / 9 6v -40a ... 25/. 6v -100a... 46!-
MAUDE RUBBER CO., 58, PRAED ST., W.

EBONITE BUSHES
For mounting on Wood Panel.

Perfect insulation.
Price 1/- for 12 (post free).

Easily fixed by drilling a hole.

DARER RADIO Co..
STANDARD WORKILWaldramitd,,

Trade Supplicd.Forest Hill, London, 8.E.23,

NAVY PATTERN STEEL MASTS
Catalogue " B " on request.

HAMILTON MAY (late Lieut. R.N.V.R.).
Weybridge, Surrey. Tel. 784.

VOLUME & 'RANGE
Guaranteed. by adding our Type 3 Unit to your
cry st a (or valve) set. Loudspeaker perfectly
operated within 8 miles of broadcasting, without
valves, batteries, etc. Costs but feAv -shillings to
make and nothing in upkeep. Measures.5" x-EO x 5".
Complete instructional blue-pvints of tinit, diagrams
of the American Circuit, etc., 2/6, including special
series link and brass brackets. Dozens of testimonials.

IDE mom wr wilLM 8G CO.,
8, Loampit Vale, London, S.E.13.

OSCILLATING CRYSTALS.
(Continued from page 51.)

High -Frequency Oscillations.
Up to this point no difficulty will have

been met with that a fairly able ex-
perimenter cannot easily overcome, but
L.F. crystal oscillations- are of no
known use, except perhaps to make a
buzzer wave -meter. The L.F. must
be turned into high frequency before
it can be used to amplify weak signals and
to heterodyne. Also, it must be 'generated
in a steady stream, not in bursts, even if
the waves are of the right frequency and
amplitude. We cannot amplify with a
buzzer wave -meter, although we can tune -
in with it. Steady sine wave oscillations
from the crystal are most essential.

This difficulty of generating constant
H.F. oscillations seems to be entirely one
of obtaining a good point on a good crystal.
It should be borne in mind that H.F.
amplification, even with valves, is not easy.
It will be found a simple matter to start
a tuned H.F. circuit in oscillation when
joined in parallel with an L.F., but not
to switch off the latter without stopping
the H.F. A' two -stud switch should be
used, with an .idle stud in between, and
neither inductaTice nor capacity should be
common to the two circuits. Unless the
L.F. is switched off, the H.F. can only be
used for tuning -in purposes, not for hetero-
dyning.

Amplification.
There can be no doubt the best purpose an

oscillating crystal can serve would be to
amplify weak broadcast telephony, so that

heard perhaps for another ten
miles radius. If this could be done without
alteration to existing crystal sets it would
be an advantage, and luckily this is possible
of accomplishment.

If the wireless signal is so weak as to be
almost, or quite, inaudible-i.e. below the
strength at which the galena or other
rectifying crystal begins to rectify, the
added energy from the crystal, though small,
may cause the signal to be amplified many
times, and heard when it would not be so
otherwise. If then we put our oscillating
crystal direct in the aerial circuit of an
ordinary crystal receiver and shunt it with
a battery and blocking resistance. on
slowly and gradually raising the volts on
the crystal we shall finally reach the top of
the curve, where the resistance vanishes,
and amplification will be called into opera-
tion by each H.F. wave that comes down the
aerial, positively or negatively.

Any rectifying action there may be at
the zincite should not oppose the rectifier in

THE SKINDERVIKEN
HOME CONSTRUCTOR'S HOUSE 'PHONE

SET 1 (for home usu).
1 Aseptic Microphone Case.
1 Skinderviken Button (brass).
1 5 -ohm 'Phone.
2 Terminal Blocks.
Extra Diaphragms and Carbon.
15 Yards Length of Wire.
6 Special Screws.

SET 2 (for longer distances).
Transformer allows ordinary 'phones to be used.
1 Aseptic Microphone Case.
1 Skinderviken Button.
1 Transformer. 2. Terminal Blocks.
Extra Diaphragms and Carbon.
15 Yards Length of Wire.
6 Special Screws.

Only 25/- per set.
Full instructions with each set.

Send your order with cash to -day and install your own 'phone.
New edition of Marvels of the Mieroolomp "
27111V ready, post free 61d. (P.O. not .,trot,:'...

MIKRO, Ltd,, 32, Craven St., Charing Cross, London, W.C.2

the set. The zincite should be joined to the
aerial, the negative (zinc) pole of the battery
to the zincite, and the steel to the galena cf
the' ordinary rectifier.

It will be seen that the aerial current
does its own tuning by a kind of trigger.
action in this circuit, but, of course, there
remains  amplification by means of _ a

separately tuned, coupled oscillation circuit ;
and reception by slightly detuning one
circuit so as to give a beat note of audible
frequency. This method brings in C.W.
signals, and probably explains why they
have occasionally been heard with a crystal
not known to be oscillating.

Low resistance crystals are said to work
best for giving the necessary continuous
stream of waves without which heterodyning
is impossible.

Various circuits have been'. devised for
rectifying and amplifying with one crystal
only. Theoretically, it can be done by
working just on the top of the curve, but it
must always need great delicacy of adjust-
ment., and may well be left out of considera-
tion at present.
Transmission.

To anyone able to obtain a licence for.
transmission, there is no need to explain
how to use an oscillating crystal for the
purpose, after heterodyning with it has
been mastered. The energy available must
be small, as switching the oscillating circuit
on or off makes very little difference to the
current taken from the cells which give out,
perhaps, one -twentieth of a watt when the
crystal is oscillating freely.

Oscillation can seldom be started till the
tick of a watch, placed close to the oscillator,
can be heard microphonically ; and when the
oscillation note ceases the tick does also.
With one particular crystal, a low note could
be heard in the telephone with 3 milliamperes
and became too high to be audible when
12 ma. was reached. An exceptional low -
loss specimen began with 11 ma. and became
inaudible with 10 ma. With still more
current it might be possible to tune -in some
of the very long -wave stations without
switching over to a separate H.F. circuit.
L.F. crystal amplification still remains
untried, so far as the writer is aware.

D.E." WITH A IINIDYNE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Up to a week ago. I regarded my
Unidyne set as a common 'radio receiver, just about
equal to an ordinary H.T. one -valve set. To-fla
I regard it as worth ten one -valve H.T. sets.

My set is a two -valve Unidyne in construction
but as yet I only use one valve. Owing to some
slight defects I re -wired it, and now receive most,
excellent results. Last evening, after ten o'clock,
I tuned in to Cardiff (tuenty miles away), Bourne-
mouth, Belfast, London, Petit Parisien, and two un-
known foreign stations. All came through quite
loud; in fact, all were as loud as I have usually get
Cardiff, which means to say that every syllable was
plain enough to be heard, without stopping the usual
household talk.

Taking into consideration that I live in an area
where it is considered a miracle almost to get 5 W A
on a crystal, and no mean feat to get a one -valve
HT. set working, this is extremely good.

With a suitable transformer I hope to get my two
gal es working, and then I'll start a sort of S.P.U.
(Society for the Propagation of Unidyne) in this area.

Thanking you for your most valuable discovery,
and helpful articles in " P.W."

Yours respectfully,_
N DA:EV-DAVIES.

:5, High Street, Mountain Ash,. Glam.
(Continued on page 53,)
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 52.)

EIGHT U.S. STATIONS IN ONE NIGHT.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS,

Dear Sir,-I cannot allow the post -script to Mr.
W. J. H. Croom's letter, in your issue for January 1st,
to go unchallenged. In October I received the
following eight American stations in a single night
from 2.30 a.m. to 4.30 a.m.: W G Y, Schenectady,
N.Y., 350 m. ; W B Z, Springfield, Mass., 337 in. 
K D K A, E. Pittsburg, Pa., 326 m. ; W J A X:
Cleveland, Ohio ; W F I and W I P, Philadelphia,
395 and 509 m. respectively ; W M A F 5, Dartmouth,
Mass., 360 m.; W E A F, New York City, N.Y.,
492 tn. ; and in addition four others which I was
unable to identify, owing to shortage of time. All
were of good 'phone strength on two valves, W G Y,
W B Z and W.JAX coming in on the loud speaker,
and with an extra stage of L.F. W B E could be
heard upstairs,.and all the others, except W I P, were
comfortably audible. In addition to these I have
had W T A M, Cleveland, Ohio, 395 m.; W 0 R,
Newark, N.J., 405 m. ; C K A C, Montreal, Can.,
425 m. ; and another station, presumably on the
west coast, of which I could only get the letters
K W. Perhaps one of your readers may be able
to identify it for me. Its wave -length was 230.340
in., date about 5 a.m., Dec. 14th last, and it was
giving orchestral selections.

I can receive W11 Y at almost any time after dark.
The earliest time I have heard it is 7.15 p.m., and for
the past week I have regularly had it at. 11 p.m. -I
experience no interference from either 2 Z Y or 6 B M.

The circuit is a special regenerative one with two
stages of L.F. (with a switch for one or two at will).
The last valve is very little used, as most of the
B.B.C. come in quite loud enough *on an Amplion
Junior Loud Speaker for most rooms on the two
valves (M 0, D E R'S). Speech from 5 I T and
5 N G, the two nearest, can be distinctly and easily
heard 100 yards from the mouth of the instrument.

Yours faithfully,
The Cot, Oxendon, E. A. BLAND.

Market Harborough.

SAFEGUARDING OF BRITISH INDUSTRIES.
To the Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir, --Concerning the scheme proposed by the
Government for safeguarding certain industries, we
beg to state. that we have extremely pronounced
feelings in regard to this matter, as it is one of the
very greatest importance to the radio industry. The
writer has for some time been collecting information
with regard to the highly serious position with
reference to loud speakers and headphones which arc
coming from the Continent, particularly Germany.

Quite recently a manufacturer called and handed
to tile writer a sample pair of headphones, and offered
to supply 20,000 from London stock at 4s. each.
Tiro' 'days previously a Gemini. manufacturer who
had already sold 200,000 offered at 5s. 3d. In the same
week an Italian instrument was quoted at Is. These
instruments are comparable with the average British
made headphone which sells at four times the price.

If some serious steps are not taken immediately
we are convinced that the new industry which is being
built up in this country and giving employment to
tens of thousands of people who would otherwise be
unemployed, will gradually be lost to the foreigner,
thus involving the manufacturer who has embarked
his capital in very heavy losses.

At the present moment, still taking headphones to
support our argument, there are probably ten
foreign instruments sold out of every twelve in this
country. When one remembers that the British manu-
facturer shouldered the original financial burden
which enabled broadcasting to become possible
in this country-the Germans. paid nothing-it will
be seen that the radio industry has a very, stiong
claim to rank as one of the proposed protected
inclustrics.-Yours faithfully,

C. A. VANDERVELL er Co., Ltd.
(Signed) F. S. hooker,

Director and General Manager.
Acton, London, W.3.

IMPROVING " P. W. " SET TONE.
To the Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Among various sets with which I have
experimented, I have had a " P.W." Combination
Set in use practically ever since the little book in
which it is described was published, but never until
a quarter of an hour ago have I heard the bottom
notes of the organ boom out as they should do.

This result was achieved by putting a .008 mfd.
(two noughts six) condenser across the secondary
winding of the transformer, in place of what I believe
was originally '001 mfd. The result is astounding.
I am listening to the Halle Concert relayed from
Manchester whilst writing this, and apart from the
bottom notes of the organ crashing forth as they
should do, the clapping sounds like clapping-not
tett usual cracked sound. .

If any of your other readers are interested in this
point, they may find that .005 mfd. is preferable to
-006 mfd.,- as 1 have rather overdone the suppression
of the higher notes.

I am impatiently waiting to hear the boom of Big
Ben.

YoUrs faithfully,
S. II. DENNINGTON.

52, Hemberton Road, Stockwell, S.W.9.
(Continued on page 54.)
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SOME EXAMPLES OF
THE A.J.S. RANGE

A. J. S. PEDESTAL
CABINET RECEIVER
Designed and constructed by experienced
Cabinet-makers to contain the A.J.S.
4 -valve Receiver. Represents the highest
standard yet achieved in the design of
Wireless Receiving Sets. Each cabinet
is a complete unit containing 4 -valve
Receiver, H.T. and L.T. Batteries,
special A.J.S. Loud Speaker to match
the cabinet and all acces- 0 gns,sories. in Mahogany or Oak

A. J. S. ' DESK TYPE'
4 -VALVE RECEIVER
Noted for Selectivity, Power and Clear-
ness, Extremely flexible, it functions
on wave -lengths from 150 to 20,000
metres, giving most successful results
on indoor aerials.
Prices (including all Royalties)--4-valve
Set, complete with 4 -valves, Brandes
'Phones, Batteries, Aerial Wire, Insu-
lators, and Lead-in- £27 5  0Tube .. .

Panel only, £20 : 5 : 0.

A. J. STEVENS & Co. (1914) Ltd.
WIRELESS BRANCH, WOLVERHAMPTON.
Telephone 1550. Wireless Call Sign : 5 R I.
Telegrams : Reception, Wolverhampton."
London Offices, Show and Demonstration
Rooms, 122-124, Charing Cross Road,W.C.2.
Representatives for India, Burma, and
ceylon:. 1V.. 1 A. Bates (India), Lied, Cal-
cutta, Bombay, Rangoon, and Madras.
itepresentatireslor Australasia: R. V. Bristol,
l'ty., Ltd., Melbourne and Sydney, Australia,
wl' Wellington, N.Z.

Eepresentatires for Europe: C. A. Strasser,
II, Navigation Street, Birmingham.

"The HALL MARK OF RADIO PERFECTION

The special A.J.S. Volt Meter let
into the face of every' A.J.S.
panel is just one of several
exclusive A.J.S. features that a
personal inspection of our Wire-
less Instruments will reveal.
Ask your Dealer to show you the
full A.J.S range, including the
"Unit System" Cabinet, the 2 and
3 -valve Standard " Desk Type"
Receivers, the " Unitop " 4 -valve
Cabinet and the A.J.S. Loud
Speakers. There are also A.J.S.
Component parts. Illustrated
Catalogue sent on request.

.11RW.D.C..10061.11111=2.0122.1.
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ACCUMULATOR
SERVICE

Most valve set users know the troubles
of Wireless accumulators and would
appreciate the- comfort and economy of
a service by which a fully charged
accumulator of suitable size for a full
Week's use was delivered to the door
.regularly every week.
Such is the A.M.C. Hire Service.
We supply and deliver to your door weekly a
fully charged, specially constructed '' Rotax "
Wireless accumulator of suita-blo size for your
set, from 116 weekly inclusive (by quarterly. sub-
scription) within 10 miles of Charing Cross.
Our service consists entirely. of " Rotax "  accu-
mulators of a most efficient type, and we
guarantee punctual and regular deliveries.
An interesting Folder, showing the capacity of accu-
mulator required for a full week's use on sets
using 1 to 5 valves, post free on request.
We regret that we were recently unable to meet
the great demand for our service, but are now in
a position to accept an unlimited number of sub-
scriptions for our new " Rotas. " accumulators.

ACCUMULATOR MAINTENANCE CO.,
267, High Street, Camden Town, N.W.I

' Phone : Hampstead 2693.

----HEADPHONE REPAIRS-
'Rewound, re -magnetised and readjusted Lowest
prices quoted on receipt of telephones. Delivery three
days. -THE VARLET MAGNET CO., London,
S.E.18. 'Phone 888-9 Woolwich. Est. 26 years.

EBONITE 'PANELS
GUARANTEED BEST DUALITY..

Money returned if not satisfied. Dull Matt Finish.
6 x 6 x ,j1 in. 1/2; i in. 1/11. Post free .

8x6XA in. 1/6 lin. 2/6.
10 x 8 x A ill. 2/6 1 in. 4/2. ,,
12 x 9 x a in. 3/5 i in. 518.
Any other sizes .", in. thick, 11, per sq, in.

hick '''d.
" " CashLiit'li.,,tid6:,1 s " " "

FRASER & CO., 79, PICCADILLY, MANCHESTER.

1

-- LUID RADIO '06 VALVES --
3 -Volt Excellent ILE. Detector, L.F. 30-100N.
Plate. Each . guaranteed, 12 I 6, Accumulator
Carriers, 2 / 6. Valves, Telephones, and Sets re-
paired. -W. G. Eames, 15, Red Lion Street,
London, W.C.1. 'Phone, Chancery 8220.

\4,

'TO your
'phone

and you get results
rivalling a

501- LOUD SPEAKER

SOUND BRITISH
ONLY
FOR 7! POST

/-MAKE. Complete,
Fitted in a second. Send P.0.811strongly packed. at once and listen in comfort.

Send Stamp for free descriptive Leaflet P.
Write direct to Works :-

MALONE & CO., LEIGH -ON -SEA, ESSEX.

1000/0 EFFICIENCY
This is your aim. The W.L.B. One Valve Receiver
is the most highly efficient receiver you can buy.
Receives majority of B.B.O. Stations, several Conti-
nental, including Madrid, and at twelve miles from
London will work a loud speaker. £2 17 6 plus
126 Marconi Royalty.' Finest workmanship. Send
for particulars.

W. L. BROWNE, A.M.I.E.E.,
Longfield Avenue. Hackbridge, Surrey.

aNNETscoNsTRUCTOS
cs.troPe ------,-----

---4-1 MarforiV1 401

I ./--- 1/6 --.4 \
l

CABINETs \ \

..x..y.,. , f c , ,d Pd., ',

:V il----'-""4-ftirl'E ,h;oni fir cans. rug /ors hst/reC--->--,
-;V:ff"RICKETTS CABINET WORKS

BEXLEYHEATHSE

--eettaLoesr, oP eavoevuu ,upprp

Send for Constructor's List (Fly.) FREE.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
(Continued from page 53.)

THE TWELVETREES REFLEX.
The Editor, POPULAR WHO:LESS.

Dear have constructed Captain Richard
Twelvetrees' three -valve reflex set, as published in
P.W. No.'s 140-141, and out writing to you to let
you kfloiy hoe- grateful I am to lifiVe such a sot. 1
have been two years looking for this circuit. These are
some results, living about one and a 'half miles
from 2 L 0 :

*2L (Y, Terrible roar on Amplion A I1 10.
*2 German stations loud on Amplion A 11 .19.
*School of P. and T. loud on Amplion A R 19.
F.L. France' loud rat Amplion A B 19.
Newcastle loud on Amplion A R 19.

*Birmingham, very loud on Amplion A R
Chelmsford, Same as tendon on Amplion A R 19.
Radio -Paris, not very good. but put- this down

to coils not being correct for wave -length, as I had
loot two the same so loaded one.

*This means with 2 I. 0 working, using a wave -
trap.

I think that you will agree with me that this
is very good for one evening, and one hour on Sunday.
Some components used :

R.I. Transformers (old type):
Gambrel! coils.
Onnond condensers, *0003.
Raymond condensers. *OM A.T.C.
Neutron crystal, very important as to crystal.
Edison Bell fixed condensers.
Thanking you once again,

I remain, yours faithfully,
W. o. MANNERIN,

27, 'Richinond Crescent,
Barnsbury, N.

A YEAR'S DX WORK.
To the Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir,-Your readers inay perhaps be interested
in the folloWing :

On a detector and t L.F. set. during 1024. I logged
over 1,000 different Ailierican and Canadian. amateurs.
About 5,00(1 log entries were made during that time.
I have also received signals from Mexico, North
Greenland (NV N P), Argentine, Australia. New
Zealand, etc. The Americans often (Moe in at
midday here when the whole of the Atlantic is in
sunlight. The earliest I have heard them is 6.30 p.m.,
GAIT. One clay, at 3.40 Illeardtl.HH, Mosul.
His signals were much weaker than usual. Signals
from my own station. 6 L J, have been received in
many parts of North America, including. San Leandro,
California. The best 1) X to Z 4 A B, Dunedin, New
Zealand. I have worked with 30 AmerieanS and two
Canadians (44 times) in one month. On Christmas
Day I worked with G H H, Mosul, operated by Capt.
Durrant, and took a message from hint for his
relatives.

My station is located in a valley and the aerial is
very short, and is 10 to 20 feet below the tops of the
neighbouring trees and houses.

Yours faithfully.
S. K. LEWER,

0 6 iT.
32, Gascony Av., West Hampstead, London, N.W.fi.

THE " TWO-FOUR " VALVE SET.
To the Editor. POPULAR WIRELESS.

.

Dear Sir, -11 feel I must send yoil a line m praise of
the " Four Circuit" two -valve set published in your
issue of 17th January. I wired it up as a " dual,"
omitting the switches, and the results are much
better than any I have yet tried. -

Just within two miles of the Hull relay station, it
gives snore than I want on the loud speaker. Further,
I am able to get Manchester when Hull is working,
and this without any wave trap. I may say that
with circuits I have previously tried Dull has drowned
everything up to 400 metres.

Last night I got Birmingham at very good 'phone
strength-a station I have found very difficult to
hear in Hull. I also got Hilversum; and several
German stations. --

-'The timing of the secondary condenser is 'extremely
sharp, and I was also a bit puzzled as the correct
coils to use, but this is only a matter for eXperiment,
and no doubt I shall get further results.

I can without hesitation say it is the best I wo-valve
circuit.

Yours faithfully. -

E. IV. llkl-:,SSWEI,b.
16, Arnold Street. Hull.

W G Y ON UNIDYNE.
The Editor, POPULAR WIRELESS.

Dear Sir-You may be interested to hear that
at one a.m. on Tuesday morning last (February 3rd)
I picked up IV G Y. Schenectady. N.Y. (:So -metres),
on a one -valve Enidyne set which I built about two
months ago front particulars given in POPULAR
WIRELESS. A mixed concert programme came
through at quite good strength, with the call sign
of the station given clearly between each item.

There was very little distortion-far less than
when I have heard American stations relayed through
a British station-neither was there much fading.

I !Welled until about 1.45 a.m., and then switched
off.

Your; faithfully,
HUGH OVENTEN.

Prc'ton.

emember
the Skylark!

ANY who have
heard the Brown

11,2 Loud Speaker are
amazed that such a small
instrument can give such
a volume of pure and
undistorted sound.
To those, we would say,
Remember the Skylark l -
One of the smallest of our
songsters yethis tune -
fill melody can always
be heard from afar.
Volume in a Loud
Speaker is dependent
upon correct design and
not upon mere size. When
you select the .Brown H.2
you obtain the fruition
of many years of expeCi-
mental work devoted en-
tirely to the science of
sound reproduction. In
fact, the very first Loud
Speaker ever built for
wireless was a Brown.

ei Prices
H.2 12 inches high.
120 ohms £2 : 5 : 0

2000 ohms £2 : 8 : 0
4000 ohms £2 :10:0

S. G. BROWN LIMITED
Victoria Road, N. Acton, W.3

Showrooms;
13 MORTIMER STREET. W.1
15 MOORFIELDS, LIVERPOOL
67 HIGH ST., SOUTHAMPTON

Wireless Apparatus

Gilbert Ad. 2332
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TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 19.)

the Royal Society. It was by no means
certain, at that time, that such a thing as an
electron, in the modern meaning of the term,
really existed.

Electrons in Valves.
Talkilig about electrons, the question is

often asked as to how many electrons travel
across from the filament to the plate in a
wireless receiving valve. Obviously, it
depends upon the current which is passing
in the plate circuit, but I believe that for
each milliampere there are something like
6 x 1015 electrons per second (that is, 6
with fifteen noughts after it). I haven't
troubled to work it out, but all you have to
do is to look up the electronic charge and
divide it into the current (in the same
units). I believe, if I remember rightly,
the actual value is more like 6'13 multiplied
by 10 to the power 15. Somebody with a
Rassion for popular statistics once made the
computation that the number of electron',
that pass every second through the filament
of an ordinary 16 -candle -power electri,
lamp is so great that it would take two -and -
a -half million people, each counting two
electrons every second, twenty thousand
years, of 24 -hour working days, to count
an equivalent number. So it is evident
that quite a number of electrons pass over
per second from the filament to the plate
of your valve.

Thunderstorms.
A French scientist, M. l'Abbe Gabriel,

has put forward a theory, with a good deal -
of evidence to support it, that thunder-
storms have a definite cycle of maxima and
minima of activity. He claims to have
discovered that, for a period of seven years,
electrical storms will be at a minimum,
then for twenty years they will occur at a
more or less average rate, and this period
will be followed in turn by ten years of
exceptionally heavy rain and electrical
disturbances. In order to reassure wireless
listeners, it should be mentioned that
M. Gabriel states that we are just entering
upon a period of minimum activity.

Musical Valves.
The singing arc was a favourite scientific

toy many years ago, and during more
recent years the singing valve has been much
experimented with. In fact, one inventor
in America actually made a miniature
" organ " with different valve circuits,
differently tuned, so that when set into
oscillation they produced different notes in
the reproducer. In this field of research,
although it does not appear to be of great
importance at the moment, it should be
noted that Dr. Lee de Forest was probably
the pioneer, as he was in so many other
branches of wireless development. He
described experiments with singing circuits
some years ago.

Short Waves.
I have remarked on previous occasions

in these notes upon the growing importance
of short-wave wireless, and now comes the
news from France that the cathode-ray 
oscillograph has been successfully used for
the detection and examination of wireless
waves down to 30 cm. (about one foot)

(Continued on page 56.)

Concert
Grand

No. 9 of
a Series.

c LiVing Artigle
LOTS of people think that good suits cost too much-that

a good car costs too much-that fine furniture costs
too much. Yet there are people who buy all these things

and who know that they get very good value for their mcney.
They are just the kind of people who believe that in the
building of a Wireless Set it is well worth while using only
Eureka Transformers. They are not necessarily well-to-do
-they don't do it to impress their friends. They do it be-
cause they cannot resist the appeal of quality.
Into the manufacture of Eureka Transformers goes much care
and forethought. In fact, it would not be too much to say
that each Transformer receives the individual attention that
is usually accorded only to expensive scientific instruments.
An incessant demand-not only from all parts of this country,
but also from the Continent and from the Colonies-has
certainly necessitated their manufacture on a mass production
basis, but no test is too stringent and no safeguard too great
to ensure the original Eureka quality being _fully maintained.
As a direct result, we have yet to hear of a dissatisfied Eureka
user-while the wonderful flow of correspondence from
wireless enthusiasts is a spontaneous tribute to Eureka
excellence, and its ability to " re-create the living Artiste."

30/-
Portable Utilities Co., Ltd.,
Fisher Street, London, W.C.1 Eureka. 22/6

(For Second Stage)

Gilbert Ad. 2336
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TO WIRELESS TRADERS,
ELECTRICIANS, DEALERS AND

OTHERS.

31, Camden St., Camden Town, N.W.
(Close to Camden Town lobe Station.)

VERYARD & YATES, F.A.I., will sell by auction,
on Thursday, March 5 5, large quantities EX -GOVT.
WIRELESS, ELECTRICAL, TELEPHONE & GENERAL
SURPLUS STORES -4,000 Pairs Sullivan -Headphones
(4,000 ohms), 10,000 L.F. Choke Coils (500 "& 1,000
aims). 500 Coils New V.I.R. Lighting Cable, 100.3-
Ialve Amplifiers, 40 New A & 1 kw. Transformers,
20 cwt. 0 & 1 B.A. Brass Terminals, 85 New 2 -Valve
Mark IV Receiving Sets, 2,000 Single 'Phones, 1,500
31icrephonmi, 1,000 2 mfd. Condensers, 300 Spark
Coils, 250 Marconi Variable Condensers, 12 cwt. Sheet
& Rod Ebonite, 40 Large New Distribution Hoards,
5,000 Fuller's Leclancko Cells, 100 Jar Condensers,
250 Transmitting Sets, 4 Electric Motors (f & 1 hp.,220 volt), 400 New & S.H. Accumulators. 40 Ships'
Liquid Compasses, 10 Marconi Ships' Wireless. Sets,30 Radiation Meters, 3,500 Ebonite- Kansans, 2;500
Terminal Blocks, 200 Road Measures, .100 Kilo -watt
Meters, 60 Galvanometers, 5,000 Wound 1.000-ohn,
Telephone Bobbins, 500 Gross Brass Screws, 250 Wire-
less Cabinets, 2,000 Variolettes, Portable Telephones,
Switches, Cable, Resistances, Insulators, BarographS,
Telescopes, Crystal & Valve Sets, and Wireless Equip-
ment and Spares of all kinds; also 60 Mechanical Calcu-
lators, 1,500 Sheets Roofing Glass, 250 Cycle Foot
Pumps, Kettle Drums, Tools, New Hinges, 300 Pairs
Rubber Trolley Wheels, Acetylene Flares, Scrap Metal
& Ebonite, etc., etc.

Catalogues from the Auctioneers,
365, Norwood Road, London, S.E.27.

('Phone: 396 Streatham.)

-Paris and other Stations
Clearly heard on Loud Speaker near London using
the " MIRACLE " MASTER- 2 -Valve Set. £3 12-6,
plus Royalties. 1, 2, 3, and 4 Valves. Trade sup-

plied. Send Stamp for particulars
World's Wireless Stores, Wallington.

H&H Tubular Galvan-
ized Steel Telescopic
WIRELESS MAST

(Patent amiliettikr)
35 ft. MOW.

Complete with base plate,
ground pegs, stay wires, strain-
ing screws, pulley and cleat.

Price £2:17:6 complete
4 Mast fittings also supplied.

HILDICK & HILDICK, Pleck Rd , Walsall.

RADIO PANELS
Will stand 5,000 volts, will not fracture. W x x
1 /6;10" x 0",2/2; 12 x 10, 2/9; 14 x 12, 4/6 Post paid.
RADIO PANEL CO. (Dept.P), 143, Fetter Lane. E.C.4.

GENUINE RADIO-mICRO VALVES
'06 amps., 3-4 volts. Satisfaction guaranteed. 12/6
each, by post 6d. extra. Four Valves post paid.
YE0 BROS., PAULL & CO. LTD., 134, Victoria
Street. Bristol ; 43, Caroline Street, Cardiff and

200, Dock Street. Newport, Mon.

3 -VALVE SET in handsome Polishedsloping cabinet, work
loud speaker, receive all B.B.C. Stations, Continent,
America, etc. All accessories included. Valves, Ac-
cumulator, H.T. Battery. Lead-in Wire. Aerial Wire,
Insulators, Headphones. This set is in perfectly new
condition and guaranteed to give absolute satisfaction
A genuine bargain, £8 15s. Seen and demon-
strated any time.-FREDERICK BURROUGHS,
17, McDermott Road, Peckham, London S.E.15.

H. Maddison, WOOD HORN Mfrs., 2a, RonaldsRoad, Holloway Road, near Highbury, N.5.
How to improve your Junior Ainplion Parties, free.
Wool) Bells, 14", 18", and 19", complete with goose
necks. castings and Wood Bells for Gramophone Attach-

ments. Any speaker fitted with Wood Bell
rir" Improvement guaranteed, Ti -ado supplied.

`Valves Repaired
Protiok/Perjectip

Bright Emitters . . . . 6/6
Dull Emitters 2 volt type 9/-

'06 type 10/6

Let us send you this useful Book-
let. Gives curves of Radian
Valves, prices for repair work,
and shows what service your
accumulator should give.

RADIONS, LTD.,
BOLLINGTON, Nr. MACCLESFIELD.

TECHNICAL NOTES.
(Continued from page 55.)

wave -length. The frequency of these waves
is about one thousand million vibrations per
second. The shortest wireless waves which
have ever been produced by wireless
methods, and detected by similar methods,
were of a wave -length of -1 mm. This work
was carried out by NichOlsand Tear about
a year or two since, but the waves were not
used for the transmission of messages. It
seems very probable that short waves will
become of extreme importance in the future
of wireless transmission, and the serious ex-
perimenter should keep a careful watch in
this direction.

Saving Time.
The experiment suggested in the follow-

ing (quoted from "Popular Radio," N.Y.),
although it is simple in the wireless sense, is
an interesting example of the great facili-
ties introduced by radio. " Mr. Paul
Specht, an American musician who re-
cently completed an English concert tour
with his band, has recommended some addi-
tional AmeriCan bands and orchestras for
English engagements. In order that the
British agents may hear these bands and
judge of them without the necessity of
crossing the Atlantic, Mr. Specht will
arrange, it is announced, that the perform-
ance of these bands shall be broadcast in
New York, picked up in England, and sub:
mitted to the English agents in that way."

Tuning Signal.
To correspond with the tuning -note used

in this country, the Breslau (Germany)
broadcast station uses a loud-tiekitu,. metro-
nome. This is operated for some time before
the regular programme is broadcast. The
ticks enable listeners to distinguish clearly
the loudness of their reception and so to
finish their tuning arrangements before the
programme starts.

Another Method.
The Hamburg station employs a brass

gong; which after being struck continues to
sound for some considerable time. After
each number, two -minute intervals are re-
corded by two strokes on this gong to assist
listeners in tuning. These are followed by
a single stroke which indicates the com-
mencement of a new selection

New Sodion Valve.
The sodion " tube" which has been re-

ferred to in these columns on several occa-
sions, has now been produced its a new and
improved form. It will be remembered
that the sodion valve contains sodium
metal, which is heated by means of a
special heating coil so as to cause it to emit
ions, upon which the functioning of the
valve depends. The original form of this
valve would not oscillate, nor could it be
used in most ordinary circuits without some
mOdifieatiOns to the circuits. The new
sodion valve will oscillate, and may be in-
troduced into standard circuits without any
adjustment, moreover,' it has been made so
that it will plug into standard valve -
holders. A full account of this new valve,
together with results of tests, will be found
in " Q.ST " (the Journal of the American
-Relay League), Dee., 1924,

Can be

COMFORT
Soldering Iron
& Slove for
WIRELESS

Cannot possibly
Overheat.

Gas consumption only
1;7 c. ft. per hour.

connected to any convenient gas
point with flexible tubing.

F. L. HART, 98, Victoria St., London, S.W.1,
'Phone: Vide, 5874.

4,

WIRELESS INVENTORS
PATENTS-TRADE MARKS. Advice, Handbook
and Cons. free.-B. T. King, C.I.M.E., Regd. Patent
Agent (G.B., U.S.A. & Canada), 148a, Queen Vic-
toria St., E.C.4. 'Phone Central 882. 38 yrs. refs.

PADNEEL

SIIZR
LUXE PANEL

PERFECT INSULATION.
DOES NOT CHIP OR CRACK IN DRILLING.
6 x(ix,' in. 10d.; 9x 6 in. 1'4; Ox 9 in.2'-

10 x 8 its. 2 - ; 12 x 8 in. 2'4; 12 x 9 in. 2'6
CARRIAGE PAID - - ANY SIZE CUT.

roECITCE-112MEtrit, INWOOD AVENUE,
ASHVILLE, HOUNSLOW, W.

'WHENreplying to advertisements
please mention " Popular

Wireless and Wireless Review " to ensure
prompt attention. THANKS !

Dull Emitters Repaired ...-'
Each concert tested, 10/6. 06 Valves, 12/6:
Bright, 6/6. Guaranteed quick delivery. Send re-
mittance with valve to W. G. Eames, 15, Red
Lion St., London, V7.C.1.' Phone, Chancery 8220.

LOUD SPEAKERS, 'PHONES.
Not toys. Real talkers. Sweet Adjustable, 4,000 ohms.
and clear tone .. .. 18,6 Wonderful Value 10'6

Carriage paid. Money back if not satisfied.
Wireless Dept., Excelsior Co., Hurst St., Birmingham.

EASY PAYMENTS
LOUD SPEAKERS. Any make. Your selection.
Amplion, Brown, Sparta, Sterling, etc. Quarter
deposit. Balance six monthly payments. Examples ;
DINKIE-11/- deposit: 2 monthly payments 11/.,
AMPLION JUNIOR -DE -LUXE -14/6 deposit;

6 monthly payments 9/..
BROWN H1-27/- deposit; 6 monthly payments

14/2.
Other Models, Hem/phones, Port ,s,ete.,similer terms.
ACCUMULATORS. Best quality. Guaranteed.

Three m'thty Three m' thly
Cash. payments Cash. payments

and

4v.-40 17/. 6/3 6 v.-40 25/. 9/-
4v.-60 22/6 8/3 6v.-60 32/- 11/64v.-80 27/. 9/9 6v.-80 38/6 14/.
4 v.-100 32 / 11/6 6 v.-100 45/.

1/6
16/.

Carr. Packing, any size.H. W. HOL1KES, 29, Foley Street, GreatPortland Street, W.1,'Phone Museum 1414.

WIRELESS INSULATORS
Large Shell, Green 10/- Large Barrel 8'- per 100
in case Lots ex London Stock, Less 10 for cash.

Angie -overseas, 35. Norfolk St., London, W.C.2

Remember !
POPULAR WIRELESS

Has the largest sale of any weekly
Wireless Journal in this country.
Advertisers are invited to send to the
Sole Advertising Agents, John H.
Lile, Ltd., 4, Ludgate Circus,

London, E.C.4, for latest
CERTIFIED NET SALE FIGURES

TfLPHOKSREVOIINd
Rewinding, Remagnetising, Overhauling
from 3/. to 10/, Ready same day if
order received before 8 a .m. Send for
rescinding prospectus " P " post free
(see advert.. page 41.)

W. JOHN MILLER, 68. Earringdon St., E.C.4.
2nd & 3rd floor. 'Phone Central 1950.
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Spans the World
How wonderful to listen to a fellow creature
talking on the other side of the globe ! More
wonderful to be able to reply to him.
With Mullard Valves the first two-way con-
nection between England and U.S.A., Australia,
Argentine and New Zealand was established,
and these valves that can pick up and give
you this wonderful power of c ommunication
are just the standard Mullard Receiving Valves,
obtainable from all dealers. They will give
perfect reception from your local Broad-
casting or Relay Station. Why shouldn't they?

THE MA R.- VALVE
N

Advt.-The 31 ullard Radio Value Co., Ltd. (P.W.) Nightingale Works, Balhanz, S.W.r2
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LISSENIUM

INTRODUCING AN " X " COIL

WE .are introducing an additional
range of " LISSENAGON " coils.
To distinguish the series from the
well-known and standard " LISSEN -

AGON " coils, we are calling this new series of
coils " LISSENAGON X " coils. The. first
number to be put on the market, and now
really, is a No. 6o coil.

.,.

This " LTSSENAGON X " coil has two tap-
pings. The tappings are nearer that end of
the *iiiding which cennected to the socket,
" A " tapping being nearer to the end than
" B " tapping. In all circuits where
one of the tappings cn this coil is
used, connections should he tried to
both terminals separately to see
which tapping gives the 'best results.

SELECTIVITY.
Great selectivity is a noticeable fea-
ture of this new " LISSENAGON
X " coil. There is now a use for a
tapped plug-in coil which will provide
the. user with the means of alterna-
tive connections called for to keep
pace With the development in radio
circuits.

USES OF THE NEW COIL.

Aperiodic Aerial Tuning.
You can adopt:- -this Mottled" of tuning with
your existing receiver by simply taking your
aerial off its present 'terminal and connecting
it to either of the two terminals Jon :the

LISSENAGON X " coil. BeSt results
are usually obtained when the tapping point
on the coil is nearest the earth terminal. TUNING

LISSEN LIMITED

Neutrodyne Circuits.
This new " LISSENAGON X " coil is the,onlv :4
coil which can 'be used in " Neutral -Grid
circuits similar to that described by Mr
Cowper. The H.F. amplification obtained
with this new " LISSENAGON X " coil is
remarkably stable, because the coil is so' de- c-)
signed that on one or other of the tapping a
points a neutral point- is provided which'
balances out the unwanted capacities.

el

CO

0
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fa
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0
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Reaction.
It wilt re noticed that in all circuits in which 1,i

this new coil is used, reaction con-
trol is exceptionally smooth, and iS
very - much finer than usually cb-
tained.

WHY WE FIRST MADE A
No.60 COIL. 'a

A No. 6o coilin the new series has o
vcry wide 'application. For instance, e
iLis coil ca.n.bc used in aerial, anode, 5
'ard reaction circuits:- That is, in -61A
one R.F. tuned anode receiver to

cover broadcast wavelength, the three
coils necessary :could all, be No. 6o 14

LISSENAGON X." This coil is
interchangeable with any make of coil, and in Q,additien-to its many Specid uses can he em-
ployed in the same way as any standard plug 113
in coil -you only use the tappings when Yon
want to.
OTHER NUMBERS WILL BE INTRO- !'c

a.
DUCED.

Price of this new " LISSENAGON X " No. fa
6o coil - - - - 6/4 .5

USE --THE COILS WHICH INTENSIFY

8.16, Woodger Road, Goldhawk Road,
Shepherd's Bush, London, W.12. I:

Telephones : Riverside 3380, 3381,.3382, 1072. <
Telegrams: " LISSEIIiUM, .London." se.

a
tz_
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